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CHAPTER L

KUIN.S KN ROUTE TO TUS-HUANO

A NUMiiEK of archaeolc^ical indications rapidly gathered in

the course of that first day convinced me that the ruins 1

had passed, and those to> be expected in continuation

eastwards, belonged to an early system of frontier defence

corresjK>ndlng in character lo the extant ' Great Wall ’ on
the Kan-su border. That I should have to return to them
for thorough exploration as scftn as men and animals had
recovered from their fatigues by a short rest at Tun-huang
was quite clear to me. Yet no chances of getting more
familiar with details of the old Lim<s were to be forgone

in the meantime.
So on the morning of March 9th, 190;, while the animals

were allowed to enjoy grazing a little longer and the men
to take it easy over packing, I retraced last night's route

until I came again upon the line of the wall. It was now
seen to turn on north, and to run straight down at right

angles to the shore of the small lake near the end of which
we had camped. I was able to trace^the layers of clay and
fascines, so impregnated with salt as to look quasi-petrified,

to within twenty -five j'ards or less of the salt-encrusted

lake shore. That tlje level of the latter lay only four or

five feet below the exposed base of the wall was an

important observation. The extent of local desiccation

since the wall was built could not have ^been great here.

It was still more interesting to note how the lake had
been utilized as a substitute for the strange wall elsewhere

guarding the line. It was evident that those who laid

down the line were eager to make the most of natural

obstacles and thus to save building labour.

VOL. ll B
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This conclusion was soon confirmed after we had

started on the day’s march. Having skirted the winding

south shore of the lake for about a mile and a half, the

track took us to the foot of a steep Adge which edged the

lake on its east side. On the highest knoll overlooking

the route there rose a massive square watch-tower,

T. XL, surrounded by a crumbling wall of clay. The
latter looked rough and of late origin. But a short

scramble along the back of the ridge sufficed to reveal

again the line of the old Limes wall with its characteristic

reed fascines. It started from the lake shore opposite to

the one where I had last traced it, and crossed the ridge

down to another marsh basin.

As I noticed two more towers beyond the latter east-

wards, I felt assured now that the line of the wall ran

more or less parallel to the end of the Su-lo Ho drainage,

and that the route we were following would keep within

it and probably near it. The next tower was |>assed,

indeed, after about five miles from camp near the southern

end of that second basin ;
but the wall was not traceable

there, evidently running farther north. P'or the rest of

the day’s march the succession of towers kept by our left

above the grey horizon like a line of yellowish beacons.

The stretch of scrubby desert or gravel Sai separating us

from them was, however, too great to f>ermit me to visit

them without risk of losing touch with my caravan. Luckily
the plane-table enabled us to fix their positions with pre-

cision from the route, showing that the distance from tower
to tower averaged two to three miles.

At the end of cfose on ten miles by the side of a
long-stretched depression full of luxuriant reed -beds and
evidently containing springs, we cam^ upon a small ruined
fort of massive^ppearance, as seen in Fig. 154. Its walls,

built of remarkably hard and well-laid strata of stamped
clay, each about ^three inches thick, rose in very fair pre-

servation to a height of nearly thirty feet. Fully fifteen

feet thick at the base, they formed a solid square about
ninety feet on each side. What splendid shelter they
might give, not against human attack alone, but also

against those cutting east winds, the very home of which
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we now seemed to approach ! There was no trace of

earlier quarters inside, and only scanty refuse from recent

occupation by wayfarers. And yet, when I had climbed to

the top by a rough sulircase spared from the massive walls

in a corner, and looked round over all this desolation, 1 felt

sure that I stood on a structure which had braved man
and nature for many centuries past.

The view enjoyed from the top was wide and impressive.

To the south I could see the scrubby depression merging
in a belt of Toghrak and tamarisk jungle. Beyond there

rose an absolutely bare gravel glacis towards the equally

barren foot-hills of a great range far away. To the north-

east four towers lit up by the sun behind us could be made
out echeloned in the distance, silent guardians of a wall

line which I thought I could still recognize here and there

in faint streaks ol brown shown up by my glasses. What
a fine position, I thought, this height of the fort wall must
have been for a commandant to survey his line of watch-

stations, and to look out for the signals they might send
along it ! But how' long ago was that ? Those sombre,
barren hills of the Kuruk-tagh, now standing out clearly

again on the northern horizon, had seen wall and towers

first rise, and would see their ruins finally disappear before

the blasts of the ages. But it would be like asking Death
itself for an answer.

Somewhere between the fool of those hills and the line

of towers the old drainage of the Su-lo Ho was bound to

have cut its bed westwards. But even from that command-
ing position I tried vainly to locate it. And yet, as our
march continued across a sterile gravel plateau till the

evening. I could see that the route was drawing nearer and
nearer to a wide marshy basin, stretching east to west
and manifestly part oT the main Su-lo Ho valley.

We had been skirting its steep clay bank for a mile or
so, and were approaching a roughly built tower standing
near it, when 1 saw in the twilight a huge structure rising

before me from the low ground which fringed the basin.

Hurry'ing to inspect it before it became quite dark, I

found there three palace-like halls, with a total frontage

of over 440 feet, and walls of great thickness rising to
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about twenty-five feet (Fig. 156). A natural day terrace

some fifteen feet high had been used as a base and added
greatly to the appearance of height. There were remains
of a massive wdled enclosure witfi high towers jutting

out at the four corners as if guarding a palace court. The
sight of so imposing a building was doubly impressive
for wanderers in the wilderness such as we had been for

months, and the purpose of the grand ruin most puzzling.

The position showed clearly that it could not have been
intended as a fortified station. And what could have been
the object of a palatial structure which comprised only
three vast halls and seemed wholly to lack accessory
habitations ?

The problem was not solved that night. 1 found the
men pitching camp near some springs about a mile farther

east, close to some beds of dry reeds which seemed but
to wait for a conHagration. After an incipient one had,
luckily, been extinguished, a shift of camp became unavoid-
able. In the darkness it took time to find a spot where
the bare saline soil would safeguard us from that danger.
But the inevitable delay had manifestly affected the
temper of the more excitable people in my party, already-

tried by the long desert marches, and a succession of
squabbles and affrays between Ramzan, my worthless
Kashmiri cook, Ahmad, the ser\ ant of Chiang, and, alas

!

honest Naik Ram Singh, too, kept matters lively till mid-
night. .As an offset to these petty worries, Hassan Akhun,
the ever wide-awake camel-man, was able to hand me two
copper coins which he had picked up in the evening
while searching around the foot of the great ruin. They
proved to be of an early Han type, and thus furnished the
first distinct indication as to the antiouity of the site.

Next monjing in the bitter cola I examined the big
ruin more closely, and soon ascertained all the main facts
as to its plan and dimensions. But there wics no clue to
the real character of the imposing erection. The total
absence of any other remains near by only added to the
puzzle. Straight north there extended a wide salt marsh
where there was neither need nor possibility of continuing
the wall line. But both to west and east a succession 5
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towers was in view, clearljr showing where ran the line

which was to be guarded. Through my glasses I could

see quite distinctly that the nearest towers were all built

on small isolated clay ridges, such as rose in numbers from

the flat of the marshy basin. Thus the constructors of

the line had duly appreciated and used the advantages

here oflered for a widened outlook.

But to me it was even more curious to notice the

striking resemblance which these clay ridges and terraces,

generally ranged in rows running north to south, bore to

the eroded formations I had met in the dried* up basin

east of Hesh-toghrak. I could not have wished for a more
exact reproduction of the aspect which that old terminal

lake Ixtd, and in all probability also the end of the ancient

Lop*nor bed about Achchik-kuduk, might have borne at

some earlier period. Another interesting illustration of

physical conditions long past elsewhere was afforded by
the rows of Tc^hraks which dosely lined the lagoons and
water-channels visible from afar within the wide marshy
area. I thought of the lines of dead Toghraks I had
crossed so often in the desert north of the present Lop-nor,

and rejoiced at seeing the picture of the physical conditions

1 had conjectured as prevailing there before desiccation,

now so faithfully materialized before my eyes.

My examination of the ruin delayed me while the

caravan moved ahead, and as, according to our guide, a

long march was before us I had reluctantly to renounce
for the time all reconnaissances off the route. This now
took us for miles through belts of flne jungle and scrub,

filling a succession of big bays which the marshy basin

sent south. The track we were following had since the

previous day shown* numerous cart ruts, old and new, a

clear indication that Chinese from Tun-hping were in the

habit of using it The grazing, too, looked inviting. I

had been wondering for some time at the utter solitude

when at last, after some nine miles of march, I noticed a

little group of my men gathered on a reed-covered hillock

round two strange-looking figures. ' These proved to be

Chinese herdsmen from 1 un-huang, clad in queer, heavily

padded rags, looking after some cattle and horses.
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They were the first human beings we had seen for

nearly three weeks past. Quaint specimens of humanity

as they were, their appearance cheered up the .spirits of

my men greatly. I had never before had occasion to try

my modicum of Chinese on people so humble in education

and general intelligence, and that now, after repeated

attempts, I succeeded in eliciting answers to some of my
simple queries was felt by me no small encouragement.

From them I learned that the place where we had met

them was known as Shu-yu-t’ou, and that the cart tracks

were those of people fetching timber and fuel to Tim-huang.

The route still continuing eastwards then crossed a

succession of long-stretched gravel -strewn ridges, which

from the glacis-like Sai on our right jutted out to the

north like the fingers of a hand. The reed-filled depres-

sions between them connected with a brt>ad s;tlt-covered

basin north, manifestly containing a river course or lake

bed, but too far.otT for close ^ur\‘ey. .After about six miles

from Shu-yu-t’ou the narrow continuous ridges gave way
to a wide bay bare of vegetation, and covered with rows of

those characteristic clay terraces already familiar from the

.

vicinity of lake basins dried up or undergoing desiccation.

All the terraces had their long side stretching frosn north

to south. There could be no possible doubt that they

represented the remnants of earlier continuous ridges,

such as we had just marched across, which the erosive

force of the violent east winds and of the sand driven

before them had slowly sawn through and broken up.

It was a very irfetructive iliu.stration of a geological

change still actually proceeding. The ridges themselves
had evidently originated from the depressions between
them having been scooped out by the drainage which
during perit^s much heavier precipitation came down
from the foot of the mountains south, and cut up the clay

sediments of a iir more ancient lake bed. After another
three miles of such ground we emerged on a level flat

extending unbroken for three or four miles northward to

the shore of a large sheet of dark blue water. At last we
had come in sight of the Khara-nor lake, for which the
map of Roborowsky and Kozloff had prepared us. But its
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extent was much larger than there shown, and the wide,

salt-encrusted edges indicated that its level would at times

rise still higher. «

A number of small isolated clay terraces were seen

scattered over the (lat shore, manifestly the last survivals

from terrace clusters and ridges which the relentless powers
of erosion had long ago ground down and carried off. Two
of them, not far from the present lake shore, could be seen

crowned by watch-towers, for which they offered command-
ing positions. But it was getting too late to approach

them. Perched at the end of a long ridge projecting into

the plain from the south there rose another ruined tower
overlooking the route

;
which at this point turned to

the south-east. One more great bay was crossed, filled

with a succession of erotled clay terraces. There in the

twilight we met for the first time a caravan, a big convoy
of Keriya camels which had passed us at Miran at the

beginning of February carrying the goods of some Khotan
traders (rig. 137). and which were now reluming safely

from Tun-huang. We did not envy the men their second

desert crossing. Then the route led up a gently sloping

alluvial fan, and at last in the dark, after a total march of

some twenty-six miles, we pitched camp at a spring which

our Abdat guide called Yantak-kuduk,
The water of the spring-fitd |xx)i proved perfectly fresh,

and far better than any we had tasted for a long time.

The thorny scrub close by just sufficed for the animals,

and as the oasis now lay within a day’s march, the morn-
ing of March laih saw the caravan start with unwonted
alacrity. On a small knoll to the south where we fixed

the plane-table 1 observed a novel sight, a miniature shrine

built of clay and euidcnily cherished by Chinese wayfarers

;

for inside the tiny cella there lay votive offerings of papers

and incense sticks. It served to remind me that we were

approaching a region where Buddhbmi or what figures as

such in Chinese syncretistic belief, is still a religion in

being.

Nothing else on that day's march indicated that we were

moving towards a town of the living. For fully seven-

teen miles we rode over a waste of gravel with practically
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no vegetation. There was nothing to intercept the view

on this sterile alluvial fan, and looking back we could see

the expanse of Khara-nor and the fombre hills beyond

it quite clearly. Twice we crossed ancient river beds

deep-cut, yet quite dry, marking probably an earlier delta

of the Tang Ho. The second showed some growth of

reeds, and evidently received subsoil water, just before

reaching it I caught the first distant sight of a line of trees

marking the Tun-huang oasis, and after marching four

miles onwards we found ourselves almost suddenly stepping

from the barren Sai across the edge of cultivation.

The fine arbours and well-tilled fields, by contrast with

the wastes we had passed through, looked inviting and

neat, even in their wintry bareness. Half a mile onward.s

we came upon what looked like a dilapidated small

fort now serving for cultivators’ quarters. The Chinese

occupants, after some parley with Chiang-ssu-yeh, allowed

us to pitch our tents on the clean threshing • ground

outside their high clay walls. It was evident that strangers

were indeed a novel sight to them ;
for all the lime

that camp was being pitched and for hours afterwards we
were watched with the utmost curiosity by every able-

bodied man in the place and swarms of lively children.

There was a display of good nature all round, which

was pleasing ; and when 1 had managed somehow to make
myself understood on a few simple matters by the jovial

unkempt rustics, all doubts about the first welcome which

might await us on true Chinese soil passed off. My own
tent, as always, was kept at a good distance from the noise

of the general camp. Just in front of it rose a clump

of elms, and under them a picturesque Utile Buddhist

shrine adorned with good wood-carving and some bold

frescoes representing the ‘Guardian diirtnities of the

Rt^ions.' All th^ surroundings breathed a novel air of

well-ordered civiliaation ; and when the crowd of good-

natured watchers had dispersed with the falling darkness,

1 had reason to feel gratified with my first place of rest

within the purlieus of a celestial population.
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FIRST HALT AT TUN*HUAXG

Ox the morning of March laih, 1907. we were prepared

to make our entry' into Tun-huang town. All the men had
been looking forward eajjerly to our arrival. But circum-

stance.s seemed to combine to deprive it of all state and
even comfort. An icy gale was blowing from the east,

and cutting as it was among the trees and houses, we con-

gratulated ourselves inwardly that we had escaped it in

the open desert. But what, somehow, seemed worse was
that, though the town was said to be only some twenty
Li. or about four or five miles off, no reply whatever was
forthcoming to the elegant epistle which Chiang-ssii-yeh,

at the very time of our reaching the oasis, had despatched
to the Ya-m^n. along with that imposing Chinese visiting-

card of mine on red pai>er. It had announced our arrival

within the magistrate's jurisdiction, suitably indicated my
official rank and business, and expressed a request for the

assignment of appropriate quarters. We knew from a

letter received in Deccmljcr fron> my old friend P’an

Ta-jen, Tao t'ai at Ak-su, that he had duly recommended
me to the authorities on the w'estemmosl border of Kan-su.

Now that we were on the soil of a truly Chinese pro-

vince, my excellent secretary seemed t®' feel more than

ever his responsibility and his importarfbe in serving my
interests. He was not a little perturbed by this evident

want of official attention, and showed his chagrin freely.

In Turkestan the prompt appearance of a Beg or two from

the Ya-m£n would have been a matter of course, and even
before their am'val village head-men would have shown
themselves eager to attend. But here we had evidently
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to prq[>are for a different milieu. The few villagers about

seemed to be sufficiently absorbed in their own business

not to pay much heed to the Ya-mdn, and only in the course

of the morning did Chiang learn that a newly arrived

magistrate had taken over the seal of his office the even-

ing before. This great function, with all its attendant

flutter in official dove-cots, would of course account, at

least partly, for the neglect we had so far experienced.

So after some useless wait we set out for the town.

Our atlases show it as Sha-chou, 'the City of Sands’;

but to the local Chinese it is best known by its ancient

name of Tun-huang, dating from Han times. The bitterly

cold east wind and the dust haze would have befitted the

shores of Lop-nor. But riding on 1 was .struck by the

abundant signs of careful cultivation and the substantial

look of the buildings in the many isolated farms we passed.

Of traffic on the road, such as enlivens the march near

any Turkestan town or market, there was strangely little.

We passed several large walled enclosures which looked

like ruined forts, but in reality were only deserted villages

once vainly defended, grim mementos of the terrible loss

of population which Tun-huang, like all the other oas<;s of

Kan-su, had suffered during the last great Tungan rebellion.

At last we arrived by the river and found ourselves

opposite the west face of the square-walled city. The
river bed, then for the most part dry, was crossed by a

dangerously rickety bridge, and then we rode through a

ruinous town gate into the narrow main street of the

place. Here, too, little life was stirring In front of

the outer gate of the magistrate’s Ya-m^n we met at

last a small crowd of idlers, and directed by them, made
our way past a couple of picturesque half-decayed temples
with fine old wo^- carving to the Sarai sog^'csted for our
residence. It j^ved a perfectly impossible pbee, .so

filthy and cramp^ that I decided at once rather to camp
in the open. Among the people to whom this queer
hostelry gave shelter wc found several Turki traders from
Kashgar and Hami. I was trying to elicit from them
information about mwe possible quarters when at last a
wretched-looking Ya-m6n attendant arrived to offer help.
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He seemed half-dozed with opium and utterly helpless
;

but stung into activity by Chtang's voluble language he
served at least to establish official touch with headquarters.

I was already prospecting among gardens across the

river for some suitable camping-place when there appeared
on the scene the well -got -up * Ta-i ’ of the magistrate,

riding a lively donkey, and bringing profuse apologies from

the newly installed dignitary. Locm knowledge he had none
to offer, having come with his master from another part of

Kan-su. So T had to guide myself in the search. The
few gardens to be found by the left bank of the Tang Ho
were so small, and the pavilions or summer-houses adjoin-

ing them so ruinous, that I had before long to shift my
reconnaissance back to the side of the present towm.

'I'here at last, half a mile or so from its south gate, I

discovered a large orchard with a lonely house at one end
which looked as if it had seen better days. On invading

its precincts we found it "Still occupied, but luckily by
people who were ready to find room for so big a party as

ours. They were the widow of the late owner, apparently

a petty landholder, and her mother, along with a number
of small children. Round an inner court were grouped
several small blocks of r<x>ms and a hall, most of them
unoccupied but for tjuantiiies of cranky ponderous furniture

such as respectable Chinese families seem ever fond of

accumulating. I'he cracked walls, broken paper windows,
and other auundant signs of long-continued neglect, made
a strange contrast with all the tinsel and gilding which
covered the elaborate carvings. •

I had hoped that, according to the custom prevailing

in Turkestan, the women, after locking up their most
cherished possessions, would clear out of the place and
take shelter with relatives while the st^ge guests settled

down in their house. But there vras/no such affectation

of • Purdah ' on the part of our hosts. * Cheerfully toddling

about on their poor little bound feet the Chinese ladies

huddled as much as they could of their household gods
into one small block of rooms, while we were welcome to

make what use we could of the rest. In a room close

to them and chock-full of furniture Chiang managed to
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effect a footing, his ever kindly and urbane presence being

evidently welcome as a set-off against the invasion of us

bearded barbarians. He made friends at once with the

children, who were hugely enjoying all the unwonted

bustle. Two large but ruinous rooms took in the Surveyor

and Naik, with honest Jasvant Singh, who was glad to do

his cooking under a roof even though halt of it had fallen.

The spacious central hall ought to have offered me
shelter. But there was no trace of a fire-place or stove to

warm it, and with gaping fissures in walls and roof it

would have been quite impossible to overcome the freezing

chill of the place. So it was allotted for the keeping of my
boxes and the reception of official visits. I myself vastly

preferred my cosy little tent outside among the leafless

(iruit trees of the garden. There was relative peace

and plenty of fresh air, with a chance of warming oneself

in the sunshine whenever the dust haze would allow this

to break through. It was dusk before 1 could seek a

little peace and warmth in my tiny travelling homestead.

There had been trouble enough in settling down, quite

apart from the long search for quarters. To secure the

badly needed supplies for men and beasts proved a serious

business.

We had indeed arrived in the centre of a pros{>erous

large oasis, but there was no obsequious Beg to take orders

and produce what we needed ; nor was it of any use to

despatch the Ya-m£n attendants to the town for what was
most urgently wanted, unless they were provided with cash

for immediate payment? And what a trouble it took to

produce that cash in a form suited for local use ! Nobody
in Tun-huang would on any account take payment in

the coined silver of the ’ New Domirtion,' and all the
silver bullion 1 halL brought consisted of bi|; horse-shoes.'

The expedient of Ibnding one of them to the blacksmith
to be cut up into dhips for ‘ small change ' did not dawn
upon us that first day. At last one of the few Turki
traders came to the rescue by changing a few Taels of
silver into long sausage-like strings of copper * cash ' at a
rate which suited his fancy.

Even then it took hours before fuel, fodder, etc, arrived
;
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for the market, here held daily, had long been closed. My
men. the Indians included, naturally grew impatient and
annoyed at the endless delays caused by what they took
for cussed contrariness in the ‘ heathen Khitai.' I mvself
felt plainly brought face to lace with a great shift of the
social background. Here in the very centre of Asia 1

seemed somehow fo»xed into touch again with features

of civilization familiar enough in the far-off West. It

amused me to think what our experiences would have
been, had our caravan suddenly pitched camp in Hyde
Park, and expecterd to raise supplies promptly in the

neighbourhood without producing coin of the realm !

Next morning the icy eastern gale was still blowing
unabated. All the men not engaged over the scanty

kitchen fires sought warmth and oblivion from discomforts

past and present by a long day-sleep cuddled up in their

furs. But it was a busy day for me. Early in the morn-
ing 1 ha<l a long interview with a big deputation from the

Turkestan iraoers settled in the town, who had come to

pay their respects to me as a quasi-compatriot of official

standing. Ihc trade interests they represented were
small, and it did not take long to realize that most of them
had retired to Tun-huang from Hami, Charklik, Turfan, in

order to tmd a safe refuge from inconvenient creditors or

lawsuits. But the plentiful supply of camels which Tun-
huang offered for hire had enabled them to extend their

ventures far to the east and south. As long residence

had mud : them familiar with local conditions in Kan-su, I

waus eager to gather from them as much as possible of the

practical information needed for my immediate plans. It

was interesting to learn that manufactured imports from

Urumchi, Lan-chou, and Khotan seemed to compete here

on approximately equal terms. The Mongol grazing-

grounds in the high valleys and plat^us towards Tibet

offered good customers for them in /exchange for wool

and skins.

Long before I started on this journey I had been struck

W the geographically important position which the oasis of

Tun-huang occupies near the point where the greatest old

high road of Asia from east to west is crossed by the direct
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route connecting Lhasa, and through it India, with Mon-
golia and the southern portions of Siberia. Now, arrived

on the spot, I was greatly struck to find that the region,

the antiquities of which I was anxious to explore, had its

modest marts impartially open to goods coming from China

proper and its great ports in the East ; to Russian manu-

factured produce brought ri’a Kashgar or Urumchi; and

even to British and Indian wares carried all the way from

Khotan through the desert.

By noon I proceeded to the Ya-men, where Ahmad,
our Tungan interpreter, had previously carried in due
form the announcement of my state visit along w'ith the

customary presents. Among the latter I had taken care

to include the last piece of that fine yellow ‘ Liberty

brocade ’ which I had before found most appreciated by

Chinese recipients among my introductory offerings. 1

reached the magistrate’s Ya-men in the midst of a howling

dust storm, and having to make my entry in my best
‘ Europe clothes,’ black coat, sim-helmet, and patent leather

boots, felt the cold pen'ading all its halls intensely.

Naturally I should hav’e liked under such conditions to

make the first interview as short as I could. But Wang
Ta-lao-ye, the ‘ Hsien-kuan,’ at once proved an official so

exceptionally cultured and pleasant that, over the lively talk

about things learned and ancient which with Chiang’s

eager assistance ensued between us, 1 soon forgot me
physical discomforts and the intention they bad prompted.

The magistrate was a sparely built middle-aged man,
with a face expressing keen intelligence (Fig, 209). 7'herc

was something in his combination of courtly manners,
scholarly look, and lively talk which recalled dear Pan
Ta-jdn. 1 heard in due course that Wang I'a-lao ye had just

managed to dig out from his predecessor’s office records the

elegantly worded wistle by which my Tao-t*ai patron had
recommended me ^ the magistrate’s attention. He was
evidently impressed by its contents; and I instinctively

felt that a kindly official providence had brought to Tun-
huang just the right man to help me in my first work
on these ancient Marches. Of course, I did not fail to

make appre^riate reference to my saintly guide and patron
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Hsuan-tsang, and discovered to my delight that the Amban,
as a scholar of wide reading, knew of the Hsi>yU-chi. the

great pilgrim’s genuine memoirs.
His apologies for our inadequate quarters were pro-

fuse, and evidently inspired by sympathy arising from

similar experience. His own furniture and property had

not yet arrived, and the reception hall of his Ya-m6n
look^ terribly bare in spite of some elegant wood-carving

on the walls and its much-faded gilding. As 1 looked

round it struck me that the good people of Tun-huang
could have but little attention to spare for their magistrate

if they left him even for a short time without a brazier or

a curtain to keep out the icy wind. It was a comfort to

know that at least he could wear a succession of suits

underneath his official rol>e to keep himself warm, whereas
my own * best clothes ’ strictly prevented similar protec-

tion and left me to feel the bitter cold.

The Buran was still raging when I rode back through

the almost deserted streets* and the great waste space

which extended within the southern face of the town-wall.

1 hurried to get my half frozen feet into big fur boots, and
had just begun within my carefully-tucked-up tent to warm
myself a little, when Wang Ta-lao-ye's return call was an-

nounced. There was nothing for it but to receive him in

my inhospitable bani of a hall. However, etiquette having

once been satisfied. 1 kept on my fur boots. Seated on a
thick Khotan fell rug and with a charcoal fire kept going
in the cauldron which served for my men’s mess. 1 did not

find the conditions quite so tiding. From the mule
trunks close at hand I brought forth specimens of ancient

Chinese records excavated at Niya and Lop-nor, repro-

ductions of earlier finds, and anything else that might be

relished by the Amban’s antiquarian eyes.

The effect was all 1 could wish for./ Wang Ta-lao-ye

thoroughly enjoyed the scholarly treat^hich my exhibits

provided. With a kind of intuition, due no doubt to his

interest in the subject matter, he generally managed to

follow the archaeological queries and problems I ventured

to submit to his judgment in my ternble Chinese Jargon.
1 found him quite familiar with the geography of Eastern
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Turkestan as it presents itself in the historical Annals and

also to modem Chinese administration, though he had

never served in that province. His knowledge was based

wholly on books, and these, he frankly acknowledged, had

told him nothing whatever about the ruined line of towers

and wall I had traced in the desert.

Whether local information about it would be forthcom-

ing from the people of Tun-huang remained to be seen.

In a subdued conversation with Chiang-ssfi-yeh he de-

scribed them as ver)’ distrustful and rather awkward to

handle. But he in any case would do his best to help

me, whatever the difficulties might be about getting guides

and labour for the desert. When he left us, after some
hours of cheering confabulation, and more than one cup of

tea, both Chiang and myself felt assured that for the work
before us we could count on the genuine goodwill of a

newly won scholar-friend.

Eager as 1 was to get ready for fresh explorations in

the field, a number of practical obligations combined to

prolong my halt at Tun-huang. Men and animals alike

were much in need of a rest to recover from the preceding

hardships. But though my body had its share in this

enforced quiescence, there were plenty of urgent tasks to

keep me very busy otherwise. Within thirty-six hours

after our arrival 1 managed to pay off and dismiss to

Charklik the whole of the donkey convoy which had heliied

us so effectively on the desert journey. It was a trouble-

some affair, for the animals belonged to diflereni owners,
and the payments had to be adjusted with regard to the

services of the men who had looked after the donkeys,
compensation for the six beasts which had died, etc. Then
came the distribution of rewards among those men who
had taken good care of their charges, and finally committal
of the whole comjyicated account to Turki waiting to assure
faithful transmiss^n of the moneys due at Abdal and
Charklik. The men, well pleased with the sums 1 paid
into their hands, were eager to set out on the long journey
homewards. I, too, felt hearty relief when I saw the whole
temd gaily depart with the loads of maize 1 had presented
as a maticum for the donkeys.
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Very soon afterwards I was able to despatch also my
brave camels to a suitable grazing-ground where they were
likely to gather fresh strength. This was an advantage
gained through official support from another quarter. The
very day after the exchange of visits with the prefect there

called an officer sent by Lin Ta-jdn, the military cmn-
mandant at Tun-huang, to press upon me the assistance of
some of his men to act as a camp guard, and to suggest
through Chiang-ssQ-yeh the propriety of mutual acquaint-

ance. It was a wish which under any circumstances I would
have been very glad to gratify. But here at Tun-huang it

had not taken Cniang long to realize that the military was
an clement of far more consequence in the administration

than we were accustomed to in “ our own province of Hsin-
chiang."

It appeared, in fact, that, since some earlier period
which I was unable exactly to asccruin, these outlying
westernmost districts of Kan-su had in their administra-

tive organization retained some features recalling those
of military frontier settlements. A number of Tun-huang
agricultural families seemed to be in receipt of monthly
stipends, paid on the understanding that certain members
of them, able-bodied or otherwise, would be available for

military service. Only a small proportion of the 600 men
or so, .supposed to constitute this corps of Tun-huang levies,

were likely ever to have lx.*en embodied, and the lew men
who were actually seen about idling in the town on their

turn of duty looked more harmless even than the * soldiers
‘

to be found in Chinese garrisons of Turkestan. But there
could be no doubt that the Tun-huang people fancied

themselves a bulwark of the Empire on what had been
once an important frontier barrier, and was still a point of
strategic importance. It became equally clear by and by
that, owing to this organization of local levies, the military

commandant at Tun-huang, having chfige of all police

arrangements, could play a hand in civil affairs, too, if he
liked.

Lin Ta-j^n, when 1 called at his Ya-m£ti, a fairly large

and comfortable place, proved a cheery old warrior. He
had a burly, active figure, of middle height, and a square-

VOL. It c
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jawed face which expressed jovial good-nature and ^me
character. At times he looked delightfully angular, like a

figure from some early Flemish painting. His manners

were pleasingly bluff and hearty, with Just an occasional

touch of quaint stiffness when he remembered what he

owed to his present station and—prospects. His recollec-

tion of services went back to the time when he had tramped

into Turkestan as a corporal in Liu Chin-t’ang's reconquer-

ing army. For many years he had remained a humble

petty officer until the dt*bdcU of 1900. when he had the

good fortune to get attached to the Empress’s escort, and

riding by her chair on the flight to llsin-an-fu to attract

the imperial notice.

Promotion had been rapid since, and Lin Ta-j6n seemed
well pleased with himself and the way in which the world

had treated him. He did not lay claim to much education

nor to any particular interest in things dead and buried.

But he seemed to cherish greatly the recollection of his

early years spent in Turkestan, and would chat away gaily

about such of his old haunts as Chiang and myself knew.
He had read and heard a good deal about Japanese
prowess in the late war, and seemed full of respect for

the Westerners whose teaching had helped on their success.

Our prolonged visit to the district was evidently welcomed
by him as a pleasant diversion, and the help of his myrmidons
which he pressed upon us as a safeguard against the ob-

structive indolence and occasional turbulence of the Tun-
huang people in general, soon proved u.seful in more than
one way. That Lin Xa-jen enjoyed more authority in his

own sphere than Wang, the newly arrived civilian, did in

his, was quite clear, and under the guidance of his men
good grazing was soon secured for my camels. Luckily
the two dignitaries were on excellent terms, and the
magistrate was c^ly too anxious to let me benefit by the
predominant local influence of his military colleague.

From the Muhammadan traders there was information

to be gathered about ruined sites in the vicinity of the
oasis and along the great routes to the north and east.

One among them, Zahid Beg from Urumchi, after many
a voiture north and south of the T’icn-shan, including
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a Bcgship at Charklik, had sought here an asylum from
his Turkestan creditors. Like the versatile person he
was, he had kept an eye open everywhere for ‘ Kone-
shahrs ’ with fK>ssiblc treasure. So he was able to tell me
of ruins he had seen to the north-east of Tun-huang ; of a

walled town which lay half-buried under sand near Nan-
hu, to the south-west, and so on. Va^ue as much of this

information necessarily was, it helped in forming my plans,

and was a pwrrfeci godsend when compared with the exasper-

atingly stolid :uid steadfast declaration of utter ignorance
which met every enquiry addressed to the Chinese of

Tun-huang.
But the most urgent task on hand was the preparation

of the detailed accounts which 1 owed for long months
past to the Comptroller of India Treasuries and the Indian

Survey Department, and which I was anxious to despatch
s;ifely through the last of the Khotan Dakchis 1 had kept
by me. Ever since the preceding summer there had been
no rest available for dealing with this accounts’ incubus
which I had to face single-handed. What its weight was
may be gauged from the fact that it meant not merely
extracting all and sundry items, however small, from my
general cash record into properly balanced ‘ Monthly Cash
Accounts ’ in due official form, as if I were my own
' Treasury Officer,' but also dividing all entries relating to

transport and the like according to whether they were to

be debited against the Government grant or the Sur\'ey of
India's subsidy meant for ‘the Sun’ey Party,’ or, finally,

against my own personal purse, which would in due course
recoup them from authorired 'Travelling and Halting
Allowances.' No wonder that for five or six days I felt

as if condemned to living more or less in the atmosphere
of an Indian Office room—though an uncommonly cold

one.



CHAPTER LII

TO THE ‘ CAVES OF THE THOUSAND BUDDHAS
’

It was impossible to submit to this desk-work for long
without a break while a site of exceptional interest was
temptingly near, and awaiting as it were my hrsi visit in

fulfilment of a promise long made. Already in 1902 my
friend Professor L. de Li'iczy, the distinguished head of
the Hungarian Geological Survey and President of the
Geographical Society of JHungary, had directed my
attention to the sacred Buddhist grottcxrs, known as the
‘Caves of the Thousand Buddhas,’ or Ch’ien-fo-tung, to
the south-east of Tun-huang. As member of Count
Szechenyi’s expedition and thus as a pioneer of modern
geographical exploration in Kan-su. he had visited them as
early as 1879. I had been greatly impressed by his glowing
description of the fine fresco paintings and stucco sculptures
which he had seen there, and the close connection with
^ly Indian art which he thought to have recognized
in some of them without himself being an antiquarian
student. It had, iir fact, been a main cause inducing
me to extend the plans of my expedition so far eastwards
into China.

On the 1 6th of March I could at last pay my first visit
to the famous cave temples to which my thoughts had
turned for so lot« from afar. Chiang-ssQ-ych, Naik Ram
Singh, and one W Lin Ta-j6n’s subordinates were to be
my companions. The sky had cleared more rapidly than
I could hope after those days of icy nonh-east wind and
dnving sand which greeted us on our arrival. It was a
fairly bright morning, but still cold enough to make a wait
trying. Yet. of course, we had to submit to that as an
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inevitable feature of all work in these parts; for the

‘Ya-i’ who was to accompany us and carry the camera
had thought ht to requisition a pony instead of his usual

mount, a sturdy donkey, and so failed to turn up when
everybody else was ready.

At last by half-past eight our little cavalcade started

south-eastwards. Fringing the southern edge of the oasis,

the grey, dune-coverco hUls, which account for its later

name * Sha-chou,’ * the City of the Sands,' loomed huge
through the leafless trees lining the roads. Most of the

route we followed through the oasis lay deeply sunk below
the level of the fields -an obseivation which Drought back

memories of Khotan. But a glance at the fields would
suffice to remind me that Turkestan lay behind us. In

fine big plots they extended, ploughed and levelled with a

cjire which made them look as flat and smooth as billiard

tables. Of the irregular little embankments which for

irrigation purposes divide and terrace Turkestan fields,

there was no trace to be seen here.

After only a mile and half the road emerged on a bare

gravel glacis as ujicompromisingly sterile as any 1 have
ever seen. Of dunes there were none, only a long, wall-

like stretch of sandy foot hills stretching away on our right

to a hazy distance eastwards. An isolated small building,

rising on what looked like a ‘ witness ' left on eroded
ground, proved to be, not a ruin, but a shrine with some
mtxiest annexes for the priests. The dwellers were absent,

proljably assisting in the celebrations which were reported

oeing held in the town in order to drive off an epidemic

attack described like influenza. The general look of the

mome hilts south reminded me of the equally barren scarp

which the terrace -like offshoots of the Kun-lun about

Karghalik present towards the plains. Two ruined towers

suggested Pao-t'ais
;
but popular as the sacred caves no

doubt were from early times, their iibportance was not

likely to be indicated by the official marks of a high road.

And in fact no further towers were met with.

We were just approaching, after a total ride of some
nine miles, the shallow depression which marks the de-

bouchure of the stream passing the sacred grottoes, when
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there emei^ed from among the folds of the gravel-covered

alluvia] fan a lonely small shrine. It could not be very

old ; for the carved brickwork adorning the wall-tops and

friezes showed tracery such as I had noted in the shrines

of the city, and the bright yellow plaster looked recent.

Yet, nevertheless, the whole bore every mark of premature

ruin. The tiled roof with its fluted bricks was breached

in more than one place, and that of an adjoining small

cella had fallen entirely. But the coloured stucco images

representing a Buddha, and some attendants whom I

could not readily identify, were, in spite of missing limbs,

still objects of worship. In front of them were the little

sand-hlled boxes which serve to keep lighted tapers up-

right. Red-coloured strips of paper inscribed with Chinese

characters, probably short prayers or votive dedications,

covered the base and wall surface.

Outside the gateway there hung from a stand a big

bell, rusty and showing omineus cracks. About the closely

packed Chinese characters which covered the outer surhice,

I could gather from Chiang's remarks only that they con-

tained some Buddhist text. But more sj>ecific and satis-

fying was the indication that the inscription l)ore a date.

It is true, it was not an old one, going back only to the

first half of the last century
;

but it gave me the first

assurance that the chronological precision so characteristic

of Chinese ways was not ignored by Buddhist piety in

these parts. How often have I wished that such sense for

the value of exact dates might be met with among Indian

worshippers !
•

The little Buddhist sanctuary, with its air of decay and
desolation, was a fit preparation for the sights awaiting me
at the sacred caves ahead. After less* than a mile they
came in view as we turned into the silent valley by the
side of a shallow little stream just freed from the grip of

winter. There wits not a trace of vegetation on the

curiously eroded grey slopes which the spurs of the low
hill range eastwards send down to the debouchure of the
stream (Fig. 157). But all thought of slowly dying nature
reflected in these shrivelled barren ridges and hillocks

passed from me when, on the almost perpendicular con-
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glomerate cliffs rising on our right, I caught sight of the
first grottoes.

A multitude of dark cavities, mostly small, was seen
here, honeycombing the sombre rock faces in irregular

tiers from the foot of the cliff, where the stream almost
washed them, to the top of the precipice {Fig. 158). Here
and there the flights of steps conneaing the grottoes still

showetl on the cliff face. But in front of most the conglo-
merate mass had crumbled away, and from a distance it

ltx>ked as if a{>proach to the sanctuaries would be possible

only to those walling to be let down by ro{>es or to ^ar the

trouble and ex}>ense of clal>orate scaffolding. The whole
strangely recalled fancy pictures of troglodyte dwellings
of anchorites such as 1 remembered having seen long,

hung ago in early Italian paintings. Perhaps it was
this reminiscence, or the unconscious vision of rich

rubbish dep>sii.s wh'ch such holy cave-dwellers might have
left behind in their burrows, that made me in my mind
jM-ople these recesses with a licehive of Buddhist monks,
and wond<T what awkward climb.s they might have had
when piiyitig e.ich other visits.

But the iiUision tiid not last long. I recrossed the

broad but thin ice sheet to the lowest point, where the

rows of grottoes did not rise .straight above the rubble bed,

but had a strip of fertile alluvium in front of them ; and
at <»nce 1 noticed that fresco paintings covered the walls of

all the grott<K*s or as much as was visible of them from the

entrances. ‘ The Caves of the Thousand Buddhas’ were
indeed tenanted, not by Buddhist recluses, however holy,

but by images of the Enlightened One himself. .All this

host of grottoes represented shrines, and ! hastened

eiigerly to take my first glance at their contents.

I he fme avcmics of trees, apparently elms, which ex-

lendiri along the foot of the honeycombed cliffs, and the

distant view of some dwellings farther up where the river

l>.ink widened, were evidence that the cave-temples had

still them resident guardians. Yet there was no human

l>eing al)Oui to receive us. no guide to distract one's atten-

tion. In l»ewiltlcring multitude and closeness the lines

of grottoes presented their faces, some high, some low.
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perched one above the other without any order or

arrangement in stories (Fig. 159)- Iront of many were

open verandah-like porches car\'ed out of the soft rock

with walls and ceilings bearing faded frescoes. Rough

stairs cut into the cliff and still rougher wooden galleries

served as approaches to the higher caves. But many of

these seemed on the point of crumbling away, and high up

in the topmost rows there were manilestly shrines which

had become quite inaccessible.

There was nothing to guide me in my first j'apid sight-

seeing. Some of the larger grottoes on the lowest floor

had, indeed, elaborate wooden antecha{>els of unmistak-

ably modern look to indicate restoration. Hut I siK>n

found that even these shrines contained much that was

manifestly old both in fresco work and statuar)-. .'\s I

passed rapidly from one cella to another my eyes could

scarcely take in more than the general ty{>e of the fre.scoes

and certain technical features of the stucco sculptures.

The former, in composition and style, showed the closest

affinity to the remains of Buddhist pictorial art trans-

planted from India to Eastern Turkestan, and already

familiar from the ruined shrines I h.ad excavated at

Dandan-oilik and other old sites about Khoun. But in

the representation of figures and faces the influence of

Chinese taste made itself felt di.stinctiy. and instead of the

thin outlines and equally thin colouring there ajjjxuired

often a perfect exul>erance of strong, but well-harmonized

colours. Where deep blues and greens preponderated
there was something * in the effect distinctly recalling

Tibetan work,

I could not doubt for a moment that the best of these

frescoes belonged to the times of the T^ang dynasty. In

the rest, whether left in their original state or touched

up by modem restorers, I could see that 1 had before me
the work of painters who faithfully continued the artistic

traditions of that period. The subjects and sizes of the

mural paintings varied greatly in the different shrines,

while the ground plan and arrangement of the latter

showed much uniformity. From a kind of oblong ante-

chapel, fully open to the light, but generally badly injured.
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a high and relatively wide passage led into a square, high-
roolcd cella hewn out of the rock, and as much as forty-

five feet square. Within the cella was ordinarily to be
found a group of images occupying either an elevated

platform or else placed in a kind of alcove facing the

«mirance. All the wall faces were covered with plaster

bearing frescoes. Those on the passage walls ordinarily

represented rows of Bodhisattvas moving in procession

or seated in tiers. Within the ccllas the paintings were
generally arranged in large, elaborately bordered panels,

either singly or. where the wall surface was extensive,

in a series. In the centre of these there appeared
mostly figures of Buddhas, singly or in groups, sur-

roundetl by divine worshippers and attendants in many
varied forms and poses. There were scenes from the
Buddhist heavens, from legends in which Buddhas or
saints figured, representations of life in their places of

worship, etc. (Fig. ifo).

But whether the wall decoration showed such pious

com{>osiiions. or only that infinite multiplication of Bodhi-
s.iitvas and saints in which Buddhist piety revels, all details

in the drawing and grouping of the divine figures bore
the, imprf.ss of Indian models. In the figures of Buddhas
|>anicular!y, the faithful preservation of the type of face,

pose, and drajK-ry' as developed by Graeco- Buddhist art

was most striking. In the subjects of the friezes and side

|ianels. which often, apjjarcntly. reprotluccd scenes from the

daily life of monks and other mundane worshippers; in the

designs of rich floral borders, the Chinese artists seemed
to have given free expression to their love for ornate land-

scipe backgrounds, graceful curves, and bold movement
( Figs. 203, 204). But no local taste had presumed to trans-

form the dignified serenity of the features, the simple yet

impressive gestures, the graceful richness of folds with which

cla.Hsical art. as transplanted to the Indus, had endowed the

bodily presence of Tathagata and his many epiphanies.

(if the general style and merit of the sculptural remains

it was more difficult to form a rapid impression ; for much

of this statuary in friable stucco had suffered badly through

decay of its material, mere soft clay, and even more from
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the hands of iconoclasts and the zeal of pious restorers. I n

almost all the shrines I visited, a seated figure of Buddha,

sometimes of colossal proportions, was the presiding image ;

but by his side there appeared regularly groups of standing

Bodhisattvas and divine attendants more or less numerous

(Fig. l6l).
. rr^ 1

I could readily recognize representations of Dvarapalas,

the celestial * Guardians of the Quarters,’ in the richly

adorned and gaily dressed figures usually tlanking the horse-

shoe-shaped platform which bore the sculptured groups

in the larger shrines, and here and there also images of

the more prominent Bodhisattvas. But for the rest, I

realized from the first that prolonged study and competent
priestly guidance would be needed. But was there any

chance that such guidance would be forthcoming at this

sacred site which at the time looked wholly deserted } And
how would my honest secretar)-, himself a stranger to all

the intricate details of Buddhist mythology and iconography,

succeed in correctly grasping and reprcnlucing the technical

explanations of the hoped-for cicerone ? Indeed, in this as

in so many other directions of enquiry since my arrival at

Tun-huang, 1 had cause to regret bitterly my total want of

Sinologist qualifications.

It was pleasing to note the entire absence of those

many-headed and many-armed monstrosities which the

Mahayana Buddhism of the Far East shares with the later

development of that cult in Tibet and the border mountains
of Northern India. And still more reassuring was it to

see everywhere the faithful continuance of the sculptural

traditions as developed by Graeco- Buddhist art. I'he heads
and arms of most statues were, indeed, modern and very
distant replicas, sadly inadequate attemfns at re.sioration.

But often the bodies and their rich drapery had sur-

vived without change, and their exquisite colouring had
escaped repainting. The profusion of gilt images. I

knew, was an early feature, and so also the frequency of
colossal figures of Buddhas in a variety of poses. The
pious efforts of recent restorers seemed principally to have
been directed towards these. Hence the several giant
images of sitting Buddhas, rising through caves with a
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number of stories, had modern antechapels built in front, of

^aily {)ainted timber and profusely decked with Chinese
inscriptions on scarlet paper.

Surely it was the sight of these colossal images, some
reaching nearly a hundred feet in height, and the vivid first

impressions retained of the cult paid to them, which had
made Marco Polo put into his chapter on * Sachiu,' i.e. Tun-
huang, a long account of the strange idolatrous customs
of the propltt of Tangut. “ The Idolaters have a peculiar

language, and are no traders, but live by their agriculture.

They have a great many abbeys and minsters full of idols

of sundry fashions, to which they pay great honour and
reverence, worshipping them and sacrificing to them with

much .ado,” and so on.

Fun-huang manifestly had managed to retain its

traditions of Buddhist piety down to Marcos days. Yet
there was plentiful antiquarian evidence showing that

most of the shrines .and art remains at the Halls of

the Thousand Buddhas dated back to the period of the

T ang dynasty, when Buddhism flourished greatly in China.

'I'un-huang, as the weste.-nmost outpost of China proper,

hatl then for nearly two centuries enjoyed imperial

protection Ixath .against the Turks in the north and the

Tibetans s<»uthward. But during the succeeding period,

until the advent of paramount Mongol jiower, some two
generations IxTore Marco Polo’s visit, these marches had
been exposed to barbarian inroads of all sorts. The
splendour of the temples and the number of the monks
and nuns established near them had. no doubt, sadly

diminished in the interval.

As
1
passed hurriedly from grotto to grotto, faithfully

followed by my literatus, we were at Last joined by one of

the local priests 1 had been looking out for. It was a

young Ho-sh.ang,‘ left in charge of the conglomeration of

sm.ill houses and chapels which occupied a place amidst

some arbours and fields facing the south end of the grottoes

(Fig. i86). He was a quiet, intelligent fellow, quick at

gr.»sping what attracted my interest, and as unobtrusive a

cicerone as one could wish for. His face showed scarcely

any Chinese feature, and like so many physiognomies seen
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about Khotan curiously recalled Indian origin. Hut 1 had

already seen enough of the people of Tun-huang to realire

how thorough a mixture of races may be looked for at

these ancient cross-roads between China. Tibet, and the

quasi-Aryan settlements of the Tarim Basin.

Our guide readily took us to the temple containing

a big Chinese inscription on marble which records ptous

works executed here in the T’ang period, and subse-

quently to the two shrines where smaller epigraphic relics

dating from the Sung and Yiian dyna.sties are preserved.

Alas! I had to leave the e.xamination of them entirely

to Chiang-ssQ-yeh, who, with true Chinese delight in

things palaec^raphical, was soon absorbed in a study of

the finely engraved rows of characters. Hut it was a

comfort to know that with one or two exceptions they

had already been published by M. Chavannes from

impressions brought back by M. Bonin.

At Tun-huang I had first heard through Zahid Beg
vague rumours about a great hidden deposit of ancient

manuscripts which was said to have been discovered acci-

dentally some years earlier in one of the grottoes. And the

assertion that some of these manuscripts were not Chine.se

had naturally made me still keener to ascertain exact details.

These treasures were said to have been ItKkcd up again

in one of the shrines bv official order. In secret council

Chiang and myself had discussed long before how best to

get access to the find, and how to break down if ncces.sary

any priestly obstruction. I had told my devoted s^rcretary

what Indian experience had taught me of the diplomacy
most likely to succeed with local priests usually as ignorant
as they were greedy, and his ready comprehension had
assured me that the methods suggested* might be tried

with advantage on Chinese soil too. The absence of the
Taoist priest in charge of the manuscripts made it imfios-

sible to start operations at once. But the young monk
was able to put us on the right track. So I soon let

him be taken aside by the SsQ-yeh for private confabu-
lation. From a rapid inspection of the southernmost
^ves, perched high up near the top of the cliff, I had
just returned to the grotto containing the latest of the
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11 WM in a large shrine farther north, bearing on its

walls evidence of recent restoration, that the deposit of
manuscripts had been discovered. The entrance to the
cave -temple had been formerly blocked by fallen rock-

debris and drift sand. After this had been cleared out,

and while restorations were slowly proceeding in the

temple cella and its antechapel, the workmen engaged
had noticed a crack in the frescoed wall of the passage
between them. .“Xttracted by this they discovered an
o|}«?ning leading to a recess or small chamber hollowed out
from the rock behind the stuccoed wall to the right.

it proved to be completely filled with manuscript rolls

which were said to be written in Chinese characters, but in

a non-Chinese language. The total quantity was sup{>osed

to make up some cart-U>ads. • News of the discovery ulti-

mately reached provincial headquarters, and after sfxrcimens

had been sent to far-away Lan-chov;, orders were supp>osed

to have comi. from the Wceroy to restore the whole of the

find to its original place of dejxssit. So now behind the

carefully locked door with which the recess had been
furnished, these strange undeciphered manuscripts were
.said to be kept. The shnne, though full of Buddhist
frcsc<K:s and sculptures, was in charge of a Taoist priest,

the small fraternity of Ho-shangs or Buddhist monks, to

which our guide belonged, peacefully sharing with him the

guardianship of the site.

The priest was away in the oasis, apparently on a

l>egging tour with his acolytes. Chiang had thus no chance

to pursue his preliminary enquiries further. But, fortu-

nately, the young Ho-shang‘s spiritual guide, a Sramana
of I'ibetan extraction, had borrowed one of the manuscripts

for the sake of giving additional lustre to his small private

chapel, and our cicerone was persuaded by the Ssd-yeh to

bring us this specimen. It was a beautifully preserved

roll of paper, about a foot high and perhaps fifteen yards

long, which I unfolded with Chiang in front of the original

hiding-place. The writing was, indeed, Chinese ;
but my
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learned secretary' frankly acknowledged that to him the

characters conveyed no sense whatever.

Was this evidence of a non-Chinese language, or merely

an indication how utterly strange the phraseology of Chinese

Buddhism is to the literatus brought up on a clas.sical

pabulum ? However, a frequently repeated formula at once

attracted our attention, containing the word ’ Pu-sa,' the

Chinese contraction of the Sanskrit term ' Bodhisattva.’

This sufficed to show that the text must l>e Budilhist

—enough to whet my appetite even more for the whole

collection. The paper looked remarkably strong and fresh

with its smooth surface and fine texture ; but in a climate

so dry and in a carefully sheltered hiding-place there

was no judging of age from mere appearance. So 1 was

obliged to put off all further speculation on this score

until we should obtain access to the whole of the hidden

library.

It was a novel experienco for me to find these shrines,

notwithstanding all apparent decay, still frequented as

places of artual worship. But quite apart from the damage
done by well-meant restorations, I reflected with some
apprehension uj>on the difficulties which this continued

sanctity of the site might raise against archaeological

exploitation. Would the resident priests be sufficiently

good-natured—and mindful of material interests- to close

their eyes to the removal of any sacred <»hjecis.^ And. if

so, could we rely on their spiritual influence to allay the

scruples which might arise among the still more sufxrr-

stitious laity patronizing their pilgrimage place or * Tiriha.’

to use the familiar Indian term.^ Only experience and
time could show.

Meanwhile I was glad enough to propiti.iie the young
Buddhist priest with an appropriate offering 1 always
like to be liberal with those whom 1 may hope to secure
as * my own ' local priests or ‘ Purohitas ' at sites of ancient
worship. But, unlike the attitude usually taken up by
my Indian Pandit friends on such occasions, when they
could—vicariously—gain ‘ spiritual merit ' for themselves.
Chiang-ssfi-yeh in his worldly wisdom advised moderation.
A present too generous might arouse speculations about
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possible ulterior objects. Recognising the soundness of

his reasoning, 1 restricted my ‘ Dakshina,' or offering, to a

piece of hacked silver, equal to about three rupees or

four shillings. The gleam of satisfaction on the young
Ho-shang’s face showed that the people of Tun*huang,
whatever else their weaknesses, were not much given to

s{>oiling poor monks. As to Chiang, 1 thought I could in

his attitude detect something closely akin to that mingled

regard for the cult and selfconscious pity for its ignorant

repre.sentatives, which in the old days never allowed of

easy relations between my learned associates in Kashmir
and the local priests at pilgrimage places we used to

visit together for archaeological purposes.

It was getting dusk before I could tear myself away
from this wonderful beehive of temples in its setting of

barren nxks and sands. The route we followed when
returning clamlxTcd up the riverine terrace by a steep

detritus covered slope, and then crossed the bare gravel

plateau which edges the fool o*f the outer hills. The west
W‘ind which now swept it was piercing, and in the dust-

laden atmosphere complete darkness soon overtook us.

So there was nothing to interfere with the pictures full

of vivid colour and grave pomp, all of ages long gone
by. which that day's over- abundant sight seeing had left

impressed on my mind’s eyes.
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A DIFFICULT START FROM TUN-HUANG

After the fascinating prospects that hurried excursion had

opened before me, it seemed hard to continue my clerical

toils unbroken during the days which followed ; but the

tasks were so heavy that, busy as I was at my table from

morning until midnight, the time seemed only too short.

The departure of a Khotan trader, who was to start for

Charklik by March 21st, offered a chance of sending

off with him Kurban Niaz* the Dak man, the last safe

link for my mails to Kashgar, India, and Europe, which I

was likely to have for a long time. So the letter-bag I

entrusted to him for what was bound to prove close on
four months’ transit, grew uncommonly heavy.

In the meantime I was able to think over and settle

my immediate plans. I knew from my Taklarnakan
experiences what the climatic conditions in the desert

of Tun-huang were likely to be when once the winter

had passed. So I decided upon the exploration of the

andent frontier line as the first task of my new programme.
It was quite impossible to calculate beforehand with any
certainty what amount of time and labour excavations
along it might claim. So with plans upon the ‘ Thousand
Buddhas' looming big before me, it seamed doubly im-
portant that I should start back to the ancient wail wet!

provided in the matter of guides, diggers, and supplies,

and thus prevent any needless delay in my prof>oscd opera-
tions there.

It did not take me long to realize that the difficulties

in all these respects would be serious. Of the ruins

I was anxious to trace and explore in the desert nothing
ja
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was known to our friends the magistrate and military

commander, or to the other educated Chinese officials of

Tun-huang, though they seemed interested in my work
and ready to help. On the other hand, the det^rooted
secretiveness of the local Chinese population effectively

prevented any offer of guidance from the herdsmen or

hunters, who occasionally visit the nearer of the riverine

jungles.

Still more serious was the trouble threatening about

the provision of labour and transport. This was first

brought home to me on the occasion when our military

patron. Lin Ta j6n. and the learned magistrate jointly

treated Chiang-ssQ-yeh and me to a grand dinner party.

They had considerately waited until learning that the

despatch of mails and accounts had at last set me free

for a little diversion. The scene was laid in the guest-

rooms of a finely situated temple on the north wall of the

city. With only two other guests to share our Mandarin
friends’ hospitality it was easy no combine the discussion

of scholarly and practical * business ' with enjoyment of the

comforts provided.

It was a well-ordered little feast, and 1 frankly confess

I greatly appreciated its setting. To find myself in neat

and well - lit apartments, with an atmosphere pleasantly

warm, was an experience which had not come my way
since camping in Nar-bagh. The menu was ample and
varied, and tnough 1 was not competent to judge of the

dishes, and soon forgot even to keep count of them, it

seemed a welcome change from the wearisome uniformity

of the food my intractable Kashmiri cook was in the habit

of preparing. Wang Ta-lao-ye had been thoughtful enough
to cater for my intellectual appetite, too. He had brou^t
a Chinese volume containing a kind of official gazetteer

of the Tun-huang district and full of historical extracts.

So during the preliminaries of the dinner I was able,

with Chiang's help, to glean a good deal of interesting

information about the history of the * Thousand Buddhas'
’

site during T’ang times, as well as to ascertain how vague
modem knowledge was in respect of the ancient routes

leading westwards.
VOL. II D
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With the ruined line of wall we had traced in the

desert of Tun-huang local Chinese scholarship had evi-

dently never concerned itself, and later on Chiang. when
at home, vainly searched the volume even for a mere
reference. It was the old story of antiquaries, absorbed

in their book-lore, not heeding to look for the realities

of the past in the open. When I thought of the physical

conditions prevailing on the desert ground I was eager

to search. I could scarcely blame Chinese confreres for

not having cared to explore it before me. Nor could

1 complain of any indifference on the part of mv hosts

when I explained to them the operations I was planning

about those ruins. Chiang had told them a good deal

since our first visits about my methods of work and the

success which had rewarded them elsewhere, and with
that historical curiosity which seems innate in ever)*

educated Chinaman, they were manifestly agreed that
I should try my luck here too.

But when, in the course of our dinner talk, it came
to discussing the practical arrangements needed for my
proposed excavations. I realized that there were difficulties

ahead such as on Turkestan soil no Amban had ever
hinted at. Wang Ta-lao-ye gravely told me that he
scarcely knew how to provide the dozen diggers I

hsd mentioned as the minimum required for my first pro-
sptxt/ng. Ever since the great devastations of the Tungan
rebellion, the population of the oasis had remained very
low, and the supply of ^ricultural bbour extremely scanty.
The cultivators owned their land. However small their
holdings, to make them move out into the desert for digging
would be a hopeless attempt, whatever the season and
whatever pay might be offered ; for Tun-huang people all

loved their ease dearly, and having no struggle for exist-
ence to face were proof equally agamst omcbl pressure
and the desire of gain.

Besides, they were all and sundry amfirmed opium-
smokers, and as such most unwilling under any conditions
to submit to a rough life in the open. It was the same
with the few men available for hire as day bbourers, a
hopelessly inert set of wastrels, not likely to forsake easy
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employment about d)e town and hamlets for work in the

dreadra * Great Gobi' In any case 1 should never get

even these hapless loafers living from hand to mouth to

accompany me into the wintry desert unless 1 took them
there in carts. For me who knew what marching in

waterless desert meant, the idea of my caravan moving
with coolies on carts, like a snail with its shell, was comicm
and depressing beyond words.

But it was as well to have one's eyes fully opened to

the radical difference in the relations tetween administra-

tion and people since we had exchanged Turkestan for

these Marches of China proper. There, as the repre-

sentative of a conquering power and set to rule over a race

of inferior civilization, no Chinese Amban would have
admitted any limits to his ability to order out labour, as

long as the men were likely to receive a reasonable

recompense. The task of collecting them would (all on
the petty bureaucracy of B^s and village head-men, who
had the wilt and traditional means of making their orders

obeyed. Here among true celestial subjects all this was
changed As 1 realized more and more the farther we
movctl into Kan-su, the fundamental piindple of administra-

tion ap[>ear«d to be a sort of mutual toleration between
nominal rulers and ruled, supported chiefly by that all-

pen ading factor, fis t/urrftae.

VV'ith this indolent but highly demooatic public, practical

experience must have taught the officials to restrict inter-

ference to the minimum compatible with the collection of

such taxes as would suffice to keep the provincial machineiy
going and — to leave modest nest - ^gs for the office

incumbents on retirement. The people, while tolerating

authority for the sake of tradition and general security,

seemed to take good care to enforce such prudent reserve

on the part of their administrators. What petty local

officials we ever managed to get hold of invariably bore
themselves more like representatives of defence unions of

guilds and land-owning communities than as agents of the

civil authority. That there was now in these westernmost
parts of Kan-su practically no military force to back up
the civil, became abundantly evident in the course of my
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journey eastwards. How little reliance could be placed on
the levies of Tun-huang in particular 1 was to learn in

good time by the tragic d^^nouement to be related here-

after, of which poor learned Wang himself became the

victim.

With such cares in the background, avowed or hidden,

it was natural that our conversation should turn to the
‘ New Dominion,’ where there were still real rulers of

districts, and where a capable Amban need not take too

serious count of local opposition. It was amusing to

watch how the mental atmosphere of our little official party

brightened with this change of topic. Bluff and genial

Lin Ta-jen recalled stories of his own happy days ol exile

in the newly reojnquered province where any official of

sense could live without worries and make money. Chiang
felt at once in his true element, and chattered gaily of all

the attractions which his adopted territory offered to men
in office and—to others who like his humble self were
trying to qualify for it. To Wang Ta-lao-ye and the other
Kan-su guests Hsin-chiang, I could clearly perceive, must
have presented itself in the light of an Eldorado for literati

aspiring to the official's life.

I myself could not help sympathizing with them when
1 thought what the reverse change would be like for any
of my Anglo-Indian civilian friends, say, from the charge
of a big district in the Punjab to the magistracy of some
slum-ridden Western centre full of highly advanced, though
ordinarily tame. Socialists. So 1 w'as induced to expatiate
upon the many obvious points of contact between British
rule over India and the sort of paternal government which
Chinese state-craft has exercised since ancient times over
the soi-disatU ‘New Dominion’ in Central Asia; and I

thought I found an appreciative audjence in spite of the
crudeness of my best Chinese. There could be no doubt
that we all felt united by sentiments of some common
offidal bond, and when our little pany broke up I retained
the impression, not merely of some hours pleasantly spent,
but of a gain in good understanding.

I needed this assurance badly when on March aand
I was making my final preparations for returning to work
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in the desert. Men and animals had had a good rest now.
Ram Singh, the Surveyor, had completed inking and
tracing the winter's plane-table work, while the Naik had
made fair prepress with the developing of my photographic

negatives. I myself had manag^ to find time for re-

arranging the ba^Kage, the bulk of which was to be stored

as a depot under Ibrahim Beg's care in quarters hired for

the purpose within the city walls. But of the labourers

and hired camels I had asked for from the magistrate’s

Ya-mSn no sign appeared. An informal call whi<m he and
Lin Ta-j^n paid me in the course of the day had given
mr an opportunity of personally repeating my requests for

labourers who could walk on their own feet, and for camels to

carry the baggage and supplies for men and beasts. They
promised to oo their best, out looked much exercised over
the problem how to get Tun-huang people to follow me
into the desert and work I had told them that my start

was fixed for the morrow. ,But though I was kept
busy until after midnight by many tasks, including the

settlement of accounts, which meant endless trouble of
weighing hacked silver and adjusting for differences of
scales, I waited in vain for either men or camels.

Next morning the wearisome wait continued. But I

had decided to make a move in any case, just to show my
Mandarin friends that I was in earnest. So my tent was
struck and the baggage which was to go with us made
ready fo- our own camels. Hassan Akhun had over-night

brought them back safely from what even he, a fastidious

critic of ail things in this infidel region, acknowledged to

have been splendid camel - grazing. By and by there

appeared on the scene one of Lin Ta-jdn*s non-com-
missioned officers, a quiet, cheerful man, who was to

escort us with a mounted levy. The Ya-m4n attendants
had set out early to bring the promised camels and
coolies. But hour after hour passed without their return-

ing. and repeated reminders sent to the magistrate's Ya-
mSn product no result but apologies. It was evident that

his good intentions were of little avail against indigenous

inertia and obstruaion. Long years of service in the
‘ New Dominion ' had accustomed Chiai^ to a different
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procedure, and he freely displayed indignation at this open

defiance of authority.

It was a pleasant contrast to note the civility shown by

all those with whom our stay had brought us into contact.

The ladies of the house which had given shelter to my
people sent a dear little mite to wish me hn voyag;e and

—to receive the rent. The levies who had kept watch

over camp and animals showed exuberant gratitude for the

douceur I sent them, though it was far from extravagant.

However troublesome subjects the people of Tun-huang
might be, want of manners was not among their chief

faults.

1 was sitting in the midst of the ready-packed l>aggage

when there arrived a visitor to cheer me, whom here, far

away in Cathay, I felt tempted to greet almost like a

fellow-countryman. It was an enterprising Afghan
merchant, Sher Ali Khan of Kabul, who traded at

Khotan, and was just now, returning from Kan-chou after

a successful venture, partly with British fabrics im{X)rted

through Kashmir and Yarkand. He was sending back

his caravan via Charklik with tea and silk in return. My
old haunts on the Indus and beyond were familiar places

to him, and so too were Samarkand and Bokhara. As I

looked at the tall, well-built man with a complexion like

that of a Southern European, and thought of the thousands

of miles he had covered on routes which were still very

much as they must have been in the times of the ancient

world, I needed no imagination to picture to myself those

agents of ' Maes the Macedonian, also called Tatianus,'

vmo eighteen hundred years ago had traded from Syria or

Mesopotamia for the silk of the distant Seres.

At last, realizing that a further wait was useless, we
set out by one o'clock, after Chiang-ssd-yeh had penned
his poignantly polite epistle of protest to the Ya-mdn on
neat pink paper. My immediate programme was to

move due north of the oasis, and to search there for the
line of the ancient wall which I surmised to continue east-

wards along the course of the Su-lo Ho. So we passed
through the outer and inner walls of the town into its

somnolent dirty streets, where pigs were more conspicuous
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than people, and out again by the east gate, j ust within

that a beautiful memorud arch in wood, of some age and
badly decayed, offered a pleasant relief to the eyes from

all the surrounding squalor.

We moved on through a well • cultivated tract with

orchards and scattered but substantial homesteads, but had
scarcely covered more than three miles when a mounted
messenger from the Ya-m6n overtook me. He did not

bring news of the much 'delayed transport and coolies,

but. to my great delight, telegraphic messages from
Kashgar and Peking. Immediately on my arrival at

Tun-huang 1 had taken care to send off Ibrahim to

the town of An-hsi, four marches to the north-east, where
1 knew the great high road from Turkestan to Kan-su to

pass and the telegraph line along it
;
messages entrusted

to him were to announce my arrival by wire both to Mr.
Macartney and to the Peking Legation. 1 was aware how
little reliable was that wire linking East and West, with

deserts between the rare stations, and with its consunt
breakdowns lasting at times for a week or two. So my
joy at receiving replies within ten days was ail the greater.

It was an exciting quarter of an hour as I sat by the

road-side deciphering the messages, which, like my own,
had, for the sake of reducing cost and risks of distortion,

l>cen despatched in the Eastern Telegraph Company’s
excellent code * Eastern.' The news proved reassur-

ing from both sides. Kashgar reported ail well and a
big mail-bag having been started via Khotan. From
the Lt^ation 1 heard that arrangements were completed
through the Chinese Foreign Office, allowing me to draw
6000 I'acls, equivalent roughly to jC 1000, from the Tao-
I’ai’s treasury at Su-chou. It was a relief to have been
brought so rapidly into touch with the distant East and
West. But what I enjoyed most, perhaps, was the feeling

of living for the moment as it were in two widely different

period.s. For travel or the transmission of letters the

distances separating me from Kashgar, and still more from

India or Europe, claimed an allowance of long weary
months such as Marco Polo wouM have found natural.

And now into this mediaeval perspective of time to which
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1 had become quite accustomed, there seemed to burst

with the tel^rams a flash of modern life.

This surprise would have sufficed to cheer me for the

rest of the day. But the march too, short as it was, offered

interest of its own. At several points we passed large

bastioned forts with high and massive walls of clay

which looked recent. Inside were only a few houses or

farm buildings rarely tenanted. I now learned that these

strongholds, so thoroughlymediaeval in look and reminiscent

of the Pathan village forts, or • Killas,' familiar to me from

the Indian North-West Frontier, had all been built or

repaired by the neighbouring villagers during the troubled

times of the Tungan rebellion. Traditional Chinese

notions had led the unfortunate settlers to seek safety

behind high wails, however inadequate their defence was

in numbers or spirit. So all these scattered places of

refuge fell one after the other before the onslaught of the

fanatical Muhammadan rebels, who spared neither women
nor children. During the Successive inroads of the great

murdering bands there escaped only that portion 01 the

population which had sought refuge in the town, and
many died there of starvation.

Though over thirty years had passed since that time

of horrors it was easy to note on all sides evidence of its

lasting effects. The farther we passed from the town the

more frequent became the sight of ruined houses and
temples. Close by there were often «.}uitc substantial

farms which had been reoccupied, and the land around
was now under careful cultivation. But the population
was manifestly still far from having made up its terrible

losses in numbers. Gradually 1 noticed stretches of

uncultivated ground appearing on either side of the canal
we were following, while in the distance beyond them rows
of trees marked other finger-like extensions of the oasis
aligned along more canals. Abundant scrub attested that
the soil of the intervening waste strips was quite fertile

and only waiting to be brought under cultivation again.
Here and there the ruins of old homesteads ojuld be

seen rising amidst these abandoned fields, and troc^ of
graceful small antelopes w’cre now browsing there in peace.
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Clearly the villagers were no hunters. But whether this

was due to surviving Buddhist feeling about the taking

of life, or to some special local superstition, or simply to

sheer indolence, 1 attempted in vain to And out.

The suspicious reticence of the people proved a terrible

barrier throughout. In time I learned to realize that even
the most reserved and shy of Turkestan 'Taghliks' were
almost loquacious when compared with these good people

of Tun>huang. No question I put about the reason which
caused these areas of fertile land to remain waste,

ever elicited any other answer beyond that impenetrable
* Pu chih'tao,' '*

I do not know." W'as it really a diminu-

tion of the araitcr-supply since pre-rebellion days, or rather

the want of adequate labour for more extensive irriga-

tion ? It seemed difficult to believe in the former as 1

looked at the overflowing canal and the big range under
deep snow which came into full view on the south as the

ground got more open.

We camped in a tamarisic grove near the hamlet of

Shih-tsao, and l>eforc starting next morning were to my
relief joined by a small convoy of coolies and camels. The
eight men whom the Ya-m^n attendants had managed to

'«:raj>e together looked the craziest crew 1 ever led to

digging— so torpid and enfeebled by opium were they;

but 1 was glad to have even them. So they were promptly
advanced a fair lump of silver to lay in provisions, and the

can which had brought them from town was to be taken

along for their conveyance as far as the ground w'ould

permit. Moving for some three miles northward along

the canal we came upon the crumbling homesteads of a

village left deserted since its sack by the Tungans. In the

midst of this desolation it was pleasant to And the decayed
fort tenanted by a number of baby camels, only a few days

old, which were being kept here out of mischief and the

biting wind while their mothers were grazing outside.

The antics of the quaint little beasts supplied a contrast

to the grim scenes of death and plunder which these wails

must have witnessed scarcely forty years before.

Then we turned off to the north-west across a

belt of scrub-covered waste where the lines of irrigation
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channels, though dry since Tungan days, were still well pre-

Mrved, and came to resumed cultivation near the flourish-

ing little village of Chuang-lang. Its homesteads were
established mainly amongst the ruins of more substantial

dwellings built before the Tungan inroads. Most of the

trees in avenues and orchards were quite young, proving
recent reoccupation. But here and there big old ash
trees had survived the period during which this tract had
remained without people and its timber at the mercy of

wood-cutters from Fun-huang town.
After having crossed more stretches of waste land and

covered altc^ether eight miles, we arrived at the la.st

hamlet to which reoccupation has extended. Here the
recent colonists were still content with the shelter of mud
hovels and reed huts. To the west we w’ere now within
view of the river bed of the Tang Ho. and immediately
to the north we had to cross a deep channel taking off

from it, which was manifestly an old canal of importance.
Beyond this there extended a wide steppe covered with
reeds and scrub, and cut up by numerous shallow channels
of water. Clearly this ground for its reclamation needeil
drainage even more than systematic irrigation. .And,
indeed, as we marched on we met a large party of poor
cultivators who had been engaged in reclaiming abandoned
fields for spring sowing. At last, after wading through
a good deal of flooded ground, I caught sight of
• Kone-shahr ’ or ‘old town' of which Xahid Beg had first

told me at Tun-huang. Shih-pan-iung, as our Chinese
companions called it, proved indeed a town, but its ruins
not older than the last Tungan rising. Nevertheless this
deserted site offered me a good deal that was instructive.

Within a square of crumbling clay ramparts, about
375^ yards on ^ch face, we found* the remains of a
typical small Chinese town. It had been sacked by the
Muhammad^ rebels about forty years before, and had
since fallen into complete ruin. Tne enclosing walls hadm many places decayed into a mere ag^erw mound. The

for the greatest part hlled with hcaiw of
debns ; but the usual alignment of streets at right angles
somewhat after the fashion of a Roman castrum. could
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still be made out quite clearly. Through the ruined gate
in the centre of the southern wall face passed the main
road towards a conspicuous temple ruin rising well above
the ddbris-hlled area and masking the north gate.

To the west of this road, and not far from the south gate,

a small Ya-mdn with a picturesque gateway still showed
roofed rooms, but in a state approaching collapse. No
timber had been removed here, and it looked as if some
petty magistrate had occupied these quarters after the
town was deserted, perhaps some official supposed to

re-colonize it. Auspicious sentences penned on scarlet

paper and similar flimsy adornments of official quarters
still stuck to walls and posts. In the mellow afternoon
light it was quite a picture of quiescent extinction. All

other buildings within the walls, the couple of temples
excepted, had been reduced to heaps of brickwork or bare
walls, their timber having been removed long ago.

The main temple was a massive structure of true

Chinese style, built in hard Ijricks with plenty of terra-

cotta relievo work. It had a second story, formed by a

separate shrine which was raised on a massive base of

sun-dried bricks, about twenty feet high, at the back
of the other, 'i'he stucco images, though all badly
broken by vandal hands, were manifestly still objects of
worship, and a large bronze bell was left in siiu in spite

of I'ungan wrecking. Probably the raiding bands had
neither time nor use for melting it down. In a smaller

temple, too, crowning the centre of the west wall, there

were traces of worship still clinging to the images, though
they were reduced to a mere heap of clay fragments.

Indeed, local cult dies hard. As I walked over the debris

area, crossing more than one rubbish heap, I thought of

the rich deposits likely to await some successor, say two
thousand years hence. What antiquarian dainties might
be gathered here—if only they became * high ’ enough by
the lapse of ages

!
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BV THE ANCIENT WALL NORTH OF TUN-HI ANG

From the height of the town wall a watch-tower had been

sighted to the north-north-east, and for that we set out on

the morning of March 25th, with an icy wind sweeping

down from the east. At first our progress was greatly

impeded by the swampy condition of the ground, which

was being purposely ficwded for sowing. Large patches

of the scrub^covered waste, once no doubt fields, had b«‘en

cleared by burning, and wateV was now being brought to

them in a rather erratic fashion by damming up channels

which originally might in parts at least have been cut for

irrigation. The camels and the men, now on foot, were
forced to great detours and remained far behind.

But with a few of my people on horseback 1 struggled

across to the ' Pao-t’ai,' which proved to be al>out four

miles off. It was, as I had surmise<l from the first, a

watch-tower of ancient construction, 'i'he material here
consisted of hard lumps of salt-impr<:gnaie<J clay quarried
from the low ridge on which the tower was raised ; but
any doubt as to its age was removed by observing in this

strange masonry the same layers of reeds and tamarisk
twigs at regular interv'als which were charaacristic of
the towers guarding the old wall larihcr west. The
whole formed a remarkably compact mass about twenty
feet square at its base, and still over eighteen feet high,
the permeating salts acting apparently like a sort of
cement. Its solidity could be gauged from the fact that,

though wind erosion had attacked and worn away the
natural clay beneath the corners, the structure overhung
there without any injury.
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There was no trace of a wall line to be seen anywhere,
and as the only landmark which might be a tower was seen
in the distance north-eastward, f decided to follow a cart

track which seemed to lead approximately in that direction.

My intention was to push on nrst to the north and locate

the course of the Su-Io Ha If a crossing was possible, I

would detach Ram Singh to survey the river along its

northern bank down to the Khara-nor Lake. I myself, after

.seeing him safely across, would start eastwards for remains
of the old wall near the left bank. The ground passed
ahead was for some four miles covered with rich scrub and
tamarisks, and by the side of our cart track 1 noticed two
rough enclosures, built of retr.arkably hard lumps of salty

clay, which bore the look of having l^en used at one time
or other as sheep pens.

Then we encountered a low and narrow clay ridge
stretching acros.s our route, and from its top first sighted
northward a wide marshy expanse suggestive of approach
to the river. In the midst ofst there could be seen rising

a succession of clay terraces ranged in rows, all striking east

to west. The sight of them reminded me at once of the
eroded clay ’ witnesses ’ we had passed in such numbers in

the dry terminal basin of the Su4o Ho and again in the

vicinity of Lake Khara-nor. When, a mile or so farther

on, we came upon the first fresh-water lagoon, and then had
to ford a succession of shallow water-courses all Bowing
westwards and manifestly fed from the river, 1 could feel

no douui about the cause which had here determined the

Itearing of the rows of clay terraces. It was clearly the

action of water which, working on the bottom of an
earlier and wider fluvial bed, had first carved out ridges

rarallci to its own line of drainage from east to west.

Then erosion by the winds blowing from the north-east

had cut up these ridges into rows of terraces, and, no
doubt, this scouring still continued. This combination

of the erosive forces of running water and of wind was

the very process by which 1 had conjecturally explained

to myself the formation of those strange ‘witne.sses’ in

and near the dry lake basins previously met with. I

fell no little satisfaction at seeing it now illustrated by
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actual observation on ground so near by and so closely

corresponding.

Soon the cart tracks disappeared in a broad expanse of

marshy ground where large areas were still covered by

melting snow and ice cakes. For two and a half miles

beyond the first clay ridge I pushed on with Naik Ram
Singh and Tila Bai across the belts of bc^gy ground and

the network of water-channels which extended between the

chains of clay terraces. At last we forded with some diffi-

culty a channel some twenty yards broad and four to five

feet deep in which the icy water flowed briskly ;
but

progress beyond was quite impossible for laden animals.

A broad and long sheet of ice sighted to the north from

the nearest ridge showed that the main course of the Su-

lo Ho still lay ahead of us. Whether the ice would hold

or not. there was nothing for us but to turn back. By
the lagoon we had first met I halted for camp, and there

the camels and coolies safely joined us in the darkness.

Next morning 1 retraced our route to the first clay

ridge, and thence turned due east towards the tower we
had sighted before. It took us nearly three miles to reach

it across a reed-covered steppe where old fields with dry’

irrigation cuts were still clearly traceable. The lower
built on a clay ridge rising about sixteen feet above the

depression northward proved exceptionally massive and
well preserved (Fig. 162). On a base twenty-six feet

square it rose solia to a height of .some twenty feet.

On its top it bore a brick parapet, and within this a

roofless cella open to the south, but provided with that

peculiar masking wall w’hich usually faces the street

entrances to Chinese temples or mansions. The ccll.i

walls, some twelve feet high, still retaitted much of their

plastering.

It was impossible to examine this crowning structure
more closely owing to the disappearance of the ladder-like

stairs which, judging from holes left for beams in the
masonry, seem to have led up the west face. But a late

origin, at least for the superstructure, was suggested by
the peculiar way in which the bricks were set in alternately
boriztHita] and vertical layers, such as 1 had never observed
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on Chinese soil except in modern or mediaeval buildings.

The bricks of the tower, too. differed in size from those

observed in the watcb-towm-s which I had examined along

the ancient wall, being smaller and only two inches thick.

I searched in vain for anv traces of that wall with its

characteristic reed-bundles, but found that a much decayed
earthen rampart, about a hundred feet square, adjoined

the tower on the south, evidently marking an enclosure.

Mad this served once as a place of refuge for some out-

lying colony, and when had it been aban^ned ?

Not being able to sight any more towers, I felt rather

puzzled how best to continue our search for the wall.

However, I decided to march on farther east until we
struck the track leading north across the Su-lo Ho towards
liarni. Koboroivsky and Kozioff, who had twice followed

this route in 1893-94, had marked ruins of some sort on
their map in a position south of the river, and I fell in any
case Ijound to visit these whatever their age. So we
moved on to the east across a level plain covered with
thick scrub, and in one or two places with Toghraks of fair

size.

Isolated clay terraces rose here and there, and after

some four miles we fixed the plane-table on one of these.

No tower came in view as we eagerly scanntnJ the horizon :

but luckily the Surveyor s sharp eyes sighted animals

grazing in the distance. So we made for them quickly,

and after a couple of miles to the east came upon a large

flock 01 sheep, cows, camels, and ponies. We were met
by a number of rather ferocious dogs (from which ' Dash,’

my ever active little companion, had to seek shelter on
i'iia Bai's s.iddlc). and by two truculent-looking herdsmen,
mounted on wiry Mongolian ponies and carrying long

flintlocks.

They proved to be Tungan nomads well acquainted with

the riverine grazing -grounds on the Su-lo Ho and the

high valleys and juateaus south of Tun-huang. Their
rough looks and rather aggressive bearing wouM scarcely

have inspired confidence in ordinary wayfarers. 1 could

instinctively realize the loathing with which peace-loving

Chinese, attached to their four walb, must regard such
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rough, ever- roving customers. Whatever violence and

cruel deceit they might be prepared for in the rdlc

of brigands ana rebels, when occasion arose, these

Tungans had at least the savin? grace of blunt, fearless

speech and pride in their locm knowledge. When 1

questioned them with Chiang’s help about old ‘ Pao-i ais

in these parts, and offered a reward for showing me any,

the elder of the men, who claimed main ownership ol the

dock, after some consultation with his brother, agreed to

guide us to a point where we might both obtain a sight of

some towers and find water for camping.

So led on by the Tungan we rode quickly ahead,

until after another three mues or so he brought us to

an isolated clay terrace some forty feet high on the edge

of a wide marshy belt stretching away towards the river.

I clambered up to the top, and looking south and south-

east could count not less than ten towers extending in a

line approximately east to west. The yellowish rays of

the sinking sun lit them up clearly in spite of the distance.

There could be no possible doubt about their marking the

alignment of the old wall, and my delight at this success

was great. The sturdy ruffian by my side had reason to

be satisfied with the reward of silver I gave him on the

spot without weighing. As he saw me gazing at the line

of towers through my prismatic glasses he without hesita-

tion jerked out the information that this marked ‘ the old

Han road from An-shi to Lop-nor.’

It sounded like a strange confirmation of the surmise 1

had nursed in my own mind for some time jjasi. Hut
I had no means yet to decide whether the antiquarian hint

thrown out from this rough mouthpiece was correct, and
still less whether the Tungan’s statement was deriveil from

a shrewd guess or the echo of a distant tradition. He did

not claim to have been much farther west along this ‘ old

Han road’ But an elder brother of his, now trading about
Hsi-ning-fij, had taken a strange ‘ Kuan ’ or official along it

to Lop-nor some seventeen years before. Judging from
the date indicated, I strongly suspect that this adventurous
traveller was the ill-fated M. Martin. As we know from
M. Grenard’s account of the Dutreuil de Khin.s expedition.
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he was the first European in modern times to make his way
across from Tun-huang to Abdal and Khotan, but did not

live to record his story.

Beyond the river to the north-north-east, and a con-

siderable distance away, mv guide showed me a lai^e group
of ruintxl buildings, temples according to his statement.

But the flooded condition of the river made them inacces-

sible for us now. and indications subsequently gathered

make me inclined to believe that they were of relatively

recent date. l)elonging to an abandoned road-side station

on the route to Hami.
Gladly would I have kept my hardy Tungan for a guide

in these rep[ions, however obnoxious his presence might be
to my Chinese entourage. But no fair words or offers

would induce him to stay with me even for a day. He
would not leave his flock in sole charge of others, and in

all probability he preferred his sturdy independence to any
service, however easy, which would bring him into constant

touch with the despised ‘ heathea Chinee.' He left us soon,

but promised 10 turn up in the morning with a sheep for

which he was to l»c paid a good price. 1 hoped to get

then at least a photograph of him
;
but he never came, and

the men I sent to fetch the sheep failed to find him. So
the only man who could or would tell me of the old wall

vanished from my horizon for good. I often wondered
where the next Tungan rebellion, when it is due, will find

him

!

For me the day had closed with cheering promise,

and the men found warm shelter in shallow cave-dwellings

which some earlier occupants had excavated at the foot of

the clay ridge. It was the more welcome as a cutting wind
continued to blow from the east and the thermometer
still showed twenty- five degrees of frost in the morning.
Besides myself, only Naik Ram Singh, ever scrupulously

clean and tidy about his person, preferred to stick to his little

tent. The Chinese labourers were overjoyed at finding a
nice den to huddle into; but Hassan Akhun and the rest

of my Turki followers, not liking the vicinity of the

Tungans, tethered ponies and camels close by and kept a

wattm all night.

VOL. II E
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On the morning of March 27th I let the camp remain

where it was, and set out with my assistants and half-a-

dozen labourers to the east-south-east. 1 there hoped

to strike approximately in the middle the line of towers

I had sighted. Three miles across the scrub-covered plain

brought us to another conspicuous clay ridge with a

troglodyte dwelling occupied by a half-crazy wood-cutter.

That he, being an orthodox Chinaman, expressed siereo-

tyi>ed ignorance about ruined towers and everything else

was not a matter of consequence. Pushing onwards we
passed through a belt of exceptionally thick scrub and low

tamarisk cones, in which an inundation from the Su-lo

Ho was steadily spreading. Nothing could induce our

civilized slum-dwelling coolies to wade through the narrow

channels. As they had each time to be mounted on

ponies, one by one, progress was far loo slow for my
eagerness.

At last we emerged on a bare pebble Sai with much
dead wood on the ground and isolated stunted Toghraks
still living. The whole dreary ground bore the stamp of

desiccation. But this was not the time for such ob.serva-

tions. Right in front of me 1 saw rising the cone of an

old watch-tower just of the sha{>e and construction I

had first seen in the desert westwards, and towards it I

galloped as quick as ‘ Badakhshi,’ my h.irdy {x>ny, would
bear me. Before reaching it 1 noticed a low mound com-
posed of the familiar fascines and cla> layers, stretching

away across the bare gravel to the neart st tower on the

east, and continuing also with a divergent angle south-

westwards. There could be no longer any doubt : I was
back again on * my ’ wall

!

The watch-tower, built entirely of regular courses

of hard clay about four inches thick, with thin layers

of tamarisk branches laid between them, .still rose to over
twenty-two feet. In order to give additional cohesion
to the solid base measuring about twenty feet square,
numerous wooden posts had been set in it vertically, and
their ends were sticking out on the top. The wall once
guarded by the tower 1^ passed to the north of it, with
a bastion- like projection at about six yards’ distance.
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Wind and driving sand had destroyed all but the lowest layer

of fascines, here all made up of tamarisk branches. But
this, with the overlying stratum of clay and gravel, cropped

out so clearly on the level flat that the line of wall which

it marked was easily followed by the eye far away. The
next tower on the east towards which this wall or agger

ran quite straight proved to be only one and one-eighth

mile distant. Beyond 1 could see three more ' Pao-t’ais '

;

but the examination of them had to be [x>stponed.

Instead. I directed my attention to a close search of

the ground immediately adjoinii^ T. xxvi., as ! num-
bered the tower just described, fortune for once seemed
inclinctl to encourage me at the outset. About four yards

from the south-east corner of the tower I noticed slight

r«'fusc cropping out on the gravel surface. It proved the

ia.st remnant of the rubbish once filling a small a[>artment

about eight feet stjuare. Only traces of mud-built walls

with a plastered reed facing survived. But within this

scant shelter and almost on the surface there turned up a

flat piece of thin wood, atx>ut one foot long and over an
inch brtiid. with Chinese char.acters neatly inscribed in

five columns. Dates such as 1 was eagerly asking my
learned secretary to look out for, were found neither in

this document, which Chiang t<x)k to be part of an account,

nor in .mother clearly written but incomplete Chinese
record of the ' slip ' type, apparently referring to some
arms. Hut Chiang declared the writing to be of a strangely

ancient io.>k, and m any case the discovery of records at a

spot at first sight so unpromising justified further hopes.

The labourers, somewhat roused from their torpor by the

prompt payment of a good reward, scraped the ground in

vain for remains in other quarters adjoining the tower.

The only find was two copper coins of the Han period.

But as this type had continued to circulate right down to

the early middle ages, they could not by themselves suffice

for the dating of a ruin even now within reach of people

from the oasis.

In order not to tax the lender feet of my Chinese

diggers too severely. I decided to turn next to the first

tower south-westwards, whence return to camp would be
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nearer. For about three-quarters of a mile I could trace

the line of the wall quite clearly, still rising in places to

over three feet. Then we lost it on dimcult ground,

amidst tamarisk cones with soft eroded soil and dunes

of fine drift sand between. The ruin which we reached

after another mile and a half was undoubtedly that of a

watch-tower, of the usual size, but badly decayed on some

faces (Fig. 164). It had been built on a small clay terrace,

which rose about seventeen feet above the eroded ground

level on the south. On its west side the tower was ad-

joined by a mass of soft refuse about fifteen feet across,

filling the remains of some poorly built structure to a

height of three to four feet.

I had scarcely set the men to work when, on the south-

west and almost on the surface, there were found three

wooden slips inscribed with clear Chinese characters.

They were quite complete, and .showed the usual size,

being about nine and a half inches long and half an inch

wide (Fig. 119). Chiang at once recc^nized th.at two

of them bore full dates, and our excitement was great.

Presently three more inscribed narrow tablets emerged
from under half a foot or so of rubbish in the middle of

the heap, one of them being dated. Fvidently we h.ad

struck a rich mine. But there was no lime that evening

to clear it with care
;
and as Chiang-ssu-yeh was unable

to fix the ‘ Nien-haos,’ or regnal titles in which the dates

were recorded, I hastened to return to camp by sunset

We were both greatly exercised by conjectures as to

the age which the date records, when identified, would
reveal for the ruined wall and towers. Our high spirits

were in a way shared by the labourer.s, who tramjxxi after

us pleased with the silver I had giv«m in reward for the
day’s finds.

Arrived in camp by nightfall I almost grudged the time
needed for a wash and hasty dinner before settling down
with Chiang to search for those mysteriou.s ‘ Nien-haos* in

the chronolc^ical tables attached to Mayers’ excellent
Chinese Reaaer^s Manual. It proved quite a thrilling

hunt. In the absence of any definite clue, wc had to
search throi^h the hundreds of regnal periods comprised
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within the possible limits from Han to Sui^ times. Of the
reading of one ' Nien-hao/ Yung P’ing, Chiang felt quite

sure. But, alas! this proved to be represented several

times, in the sixth as well as the third century a.d., and
farther back 1 scarcely had the courage to look. In the
other * Nien-hao,' Chien . my learned secretary was
at a loss how to recc^nize the second character, though
written quite clearly in two tablets. Those who know
something of the intricacies of Chinese script, with its tens

of thousands of distinct ideograms and their palaeographic
variation at different periods, will not wonder at his doubts.

1 had vainly searched near the Yung P’ing |j>eriods

already mentioned for a regnal title likely to give Chiang
a clue to Chien . when at last in my despair 1 boldly

look a jump of several centuries. There was a Yung P'ing

pcriotl commencing in 58 A-0.,"- and just before it there
stood the regnal title of Chien VVu. Without a moment’s
hesitation Chiang recognized in it the character which had
puzzled him so far. It was the first title adopted by the
Emjjeror who founded the Eastern Han dynasty in 35 A.D.,

and the twenty-sixth year mentioned in our two tablets

corresponded to 50 A.t> So the ruined frontier wall I had
set out to explore vrent at least as far back as the first

century of our era. and as proof 1 had in my hands the
oldest written Chinese records so far known !

We both loudly rejoiced at this discovery', which
pul us at once on safe chronological ground for further

researches. Even ‘ l>ash ‘ was roused from below the

blankets of my camp bed where he lay peacefully curled

up for the night. 1 wondered what he thought of the

excitement displayed by his devoted Chinese friend and
by his own master. But. indeed, Chiang’s historical sense

was now keenly stirred, and I myself felt highly elated

;

for 1 had alt along put frith in the antiquity of this Linus,

and now felt confidence in its successful exploration.
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DISCOVERY OF HAN RECORDS

Next morning broke wiih an icy north wind which later on

shifted round to the north-west without losing any of its

violence. My first business was to despatch one of the

Ya-m^n messengers with a letter to the magistrate asking

for more labourers to push on excavations. Then I set

out with every available man for the ruin sighted due south

of our camp and next to the one prospected in the evening.

The camp was to follow with a supply of water in tanks.

It was essential to spare our handful of diggers all needless

tramps to and fro ; for I rightly suspected that with such

shifty folk, all confirmed opium-smokers, the stimulus

supplied by liberal rewards for finds would not hold out

long, but only increase the craving for a good smoke and

sleep in a warm den.

The watch-tower, for such it was. proved badly decayed ;

but thick layers of refuse covered the .south slope of the

low clay ridge on which as usual it had been built for the

sake of better look-out, over some ten yards of length. At
the foot of the slope they were fully three to tour feet

high. The chief ingredients were straw, twigs and bark

of tamarisks, dung of horses—evidently mainly stable

refuse of some watch and post station thrown down here.

But from the very ed^e on the top there protruded
the fragment of an inscribed Chinese tablet, and as more
wooden records cropped up I promptly settled down to

work here.

The harvest was abundant. Before mid-day two dozen
or so of inscribed pieces had emerged, and the precious
refuse heap was far from being exhausted. Chiang was

54
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indefatigable in exhorting and watching the coolies,poundng
upon and cleaning every dirt-encrusted * tzfi ' or writing with

the utmost keenness. 1 could safely leave him ana Naik
Kam Singh to continue operations, while 1 myself set out

for a preliminary inspection of the two remaining watch-

towers visible south-westwards. By the time 1 returned

from this reconnaissance the clearing of the whole of the

refuse layers was completed, and the total number of

inscribed pieces had risen to over seventy.

Only two of the records were fully dat^, the year named
corresponding to 75 and thus showing that the relics

of this watch-station likewise went back to the Eastern Han
dynasty. 1 could not doubt for a moment that the full

interpretation of these records would need protracted study,

and would tax the philological acumen even of so eminent a

Sinologist as my friend M. Chavanncs. for whom 1 destined

them from the first. Chiang himself modestly disclaimed

the capacity of solving the many puzzles in palaeographic

features and in diction which the text of the tablets offered.

Many of them, besides, were incomplete. Yet even his

cursory examin.ition sufficed to show that the records

varied greatly in chararter. Brief reports on matters

of military administration along the line of watch-stations;

acknowledgments of receipt for articles of equipment, etc ;

{irivate communications : fragments of literary^ texts ; even
writing exercises seemed to be represented. But on all

such point : definite information came only through M.
Chavanne.s' labours

;
and for a general survey of the results

which his unsurpassed learning and critical penetration

.secured from the materials discovered at this and other

ancient stations along the wall, I must refer to a subsequent

chapter.

It was far easier, of course, to become familiar on the

spot with the external or stationery aspect of these mis-

cellaneous papers.’ to use an anachronism, the earliest of

Chinese written records known till then. The most usual

form was that of the thin wooden slip measuring when
intact about nine to nine and a half inraes long and from

a quarter to half an inch wide (see Fig. 119). That wme
of the complete slips often contained over thirty Chinese
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characters {i.e. words) in a single vertical line will help to

illustrate the remarkable neatness of the writing which

prevails in these records. Sometimes the writing was in

several columns, or also continued on the back. Among
the woods used for these * slips ’ that of the poplar seemed

most frequent, as at the sites I had explored in the Tarim

Basin. But, besides, there appeared a peculiarly streaked

soft wood which the Naik recc^nized as belonging to ^me
conifer. It could not have grown in a climate so arid as

the Su“lo Ho Basin must have had throughout historical

times. 1 conjectured it to have been brought from the

slopes of the western Nan-shan, and there, in fact, 1

subsequently came across remnants of fir forest. A still

more distant imfx»t was represented by the neat slips of

bamboo which turned up at other ruined stations.

But here in the refuse of tower T. xxviii. variety was
imparted to the wooden stationer)*, also, by the plentiful

‘fancy’ use of that abundant local material, the tamarisk.

There were tamarisk sticks of varying length, roughly

cut into polygonal shapes, and inscribed on a numl)er of

sides
; broad labels with rounded tops or peg-shajK-d, etc.

Evidently convention was not so strict in the case of

internal communications as about official correspondence,

and for mere 'copy writing,’ with which soldiers quartered

at this and other stations had evidently beguiled their time,

sticks of tamarisk cut on the spot were certainly good
enough. At the same time the numl># r of ‘ shavings ' from

regular slips (see Fig. 1 19, 14), and the fact of the latter

being found often thinned down by repealed previous [laring,

showed that the supply of proper woJxlen stationery had its

value, and was used over and over again.

Miscellaneous objects in wood also turned up among the

refuse in plenty : such as sm^l marked cubes apparently
used for gambling or divination (Fig. 1 19, ij)

;
tally sticks

;

fragments of combs. But what interested me most were
two wooden seal-cases, evidently meant to be attached to

some closed bag or other receptacle. They showed the
identical arrangement of three grooves for folds of string
over wdiich the seal was to be impressed in clay as I him
first found on the envelopes of Kharoshtht documents at
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the Niya site. It was conclusive proof that I had been
right years before in tracing all such details of that ancient

wooden stationery of Turi^tan back to earlier Chinese
models.

No trace of the wall itself survived here, nor remains
of the quarters sheltering those who had kept watch by
the tower. Yet from the refuse thrown out by them it was
possible to draw some conclusion as to their conditions of

life. The line which the towers guarded must have already

in the first century a.d. passed through desert ground.

Wind erosion had. no doubt, progressed since
;
yet from

the very position in which the undisturbed horizontal

strata of rubbish were found, some ten feet below the level

of the tower base, it was clear that the bare clay ridges

rising above eroded ground had then already formed the

characteristic feature of the site.

A curious indication of the remoteness of the guarded
wall line from the inhabited area was supplied by the

numerous fragtiients of coarse grey pottery, remarkably
hard, which lay scattered in plenty on the surface, and
often were found perforated on the edges with regular

drilled holes. The discovery in the rubbish heap of

several pieces still joined together by string of some rough
vegetable fibre explained these holes (Fig. 172, s), and
bore witness to the value which the quondam owners had
attached to their pots and jars however badly damaged.
As the material was cheap enough, only the difficulty of

transporting larger earthenware from the oasis would
account for this continued use after the roughest mending.

On March aqth 1 took my men to the next tower south-

westwards, which 1 had already reconnoitred. The distance

proved to be only one and one-eighth mile. The tower,

ouilt of solid layers of stamped clay, rose in fair preserva-

tion to over twenty feet, and still bore on its top portions

of a brick-built parapet below whtdi horizontal rafters pro-

jected. No trace of stairs remained, but some holes on the

south face had probably been uti^ed for a sort of ladder.

Here, too, the tower had been built on a small clay ridge,

no such advantage of ground being ever neglected by
those who constructed the * Wall.' A peculiar feature here
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was a relatively well preserved enclosure, about 107 feet

square, of which the tower itself formed the north-west

comer. Its walls, built of rough bricks and clay, with

layers of tamarisk brushwood at intervals, still rose in one

place to eight feet.

Whether this enclosure was coeval with the tower and

the wall line it was meant to guard, 1 was unable to decide ;

for the accumulations of refuse found within its east face,

and partly covering the floor and decayed walls of some

rooms, yielded nothing but plentiful reed straw, cut brush-

wood, and dung of horses and camels. A large refuse

heap some ten yards outside the south wall proved of

similar composition. But here we came upon a fine jar,

intact but for its mouth, and in shape resembling an

amphora (Fig. 172, s). Its height was nearly one foot, and

its material a very hard dark brown .stone- ware, with a mat

slip burnt in. Within, traces of an oily substance survived.

Small pieces of fine pottery^ made of a very hard {>aste and

with highly glared surface, were picked up in plenty both

within and around the enclosure. The glaze colours varietl

greatly ; celadon green, ivory white, fine browns and black,

an exquisite turquoise blue with several mottled lints,

being all represented.

I was still wondering how to account for this un-

expected abundance of superior pottery debris such as

I had not yet come upon elsewhere in this region, when
the clearing of a small ruined cei!.i. previously noticed

about fifty yards to the west, brought another surprise. It

measured only eleven by thirteen feet outside, and with

its entrance on the narrower side faced to the south. The
walls, about two feet thick and built of fairly hard sun-dried

bricks, rose nowhere above four to ftvv feet. The interior

was filled with debris of broken bricks, charred timber,

and plastered reed wattle. When it was being cleared we
came upon a platform built of bricks and running round all

sides but that of the entrance. From the debris covering
the platform to the north there came to light numerous
fragments of stucco sculpture that unmistakably had once
adorned a Buddhist shrine.

The frs^ments were all badly broken, but showed in
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every detail close dependence on the models d* Graeco-
Buddhist art as transplanted to Central Asia There were
portions of the arms of a statue somewhat under life size,

modelled round cleverly dowelled wooden cores, bearing

ornaments, and of well-shaped hands and Imgers. The
blackened surface of the stucco, originally not baked,

and the charred condition of the projecting core portions,

showed that the statuary, like the little temple itself, had
been destroyed in a conflagration. One fragment of par-

ticular interest showed two small heads, one above the other,

each only about three inches high, but excellently modelled

( Fig. 273, 4^
While the upper one displays a look of placid

contemplation, the lower one, with frowning brows and eyes
. and mouth wide open, cleverly expresses intense anger or

(MUision. As a third head is evidently missing below, it

seems likely that one of those numerous 'Trimurti'

representations of Buddhist divinities was intended, in

which the ‘ angry ' or demonic form of the god usually

plays a part.

However this might be. so much was clear, that the

remains of the small Buddhist shrine here uncovered had
some relation to the watch-station close by and the wall

line which passed it. But the style of the sculptured

remains, though unmistakably old. seemed to speak against

contemporary construction. So 1 was led to conjecture

that it was, perhaps, the tenacity of local worship—such as

I had often seen exemplified elsewhere, and last among
the ruins of deserted Shih-pan-tung—which had here caused

a small .shrine to be rcstwed centuries after the wall was
abandoned. I did not realize until some time bter that

the direct route from the Tun-huang oasis towards Hami
and the northern oases of Chinese Turkestan, passes even

now in the vicinity of this old watch-station (T. xxix.^.

Thus, if we may assume that already in ancient times it

crossed the line of wall here, the existence of a small shrine

near the gate station and its continued maintenance by

pious waymrers. say down to T’ang times, present nothing

strange. My subsequent discovery of a similar cult havii^

survived on the old route westwards supplies an exact

parallel.
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But even in the immediate neighbourhood 1 made an

observation which supports that assumption, though at the

time 1 did not realize its true import. On the previous

day’s reconnaissance to the south-west, towards the next and

last tower visible on that side, I had noticed, on the open

salt-encrusted steppe intervening, and at a distance of less

than a mile from T. .xxix., some rough enclosures built of

salt-impregnated clay lumps, and in the middle of one a

miniature chapel, half-ruin^, made up of the same coarse

material. Looking back in the light of the indications

since gathered, it now appears to me probable that this

modest substitute for a shrine, manifestly of recent con-

struction, represents the last lingering trace of the cult

which those leaving or regaining the border wall of the

Empire once paid to the sanctuary at this ‘ Gate.’

The westernmost tower extant on this part of the line

proved less than two miles distant from T. xxix., and

was a solid square mass of stamped clay. The small

erosion terrace on which it was built nude it a conspicuous

landmark on this dismal salt -covered flat. No ancient

remains of any sort except broken pottery could be traced

near it, and far-advanced erosion had left neither trace of

the wall nor any chance for digging. But I visited this

tower (T. xxx.) again on my return march to Tun-huang.
and then found that the deep-cut cart-track marking the

route from the oasis to Hami actually passed between
it and the tower T. xxix., which 1 now believe to have
stood by the ancient gate through the wall. Though the
view from the terrace of T. xxx. was open, no other

ruin could be seen to the west except the tower T. xxiv.,

which I had already examined on my way north of Shih-
pan-tur^. It just showed its top _^over a maze of clay

terraces to the west. So my survey in this direction was
completed.

On March 30th, when we had a considerable fall of
temperature down to thirty degrees of frost Fahrenheit,
with the wind veering round to the west, I took my men
back to the ruined watch-station (T. xxvti.) whicn had
yielded the first dated records (Fig. 164). The d^lms
adjoining the tower proved to belong to a room about
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eleven by fourteen feet, partly cut out of the live clay of
the narrow ridge occupied by the tower. On clearing it

and a little terrace or loggia which laced it frtrni the south,

we recovered two dozen more Chinese records on wood,
nearly half of them complete and in good preservation.

One of these, as we recc^nized with joy on the spot, showed
a clearly written date corresponding to 35 a.d. This
meant a farther step back in antiquity. Chiang was sure

that almost all the ‘slips' referred to military posts or
individual officers, though he could not make out all the

details. So I concluded that the room by the side of the
watch-tower had served a.s quarters for some officer or
clerk attached to the troops yarding this part of the line.

M. Chavannes* analysb nas since fully confirmed my
conjecture. One neatly written label, with a string still

attached, had evidently been taken from a bundle contain-

ing a soldier's outfit. From my learned collaborator's

translation I now know that it mentions the company
{l/mM-wei) he belonged to, as well as the locality ( Warn-
smi) which he helped to guard. Over a dozen blank
tablets of the rfgular size evidently belonged to the
stock of stationery kept ready at this little office. Small
miscellaneous finds were abundant among the refuse within

the quarters and strewing the slope. Apan from remains
of cups of glazed stone ware, spoons of wood, a broom, a

wooden seal, I may mention a fire -stick (Fig. 173, 3), exactly

conforming to the pieces found at the sites of Niya and
Enderc as regards shape and arrangement of the holes in

which fire was produced by rubbing.

On the evening of that day we were joined by eight

fresh labourers sent with a Ya-m£n attendant, and I was
heartily glad to get them

;
for the men of the first batch

already complained of exhaustion. Even the chance of

gaining rewards by lucky finds failed to retain them longer,

though at first it had appealed to them greatly as con-

firmed gamblers. Inwardly 1 could scarcelv condemn them
altogether; for with the temperature fallii^ that night

to a minimum of seven degrees below zero Fahrenheit,

the strong wind still blowing from the west made itself

felt intensely. Luckily fuel was abundant.
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Whether it was mere reluctance to face the rigours of

this desert ‘ spring ’ any longer, or disgust at the indepen-

dent bearing of the Chinese labourers who were supposed

to make themselves useful about camp fires, etc., but would

not stand any of the bullying which my Kashmiri cook liked

to indulge in, this worthy thought the time opportune first

to go on strike and then to abscond with a pony in the

morning. I knew that he could find his way back to Tun-
huang, and that he would not fail to be stopped there as

a suspected deserter. Still this incident did not add to

the amenities of my Easter Sunday.
I used it to explore the remains of the wall as far as they

were traceable eastwards. Moving back with my whole

camp to the tower where the first tablets had l)een found. I

then marched along the line marked by the four towers we
had sighted before. The distances between them varied

considerably, from one and one-eighth to three-quarters of a

mile, though the ground was throughout a uniformly bare

expanse of gravel. On it theJine of the wall showed up quite

clearly, both in the straight curtains l>etween the towers

and in the semicircular bastions by which the line curved

round to the north of each tower. In many places the

alternating layers of fascines and gravelly clay still rose to

three feet or thereabouts. But even where this was
reduced to nearly ground level, the layer of thick tamarisk

branches used for a foundation was seen emerging on
either side of the low gravel -covered swelling. There
could be no doubt that it was the l^earing of the line,

nearly east to west, though not absolutely straight, which,

being parallel to the direction of the prevalent winds, had
helpra to preserve this unbroken stretch of wall over five

miles Icmg.

The towers differed but little in. construction. Ixnng
built of solid layers of stamped cby about twenty feet

square at the base and origii^ly over twenty feet high.

Those to the east had suffered more decay. Beyond tnit

the position of a fifth tower could be traced only by a
low ddbris heap and the bastion-like projection of the walk
Half a mile to the east of this last tower (T. xxxv.l, we
lost the line of the wall amidst dunes of drift sand, ming
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to about fifteen feet and evidently encroaching from the

south.

But then it again emerged in patches, and at last on
a broad gravel belt lined with dunes both to the north

and south we came upon a remarkably well preserved bit

of wall, quite unbroken for 256 yards, and rising in places to

fully seven feet (Fig. 165). Its preservation was evidently

due to a protecting cover of sand, though now the dritt

heaped up against the wall lay only three to five feet high.

In the centre of this stretch the wall had a remarkably
solid appearance. The sides showed .scarcely any trace of

erosion, except that the outer facing with fascines laid in

the direction of the wall was missing.

Here the particular method of consiruaion could be
studied with ease. Layers of fascines, six inches thick,

made up of mixed umarisk twigs and reeds, alternated

with strata three to four inches thick of coarse clay and
gravel, as taken on the spot. Where I photographed the

wail, as seen in Fig. 163, I counted eight double layers of

fascines and stamfxd clay, respectively. I noticed that the

reeds generally pr<*vailed in a thin streak on the top of the
tantarisk brushwood. This suggested that they had been
speciadiy inserted there in order to prej>are a more level

surface for the succeeding stratum of clay and gravel. It

seemed to me highly proMblc that these latter layers had
been regularly stamped, the water for the purpose being
bro^ht probably from the nearest lagix>n.

The salts contained everywhere in the soil and water,

and attested in the wall itself by a great deal of efflores-

cence, had given to the strange wall thus constructed a
quasi -petrified consistency. In such a r^ion it could

hold its own against man and nature—all forces, in fact,

but that of slow -grinding but almost incessant wind
erosion. The thickness of the wall measured close on
seven feet across the top, and allowing for the loss which

the uppermost fascine layer had suffered on its edges
through erosion, about one foot more at the base.

As 1 looked at the wall here rising before me still solid

and with almost vertical faces, I could not help being struck

by the skill with which the old Qiinese engineers had
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imfMtuvised their rampart. Across an cxtCTsivc desert

area, bare of all resources, and of water in particular, it must

have been a difficult task to construct a wall so solid as

this, upon which even modem field artillery would make

but little impression. The materials to which they bad

recourse, though of little apparent strength, were particu-

larly well adapted to local conditions. 1 doubt whether

any others within practicable reach could have stood better

the stress of two thousand years and the constant onset

of eroding forces.

I marched on for a mile and a half farther along and

through low sand-dunes without coming upon any trace

of the wall or sighting any more towers, though the view

was open enough. Then regard for the animals, which

needed water and grazing, obliged us to turn off north-

ward in the direction of the river. We crossed in suc-

cession a belt of absolutely bare gravel
;
a dry river bed

with Toghraks still alive ; a zone where tamarisk growth
was plentiful, but all dead r and finally, after seven miles

from the wail, arrived at the deep-cut bed of the Su-lo

Ho fringed by a riverine jungle of scrub and wild poplars.

Where we camped for the night, the river, or the

branch we could see, was over fifty yards broad and cer-

tainly far too deep for fording. Its muddy water, carrying

big ice cakes, flowed with a velocity of about two yartfi

per second. The night was not so bitterly cold as the

one preceding, but the wind steadily increased in strength
until the atmosphere in the morning as.sumed a regular

Buran hue. The haze was sure to last for days, and a
further search for wall and towers eastward would have
little or no chance under these conditions. Besides, it

would have carried me to the town of An-hsi which 1 was
bound to visit in any case bter. Th' main object of my
search was already secured. I had discovered that the
remains of the ancient wall actually continued eastwards
of Tun-huang, as I conjectured from the first. I also had
been able to prove the occupation of this Lifwj in the
first century a.d.

So I decided, ot April ist, to send the camp under
the Surveyor's guidance back, to the conspicuous ri(%e
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where we had found the wood-cutter'a troglodyte dwelling,

and to make my way there myself with the labourm along
the line of the wall. It proved a more difficult matter
than I had thought under the thick veil of dust which the
gale raised. Luckily we had our footprints to guide us
across the gravel Sai. and then when we got among the

dunes where there was much driving of sand, the remains
of the wall served to direct us safely. At each tower we
searched whatever remains of quarters or refuse heaps
could be traced. But whether it was on account of the
greater erosion to which they had been exposed on
the open Sai, flat like a billiard table, or for some other
reason, they proved decidedly scanty. The finds of wooden
records, alt fragmentary, scarcely numbered half-a-dozen.

However, we picked up several well-made triangular

arrow-heads in bronze and a few coins belonging to the

Han |>criod.

It was a trying day’s work, and I felt heartily glad
when the force of the gale abated towards the evening,
and we could move to the appointed camping-place in

somewhat less discomfort. The f(x>tprints of the track by
which we had come from there to Tower t. xxvi. on
March 27ih were still perfectly distinct on the gravelly
soil. It was an interesting proof, thereafter often observed
in a still more striking fashion, of how little deflation

and the movement of fine sand affect the surface of such
ground. Nevertheless it was a relief when at last I saw
the camp fires and was sure of the night's shelter and
food.

The wind had now veered round to the north-west.

From midnight until daybreak violent gusts of wind shook
the tent, and when I stepped out of it in the morning
slight snow-flakes were driving for some minutes. The
atmosphere was quite murky with a fog of fine sand, very

irriuting to throat, eyes, and nose. We were now re-

turning to the oasis, but before we reached it we had
to pass through the bleakest and chilliest day experi-

enced since Lop-nor. The blizzard never slackened and

cut through our warmest furs. The landscape was in

lugubrious harmony. Following a -deep-cut track which

VOL. II r
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carts had worn, and which in the end proved to mark the
route coming from Hami, we reached after about six miles
the westernmost ruined tower already referred to.

The area of scrub and sand had ceased before. We
now crossed an absolutely bare, salt-encrusted steppe
which fuel-collectors from the oasis had evidently long
ago cleared of all dead tamarisks. Hut the cones which
these had helped to form while aliv'e, still rose to eight
or ten feet. At last low scrub reappeared over dune-like
formations, and then the first ragged outposts of cultiva-
tion in the shape of scattered fields and trees. We had
covered close on twenty miles, and felt half-choked with
dust and half-frozen when we arrived again at our old
camping-place at Shih-tsao.
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TO THE NAN-HU OASIS

Our march on April 3rd from Shih-isao back to Tun-huang
was short, and, I confess, we all felt glad for it. The pros-

|K:ct of shelter was pleasant after the icy blasts we had
faced for the last week along that desolate ‘ Great Wall.’

Whether it was the protection afforded by the trees of the
oasis, or at bst a sign of approaching spring, the air seemed
warmer in spite of the continued north wind. Being with
Chiang ssil-yeh far ahead of th6 baggage, 1 could use the

time gained before pitching camp for a visit to the large

shrine which at the time of my start 1 had noticed near the
west gate of the town. It boated of a high pavilion-like

structure, the first ‘ Pagoda ' of the conventional type 1 had
seen, and seemed in exceptionally good repair for this place

of somnolent nonchalance. The frescoes of the outer gate
showed that it was a Taoist temple, and by their new l^k
prepared me for the inferior art of the decoration w'ithin.

But there was compensation in the glimpse 1 unexpectedly
gained here of one of the main schools of Tun-huang.

As soon as we had entered the inner court, a swarm of

boys, mostly chubby and well clad, gathered around us.

'rhe teacher had rejiaircd to his house in the town on some
business, and his score or more of pupils were hugely

enjoying the unearned recess. The halls on either side of

the court bore so unmistakably the impress of scholastic

use that for a moment I almost underwent the ncrt altt^ether

cheering sensation of having come for * inspection duty.’

There were lumbering big black desks near the w'indows,

each covered with the ‘ copy-slips ’ and exercise of thiw
or four pupils. The walls were hung appropriately with

67
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call^;nmhic specimens and ' moral sentences
'

penn«^

evidently by the teacher or by select scholars on big rolls

of red paper. There was order about the whole place and

an air of austere concentration on the school work which

made me compare this establishment favourably with many
a secondary ^ool in the Punjab, where neither ample
codes and inspections nor the supply of the latest appliances

have succeeded in developing a sense of orderly arrange-

ment. How much did I feel my total want of philological

preparation as I handled the much-thumbed ana yet neatly

kept primers and elementary classics of the several forms I

The boys, big and small, showed good manners, and com-
bined an alert air with such restraint on their youthful

curiosity that I could not help mentally awarding a good
note to the teacher for the ‘ tone ’ he had implanted in hi.s

school.

I had decided to restrict ray stay at T un-huang to a
single day, April 4th, and knew well that it w'ould mean
anything but a rest for me.* Yet soon after my arrival at
' my ’ orchard I found that the time would have to sufbce
for a good deal more work than 1 had expected. Sher
Alt Khan, the enterprising Afghan trader who during my
first stay had reached Tun-huang from a journey to Kan-
chou, was to have despatched his caravan of forty camels
laden with tea to Charklik and Khotan long before my
return. But with that truly Eastern disregard for exact
dates and supposed urgency which for us Western people
would at tim^ be so useful a sedative, he now came to
tell me that his camels had only started that morning, and
that he himself would still remain longer ready for any
service. The opportunity of sending a mail safely to
K^hgar and thus to my friends in Europe was as welcome
as it was unexpeaed. It is true none of the letters were
as yet written. But a messenger despatched by next
morning would catch up the caravan easily, and I had an
evtming and if need be a night before me for filling my
mail b^.

This catching of an unforeseen mail train was not made
easy for me. I had scarcely had time to wash the outer
crust of dust off my lace when, to my surprise, my itssepar*
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able local friends and protectors, Lin Ta-jto and Wang
Ta*Iao<ye, turned up for a visit. I had little doubt they
were both glad to weloMne us back at headqu»ters. and
interested, too, to hear from our own mouths the story of

our peregrinations and finds. But there was information,

too, gathered as we passed through the town, to explain

an increased display of official attention and suppcMt. It

appeared that the telegraphic salutation I had sent to the
Lan-chou Viceroy on arrival within the Kan-su borders had
promptly been followed up by a telegraphic circular from
that high dignitary to the Tao-t'ais of the several provinces,

and through them to all the magistrates, strongly recom-
mending me and my researches to official notice.

This explained the embarrassing haste of my friendly

visitors. But for the length of their visit I had to hold

my own finds to account. With the enthusiasm of a
trained scholar Wang Ta-lao-ye could not forgo the pleasure

of handling and impromptu deciphering those ‘wooden
letters’ of the great Han limes. Little problems which
had bafiled my ‘ field literatus ' only incited his zeal.

Tablet after tablet w’as scanned and commentated with a
rapidity and ease which, despite my ignorance of Sinologist

lore, enabled me to realize the sound learning of this

Kan-su edition of P’an Ta-jfin. Lin, his military colleague,

wisely refrained from any pretence at equal scholarly

qualifications. Yet I could sec that his lively interest too

was roused by the details of military organization on this

ancient frontier, as revealed in those m^est records from
the posts once guarding it. I did not fail to use the

opportunities ofliered by whetted appetites and by the

support from higher quarters in order to impress my
friends with the need of effectively combating local tns

inertiae in the way of labour for excavations and adequate

transport arrangements.
1 was doubly glad for the diminished cold within

the oasis
;
for it was 3 a-M. before I could close my mail

that night, and with an icy gale blowing it would have

been impossible to keep my tent warm enough for all the

long writing. There was no lime to make up for lost

sleep ; for from an early hour next morning arrangements
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for fresh supplies and transport, payment of labourers,

etc, kept me busy. The weighing out of silver for all

payments, big and small, proved as always a tantalizingly

slow business. Patience is needed for supemsing the

process and subsequently for satisfying the recipients that

they have been treated fairly. Tun-huang merchants, I

was told, use three kinds of scales, with a view to profit by

their slight differences when selling, buying, or exchanging

big horse-shoes of silver for small pieces.

It was hopeless to battle with such refinement in a

primitive system of currency. The simplest sacrifice was
to accept the local traders’ verdict, which madtr my scales

brought from Charklik weigh about four per cent too light.

What a story of fiscal experiments is disclosed by the queer

fact that no Chinaman in these parts will ever accept cornet!

silver or gold! Shapeless bits of metal are more readily

trusted,—and yet I soon learned to be on the guard
against pieces artfully loaded with lead. How difficult it

would be for a future antiquary to believe the fact that a

region sufficiently advanced to possess paper money is yet

stolidly resisting all attempts to introduce the permissive

use of coined silver

!

By making all payments in silver even for petty items

I certainly escaped reference to the daily varying rates of

exchange between copper ‘ cash ’ and silver. But, naturally,

the worry of finding pieces of hacked silver corresponding

exactly to the amounts due, down to decimal fractions

of an ounce, was great. Luckily I soon found that my
zealous secretary was an excellent hand in adjusting such

petty claims with that strangely archaic currency of bullion.

Having read out to me the various amounts in the presence
of the claimants, be would let me giake up the total and
weigh out the whole in a lump heap of small silver pieces,

allowance being duly made lor the difference of our own
from the Tun-huang scales. He would next start distribu-

tion by squatting down on a little mat or carpet outside my
tent and making the men sit in small groups. He then
arranged these with infinite patience again and again,

until the amounts due to the few people in each group
could be accurately made up out of the available sliver
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fragments lumped>up. Of course, I took care to supply

him with a quantity of tiny chips to adjust slight differences.

It took hours before such a settlement was completed. But

1 could go on with other business, and nobody else seemed
much to mind about his own time. Eve^body went away
satished, but 1 wondered what further effwts it would cost

eadi group to settle their mutual reckonings

!

I scarcely could tell now how that single day's halt

in Tun-huang, on April 4th, sufficed for all the manifold

preparations for my main campaign on the rem«uns of the

ancient Lim*s in the desert westwards. But 1 managed
somehow to raise a month's supplies, twelve fresh labourers,

additional camels for transport, and even as many Ketmans
as by fair words and high prices 1 could get hold of among
the Muhammadan refugees at Tun-huang. Experience
had shown me how much more useful for excavation those

broad Turkestan hoes are than the spades and shovels of

the Chinese settled in the oasi^.

In the morning Kamxan, my faithless cook, turned up
to make an unconditional surrender. His sudden return

alone had, as expected, excited suspicion at Tun-huang,
and he would have l)ccn obliged to await my own arrival

under arrest at the Ya-men had not Zahid Beg agreed to

bail him out and keep watch over him. So the shifty,

intractable Kashmiri realized that he had little chance of
escaping from his contract even when near a great high
road, and sulkily asked for his desertion to be forgiven as

a sort of mental distemper brought on by the air of the

desert. It was the story over again of Sadak Akhun,
my queer cook in the winter of 1901, and the Jins of the
Taklamakan. In the afternoon 1 spared time for return
visits to the two Ya-mdns, and on my way, noting the

excellent wood-carving and ornamental brickwork on the

gates of dilapidated md houses, again rejoiced that Tun-
huang town at least had escaped the utter havoc worked by
Tungan ferocity elsewhere.

My plan was first to move south-west along the foot of

the mountains to Nan-hu, a small oasis where l^ahid Beg's

information and Roborowsky and KozlofTs map indicated

the existence of ruins. From there by going due north I
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would strike the line of the ancient wall in the middle.

On April 5 th, the day of our start, more Catkauo, neither

camels nor men turned up until quite late in the forenoon.

Since the first march along the Tang Ho was bound to be
short, this luckily mattered little. Where we crossed the

river just outside the west gate I found its water flowing

in a channel about forty yards wide and three to four feet

deep, with a velocity of about two yards per second. All

the canals of Tun-huang, taking oflT well above this, were
flowing over-full at the same time. There could be no
doubt that at this season of the early spring irrigation the

supply of available water more than sufficed for the needs
of the present cultivated area.

On the left river bank we first skirted the crumbling
clay walls of the old town of Tun-huang, a site said to

have been occupied in T ang times but now completely
abandoned to fields and gardens. .\ subsequent measure-
ment of the rectangular arc^ enclosed by the walls, al>oui

1500 yards from north to south and 650 across, showed
that it was but slightly smaller than that of the prewmt
town, which is built within walls alx>ut 1 100 yards square.
Then we turned off to the south-west, and passing several
well-kept temples, reached the edge of cultivation after a
little over three miles. Here the ruins of a smaller walled
town offered fresh proof of the destniction which followed
the last great Tungan rising.

Beyond we follow'ed the banks of an earlier river l>ed,

now completely dry and flanked on each side by a net-
work of wind-eroded clay terraces, .^fter some five miles
farther, and not far from a modern-looking * I’.io-i'ai.' I

noticed ruined walls rising here and there alrove the bare
gravel Sai westwards. Crossing tb- large canal which
passes here close to the route, and conveys water for the
wt^em part of the Tun-huang oasis. I rode towards these
walls and soon noticed that they invariably repreientcd
gateways to quadrangular enclosures which seemed com-
pletely decayed The gateways, on the other hand, looked
solid enough, rising in several cases to a height of about
twenty feet and showing a thickness of eight feet. But
these wall portions on either side of a wide entrafice
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measured only five or six yards in len^h. Beyond this the

front of the enclosure as well as its other sides showed only

as low ridges of gravel. They were made just perceptible

by the relief they presented in the slanting rays of the

setting sun.

While the ‘gateways' showed fairly hard masonry of

coarse but unusually large bricks, 1 vainly searched on the

line of the enclosing * walls' for any remains of brickwork

or even of reed fascines. One of these strange quadrangles

measured seventy-five by seventy yards, having its entrance,

as usual, on the south. The enclosing ridges were invari-

ably orientated, though but roughly. Within the enclosed

areas there were always to l)c found several low tumuli,

the largest facing the entrance firom the north and the rest

.scattered without any apparent arrangement Those in

the ruin just mentioned measured from fifteen to seven
yards in diameter, with a height not exceeding five feet.

()f course, the idea that these were ancient places of burial

soon occurred to me and to Chiang as well. But neither

Chinese custom, nor what 1 knew of Buddhist and other

religious practic<!S in Central .^sia, seemed to offer any
clue. And if the tumuli should prove to contain graves I

wondered how I should get Tun-huang people, particularly

onhotlox in their su|)erstitious awe of graves, to help in the

systematic opening. But the site was anyhow within easy

reach of the oasts, and for the present 1 did not care to

delay on :s account.

We found a convenient camping-place on a broad

grassy llat known as Tung-wei-chU by the left bank of the

river, and after a night when the thermometer still showed
a minimum of twelve degrees of frost, started for the march

to Nan-hu. It proved close on thirty miles. For the first

half of this distance the route led along the southern edge

of a gravel-covered plateau where it falls off with pre-

cipitous cliffs to the deep-cut bed of the Tang Ha It

was like the counterscarp of a deep fosse with a glacis

stretching away from its brink to the north. Absolutely

barren outer hills, covered with dunes for the most

part, rose from the right bank of the river and were

fully in view throughout. A few half-ruined Pao-i'ais of
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no particularly ancient look and a couple of small brick

Stupas, well plastered and manifestly still receiving worship,

were the only objects to distract the eye in this dreary

landscape.

The route left the river not far from the point where

the Tang Ho valley turns sharply' into the mountains south-

east, and was skirting the foot ol a gradually rising ridge

when I first noticed what looked like a low dyke of gravel

and stones. It only rose four or five feet alx)ve the bare

Sai, and could easily have been mistaken for a natural

swelling, had it not stretched away steadily to the south

by' west in a line absolutely straight. 1 he route kept

close by it for upwards of five miles. As the dy'ke was

broad, measuring about twenty-four fet;t at its base, and the

surface on its top hard, it s<*emed to lx; us<,‘d for preference

as a cart track. But what could its real puryxisc have l>cen

Without any trace of watch-towers or other structures, anti

with nothing but absolute desert to right and left, it seemed

hard to imagine any defensive line of wall here. ,*\t last

the route diverged to the south-west while the puzzling

dyke could be seen running straight on towards a tower

just visible far away in the distance.

I was still searching in my mind for .some explanatit»n

of this strange work of man in the wiUlerness. when my
eye was caught by many curious low stone heaps rising on
the level fiat of gravel. Of greatlv varying sizes, they

were always circular in shape, and either had a straight

line of stones attached on one side like a handle, or else

faced small rectangular enclosures laid out with big

pebbles. The circular cairns—for .such they seemed

—

never rose more than three or four feet above the ground

;

but as they appeared on all sides in dozens, brought into

relief by the slanting light of the evening, the chcci was
quite weird. Was this the desert cemetery of some
ancient population which had held the oasis we were
approaching before the Chinese occupation, or primitive
marks of cult left behind by some tribe which once bad swept
thi^gh this region ? I knew of no analogy by which to
guide my conjectures, nor could I stop there and then to
dig up some of the cairns.
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But just as a dark patch of vegetation, seen westwards
in the (ailing light, indicated approach to the Nan-hu
oasis, I sighted not far from the track a brick-built gateway
and an a^oining quadrangle marked by low gravel ridges,

just like those I had met with the day ^fore on the

edge of the Tun-huang oasis. Within the quadrangle

I could make out two circular tumuli of exactly the same
shape as the ‘cairns' I had just passed by in numbers.
So anyhow it was clear that cairns and enclosures belonged
to the same lime and people. There was free scope for

conjtxtures about them as 1 rode on in growing darkness
.tmidst low dunes and tamarisk cones. At last the faint

ripple of springs and then the glitter of a broad sheet

of water assured us that the oasis was near. It was too

late to se;u‘ch for houses. So we camped by the spring-

fed stream, not a sound being heard from the village

nor a soul coming near us. Dinner was an affair of

midnight. ,

The search which I had to make next morning for

a camping-place suited to a longer halt, soon showed what
a pleas.tnt little oasis Nan-hu is. Over two miles long

from east to west, and nearly as wide across, its area

was everywhere irrigated by delightfully limpid w'ater

from the gre-u spring fed rcsers'oir or lake which we had
skirted in the darkness, and which accounted for the name
of Nan-hu. meaning the ‘South Lake.' It had been
formed b/ damming up the head of a broad and deep-cut
flood-bed which meandered right through the oasis, and
with its steep banks of loess and wide marshy bottom
closely recalled the * Yars ’ familiar from Khotan or

other Turkestan oases. The water-supply was manifestly

abundant ; for, quite apart from the canals taking off at

the artthctal lake, there was a lively stream Bowing in the

middle of the Yar, and carrying its clear water to waste

in the desert northward. A low but picturesque line of

hills of red and yellowish sandstone, through which this

stream had cut its way in a gorge, shut off the view towards

the desert and gave to the whole oasis a pleasing air of

seclusion.

The twenty-five to thirty homesteads or farms which
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it comprised lay scattered about in tiny hamlets, sheltered

by fine elms and ashes. All round them extended well-

tilled fields with rows of big trees lining the irrigation

channels. So carefully was all ground within the oasis

utilized that, not wishing to camp in the middle of a

ploughed field, I was at last grateful to find room for my
tent in a little quiet grove occupied by graves. The good

folk of Nan-hu must nave thought it a queer taste, but had

no objection to offer. They seemed a quiet, thriving set

of farmers, endowed with delightful insouaante such as

their comfortable conditions as regards arable land and

water would foster.

About their pious zeal I could entertain no doubt when 1

found that this little settlement boasted of eight well-kept

shrines ‘in being’ (Fig. 167), not counting the miniature

chapels attached to almost every homeste.id and a numlx-r

of small temples still in ruins, as the last Tungan inroad

had left them. It seemed hard to think of that dfvastating

tornado having swept across a place so placidly sttcludcd as

Nan-hu. Yet, according to the information we received,

scarcely a man, woman, or child of the old population h.ul

then esca|>ed with their lives. However this may 1k\ those

who had taken their places were now enjoying the »-asc

resulting from under-population.

But it was the op{K)nunity for archaeological observa-

tions of interest, not the rural attractions of this ' sleepy

hollow,’ which made me extend my stay to four days.

At the first reconnaissance, guided by an elderly villager

whom Lin Ta-jdn's petty officer had secure*! for us. we
found a number of remains throwing light on the history

of the oasis. At a distance of only al>out one mile east-

wards from the edge of the present* oasis, and approached
over ground which manifestly had once been under cultiva-

tion, there rose the broken clay walls of a small town built

in the form of an irregular rectangle. Of the north face,

measuring about 400 yards in lenmh, the greater part ttill

survived, half-buried under high dunes which had afforded
prot^on. Of the cast and west walls, too, coniaderabie
portions were still extant though cut through and brdten
up by wind erosion. Yet the ‘masonry’ of the wall.
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carefully stamped cby in thin regular layers, was ve^
solid, pointing to early construction. In places it still

rose to eifjrhteen feet, and it rested on a broad clay

rampart raised at least another fifteen feet above the

ground level.

The area enclosed showed no recognizable ruins, only

some low mounds partly covered with drift sand. I was
able to get trenches cut through these by the large number
of men we obtained from theramlets. But 1 may state at

once that the only finds rewarding the work here were a

few large bricks of extremely hard burnt clay, evidently left

over from some structure ot which the materials had been
completely quarried and removed long before. That these

fine black bricks were of great age was on the face of it

probable. But on this point 1 felt more assured when
the careful search 1 made along the exposed portions of

the rampart brought to light coins all belonging to issues

of I Ian times.

To the north and norih-easrof the ruined town 1 found

an extensive area of the typical ‘ Tati ' character, where
the bare clay |»aiches appearing between dunes big and
small.wcr'* abundantly covered with the usual hard debris

of jxjttery, stones, etc. 7*he people of N’an-hu called it

• the place for finding old things,’ and, no doubt, searched

it after great storms as keenly as Khotan ‘ treasure-seekers
‘

their familiar Tatis. Rejjcaied visits by Chiang and myself
alii)wed us to collect here a good deal of bronze fragments,

arrow-heads, small pieces of decorated stone-ware and the

like. The latest of the numerous copper coins picked up
proveil to btdong to issues of the T ang dynasty, while on

the other hand we failed to notice a single piece of porcelain

by the side of such plentiful pottery. Thus the conclusion

seems justified that the site was abandoned during the

troubled pttriod which followed the downfall of the T’ang

rule in these parts, about the close of the eighth century

A. IK. and before jxircelain became common under the

Sung.

1 cannot spare space to deuil here a series of interest-

ing observations as to the source from which this abandoned

part of the oasis once received its irrigation, and as to the
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physical changes which have since taken place here. That
desiccation had played a main part in bringing about the

present conditions was clear. But in addition I could

convince myself also of the destructive effect which
occasional great Hoods might have had upon irrigation in

such a position. 1 ascertained that the water supply of the
‘ Tati ’ area must have been derived from a river l>ed now
completely dry which skirts the belt of scrub and drift

sand fringing the oasis on the east and north-ea.st. It must
have been the action of exceptional rain Hoods from the

lower hills on the south, such as the villagers remembered
in recent years, which had gradually turned this river bed
into a deep-cut cahon-like * Yar.' As such it passes close

to the east of the old site, with some springs gathering in

its marshy bottom fifty feet or so below the level of the

Tati.

The water here rising had, until about fourteen years
before my visit, been utilized for a small colony which
existed some three miles lower down in this valley

;
it

had as it were taken the place of tht: largt; settlement
abandoned since the T ang times. But a big litxxl, said

to have occurred in the summer of 1893. had swept away
irrigation channels and homesteads, and buried the fields

under coarse sand. On visiting the spot 1 could still smx-

clearly the effects of this catastrophe in the ruined houses
and uprooted arbours, while the lx -J of the irrigating
stream had been scooped out into a stecp-walled ' Yar.
some twenty feet below the old level. What trees had
been left standing were dead or dying, and gradually being
cut down for fuel.

Curiously enough, it was information about another
effect of this big flo^ which helped to eb ar up the mystery
about that strange gravel embankmenrw' had noted in the
desert on our way to Nan-hu. I found that the tower
towards which we had then seen it continuing rose on the
edge of the gravel plateau which overlooks from the east
the wind-eroded old .site or Tati. Between this and the
tower lay the deep ‘ Yar or Hood -bed just referred to.
The tower was undoubtedly old in its solid clay portion,
rising on a base about thirty - six feet .square

; but
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plentiful restorations in small bricks showed that it had
been kept in repair until recent times. Close by was a
small domed structure which our Nan-hu guide declared to

have been tenanted until some seventy years i^o by a
guard watching the road from Tun-huang. He was quite

positive about travellers even in his own recollection

having followed the line of the embankment right up to

the tower, and thence struck across the river bed and the

I'ati towards the oasis.

It was the flood of 1893 which, by cutting the bed into

a sort of carton, had made the direct road between the

tower and Nan-hu impassable for carts, and had caused the

diversion of the route southward. Clear traces of a cart

track descending from the tower to the edge of the ' Yar '

and there suddenly ending, confirmed this statement. It

thus liecame highly ))roi>able that the gravel embankment
which the people of Nan-hu knew as the ‘ f^ng-chiang ' or
‘ wind-wall,’ had, as indeed our old guide thought, been
intended as a road-mark across the desert, useful at times

of liusi storms and as a protextion against the winds from

the m»rth and north-east. Hat it seemed equally clear that

a work ol such magnitude, the construction of a dyke for

over eight miles through the desert, would never have
been undertaken except at a |xrriod when the oasis of

Nan-hu and its fxipulation were far greater than at

present.

It was on the .same day that 1 was able to investigate

also those curious tumuli which had puzzled me on my
first approach to Nan-hu. Going from the tower about a

mile to the south-east we came upon the high brick-built

gateway and adjoining rectangular enclosure then noticed.

I'he flanking walls of the gate, about hve feet thick and
but little longer, still rose to fourteen feet or so, the

material being coarse sun-dried bricks of a large size.

The low lines of gravel enclosing the quadrangle were
almost invisible while the sun stood high. The main

tumulus which rose within, just fiicing the gate from the

north, showed an annular shape and measured about eight

yards across
; it was of loose stones and coarse gravel

heaped up 10 a height of about three feet. By cutting
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through It and smaller tumuli close by we ascertained that

these were the only materials used, and that the little

mounds rested on the undisturbed gravel surface.

There could be no doubt that gate and tumuli were

contemporary; but there was no clue to their origin and

purpose. The people who built them were manifestly not

Chinese nor of an advanced civilization. Was it possible

to connect these modest cult relics with one or other of the

small hill tribes, such as the J6 Ch’iang and the Little

YUeh-chih, to whom the Chinese Annals from Han times

onwards make brief reference as dwelling along the slojx-s

of the Altin*tagh west of Tun-huang, and whose grazing-

grounds in those barren mountains and plateaus are now
occupied by Mongol nomads.^

1 must refrain from touching here upon other points ol

historical and geographical interest which the observations

gathered during this busy halt suggested in plenty. Nor
can I discuss now the topographically imjxjrtant ipiestion,

whether the ancient frontier station we.st of I'un huang.

which the Han Annals repeatedly mention under the name
of ‘ Yang-kuan,’ ‘The Yang Barrier,’ was really located at

Nan-hu. The claim to this proud identification was put

forward in a modern stone inscription, which some learned

Tun-huang Mandarin of antiquarian tastes had set up in a

small shrine between the south face of the ruined towri and
the lake. I think there is a good deal of topographical

evidence to support it.

Whatever Nan-hu’s ancient fame may have been, all

of us were bound to appreciate the phy'^ical comforts

which our stay in the little oasis offered. The days were
unusually calm, and with the minimum thermometer rising

for the first time above freezing-point, there was a spring

like feeling of warmth in the air,‘ though as yet 1

looked vainly for a budding leaf or flower. Our hard-tried

animals, too, felt refreshed, all but my enterprising little

terrier who, while I was visiting a picturesque ruined
temple above the gorge of the Nan-hu stream, picked up
acquaintance with some half- wild shepherd dogs down
below and absconded. After some hours of fruitless search
he was recovered badly mauled. Having then to be
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kept chained up in my lent or carried on horseback until

his wounds had quite healed, he had occasion to regret the

results of his indiscriminating escapade. With his irre-

pressible spirits and pluck he was indeed far safer in the

lifeless desert.

VOL. II



CHAPTER LVH

ANCIENT REMAINS FOR THE FUTURE

1 was sorry to leave Nan-hu; for the abundant traces of

ancient occupation, the quaint p<?accful ways of Chinese

village life, the picturesque half-ruined temples, and iiu»st

of all the delicious clear water of its springs, had invested

the little oasis with a peculiar charm. But tht‘ ruins along

the ancient wail in the desert north were calling, and 1

knew that the days or weeks available for their exploration

before the fierce heat would set in were numl>ered. So !

reluctantly fixed April i ith as the time for our start. Ten
men was the maximum contingent which the oasis could

spare without injury to the spring lalxjur now fully in

progress in its fields. Their houses were almost all within

shouting distance of our camp, and orders had been issued

the day before. Yet it was nearly no<jn before the men
were collected by the sleepy village » lder. Men turning

up without rations or spades and newly hired camels
without ropes to tie their loads, all helped to extend thf

usual delay attending a start in these part.s. The distance

to be covered across the desert to the ancient wall by the

Lop-nor route was too great for a single march. 1 had.

therefore, decided to move that day only as far as the
water of the Nan-hu springs reaches.*

But even so far we were not destined to go. .\fter

the few warm days we had enjoyed in Nan-hu, a .storm

was ^thering. It broke with full violence from the nonh-
west just as the caravan had left the last fields of the oa.sis,

and was toiling up the steep sand covered ridge which
bwders it northward. 1 had ridden ahead to the ruined
tower which crowns the ridge west of the picturesque

>2
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gorge cut by the waters of Nan-hu, to get bearings for the

plane-table. But scarcely had I reached it when the force

of the gale enveloped us in a cloud of driving sand, which
made it difficult to see farther than twenty to thirty yards,

or even to keep one's eyes open. It was a true ‘ Buran
’

of the type with which 1 had oecome familiar in the Takla-

makan during the spring of 1901 ; but from the difference

of the ground it took a peculiar colouring.

Had the soil here consisted of the fine loess dust which
prevails throughout the Khotan and Keriya desert, there

would have been absolute darkness around us
;
for the

force of the wind was so great that it could have carried

this along in clouds of great thickness. But with the

heavy coarse sand which forms most of the dunes about
Tun-huang the effect was different. Looking up to the

sky only a yellow haze screened us from the sun, while

along the ground there was swept a hail of small pebbles
and sand grains The sensation to one's skin was distinctly

more trying than that of the dust carried by a Turkestan
storm. In order to gain some shelter we had to face the

gale, and in spite of goggles and wraps I found it difficult

to keejf my eyes on the guide riding a few paces ahead.

1 was still wondering what kind of camping-ground
awaited us for the night, when 1 noticed trees looming in

front, and fme dust instead of pelting sand whirling around.
Two miles’ maurch in the teeth of the storm had brought
us down to a level plain, and to a small outlying hamlet of
Nan-hu, known as Shui-i, the existence of which had
previously been carefully concealed from me. To march
on in the thick haze of dust would have been awkward on
account of the risk of men and beasts going astray, and
when after an hour's wait the storm showed no signs of

abating I reluctantly gave the order for halting. I had
reason to feel grateful to Shui-i for the shelter tt gave us
that evening. But the picture of the decay and squalor

which its three farms presented still remains freshly

impressed on my mind.

The larger of these dw’cliings where we had to seek

quarters struck me from the first as half a ruin, only await-

ing the advancing sand to be finally abandoned and buried.
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The fiutn-house had been built originally in a substantial

style, with lai^e rooms arranged in orthodox Chinese

(ashion on three sides of an oblong court facing south.

Now it was tenanted by several families of small cultivators.

The walls in more than one place leant over in a dangerous

fashion, and were for the time kept from falling by su[>-

ports of roughly cut tree-trunks. Half the rooms had big

holes in the roofing, the debris of timber and plaster which

had fallen in filling the corners. Unspeakable litter was

accumulated in the narrow court dividing the wings. It

seemed too dirty a place even to my Turki followers for

putting the ponies up. But there were plentiful tatters

of coloured drawings and of inscri}»tions neatly penned
on crimson paper decking the door-{)Osts and half-broken

window-screens, marks of former comfort and ease. It was

not easy to get shelter here for my large party. But the

driving dust outside and the howling gale made even the

most critical among them settle down with contentment.

I had just given orders for my tent to be pitched behind

the court wall of what looked a completely ruined buikiing

near by, when Tila, my observant Yarkandi follower, dis-

covered in it a tiny room still tenanted and retaining its

roof. The oldest of the cultivators, a quiet, white-haired

man, had retired there with a half-crazy son on whom he
seemed charitably to bestow his chief care. The old fellow

looked eager to offer hospitality for the night
;
and when

he saw my man surveying suspiciously the bundles of old

clothes, etc., heaped up in a corner, he so promptly set

about to clear out his belongings and tidy up his lair that

I could not refuse so cordial a reception. The clouds of

dust raised by the sweeping up of the half ruinc<i hovel
were impressive even in this atmosphere of driving sand.

After a clearing such as, 1 am sure, nb place in the hamlet
will ever receive before the desert overwhelms it, I moved
in to relative comfort and shelter for the night.

1 did ntx enjoy it long ; for with some thirty-five miles
of desert separating us from our goal, I was anxious to
start early. By 4 a-m. I awakened the men. but it was
close on 7 A.11. before the caravan with its contingent
of Nan-hu labourers and camel-men not yet broken in
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could be got to move off. In the meantime 1 was able

to survey the surroundings better. The stom luui ceased
overnight, and only a light haze to the south remained to

mark its passive. Subi^uently 1 had many occasions to

observe how much more transient than along the Takia>

makan are the atmospheric effects of the storms which

sweep the coarse sands of the Tun-huang desert.

I could now see plainly that not the buildings alone,

but also the fields and arbours surrounding them, bore
every mark of approaching abandonment. Close to the

homestead we had occupied the fields were being overrun
by light drift sand. Th^ arc still being cultivated

; but

irrigation fails to keep off the low dunes moving up from
the west, which had already enveloped the feet of the
trees of an avenue some 300 yards off. and threatened to

choke the .shallow channels bringing water to them. A
small ruined shrine nearer to the main farm still showed
its paintf'd gateway. But the beams of the roof had
fallen, and the drift sand caught within the walls had
almost completely smothered what remained of the clay

images.

Klsewhcre I could sec fields overgrown with thorny
scrub, threshing-fumrs edged round by low dunes, or

neatly laid-out small orchards where the drift sand lay feet

deep .ilong the fences, and the cuts needed for irrigation

were sadly neglected. An air of hopeless decay hovered
over the whole place, and my antiquarian imagination

found it easy to call up the picture it will present when the

desert shall have finally claimed it. Thus Dandan-otlik

or the Niya site may have looked during the last decades

preceding abandonment. 1 wondered to whose lot it will

fall to excavate ' the site ' which is now preparing here,

and what that archaeologist, say, of two thousand years

hence will make of the scraps of English or Indian writing

which our stay over one night may have contributed to

the rubbish heaps accumulate at Shut-i. From considera-

tion for that confrere far off in the ages, 1 purposely

refrained here from burning mv waste paper

!

Of course I did not lose the chance, with approaching

ruin so plainly written upon this small settlement, of
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<?fetsifaiiiig de^te local opinion as to the cause. The
idllwars whom 1 question^ with Chiangr's aid were ready
l» a^it the far-advanced decay. But what they com-
fdained of was not want of water or uncertainty in its

supply, but the difficulty of coping with the sand and the
destruction caused by the troubles of the great Tungan
rebellion. The day's march offered unhoped-for opportuni-
ties for studying the question, and provtxl in fact a most
instructive antiquarian lesson.

The people of N’an-hu had before stoutly denied any
knowledge ol the route northward and of ruins eventually
to be met with. We were following the lively stream,
about twenty feet broad and one foot deep, which with a
current of al^ut one and a half yards per second carries the
drainage of the Nan-hu springs down into the desert ; when
after about a mile and a half I came upon a group of
deserted houses, not far from its east bank and encircled
by dunes. The drift sand was nowhere more than six

to eight feet high
;
yet the cut tree-trunks, and the dis-

mantled condition of the ruins, showed that occupation
had been definitely abandoned.

Chiang-huan, a well-to-do villager of Nan-hu, whom 1

had engaged to look after the labourers, now acknowledged
that he knew quite well these deserted holdings of ‘ UpfK-r
Yen-chia’ and those of ‘Lower Ven-chia' sighted some
one and a half miles farther on. They had been abandoned,
he said, in consequence of the desoiaiion wrought by the
Tungan inroad of 1866, when Nan-hu was sacked and the
greatest portion of its population killed. Since then the
houses had furnished beams to the pecjplc of the oasis
needing timber or dry fuel, and the trees once growing
around them had been cut down for the same purpose.
Yet the stream flowing past seemed '.still to carry water
qjuite sufficient to irrigate these long strips of old cultiva-
tion. It was curious to note how the fine drift sand,
evidently eroded clay or loess, had accumulated over them.
It was retained probably by the trees, fences, and other
obstacles, while to our left there stretched away the
gravel Sai swept pe^ectly clear of all fertile soil.

When abreast with the ruins of Hsia (Lower) Yen-chta,
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now receives this druni^e o^ Nan>hu, wastii^ ttseu in the

desert. But we soon found that canals within living

memory must have carried water much forther to the north.

The first dwellings of another abandoned small settlement

were met with at seven miles from Shui-i. Our guide

called it Kuan-tsou, and stated that it had been aban^ned
some sixty years ago. I was able to test here the accuracy

of local tradition. Around the first farm 1 visited there

were a few patches of ground not covered by sand, and
among the small debris scattered over them my men soon

picket! up modem - looking potsherds and porcelain frag-

ments. also some coins belonging to the regnal epoch ot

Ch'ien-lung ( 1 736-96 A.D.). The isolated farm-houses were
filled with drift sand to a height of six or eight feet, and
owing to the greater distance from Nan-hu still retained

most of their timber.

The trees once growing along the canals and irrigation

cuts had all been cut down since cultivation was abandoned.
Hut the trunks still emerging in a double row along what
must have been the main channel, showed that its water
was brought from th** south-east. i.r. the now dry river bed
I had traced east of tiie Tati forming part of the old Nan-hu
oasis. Amidst the low dunes which had overrun what were
once the fields of this hamlet, tamarisk cones had formed
here and there up to a height of twelve feet. Everything
.showed thill a typical ‘ site ' was here in preparation to

illustrate to posterity the conditions of Tun-huang village

life early in the nineteenth century. The dwelling where
I halted to take a photograph (Fig. 166) was more solidly

built chan the rest, and thus likely to attract the attention

of some future archaeologist, say of 4000 a.d. So 1 could

not forgo the temptation of depositing in a well-sheltered

comer a dated * Khai,* in the shape of a newspaper, for

his eventual guidance and ediheation.

For over two miles farther north ruins of detached

holdings were met with at intervals, ail belonging to the

same period, as frequent coin-finds proved. The last was a

substantial homestead, with a thick refuse layer covering

the courtyard (Fig. 168). A big dune, fully twenty feet
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high, rising dose on the north, had with its concave slope

buri^ part of the building. The farms lay all in one line

and had, no doubt, like the final off shoots of the Tun-huang

oasis which stretch finger-like northward, been fed by a

single canal. Here recent progress of desiccation seemed

clearly established; for the present water-supply from

Nan-hu, even if united in a single channel, could scarcely

be conducted so far.

All trace of human occupation disappeared beyond on

the bare gravel plain. The only things living were scanty

tamarisk bushes growing in shallow depressions cut out

apparently by rare fioods from the mountains. But after

we had travelled some twelve miles from Shui-i there rose

in this barren plain a tower of stamped day, much decayed,

but still standing to a height of about nineteen feet. Far

away to the north my binocular showed another. In con-

struction this ‘ Pao-i’ai,’ or ‘ Tun ’ as the Tun-huang people

called them, did not differ from those we had l>ecome

familiar with along the arKrient wall. But its [X)sition

seemed a puzzle, until the subsequent discover)* of the

subsidiary Linus running due south-south-east from the

fort of Yli-mfin, and bearing just in the direction of this

tower, helped to explain it.

As we moved steadily on, a little to the west of north,

the low but quaintly serrated hill range forming the eastern

extension of the Kuruk-tagh rose clearer and clearer. To
us who had seen it for days flanking our route from Lop-nor.

it afforded assurance as to the relative proximity of the

ancient Linus. But 1 could notice how our Chinese
contingent, with the prospect of a camp in the waterless

desert and no knowledge of the ground Ix-yond, was getting

fluttered and more and more straggling. So I detached
Chiang-ssQ-yeh and the Naik to form k sort of rear-guard.

After a march of some twenty-four miles wr struck a broad
belt of tamarisk and other scriib ; but our map showed that

we were still at least twelve miles from the road which
skirts the marshes below Khara-nor. To reach it that
evening with the tired caravan was out of the question.
All I tried to get to was some reed-covered patch which
might afford grazing. But after another three or four miles
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spent in picking our way through the maze of tamarisk

cones, darkness forced us to halt in the hrst thicket of

Toghraks,
Small channels, which looked as if cut by running

water at no very distant period, here traversed the jungle

in plenty. But of water, or of those reed patches which

usually denote its presence not deep below the ground,

there was none. For the men this mattered little ; for in

our ‘ Mussucks' we had brought a plentiful supply; but I

was sorry for our ponies, which could not quench their

thirst after a long and warm march. By 9 f.m. the Naik
arrived and reported that he had brought in the last

straggler, the man who had driven or rather dragged along

our three refractory sheep. In the light of big bonfires

which the men lit, 1 discovered that close to my tent were
decayed huts dug out from the ground and covered with
rough tree-trunk.s. No doubt herdsmen had once camped
here, and water could not then have been far off. But
how long ago was it ? Here "was an illustration of the
dotdits ever besetting the student of things primitive and
devoid of chronology.

Rest came only after midnight, and before daybreak 1

was aroused by the news that two labourers were missing.

My honest secretary was greatly excited about it. He
knew that the two men were confirmed opium -smokers,
and feared that, having strayed from our track in the dark-

ness or lagged behind surreptitiously to indulge in a
smoke, the*)' would get hopelessly confused, and wander
alxiut without aim. to succumb ai last to thirst. Vainly I

represented how difficult it would be for men possessed of

their senses nut to see the light of our camp fires or to

trace our track in daylight. While I resigned myself to

the l>elief that the men had taken the first chance to

decamp and were now moving back to Nan-hu, com-
pensated by an unearned advance of money for whatever

trouble they might have in their wandering. Chiang's

imaf^ination saw the hapless men already lying dead in

the jungle.

In any ca.se we had to clear up the matter of their dis-

ap^arance, and if they were really lost to bring them
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assistance. So Chiang-huan, the soi-disant guide, was

given a big gourd full of water and his pony a goc^ drink,

and then sent back to track and bring in the missing men
if possible. No blame could attach to Chiang and Naik

Ram Singh ; for they were certain that no one had been

left behind on our route. Nor was my own conscience

burdened, seeing that a responsible rear-guard had been

appointed, and had done its work as well as a tramp in the

darkness through desert and jungle permitted.

Our march on April 13th was short, but not without

further excitement, judging by the survey carried along

from Lop-nor (see inset A of Map i.), we were only alK»ut

seven miles in a straight line from the route then ft.llowed.

For about four miles we made our way through the Ik:1i of

thick tamarisk jungle, soon mingling with reed-beds, and

found tracks of wild camels and deer in plenty. Curiously

enough we also came upon traces of old wheel-marks in

places where there were bare clay surfaces showing cracks as

if baked by the sun after some great soaking. Then, cross-

ing a narrow belt of gravel absolutely bare, we found our-

selves in a depression filled with a salty marsh stretching

away to the south-east. We had sighted before only a

single tower, and this did not suffice to fix our position

with certainty. Down below by the marsh edge we could

not make out any definite landmark, and the marsh itself

had for some reason connected with the configuration of

the ground remained wholly unobserved when we first

mov^ along the route to Tun-huang.
In spite of the apparently hard s^t crust covering great

parts of it, the marsh proved quite impracticable for the

animals, and threatened to cut us off for many a hot mile

from the fresh water we eagerly wished to reach. But at

last we found a place where the boggy soil would bear
laden animals, and pushing up the gravel slope I arrived

at what could now be easily recognized as the tower 1 had
numbered T. xii. (Fig. 169). The Chinese of our party

rejoiced greatly when they found themselves on the well-

worn cart-road, safely esca[>ed as it were from the dreaded
‘Gobi.’ They looked still more pleased when, marching
five miles west, we halted by the small reed-fringed lake.
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our former camping-ground. Here was water for all in

plenty and the springs as fresh as before.

A few green shoots of young reeds were just showing
on sheltered slopes of the marsh beds, the first sign of

approaching spring in this desert region. When the east

wind dropped in the early afternoon, 1 found it quite close

in my little tent. It did not remain long where it was.

Chiang. in his charitable thought for the missing labourers,

had rather rashly started a great fire among the dry reed-

beds. in the hop>e that the smoke and the light would guide
them. As the conflagration was spreading I was obliged

to order removal of camp to the nearest patch of bare
gravel, my Muhammadans and Indians naturally resenting

the trouble which Chiang's care for two straying * Khitai
’

had cost them. His gc^ intentions proved of no avail.

The stragglers did not turn up, and when Chiang-huan
rejoined us next day he reported having failed to find any
trace of them.

I n spite of this worr)'ing mischance I felt elated on being
at last back again by the old frontier wall which our rapid

passage from Lop-nor had revealed here and there. Only
a few of the towers which mark its line had then been
visited. Most of them could be sighted only miles away.
However much we strained our eyes, the existence of

a wall connecting these towers had necessarily remained a
conjecture. How glad I felt now for the chance of fully

exploring this old Limes ! Our discoveries since made along
that section which continues it north-east of the Tun-huang
oasis, had dispelled all possible doubts about the high

antiquity of tnis frontier line. The hope seemed now
justified that among the remains of a fortified border line,

which I knew to stnrtch away for at least fifty miles, there

were more relics waiting to be gathered. Yet little did I

foresee how abundant the harvest would be.
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FIRST EXCAVATIONS ALONG THE WESTERN LIMES

At first the extent of the line to be explored was far from

giving assurance. The party of labourers I had manageil

to bring along, even when reinforced by the contingent

from Nan-hu, looked disproportionately small for the task,

and the loss of the two missing men had still further

weakened it. I had every reason to husband my time

;

for the mid-day heat of the last few days showed me that

work on this desolate border was bound licfore long to

become very trying. It was important to make the most

of my resources. So, while the Surv'eyor was to move
westwards and trace the line of towers as far as it might

extend from the bend previously noticed near Toghrak
bulak, Ts’ao Ta-lao-ye, the officer of the Tun-huang levies

whom Lin Ta-j6n had attached to inv camp, was hastily

despatched to headquarters to bring up more labourers

and supplies.

I thought it best myself to commence excavations on
that part of the line which, owing to its distance from any
suitable camping-ground, was likely to give most trouble.

From Toghrak-oulak to our first lake camp the road had
lain throughout over a gravel plateau destitute of water
and fuel, and over these sixteen miles the old could
be traced almost unbroken. About half-way I had then
noticed some posts protruding from the pebble-covered
slo{% of what looked like a small natural mound Its

position close to the inner side of the wall suggested,
however, a ruin, and a little hurried digging had then
shown that some structure was burierl l^neath. It was
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to this ruin (T. viii.) that on April 14th I marched out

my little bana westwards.

The heat of the previous days had roused a violent

east wind, and the atmosphere was haiy with dust. Yet
as we moved along the low ridge of gravel which hides

the remains of the wall, and stretches away quite straight

over this barren desert soil. I was surpris^ to note that

the footprints left as I had ridden past more than a month
before, looked absolutely fresh. The gravel and coarse

sand on the surface was evidently little affected even by
such a succession of gales as had blown across the valley

since. It was clear that, in spite of all the force of the

wind.s. erosion, that greatest foe of ancient remains in

practically rainless regions, could not exert its destructive

|>owcr on the flat surface of such ground and on what was
buried beneath it I thus ceased to wonder at the remark-
able state of preservation which the first two towers on
this section of the wall line presented. The soil on which
they stood had prHCtically undergone no erosion, and since

no undermining was possible, the winds of two thousand
years had failed to shake down or seriously injure these

heavy m,»sses of brick and stamped clay.

Up to thirty feet or so they still rose, built solid on a

base of over twenty feet square and tapering towards their

top (Fig. J70). This had once borne a conning-room or

a platform (M'otccted by a parapet ; but the brickwork of

the paraoet had fallen, and the heavy timber of Toghrak
which had been inserted to strengthen the top now lay

bare. It was impossible to climb up; for these particular

towers appear to have had no stairs, and the ladders or

ropes which once may have given access had, of course,

disappeared. On the cast wee of one of the tow^ers 1

could still make out the holes in the brick -work which

probably served as footholds. There were no remains

of quarters or refuse indicating occupation near either of

them. In order, probably, to command the ground better,

these lowers had wen built on the very edge of tongues

of the gravel-covered plateau, and little ravines had formed

round them. If any structure less solidly built had ever

adjoined them, its debris would inevitably have been
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washed down the steep slopes by either the winds or

occasional rainfall.

It was at the completely ruined tower— for such the

mound already referred to (T. vm.) proved to be—that I

first obtained a clear idea of the quarters which seem to

have been built by the side ot most towers lor the accom-

modation of the soldiers keeping watch at these posts.

The mound measured about forty-eight feet in diameter at

the base and rose to ten feet above the ground, hrom
the coarse gravel which covered its top and sloj)es, and

gave it the appearance of a natural hillock, there emerged

first masses of sun - dried bricks mixed with plentiful

bundles of reeds. It was the debris of the tower, which

in its fall had completely crushed and buried the wails and

roof of the guard-rooms adjoining. I’o clear it away was

heavy work for the men, and their own spades made little

impression. Not being accustomed to the • Ketmans

'

of Turkestan, which, warned by previous experience, I

had with no small trouble obtained at Tun-huang, they

got little work out of these otherwise ideal imphrmcnts

of the excavator. But the greatest hindrance, (xrrhaps,

was the little doses of opium which most of these Nan-hu
men used to take in the midst of their labour. However,
at last we got at what remained of the walls of the structure

buried by the fallen masonry, and succe.ssive finds of

broken wooden implements stimulated the men's hoj>e of

earning the liberal reward I had promised for the discovery

of the first written record.

We had just cleared a small outer room on the north
side, and were working our way into a somewhat larj^er

one built against the solid masonry of the tower (Eig.

1 71), when this eagerly -looked -for find was made. It

was a strangely puzzling object,—a ‘soial block of wood,
about twelve inches long and five broad, thick at one end
but narrowing wedge-like at the other, and painted bbek all

over (comp. big. 1 72, 4). On one of the faces of this wedge
there appeared two large Chinese characters in red Chiang
could read them without difficulty, but vainly sought for

their sense. That they were meant for a name seemed
the most likely conjecture. But how to interpret the
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purpose of this queerly shaped ‘ tablet ’ ? The string

still hrmly fixed into the broad end showed plainly that

this inscribed piece of wood was meant to be carried

about or hung up. But it was only weeks later, when
several other watch-stations along the wall had yielded

exactly similar objects, that the true explanation was hit

u{)on by my Chinese assistant.

Elsewhere, too, these wedges had turned up singly,

and marked with two characters which would ^ive no
proper sense except as names. The size varied, but

there was always the string. So Chiang-ssO-yeh remem-
Ix-red how he had seen at Lan-chou and other garrisons

soldiers from small detachments, when off duty and per-

mitted to 'go to the Bazar, as we should say in India,

carrying alKJut conspicuous picxes of wood inscribed with

the initial-s or name of their commandant as tokens of

their ‘ {xa’mit ' I^ing large and easily distinguished by
any passer-by. such a token would save the bearer any
questions as to Hhcihcr his absence from the post was
authori/.cd. If ptovided for each detachment only in a

single specimen it w<iuld also prevent too numerous
applications for Icjtve. just as m a school where only one
Ixjy at .t time is allowed to leave the class-room.

This first fin<l was stxin followed by real records on wood

:

a large rectangular tablet with account entries, an inscribed

seal-case, some broken ‘ slips ' with the usual single line

of characters. Their material left no doubt as to the early

date when the tower was occupied. It was clear that this

portion of the frontier line went back to the time of the

Han dyna-sty. like the one explored eastwards. Con-
clusive proof came to light next morning when, continuing

the clearance of this room and of a sort of gate passage

built against the cast face of the tower, the men came
u(K)n more wooden slips of the orthodox shape, one of

them dated in the third year of the ChU-shd period,

corresponding to S a.d. With such evidence of high

antiquity, all the relics left behind in these humble quarters

by their last occupants acquired increased interest (Figs.

‘73* *74)- There were plenty of quaintly carved wooden
hooks, resembling the head and neck of some animal,
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with traces of bright yellow or red colour, which might

possibly have served as pegs for hanging accoutrements or

as handles for boxes
; a bKx:k of wc^ for holding lighted

tapers
;
curved pieces of w’ood which might have formed

part of cross-bows or catapults, inscribed with the name
of the regiment which had garrisoned this part of the

Limes
;
broken shafts of arrows, etc.

That the men stationed here had, after the good

Chinese fashion, used their spare time for homely occupa-

tions was made clear by numerous wooden combs such as

are still employed by rope-makers, by a wooden spindle-

like instrument, and similar simple implements. A tind,

humble in appearance but of great archaeokigical value,

w'as a foot-measure reseunbling in shape a bootmaker’s

foot-rule, and still retaining the stritjg by which it was

hung from the wall (Fig. 173, i). Divided into ten inches,

with further subdivisions on the decimal [>rinciple, it give.s

the exact value of the measures in u.sc under the lian

dynasty. It consequently enables us to determine accu-

rately the equivalents of measurements given for diflerent

objects in records of that period. .An interesting instance

in which I was able myself to apply the test of this ancient

foot-rule will be mentioned hereafter.

There were shreds of bright silk fabrics, j>erhap.s left

behind by officers or visitors of superior rank, and rags

of coarse woollen stuff such as the soldiers might have
worn. That luxuries were few ami resources of civilized

life carefully treasured was curiously illustrated by the
pieces of several jars of hard grey pottery which had
been broken, and then patched up again by means of
leather thongs passed through neatly bwed holes.

Surrounded as we were by these modest but telling

relics of the hard life once led along this much-cx[x>»ed
frontier, the briefest information to be gleaned from the
wooden records, a.s they passed from under the lalxiurcrs*

spades into Chiang-ssu-yeh's hand.s, acquired a signifi-

cance which those who wrote them nineteen hundred
years ago certainly never dreamt of. Among our first

finds was a label evidently once tied to a Iwg. referring
to a hundred bronze arrow-heads and naming a certain
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company of ‘ Yil-mC'n.* So at last I had found the name
of that famous ‘Jade Gate' which 1 had thought from the

first was to be located somewhere along this westernmost
part of the Limes. Again and again in the course of

subsequent excavations 1 felt grateful for the amor
scrihendi which seems to have prompted these ancient
• militar)' Babus ’—like those whom one now meets in

queer corners of the fortified posts scattered along the

Indian North-West Frontier - to l»‘guile their ennui and
demonsinitc their own imjx)rtance by a constant flow of
• memos.' reports, store statements, and other documents
so familiar to soldiering men in most regions.

Hut here, as at other watch-stations, records with a

pleasant touch of actuality and persotja! interest were not

v%aniing. How strange it seemed to hear my secretary

explain the record lefi on the four sides of a roughly

carved wooden stick, telling of a visit which three persons

named had intcndcil to pay to their friend stationed here.

iKThaps the [>etiy officer in charge of the post. Finding
him ‘out' they had left their ‘card,’ scribbling down their

regret at a missed ch.it on the Ix'st substitute for orthodox
note wood ' they could pick up from the fuel store. No

doubt, they left it ii. the hands of the men on guard

;

hence they did not think of putting down the date for our
benefit.

While Chiang delighted in .scrutinizing the hand-
writings, finding elegant [>cnmanship here or execrably

cursive ‘grass script' there, 1 w-as gratified by a paGeo-
graphic iTiscovery of my own of considerable interest.

.Among the peculiarities of the wooden stationery used for

the Knaroshthi documents which 1 had the go^ fortune

first to unearth at the Niya site, the cleverly fastened

oblong envciojies {Fig. 94 )
had always seemed to me a

specially ingenious device. Without definite evidence,
but guided by a number of general considerations, I had
in Ancient Khotan ventured to advance the opinion that

this device, with other equally clever arrangements in the

form and fastening of those Kharoshthi letters, might
have been originally derived from Chinese models.

The discovery of a perfectly preserved wooden
VOL. II H
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‘ envelope,’ about six inches by three, with the exact

counterpart of the seal-socket and string-grooves familiar

from those Niya finds, now placed my conjecture beyond all

doubt. It is true, this particular ‘ envelope ’ had served

to cover, not a tablet, but a box, as was proved by a small

rim sunk on the under surface, and by the Chinese

inscription in fine big characters, which indicated that the

receptacle of which only this lid remained had been " the

medicine case belonging to the Hsien-ming company.
'

But seeing the radical difference between Chinese writing

arranged in vertical columns and Indian scri|n for

which oblong material, whether birch bark, palm Icat.

leather, or wood, w’as the traditional and most convenietu
form, the turning of the lid shape to use for a covering

tablet was but a kind of intelligent adaptation.

In any case I had here the true prototvfx: of rny

wooden envelopes,' but some three centuries older and
used where ever)'thing else in the way of writing materials
was purely and unmistakably Chinese. Subsequently,
when clearing the great refuse heaps of T. .viv., I had
the satisfaction of bringing to light Chinese records written
on tablets exactly reprtxlucing the shape of the Kharoshthi
‘ wedges ’ and dating in all proljability from the fsrst

century b.c. 1 hus the Chinese origin of this kind <>!

stationery, too. is placed beyond question.

The selection of this particular ruin for my first

excavation proved fortunate also in respect of ccriam
structural features which the protection offered by the
adjoining debris made it possible to .isccrtain. Antong
these I may mention here only the existence of nrgular
stairs which led up to the roof from the princif^al guard

-

room and thence probably to the top qf the tower. Another
feature was the abundant plastering and painting bestowed
on the tower, probably with a view of making it better
visible from a distance. On the east side we counted the
layers left by four or five plasterings and more than a
dozen coats of whitewash. The top coat bore the rough
sketch of a camel (Fig. 171), As another curious detail 1

may mention that, on scraping the level ground south of
the mound, we came upon two stout posts fixed in the
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soil at twenty yards' distance from each other, and upon
remains of a thick rope of twisted reed which once joined

them. It had manifestly been used for tethering horses

after a fashion my own men often used when camping on
absolutely bare ground.

By the evening of the second day the excavation of the

ruins at the post T. viii. had advanced sufficiently far for

me to leave the completion of it to the care of Chiang and
the Naik. All day a fierce gale from the east had been
blowing, and eyes and throat suffered badly from the dust

that rose from the dug-up quarters. It needed all the

elation caused by the day s epigraphical finds to bear
these atmospheric conditions cneerfully. They became
more or less constant thereafter, and only left us at times
to give way to equally trying heat and glare. As I rode
the seven miles back to camp, the Iwren gravel Sai

looking more desolate than ever in the dust-laden twilight.

I was met to my suq)risc by a long string of camels.

Seen from a distance across the absdutcly level plateau

where all pcnq>cctivc deceives, they suggested a phantom
column moving along the old wall.

The season for travelling by the desert route to Lop-
nor had now wcllnigh passed. My surprise at meeting
this belated caravan became still greater when it proved
to be Shcr Ali Khan’s venture to which I had entrusted

my letters so busily written at Tun-huang. I had thought

them now safely nearing Abdal, and my disappointment

was naturally keen when I found that this mail-bag, to

which 1 had devoted almost the whole of a cold night, had

manageti to cover in eleven days less than eighty miles out

ol‘ its four months’ journey to Europe ! The c^avan
men. a motley collection of Khotanliks. and people from

.-Xk-su and Kashgar long exiled on the Kan-su border,

crowded eagerly round me. It was a rueful tale they told

of two valuable ixmies, their only riding animals, which

had strayed from a camp near the marshes to the east, and

in jspiic of all search a>uld not be recovered. None of the

men. except the guide, had ever followed this desert track ;

and this worthy, upon whom they relied for a safe passage.

wMs a young fellow who had first marched to Tun-huang
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as one of my donkey - men, and had proved the least

intelligent of the lot.

Naturally enough, the camel-men felt apprehensive of

what awaited them farther on. Remembering how easy

it would be to lose one s way completely in that maze
of clay terraces and dunes which interv’enes between the

terminal lake basin of the Su-lo Ho and Besh-toghrak, I

congratulated myself at not being one of their party while

dust storms of that day's violence were blowing. The
whole party looked so forlorn that 1 forbore to complain

about the delay caused to my mail, and only gave them
what advice seemed needed to keep the 'guide' to the

right track. When they told me that they would halt a

day or two at Toghrak-bulak to give their camels a rest, 1

regretted more than ever to have entrusted my mail to

such a terribly slow gootls train.

I tried to exact compensation by asking the yo’.inger

men to come back for that time to my ruin and help in tht;

digging, "just to show those Khitai infidels how Mussul-

mans could wield their Ketmans. " But I wiis not surpri.scd

when even the offer of magnificent wages and the

chance of finding hidden treasure did not tempt the way-
worn Seven. So I let them pass on with all my gcHnl

wishes for their own and my mail-bag's s;tfe journey. I'wo

weeks later I found at Ti^hrak-bulak the carcass of one
of their forty' camels half devoured by v. «»ives. and wondered
how' many more these luckless would lose lK:forc

reaching the green fields of Charklik, But they struggled
through, and by the close of Septemfj^'r my iellcrs nad
safely arrived in England



CHAPTER LIX

RKCONNAtSSANCKS ALONG THE ANCIENT WALL

With Chiang-ssfi-ych and Naik Ram Singh once initiated

in the work of clearing these ruined watch-stations. I was
free to start on reconnaissance rides along the ancient

wall. They were to show me in advance the task awaiting
us at each ruin, and to enable me to select the most suit-

able camping -places. The latter consideration was im-

{K)rtant ; lor with so limited a numlier of lalx)urers and
with ruins so widely scattered, it would have been a serious

loss to waste what little energy and strength the party
{josscssed by long daily tramps to and fro.

-Never did f feel more the strange fascination of this

desolate bender line than during the days I spent in thus

tracing the remains of wail and watch -scat ions over miles

and miles of gravel desert and jxist the salt marshes,

'rherc were?, indeed, the towers to serve as guides from a

distance. But when on the east of our first lake camp 1

l>egan to s«*arch for the wall they were intended to guard,

I soon found my task complicateti by {jcculiar topographical

features. Already l)cfore. w’hen first following the Lop-nor
route, wc had noticed lakes and marshes in the depressions

north of it. But only when I set out to visit each ruined

tower wc had seen rising far aw'ay to the north over what

then looked a uniform dead level of gravel desert, did it

become clear how* broken the ground was over which those

engineers of the Han times had here carried their frontier

line.

What had seemed a plain extending to the very foot

of those bare lifeless hills of the Kuruk-tagh now proved

to be in reality a series of low giavcl-covered plateaus

lOI
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separated by many winding depressions. A large-scale map
would be needed to show properly this intricate configura-

tion of the ground, which resembled a strongly developed

coast line with flat tongues of land left between a complex

system of bays and inlets. The larger depressions were

partly filled by spring-fed marshes, in places over a mile

broad. Dense reed -beds fringed the sheets of open

water, and salt-covered bogs extended farther away in the

line of the drainage north-westwards. Elsewhere all trace

of water had disappeared from the surface ; but tamarisk

bushes and other hardy scrub mingling with thin reed

growth, as well as the salt-efflorescence, showed that sub-

soil water was near in these Nullahs. The marshes and

salt-encrusted bogs w'erequite impassable for our ponies, and

often detours of miles round their edges or over strips ol

less treacherous ground were needed to take us from one

tower or mound to another.

Then, when these swamps had been successfully taken,

like ditches in an obstacle race, came the still more exciting

search for the remains of the old wall. This, I soon learned,

had been carried unfailingly over ever)' bit of firm ground
capable of offering a passage for the enemy’s inrf)ads and
right down to the edge of the marshy inlets (Fig. 176). In

fact, I convinced myself from ample evidence that this align-

ment of the wall had been purposely chosen by the old

Chinese engineers in order to supplement their line by
natural defences, and thus to save lalx>ur of construction.

Where the soil was soft and scrub-covered, as near the

marshes, the eye often failed at first to discover any trace

of the agger
; for the remains of the ramf>art constnjctcd

with alternating layers of earth and reed fiiscines had here
decayed badly owing to the moisture rising from the ground.
The remains were obscured besides by the coarse vegeta-
tion which finds nourishment in this sali-jicrmeatcd soil.

But when we had gained once more the bare gravel
plateau, a search along its edges would soon reveal the
familiar track of the wall.

Over considerable stretches the wall still rose to a con-
^icuous height, attracting the eye from afar (Fig. 175).
Either some peculiarity in the construaive use of the
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materials, always layera of gravel and fascines, had secured
greater consistency, or the direction, coinciding with the

E
revailing winds, and a shelter^i position on lower ground
ad reduced the force of erosion. Elsewhere, for some

reason or other, the lapse of two thousand years and the

violence of the winds, which rarely cease sweeping along

this great desert valley, had wrought far greater havoc,

and it needed a careful scanning of the ground to discover

the low continuous swelling along the une which the wall

had followed. But even where the eye scarcely caught
the alignment, the ends of the neatly laid reed bunales
cropping out from below the gravel would supply a decisive

indication ; and a single stroke with the Ketman would
suffice to unearth the regular ' masonry.' Tila Bai was
usually my only companion on these reconnoitring rides,

and gratejful 1 felt for his keen eyes and [X)wer of intelligent

observation which often enabled him to locate these faint

traces of the wall from a distance.

Once we had hit the line on a particular plateau section,

it was easy to follow it right through ; for straight it ran

in the dirrxtion of the nearest watch-station eastwards.

Nor wa.s it difficult to locate these lowers, since their

position had invariably l>ccn chosen with a sharp eye
for the advant^es of ground commanding the nearest

depres-sions. \\ hat had Tightened the task of the soldiers

who once kept watch and guard here, now proved equally

helpful tu guide us to their ruined quarters. However
much decayed some of the towers were, and however broad
the marshy dcprc.ssions which broke the continuity of the

wall and separated us from our next goal, the mass of

broken masonry* almost always sufficed for a guiding land-

mark ; so well raised above the general level of the

plateaus was the ground which it occupied.

Where the extent of wall line to be watched was great

and the elevation afforded by natural features of the ground

inadequate for the purpose, the towers had been built very

massively to heights originally of twenty-five feet or more.

Here the carefully set masonry or the hard clay stamped

in regular layers was generally solid enough to hold out

against all vicissitudes of the ages. The original coating of
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thick plaster had, of course, fallen where not protected by

the quarters which had been built against the foot of the

tower, and often the erosive action of the winds had laid

bare on the top the heavy Toghrak timber inserted to

strengthen the masonr)- (Fig. iSo). Where, however, the

clay terrace or knoll selected for the watch-}X)St assured by

itself a commanding view, the lowers had been built less

high (Fig. 178). No doubt the reason is to be found in

that intelligent aim at economy in efforts and means which

is so characteristic a feature in ail works of Chinese civiliza-

tion. In cases where it was easy to provide access by

means of a regular staircase. 1 found that the top wa.s

usually occupied not by a mere conning-platform, but by a

small room affording better shelter to the men on guard.

The walls of such little watch-rooms had necessarily

decayed far more than the tower below ; but their dtd>ris

made access to the top .still practicable. As 1 .sat there

with my eyes wandering over this vast expanse of equally

desolate marsh and gravel Sai. which was relieved otdy

here and there by a narrow streak of Toghrak jungle or

glittering sheet of salt water, it seemed easy to call Ixick

the dreary' lives which had once been lived here. The
setting of the scene— of this I had ample proof could

have changed but little as far as human conditions were
concerned. The very’ materials of which wall and lowers

were built proved that the ground ovc! which the troops

of the Han emperors had kept lx)nier guard. consisted

then as now of nothing but bare desert, marshes, and such
dreary scrub and reed thickets as could find nourishment
in their salty water.

By contrast it seemed almost a pleasing picture when
I raised my eyes to the long chain of 1» irren brown hills

which lined the horizon northward. Yet there, too, cvery'-

thing bore the impress of death-like tor[x>r. Not a tnice

of v^etation survives on the detritus glacis sloping down
to the wide desert valley', and the closely' set rav'incs which
furrow the bleak hill-sides looked as if scooped out by rain

such as has failed to reach here for thousands of years.
None of the valleys on this side of the Kuruk-tagh are
now known to possess wells or springs. But there were
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at least the fantastically broken crests of the ridges, the

view of rocky pinnacles peeping out above them from the

unknown wilderness behind, and the many shades of

colour, from light brown to deep purple, to engage the

eye and to relieve it from the dreary uniform grey of the

Sai and the trying glitter of the salt marsh. No life of the

present was there to distract my thoughts of the past ; not

a sound in the air, nor a thing moving, but the hot air

which vibrated above the ground and raised ill-defined

wavy mirages on the horizon.

In such solitude it needed no effort to realize the

significance of every relic of the distant past when this

desert bf>rder knew permanent occupation. Undisturbed
b\' man or l>east, or those far more destructive agents,

moisture and driving sand, there lay at my feet the debris

of the quarters which the guards had occupied, and often

tile more extensive rubbish heaps which had accumulated
just outside. With the freezing gale;s which blow- over

this desert for half the year and the torrid heal which beats

down on it for the rest, little wonder that the men stationed

here did not fed temptcil to move far away from their

towers. So whatev>T they had no further use for found
a safe resting-place in odd corners, or by the side of the

tower and wall, to be recovered now with an ease such as 1

had rarely Iwfore experienced in my archaeological hunts.

The thinnest layer of gravel—and that, of course,

the crumbling masonry supplied in plenty— sufficed to

[>r»rservc in absolute freshness even such perishable objects

as shreds of clothing, wooden tablets, arrow-shafts, straw,

and chips Whatever objects had once passed under this

protection were practically safe in a soil which had seen

hut extremely scanty rainfall for the last two thousand

years, was far removed from any chance of irri^tion or

other interference by human agency, and had suffered on

its flat surface but rarely even from wind erosion. Often

a mere scraping of the slope with my boot-hec! or the end

of my hunting-crop sufficed to disclose where the detach-

ments holding the posts had been accustomed to throw

their refuse.

With all the reports, staiemenu, and enquiries which
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a fully developed and, no doubt, scribe-ridden military

organization had kept moving along this chain of border

watch-stations for more than two hundred years, was it

wonderful that I soon grew accustomed to picking up

records of the time of Christ or before, almost on the

surface ? Of course the harvest could not be reaped

until my working party was brought to each of the ruined

posts in succession, and Chiang-ssii-yeh was at hand eager

to read out and interpret these ‘ waste papers ’ as well as

he could at first sight. Curious it was then to hear of

records which told of apprehended attacks, movements of

troops brought up for reinforcement, inspection visits of

high officers, or more frequently of such routine details as

issue of fresh rations, arms and clothing. Just as along

the telegraph lines of our Indian border, i.solated small

posts try to make up for the total dearth of local interests

by keeping a constant fiow of news from the busy world

far away trickling over the wires as ‘ ser\’ice mess;iges, so

here, I thought, much of this correspondence was perhaps

only a reproduction of orders meant originally for some
headquarters and subsequently passed on to the lonely

watch-stations.

But truly important was the steadily growing assurance,

gathered from the dates which my indefatigable .secrrt.iry's

scholarly help allowed me to read with certainty, that inis

frontier line dated back to the end of the second century

B.C., when Chinese expansion into Central .Asia first began
under the Emperor Wu-ti. As subsequently the oatc
records receded farther and farther in antiquity, until we
got to documents of the T'ien-han period commencing in

too B.c, it became quite certain that the wall and the
watch- stations along it were identical with the line of
guard -houses plant^ at intervals, from Chiu-ch'uan (or

Su-cbou) to the jade Gate. These the Han Annals record
as having been constructed alx>ut no b.(:.. when attacks

made by the Hsiung-nu on the Chinese political and
commercial missions westwards forced the Emperor to
despatch expeditions leading to the subjugation of Loudan
and the establishment of Chinese military power in the
Tarim Basin.
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There could be no doubt that the main purpose of this

Limes was to safeguard the territory south of the Su-lo

Ho. This was indispensable as a base and passage for

the Chinese military forces and political missions sent to

extend and (x>nsoiidate imperial control in the Tarim Basin
and beyond. It was equally clear that the enemy, against

whose irruptions from the north and north-west this base and
line of communication had to be protected, were the Hsiung-
nu. the ancestors of those Huns who some centuries later

watered their horses on the Danube and the Po.

With this fact once established, how the horizon seemed
to widen both in time and space ! The very existence of

this Limes brought out the im|X)rtanl geographical fact that

the desert hill region north of the Su-lo Ho marshes, now
quite impracticable owing to the absence of water, must then
have been passable for small raiding parties. In historical

perspective, too, it was stirring to think that this western-
most end of the ‘ Great Wall ’ had not l>een built for mere
passive defence, a purpose so easily associated with every'
• Chinese VV’all,' but. like more than one Roman Limes
within a century or so later, primarily to keep the route
open for a vigorous strategic advance. But of such
historical affinities and connections more anon.

Fascinating ;is it was to let my thoughts wander far

away to Roman Ixjrdcrs I had known, it was easier still to

forget altogether the lapse of long ages, while the humble
accessories of the life once led on this desolate frontier lay

before my eyes seemingly untouched by twenty centuries.

The men, indeed, had passed away, those who kept guard
and those against whose raids the great line had been drawn
right through the desert. Yet nature had changed scarcely

at all, and on this ground its forces had failed to efface the

work of man.
Never did I realize more deeply how little two thousand

years mean where human activity is suspended, and even

that of nature l»enumbcd, than when on my long recon-

noitring rides the evenings found me alone amidst the

d<§bris of some commanding watch-station. Struck by the

rays of the setting sun tower after tower far away, up to

ten miles' distance and more, could be seen glittering in a
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yellowish light as if the plaster coating of their walls were

still intact to make them conspicuous. As they showed

up from afar, with long stretches of the wall between them

often clearly rising as straight brownish lines above the

grey bare gravel desert (Fig. i/S)*

imagine that towers and wall were still guarded, and that

watchful eyes were scanning the deceptive plateaus and

Nullahs northward with the keenness born of familiarity

with a fleet and artful enemy !

The arrow-heads in bronze which 1 picked up in

numbers near the wall and towers (Fig, 174. 10) were pnnit

that attacks and alarms were familiar incidents on this

border. Unconsciously my eye sought the scrub-covered

ground flanking the salt marshes where Hun raiiiers might

collect before making their rush in the twilight. How
often had 1 amused myself on the Indian North-Uest

Frontier with looking out for convenient lin<*s of approach

which our friends, Wazir or .Xfridi outlaws from across

the border, might fancy ! Once across the chain of fK>st.s

the road lay open for Hun raiders to any pan of the Tun-
huang oasis or the settlements farther east. It is true the

barren desert stretching north of the wall might have

proved a far more formidable obstacle than the line of watch-

stations itself. But did not those hardy horsemen sweep
across great deserts almost as forbidding Intfore they reached

the Danube plains to l)ecome the scourge of the tottering

Roman Empire.^ Just as the notion of time, so also the

sense of distance, seemed in danger of being effaced when
I thought how these same Huns, whom the nan emperors
had struggled so long to keep away from their Ixjrders.

were de.stined a few centuries lattT to shake the forces of

Rome and Byzance.

But the slanting rays of the setting sun would reveal

also things of the past far more real. The line, of the wall

showed then quite distinctly for miles and miles. e*vcn where
it had decayed to little more than a low long -stretched
mound with reed bundles sticking out (Fig. 176). It was
at that lime that the eye most readily caught a curiously
straight furrow-like line running paralicl to the wall and at

a distance of some thirty feet within wherever there was a
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well-preserved stretch of it. Close examination proved
that it was a narrow but well-defined track, worn into the

coarse gravel soil by the fiatrols who had tramped along

here for centuries. Again and aj^ain this strange, uncanny
track reappeared along wail sections miles away from the

caravan route, wherever the remains of the wall were high

enough to offer protection against the coarse sand and
jjebbles driven by the north and north-east winds. Never-
theless I might have doubted this simple explanation, had
I not had such abundant occasion to convince myself of

the remarkable fiersistcnce with which this gravel soil

retains all impressions such as footprints or wheel-tracks.

Frci^ucntly I came across the latter running to depres-

sions which may at one time have afforded some grazing

or fuel, but where both these inducements to visits on the

part of the cart-loving Tun-huang herdsmen must have
disappttarcd for many years past. Yet the tracks left even
by a single vehicle which had thus crossed the Sai were
usually quite clear and continuou.s. Then elsewhere I

noted with surprise that the footprints which we ourselves

and our ponies had left on the ground when first tracing

the wall on our journey to Tun-huang, looked two months
later absolutely as fresh as if we had just passed by. We
knew by sad experience the force of the gales which in

the interval had blown almost daily over this desert valley.

1 have since a.scertained that exactly corresponding ob-

servations have been repeatedly reported by French and
other travellers of experience from gravel areas of the

.Sahara.

An c<]ua!!y striking proof of the extraordinarily pre-

servative fxjwer of this desert soil and climate was sup-

plied by an observation which at first puzzled me greatly.

.At a number of the watch-stations examined on my first

reconnaissances I had noticed a series of queer little

mounds, arranged in regular cross rows i^uincunx fashion,

wherever the ground adjoining the w*all on its inner side

afforded sufficient level .space for such an arrangement.
Closer examination revealed that these small structures,

each about seven or eight feel square and up to seven feet

in height, were built up entirely of regular reed fascines, laid
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crosswise in alternate layers. Intermixed with them was

a slight sprinkling of coarse sand and gravel ;
but whether

this was done on purpose, or merely a result of the layers

having caught and retained the sand and small pebbles

driven against them by exceptional gales, it was difhcult

to determine. Toghrak sticks driven vertically through the

fascines were certainly intended to secure them when first

stacked.

No strengthening of this sort was any longer needed ;

for through the action of the salts once contained in them

and in the soil the reeds had acquired a quasi-petrified

appearance and considerable consistency, though each reed,

when detached, still showed flexible fibres. I he regularity

with which these strange stacks of antique Kumush wen-

laid out near the watch-towers, usually at sixteen or

seventeen yards' distance from each other, m<idc me think

at first of their having served for some defensive purj)ose,

like a zariba. With such a supposition it would have

been possible to reconcile, perhaps, the evident fact that

some of them had been burned, their position being marked

by plentiful calcined fragments (Fig. 174, u). Hut when 1

found subsequently that exactly similar structures were

irregularly disposed over narrow ridges, where the ground

near the towers was much cut up by ravines or otherwise

restricted, this idea had to be abandoned
The true explanation presented it.sell' when I noticed

similar though not so accurately measured bundles of

Toghrak branches heaped up in the same f.ishion near the

south-west extension of the Linus, where such limljer

abounded and had been largely used in the wall con-

struction. I then remembered that the dimensions of

the neatly laid bundles, whether of ceeti.s or branches,

corresponded exactly to those of the faM;ines used in

building the wall, and it dawned upon me that these <|uccr

mounds were nothing but stacks of the identical fascine.s

kept ready at the posts for anv urgent repairs in the wall.

Thus breaches made in it could be quickly closed without
having to collect and carry the required materials over a

considerable distance. They at once reminded me then of
the stacks of wooden sleepers seen neatly piled up at a
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railway station. If stacks of what after all is mere straw

could without any special protection withstand the de-

structive effect of two thousand years, the climate and
conditions of the Tun-huang desert may well be credited

with preservative qualities of an exceptional order. The
use made successively of the stored materials would
account for the greatly varying height of the stacks from
one to seven feet still extant at the same watch-station.

But it still remained to explain why some of the stacks

at different posts were found reduced by fire to calcined

fragments. It was easy, of course, to think of wilful

damage done by raiders and the like. But the most
plausiole explanation did not si^gest itself until M.
Chavanncs' translations showed me how frequent are

the references to fire signals in the records from the

watch -stations. No doubt such signals would ordinarily

be lit on the top of the tower. But when lime was
pressing, or perhaps a f>anicularly big fire was needed to

penetrate a murky night, it would be simpler to set a

whole stack on fire. The fact that the remains of burnt

stacks were ailways found at points of the quincunx where
the risk of igniting others was less, supports this inter-

pretation.
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DISCOVKKIES BV THE ‘ j.VI'F (lATE

I SHALL not attempt to descrii:>e day by day the labours

which kept me busy fur luHy a month along this ancient

Limes. Every watch - station we cleared furnished its

quota of antiquarian spoil, often in novel forms. Even
where my task was merely to trace the old wall across

desert and marshes, there was an abundance of interesting

observations to record about the changes, if any, which the

ground bad undergone since the line was first planneil.

No better gauge could have been designed for showing

to the geographical student what physical coniiitions

had prevailed here in Han times. With daily growing
experience the reading of these marks of earlier water*

level, of character and extent of vegetation, of wind
direction, etc., soon became for me a fascinating study.

That it claimed the attention of ihe antiquarian and
geographer alike was the greatest aiir.itiion. Vividly do
I remember all the peculiar featur«:s which this apparently
dull and uniform desert ground offered alf»ng the hundred
miles or so of the liorder surveyed in the end. and equally
also the many little surprises and incuienis to which the
search for the relics of a long-passed ag** treated us in the
midst of this desolate region. But spat-- does not suffice

to record them all here, and in orth i to give some
impression of the work effected and the result.s it has
yielded, 1 must restrict myself to a brief account of the
most notable finds.

In order to be nearer to the reinforcements of labourers
and fresh supplies I had called up from Tun-huang, I

shifted my camp on April 17th to the vicinity of the
f IJ
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small but well-preserved fort which I had passed before

some twelve miles east of our first lake camp (Fig. 154).

It lay conveniently central for a number of watch-stations

to be explored ; but it did not fall on the line of wall, and
there was nothing exactly to indicate its antiquity or

purpose. To the north-west stretched a broad marshy
Nullah, fed by springs which supplied us with water. It

was, alas ! also a fertile breeding-place for mosquitoes and
other insects, which now, as it grew warmer day by day,

would issue in |>erfect clouds to make our evenings lively.

The first imjX)rtant discovery which gladdened my
heart while encamfKrd here, came from one of the towers
that guarded a section of the wall some four miles to the

west. A numlicr of wooden records in Chinese, among
them two with exact dates corresjxinding to the year of

Christ's birth and 20 A.n.. had already emerged from the

debris of some rooms adjoining this tower (T. .\ti. a)

(Fig. 177), when I had to leave the wcirk for a fresh recon-

naissance eastwards As usual. I had left Chiang and Naik
Ram Singh behind to supervise the final clearing. My
own ride that day .showed me a great many promising
ruins ; but still greater was my satisfaction with what my
assistants brought back to camp when we met again in the
evening.

In a long narrow passage, scarcely two feet wide, left

Ivetwecn th'- massive tower base and a decayed wall of the

watchmen s quarters, had been found a thick layer of

rubbi.sh, mostly stable refuse. From this emerged one
small roll after another of neatly folded p;iper containing

what was manifestly some Western writing. A few of

theiM' letters for as such they could easily ^ recognized

from their folding am! tying-- -had been found wrapped up
in silk, while others were merely fastened with string.

None of them, of course, had as yet been opened, but a

glance at the partly legible w riting on the outside of some
of the documents showed me the same unknown script

resembling early Aramaic which I had first come across

on that piece of jwper from the Lop-nor site. The paper

here was exceedingly thin and brittle ; but when at last

I had succeeded in unfolding one roll, there emerged a

vot,. tt >
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complete document neatly written in bold black characters,

and measuring about fifteen by nine and a half inches,

I could not attempt a decipherment, nor more than con-

jectures about the language in which this and the other ten

as yet unopened documents were written. But in the very'

fact of this Semitic writing turning up on the border of

China and in the material used for it, there was enough

to keep my thoughts busy. Were these pajKTs perhaps

in some Iranian tongue, and w'ere- they lelt behind by some
early traders from Sogdiana, or still farther west, who had

come for the silk of the distant Seres while the route was

kept open for direct trade from China to the regions on the

Jaxartes and Oxus How had they found their way into

the rubbish heap of a lonely watch-station far removed from

the actual Lop-nor route ?

No less curious was the chronological puz/le. I*rom

the position in which these papers had b<;en found, close

to Chinese records on wood, it appeared highly f»robable

that they must have found their way into the rubbish heap
approximately at the same period. Now, among the

tablets, over a dozen in number, the two exactly 'iated

ones belonged, as already stated, to the years i an<l ;o A.n.

;

among the rest there were several which by the dynastic

style used in the designation of a certain military Ixxly

proved clearly to date from the reign of the usurper Wang
Mang (9-23

The early form of Aramaic script presented by the

documents would agree well enough with stjch a dating.

Yet how to account for the material un which they were
written, considering that the first discovery of pa|K!r in

China is attributed by reliable historical texts to the year
102 A.D. An explanation might possibly be found. 1

thought, in the references which M. Lhavannes has un-
earthed in early Chinese texts to ' silk p.if>er.' introduced
some time before the manufacture of real paper from rags
and bark was invented. Curiously enough, as if to illu.straic

in a palpable fashion what these texts recorcl of the vise

of silk fabrics as a still earlier writing material, the same
refuse layer had furnished a small strip of cream-coloured
silk inscribed with a fragmentary line in Kharoshthi. It
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seemed as if three civilizations from the East, West, and
South had combined to leave their written traces at this

lonely watch -station in the desert, and with them to

demonstrate also the earliest writing materials.

Ex{>ert investigation effected by learned collaborators

since my return to Europe has singularly confirmed these

conjectures. Professor /. von Wiesner, the chief authority

on plant physiology as connected with the history of pajjcr

manufacture, has proved by a microscopical analysis of the

paj>er that the material used for those documents represents

the earliest effort so far known at producing rag jiaper. I

had reason to feel equally gratified after the publication of
one of the documents by my learned friend Dr. A. Cowley,
and its .subsequent analysis by M. R. Gauthiot, an accom-
p!ishr<l young Iranian scholar. These furnished conclusive

evidence that the script was, indeed, of Aramaic origin,

and the language an early form of that Iranian dialect

which was .s{>oken in ancient Sogdiana (the region of the

present Samarkand and Bokhara), and of which the Sogdian
manuscripts recently recovered from Turfan and Tun-huang
have preserved us later sj>ecimens. 'I'he dcKumcnts can
Ik* clearly rccc^nized now as letters, and complete decipher-

ment may reasonably be hoped for as a result of further

rc.searches.

I’he old fort ( I', xiv.) near which my camp stood,

has already Ijccn briefly described in connection with my
first pa.ssage along this route. With its thick walls of

stamjK-d clay it was an im{»osing struct urtr to liehold

(Etg. 154). But vainly did I search wdthin it and along its

walls for any definite indication of its age. Not even refuse

was to be found inside, a curious fact, .seeing how grateful

travellers would feel for the shelter it offers against cutting

winds. ,My men, i(x>, had shunned the place; for. rightly

enough, they suspected that it would swarm with those

terribly aggressive little in.sect fiends, the 'Tsao-p'i,' as

the Chinese called them, from which w’e had trouble

enough to escafK: even in the open. This absence of

any mark of ancient occupation at a ruin occupying so

convenient a {x>sition by the high road to I^op-nor puzzled

me greatly, and as soon as my reconnaissances farther
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afield were concluded, I set about to search the ground

systematically.

It was not long before 1 discovered fragments of that

hard, dark grey pottery with which my work at other watch-

stations had made me familiar, at the foot of a hillock rising

less than a hundred yards tt> the north of the fort (Eig. 1 79).

While Chiang and the Naik were engaged at the nearest

watch-tower to the west, I had retained with me the least

indolent of our men for prospecting ;
and as I math; him

scrape the slope of the mound at tiitferent |K)ints. layers of

straw and other stable refuse came to light tjuickly at more
than one {X)int below the cover of gravel. 1 was con-

ducting this first experimental search near the top of the

west slope when his spade laid bare a vertical cutting into

the hard clay composing the hillcKk.

It proved to be the mouth of a little tunnel about two

and a half feet broad and about as high, running into the

mound and filled with drift sand and refuse. Before 1

could form any view about its purpose, two dozen Chinese

slips had emerged among pieces of blank stationery, mat-

ting, bones, and similar rubbish. ScKin my digger hail

burrow'ed out of sight while clearing the tunnel. Alter

making his way in for some ten feet, he refX)rted that it led

to a room completely filled with sand. So further work
was possible here until the other men came back from their

day’s task. But the spirits of my own ‘ prospector ' had been

roused by a liberal rew'ard for his discovery, and quickly he
set about scraping elsewhere. .Not far from the tunnel, but

lower down on the slop>e, he unearthed a platform cut into

the soft rock, and here another score of tablets turned up
in excellent pre.servaiion. Of cour.se 1 had .sent word to

Chiang-ssu-yeh, and when he arrived from the tower then
‘ in hand ’ two miles off, an eager scanning of the la.st finds

began.

Many of the narrow slips of wood were covered with

minute but well-written characters in several columns, and
great was my joy when the dated pieces among those

unearthed on the platform proved to belong to the period

48-45 B.C. So at last we had got well back into the pre-

Christian era. AH the dated records found in that queer
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tunnel belonged to the first two decades after Christ, the

reign of Wang Mang the Usurper. In both sets the docu-

ments seemed to have been addressed to some superior

officer. 'I'he presumption was that here we had struck the

site of some sectional headquarters for this part of the

Limes. It received support when ! learned that at least

one of the records certainly emanated from the general

officer commanding at Tun-huang, while several others

contained reports or orders to superior officers holding

charge of ‘ the barrier of YU-m^n.*
.All along 1 had surmised that this ancient frontier

station of the * Jade Gate ’ must have been located during

Han times at some point along the line we were exploring.

But where was its exact position, and had this always been
the same? It was impossible as yet to arrive at any
definite answer. But with the documents before me I

now l>cgan to rcalire what advantages this site offered fmr

a chief watch-st.'ition commanding the ancient route west-

wards. and how little reason there was for doubts about the

antiquity and the purpose of the ruined fort at this point.

Well withdrawn t^hind the protective line of wall and
towers, and tlefendcd to the north-west and south east by
im(>ass;ible marshes, its position w*as admirably adapted to

servT l>oth as a /Sww/ dapf^ui for the posts along this portion

of the Ltmes and as a station controlling traffic along the

main road. Only the day Ijcforc I had discovered that the

fort lay exactly in the line of a secondary wall running due
south from the main wall in the direction of Nan-hu. and.

though badly decayed, still traceable on the Sai. This

secondary wall showed exactly the same manner of con-

struction with alternate layers of gravel and fascines, but

only a thickness of a little under five feet. It seemed clear

from the first that this transverse wall was a subsequent

work ; for without the main wall l>cyond. it would have been

quite easy to turn it from the north dank.

But what had been the true object of this cross wall

I had first thought of an inner line built, not for de-

fence. but for purtwses of jxjlicc contitd in order to prevent

the unauihonxed entrance of individual travellers into

Chinese territory. But evidence subsequently accumulating
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revealed the important chronological fact that, while east

of this transverse line the records brought to light proved

continuous occupation of the watch - stations, down to

about the middle of the second century a.i>., the records

found west of it stopfsed short with the reign of Wang
Mang, and in the case of the more remote stations with

dates considerably earlier.

I was thus gradually led to the conclusion, that in the

early decades of our era, during the troubled times of

Wang Mang's reign or very soon after, there took place a

retrenchment of the border line lying westwards. By
abandoning the outlying portion of the wall an appreciable

reduction was, no doubt, made in the difficulties about

victualling, etc., which must always have been felt most

in the case of those detachments pushed out far into the

desert. At the same time this retrogression of the

guarded frontier line would have been fully in keeping

with a contemporary change in Chinese policy. This we
know was then no longer concerned about imperial expan-

sion westwards, but until the last quarter of the first century

A.D. kept strictly on the defensive. It was for the purpose

of replacing the flank protection which the lopjjed-off

western end of the original Limes had offered, that I

believe the transverse wall to have been built during, or

soon after, Wang Mang's usurpation.

In any case it was easy to realize that tht^ station at

which the great caravan road passed through this wall

must have been a point of importance. In fact, from the

reasons above indicated and supplementary evidence which
cannot be set forth here in detail, I soon felt convinced
that the ‘Jade Gate’ of the Later Han period, roughly
emresponding to the first two centuries *cjf our era, had to

be located at this site. So 1 was most eager to have the
remains on that unpretentious hillock cleared with all

expedition and thoroughness. But the day was oppres-
sively hot ; and in the afternoon a violent gale, sweeping
down from the north-east put a stop to further work,
the temp^ture inside my tent rising to ninety decrees
Fahrenheit.

But on the morning of April aist 1 was able to start
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systematic excavation with the whole of my little band of
diggers. A a>uple of days earlier it had been unexpectedly
strengthened by the two lost Nan-hu labourers, who to

Chiang's and my own great relief turned up by the route
from the cast, looking very woe-bc^one, but as sound as
their nature and opium would allow. As far as Chiang
could make out their tangled story, they had fallen asleep
after a little ‘ smoke ’ of their beloved drug, mistaken the
track when thcv woke up, and then aimlessly strayed in

the desert until, after two days* wandering without water,
they were guided to the caravan track by the smoke from
the camp hre of the herdsmen we had met on our first

approach to Khara-nor. At a later season—and even now
without the sustaining effect of their opium—these hapless
fellows would almost certainly have perished. So nothing
worse befell them than that the herdsmen, who rightly

suspected desertion, had forced them to rejoin us.

The hillock wc had to clear measured some eighty
yards from east to west and nearly as much across, and
there was nothing on the gravel-strewn slopes to show
where to search for rubbiim and ancient remains. So
parallel trenches had to be dug all along the slopes down
to the natural hard cby in order to make sure that nothing
at this important point should escape us. There was
plenty of work here for the men, and it took them fully

three days to complete it, though on the very first there

arrived a most opportune reinforcement in the shape of
twelve additional labourers whom Ts'ao Ta-Iao-ye, Lin
Ta-Jftn’s petty officer, had managed to bring up from Tun-
huang along with half a month's fresh supplies. What
with all the digging effected by the men—whom small but

prompt rewards for interesting finds kept up to the mark

—

the little hillock soon suggested a kopje girt with shelter

trenches against modern gun-fire. The results were ample
and offered strange surprises.

One of these was provided by the narrow tunnel on
the north-west slope, in which we first discovered that

batch of wooden records from Wang Mang’s reign. For

instead of forming a window to some subterraneous

chamber, as 1 had at first suspected, it proved to be the
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only access to a well or shaft, about five or six feet square,

which we cleared to a depth of over twelve feet without

reaching the bottom. The earth roof of the shaft had
been supported by timber, but now fell in, luckily

without smothering any one. Dozens of wooden documents
turned up in the sand cleared out, almost all. abs ! badly

decayed through damp, but some still showing legible dates

of the first decades after Christ
;
and from these 1 concluded

that this curious shaft had been filled up with refuse not
very long after that |>eriod. Its original purpose seemed
obscure, until Chiang and some of my Muhammadans
rightly suggested that it must have been intended for a
dungeon, the use of similar wells for the safe keeping of

dangerous prisoners being still remembered in Chinese
Turkestan.

In fact, I subsequently ascertained that such methods of
buying prisoners as it were alive subsisted in the Ceniral-
Asian Khanats, too, until the time of the Russian conquest.
The narrow side opening near the top of the well had, no
doubt, served as an air-hole. 1 did not care at the time
to think much of the horrors which this dungeon might
have witnessed

; but the fact that one of the inscribed
slips here recovered, contains, according to M. Chavannes’
translation, an order about the burial of a man who
had died after having been beaten, ha.s since helped to
recall them. Curiously enough, the well-preserved ancient
beating-stick of the traditional shape, shown in Fig. 17a,
was found on this very mound.

Of the structures which the top of the hillock had once
borne, nothing but the scantiest foundations were dis-
covered. But deposits of ancient rubbish laid bare at
different points of the slopes yielded records on wood in
abundance. From one refuse area near the centre close
on five dozen documents were recovered. As almost all

the dated pieces belonged to the years 96-94 b.c., it

became quite certain that the occupation of this site went
back to the time when the Limts was first established.

That the station had then already been one of import-
ance wasproved byseveral documents emanating direct from
the commandant of the 'Jade Gate Barrier.’ Others too
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possess a distinct historical interest, e.g. one direaing

the issue of provisions to the escort of an imperial envoy
to So«ch'6, or Yarkand, counting eighty-seven men. In

another again there is a reference to an ambassador sent

to the imperial OMirt b>' a chief of the great tribe of the

W u-sun, who played an important part in the early histor)'

of Central Asia and then dwelt in the mountains of the

present Far^hana. But of such records I shall have

occasion to give some account later, when dealing with the

results of M. Chavannes' decipherment.

A very curious find, but for the topographical facts

explaining the peculiar character of this site, might have

puzzled me at the time. It was a considerable number
of large paper fragments inscribed with elegantly penned
Chinese characteni. They turned up from the noor of

what 1 soon recognized to have been a small cella, about

ten feet .square, on the western side of the hillock. That
the texts they contained belonged to Chinese translations

of Buddhist canonical works 1 could with Chiang's help

make sure of at once, as well as of the referenar made in

another fragment to the dedication of some Buddhist

images. So, taking into account the evidence furnished by
the use of paper and the style of the writing. I concluded

that these were relics from some modest shrine which bad
somehow survived at this otherwise long • abandoned site

down to T ang times. Other relics of it were ex-votos in the

shape of small miniature flags made up of silk rags such as

I had found at ancient sites excavated on my first journey.

Next morning this conjecture received striking con-

firmation by the discovery of a small wooden bowl

embedded below the reed flooring and containing some
eighty copper coins. Excepting two which were older, all

were issues of the regnal perioa 713-742 A.n., and showed
scarcely any wear resulting from circulation. So the

attribution of the Buddhist text fragments to the eighth

century, when the route to Lop-nor had last been an im-

portant line of communication, became jwactically certain.

One of the fragments has since been proved by M.
Chavannes to baong to a Buddhist canonical text, which

Hsiian-tsang himself is known to have translated between
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645 and 664 A.D. A fitting tribute this to the memory of

the pious traveller ; for I felt quite sure at the time that my
patron saint on his return journey must have passed within

a few yards of the debris-covered hillock.

But what was the reason for this strange survival of

worship at a site which must then for long centuries have

been in ruins ? The explanation was not far to seek. A
number of considerations, as already stated, had gradually

led me to the conclusion that the fort and the debris-strewn

mound of T. xiv. marked the position of the ‘jade Gate’

during the first two centuries a.d. When the danger of

raids disapp>eared with the migration of the Huns west-

wards, and later on Chinese control over the Tarint Basin

was lost for centuries, the whole line of the Ltnus

west of Tun-huang was abandoned to the wilderness.

But occasional caravans, as we know from Fa-hsien's

travels, still continued to use the desert route, and. no
doubt, wandering herdsmen and hunters still visited the

grazing along the lakes and marshes of the terminal course

of the Su-lo Ho.
So local worship had a chance of proving once more

its tenacity. It clung to the site where those leaving the

’ Jade Gate ’ of the * Great Wall ' for the difficult desert

journey had of old been accustomed to put up ex-votos at

the border shrine and pray for a safe return, just as Chinese
travellers still do at Chia-yU-kuan, the modern equivalent

of the ‘Jade Gate.' What more conclusive proof of that

tradition having survived to the present day could I have
wished for than that presentt.*d by a small modern shrine
which lay in ruins only a little over a hundred yards to the
west of the hillock explored The coarsely made clay
images were all broken, perhaps the act of .some truculent
Tungans, and the roof and all woodwork had disappeared.
But there was evidence of herdsmen still offering prayers
at the ruin, and my own labourers from supc'rstitious fear
could not be induced to dig even near it. I was not
alu^ether sorry for this, since the chance of finding any-
thing of interest under the modem ruin seemed remote,
and because this continued veneration was in itself an
interesting ardtaeok^ical asset
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THK CHEAT MACA/I.VE Of THE LIMES

i CANNOT Stop to describe here various interesting minor
finds which rewarded our laborious clearing of all the layers

of ancient debris and refuse on the hillock once occupied by
the Gate station. There were plentiful rags of cast-off

clothing ; remains of iron implements ; well-made shoes in

hemp and other stout materials ; fragments of lacquer bowls
showing tastefully designed scroll ornamentation in black

on red ground— all relics which, insignificant in them-
selves. helped me to picture the life once witnessed by this

imix>runi border post (Figs. 172. 174). A reconnaissance
made from this point while the digging w'as still in progress
had revealed extensive rubbish layers at a point a^ut two
and a half miles northward and at a short distance within

the main line of the Limes ; and thither 1 moved camp
on the morning of April 24th.

At ftnt sight there was nothing to attract attention to

the spot, and without Tila Bai’s keen eyes, which noticed

a slight swelling on the edge of a bare plateau tongue. I

should probably have passed it without heeding. The
gravel-strewn little mound, only about two or three feet

nigh and less than forty feet acit»s, proved to contain the

ddbris from some brick-built structure, too much decayed

and loo scanty for any determination of its original char-

acter. The doien and a half of records on wood which we
found in the ddbris ranged in date from 65 to 137 a.d. At
the lime 1 noted this indication of relatively late o<^pa-
tion with special interest ; for the ruin lay just within the

comer where the line of the serondary wall above mentioned

would ioin the main wall, if continue across an impassable

marsh in its direction from south to nordu
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But that this point must have been occupied far earlier

by a post of some importance soon became evident when
my search revealed extensive refuse layers not only on the

slopes below the d«fbris mound but also on others farther

away. As inscribed pieces of wood recovered from the

latter ranged from 6i b.c. onwards, it seems probable that

this rubbish had lieen thrown out from some structures

which existed earlier and have completely disappeared.

These various refuse deposits yielded M rich a harvest

of Chinese documents that from the first 1 could not

doubt that they marked the position of an im|x>rtani jxjst,

probably the cjuarters ol some sectional commandant.

M. Chavannes’ analysis and translation of the records

recovered from this {xjst <T. xv. a), altogether over i6o

pieces, have fully confirmed this conclusion. They have

also revealed the existence of so large a number of specially

interesting pieces that 1 cannot refrain here from at least

alluding to a few of them.

Foremost in importance from the philoltgical point of

view is a beautifully written and perfectly preserx'cd

triangular tablet about fourteen inches long, which contains

the first chapter of a lexicographical work, the Chi-chiu-

chang, famous in Chinese literature and the subject ol

much learned commentar)*. As it is known to have been
composed between 48 and 33 b.c., and as the tablet dis-

covered by me must have b^n written within a century or
two later, the critical importance which it possesses for the
history of the traditional text can be easily understood
even by the non-Sinologist. In any case M. Chavannes,
in a preliminary notice communicated to the Academic dea
Inscriptions, has declared this tablet to be the earliest

authentic specimen of a Chinese literWy text. The par-
ticular work has always been much in use among Chinese
students; and the discovery of pieces from it, not here
alone, but at other Limes stations, proves that the studious
habits of the race were represented even among the
soldiers exiled on this desolate border.

Another very curious find consisted of a batch of eleven
neatly written bamboo slips, scattered but clearly marled
by their identical shape and writing as originally belonging
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to a sort of medical note>book (Fig. 119, s). Some of

them contain ' case records ' and prescriptions for particular

patients, others general recipes for men or ailing animals,

mostly with special mention of the physicians with whom
they originated. As a sample. 1 may mention the record

left by the medical attendant * Mr. An-kuo * of his twentieth

consultation in the sad case of ' Mr. An Tien-hui,' who,
having been benumbed with cold and in consequence
tumbled out of his car. had injured himself internally,

and who even after thirty days of treatment still suffered

in his chest and extremities.

Of the great mass of records, which comprise chiefly

reports, orders, and miscellaneous memos of military

administration along the Limei, it is impossible to

mention here more than a few. Thus, in a ‘circular to

the posts of the Yu-men Barrier,’ a sectional commander
regrets to acknowledge the absence of certain soldiers at

the time of the ofhctal inspection, and gives due warn-

ing of the punishn^ents to be awarded in such cases,

'rhe * Ltsou Company ' here s|^cif»ed appears to have
garrisoned this post right through the period covered by
the records. Elsewhere we hear of difficulties about
effective signalling, the distribution of duties among the

men at the actual watch-posts, and such like.

A very interesting find, the archaeological importance
of which has only been realized since M. Chavannes’
interpretation, was a narrow strip of strongly woven
cream-coloured silk bearing a line of Chinese characters

inked in. I his stales precisely the length, weight, and

E
ricc of a bale of silk, from the edge of which it had

een tom off. The name of the place of manufacture,

Yen-ch'^ng, a locality in Shan tung, serves to fix the date

of its produaion at the close of the first, or in the early

pan xA the second, centuiy* a.d. But what I greeted with

particular interest is the statement there made of the

width of the silk piece, viz. two feet and two inches. We
know that the Chinese foot, with its decimal division into

ten inches, has varied very amsidwWy under succeeding

dynasties. But when at the British Museum 1 came to

measure up this very strip of silk with the bootmakers
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foot-measure discovered at the watch-station T. viii. (Fig.

1 73, a), the original width of the piece proved exactly two

feet and two inches according to the standard of the Han
period.

I next applied my ancient measure to the small bale of

silk which, as related in Chapter xx.\u., I had unearthed

at the Lop-nor site, and to a piece of silk found in one of the

ancient ruins at Miran. The result tallied again as closely

as is possible in the case of fabrics which in the course of

seventeen centuries were bound to shrink a trifle. On
the other hand, if measured by the foot-measure found at

the Lop-nor site and manifestly belonging to the Chin

period (3rd-4th centur>’ A.D.). all these pieces would show

a width of cirt. one foot and nine inches. Thus, by the

evidence of actual silk remains brought to light from three

widely distant sites, we can now establish that the silk

exported from China to Central Asia and thence to the

classical West during the centuries immediately before

and after Christ retained a uniform width, corresponding

approximately to one foot ten inches British measure, while

the measuring standard in China underwent a considerable

alteration during that period.

But this end strip was not the only silk remnant of

antiquarian interest preserved in the refuse layers of the

station T. xv. a. It was there that I discovered a small

silken envelope a couple of inches long, which must once
have held a letter written on a rolled strip of silk and on
which M. Chavannes has been able to read the address.

Equally interesting from another point of view is a narrow
strip of silk bearing a long line in Indian Hrahmi charaaers
of a type associated with the rule of the 1 ndo-Scythian or
Kushana emperors. It has not yet bben deciphered

; so
we cannot conjecture how this easternmost specimen of
a document in true Indian script found its way to the
‘ Great Wall.’ Of a tablet showing * unknown ’ characters
by the side of Chinese writing I may make passing
mentimi, as a further indication of the polyglot traffic

which is likely to have been brought to the Linus by the
ancient caravan route.

ArotHig the miscellaneous finds of ancient ngu.
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broken utensils, old boou, etc., which had survived in the

refuse practically as fresh as when they were thrown
down there, I can single out only one for special refer-

ence. It was a small closely tied bundle containing

the broken pieces of a feathered arrow with the barbed
bronze arrow-head packed away amongst them. The
most likely explanation was that, in accordance with a

system still in vogue in certain military departments
over -anxious to check petty defalcation, broken arrows
had to be returned * into store ' before new ones could

be issued

Our rich haul at this station was completed by April

25th. a perfectly clear day, when after long hours of work
in a blazing sun 1 enjoyed in the evening a glorious vision

of the snowy range far away to the south. What a
vivifying contrast it was to the level expanse of gravel

and salt marsh and the dreary bleakness of the low hills

northward

!

On the following morning 1 moved camp to the large

ruin, tome hve miles eastwards, which when we hrst

passed It on the journey to Tun-huang, had struck me by
its palacie>Uke dimensions (Fig. 156), My reconnaissances

had since i^wn that this huge structure, T. xviii., with a

much - decayed watch • tower rising on the plateau edge
immediately south of it, lay actually on the line of the

Limts as well as on the old caravan route. An expanse
of lakelets and impassable mandi land, some four miles

long and two across, stretched on its north side and
rendered defence b^ a wall quite unnecessary. But
neither the familiarity I had gained with the general

r
an and arrangements of the Limes nor the close survey

now made of the imposing ruin could at first give me
any clue as to its true cnaracter and purpose.

The building with its enclosing walls presented the im-

posing length of over 550 feet, and at first sight suggested

a barrack or Ya - m<tn
;

yet the very proportions were

enough to dispel such a notion. It consisted mainly of

three big halls, each 139 feet long and 48^ feet wide,

which adjmned lengthwise and formed a continuous blt^

fiudng due south. Their walls, five and a half feet thick
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and constructed of solid layers of stamped clay about three

inches in thickness, rose on a terrace of hard clay which

had been cut away to within ten feet or so of the outer

wall faces to form a natural base. As the latter stood fully

fifteen feet above the low-lying ground occupied by the en-

closure, and as the walls of the halls in spite of their decay

still rose in parts to twenty-five feet or more, the height

of the whole ruin was impressive.

A wall of large sun-dried bricks had once formed an

enclosure around, keeping with its sides parallel to the

outer faces of the great structure but at different distances.

While on the north this enclosing wall ran within fifteen

yards of the base, on the south it receded to about 106

yards from it, leaving a wide courtyard for approach.

Owing to moisture from the low-lying ground, the en-

closing wall had in most places crumbled away into a mere

mound. But at four points of it. diagonally facing the four

corners of the great block of halls, there still rose massive

watch-towers to heights of over twenty feet. Fhc fact that

these towers were built within the enclosure seemed to

indicate that they were meant, not for defence, but as

points of vantage for sentinels.

Owing to erosion under-cutting the base, the south

walls of the halls had fallen for considerable stretches,

and deep hollows had been scooped out in the floor

and base by the drainage of occasional rainfall escaping

on this side. This made it difficult to a.scertain wnere
the main entrances of the three big halKs and the stairs

once giving access to them had l^en situated. Large
windows, such as halls of this great sue would have
needed for their proper lighting, there were none to be
seen in the extant walls. But. curiously enough, the
latter both to north and south were at irr<^ular intervals

pierced by triangular openings about three feet high, on
a level flush with the floor as well as about fifteen feet

above it. It was clear they could have been inieiuled not
so much for lighting as for ventilation. Of internal fittings

or arrangements which might have thrown some l%ht
the purpose of the whole building, I could tratx no remains.
A narrow platform or plinth which ran round the foot 0^
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the walls at a height of eight inches or so did not give
any clue.

So all hope of solving this structural puzzle with any
certainty rested upon what records or other hnds excava-
tion might yield, i lost no time about starting them,
but at nrst with very scanty results. The search made
in those portions of the great halls where the original

door still survived, proved fruitless, except along the foot

of the north wall in the central halL There we discovered
half-a-dozen fragments of inscribed wooden slips. Some
of them seemed to relate to individual soldiers, naming
their places of origin iar away in Ho-nan and elsewhere

:

but none of them gave dates or any hint as to the character
of the ruin.

Then 1 had the whole of the fairly well protected
narrow court on the north side searchfki, and was Just
beginning to wonder at the total absence of any refuse

heaps when at last, on scraping the ground at the fool

of the tower occupying the north - west comer, we came
upon two* score inscribed pieces of wood and bamboo
scattered amidst straw* and ashes. Still more abundant
were blank bamboo slips, all much worn and repeatedly
scraped, evidently refiresenting ‘ waste paper ' which had
been prepared for fresh use as palimpsest records. The
inscribed tablets, loo, had here for the greater part

suffered badly from moisture, and it was not until the

very last piece turned up that Chiang could recognize

a precise date. As it corresponded to the year 52 b.c.

it now became certain that the ruin dated back to the

carlv period of the Limts occupation.

But the doubt about the nature of the ruin did not lift

until Chiang, by such prolonged poring over these records

as would have done credit to any Western pabeographer,

made quite sure that two among them distinctly referred

to a granary. In the course of these days the idea occurred

to us both, as well as to Naik Ram Singh, independently,

that this strange big building might have been erected for

the purpose of serving as a supply-store to the troops

stationed or moving aloi^ the wall. The structural pecul-

iarities above noted ; the small <^>eiiiiigs for ventilation

;

voi- It
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the size of the halls quite unsutted for habitation ; the

choice of a building site conveniently accessible yet well

raised above the adjoining ground ; the arrangements

for guarding the building, not against hostile attack, but

against theft, all found thus their simple explanation.

But definite proof was supplied only by M. Chavannes'

detailed analysis of the still legible records. One among
them is an issue order for grain signed by three officials

specifically named as in charge of the granary. Another

is still more significant, because it is an acknowiedginent

for a laige consignment of corn delivered from a specified

area of cultivation in the Tun-huang oasis, evidentlv as

its contribution towards commissariat requirements 01 the

border. Elsewhere, again, we find an order for twenty

suits of a particular sort of clothing such as a military'

magazine might store.

The advantages of an advanced base oi supply on this

desert border, both for the troops which guarded it and for

the expeditions, missions, and caravans which passed along

it, must be obvious to any one familiar with the difficulties

of moving large bodies of men over such ground. As I

looked towards this ruined magazine from the route edging
the plateau, and twenty centuries ago the main artery for

Chinese trade and political expansion westward. I could

not help turning my thoughts back to the huge sheds and
' commissariat godowns ' which the traveller must }»ass as

he approaches Peshawar. They contain the military stores

provided for an advance, if ever it be needed, by the one
great route which connects India in its extreme north-wctt
comer with Kabul and thence with Central Asia.

And yet what a smiling look even the most barren parts

of the Khyber Pass bear when compared with the desert
through which the Chinese once moved their troops to
Lop>nor ! In those days the great magazine must have
s^n busy scenes, and quarters for guards and administra*
tive persomul, no doubt, existed near it. The remains of
all such less permanent structures had disappeared before
the attack of wind ercxsion or moisture, except on a clay
terrace near the eastern enclosing wall, where we came
upon layers of rehise, and below wem a room partly dug
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out of the solid clay. The single record found here also

dated from 53 b.c.

But it was not merely the archaeological assurance
gained that cheered me while encamped at this ruin.

On exploring two ancient watch-stations north-eastwards
(T. XIX. and T. xx.), 1 had noticed from the top of the
high isolated cby terraces on which their ruins were
perched (Fig. 178), that the wall here reappearing rested
Its right daiuc on a lake over two miles long, and that an
open channel of water apparently led into the latter from
the side of the Khara-nor and again left it westwards. A
short reconnaissance north had shown me that it was a
real river, some twenty yards broad, and quite unfordable
at this point, flowing out of the lake with a velocity of
nearly a yard per second. At the same time I convinced
myself that, between the lake on the east and the wide
marsh bed already mentioned as extending north of the
magazine, there stretched a tongue of firm ground with a
few isolated clay terraces. This circumstance at once
accounted for the care taken to close this gap in the
natural line of defence.

The wall was clearly traceable eastwards to the very
edoe of the lake’s marshy foreshore, which showed a level

only five feet lower than the foot of the wall, and was
evidently still liable to periodical inundation. This was an
important piece of evidence, agreeing with observations

made at otner points where the wall abutted on lakes or

marsh beds, and proving that the diflference here in the

water level of the present and ancient times could not have
been very great. There was another curious fact pointing

to little change in the local conditions of soil and climate.

The whole area between the two towers and farther on to

the hke shore was covered with a luxuriant jungle of wild

poplars—^just as it must have been two thousand years ago

;

for the wall here proved by exception to be constructed, not

with the usual reed fascines, but with layers of Toghrak

brandies, the material still abundant cm the spot.

The time to realize fully the get^pn^hi^ importance of

that observatiem about the lake outflow arrived when in the

evening Rai R«n Singh rejoined me from the prolm^fed
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tour of reconnaissance on which I had despatched him

a fortnight earlier to the westernmost extremity of the

wall After tracing a far-extending line of towers south-

westwards, and a wide basin of salt marshes and lakes

which lay in front of them, he had returned to the caravan

route at the point known to us as Toghrak-bulak, in order

to replenish his supply of fresh water. Where he expected

to find a spring-fed marsh, as seen on our first journey

towards Tun-huang, he discovered to his surprise a deep
and rapid river flowing westwards. He recognized at once

that such a volume of water could only come from the

flood of the Su-lo Ho which, as 1 realized at the time of

our first approach from the Lop-nor side, had once made
its way into that dry eroded basin we traversed on the

day before reaching Toghrak-bulak. 1 had specially asked

him to re-examine the dry river beds then sighted near

iL Now, after fording with difficulty the river which

flowed in the Toghrak-bulak bed, he followed it downwards
until he made quite sure that it emptied itself through
a little delta into the south-eastern end of the basin

which early in March we had found quite dry.

Since my return to the Linus I had myself looked out

more than once for the old bed, dry as 1 supposed it would
be, stretching west of the Khara-nor, and on the north side

of the fortified line. Once or twice I had pushed some
distance beyond the latter to what seemed the very foot of

an unbroken glacis of gravel sloping up gently towards

the Kuruk-tagh. My abundant archaeological tasks would
not allow me to move beyond this. So for the lime being

I had been driven to the assumption that the dry beds
noticed about Toghrak-bulak had the^r continuation to-

wards Khara-nor only in the chain of isolated depressions,

some dry, some still occupied by salt marshes, which
we had come across both within and without the line of
the wall

In this case a direct connection between those old beds
and the Khara-nor could not well have existed within
historical times. But now the aspect of this puzzling
question of drainage was completely changed by the dis*

ooveiy of an actual outflow from the lake which lay west
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of Khara-nor and was unmistakably connected with it, and
also by Ram Singh's discovery of a river flowing through the

Toghrak-bulak bed. It became certain that the Toghrak-
bulak river was fed from the Khara-nor, and that the latter

was not the terminal basin of the Su-lo Ho river, as had

been assumed hitherto. But it still remained to deter-

mine whether the connection between those two lay, as I

expected, through the series of minor lakes and marshes I

had seen west of Khara-nor, or whether there was perhaps
a channel carrying the water of the Su-lo Ho direct from
the latter down to Toghrak-bulak.

This question, too, was Anally answered when on the

morning of April 39th 1 set out to track this connection.

From our camp near the big magazine ruin we moved to

the north-west, skirting the wide basin of reed-covered

marsh and lagoons, until suddenly we came upon a narrow
and deep - cut N ullah receiving the suspected outflow

towards Tt^hrak-bulak. It was a regular river, over
twenty-five yards broad, and flowing with a velocity of a

little under one yard per second. In the middle the water
was over six feet deep. Though drinkable, it tasted

distinctly brackish from all the salt deposits which this

spring flood was sweeping out of the lake beds. As I

followed this continuation of the Su-lo Ho for some
distance downwards, I fully understood how easily the

river could here escape discovery owing to the very

deceptive way in which its course is masked by what
looks an unbroken glacis of gravel. 1 must have ap-

proached it before at another point, to within a quarter of

a mile or so without noticing its existence. Yet for the

time boats could have passed along it with ease.

On the same day 1 shifted my camp back to the site of

the * YU-m4*n ' fort, preliminary to a move for the exploration

of the westernmost portion of the Limts, while Rai Ram
Singh was sent eastwards for survey work about Khara-

nor. Then on April 30th, by a forcM march over twenty-

eight miles, 1 brought my straggling column of camels

and men right across to the point where the line of the

wall as marked by its watch-towers was seen to bend round

to the south-west. The heat and glare on the bare gravel
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plateaus was most trying ; and when in the evening we
descended to the edge of the wide marsh-filled basin which

stretched westwards as far as the eye could reach, we
were assailed by clouds of mosquitoes and other insects.

In order to secure some protection from this pest, and yet

at the same time to keep reasonably near to the springs

located by the Sun'eyor and to the grazing. I pushed for

nearly two miles beyond the edge of the basin, here lined

by a belt of luxuriant vegetation, to where a bold and

broad terrace of clay promised a dry and airy- camping-

place. For, like the wild camels whose resting-grounds

we had repeatedly come upon on the top of isolated clay

ridges or plateaus, we soon realized that an elevated wind-

swept position was the only means for escaping the worst

onsets of those insect fiends.

The tents had scarcely been pitched in the darkne.ss

when I became aware that the choice of our camping-
gp-ound had given us protection from a far more serious

danger. The labourers sitting down for a little smoke
while waiting for the baggage, had lit fires in the jungle

and carelessly left them smouldering. A strong north

wind, which rose after dark, fanned these into a big con-

flagration, spreading with amazing rapidity amidst the dry
thickets of scrub and reed-l)eds. It was a wonderful sight

to watch the broad array of flames over-running the leafless

wintry jungle. It spread a glorious illumin.uion on three
sides of us, and burst into something like fireworks where-
ever groves of large Toghraks were set ablaze. From the
bare slope of our clay terrace we could watch the grand
spectacle without serious apprehension. But when the
first supply of water brought alon^ from the springs was
exhausted, Hassan Akhun found it no easy task to take
the camels back to them by a circuitous route, and most
of our animals did not get a drink until daybreak.
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UN Tilt: WKSTt.RN tLANK Ut THE EIMES

When on the morning of May ist 1 set out to visit the

neighbouring ruins and reconnoitre this new ground, I was
obstructed not a little by the strange combination of water
and fire. Most of the ground separating our camp terrace

from the three watch-towers within view was marshy, and
it cost much care and many detours to avoid hopeless

bogs. At the same time, where the soil on the edge of

the w'ide depression was firmer, the fire in the reed-beds
was stilt smouldering, and a |f>assage had to be picked with

caution. All over the low ground salt efflorescence was
abundant, and its contrast with the blackened tamarisks and
Toghraks and the singed reeds very' striking. It seemed
cruel to see this hardy jungle vegetation, wmich had held

its own amidst such deterrent conditions of soil and climate,

succumb to lire just when it was preparing to greet its

short-lived spring.

But physical drawbacks were soon forgotten over the

absorbing antitiuarian interest of the site. A careful

survey of the ground soon convinced me that I now stood

within the westernmost extension of the Limes. With that

unfailing eye for toiKJgraphy and all its strategic bearings

which the Chinese have proved a^n and again to possess,

the engineers of the Emperor wu-ti had carried their

fortified border line right up to the point where it could

rest its flank safely up<m a huj^e depression—^cc, no

doubt, a great lake basin and since historical times m
impassal^e bog in mait places. A look at Map i. and its

inset A, much reduced as is the scale, will fully explain

this ; but a much larger map would be needed to illustrate
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the details. Instead of taking the wall towards Foghrak-

bulak, where the caravan route must have run then as

now, the constructors of the Ltmes let it continue due

west along a narrow and well-raised plateau tongue up to

its extreme point.

There a tower {T. iv. b) built of carefully laid bricks,

and still over twenty-three feet high, rose on the brink

of steep clay cliffs some 120 feet in height, commanding

an extensive view westwards and over scrub and gravel Sai

to the north. No better look-out place could have been

selected for this exposed portion of the fortified line. But

the wall had been carried about one and a half miles farther

west to an isolated clay terrace rising from the scrub-

covered edge of the basin to a height slightly lower than

the plateau end just mentioned (Fig- 181). I he top of

this terrace was occupied by a much -decayed tower in

stamped clay (T. iv. a), which completely overlooked the

low-lying ground all round. Here the wall took a shaqi

turn to the south, and could l)e traced as a low mound for

a mile or so running in the direction of the terrace on

which our camp sto<^. But as the soil there grew more
and more marshy, the last faint indication of the

soon disappeared entirely. It was clear that the very

nature of the ground to the west, all spring-fed marsh and
lagoons, had rendered defence by a wall nccdle.ss on this

flank farther on. But a line of towers visible far away to

the south-west, perched at great intenals on headlands

of the plateau, show ed that the flank had been guarded all

the same.

The ruined quarters adjoining the tower T. iv. 8 yielded

a number of well-preserv«*d Chinese records on wood and
silk, on one of which Chiang thought he could recognize
a date corresponding to the year 94 b.c. So my thoughu
were carried back to near the times when this Limts had
served the first political expansion of China westwards.
As 1 looked round from the commanding fwsiiion occupied
by this tower, I wondered why its builders had not rested
content to let the wall make its bend here. Then my
attention was attracted by two straight lines of mounds
rising above the scrub-covered ground in the direction of
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the last tower westwards. They looked distinctly like

the remains of earth ramparts meeting at right angles,

and their position within the bend of the wafl and near

its westernmost point at once suggested an entrenched

camp.
Naik Ram Singh, who had taken the labourers to the

ruin while 1 was reconnoitring, had already noticed these

curious lines. Subsequently, on riding over the ground,

1 found that in spite of much ‘ Shor,’ or salt efflorescence,

scrub of various sorts and reeds were covering it in pro-

fusion ; and so it was difficult to follow the lines up. But
rows of little mounds, eight to ten feet high, and thickly

covered with dead I'oghrak trunks and branches, could

even thus be made out at what from above 1 had taken

for the south-west angle of the enclosed area. On going
up a steep terrace a short distance to the north, the lines of

ramparts showed up again, forming an oblong about five

hundred yards long and half that across. With its short

side on the north this oblong seemed to approach closely

the line of wall connecting the two westernmost towers

(T. IV. A and »).

Were these thtrn the remains of an entrenched camp
established at some lime at the very point where the

ancient route from the Tarim Basin passed within the

walled line of the Ltmts Would this not have been the

most likely position to select for the original * jade Gate
Here at tlir ftioi of the plateau there would have been some
shelter from bitter winds and no difflculty about reaching

water by digging. A larger station for troops was here

justified by the risks to be guarded against at this expot^
corner. At the same time its existence would furnish

adeouate explanation both for the extension of the wall to

a ooint beyond the lower T. iv. n, and for the construction

of a third tower (T. iv. c. Fig. 181), which we found over-

looking and guarding the site from a plateau tongue about

one and a half miles to the south-east For the complete

decay of the rampart and the total absence of structural

remains inside I could account by the vidniiy of abundant

subsoil water. In fact, eight months later I h^ occasion to

acquaint myself with the exactly corresponding results which
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permeation with water had produced on ruined sites by the

salt-impr^nated shores of Lake Baghrash.

On May and, while excavation at the towers continued

under Chiang-ssQ-yeh and the Naik, I made a long day's

reconnaissance with a few mounted men along the ancient

route to the north-west. It furnished definite proof that,

though there had been no extension of the wall in that

direction, yet the towers 1 passed on my first approach to

Toghrak-bulak in March had been constructed at the same

time as the Limes proper. Evidently these were meant for

watch-posts from which fire signals, such as the records of the

Linus so often mention, could be sent on in advance to the

detachments guarding the wall. 'I'heir position suggested

that the deep-cut old river bed. now completely dry. near

which these outpost towers were built, had then still received

water from the Su-lo Ho, or had. perhaps, .served as its

main flood-bed. Now the river was confined to the narrow

Toghrak-bulak bed, filling it so completely that we had to

descend some distance before we could find a place shallow

enough to cross. Its width there was over forty yards, the

water being close on three feet deep, and llowing with a

velocity of about two yards per second.

The following days were devoted to the exploration of

the line of watch-stations which stretched far away to the

south-west along the edge of the great marshy basin. The
distances at which they were placed from t:ach other, ranging
from four to six miles, showed clearly that they were meant
mainly as signalling -p>osts along a line and not for the

purpose of warding off inroads. The objects which the
wall was intended to serve along the front of the Limes
was here secured by the impassable natdr*. t'lf the marshes
we^wards. Yet even thus the links of the chain of posts
could not have been kept so far apart, with the consequent
saving in trouble and cost, had not the configuration of the
g|round offered ideal positions all along for conspicuous
signalling-stations.

As a look at the inset map A shows, the bare gravel-
covered plateau marking the foot of the glacis of the
mountains here stretches out a succession of finger-ltke

ridges of day. These project into the wide marsh-fiUed
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depression like promontories of a mitch-indented coast-line.

Rising with very steep faces to heights of 1 20 to 200 feet

above the intervening depressions and commanding ex-

tensive views, these ridges furnished excellent natural

bases for the towers, and the Chinese engineers did not

fail to make the most of them. On this account it was
alway.s easy for us to sight these towers from alar. It was
curious to note, as the survey progressed to the south-west,

how much care they had t^en to place their signalling

towers for a direct distance of mote than twenty-four miles

in an almost straight line, as if they had fixed their positions

by sighting with a diopter ! But it would need a large-

scale map to discuss such deuils.

But. quite apart from the skill of this early military

engineering, there was enough of interest in certain physical

features of this forlorn region to reward attention. As I

made my way slowly from tower to tower I found myself

skirting the coast-line of an ancient lake basin now partially

dried up. While crossing in succession its bays and inlets,

all occupied by abundant Toghrak groves and reed-beds,

and then again the l^oldly sculptured clay ridges which

formed the headlands between (Figs. iSo, 181), 1 could

not help noticing that the latter almost all ran in the same
direction from south-east to north-west. Where the bays

were wider there could be seen within them string of

isolated clay terraces exactly parallel to the ridges. Else-

where the latter had a continuation form ed by similar clay

terraces projecting farther into the marshy Imin and still

maintaining the same bearing.

The bays and intervening ridges clearly owed their

direction to the carving done by running water, which had

once descended from the foot of the distant mountains

and across that grave) glacis now so terribly dry. This

became quite certain when, just below one of the ridges

crowned on its top, some 200 feet higher, by a conspicuous

watch-tower. I came upon a deep-cut dry river bed. It

came from the south-east, and showed unmistakable signs

of having been washed by occasional floods at a relatively

reoent period. The banlu were so steep that the camels

could not be got across without difficulty. Elsewhere,
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too, the Surveyor, in the course of his reconnaissance, came
upon dry ravines cut by floods into the glacis. The
springs which we found rising in marshy oeds within
the larger bays also supplied proof of such drainage.

But it was equally certain that in forming those
curious strings of isolated clay terraces another powerful
agent had been at work, wind erosion. Again and again

I observed how the crest of the narrow but still continuous
ridges was being gradually sapped and scooped by wind-
cut trenches mainly starting from the north-east. It

was, of course, the direction from which since the winter
we had learnt to expect the most violent gales. 'I'hc

ridges, stretched more or less at right angles across
the line of the prevailing winds, were thus bound to l>c

gradually broken up into terraces by the cutting force of
the wind and the grinding produced by the driven sand
which it uses for its instrument. But as 1 looked at the
towers and saw how relatively little their bases had
suffered by erosion in the course of two thousand years,

I could judge what countless ages were needed even for

that powerful agent to carve out those terraces from the
hard clay, and finally to plane them away altogether.

I had before me the clearest illustration of that
interaction of water and wind erosion which must have
produced the mare of detached clay terraces I had
before encountered, both at the north-tastern end of the
ancient Lop>-nor lake bed, and again in the terminal basin
of the Su-lo Ho. and around Khara-nor. In the light
of the evidence here gathered I was able to understand
better the powerful r6le which wind erosion had played
in this region as a geological factor affecting surface
fm'mations. Its effects upon the work of man were marked
with equal clearness. Again and again 1 noted, in the
course of my surveys on the Aims, how relatively well
preserved the wall often rose along those sections which
lay parallel to the prevailing direction of the winds, while
where the line had been drawn across and in any way
baiT^ the prowess of dust and fine gravel, wind erosion
had bad^ breached or praaic^ly effaced the rampart,

I had ample occasion to ctmvince myself that the winds
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which now blow over the desert with remarkable violence

and persistence come mainly from the north-east and east.

How often had Chiang and myself had reason to comment
upon that terribly cutting wind which sweeps down the

lower Su-Io Ho valley from the side of the Mongolian Gobi,

and which, as he told me beforehand, Chinese travellers

to and from Turkestan have learned to dread under the

name of * the wind of An-hsi ’
! The whole region seemed,

indeed, a true home for Boreas and his sons. The extent

and character of the damage which the wail has suffered in

its various sections fully agreed with the evidence furnished,

on a vastly larger material and chronological scale, by the

jagged ridges and isolated terraces of this ancient lake

shore.

This observation derives additional importance from
the fact that the same prevailing winds make their effect

felt even far away in the Tarim Basin, as I had ample
(Kca.sinn to observ'e in the climatic conditions and surface

formations round Lop- nor. It is probable that many
years will pa.ss before that delectable region and the

equally attractive desert tracts about l un-huang are pro-

vided with their meteorological stations to supply exact

data,—and to tax scientific devotion. But even without

such data I may hazard the conjecture that a likely explana-

tion for these prevailing winds is supplied by • aspiration,’

due to the higher temperatures which the atmosphere of

the low-lying tlcsert around and to the west of Lop-nor
must generally attain as comjiared with the great barren

jilatcaus of stone and gravel to the north of the Su-lo Ho
depression.

For me there was something distinctly stimulating in

the bigger physical features of this desen of gravel and

marsh-land, and in the expanding horizon as we moved from

tower to tower south-westwards. 1 he great marshy basin

with its glittering salt efflorescence looked at times as if it

were still one big lake. On clear dayS" -and of such we
now had several—

1

thought I could distinguish high ridges

of drift sand beyond it to the north-west, the easternmost

offshoots of the Kum-tagh sands we had skirted from the

Lop-nor side. From the southern edge of the basin the
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bsire gravel glacis was seen rising to the foot of an outer

diain of hills completely overrun by huge dunes and

presenting a truly formidable appearance. This great

obstacle must have absolutely protected the end oT the

Limes firom being turned on the south. Behind this at

times towered up a magnificent range of snowy mountains,

the watershed towards the north of the Tibetan plateaus

ofTsaidam.
The feeling of remoteness which the whole silent land-

scape breathed was evidently shared by the wild camels.

They were now sighted frequently, moving down to the

springs and the grazing in the bay-like depressions, or else

speeding away fleetly to their resting-places on the bare

gravel plateaus to seek protection Irom the myriads of

tormenting insects. Smaller game seemed to do likewi.se.

Only we men had to stick to our ruins and camps close by

the spring-fed marshes, and suffered accordingly in spile

of big fires and all else we could do to ward off those pests.

Even the motoring veil 1 was now wearing day and night

failed to provide adequate protection. The heal and glare,

too, had grown more and more trying.

1 could scarcely wonder that under such conditions

the difficulty in retaining our somnolent labourers steadily

increased. The vicinity of the caravan route had helped

somewhat to calm their apprehensions about being in the

desert. Chiang’s paternal kindness of treatment and my
constant care for keeping them well provisioned at my own
cost had also made some impression on these shifty, callous

fellows. But now they evidently dreadetl being led farther

and farther into the ' Great Gobi.’ What with the men
who for some ailment or other had to l>e invalided, and
others who took the opportunity to desert with them back
to the oasis, our column was now rapidly dwindling.

There was no track or other indication of this ground
having been frequented in recent times by herdsmen or
others, and this seemed to depress the remnant. It was
useless to point out to them the cut stumps of trees we
found here and there on salt-encrusted soil amidst jungle
mostly dead. For who might say how many centuries suro

this dcar% was done?
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On the evening of May 4th I arrived at a ridge

tapering away as usual at its end into a line of isolated

terraces. The fact that both the end of the ridge and the

last outlying terrace were occupied by towers was bound
to attract my attention. As the distance between them
was only about two miles, the ruined tower to the east and
within the line (T. vi. s) could not have been intended for

a mere signalling-post. So the thought suggested itself

of some controlling main station. The plentiful debris

adjoining the tower seemed to indicate quarters somewhat
larger than usual, and numerous refuse byers scattered

over the gravel slopes near by furnished proof of prolonged
occupation (Fig. 182).

The fiosition. though not more than a hundred feet

above the basin, seemed well chosen for a sort of point

ftappui on this flank. 1 1 commanded a complete view of

the southern and south-eastern shore of the lake basin, up
to the foot of the hill chain covered with high dunes which
was seen to come from the direction of Nan-hu and to bend
round to the north-west. It w-as clear that, as any attack

from the west and the Lop-nor route would have to keep
l)ctwcen the shore of the marshy basin and the impassable
high sands, the line of watch-posts thrown out almost to

within s^ht of the btter and controlled from this station

would cnectivcly prevent the main Lima l>eing outflanked

by raiders.

That evening we made an experimental scraping of the

gravel-strewn swpe at a point when: a few wo^en posts

protruded some twenty yards north of the tower, and soon

brought to light about two-score inscribed Chinese tablets

of the usual shape. Though many of them had their sur-

face decayed through exposure, the find was encouraging.

Next morning I sent Chiang back from camp to continue

the search while I had to look after the sinking of a

well When 1 rejoined him an hour later I found him

triumphantly guarding for me nearly a hundred fresh

Chinese rccorus on w«xl. almost all complete, and in spite

of slight damage from moisture quite legible. It was a

delightful surprise, and my satisfaction grew still further

when I ascertained that the numerous dated pieces all
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ranged between 65 and 57 ac. This fine haul all came
from an area scarcely more than two to three feet square.

It was clear that a little office archive had been thrown

down here on the rubbish-strewn slope ; and it proved by

no means yet exhausted. Clearing the thinner refuse

stratum lower down on the slope until the hard gravel

surface was reached, and subsequently excavating and

sifting with care the refuse round the original find-place,

we brought the total of inscribed pieces of wood to over

three hundred. Of uninscribed slips and tablets where

the writing had become effaced through exposure there

were found over two hundred more. Fig. 1S3 shows the

scene of this successful digging, and also how shallow the

protecting cover of grave! and refuse was.

The rest of the rubbish heaps on the other slopes

below the watch-tower, extensive as they were, added

scarcely more than a dozen wooilen records. But in the

course of this search, which Chiang-ssO-yeh supendsed

with his unfailing zeal and patience, there came to light

at one point a great mass of wootlen • shavings ’ covered

with Chinese characters. As the writing was manifestly

by the same hand, and the phra.ses constantly recurring,

Chiang at once rightly concluded that these were chips

from tablets which some officer or clerk, ciiger to improve
his penmanship, had used again and again for writing

exercises, planing them down with a knife each time
to obtain a fresh surface. The n:aterial had been of

the cheapest, roughly cut from tamari.sk and Toghrak
branches, which the jungle close at hand would furnish in

plenty.

The number of accurately dated records had been so
great at this station, and their range in time so restricted,

that the assumption seemed fully justific*d of the ruined
quarters built against the lower representing the state in

which they were when last occupied about 57 b.c. So ail

constructive details about the rooms, plain as they were,

?
resented points of interest. The plan reproduced in

ig. 184 will illustrate their arrangement, which diffen^
in no essential from that elsewhere observed along the
Limes. The thickness of the outer walls and the massive
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wooden posts ol the narrow entrance arranged to take

heavy bolts, plainly indicated that the need of defence had
been present to those who
hrst built the small post.

The remains of furniture

and equipment left behind
by the last occupants as of

no value showed the same
uniform simplicity behtting

a remote frontier. There
were curious carved handies

or hooks of wood, intended,

perhaps, as emblems or for

supporting stands of arms;
pieces 01 hard wood with

leather-lined grooves, which
seem to have belonged to

cross-bows or small cata-

pults
:

wooden tent - pegs
with rough design of a

human head on the tc^

;

pieces of painted and
lacquered bowls in wood

;

much-mended rags of silk , . ,,,

f

'arments, and, more plcnti-

ul still, rope-soled shoes of coarse make (Fi^s. 173, 174}.

Among the docen or so of wooden records which hj^ found

a safe refuge in a layer of o'-fuse on the floor of an outer

room, there was one dated in the year 6S b.c. But after

all preceding experiences it scarcely needed this docu-

mentary evidence to convince me that, in a soil which had
seen extremely scanty rainfall for the last two thousand

years, and was far removed from any chance of interference

by human agency, nothing but wind erosion could prove
destructive even to the most perishable remains.

VOL. a L



CHAPTER LXIII

RECORDS FROM AN ANCIENT WATCH-STATION

Fascinating as it was to survey the ground along this

most desolate of borders, and to study the actual remains

of wall, towers, quarters, and arms, 1 found that it needed

written records to restore a picture of the life once led here

and of the organization which had planted this life in the

desert. Chance could not have illustrated this better than

by letting me light, at a post so modest in its extant

structures, upon an abundance of wooden records thrown

out from the commandant s office half a century Ix'fore the

birth of Christ. The fact that they ail belong to practically

the same period, and come from a station which by off

the main route and could not claim special importance,

makes them all the more useful as typical evidence of the

military administration then prevailing among the troops

echeloned along the border. To M. Chavannes' critical

acumen and unsurpassed powers of scholarly work I am
indebted for full translations and notes of all documents
found along the Limes that are still decipherable. Availing
myself of the fruits of his labours I propose to give a

brief summary of the chief topics of antiquarian interest

which the records of this station illustrate, and to supple-

ment them where desirable by general information gleaned
from the rest of the documents.

From the first 1 had felt justified by Chiang's first

rapid examination to hope that the records recovered
would give us details as to the strength, distributitm, and
life of ute troops guarding the border ; their commissariat,
equipment, and the like. This hope has been fully

resized In the introduction to his forthcoming volume
146
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M. Chavannes shows that the troops on the border were
composed of r^ular companies or * tui,’ organized under
imperial edict and permanently attached to particular

sections. Now a large number of records found at the

station T. vi. a mention the * Ling>hu * (or * barbarian-

suppressing ') company in such a way as to leave no doubt
about its having garrisoned that station and had its head-
quarters there. Altogether some twenty companies are

thus named in the records from the various stations, and
in most cases it is still possible to determine the sections

of the line which they guarded. Curiously enough, a
record found at T. vi. n distinctly quotes an imperial

edict concerning the raising of the Ling-hu company and
two others whi^ seem to have been located near by. and
directs the posting of the edict *' in a place suit^ for

general information.”

Each company had a commandant who is frequently

named as the recipient of orders sent from headquarters,

and his station is aiwavs referred to as a ' T'ing.' One of

the documents s{>ecities 145 soldiers as attached to this

particular station, and M. Chavannes assumes this to

have been the approximate number for each company.
Under the company commandant the documents constantly

mention the officers in chaqgc of the watch-towers (* hou-
chang‘)and the assistant attached to each of them. To
the soldiers placed under them, of whose number we are

not exactly informed, but who must have been posted by
reliefs, fell the duties of transmitting the hre signals, of

patrolling the line, and furnishing the fatigue parties for

collecting fuel, supplies, etc., to which our records so

often refer. Just as small groups of watch-towers were

garrisoned by individual comf^anies. so the latter formed

sections of the * barrier,’ as the Litms is always spoken of,

under superior officers. Over the srestemmost portion

of the Liims control was exercised by ‘the ^litary

rommandant of the Jade Gate or Yil-mto,* who in turn

depended, directly or indirectly, on the governor of the

Tun-huang command.
In the files recovered from the office of the Ling-hu

company we l^ve ample illustration of the administrative
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routine which kept these links of the border hierarchy

occupied. There are notifications of new appointments

to sectional command or to charge of neighbouring

companies ;
injunctions for the strict observance of

previous regulations concerning the men, animals, and

cars which passed through the * barrier,’ sometimes with

the mention of specific dates, suggesting arrangements

for convoys such as are in use, €.j^. for caravan traffic

through that ‘Gate of India,’ the Khyber Pass; instruc-

tions for the circulation of orders. Chiefs of companies

are summoned to headquarters for discussion of particular

questions, or detailed for the supervision of the granary.

We have reports of cases of illness, of grants of leave, and

the like, and here and there what evidently must have been

quasi-confidential statements of the conduct of particular

officers and of accusations against them.

Inspection visits along the * barrier ' by superior officers,

in one case by the governor of the Tun-huang command,
are announced in advance. It was a sensible precaution,

to obviate—for the time being—awkward deficiencies in

men, such as we find acknowledged with much contrition

in a record from another watch-station. The frequency

with which orders are addressed to ‘ indigenous function-

aries,’ apparently also entrusted with duties in guarding

the line, is of interest
;

for it agrees exactly with Chinese

policy as still maintained in the employment of such

local auxiliaries for the guarding of outlying border posts.

e.g. on the Pamirs and among the Kirghiz of the Kun-
lun. Our knowledge of the actualities referred to in

such orders would, no doubt, be much more complete,
were it not that in many cases the letters, thotigh

exactly indicating the functions of the sender and
addressee, also the date and the person carrying the order,

leave it to the latter to explain verbally the details the
message. Considering the intricacies of Chinese writing
and official style, and the difficulty of providing an
adequate clerical establishment for all the small detached
posts, thb procedure had, no doubt, much to recommend
Itself to officers in a hurry and dealing with non-Chinese.

Amidst the mass of correspondence dtmling with
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incidents of administrative routine and the still more
numerous records concerning the internal economy of

individual detachments, it is of special tnten»t to come
upon a few documents which give us a glimpse of the

political power creating and protecting this border. The
question how such documents, emanating, it appe^, from

the imperial chancellerie, should have ^nd their way to

an outlying military post is not easily answered. But
M. Chavanncs’ scholarly analysis makes it certain that one
of the records from the ruobish heap of T. vi. s has

preserved for us an imperial edict directing the f^stablish-

ment of a military colony. Unfortunately there is no date
given, and the tablet is not complete. Though the colony

IS evidently to be created in the territory of Tun-huang,
the execution of the imperial order is entrusted to the

governor of Chiu-ch‘Uan. corresponding to the present

Su-choa This important centre after its occupation in

1
1 5 B.c. seems to have ser\'ed. in faa, as the main base

for the political influence which China under the Emperor
Wu*ti (140 85 B.C,) pushed farther and farther westwards.

Two thousand soldiers raised from the garrison of the

Tun*huang command, and some more troops from Chiu-
ch’uan. under a complete siafT of officers and accompanied
by native funaionarics, " were to proceed to the loc^ity to

be occupied and to establish there an agricultural colony.”

The governor in person was charged with the duty of
*' examining the conflguraiion of the ground and selecting

a suitable position, utilizing natural obstacles, a rampart

was to be constructed in o^er to exercise control at a

distance.”

This document, with its flrst-hand record of a phase in

Chinese expansion on these marches, is full of historical

interest ; but we can neither fix its exact date nor determine

the location of the new military 'colony.' The reference

to * natural obstacles.' as well as the find • place of the

document would, of course, make us think of some locality

aloiw the fortified border line. The skill with which the

old Chinese engineers utilized the natural defences offered

here by lagoons and marshes has been em{du^ized already

more chan once. But there remains the plain feet to be
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faced, diat the physical conditions preclude all idea of

ag^cultural occupation having been possible on this line

during the Han period. Neither the marshy depressions

which must have been, if anything, more extensive then

than now, nor the absolutely bare gravel plateaus, well

removed from all possibility of irrigation, could have

furnished the fields needed for an ‘ agricultural colony.’

If the imperial edict really refers to the occupation of

some part of the Limes, as we have now traced it west of

Tun-huang, the only e.\planation would be that land for

maintaining those troops might have been secured by an

extension of the extant oasis and its produce allotted for

the maintenance of the detachments by the wall. It is

true that the records more than once refer to a ‘ delimita-

tion ’ or clearing of ' celestial fields ’ as among the c<m.t/e

duties imposed on the men of the stations. But in view

of the local conditions it seems far safer to refer this

expression to the clearing away of reed-beds and jungle,

which must have seriously interfered with the safe watching

of the border, than to the breaking up of desert soil for

tillage, which had no chance without irrigation. 1 may
mention here in passing that two more tablets from the

same rubbish heap have proved to contain imperial

decisions. The points on which they were is,sucd cannot
be made out with certainty; but the .style of writing and
expression used in conveying the F.inperor's approval
strictly accords with the formulas attested for the clerical

etiquette of the period.

It is easy to understand that the records from the offioe

of a small local commandant should yield more details

about the soldiers he controlled, their ctmdiiion of life and
their duties, than about the policy and organizatiem which
kept them employed in guarding this route throt^h the
deserL It is of considerable interest that the records, where
they name individual soldiers as recipients of articles of
eqiupment, or tKherwise. generally indicate with aoeuracy
their oeif^in, stating the canton, sub-prefecture, and province
from which th^ had come. We are thus able to ascertain
that the majority of these ‘ garrison soldiers,' to use their
specific designation, were drawn from the distant provinces
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of Shan-hsi and Ho-nan, with a sprinkling of men from

Kan-su, SsQ-ch'uan, and Tun-huang itself.

Most of the men must have served on foot ; but horse-

men, too, are referred to as well as mounted messengers.

Numerous receipts and issue -warrants riiow that each

soldier was entitled to about six-tenths of a bushel of com
perditm. In addition, he received pay calculated according

to length of service. An elaborate system of reckoning
was used to establish the total duration of the period for

which pay could be claimed, with reductions lor ‘short

months ’ of the luni solar calendar, but also making allow-

ance for the rule that two days of service on the border
were to be counted as three, a significant indication of the

hardships of service on such ground. In the case of a

f>etiy officer the daily rate of {>ay is stated in silver. A
commi.ssariat record at a certain station mentions provision

for the feeding of watch-dogs, and proves that dogs
were officially recognized as forming part of the regular

establishment.

Numerous inventories show that the arms supplied to

common soldiers by the Administration consisted of sword,

cross bow, and shield. In regard to the cross-bow care is

usually taken to indicate its ciTective strength by stating

the weright required to l)cnd it. Thus cross-bows from

three to six ' shih ' arc distinguished, a 'shih being equiva-

lent to i ao Chinese pounds. The greatly var>'ing weight

of the arrow-heads actually found by us bears out these

distinctions as to the size and power of the cross-bows from

which they were intended to be shot. When the strength

had by age fallen below the nominal standard the fact was
duly reaped. The regulation issue of arrows per man
was 150, two kinds being mentioned, both with bronze

heads. Quivers were provided for keeping them. In the

case of shields the inventories repeatedly mention the

factory in Ho-nan which supplied them and the date of

their manufacture. Defects in the arms appear invariably

to be stated in the inventory or record of issue.

Besides arms, cbthing was furnished to the men fiw

of charge. The inventories repeatedly mention tunics

and dresses in black linen, for whidi die price paid by the
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cxunpany commander is duly recorded. The mention
ci an ‘ undress costume ’ of white silk in one soldier's kit

agrees curiously with the abundance of silk rags of varying
t«ture which the refuse heaps of the border-stations have
yielded. The inclusion of a tent in the same list may
help to account for the fact that the accommodation still

traceable at the ruined watch-stations would have been
quite inadequate to give shelter to the whole number
of the garrison we may reasonably assume to have been
quarter^ there. The Government store lists often include
reserve strings of silk and hemp for cross-bows

; axes,

hammers, and other implements ; and here I may mention
that a big hammer of wood for tent pitching, which we
found in the debris of the station nearest to T. vi b, was
in such perfect condition and so useful that 1 could not
resist my men taking it into daily use for its original

purpose during the rest of my journey.

There can be no doubt that the main duty of the
detachments echeloned along the Limes was to provide
guards for the watch-towers who would give timely alarm
by signals to the rest of the line in case of the approach
of raiders. The numerous wooden slips which accurately
register the time and other details of fire signals received,
or else refer to arrangements made for lighting them, would
alone suffice to prove that this means of optic telegraphy
was in regular use along the border. But the abundant
information from early Chinese texts collected by M.
Chavannes shows that the system of fire signalling was
known and practised along the frontiers of the Empire
long before the time of the Hans. The distinction which
those texts indicate between signal fires visible at night
and smoke signals intended for use by day is distinaly
mentioned in one of the records on wood. In another,
n^l^t to transmit such a signal received from one side of
the line by immediately lighting a fire in turn is acknow-
ledged as a grievous delinquency.

We are not informed bv our records as to any devices
by which such fire signaU a>uld be varied to convey
more definite news along the guarded line. But since
later texts quoted by M. Chavannes refer to a method of
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marking the relative stren^h of the attacking force by cor-

res^nding repetition of the Are signals, it is likely that

similar devices were fnactised in Han times. We read
elsewhere that General Ma Ch^n^, when reorganizing the

defences of the northern border in 38*43 a.d., placed the

hrC'Signal stations ten Li or about two and a half miles

a|>art ; and this accords remarkably with the average dis*

tances observed from tower to tower on the earlier Tun-
huang Limes, due allowance being made for the varying

configuration of the ground.

No doubt such a system of optic telegra{4iy was in*

sufficient to assure the rapid transmission of warnings at

all times or for the communication of important particulars.

Hence the need for mounted messengers repeatedly

mentioned in the records, who by relays of horses kept
ready at the stations could cover distances at great speed.

The presence of such mounts was in fact attested by the
plentiful horse>dung we found at each lower, however
confined the accommodation near iL A piece of ancient

Chinese poeir>’ which M. Chavannes translates, though
referring to a part of the border much farther east, gives

so graphic a picture of such a scene that I cannot refrain

from quoting it ;
" Every ten Li a horse starts; every five

Li a whip is raised high ; a military order of the Protector-

General of the Trans-frontier regions has arrived with
news that the Huns were Ijesieging Chiu-ch'Uan [Su-chou];
but just then the snow-flakes were falling on the hills along
which the barrier stretches, and the signal fires could raise

no smoke."
'1*0 keep watch and guard by the towers and the wall,

or ' to mount the barrier ' as the ancient Chinese expression
has It, did not exhaust the duties of the men posted at

these stations- Numerous wooden records tell us of the

varied fatigue labours demanded from them. Men were
ordered out to work on the a>nstruction of defences, a task

which along this westernmost Li$m$ must have included

the preparation of the fascines forming the main materials

;

to collect fuel for the signal fires, not an easy matter where
the towers happened to be miles away from the scrub-filled

depressions. At several stations we have also reckonings
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of men employed in making bricks at the rate of 70 or 1 50

per diem, perhaps according to their size ; in shifting and

piling up bricks ; in plastering walls of quarters, the work

performed being accurately estimated in stmare feet.

A considerable amount of corvA seems to Mve been

absorbed by the carriage of supplies and materials needed

at the several posts. In such cases an elaborate calculation

informs us of the number of days spent, the daily distances

covered, and the weight carried by each man. No pay-

ments to such fatigue parties are ever mentioned ; but

careful record was kept, evidently for the purpose of

making the distribution of tasks equitable.

The humdrum life of these petty garrisons must at

times have been disturbed by serious incidents and alarms.

Though the records of the main find at T. vi. b cover only

a relatively short period (65-57 b.c.). they supply us with

evidence of this. In one document, unfortunately for the

greater part effaced, we have a report alx)ut " a barbarian

horseman having been seen riding towards a watch-station

with drawn bow ; on a discharge from the cross-bows he
retired." But a serious attack was evidently anticipated,

since “ the chariots and horsemen are directed to keep on
guard,” and " the men at the watch-towers to keep a sharp
look-out (or fire signals and to keep the border clear."

Elsewhere we have an earlier event referred to " when
raiders burned and sacked the quarters of a battalion,

exterminating two hundred people."

That the guarded line was incidentally used to prevent
the escape of deserters or others ‘ wanted ’ within the
border is made clear by notices relating to such offenders,

In lact, we know from plentiful Chiifte.s texts down to
T’ang times that to pass the ‘ barrier ’ outwards required
specif authorization. Of private letters, too, there is a
fiiir crinkling ; but we must regret that, with their
brevity and the exuberant indulgence in polite phraseok^
which Chinese epistolary style enjoins, they yield little of
antiquarian interest. Yet short and formal as they are, it

is impMsible not to detect between their lines an expres-
sion m that feeling of weary exile which prolonged stay
00 this barren and trying frontier must have engenderetl
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And. indeed, compared to these desert stations the most
forlorn outposts on our Indian North-West Frontier, which
have become by-words for discomfort, would present them-
selves in the light of a veritable pwndise.

Under such conditions of life, we should scarcely be
justified in looking out for anv literary remains. Yet there

is interesting evidence to show that study of some sort

was not altogether neglected. There are fragments of

texts dealing with divination. But more numerous and
interesting are fragments of lexicographical texts, among
them eight pieces, found at different stations, of a famous
treatise, the Cki-ckiu-ckang, composed between 48 and

33 B.c. and widely used in primary schools during Han
times. They are the oldest manuscripts so far known of
any Chinese literary work, and as they include a well-

preserved large tablet with the first chapter complete, ^d
showing some textual variation, their critical im{Mrtance is

in M. Chavannes opinion Ixiund to attract attention among
scholars in China. The frequent recurrence of these frag-

ments at various stations is significant of the popularity

then enjoyed by that school-book, but it also proves that

there must h.ive been plenty of men among the scattered

garrisons eager to ‘improve their education.' Character-

istically enough, there is found also in one tablet a refer-

ence to the of Eminent Women, an ancient

work which has always enjoyed renown as a moral text-

book.

With these literary’ fragments, modest in themselves

yet of historical interest, must be classed the abundant

remains of elaborate calendars yielded by the main refuse

deposit of the Ling-hu company’s station (T. vi, b).

Written on ubieis of a special size, over fourteen inches

long, they indicate the cyclical designations of particular

days in the month for each of the twelve months 01 the yw.
M. Chavannes. by a careful comparison of these data with

those recorded in Chinese chronological works, has been

able to prove that the calendars to which these tablets

bekmged were issued for the years roughly corresponding

to 63, 59, and 57 I.C. They were iiwspensable for the

correct of official correspondtmee, accounts, etc.
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which issued from the local headquarters. Without going

into technical intricacies of the complicated cyclical system

of reckoning, it must suffice to mention that the^ calendars

possess considerable importance as records which help to

control, and in a few instances to rectify, the traditional

chronolt^y of the Han period.

Up to May 7th I was busy clearing the station the

records of which have just been passed in rapid review, and

exploring the last wat^-towers traceable westwards. The
one whiA lay about two miles from T. vi. b was remarkable

for the ideal position it occupied on the Hat top of a small

and completely isolated clay terrace fully 150 feet high.

The precipitous wall-like slopes made access to the ruined

tower quite impossible except from the east, where a sleep

ravine descended, and even there it meant climbing. The
terrace, only about eighty yards long and less than half

that in width, suggested a huge natural keep. From its

top 1 looked across the great basin westwards, all salt-

encrusted marsh with here and there large open sheets of

water, and felt as if I were surveying a great lake from

the highest deck of a steamer.

Here, too, the remains of the guard's quarters yielded

relics of interest. The most curious among them was a

remarkably well preserved tablet, about sixteen inches

long, bearing at the top four short line.s in the unknown
script resembling Aramaic which we had found weeks
before in the paper documents from the tower T. xil. a.

The tablet looked like the right half of a larger idece
cut through on purpose like a tauly. 1 was already inotned
to connect this writing with Western Turkestan, and the
place of discovery, so far away from ‘the ancient trade
route, made me wonder at the time whether ptMsiblv men
from that region had found service among the aujoliaries

of the Chinese on this border.

In another way it was a strange observation to find

a quantity of perfectly fresh-looking horse-dung and green
reeds cut into straw under the dwis of the small room
or passage immediately adjoining the once heavily barred
entrance to the quarters. The space measured only al^t
seven feet square, and could barely have allowed the
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horse to turn round Such ti^ht quarters recalling life

on board ship were the best illustration of the n^d of

shelter which this inclement climate imposed even for

animals.

What with the heat and glare, the constant irritation

indicted by the clouds of mosquitoes and other insects,

and the saltiness of the water, we were all suflfering acutely

from the amenities of this desert climate in spring. Little

wonder that the task of keeping our Chinese labourers

at work, all opium-smokers and of deep-rooted tns inertiae,

had grown more and more difficult even for the unfailing

tact and good nature of my Chinese helpmate, Chiang-ssQ-

ych. At last by May 8ih, when supplies were beginning

to run low, owing to a fresh convoy having failed to reach

us. 1 was obliged to let most of them depart. But by that

time the exploration of the extreme end of the Limes had
been completed.

The Surveyor had rejoined me three days earlier from
survey work about Khara-nor, and I had despatched him
with Naik Ram Sin^^h and mher mounted men to the

south-east, to reconnoitre the ground there, and if possible

(lush across the sand-covered hill range to the route leading

west of Nan-hu. There or at So-mo-to, a little hamlet

nearer to the foot of the mountains, fodder would become
avaibble for the ponies. But by the evening of May 8th

Rai Ram Singh returned, after tr)*ing marches across the

barren waste, having been effectively baffled when nearing

the great sandy range by closely |>acked dunes which the

ponies could not surmount at this season. 1 w’as glad he

gave up the attempt in time and bxiught back ponies and

men in safety.

I was not altogether sorry to find myself thus obliged

to make my way back to Tun-huang once more along the

Limes. There were a number of smaller ruined stations

previously sighted eastwards remaining to be explored.

But though mterei^ing finds of records on wood, rags ol

patterned silk, etc, rewarded our sear^, 1 need not stop

now to describe it. Nor can 1 do more than allude

here to what I was able to observe about the river

we discovered flowing out ol Lake Khara-nor, and about
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the natural barrag^e which accounts for the formation of

the latter.

Already I had sent off in advance to Tun-huang my
Indians and every man who could not be put to digging.

Aifter days made very trying by torrid heat and violent

gales in turn, I was at last free to follow them with a good
conscience. It was, indeed, high time to return to the oasis.

The springs upon which we depended had always to be

searched for by the marsh edge, and then wherever we
camped the air was thick with mosquitoes and the g^round

swarmed with creatures equally bloodthirsty. So it was

not without a feeling of physical relief that, on the evening

of May 14th, I saw Lake Khara-nor disappearing behind

me like a big sheet of chrysoprase colour, with the opposite

shore merged in haze. A little earlier that day 1 had picked

on marshy ground by the roadside my first flower of the

season, a specimen of that hardy small iris-like plant which

I knew and loved so well from the river banks of Kashmir.

It gave welcome assurance that there were still pleasures

left for the eye even in this dreary region.

Next day a long hot ride, diversified only by mirages
playing over the glittering gravel waste, and with the

temperature ranging somewhere about 150 degrees Fahren-
heit in the sun, brought me back to the oasis, 1 shall never
forget the delight of the first short rest I took on its very
edge under fine shady elms, with a field Ijeforc me where
the blue of wild irises mingled in profusion with the bright

green of young corn. How beautiful it all looked to my
parched dust-filled eyes I Then I thought of what summer,
when it came in full earnest, would be like by the deseit
border, and felt doubly elated in my heart at all the
antiquarian spoil I was carrying back from its long-forgotten
ruins.

That evening my little tent stood once more in the
familiar old orchard of Tun-huang, with peach and pear
trees close by to sprinkle it with their fresh blossoms.



CHAPTER LXIV

RETURN Tt) THE 'THOUSAND BUDDHAS ’

I HAD scarcely returned to the shelter of Tun-huang from
the fascinations and trials of the ancient df:sert TOrder
when my eyes began to turn eagerly towards the cave
temples of the ' I'housand Buddhas ' at the foot of the
barren dune covered hills to the south-east. It was the

thought of their sculptures and frescoes which had first

drawn me to this region. But since my visit to the site in

March, and the information then gathered about the great
cotlcciion of ancient manuscripts discovered in one of the
temples, tile antiquarian attraction of the sacred caves had.

of course, vastly incre.-ised. Hager as I was to commence
operations at once. I had to contain myself in patience.

I ust after my return to Tun-huang the annual pilgrimage

to the shrines commenced, and it did not need the polite

hints of my Amban friends to convince me that this was
not the best time for a move to the site. I'he great f^te,

a sort of religious fair, was said to have drawn thither fully

ten thousand of the pious Tun-huang people, and from the

endless string of carts 1 saw a few days later returning

laden with peasants and their gaily decked women -folk,

this estimate of the popular concourse seemed scarcely

exaggerated. I knew enough of Indian Tirthas to realize

that such an occasion was better for studying modem
humanity than for searching out things of the past.

So my start had to be postTOned for five days I

found plenty to keep me busy in the meantime, what with

adjusting accounts in that excrudaiingly primitive currency

of uncoined, and often lar from pure, diver ; with repaim

to be effected in tents and kit, which diose last weeks in
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the wind-swept desert had tried badly
;
and last but not

least with a mail, for the despatch of which a petty trader’s

departure for Khotan by the route through the mountains

offered a welcome opf>ortunity. Nor, to confess quite

frankly, did I feel sorry for the short spell of physical ease

which this delay gave me. The oasis looked its best now,

with its fields beautifully smooth and verdant like a well-

kept lawn, and with little blue irises growing evcr)’where

by the roadside. The trees, too. mostly elms, were now
refreshing to look at with their shady foliage; and the

scattered homesteads which they sheltered seemed more

than ever substantial in spite of the happy-go-lucky ways

of these honest Cathayans.

If they were people hard to keep at work, especially in

the desert, they were yet, when about their own fields and

farms, jovial folk to talk to and wonderfully well mannered.

Wang Ta-lao-ye, the learned magistrate, who had greeted

ray safe return and my rich harvest of ancient documents
with something akin to enthusiasm, assured me that the

people of Tun-huang were getting to like my ways, how-

ever strange they had seemed at first. Curiously enough,

our queer set of slum -dwelling coolies proved mainly

responsible for this change. Though they had ^iven muen
trouble by their hopeless indolence and thetr constant

desire to desert, once safely returned from the wilds they
appeared to have done their best to give us a good name,
by stories about paternal care in administering rewards
and medidne ;

about rations unfailingly provided and

f
enerously ignored in accounts, and the like. Of course,

knew well that most of this unhoped-for credit had been
earned through Chiang-ssd-yeh's kind-hearted care and
inexhaustible patience with the humblest.

Never did I feel so strongly the old-world charm of
this sleepy frontier of true Cathay as when 1 retired to the
fiunous sanctuary of the 'Crescent Lake* for a day's

peaceful writing. It lay hidden away amidst high sands
beyond the southern edge of the oasis and about three
miles from the town. For a desert wanderer there could
be no more apf»oimate place of rest, I thought, than this

delightftil little fnlgrimage place enclosed all round by
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sand-rtd^es rising to over 250 feet in height. There was
the limptd little lake, of crescent shape and about a quarter

of a mile long, which has ^iven to the locality its name
and its sanctity. Such delicious springs issuing between
dunes of huge size and ever safe from being smothered by
them, would have been worshipped in India as the resi-

dence of some great ‘ Naga’ or sprii^ deity. No doubt,

more than one Indian Buddhist passing through Tun-
huang to China must have felt strangely at home here.

Near the eastern point of the crescent, where the lake

has its outflow, there was room for small meadows where
our pontes revelled in juicy grass such as they had never
before tasted. The southern shore of the lake was
occupied by a number of picturesque modem temples,

rising on terraces from the water’s edge and decorated
with a queo* medley of Buddhist and Taoist statues and
frescoes (Fig. 185). Just in front of them and across the

lake rose the famous resounding sand-hill, often mentioned
in old Chinese records, about which the curious may
read learned notes in Sir Henry Yule's translation of Ser
Marco's book, where it deals with ‘ the Province of Tangut.'

1 had ridden out to this secluded spot to enjoy undis-

turbed work ' in Purdah,’ as our Anglo-Indian phrase runs.

But Chtang, my only companion, though he nad brou^t
out work too, could not forgo the temptation of climbing
to the top of the huge dune in his dainty velvet boots,

just to make the sand slide down from there and hear the

'miraculous rumbling' it produced. It was quite in

keeping with his usual keenness to get at ‘real truths.'

We all duly heard the faint sound like that of distant carts

rumbling, and Cbiang felt elated to put it down in his

Journal.

There was no other noise to disturb me all day. In

spite of its popular favour as attested by votive inscrip-

tions in plenty, the wh<de place was deserted for the sake
of the * Thousand Buddhas' ' fete-day. Only one disemt
figure moved about, a quaint, gooa-naturra old priest,

who remembered gratefully the little present I had left

when paying my first visit here in March. As I ^
writing in the shady ^>acious hall, and watched him

VOL. II M
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ciMnii^ from time to time to have a go<^ look at me, and

then again retreating with the most silent of footsteps,

it seemed as if familiar priestly figures from Indian

shrines and tombs were trying to call me back to scenes

and times of old.

When we sat down tc^ether in the evening to share tea

and a simple repast a/fresco, I told Chiatiig how grateful I

felt to have spared this day of peacelul seclusion from the

work awaiting us at the ’Thousand Buddhas.' He, too,

had greatly enjoyed this outing ;
but full of mundane

humour and keenly alive to any piece of sacred super-

stition or folklore, he then gave an additional reason to

justify the delay. He had picked up the story, that

invariably after the annual fete the gods and local genii

of Ch’ien-fo-tung sent a violent dust-storm to clean the

sacred place of the refuse left behind after the multitude's

pious picnic. So it would be better to wait until the

divine sweeping was done. Considering the gales which

rarely cease blowing down the Su-lo Ho valley for more than

a couple of days at a time, one could readily take it for

grranted that the fx>pular expectation would not be belied.

So it came about that when on May 21st I marched

off to the sacred caves, we moved in a dust hare left

behind by a storm of the previous night. Luckily these

gales, sweeping westwards from An-hsi and down the

desert ranges of the Pei-shan, have been at work with

such constancy since early ages that there is comparatively

little hne sand left for them to play with. So what in

Khotan would have meant a choking Buran atmosphere

was here only a pleasant protectioa against the heat

of the sun. For, of course, m&re Sinico, we had to wait

until nearly mid-day before carts were brought up and
despatched with our heavy baggage. The two or three

miles of ground we traversed to the edge of the oasis

looked dmightfully green, with young corn covering the

big fields, and wild irises of bright blue still hugging
in plenty the sides of the deep sunk roads. 1 he
cultivators seemed to find it hard to return to humdrum
labour after their outing, and in front of most of the

homesteads the women sat about in happy idleness still
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wearing their bright holiday dresses. I could never look at

the poor crippled feet of these peasant women without a

feeling of amazement at the power of fashion which here
bows into cruel subjection even the humblest folk. What
their well-to-do sisters in town may more easily forget must
be a constant hindrance to these women of the country-side.

It needs the iron grip of an ancient civilization to assure

obedience to such conventions of self-inflicted torture.

Once beyond the edge of the oasis there was no trace

of life stirring on the broad track which skirts the grey
gravel waste at the fool of the sombre hill range, though
thousands had passed here so recently. It remained the
same when we turned into that strangely impressive
de.sert valley and approached the point where the sombre
conglomerate cliffs begin to be honeycombed with the
gaping mouths of cave-temples big and small (Fig. 158).

Long ages ago the little stream had carved out the valley,

when there was still moisture to clothe these forbiddingly

barren hills ; but now it was dying away just here by
evajKiraiion on the thirsty rubblc-fllled Ijcd. There was
indrerd gratifying shade beyond, where the narrow fringe

of irrigates! ground masked with its elms and poplars the

approach to the main temple caves (Fig. 186). But other-

wise the scene was not changed since roy first visit in

March, and ! soon felt assur^ that the sacred site had
once more resumed its air of utter desolation and silence.

I hcre were special reasons for me to appreciate this

assurance. The months passed since my arrival had
provided abundant proof of the zeal with which the good
{>eopie of Tun - huang remained attached through all

vicissitudes to such forms of worship as represent

Buddhism in the queer medley of Chinese popular

religion. It .scarcely needed the experience of the great

annual fair just past to make it clear to me that the cave-

temples, notwithstanding ail apparent decay, were still

real places of worship * in being.’ I knew well, therefore,

that my archaeological activity at them, as far as frescoes

and sculptures were concerned, would, by every con-

sideration of prudence, have to be confined to the study

of the art relics by means of photography, drawing of
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plans, etc., in short, to such work as could not reasonably
arouse popular resentment with all its eventual risks.

Yet it was useless to disguise the fact from myself

;

what had kept my heart buoyant for months, and was now
drawing me back with the strength of a hidden magnet,
were hopes of another and more substantial kind. Their

!
goal was that great hidden deposit of ancient manuscripts

/ which a Taoist monk had accidentally discovered about
two y«u’s earlier while restoring one of the lemple.s. 1

knew that the deposit was still jealously guarded in the

walied-up side chapel where it had been originally dis-

covered, and that there were good reasons for caution

in the first endeavours to secure access to it. What
my sagacious secretar)' had gathered of the character
and ways of its guardian was a warning to me to feel

my way with prudence and studied slowness. It was
enough that Chiang had induced Wang Tao-shih, the
priest, who had come upon the hidden deposit, to await
my arrival instead of starting on one of his usual tours
in the district to sell blessings and charms, and to collect

outstanding temple subscriptions.

I was glad that very first evening to find good quarters
for all my people, as well as for the henvy baggage which
had been brought up from its former p!ac»* of .storage at

Tun-huang. Fortunately the only t\'o dwellings which
Ch'ien-fo-tung boasts of, apart from its cave^ were unocev.-
pied, except for a fat jovial Tibetan Lama who had sought
shelter here after long wanderings among the Mongols
of the mountains (Fig. 190). In one ot the courts my
Indians found rooms to spread them;>ehes in, and the
Naik a convenient place to turn into a dark room. In the
other my Muhammadan followers secured shelter under
half-ruined roofs of outhouses, while a hall, still possessed
of a door and trellised windows, was reserved as a safe and
discreet place of deposit for my collection of antiques—and
its es^erly-hoped-for additions.

Better still the narrow strip of cultivation extending in

front of the caves for about halfa mile (Fig. t86j offered just
one little plot, grass-covered, where my tent could be pitched
under the shade of some fruit trees. My Mandarin friends
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had insisted upon my taking along a petty officer and some
soldiers of the Tun-huang levy corps. For them and the

SsQ-yeh there was ample room in the big verandahs and
halls built in front of the large caves just opposite our
camping-place. Chiang himself had a delightfully cool

room at the very feet of a colossal seated Buddha reaching

through three stories, and with his innate sense of neat-

ness promptly turned it into quite a cosy den with his

camp rugs. Later on, when it got hotter, I myself used
the anteroom of another restored grotto close by for a

Dafiar.’ After what we had gone through during the

desert winter and spring we h^ all reason to feel our-

selves in clover, in spite of the somewhat salt water of

the stream, which the Surveyor grumbled at much and
accused of reviving his rheumatism.

Next morning 1 started what was to be ostensibly the

m^in object of my stay at the site, the survey of the

principal grottoes, and the photo^phing of the more
notable frescoes. Purposely I avoided any long interview

with the Tao-shih, who had come to offer me welcome at

what for the mcwt of the year he might well regard his

domain. He looked a very queer person, extremely
shy and nerv'ous, with an occasional expression of cunning
which w;is far from encouraging (Fig. 187 ). It was clear

from the first that he would^ a difficult person to handle.

But when later on I had been photographing in one of

the ruined temple grottoes near the great shrine restored

by him, where the manuscripts had been discovered, I

could not forgo a glance at the entrance passage from
which their place of deposit was approached. On my
former visit 1 had found the narrow opening of the recess,

locked with a rough wooden door; but now to my dismay
it was com{)letely walled up with brickwork. Was this

a precaution to prevent the inquisitive barbarian from

gaining even a glimpse of the manuscript treasures hidden

within? 1 thought of the similar device by which the Jain

monks of jesahnir, in their temple vault, had once

attempted to keep Professor Buhler from access to their

storehouse of ancient texts, and mentally prepared myself

for a long and arduous siege.
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The first task was to assure that I should be allowed to

see the whole of the manuscripts, and in their original

place of deposit. Only thus could I hope to asc^tain the

true character and approximate date of the collection which

had lain hidden behind the passage wall. In order to

effect this Chiang had been despatched in the morning to

another restored cave- temple where the priest had his

quarters, and proceeded to sound him in confidential

fashion about the facilities which were to be given. It

proved a very protracted affair. Backed up by the promise

of a liberal donation for the main shrine, the SsQ-yeh s

tactful diplomacy seemed at first to make better headway

than I had ventured to hope for. The saintly guardian of

the reputed treasure explained that the walling up o( the

door was intended for a precaution against the curiosity of

the pilgrims who had recently flocked to the site in their

thousands. But evidently war)* and of a suspicious mind, he

would not yet allow himself to be coaxed into any promise

about showing the collection to us as a whole. .All that he

would agree to, with various meticulous reservations, was

to let me see eventually such s{>ecimens of the collec-

tion as he might conveniently lay his hands on. When
Chiang, in his zeal momentarily forgetting the dictates

of diplomatic reticence, was cautiously hinting at the

possibility of my wishing, perhaps, to acfjuire ‘ for future

study’ one or other of those specimens, the Tao-shih
showed such perturbation, prompted equally, it seemed,
by scruples of a religious sort and fear of jiopular resent-

ment, that my sharp-witted secretary thought it b<rst to

drop the subject for a time.

But after hours of such diplomatic wrangling he did not
leave the priest’s smoke-filled chapel and kitchtrn combined
without having elicited an important piece of information.

Statements heard at Tun-huang seemed to indicate that

the great find of manuscripts had been rejjorted at the
time to the Tao-t'ai at Su-chou and thence to the V’iceroy

of Kan-sa Expression had been given also to a belief, of
which we had no means of testing the foundation, that the
latter had given orders for the transmission of specimens
and for the safe keeping of the whole collection. If such
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injunctions had really been issued and, perhaps, an officii

inventory taken, things would necessarily, from our point

of view, become far more complicated.

Fortunatelv Chiang's apprehensions on this score were
dispelled by what the priest, turning talkative at times like

many nervous people, let drm in conversation. A few rolls

of Chinese texts, apparently Buddhist, had, indeed, been sent

to the Viceregal Ya-m^n at Lan^Jiou. But their contents

had not been made out there, or else they had failed to

attract any interest. Hence officialdom had rested satisfied

with the rough sutement that the whole of the manuscripts
would make up about seven cartloads, and evidently dts-

mavcd at the cost of transport, or even of close examination,
had left the whole undisturbed in chaige of the Tao-shth
as guardian of the temple.

But apart from this piece of information, the gfist of

Chiang-ssil-yeh’s Umg report seemed far from justifying

great hopes. I n spite of the optimistic tinge which Chiang’s
cver<hecrful disposition was apt to impart to his observa-
tions, there was much reasem to fear that the priest’s

peculiar frame of mind would prove a serious obsucle. To
rely on the temptation of money alone as a means of over-

coming his scruples was manifestly useless. So I thought
it best to study his case in personal conuct. Accompanied
by Chiang I proceeded in the afternoon to pay my formal

call to the Tao-shih, and asked to be shown over his

restored cave-temple. It was the pride and the mainstay
of his Tun-huang existence, and my request was fulhlled

with alacrity. As he took me through the lofty antechapel

with its substantial woodwork, all new and lavishly gilt and
painted, and through the high passage or por^ giving

access and light to tne main cella, I could not help glancing

to the right where an i^ly patch of unplastered brickwork

then still masked the door of the hidden chapel (Fig. 188).

This was not the time to ask questions of my pious guide

as to what was being guvded in tlut mysterious recess,

but rather to display my interest in what his zeal had

accomplished in the clearing of the cella and its sacred

adornment.
The restoration had been only too Uwwough. In the
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middle of the iai^e cella, some forty-six feet square, there

rose on a horseshoe-shaped dais, ancient but rcplastered,

a collection of brand-new clay images of colossal size, more

hideous, I thought, than any 1 had seen in these caves.

The seated Buddha in the centre, and the disciples, saints,

and Guardians of the Regions symmetrically grouped on

his sides, showed only too plainly how low sculptural art

had sunk in Tun-huang. But neither for this nor lor the

painful contrast these statues presented to the tasteful and

remarkably well preserved fresco decoration on the walls

and ceiling of the cella could the worthy Tao-shih reast)n-

ably be h^d responsible. His devotion to this shrine ami
to the task of religious merit which he had set himsell

in restoring it, was unmistakably genuine. As a [xx>r.

shiftless mendicant he had come from his native province

of Shan-hsi some eight years before my visit, settled down
at the ruined temple caves, and then set about restoring

this one to what he conceived to have been its original

glory.

The mouth of the passage was then blocked by drift

sand from the silt deposits of the stream, and the original

antechapel had completely decayed. When I thought of

all the efforts, the perseverance, and the enthusiasm
it must have cost this humble priest from afar to beg
the money needed for the clearing out of the sand and
the substantial reconstructions,— bcside.s ih'.- antechapel
there were several stories of temple hails built above in

solid hard brick and timber, right to the top of the cliff.

— I could not help feeling something akin to respect for

the queer little fi^re by my side. It was clear from the
way in which he lived with his two huijible acolytes, and
from all that Chiang had heard about him at Tun-huang,
that he spent next to nothing on his person or private
interests. Yet his list of charitable subscriptions and his

accounts, proudly produced later on to Cniang-ssQ-yeh,
showed quite a respectable total, laboriously colleaed in

the course of these years and spent upon these labours of
piety.

It had not taken Chiang long to fathom Wang Tao-
shih's profound ignorance of all that constitutes Chinese
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learnine, and the very limited extent of his knowledge in

general So I knew that it would be futile to talk to him
about my archaeological interests, about the need of first-

hand materials for Chinese historical and antiquarian studies,

and the like, as 1 was accustomed to do on meeting educated
Chinese officials, ever ready to be interested in such
topics. But the presence of this quaint priest, with his

curious mixture of pious zeal, naive ignorance, and astute

tenacity of purpose, forcibly called to my mind those early

Buddhist pilgrims from China who, simple in mind but
strong in faiin and—superstition, once made their way to

India in the face of formidable difficulties.

More than once before, my well-known attachment to

the memory of HsUan-tsang, the greatest of those pilgrims,

had been helpful in securing me a symrathetic hearing both
among the learned and the simple. VV’ang Tao-shih, too,

had probably heard about it. So surrounded by these
tokens of lingering Buddhist worship, genuine though
distorted. I thought it appropriate to tell Wang Tao-shih.
as wcdl as my poor Chinese would permit, of my devotion to

the saintly traveller ; how I had followed his footsteps from
I ndiii for w'cr ten thousand Li across inhospitable mountains
and deserts . how in the course of this pilgrimage I had
traced to its present ruins, however inaccessible, many a
sanctuary he bad piously visited and described

; and so on,

1 confess, it never cost me any effort to grow eloquent
on the subject of my ' Chinese patron saint,' whose guidance
had so often proved fruitful for my own work. But now it

was made doublv easy by the gleam of lively interest which
1 caught in the Ifao-shih s eyes, otherwise so shy and fitful.

.As Cniang, in reply to interjected questions, elaborated

detaib and made the most of my familiarity with Hsiian-

tsang's authentic records and the distant scenes of his

travels. 1 could read the impression made in the Taoist

priest s generally puzzling countenance. Very soon I felt

sure that the Tao-shih, though pocMrly versed in and in-

different to things Buddhist, was quite as ardent an admirer
in his own way of ‘ T’ang-sdng,' the great ‘monk of the

Tang period,' as I am in another.

I had ocular proof of this when he took us outside into
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the roacious newly built loggia in front of the temple,

and STOwed us with pride how he had caused all its walls

to be decorated by a local Tun-huang artist with a series

of quaint but spirited frescoes representing characteristic

scenes firom the great pil^m’s adventures (rigs. 1S9. 190).

They were those fantastic legends which have transformed

HsUan-tsang in popular belief throughout China into a

sort of saintly Munchausen. It is true they are not to be

found in the genuine memoirs and biography. But what

did that little difference in our respective conceptions of

the hero matter ? Gladly I let my delightfully credulous

cicerone expound in voluble talk the wonderful stories of

travel which each fresco panel depicted. Here the holy

pilgrim was seen snatched up to the clouds by a wicked

demon and then restored again to his pious companions

through the force of his prayer or magic. Two queer-

looking figures—one horse-, one bull-headed—were re-

presented as his constant attendants. Elsewhere he v%a.s

shown forcing a ferocious dragon which had swallowed his

horse to restore it again, and so on.

But the picture in which I displayed particular intere.si

showed a theme curiously adapted to our own cast;, though
it was not till later that I appealed again and again to the

moral it pointed. There was T’ang-s<*ng standing on the

bank of a violent torrent, and beside him his Githful steed

laden with big bundles of manuscripts. I o h»;lp in ferrying

across such a precious burden a large turtle was seen
swimming towards the pilgrim. Here was clearly a
reference to the twenty pony-loads of sacred books and
relics which the historical traveller manag*-<l to carry away
safely from India. But would the pious iju.irdian read this

obvious lesson aright, and be willing to acquire spiritual

merit by letting me take back to the old home of Buddhism
some of the ancient manuscripts which chance had placed
in his keeping? For the time being it steemed safer
not to tackle that question. Yet when I twk my leave
of the Tao-shih I instinctively felt that a new' and more
reliable link was being esublished between us.
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CHAPTER LXV

FIRST OI'ENINC OF THE HIDDEN CHAPEL

! LEFT the SsQ-yeh behind to make the most of the favour-

able impression produced, and to urge an early loan of the

promised manuscript specimens. But the priest had again
become nervous and postponed their delivery in a vague
way until later.’ There was nothing for me but to wait.

All doubt, however, disappeared in the end. Late at

night Chiang groped his way to my tent in silent elation

with a bundle of Chinese rolls which Wang Tao-shih had
just brought him in secret, carefully hidden under his

flowing black robe, as the first of the promised ‘ specimens.’

The roils looked unmistakably old as regards writing and
pa[x:r. and prtrfnbly contained Buddhist canonical texts

;

but Chiang needed time to make sure of their character.

Next morning he turned up by daybreak, and with a face

expressing both triumph and amaicment, reported that these
fine rolls of paper contained Chinese versions of certain

Sutras ’ from iW Buddhist canon W’hich the colophons
declared to have been bro^ht from 1 ndia and translated

by HsUan-tsang himself. The strange chance which thus

caused us to be met at the very outset by the name of my
Chincs«: patron saint, and by what undoubtedly were early

copies of his labours as a sacred translator, struck both of

us as a most auspicious omen. Was it not * T’ang-s^g
’

himself, so Chiang declared, who at the opportune moment
had revealed the hiding-place of that manuscript hoard to

an ignorant priest in order to prepiue for me, his admirer

and disciple from distant India, a fitting antimiarian reward

on the westernmost confines of China proper r

Of H sUan-tsang's authorship, Wai^ Tao-shih in his
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ignorance could not possibly have had any inkling when
he picked up that packet of ‘specimens.’ Chiang-ssQ-yeh

realized at once that this discovery was bound to impress

the credulous priest as a special interjx’isiiion on my behalf

of the g;reat traveller of sacred memory. So he hastened

away to carry the news to the Tao-shih, and, backed up by
this visible evidence of support from the latter's own
cherished saint, to renew his pleading for free access to the

hidden manuscript store. The effect was most striking.

Before long Chiang returned to report that tht: pt>rtent

could be trusted to work its spell. Some hours later he

found the wall blocking the entrance to the recess of the

temple removed, and on its door being opened by the

priest, caught a glimpse of a room crammed full to the roof

with manuscript bundles. I had purposely kept away
from the Tao-shih's temple all the forenoon, but on getting
this news I could no longer restrain my impatience to see

the great hoard myself. The day was cloudless and hot.

and the ‘soldiers' who had followed me about during the
morning with my cameras, were now taking their siesta in

sound sleep soothed by a good smoke of opium. So
accompanied only by Chiang I went to the temple.

I found the priest there evidently still combating his
scruples and nervous apprehensions. But under the in*

fluence of that quasi-divine hint he now summoned up
courage to open before me the rougl; door closing the
narrow entrance which led from the side of the bfx>ad front
passage into the rock-carved recess, on a level of about
four feet above the floor of the former. The sight of the
small room disclosed was one to make my eyes open wide.
Heaped up in layers, but without any order, there appeared
in the dim light of the priest's little lamp a solid mass of
manuscript bundles rising to a height of nearly ten feet,
and filling, as subsequent measurement showed, close on
500 cubic^ feet. The area left clear within the room was
just sufficient for two people to stand in. it was manifest
that in this ‘ black hole ’ no examination of the manuscripts
would be possible, and also that the digging out of all its
contents would cost a good deal of physical labour.
A si^[gestion to clear out all the bundles into the large
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cclla of the cave -temple, where they might have been
examined at ease, would have been premature

; so much
oppressed at the time was Wang Tao-shih by fears of
losing his position—and patrons—by the rumours which
any casual observers might spread against him in the oasis.

So for the present 1 h^ to rest content with his offer to

take out a bundle or two at a time, and to let us look

rapidly through their contents in a less cramped part of the

precincts. Fortunately the restorations carried out by him,
besides the hne loggia already mentioned, included a kind
of antechaptd, having on cither side a smalt room
provided with a door and paper-covered windows. So here
a convenient * reading room ‘ was at hand for this strange

old library, where we were screened from any inquisitive

eyes, even if an occasional worshipper dropped in to
* kotow ' before the huge and ugly Buddha statue now set

up in the temple.

While the Tao shih was engaged in digging out a few
bundles, I closely examined the passage w^ul b^ind which
this great deposit of manuscripts had been hidden. The
priest had told us that, when he first settled at the ‘ Thou-
sand Buddhas' scmie eight years before, he found the

entrance to this cave -temple almost completely blocked

by drift sand. Judging from the condition of other caves

near by and the relatively low level of this p;micular

temple, it is probable that this accumulation of drift sand

rose to ten (wt or more at the entrance. Keeping only

a few labourers at work from the proceeds of pious dona-

tions. at first coming driblet-ltke with lamentable slowness,

our Tao-shih had taken two or three years to lay bare

the whole of the broad passage, some forty feet deep.

When this task had been accomplished, and while engaged
in setting up new statues in place of the decayed (dd

stucco images occupying the dais of the cella, he had

noticed a small crack in the frescoed wall to the right of

the passage. There appeared to be a reasas behind the

plastered sur&ce instead d* the solid conglomerate from

which the ccUa and its approach are hewn ; and <mi widening

the opening he discovered the small room with its deposit

such as I now saw it.
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Walled into the west face of the room had been found a

large slab of black marble covered with a long and neatly

engraved Chinese inscription. It had subsequentlv been

removed and set up in a more accessible place on the left-

hand wall of the passage. This inscription records imperial

eulogies of a Chinese pilgrim named Hung-pien, who
had visited India, and after returning with relics and sacred

texts had apparently settled at these shrines to devote his

remaining years to translating and other pious labours.

As it is dated in the year corresponding to a-d. 851. it

was clear to me from the first that the deposit of the

manuscripts must have taken place some lime after the

middle of the ninth century.

But until we could find dated records among the

manuscripts themselves there was no other indication

of the lower date limit than the style of the frescoes which

covered the passage walls. According to the Tao-shih‘s

explicit assurance, borne out by the actual condition of the

wall surface around the opening, mural painting had
also covered the plaster in front of the latter. These
frescoes, representing over-life-size Bodhisalivas marching
in procession with offerings, were very well painted in a

style met with again in numerous caves, the mural decora-

tions of which had undergone no modern restoration, and
appeared to me decidedly old. On various grounds it

seemed improbable that they could be later than the
period of the Sung dynasty, which immediately preceded
the c^eat Mongol conquest of the thirteenth century.

So there was evidence from the first to encourage my
hopes that a search through this big hoartl would reveal

manuscripts of importance and interest But the very
h^eness of the deposit was bound to give rise to mis-
givings. Should we have time to eat our way through
this mountain of ancient f>aper with any thoroughness?
Would not the timorous priest, swayed by his worldly fcan
and possible spiritual scrujples, be moved to close down his
shell before 1 had been able to extract any of the pearls ^

There were reasons urging us to work with all possible
energy and speed, and others rendering it advisable to dis-

play studied inumcianu and calm assurance. Somehow wc
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managed to meet the conflicting requirements of the

situation. But. I confess, the strain and anxieties of the

busy days which followed were great.

The first bundles which emerged from that ‘ black

hole ' consisted of thick rolls of paper about one foot high,

evidently containing portions of canonical Buddhist texts

in Chinese transbtions. All were in excellent preservation

and yet showed in paper, arrangement, and other details,

unmistakable signs of great age. The jointed strips of

strongly made and remarkably tough and smooth yellowish

(>apcr, often ten ^ards or more long, were neatly rolled

up, after the fashion of Greek papyri, over small sticks

of hard wood sometimes having carved or inlaid end knobs
(Fig. 191). All showed signs of having been much read

and handled ; often the protecting outer fold, with the silk

tape which had served for tying up the roll, had got tom
off. Where these covering folds were intact it was easy for

the Ssu-ych to read off the title of the Sutra, the chapter
number, etc.

Buddhist literature lay wholly outside the range of
Chiang's studies, as indeed it is nowadays beyond the ken
of almost all Chinese literati. I myself, though familiar

to some extent with Buddhist scriptures in their original

Indian garb, laboured under a fatal disadvantage—my
total ignorance of literary Chinese. So what Chiang
could make out of the titles w’as of no guidance to

me. But on one point his readings soon gave me
assurance : the headings in the first bundles were all

found to be different. i»o my apprehension of discovering

here that inane repetition of a few identical texts in which
modern Buddhism in Tibet and elsewhere revels, gradually

vanished. I set the Ssti>yeh to work to prepare a rougn
list of titles; but as by and by the devout guardian of

these treasures took more courage and b<^;an to drag out

load after load of manuscript bundles, all attempt even at

the roughest cataloguing had to be abandtmed. It would

have required a whole staff of learned scribes to deal

properly with sudi a deluge.

Mixed up with the Chinese bundles there came to

light Tibetan texts also written in roll form, though with
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clearly marked sections, as convenience of reading re(]uired

in the case of a writing running in horizontal lines, not in

vertical columns like Chinese. I could not doubt that

they contmned portions of the great canonical collections

now known as the Tanjur and Kanjur. In the first rapid

examination Chiang failed to discover colophons giving

exact dates of the writing in any of the Chinese rolls, and

owing to their length a complete unfolding would have

required much time. So 1 had reason to feel doubly elated

when, on the reverse of a Chinese roll, 1 first lighted upon

a text written in that cursive form of Indian Bt^mi script

with which the finds of ancient Buddhist texts at sites

of the Khotan region had rendered me familiar. Here
was indisputable proof that the bulk of the manuscripts

deposited went back to the time when Indian writing and

some knowledge of Sanskrit still prevailed in Central-

Asian Buddhism. With such evidence clearly showing

the connection which once existed between these religious

establishments and Buddhist learning as transplanted to

the Tarim Basin, my hopes rose greatly for finds of direct

importance to Indian and western research.

All the manuscripts seemed to be prescn'cd exactly in

the same condition they were in when deposited. Some
of the bundles were carelessly fastent*fl with only rough
cords and without an outer cloth wrapper

; but even this

had failed to injure the paper. Nowhere could I trace the

slightest effect of moisture. And, in fact, what Ijeiicr

place for preserving such relics could be imagined than a

chamber carved in the live rock of these terribly l>arrcn

hills, and hermetically shut off from what moisture, if any.

the atmosphere of this desert valley evar cimtaincd f Not
in the driest soil could relics of a ruined site have so com-
pletely escaped injury as they had here in a carefully

selected rock chamber where, hidden behind a brick wall
and proteaed by accumulated drift sand, these masses of
manuscripts had lain undisturbed for centuries.

How grateful I felt for the special protection thus
afforded when, on opening a large packet wrapped in a
sheet of stout colour^ canvas. I found it full of paintings
<m fine gauze>like silk and on linen, ex-votos in all kinds
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of silk and brocade, with a mass of miscellaneous fragments

of painted papers and cloth materials. Most of the paint-

ings first found were narrow pieces from two to three feet

in length, and proved bv their floating streamers and the

triangular tops.provideo with strings for fastening to have
served as temple banners. These mountings made them
look much more imposing when hung up. Many of them
were in excellent condition, and all exactly as they had
been deposited, after longer or shorter use.

The silk banners were usually found rolled up, and
showed when unfurled beautifully painted figures of
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, almost I ndian in style, or else

scenes from Buddhist legend (Plates vi., vri,). There
was no time then for any careful study. But of some
external features 1 soon made sure. All the banners still

retained, or originally had attached below, three or four long
streamers of patterned or painted silk, which a lacquered
or painted cross-piece of wood held in position at the
bottom. From the triangular top, which was usually

formed by a piece of broc^e or painted silk edged with
embroidery, there descended a broader streamer on either

side. At the top and bottom of the oblong picture small
• strainers ’ of wood or bamboo helped to keep the banner
in shape.

The silk used for these pictures was almost invariably

a transparent gauze of remarkable fineness. As these
banners floated in the air they would allow a good deal of
light to pass through—an important point, since in order
to be properly seen these paintings would have to be hung
up across or near the porches through which alone the
cellas of the temple caves would receive their lighting.

For the same reason of transparency most of these banners
appeared to have been painted on both sides. Some
had undergone damage. This was the result, not of

centuries of interment, but of use in the temples, as

proved by the care with which rents had been repaired,

or in a few cases the whole picture mounted on a backing

of cloth or paper.

Whatever the technical advanti^es in the use of such

a delicate material might have been, the attendant risks

VOL. II N
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were evident when I came upon convolutes of silk paintings

much larger in size, showing, as subsequently ascertained,

dimensions up to six feet or more (Plate viii.). Closely

and often carelessly folded up at the time of their deposition,

and much creased in consequence as they were, any attempt

to open them out would have implied obvious risk of

^Umage to the thin material which centuries of compression

in the driest air had rendered terribly brittle. But by

lifting a fold here and there 1 could see that the scenes

represented were almost as elaborate as the fresco panels

on the walls of the old grottoes. Greatly tempted as I

was to search for votive inscriptions likely to contain dates,

I had to leave the opening till later from fear of possible

damage.
Nor was there time for any closer study, such as 1

should have loved to give there and then to these delicate,

graceful paintings. My main care was how many of them

I might hope to rescue from their dismal imprisonment

and the risks attending their present guardian s careless

handling. To my surprise and relief he evidently attached

little value to these beautiful relics of pictorial art in the

T’ang times. So 1 made bold to put aside rapidly 'for

further inspection,' the best of the pictures on silk, linen,

or paper I could lay my hands on, more than a dozen from

the nrst bundle alone. 1 longed to carry away all its

contents ;
for even among the fragments there were

beautiful pieces, and every bit of silk would have its

antiquarian and artistic value. But it would not have
been wise to display too much empresaemmi. So 1 re*

strained myself as well as 1 could, and put the rest away,
with the hrm resolve to return to thd chaise as soon as

the ground was prepared for more extensive acquisitions.

To remains of this kind the priest seemed iruiifferent.

The secret hope of diverting by their sacrifice my attention

from the precious rolls of Chinese canonical texts or

*Ching* made him now more assiduously grope for and
hand oat bundles of what he evidently classed under
the head of miscellaneous rubbish. I htd every reasem

to be pleased with this benevolent intentbn ; for in the

very hng large packet of this kind 1 discovered, mixed up
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with Chinese and Tibetan texts, a ^reat heap of oblong
paper leaves in the variety of Indian script known as

Central'Asian Brahmi (Fig. 192).

They proved on arrangement to belong to half<a*dozen

diflferent manuscripts of the Fothi shape, some in Sanskrit,

some in one or other of the ‘ unknown ' languages used by
Turkestan Buddhism. Several of these manuscripts were
of large size, with leaves up to twenty-one inches in len^h,
and some have since on arrangement proved to be compete.
None of my previous finds in Brahmi script equalled them
in this respect or in excellence of preservation. So that

first day Chiang and myself worked on without a break
until quite bte, picking out sometimes stray leaves in Indian

script even from regular bundles of Chinese or Tibetan
rolls, or else Chinese rolls bearing on the reverse texts in

a cursive form of Central-Asian Brahmi.

Flushed as I was with delight at these unhoped-for
discoveries, I could not lose sight of the chief praaical

task, all-important for the time being. It was to keep
our priest in a pliable mood, and to prevent his mind being

overcome by the trepidations with which the chance of
any intrusion and of consequent hostile rumours among his

patrons would till him. VVith the help of Chiang-ssQ-yeh’s

genial persuasion, and what reassuring display 1 could make
of my aevotion to Buddhist lore in general and the memory
of my patron saint in particular, we succeeded better than
I had ventured to hope. 1 could see our honest Tao-shih's

timorous look changing gradually to one of contentment
at our appreciation of ail this, to him valueless, lore.

Though tie visibly grew tired climbing over manuscript
heaps and dragging out heavy bundles, it seemed as if he
were becoming resigned to his fate, at least for a time.

When the growing darkness in the cave compelled us
to stop further efforts for the day, a big bundle of properly

packed manuscripts and painted fabrics lay on one side of

our * reading room ' awaiting removal for what our diplo-

matic convention styled ‘ closer examination.' The great

question was whether Wang Tao-shih would be willing to

brave the risks of this removal, and subsequently to fml in

with the true interpretation of our proceeding. It would
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not have done to breathe to him unholy words of sale and

purchase; it was equally clear that any removal would

have to be effected in strictest secrecy. So when we
stepped outside the temple there was nothing in our hands

or about our persons to arouse the slightest suspicion.

Then, tired as we all were, I took the occasion to

engage the priest in another long talk about our common
hero and patron saint, the great Hsilan • tsang. What
better proof of his guidance and favour could I claim than

that I should have been allowed to behold such a wonder-

ful hidden store of sacred relics belonging to his own limes

and partly derived, perhaps, from his Indian wanderings,

within a cave - temple which so ardent an admirer of

' T’ang-s^ng ’ had restored and was now guarding ? Again

I let the Tao-shih enlarge, as we stood in the loggia, upon

the extraordinary adventures of his great saint as depicted

in those cherished frescoes on its w'alls (Fig. 189). The
panel which showed Hsuan-tsang returning with hi.s anim.1l

heavily laden with sacred manuscripts from India, was the

most effective apologue I could advance for my c^cr
interest in the relics the Tao-shih had discovered and was
yet keeping from daylight.

The priest in his more susceptible moods could not help

acknowl^ging that this fate of continued confinement in a

dark hole was not the purpose for which the great scholar-

saint had let him light upon these precious remains of
Buddhist lore, and that he himself was quite incompetent

to do justice to them by study or otherwise. Was it not

evident, so Chiang pleaded with all the force of his soft

reasoning, that by allowing me. a faithful disciple of

HsUan-tsang, to render accessible to Western students the
literary and other relics which a providential discovery had
placed so abundantly in his keeping, he would do an aa of

real religious merit ^ That this pious concession would
also be rewarded by an ample donation for the benefit of

the dhrine he had laboured to restore to its old glory, was
a secondary consideration merely to be hinted at.

Whatever impression such and simibr talks produced
on the mind the ^ood Tao-shih, constantly vacillating

between fears about his saintly reputation and a business-
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like grasp of the advantages to be atutned by accommo-
dating me in the matter of useless old things, the day
closed with a gratifying achievement. In accordance with

his own advice, I had left the SsO-ych alone to tackle the

question of how to secure auietly the manuscripts and
paintings selected. It was late at night when I heard

cautious footsteps. It was Chiang who had come to make
sure that nobodv was stirring about my tent. A little later

he returned with a big bun^e over his shoulders. It con-

uined everything I had picked out during the day's work.

The I'ao-shih had summoned up courage to fall in with

my wishes, on the solemn condition that nolxxly besides us

three was to get the slightest inkling of what was being
transacted, and that as long as I kept on Chinese soil the

origin of these ’ finds ‘ was not to be revealed to any living

being. He himself was afraid of being seen at night out-

side his temple precincts. So the Ssfl-yeh, zealous and
energetic as alt^-afs. took it upon himself to be the sole

carrier. For seven nights more he thus came to my tent,

when everybody had gone to sleep, with the same pre-

cautions. his slight figure panting under loads which grew
each lime heavier, and ultimately reouired carriage by
instalments. For hands accustom^ only to wield pen and
paper it was a trying task, and never shall 1 forget the

good-natured case and cheerful devotion with which it was
performed by that most willing of helpmates.
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A WALLED-UP LIBRARY AND ITS TREASURES

It would serve no useful purpose if 1 were to attempt to

describe in detail how the search was continued day after

day without remission, or to indicate in quasi-chronological

order all the interesting finds with which this curious

‘digging’ was rewarded. From the first it was certain

that the contents of the hidden chapel must have been
deposited in great confusion, and that any indications

the original position of the bundles might have afforded

at the time of discovery, had been completely effaced

when the recess was cleared out, as the I'ao-shih admitted,

to search for valuables, and again later on for the purpose
of removing the big inscribed slab from its west wall

into the passage outside. It was mere chance, too, what
bundles the Tao-shih would hand us out.

Nor was that hurried search the time for appreciating

properly the import of all that passed through my hands.

The systematic study of the materials I was most eager to

secure was bound to take years of specialist labour, and
what this has so far revealed as regai^ the main classes

of relics, I shall endeavour to sketch in a subsequent
chapter. Here I must content myself with a rapid review
of those discoveries which at the time struck me most and
helped me to form conclusions as to the history of this

whole cache of antiquarian treasures.

After the experience of the first day it was easy to
recognize the special value of those bundles filled with
miscellaneous texts, painted fabrics, ex-votos, papers of all

sorts, which had evidently been stored away as no longer
needed for use. By their irregular shape and fastening
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they could readily be distinguished from the uniform

p^kets containing rolls of Buddhist texts in Chinese or

Tibetan. Fortunately their very irregularity had caused

the Tao-shih to put them on the top when he built up the

wall-like array of what I may call * library bundles ‘
; and the

consequent ease with which they could be reached induced

him now to bring them out in steady succession.

It was from those ‘mixed’ bundles chiefly that manu-
scripts and detached leaves in Indian script and of the

traditional Pothi shape continued to emeige. By far the

most important among such finds was a remarkably well

preserved Sanskrit manuscript on palm leaves, some ^veniv
in number, and no less than twenty inches long (Fig. 192, t;.

The small but beautifully clear writing closely covering

these leaves showed palaeographicai features which seemed
to leave little doubt as to the manuscript going back to the

third or fourth centur)* a.d, at the latest 1 his high age,

not surpassed by any Sanskrit manuscript then known, made
the text important, even though it has proved to be that

of a work well known in the Northern Buddhist Canon.
That the manuscript had been written in India itself was
quite certain from its material. But who was the pilgrim

who had brought it to the very confines of China ?

Like the manuscripts written in I ndian script after the

fashion of Pothis, so too the rolls with Indian Brahmi
writing soon furnished a fine show-piece. It was a
gigantic roll of paper, over seventy feet long, and about one
f<x)t wide, ‘entirely covered on its inner side with Brahmi
writing in a fair upright hand of what scholara know as

the Gupta type (Fig. 193). A painting on the top of the

outer side show^ two cleverly drawn geese standing on
lotuses and facing each other. When hastily examining it

in part, I could find only invocation prayers in corrupt

Sanskrit of a kind familiar to Northern Buddhism, along
with name lists of Buddhas, etc. But the preliminary

examination made by my learned collaborator Dr. Hoernle
has since shown that, interspersed with these prayers,

there are hundreds of lines with texts in that ' unknown ’

language which finds from sites about Khoun had first

revealra to us, but without a key to its interpretation.
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How this key was found since by Dr. Hoernie, with the

help of two bilingual texts 1 brought away from the

• Thousand Buddhas.' will be related hereafter.

Apart from all philological interest, these texts in Indian

script, whatever their language, possess historical value as

tangible proofs that the monastic communities established

at Tun-huang among a population mainly Chinese were,

until a relatively late period, maintaining direct connection

with their co-religionists in the rarim Basin, from which

Buddhism first reached China. 1 hat, in addition to this

ancient connection with the ‘Western Regions, Tun-huang
Buddhism had also been exposed at a certain period to a

powerful influence from the south was attested strikingly

by the abundance of Tibetan texts (Fig. 1 29. 1). From the

first in the * miscellaneous ' bundles I had come upon leaves

from Tibetan Pothis by hundreds, evidently representing

large sections from works of the Buddhist Canon. The

packets of leaves w'ere usually mixed up in great confusion,

but the greatly varying sizes, up to two feet and more in

length, would help to restore order thereafter.

Besides these books of loose leaves, with their

traditional string- holes but no strings to keep them
together, I found out before long that there was a not

inconsiderable proportion of packets with 7'ibctan rolls

among the solid mass of ‘ library ' bundles .still left in the

chapel. Not being a Tibetan .scholar, I had no au.*ans to

make sure whether these rolls contained different portions

of that huge canonical collection, commonly known as the

Tanjur and Kanjur, or mainly such endless repetitions of
certain favourite texts and prayers as T il-etan piety still

fondly cherishes. But I easily noticed th.tt the paper of
the Tibetan Pothis looked decidedly older than that of

the rolls, and that in texture it also differed markedly
from that of the Chinese texts. So the conclusion sug-
gested itself that the Pothis represented mainly imports
&om Tibet itself, while the rolls had been written by
Tibetan monks established locally.

But luckily it needed no conjectures to account ibr this

otMispicuous presence of Tibetan manuscripts in the walled-

up libnuy
; nor could 1 be in doubt about the chronological
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evidence it aflbrded. From Chinese historical records,

interpreted by M. Chavannes, including the fine Chinese

inscription of the year 894 a.d. in one o? the southemmcMit

of the ‘Thousand Buddhas' grottoes, I knew that the

territory of Tun>huang. along with a great portion of Kan-
su, had been conquered by the Tibetans about 759 a.u.

But scarcely a century later, in 850 a.d., Chwg I-ch’ao, the

hereditary governor of Tun-huang. broke with the Tibetan

power, and making his submission to the Emperor allowed

the Chinese to re-establish a smrt of suzerainty over these

westernmost Marches. This must have ceased again dur-

ing the troubles which followed the downfall of the T’ang
dynasty at the beginning of the tenth centurj-. When a
Chinese envoy to Khotan about 938 a.i>. passed through
the territories corresponding to An-hsi and Tun-huang,
he found them under Tibetan dependence, though the

[xipulation remained mainly Chinese and the administra-

tion in the hands of a chief belonging to the great local

family of the Ts'ao.

This Tibetan predominance at Tun-huang must have
been at its height from the middle of the eighth to that of

the ninth century, which is exactly the period when Tibet
was a great power in Asia, holding in subjection vast

tracts of Kan su and even Central China. It was by way
of Tun-huang that the Tibetans from about 766 a.d.

onwards gradually overran the territories of Eastern

Turkestan, and finally in 790 A.n. overwhelmed the

isolated Chinese garrisons which had long struggled to

maintain the imperial protectorate in the distant lands

north and south of the 1 ‘ien-shan. Though the expansive

strength of Tibet had largely spent itself by the latter part

of the ninth century, its intluencc in the Tun-hu^g region

evidently continued a good deal longer, and this political

connection, directly attested for two centuries or so, made
it easy to understand why Tibetan Buddhism was so

amply represented among the literary remains of the

walled-up cave.

But not from the Tibetan south alwic had the old

temple library reoiived its fenre^n additions. Considering

how ^urishmg Buddhism waa throtighout the powerful
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kingdom which the Turkish tribe of the Uigurs established

after 860 a.d. in Turfan, Hami and the north-castcni

portion of the Tarim Basin, and which in the tenth century

extended even as far as Kan-chou, 1 was not surprised

when Uwur manuscripts also cropped up in various

bundles'^Ftg. 192,4.6). Some had the shape of small quarto

volumes, being written on thin sheets of paper folded and

stitched after the fashion of Chinese books and complete

from cover to cover. Chinese glosses and rubrics found

in a few of them clearly indicated Buddhist contents,

a conclusion which has since been confirmed by the

examination of my learned Orientalist friend. Dr. E.

Denison Ross.

This ‘ Uigur’ script is a derivative of Syriac writing,

and was already known to have been widely used for

Turki writings before the spread of Muhammadanism
among the Turkish populations of Central Asia. We
found it also on the reverse of numerous Chinese rolls

(Fig. 192,8). From the first 1 noticed that in most of these

the characters were distinctly less cursive and of a firmer

shape than in the manuscript books and the specimens of

Uigur texts 1 knew otherwise. But it wa.s only after my
return to Europe that 1 became aware of the language of

these rolls. It is Sogdian, that Iranian dialect which Pro-

fessor F. W. K. Muller's brilliant researches on manuscript
finds from Turfan show to have been used for early truistt-

tions of Buddhist literature in what is now SamarkAnd thd
Bokhara. What a laige share this Iranian element must
have had in the propagation of Buddhism along the old
‘ Northern route ’ to carry its peculiar language and writing

to these Marches of China proper

!

I had further proof of the remarkable polyglot aspea
which Buddhist religious places must have presented in

these parts, when I came upon fn^ments of texts in that

earliest Turkish script known as Runic Turki. Until a
few years ago this had been known only from the famous
inscriptions of a Turkish prince discovered on the Orkhon
river in Southern Siberia and first deciphered by Professes
V. Thomsen. Stranger still it seemed when there emerged
from one of those miscellaneous bundles a narrow ndl
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(Fts. 192, s), some fifteen feet long, dhiowing a remarkably
well written text in the peculiar form of ^riac script

which recent discoveries at the mined sites of Tur&n have
revealed as usually employed for Manichaean writings.

What had this neat, almost calligraphic, manuscript to do
in the Buddhist chapel, if it really contained some text of
Mani's church which for centuries was a formidable rival

to Buddhist and Christian propaganda alike throughout
Central Asia ?

Less attraaive at first sight, but in reality of special

value, were the miscellaneous records in Chinese, such as

letters, monastic certificates, and accounts, which filled

those bundles of apparent ‘ waste paper.’ Guided by the
peculiar form of paper and writing. I soon leam<d to

pick them out from among the masses of religious texts.

They were likely to throw instructive light not only on
details of monastic organization prevailing here during the

centuries which preceded the walling up of the cave, but
also on many aspects of political condition and private life.

More impewtant still was the chronological assurance 1 could

derive from them at the time.

The Chinese, as people of culture and business habits,

have always remgnized the need of exact dates. So 1

soon wa.s able to gather a considerable mass of dated
documents, ntany quasi • official, from which to draw a
definite conclusion as to the time when this great deposit

of manuscripts and sacred relics was finally closed and
forgotten. The great majority belonged to the ninth

and tenth centuries of our era, and as those from the

middle of the tenth century were frequent while only

a few approached its end and none extended beyond the

reign of the Emperor Chftn Tsung {998-1022 a.d.), I was
able to determine that the walling - up of the chamber
must have uken place eau-ly in the eleventh centu^.
There can be little doubt that the fear of some destructive

invasion had prompted the act. and in view of the above

chronological indication a connection naturally suggests

itself with the conquest of Tun-huang by the rising power

of the Hsi-hsia which took place between 1034 and 1037 a.d.

The total absence of any manuscripts written in the special
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characters which the founder of the Hsi-hsia dynasty

adopted in 1036 a.d., strongly supports this assumption.

But the small well-sheltered cave had in all probability

served for a long time previously as a place of deposit for

all kinds of objects sanctified by use but no longer needed

in the various shrines. A clear indication oT this was

supplied by many small and carefully packed bags which

I found containing tiny fragments of Mcred texts, and

ra^ed remnants of silk paintings. Such insignificant

relics would certainly not have been collected and sewn

up systematically in the commotion of a sudden emergency.

So much was obvious from the first, that the objects

deposited in this chapel must very often have been

already of considerable antiquity at the time when the

deposit was finally walled up. Yet it was to me a very

gratifying assurance when in examining portions of our

Chinese collection, a year later. Chiang-ssfl-ych found a

series of manuscript rolls showing exact dates which seemed
to extend as far back as the third century a.d. But e\'cn

then I realized that it would take protracted scholarly

labours in Europe before the date of the earliest pieces

could be definitely established.

As I worked my way in great haste through the

contents of the * mixed ' bundles.

—

we never knew how
long we might rely on the Tao-shih .s indulgence— I fell

elated and at the same time oppressed by the constant

flow of fresh materials pouring down upon us. Even in

the case of art relics and manuscripts which were neither

Chinese nor Tibetan, and of which I was able to estimate
the full interest, there was no chance ol closer examina-
tion. All 1 could do was to make sure of their being put
apart ‘for further study,’ as our polite convention called

removal But what o^ssed me most at the time was my
total want of Sinologist training. How gladly would I

then have exchanged one-half of my Indian knowledge
Ibr a tenth of its value in Chinese ! Even with Chiang’s
zealous help I could never be sure of not leaving behind
documents and texts of historical or literary interest
amidst the smothering mass of Buddhist canonical litera-

ture and the like.
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Nevertheless in this tantalizing tmltamu des ruhesus
1 was able to catch a few encouraging glimpses. It was
thus that, in a series of monastic records apparently issued

under the seal of the abbot of the chief establishment, I

lighted upon the old name of the Ch'ien'Ib-tung site, which
here figured as San>chieh-ssQ, the ‘Temples of the Three
Regions.' Subsequently T found out that even now three

divisions are distinguished among the cave-temples, though
the old designation of the site seems quite forgotten.

Then again I found complete roils stamped with uie die

of the 'Temples of the 'I'hree Regions,’ and thus clearly

marked as having formed part of a general monastic library.

Greatly delighted was I when 1 found that an excellently

prestrrved roll with a well-designed block-printed picture

as frontispiece, had its text printed throughout, showing
a date of production corresponding to 860 .v.d. (Fig. 19.. 6).

Here was conclusive evidence that the art of printing

books from wotnlcn blocks was practised long before the

conventionally assumed time of its invention, during the

Sung period, and that already in the ninth century

the technical level had been raised practically as high

as the process permitted. Then again there were spirited

drawings and woodcuts to be found in the midst of the

Chinese text rolls, needing no specialist experience to

rectwnize their artistic merit.

Fi 'e days of strenuous work resulted in the extraction

and rapid search of all ' miscellaneous ’ bundles likely to

contain manuscripts of special interest, paintings, and other

relics which I was eager to rescue first of all. Fortunately

when the Tao-shih had last stufied back his treasures into

their * black hole,' these had been put mostly the top

or in other more or less accessible places, being, of course,

less convenient building material than the tight uniform

packets of Chinese and Tibetan rolls (Fig. 19^. But my
task was not ended while there still rose against the walls

of the chamber that solid rampart manuscript bundles.

They would have to be cleared out, too, and rapidly looked

through. It was bound to prove a troublesome under-

taking in more than one sense, though discreet treatment

and Judiciously administered dotes of silver had so fiar
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succeeded in counteracting the Tao-shih's relapses into

timorous contrariness. The labour of clearing out the

whole chapel might by itself have dismayed a stouter

heart than that of our priestly * librarian ’
,• and what with

this and the increased risk of exposure involved. Wang
Tao-shih became now altwether refractory. However, he

had already been gradually led from one concession to

another, and we took care not to leave him much time

for reflection.

So at last with many a sigh and plaintive remonstrance,

and behind the outer temple rates carefully locked, he set

to this great toil, helped now by a sort of priestly famulus

whose discretion could be relied on. Previously 1 had

sometimes feared that the little Tao-shih might get

smothered under a tumbling wall of manuscript. Now I

wondered whether the toil of pulling them out would not

cause his slender physique to collapse. But it held out

all the same, and by the evening of May 28th the regular

bundles of Chinese rolls, more than 1050 in all, and those

containing Tibetan texts had been transferred to neat rows

in the spacious main cella of the temple (Fig. 188).

The bundles were almost all sewn up tightly in coarse

covers of linen. But the ends were generally left open,

and as Wang handed out bundle after bundle through the

chapel door, Chiang and myself were just able to see

hastily whether, amidst the usual rolls with Chinese texts,

there were embedded any Pothi leaves from Brahmt
manuscripts, folded-up pictures, or other relics of special

attraction. Such we picked out and put aside n^dly. But
there was no time even to glance at individual rolls and to

see whether they bore anywhere within -or without Indian

or Central-Asian writii^.

Perfunctory as the operation had to be in view of the
Tao-shih’s visibly growing reluctanre, 1 had a gratifying

reward for my insistence on this clearing in iIm: discovery
of several miscellaneous bundles at the very bottom. They
had been used tl^re by the Tao-shih to turn a low clav

iMm loto a level foundation for the manuscript waU
aliove In q»te of the crushing these bundles bad iinder-

gone, I recovered from them a large number exqukfre
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silk paintings of all sizes, and some beautiful embroidered
pieces. One of the latter was a magnihi^nt embroidery
picture, remarkable for design, colours, and fineness of
material, and showing a Buddha between Bodhisattvas in

life size, which I shul have occasion to discuss hereafter

(Plate IX.).

Perhaps it was a lively sensation of the toil he had
undergone and now longed to see ended, or else the fear

that we were now touching those precious Chinese Sutra
texts to which alone he seemed to attach any real value.

At any rate the Tao-shih at this stage came to business, so
to speak, by asking for a substantial ‘ subscription ’ (^•
sAiA) to his temple. At the same time he protested that

any cession of sacred texts or * Chings ' was impossible. I

myself was glad to take up the theme
;

for 1 had recognized

long before that it was my duty towards research to try

my utmost to rescue, if possible, the whole of the collection

from the risk of slow dispersion and loss with which it was
threatened in such keeping.

But at the same time 1 could not close m^ eyes to the

serious difficulties and objections. 1 was quite unable to

form any definite estimate of the philological value of
those masses of Chinese canonical texts which* made up the

bulk of the hidden library. I'heir contents were, no doubt,

to be found in the complete editions of the Buddhist
‘Tripitaka,’ printed for centuries past in China, Korea,
japan. Still less was 1 able to select those texts which
for one reason or other were possessed of antiquarian or

literary interest. The removd of so many cart-loads of
manuscripts would inevitably give publicity to the whole
transaction, and the religious resentment this was likely

to arouse in Tun-huang, even if it did not lead to more
serious immediate consequences, would oertunlycompromise
my chance of further work in Kan-su.

Nevertheless, I was prepared to face these risks rather

than forgo the endeavour to rescue the whole hoard.

Chiang-ssO-yeh. in spite of misgivings justified by his

knowledge of the local conditions, lo^y did his best to

persuade the Tao-shih that removal of the collection to a
‘ temple of learning in Ta*V'ing-kuo,'or England, would in
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truth be an act which Buddha and his Arhais might

approve as pious. He also urged that the big sum 1 was
prepared to pay (I hinted at 40 horse-shoes, about Rs.5000.

and was resolved to give twice as much, if need be, what-

ever the excess over my sanctioned grant) would enable

Wang to return to a life of peace in his native province,

distant Shan-hsi. if Tun-huang should become too hot for

him. Or else he could allay any scruples by using the

whole sum for the benefit of the temple, which by his

restoration he could claim to have annexed as his own with

all its contents known or unknown.
But all in vain. The prospect of losing his precious

‘ Chings ’ as a whole or in part profoundly irightened the

good priest, who had before resignedly closed his eyes to

my gathering whatever I thought of special artistic or

antiquarian value. For the first time our relations became
somewhat strained, and it required very careful handling

and our suavest manners to obviate anything like a breach.

What the Tao-shih urged with all signs of sincere anxiety

was that any deficiency in those piles of sacred texts would
certainly be noticed by his patrons, who had helped him
with their publicly recorded sub.scriptions to clear and
restore the temple ; that in consequence the position he
had built up for himself in the district by the pious labours

of eight years would be lost for good, and his life-task

destroyed. He even vaguely reproached himself for

having given up sacred things over which his lay patrons
ought to have as much right of control as he himself, and
doggedly asserted the need of consulting them before

moving a step further. And in the depth of my heart 1

could bear him no grudge for these scruples and recrimina-

tions, or even gainsay them. .

For two long days these discussions had to be carried

on intermittently with a view to gain time while my exam-
ination of the miscellaneous bundles was proceeding. 1

managed to complete this by the second evening. But on
returning early next day to the temple in order to start the
close search of the regular Chinese bundles for Central

-

Asian and other foreign text materials, I found to my
dismay that the Tao-shih in a sudden fit of perturbation
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had shifted back overnight almost the whole of Uiem
to their gloomy prison of centuries. His sullen temper
gave us further cause of anxiety. But the advant^e
we possessed by already holding loads of valuable manu>
scripts and antiques, and the Tao-shih's unmistakable

wish to secure a substantial sum of money, led at last

to what I had reason to claim as a substantial success in

this diplomatic struggle.

He agreed to let me have fifty well-preserved bundles

of Chinese text rolls and five of Tibetan ones, besides all

my previous selections from the miscellaneous bundles.

For all these acquisitions four horse-shoes of silver, equal

to about Rs.500, passed into the priest’s hands ; and when
I surveyed the archaeological value of all I could carry

away for this sum, i had good reason to claim it a bargain.

Of course, after so severe a struggle I l<»t no time in

removing the heavy loads of Chinese and Tibetan rolls.

Until now my devoted SsQ-yeh had struggled to my tent

night by night with the loads of daily * selections
' ;

but to

this task his physical strength would not have been equal
So help had to be sought on this occasion from I brahim
Beg and Tila, my trusted followers

; and after two mid-
nignt trips to the temple, under the screening shadow of

the steep river bank, the huge sackfuls were safely trans-

ferred to my store-room without any one, even of my own
men, having received an inkling.

The Tao-shih's nervousness had been increased by pro-

longed absence from his clients in the oasis ; and now he
hastened to resume his seasonal begging tour in the Tun-
huang district. But a week later he returned, reassured that

the secret had not been discovered and that his spiritual

influence, such as it was, had suffered no diminution. So we
succeeded in making him stretch a point further, and allow
me to add some twenty more bundles of manuscripts to

my previous selections, against an appropriate donation
for the temple. When later on it came to the packing,

the manuscript acquisitions needed seven cases, while the

paintings, embroiaeries. and other miscellaneous relics

filled five more. The packing of these was a very delicate

task and kept me busy on the days when photographic

VOL. II o
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wwk was impossible in the caves. There was some little

trouble about getting enough boxes without exciting
suspicion at Tun-huang. Luckily I had foreseen the
chance and provided some * empties ’ beforehand. The
rest were secured in di^uise and by discreet instalments.
So everything passed off without a hitch.

The good Tao-shih now seemed to breathe freely
again, and almost ready to recc^nize that 1 was performing
a pious act in rescuing for Western scholarship those relics

of ancient Buddhist literature and art which lociil ignorance
would allow to lie here neglected or to be lost in the end.
When I finally said good-bye to the ’ Thousand Buddhas.'
his jovial sharp-cut face had resumed once more its look of
shy but self- contented serenity. We parted in fullest
amity. I may anticipate here that 1 received gratifying
proof of the peaceful state of his mind w'hen. on my return
to An-hsi four months later, he agreed to let depart for
that ‘ temple of learning ’ in the distant West another share
of the Chinese and 1 il^etan manuscripts in the shajK; of
over two hundred compact bundles. But my time for
feeling true relief came when all the twenty -four cases,
heavy with manuscript treasures rescued from that strange
place of hiding, and the five more tilled with (>aintings and
other art relics from the same cave, had been deposited
safely in the British Museum.
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BUDr>IUST PlCTfREh FROM THE HIDDEN CHAPEL

N EITHER at ihe time of that hurried ‘ excavation ' and
gathering at the * Thousand Buddhas,' nor in the course
of my subsequent explorations, was it possible to find

leisure for any close examination of my novel ‘finds.’ i

had to be content with knowing them safely packed and
transporter! across the deserts and mountains. The year

and a half which has passed since the unpacking of those
precious cases at the British Museum has not sufficed for

more than a preliminary sorting and survey of the con-

tents The emi^arras alts rit^usses in materids has proved
great, and the labours their proper arrangement and study
will demand from my scholar-helpmates m different fields

of research are likely to be protracted. So a succinct

review of the main classes of remains undergoing elucida-

tion is all that can be attempted at present : even this

must needs be incomplete in various directions.

Of all the contents of the Tao-shih’s cave the fine relics

of Buddhist pictorial art impressed me most from the time
when they emerged to the light, and in view of their

artistic interest and importance 1 may give a brief account
of them first. The great majority were painted on silk,

while the rest had for their material either linen or paper.

The prevailing use of 6ne silk gauze was a gratifying fact

in itself; for it was reasonable to assume that to the

superior material there would correspond also a higher
degree of care and technique in the painting. Nor was
this expectation disappointed. But I had not prweeded
far in my search before I realized how much this very
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fineness of the material added to the difficulties of im*

mediate examination and safe transport.

A fair number, indeed, of the narrow painted banners

from the ‘ miscellaneous ’ bundles which a lucky chance

first placed in my hands, were found neatly rolled up, with

their silk material still so pliable and soft that they could

be 'unfolded without risk. The masses of cx-voto rags of

all sorts and crumpled-up paper amidst which the^- were

embedded had helped to protect the delicate fabric from

pressure and consequent hardening. But in other bundles

these pictures had fared worse, and those in particular

which I was able to pick out from among the heavy Chinese

rolls of regular ‘ library bundles ’ showed only loo plainly

under what crushing weight they had suffered. They
were pressed into tight little packets, so hard and brittle

that no attempt at opening them was possible on the spot.

The big paintings on silk ranging up to over six feet

square, had naturally' been affected even more by this

compression of some nine hundreil years. I could not

venture to open out even those which apj^cared to have

been folded at the time of their deposition in a more or

less r^ular fashion, from fear of increasing the damage
undergone at the creases. But most of these big pictures

presented themselves merely as shapeless laige fiarcels of

crumpled-up silk, of which it was quite impossible at the

time to determine the contents. Tbi-re was abundant proof

in the shape of dirt-encrustation, backings with paj>cr. and
other repairs to show that many of them had suffered from
long use, incense-smoke, and the like, {lerhaps for consider-

able periods before they were put away in such careless

fashion within their dark hiding-place.

The task of safely packing thys^- convolutes of often

extremely brittle silk gauze was liifficult enough. But
though tibey travelled quite safely, the proper opening out
and examination in the case of most of these paintings,

whether big or small, could not be commenced until they
had been subjected to a special chemical treatment undc»'

expert hands in the British Museum. l*hough this labout*.

requiring extreme care, has now proceeded steadily for

over a year in the Department ol Prints and Drawings
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under Sir Sidney Colvin's kind supervision, only about
two* thirds of these precious packets have been dealt

with.

The work has been attended by many surprises.

From some of the least promising convolutes, when the

crinkled and brittle silk resumed its original suppleness,

there have emerged wholly unsuspected pieces of fine

paintings, complete or fragmentary. Portions missing in

some large compositions have been discovered in quite a
different conglomeration. No exaa estimate as to the
total number of individual pictures can, therefore, be given
at present ; but it is probable that it will exceed three
hundred. Still more difficult docs it appear to estimate
the extent of labour that will be needed for the permanent
preservation of all these paintings. For the present we
have to be content to strengthen the silk liners by
getting them mounted on a fine gauze with large messes,
and subsequently fixed under sheets of glass, while the
large com(X>$itions have been temporarily backed with thin

sheets of Japanese paper, and thus made capable of being
rolled in the traditional fashion of the Far East.

I'he primary task of recovery and safeguarding is still

far from being completed. But the materials adready

available are sufficient to allow us to form an adequate
idea of the general character and art value of these paint-

ings. Their detailed study and interpretation was bound
to oifer puzzles, no less than points of novel interest.

It was evident from the first that these relics from the

Thousand Buddhas' of Tun-huang were separated by
considerable intervals, both in time and space, from almost
all hitherto known representations of Buddhist pictorial

art. The great majority of these pictures and the corre-

sponding frescoes of the caves undoubtedly belong to the
I 'ang period (7th to 9th century A.D.), from which scarcely

any genuine siemens of Buddhist religious painting have
survived in China or japan. There were marks, too,

of a distinct load influence which the art of these paint-

ings must have undergone for a prolonged period, in

spue of its close dependence on the m^els originally

supplied by Indian and Central-.^ian Buddhism. So I
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had good reason to consider myself fortunate when my
old friend M. A. Foucher. a leading authority in Buddhist

iconography, kindly offered his collaboration for the study

of these remains. To him and my artist helpmate, Mr.

F. H. Andrews, I am largely indebted for the observations

upon which the following remarks and descriptions are

based. But seeing how succinct these must nece.ssarily

be, I feel doubly gflsd that it has been {)Ossible to illustrate

the various classes of pictures by characteristic S{)ecimen8

faithfully reproduced in colours.

The diversity of the material used docs not reflect a

corresponding difference in subject or treatment. But a

closer examination of the pictures, whatever their fabric,

soon reveals an outward distinction which guides us to a

classification on broad lines. The smaller piece.^, when
completely preserved, show mostly the shape of oblong

banners, provided with a triangular headpiece, and streamers

on either side, and attached below to ‘ strainers of wootl

or bamboo, as seen in Fig. 195.

The streamers are secured at the bottom by a w eighting-

piece in lacquered or painted wo<xl. This arrangement,

and still more the care with which the picture projx-r is

painted on both sides of the silk or linen, prove that the

banners were invariably intended to float in the air »us-

jjended from the vaults of cellas aisd {>orches, or from the

ceilings of antechapels. The larger pieces, b<dng painted
on one side only and often provided with some backing
material, but never with streamers or other Hoaiing attach-

ments, were clearly meant to be hung up on temple walls

or gateways. The subjects represented in these; are always
groups of divine figures or scenes from Buddhist heavens ;

but the banners are painted onij' with figures of single
divinities, or else with a succession of scenes from the life

of Buddha. The latter arc the less numerous, but mav
well claim the first place on account of the interest both
of subjea and artistic treatment.

The scenes presented to us arc just those which
Indian Buddhist art chose for its favounte subjects.
They are ordinarily borrowed from that period of
Buddha’s life -story which preceded the Bodhi or final
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enlightenment. They show us the whole cycle of his

nativity as Prince Gautama ; the miracles of his childhood

and youth ;
the life of pleasure in the princely seraglio

;

and. after the four pathetic encounters which arouse his

vocation, the Bight from the palace ; the incidents which
follow this renunciation of the world

; the six years of

austerities ;
and finally, the scene on the bank of the

Nuiranjana river which immediately precedes the illumina-

tion. " In short," as M. Foucher puts it. “ we meet again
with almost the whole catalogue of episodes which have
remained classic since the Graeco- Buddhist school of
(iandhara. The most important point to note is the

frankly Chinese fashion in which these traditional subjects

have been treated. Under the hands of the local artists

they have undergone the same disguising transformation

whidi Christian legend has under those of the lulian or

Flemish painters."

The two banners reproduced in Plate vi. may serve to

illustrate this interesting group of jointings. Both have lost

their streamers, etc, but seem otherwise complete, except

for tears and the like minor injuries. The one to the right,

alxrut two feet high in the original, shows at its bottom the

straining piece o? iomboo clumsily refastened, and a little

higher an ancient tear, coarsely sewn up with red thread.

In the upjR'r joncl we have a rej>reseniaiion of the dream
of Quern Majo. Buddha's mother, which figures in the

legend coticeming his conception. Below we see the

queen being earned in a litter to the Lumbini garden

where her son s birth was destined to take place. The
rajiid onwan! stride of the men carrying her is rendered

with much skill.

Next follows the scene of Prince Gautama’s miraculous

birth from the side of his mother. It is pictured with

scrupulous adherence to the traditional details; but we
recognise a clever device, unknown to the Gandhara models,

in the graceful use made of Maya’s wide slwve to screen

the first appearance of the divine babe. It is repeated in

other reprcsenuiions of this scene and had evidently

become hxed in local tradition. At the foot of the banner

we sec the miracle of Gautama’s first steps towards his
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mother, with lotuses springing up to mark the spots which

the child’s feet have touched. The landscape of the last

three panels is treated with thoroughly Chinese taste in its

setting, and the distances are cleverly adapted and balanced.

In the bottom panel the cartouche is filled in with a Chinese

legend setting forth the particular episode, whereas the

corresponding cartouches above have been left blank, as

only too frequently in these paintings.

The banner on the left of the Plate is bordered on

its long side by a rich dorai ornament, which I found

frequently also in the decorative settings of the frescoes

in the caves. The upper portion contains a spirited re-

presentation of the famous legend how Prince Gautama,
wishing to free himself from all worldly bonds and tempta-

tions of the senses, as a preliminary to progress towards

full enlightenment, leaves his palace at night while all the

women and minstrels of his seraglio and the guards outside

the gates are overcome by deep sleep. On the cloud

above the battlemented wall we sec the future ' Buddha
’

galloping towards freedom on his favourite steed, his

^thtul groom, Chandaka, keeping by his side. The deep
blue tints over hills and forest shown below the riding

figure skilfully symbolize the time when the escape took

place. In the lower portion of the picture we see the four

emissaries sent out by King Suddhodana, Gautama’s
father, to call back the princely fugitive ; having failed to

find him they are brought up for judgment before the king
and his ministers. Their arms are bound at their backs,

and two purple-robed executioners stand behind, carr)'ing

beating-sticks, exactly like the one which I excavated at

one of the stations of the Tun-huanj^ Linus (Fig. 172, 1^.

However fascinating these scenes from Buddha’s hfe-

story are, on account limth of the faithful reproduction of
all features in the original Indian legends and of the

artistic merit of their Chinese setting, I must pass on
to the far laiver group of banners imich display single

divinities of the Buddhist Pantheon. Their variety is

truljr bewildering
;
and as the figures are but rarely accom-

panied by descriptive cartouches, and even characteristic

emblems often absent, the correct identification of them
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all will provide many a crux for expert authorities on
Buddhist iconography. But even fc«fore thb detailed

analysis is attempted it is easy to recognize three broad
categories of the divine personages represented—Buddhas.
Bodhisattvas, and Loka^as or ' Guardians of the Worlds.’

The very small number of pictures showing Gautama
Buddha or corresponding epiphanies in earlier or future

cycles canncM cause surprise ; for from an early period

other divine fij^ures claimed htr more attention in Buddhist
worship, especially in the Mahayana system which prevailed

from Gandhara right through Central Asia into China.
Its favourite objects were the Bodhisattvas or ‘ Buddhas
elect ‘ in their inexhaustible multiplicity, and these we
hnd abundantly represented on our banners. Rich adorn-
ment in dress and jewelry is common to all these princely

incarnations of Buddhas past or future, with the single

exception of Kshitigarbha, who curiously enough figures in

the costume of a monk.
.'\ certain number of the Bodhisattvas are presented in

a style plainly Indian, and can on account of their charac-

teristic emblems and distinctive colours be easily identified

with the miniature figures in certain old Buddhist manu-
scripts from Nepal which M. Foucher first studied and
published. Thus we meet repeatedly with Manjusri on
his lion. Samantabhadra on the elephant. Vajrapani with

the thumlerboit. Maitrcya with the rosar>% and other well-

known creations of Buddhist imagery. Even more fre-

quent are representations of .Xvalokitesvara, whom Chinese

Buddhism lus madualiy transformed into Kuan-yin. its

much-beloved ' Goddess of Mercy,' In all these the faith-

ful adherence to the style in pose, features, and drapery,

as originally fixed by Graeco- Buddhist art, is obvious.

This tenacity of traditional type is a himiliar feature in the

iconc^lTaphy all religions. All the more interesting are

those numerous banners in which the represenution of

Bodhisattvai has undergone unmistakable adaptation to

new standards developed in the later Buddhist art of

Central Asia, or quite plainly to Chinese taste.

From the artistic point of view these latter pittures of

Bodhisattvas are often distinctly superior in design and
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execution ;
but the interpretation of them is in many

cases very difficult. Some types, like the Bodhisattva

with the censer or the one carrying a transparent bowl

(Fig. 195), are manifestly new mythological creations. In

others, again, we look vainly for any recognizable attributes.

Such are the two striking figures reproduced in colour, Plate

VII., from silk banners which, e.\cepi for the streamers,

are practically complete. The Bodhisattva on the Icit,

with its undulating line of figure and its elaborate dress

and adornment, shows no essential divergence from the

type to be met with in the frescoes and stucco sculptures

of Eastern Turkestan ruins. The light pink robe hang-

ing from the waist, the dark green chiton -like garment
partly covering the breast, and the stole, purple outside and

green inside, which is gracefully draped round shoulders,

body, and arms, all correspond to the traditional garments

of Indian Buddhist saints as Central-Asian painting and

sculpture show them. Vet Chinese infiuence is strongly

evident in the flowing ease of the draperies as they grace-

fully fall with studied carelessness, partly in.side. piirtly

outside the open lotus which serves as pedestal, in the hair

festooned across the forehead and hanging in long tresses

behind to below the elbow, as well as in a mass of details

contributing to the picturesque effect of the whole.

The same qualities of freely sweeping line, of graceful

movement, and harmoniously blcndetl intense colours, are

even more conspicuous in the fine figure of a Bodhisattva

seen on the right. There is neither recc^nizable emblem
nor any other mark which would allow us to identify

him. The figure is seen in full profile striding forward

in vigorous action. The right hatifl uplifted carries a

pink object largely hidden % the elaborate head-dress,

and its pose is cleverly balanced by the left hanging
down to grasp the floating drapery. The movement of

the body is admirably expressed also in the trailing masses
of the rich red robe drap^ round the legs and feet, and in

the gyrations of the stole or Uttariya at the back. It is

reflected, too, in the swing of the jewelled tassels hanging
from the canopy and in the curls of the flames wnich
encircle the jewels on its top. The bold curving shapes
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and elaborate bosses of the gold ornaments are distinctly

suggestive of Chinese taste. Very curious is the profile

representation of the halo, which is here indicated by a
mere colourless disk instead of the usual multi-coloured

circle.

The Chinese style of local art seems to have annexed
altogether the images, represented with relative frequency,

of the four Lokapalas or Guardian-kings of the four world-
regions. They ap{>ear to have been popular objects of
worship in Chinese Buddhism of the period, and the
numerous pictures of them are often executed with much
care. They are all represented in warrior guise, heavily
armed from head to foot. The inscribed miniatures which a
small illuminated Chinese manuscript gives of them enable
us to identify with full assurance Vaisravana. king of the
Northern Region, by his halberd ; Dhriiarashtra, of the
East, by his bow or arrow ; VMrudhaka, of the South, by
his club

; and Virupaksha. who rules the West, by his

sword.

Another group of minor divinities which figure with
relative frequency among the banners, that of the Dharma-
fxilas or ‘ Protectors of Religion,' also bear a distinctly

Chinese look, though even here peculiar features of their

presentation arc foreshadowed in Graeco- Buddhist sculp-

ture. A.S matiifestations of Vajrapani in fur)% they are
made to display an exaggerated development of muscles

;

and thus, as M. Fouchcr obser\'es. “they recall quite as
much the athletic demons of japan as the horrible appari-

tions of Lamaistic worship. It is only fair to point out,

however, that they show as yet neither the extravagant
multiplication of limbs nor the monstrous obscenities of
the latter." Altogether, it is a relief to observe that

among the images represented by these painters, whether
on l>anners or in frescoes, very few are found of a form
not simply human. Female divinities also are extremely
rare. "The Pantheon which the paintings of Tun-huang
reveal to us." so M. Foucher remarks with full justice,
** was evidently composed for the benefit of donors reason-

able in their tastes and under the direction of monks still

heedful of decency."



CHAPTER LXVIII

LARGE PAINTINGS AND OTHER ART RELICS

We find the general characteristics just indicated equally

represented in that class of paintings, mostly of large

size, which were meant for the decoration of walls, and
which represent groups of divine beings in more or less

elaborate composition. Among the many specimens of

this class I may call attention first to the fine picture suc-

cessfully reproduced in the coloured frontispiece of Vol. 1.

;

for it is unmistakably an original work of exceptional

artistic merit. It shows Vaisravana, the king of the

Northern R^ion, moving on a cloud across the ocean,

followed by a train of heavenly attendants and demon.s.

From his left rises a small cloud supporting a miniature

Stupa. His right hand carries the halberd, while bundles
of flames shoot up behind his shoulders, expressive of

rapid movement. His richly brocaded dress and elaborate

golden armour are represented with exquisite care, to

which reproduction on a scale necessarily so small cannot
do full justice.

It is the same with the figures and adornment of his

numerous host, among which variation of type and
expression is introduced with remarkable skill. The
individualizing touch bestowed on each demon's head
seems to bring these fantastic figures nearer to human
interest, as in a famous relievo of Graeco-Buddhist art

representing the demon army of Mara. On the extreme
left an aged demon-warrior is seen getting ready to shoot
his arrow at a Garuda. half-man hauf-birtT who escapes to

the heights of heaven. The big rolling waves of the ocean
are rendered with a freedom and irresistible dash which

KH
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recalls Japanese art at its best. Far away in the back-

f
round the mountains of Meru, the range representing the

iimaiaya in Indian mythology, and appropriately assigned

to the ‘ King of the Northern Region,’ close the scene.

The whole bears the impress of a master hand, and could

bold its own in any collection of Far Eastern art

The silk paintings which represent scenes in Buddhbt
heavens are particularly numerous ; but as most of them
are large andf crowded with figures, it is difificult to rejwo-

duce them adequately here. They usually show a Buddha
as their central figure seated on a lotus platform, with

an elaborate structure resembling the terraced gardens
which often adjoin Chinese temfues, and surrounded by
a host of saints and heavenly attendants. Two or more
Bodhisattvas, distinguished by lamer size and more lavish

adornment, are seated by his side or symmetrically en-

throned in separate pavilions. On a series of elegantly

decorated terraces btdow we see crowds of haloed ngures
representing Artiats or saints enjoying the divine presence,

and the scene is rendered festive by the dancing which
gracefully whirling girls perform to the music proouced by
Gandharvis and other celestial entertainers. Lotus-filled

tanks are often shown between the terraces
;
and in the

background architectural vistas, sometimes of considerable

beauty, provide an appropriate setting to the amenities of

this heavenly revel.

It is difficult, without protracted research, to ascertain

which of the various heavens known to Buddhist mytho-
logical fancy is intended in each picture. Nor does it

much matter from the artistic point of view or that of the

student of religion. Whether it is Sukhavati, the heaven
far away in the extreme west of the world, or Maitreya’s

paradise where dying HsUan-tsang fondly hoped to be

re-born, it is clear that what the pious donors and painters

of these piaures looked forward to as the final goal of

bliss was a very human paradise not lacking the good

things of this world. However remote this conception is

from the true Nirvana, the Enlightened One’s real goal,

we may appreciate the air of dignified repose and enjoy-

ment whiw all these scenes breathe. Their architectui^
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decoration is unmistakably Chinese and not less interesting

on that account. But there is good reason to ^lieve that

the general scheme, and the grouping of the divine figures,

like their iconographic presentation, is a faithful reflex from

Indian and Central-Asian models. However that may be,

it is an interesting fact, brought out by comparison with

the photographs I took of the frescoes In the ‘ I housand

Buddhas' caves,’ that many of the larger pictures on silk

are reproductions of these on a reduced scale.

A good idea of the colour effects of the pictures may be

gained from the painting, close on five feet high, reproduced

in Plate viii. Here we see on the right the Bodhisaitva

Manjusri riding on his lion, which a black Indian conducts.

On the left is Samantabhadra. another litxlhisattva, riding

on his elephant led by a similar figure. .Above are shown
in a row four standing Bodhisattvas, manifestations of an

Avalok liesvara or ‘ Kuan-yin,’ whom the Chinese legends

by their side allow us to identify as * The V'er)* Commas*
sionate.' At the foot of the [lainting we have {xjrtraits

of the donors, some of them dresj»ed as monks, and of

female members of their families. .A dedicator)' Chinese
inscription on the central panel acquaints us with the

occasion when the gift of this picture was made, and supplies

the welcome fact that it dates from the year tS64
Among a number of jwintings which cannot be classed

under any of the alxjve catetgories, but yet will repay

attention, I can only mention one. It is a long roll of

paper with curious representations of scenes of judgment
in Buddhist hells. In each two sinners are t)etng brought
up before the tribunal. They arc condemned to wear the
' cangue ' or wooden board, still a favourite implement of

Chinese justice, while two figures aitcnd'tht m. carrying one
an armful of sacred texts, and the other a statuette of

Buddha, evidently to mark the means of grace and salvation.

I have left myself little .space to discuss other works of

quasi • piaorial an rescued by me from the walied*up
diapel. though their intereirt from more than one jpoint of

view is great. I mean the embroiderfes. By far the most
important among them is the magnificent picture, nearly

nine feet high, which Plate tx. reproduces in cokMirs.
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The central life-sized figure, with its rather hientic look

and severe archaistic pose, is Buddha himself ; the indica-

tions of rock behind st^est that the scene is laid at

the Gridhrakuta or ‘Vulture grotto,’ famous in Buddha's

life -story. The two %ures nearest to the Master on
either side have suffered sad havoc. probaUy through

want of care and protection before the cave was walled up.

They seem to represent hb earliest dbdples. Kasyapa being

still recognizable in the aged face on the right Outside

them we see two richly adonied Bodhisattvas in poses of

worship. A similar grouping was observed in some of

the oldest frescoes of the site- Above them two graceful

Gandharvas on cloud - scrolb support the canopy over

Buddha’s head. Below we see the donors and their female

relations grouped in adoration, on either side of a yellow

central |>anel from which the inscription originally stitched

in has unfortunately disappeared.

The colours of the .silks used for the embroidery have
survived in remarkable freshness and shimmer, far better

than the reproduction, owing to unsurmountable technical

difficulties. succtMjds in showing. The work contained in

this picture may be guessed from the fact that merely to

stitch it on to a new backing of canvas, a task which was
absolutely needed and which Miss E. A. Winter, a lady

trained at the Royal School of .\rt Needlework, performed

with great care and skill, took over two months. The
damage which this fine piece of embroidery had suffered

l>efcwe its final deposition is shown by earlier attempts at

repairs, and confirms the impression of its high antiquity

derived from other indications.

word of mention must be given to the fine embroidered

cushion cover seen in Fig. 197. Its floral ornamentation

and tracery is remarkable, both for its harmonious odours
and for its close affinity to designs still common in modem
embroidered work of Turkestan and China. Were it not

for the ascertained date of the walUng-up of the chapel,

we should scarcely have suspected that thb piece of

domestic art went back to at least the tenth century a.d.

But questions even more curious in their antiquarian

aspects are raised by the remains of woven art fabrics
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which have turned up among the finds of that wonderful

cave. A number of triangular head -pieces, which were

found detached from their painted banners, are composed

either in their body or in their broad borders of pieces

of fine silk damask. The multi-coloured patterns woven
into them present a striking resemblance to the type which

finds of patterned silk fabrics from Egyptian tombs of the

early Christian and Byzantine period have made familiar

to VVestern archaeolc^ists, and which is usually known by

the conventional designation of ‘ Sassanian.’

In one piece we see a gracefully designed pattern of

rosettes and palmettes interspersed with symmetrically

axranged figures of Hying birds ;
in another an elaborate

diaper of rings and quatrefoils in bright greens and pinks

is decorated with pairs of horned detrr or geese posed

in profile. The quaint but effective modellinj^ of the

woven figures and their colouring recall so vividly the

designs of ancient fabrics excavated in the early Christian

cemeteries of Egypt and commonly classed as ' Coptic.'

that, according to the opinion of Professor j. Strzygowski.

a leading authority on the art history of the Near East,

who has kindly undertaken the study of my materials, a

close connection in origin may be considered certain.

The same affinity of style is to be observed in a mass of

fine damasks and brocades which have survived as mere
strips and rags among the ex-votos plentifully dc|x>siled

in the cave. The full reconstruction in drawing of the

patterns which these torn pieces of fabrics once exhibited

IS a task of considerable interest that will necessarily take

time.

The problem presented by these fabrics is made still

more interesting by certain sp^mons of exceedingly fine

silk tapesiQT which have Ixxn discovered among our ' finds

'

from the * Thousand Buddhas.' One of them is contained

in the hand -woven strips which form the converging

txardeni of a beautifully painted triangular head-piece of a

banner. The general idea of design, elaborate in spite

of the minute execution, is a duck-pond surrounded by'

various delicately coloured pbnts ; this, too, recalls motifs

used in ancient Egypt and the Near East.
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Another iqpedmen is to be found on a perfectly pre-

served silk cover, about two feet long, intended for a
manuscript roll. Its narrow bands of silk tapestry,

extremely fine in texture, show a richly and yet delicately

tinted pattern which consists of an adaptation of the

palmette and connecting scroll and bears an unmistakably
Chinese character. As if this artistic manuscript cover
had been specially des^ned to bring home to us a fiiscinat*

tng problem, we find it decorated also with broad bands
of thick silk damask showing a pattern of pronounced
‘ Sassanian ‘ type, winged iitxis facing each other with
curled tails. The difference of styles thus brought into

closest juxtaposition by the hand which fashioned the
cover, is a most suggestive illustration of the widely
distant civilisations that once met at Tun-huang.

The question as to the origin of these silk damasks of
* Sassanian ' pattern is as yet difficult to solve. That the

designs represented in them are borrowed from Hellenistic

art as transplanted to Mesopotamia and thence to Iran,

must be considered certain. But are we justified in

assuming that the fabrics themselves, showing this close

resemblance in style to the * Ct^tic ' finds in Egypt, were
manufactured in, and imported from, the Sassanian
dominions in MesoptHamia or Persia ? Whatever silk was
workted up there and in the Near East, until the first silk-

worms were introduced into the Byzantine empire about

550 A.D., must have been broi^ht from China itself—or
from Khotan. Can we reasonably assume thm silk first

travelled all the hi^ distance to Persia from the * land

of the Seres,* always the most important place of its

production, in order to be brought back again m the shape
of damask to Tun>huang, on the very Mrder of China?
The aggrt^te journey for caravans would even now
amount to at least a year and a half, whereas the distance

from the nearest silk-producing provinces of China to

Tun-huang couM be acoomplishra easily in less than

three montha And the art of silk-*weaving must have
reached a high standard in China Icntt before Han times,

as my finds of fine silk and damask ^agments along the

Tufi-nuang Lmus conclusively (wove.
VOl- II p
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Is it not possible that damasks with carefully ccmied
‘ Western ' patterns were manufactured in China itself for

r^^lar export, just as Chinese porcelain factories produced
‘ China ’ with European designs for export to the West all

through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? Or have
we, perhaps, to look upon Khotan, an early home of trans-

planted sericulture, as the industrial centre which, being

in close touch with the Oxus regions and Iran, was able

to turn out hne silk fabrics in a style closely approaching

the * Sassanian ’ patterns ? No definite answer can safely

be attempted as yet. But all advance in research is bound
up with problems, and so I feel glad that the * finds * in

that hidden temple cave have raised them in more than

one direction.



CHAPTER LXIX

A rOLYGLOT TEMPLE LIBRARY

The interchange of influences from varied regions and
races is also illustrated in characteristic fashion by the

manuscript remains from the hidden temple library. A
rapid review of them will suffice to bring out the large

|)art played by Buddhist propaganda in linking civiliza-

tions right across Asia, and how much of its current must
have {>assed through Tun-huang during successive periods.

Regard for the original home of Buddhist doctrine

—

and personal attachment to my old Indian field of work
—induces me to mention in the first place the relics of

Sanskrit manuscripts. I'hey all belong to Buddhist reii^ous
literature. Though iheir number and extent arc relatively

modest, Professor L. de la Valli^ Poussin, who has kindly

undertaken the examination of them, has discovered
texts of considerable interest for the critical history of the
Sanskrit Canon of Northern Buddhism, which in India

itself has been almost completely lost through the vicissi-

tudes of the Buddhist churdi in the country of its origin.

The large and well-preserved manuscript on palm leaves

(Fig. 192, 1) which I had occasion to mention previously

contains portions of a famous canonical work, and has on
aca>unt of its great age and undoubtedly Indian produc-
tion proved of particular value. Other manuscripts written

on paper evidently represent text recensions which were
current in Central Asia.

Far more numerous and of exceptional linguistic as

well as p^aet^raphical interest are the rolls and Pothis on
paper written m several Central-Asian varieties of Indian

Brahmi script but in non-Indian language (Fig. 192, s. r)*

all
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The character of the writing sufficed to connect these

manuscripts with one or more of the ‘ unknown * languages

once used in Eastern Turkestan, the study of which was

commenced by my friend. Dr. A. F. Rudolf Htwrnle, C.l.E,,

fully twenty years ago, after the first acquisition of ancient

manuscript fragments from Kuchar and Khotan. It was,

therefore, a special satisfaction to me to be able to place

the new materials at the disposal of that veteran scholar,

the true pioneer in this field of research. They arc so

abundant that even a preliminary analysis cannot be com-

plete as yet But the succinct notices so far publishe by

Dr. Hoernle indicate a number of philologically important

results and give every hope of further elucidations.

Most, if not all, of the texts so far examine have

proved to be written in that * unknown ' language which,

as previous researches seemed to show, was current in

the Khotan region and the southern oases of the Tarim
Basin both for religious literature and for secular record.

Though the Indo-European character of this language

had gradually come to be rccognired, it could not ^
interpreted nor even its relation towards the Indian and
Iranian language groups determined. It was hence a

discovery of far-reaching importance when Dr. Hoernle
wras able to identify two well-preserved and practkally

complete books as literal translations of well-known
Buddhist texts available in their Sanskrit originals, tlM

Vajracchedika and the Aparamitayuh • sutra. So here

were at last found the eagerly -noped- for ‘bilinguar

texts, without which it seemed practically impossibK; to

expect any real decipherment of the ‘Southern unknown
langui^e.*

Even the elaborate tables of alphabet and syllabaries

which are often found inserted before such Otntral-Astan
texts written on the back of Chinese rolls, and which 1

was first inclined to treat lightly, have under Dr. Hoernle’s
expert examination proved of considerable palaeographical
value. The^ have settled emee for all the true readings
of difficult l^^ures, in the very cursive form Centru*
Asian Brahmt script which was adopted with particular

frequency for texts of that langiu^e.
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We are taken to a field of Buddhist propaganda much
farther in the West by a number of rolls and Pothi

fragments written in a script which, like that used later by
the Uigurs, was derived from the Syriac alphabet but

here serves for the record of a langu^e undoubtedly

Iranian (Fig. 192, s). To Professor F. W. K. Muller, of the

University of Berlin and one of the most learned living

Orientalists, bebngs the merit of having Arst reco^iz^
in fragments of similar script brought back from Turan by
Prof. A. GrUnwcdel's expedition remnants of that Sogdtan
language which was a branch of Middle Persian i^ken
in ancient Sogdiana, corresponding roughly to the present

Samarkand and Bokhara. We knew already from Chinese
and other sources that Buddhism had penetrated early to

that region from India through what is now Afghanistan,

and that it flourished there until the Arab conquest in

the eighth century a d. The Turfan fragments deciphered

by Professor F. W. K. Muller establi^ed the fact that

people from Sogdiana, both Buddhists and Manichaeans,
were widely spread through the northern portions of

what is now Chinese. Turkestan, and that they continued
to use there Sogdian translations of their respective

scriptures.

The Sc^dian manuscripts discovered among the con-

tents of the hidden library at the ‘Thousand Buddhas'
now prove that this Iranian influence spread much farther

eastwards and into China proper. As far as Professor

Muller has been able to examine them, they contain trans-

lations from the canonical literature of Buddhism. The
close agreement in outward app^rance and paper suggests
that they were mostly written in a region where Chinese
influence prevailed, perhaps at Tun-nuang itself. The
inteipretation of Sogdian texts, owit^ to me inadequacy
of the languf^e material hitherto available and to other

causes, still presents great difiiculties. Hence the philo-

logical value of these new and more extensive materials

—

one of the well-preserved rolls measures over seventeen

feet—is bound to prove considerable.

It is in connection with these texts in Sogdian lan-

guj^e that 1 may conveniently mention the discovery,
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so isolated among the * finds ‘ from the * Thousand
Buddhas,' of a manuscript roil which takes us to a religion

and literature originating even farther away in the West.
This is a neat little book-roll, about four inches broad but

close on fifteen feet long (Fig. 192, a ), written with great

dearness in that peculiar form of Syriac or Estran^elo

script which, since Professor F. W. rC. Muller's brilliant

discoveries among the finds of the German expeditions to

Turfan, has been recognized as the characteristic writing

of the Manichaeans.
The followers of Mani and his creed, that strangest of

all syncretistic religions of the East, in which elements of

Christian belief. Zoroastrian tenets, and Buddhist meu-
physics were fused in an extraordinary medley, were
widely spread through the whole of Central Asia and even
into China during the later part of what in Kastern

Turkestan may conveniently be designated as the Buddhist

pieriod. From Chinese historical sources we knew that

Manichaeisrn counted many followers among the Uigurs,

that Turkish tribe which, after the downfall of Chinese
control over Eastern Turkestan at the close of the eighth

century a.d., and the withdrawal of Tibetan occupation
half a century later, established its power from westernmost
Kan-su to the north-east of the Tarim Basin.

Turfan was for more than two centuries the main seat

of Uigur pwwcr. It is therefore appropriate that the
ruins there should have been the first to yield relics, both
in Middle Persian and early Turkish, of that Manichaean
literature which, until Professor Muller's discovery, was
thot^ht to have completely vanished. They apparently
justify the belief that Mantchaeism amd Butklhtsm existed

p>eaceably side by side among a population mainly Turkish,
which, with a tolerance characterisuc of the race, was
ready to give a hearing to more than one system of
salvation. It was probably much the same also on
Chinese ground at Tun-huang ; and thus we can account
few the strange faa that, among sacred texts and relics

deposited in a Buddhist shrine, there should have survived
a manusmpt of that church of Mani which had its chief

ecdemastic^ centre in Babylon and which, as pleodful
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passages in the Fathers of the Church show, was l<Mig

a serious rival to Christianity <m the shores of the

Mediterranean.

But arart from this quasi-historical interest, the Mani*
chaean relic from the * Thousand Buddhas * has proved also

of philological value. Dr. A. von Lecoq, the distinguished

Turkologist savant of the Royal Ethnographical Museum
at Berlin and the successful leader of the second German
ex{>edition to Turfan, who was kind enough to undertake
its publication, has shown in an annotated edition recently

brought out in the Royal Asiatic Society'sJournal that the

Tun^iuang manuscript contains the most complete text so
far known of the ‘ Khuastanift ' or Confession Prayer of

the Manichaean auditores or laymen, in its early Turkish
version. Only about one>tenth of the text at the commence-
ment has been lost, and this could fortunately be supple-

mented from fr^ments now at Berlin. Without going
into details it wiU suffice to mention, in Dr. von Lecoq 's

words, that *' its excellent state of preservation and the

fact of its being written in the clear unequivocal letters of

the Manichaean alphabet render this manuscript a most
valuable help to all interested in the study of the ancient

Turkish S[)ecch.’'

For the same reason another unique ‘ find ' from the
walled-up library claims mention in this place. It is a
small manuscript book of over a hundred pages in that

earliest Turkish writing designated Runic Turki, known
until recently only from the famous Orkhon inscriptions.

Some fragmentary leaves in the same script resembling
in appearance the runes of the North had turned up at

Turfan, and 1 myself had a>me upon a sheet of it in the
ruined fort of Miran, as already related, as well as some
fragments among the contents of the Tun-huang cave.

But the little book just referred to is complete from
beginning to end (Fig. 193, 3), and by far the largest literary

text in that script.

Its value is much increased by the fact that, accord-

ing to a communication of Professor V. Thomsen, who has

honoured me by accepting the task trf* publishing it, the

bo<^ b probably an original oompositkm in Turiush and
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not a translation from some Buddhist or other imported

religious text, as is the case with most early Turkish

language remains so far recovered. 1 1 contains a collection

of short stories on men and animals, bringing out points

of m<x^ instruction for children and youths, and the

author’s own colof^on records occasion, place, and time

of writing. Though the date given in the usual Turkish

cyclical years cannot be accurately determined, it is im-

probable that the manuscript is later than the eighth

century.

Old Turkish translations of Buddhist canonical works

are represented by half-a-dozen books in the so-called

Uigur script which developed from Syriac writing, and was

in use already for Sogdian texts. Several of these books

are perfectly preserved volumes, counting hundreds of

pages and largely interspersed with Chinese rubrics and

glosses (Fig. 192, 4, 6). My friend Dr. E. Denison Ross

has been able to identify in at least two of these volumes

translations of different portions of a commentary on the

Abhidharmakosa, a famous Buddhist metaphysical work,

which HsUan-tsang was the first to transplant into Chinese

from its Sanskrit original In spite of the difficult con-

tents, there is reason to hope that a detailed study of these

Uigur versions, such as Dr. Ross is now engaged upm,
will materially enlarge our knowledge of the early Turkish
vocabulary.

I have already explained how sadly 1 felt on the spot

my total want of Sinologist training with reference to th^
masses of Chinese manuscript which formed the preponder*

ating bulk both of the hidden library and of what I was able

to Mng away from it. Hclpc^ by Chnu^-saQ-yeh's seal

and intelligent interest I had, indeed, endeavoured, while

any selection was possible, to secure Chinese manuscripts
mainly from those ‘ miscellaneous ’ bundles in which docu*

ments and secular writings of various kinds seemed to be
roenre frequent than ammtg the closely tied packets of rolls

with Buddhist canonical texts (Fig. 194). But even if

Chtang had been a scholar trained in Western methods
research, it would have been difficult for him to find

time for any systematic selection under the omditions
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prevailing. As for myself 1 had to rely almost solely on
the assumption that miscellaneous papers showing signs of

having been old and badly cared for, long before the final

closing of the cave, were most likely to ccmtain materiab of

historical and antiquarian interest.

It was hence a matter of relief to me when, subsequent

to my return to England in 1909, I learned that M. Paul

Pelliot, then Professor of Chinese at that great centre of

Far Eastern research, the £cole Fran^se d’Extrdme
Orient at Hanoi, and since appointed to a chair at the

Sorbonne, one of the most distinguished Sinologists

living, had in the course of the archaeolc^cal mission

entrusted to his leadership by the Government and several

learned bodies of France, visited Tun-huang about a year

after my own stay and been able to search thoroughly

all the masses of manuscripts I had been obliged to leave

behind in Wang’s precarious keeping. Aided by his

exceptional mastery of Chinese literature and bibliography,

especially in its branches related to Buddhism, and by the

well-merited respect which his learning gained for him
everywhere among the Chinese, M. Pellioi suaxeded in

rapidly sifting the contents of those hundreds and hun-

dreds of tightly packed bundles. The Tao-shih, who
seems to have b^n much reassured by the discretion

maintained about our own little transaction, and by the

absence of all awkward consequences, now showed greater

indulgence. No doubt duly rewarded, he allowed M.
Pelliot to pick out and bring away whatever manuscripts

he considered of importance for historical Chinese or phuo-

It^ical studies. The preliminary account of his lalx>urs

shows how abundant has been his harvest, a result of

competent gleaning.

^ it was a particular satisfaction for me when M.
Pelliot. after his own return early in 1910, expreped the

wish to examine my collection of Chinese manuscripts from

the cave, and eventually to undertake its catalogue. The
results of the first rapid scrutiny to which he was good

enough to devote a fortnight of unremitting labour, were as

gratit^ng as they well could be. It showed that the total

number pf Chinese manuscripts amounted to over 9000,
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about one-third of these consisting of complete text

rolls, and about two-thirds of detached records and frag-

mentary texts.

“ The former in their great majority belong to works of

Buddhist literature contained in the Chinese and Japanese
editions of the Buddhist Canon. Being the oldest manu-
scripts the complete rolls are, of course, very valuable for a

future detailed study of those canonical texts ;
but on the

whole they yield relatively little new information which

can be immediately utilized. It is very different with the

detached records, acts of ordination, bans, accounts, etc.,

often exactly dated
;
these illustrate all the varied aspects

of local life, and represent a category of documents of which,

until the Tun-huang discoveries, practically no ancient

specimens were known to exist. Finally, it is among
the fragmentary manuscripts that there are found most
frequently those texts of secular literature, historical, geo-

graphical, lexicographical, etc., which are of the greatest

importance for the advance of learned Sinologist research."

M. Pelliot’s brief preliminary- report, from which 1 ha%'c

just quoted, gives assurance that philological instinct had
guided me rightly when 1 fixed my attention from the first

upon those bundles of ‘ miscellaneous
'

papers. Hut 1

have even more reason to feel grateful for the fact that the

intrinsic interest of the manuscripts thus secured has
induced him to offer his labours for the preparation of a
systematic inventory, a task for which rw scholar living

could possibly be better qualified by learning and critical

experience. It is a comfort to know that the putdication

of the inventory is assured by the Trustees of the British

Museum, in which this portion of my collection is to find its

final resting-place.

I have left mention of the Tibetan manuscripts (Fig.

192, 9
^

to the last because, owing to a variety of causes,

fflcludii^ their great mass which is second only to that

of the Chinese, no sufficiently extensive examination has
as yet been possible. But from what information I have
been able to ol^n through the kindness o( my friend

Dr. F. W. Thomas, the learned Librarian of the India
Offio:, and of Miss C. M. Ridding, an accomplished Tibetan
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scholar, it seems safe to conclude that the vast majority,

if not the whole, of the rolls and * Pothis ’ contain texts from
the Tibetan Buddhist Canon. The frequent repetition

of certain particularly cherished chapters and prayers, a

quasi • mechanical process for acquiring spiritual merit

which seems at all times to have had a fatal attraction

for pious Tibetans, has confirmed the suspicions I

etueriained from the first. But apart from those endless

Prujnaparamitas, etc., there remains abundant material

which will repay close study when the time comes for

textual criticism of the vast literature of Til>etan Buddhism
embodied in the Kanjur and ‘I'anjur. In the meantime
the.st^ manuscripts, the oldest so far known that can be
tlated with certainty, are to l>e carefully catalogued for the

India Office Library, their future place of deposit.



CHAPTER LXX

DECORATIVE ART AT THE ‘ THOUSAND BUDDHAS
'

As long as all my efforts had to l>c devoted to the search

among the treasures of the hidden chapel, there was no
time to spare for the closer inspection of the hundreds
of temple grottoes, big and small, which honeycomb ihe

precipitous conglomerate cliffs on the lelt river bank above
and below Wang Tao-shih's shrine. Hut on occasional

strolls along their line e.xtending for nearly a mile 1

managed to familiarize myself with the position and
character of the larger and more imjxirtant cave-
temples. So when my immediate task of ‘ excavation

'

came to an end with the Tao-shih’s departure on May
3tst, and 1 was left free to turn my attention to them,
there was some preliminarv* acquaintance to guide me
in my sur\'ey of their artistic features.

It did not take long to convince me that this survey
would necessarily have to be of an eclectic nature, if

I was to retain a sufficient margin of time for my other
archaeological and geographical tasks of that summer.
The total number of separate grottoes, varying in size

from big cellas up to fifty-four feet in depth, with antecha{>«;is

and porches, to miniature shrines of very ntpdest dimensions,
amounts to over five hundred, as ascertained in the course
of the general site pbn which I got the Surveyor to make
with the plane-table. They fall roughly into three main
groups, the largest of which, to the south, comprises all

the caves still visited for worship. The photograph (Fig-

158) shows to the left the lower end of this group, beyond
Wang Tao-shih‘s shrine, and to the right |jart of the
second and much smaller group.
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This and the third group still farther down comprises

only small grottoes, practically retaining no traces of

decoration and evidently inaccessible for long ages. The
stream here washes the very foot of the con^omerate cliff,

about 50 to 60 feet high in its lowest and most precipitous

step, and much of the friable rock-face once containing

approaches to the various cave chaml>ers and passages

l>etween them has fallen and crumbled away completely.

Of wooden galleries and stairs such as must once have
served in addition for communication, no trace has survived

here. It is probable that most of these small grottoes in

the northern groups served as quarters for monks rather

than a.s shrines.

In the southern and largest group, too, the caves are

disjwsed in so irregular a fashion as to preclude all idea

of systematic planning. The number of grottoes excat'ated

one above the other varies according to their respective

heights
:
and only for short distances, such as near the

Tao-shih’s temple (Fig. 198) and between the two shrines

Cf^ntaining c^jiossal seated Buddhas( Fig. 199), is it possible

to rticogniie something corresponding to regular rows or

stories. In front of many of the upj>er grottoes wooden
stairs and verandahs, dating from the time of the last

restoration, are visible, though generally far too decayed

'

for use. Elsewhere their position can still be made out

l>y the holes cut into the rock as supports for the rafters

(Fig, 15}). The varying stages of decay shown by these

adjunct structures suggest that restoration has never

quite ceased. The different styles of decoration displayed

by the frescoes in parts of the same shrine as well as by

the stucco sculptures confirm this conclusion. In fact,

with so many grottoes left neglected and available for

fresh consecration by any pious donor who would pay for

their restoration, centuries are likely to have passed since

any new excavation.

A number of archaeological indications show that most

if not all the large cave-temples, usually situated on the

f
round level, date back to T'ang times or even earlier.

‘here is strong reason to assume that the best work in

their decoration belongs to the same period, though even
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then it is impossible to determine whether it was always

contemporary with the original construction. The pre-

valence in the porches of many old shrines of a style of

fresco decoration different from the manifestly older

compositions in the cellas, but closely resembling that of

the procession of large Bodhisattvas painted over the wall

which hid the entrance to the Tao-shih’s chapel (see Fig.

1 88), led me to conclude that at some period after the

tenth centur>' Ch’ien-fo-tung had seen another protracted

spell of prosperity. Perhaps it coincideii with the reign of

the great Mongol dynasty which for a century assured

peace and nourishing trade through vast areas of Central

and Eastern Asia. But restorations must have been

frequent also at certain other periods, as suggested by the

marked variations in the character of the fresco work met

with in the antechapels and porches where the plastered

surface of the cave walls was most liable to suffer damage.
Photographs and exact ground -plans were the only

available means for keeping some record of these remark-

able shrines, and they, too, could be prepared only for

a select series among those hundreds and hundreds of

caves. Fortunately the task of selection was lightened

by the general uniformity in their architectural arrange-
' ment. I have already described how the temple cella was
in each case approached by a broad porch or passage which
alone admitted light and air to the interior excavation.

The openings of these porches are clearly seen in Fi^s.

159, 199. Outside them the larger shrines have ordinarily

antechapels. of the same width as the cellas but much
narrower and often verandah - like, closed by wooden
construction in front. In the upper stories communication
between the adjoining shrines was once maintained chiefly

by passages opening from one antechapel into the other.

Within the cella, which usually is a little deeper than

wide

—

e.g. that of Wang Tao-shih’s temple measures fifty-

four by forty-six feet—the lai^er shrines have generally a

horseshoe-shaped platform facing the porch and elaborately

decorated. Its centre is occupied by a colossal stucco image
of Buddha, at the back of which a kind of screen and
canopy combined has been spared from the rock and
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richly decorated with painting (see Fig. 160). By the sides

of the principal ima^e are grouped statues, up to ten in

number, representing saintly disciples, Bodhisattva.s, and
at the extreme corners Guardian-kings of the Regions.

But often only the lotus bases have survived to mark their

positions. Invariably a passage was left between the

platform and the cella walls for the worshippers to perform
the circumambulation prescribed by Buddhist worship after

its ancient Indian model. In the smaller cellas, which
ordinarily are exactly square in shape, the images similarly

grouj>ed are placed on a platform within a broad niche or
alcove (.see Fig. 200). In a few cases the centre of the
cella had been left unexcavated and the square block of
rock u.sed as a liacking for stucco images. In one of these
shrines the lack wall of the cella is occupied by a colossal

representation of Buddha lying in death or rather Nirvana,
a scene quite rare at Ch'ien-fo tung. and evidently not a
theme cherished by these Chinese artists.

The ceiling of the cellas is usually raised very high
in the shape of a truncaietl cone, with a coft'er-like device
in the centre over a succession of receding steps, .some

real and some cleverly jainied in succcs.sion (see Fig. t6o),

I'he dimensions of the truly colossal seated Buddha statues,

attaining a height of over eighty feet in two temples,

necessitated here a special architectural disposition, the

great height of the cella being lit through a succession

o! antechaj»eis on thretr or four stories which can be reached

over narrow, breakneck flights of stairs carved out from
the soft rock.

The sculptures of the cellas have suffered even more
than the pictorial decoration both from iconoclastic zeal

and from the hands of pious restorers. The fact of their

Iniing modelled throughout in stucco of friable mud
accounts for the ri.sks to which this statuary must have

been cxjxised at all times. An examination of the many
completely broken old images showed that there was no

essential difference between their make and the methods

of modelling which 1 saw used by a couple of Tun-huang
• hua-chiang,’ or sculptors, who came during my suy to

execute some repairs. J ust as 1 had noticed in the ruined
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shrines of the Khotan region, the core of the statues was

invariably formed by a rough wooden frame supplemented

by broom-like reed bundles for the support of extremities.

To this the wet clay was attached in rough clods, sub-

sequently carved into shape with the help of wooden
modelling tools, and finally richly painted over a succession

of colour washes.

If the technical methods had remained the same, the

steady course of deterioration in design and artistic execu-

tion was painfully brought home by the restorations old

and new. Few statues likely to date from T’ang times

had survived, and these only in their lower portions and

without their original hands or feet. But wherever such

old work had escaped, as seen r.^. in Fig. 161, the superior

modelling of the limbs, the well-l>alariced |x)se. and the

graceful arrangement of the drapery, would di.stinguish it

at a glance from the stiff and clumsy additions of later

restorers, or such coarse modern ' creations ’ as seen t.j^. in

Figs. 188. 201. The hidcousness of the latter was scarcely

redeemed by finding even here unmistakable traces of the

influence which the traditional style, originally reflecting

Graeco- Buddhist models, and imported through the Tarim
Basin, had continued to exercise almost to the present day
on local sculptural art however great its dcbas<'ment.

Taking a general view, the preservation of elements
derived from the Buddhist art of India and Central Asia
was far more marked in the sculptural remains of these

cave-temples, whatever their age, than in the correspond-

ing pictorial work. It was just the reverse in respect of

the purely Chinese elements. Conspicuous as the latter

were in the frescoes, I found but few sculpture.s of such
distinctly Chinese style as those ^produced in Fig. 196.

And significantly enough, the principal figure here repre-

sented was HsUan-t.sang, the great Chinese pilgrim and
* Arhat,' to whom this temple was dedicated.

It is, however, in the frescoes or. to use a more accu-

rate term, mural paintings in tempera that the influence

which Chinese taste had upon Buddhist art transplanted

to Tun-huang most clearly asserts itself. 'Fhcrc can be
no doubt that the most valuable artistic feature of the site
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is the abundance and relatively good preservation of the

bi^e mural paintings, of which many probably go back

to T’ang times. Nothing but careful copies in colour

by the ^nd of an artist fully conversant with Eastern

painting and Buddhist iconography could do justice to all

the wealth of spirited composition, graceful design of

figure and ornament, and harmonious colour effects which

these frescoes display, and then it would need his devotion

for many laborious months. The task of their exhaustive

study or of securing the materials for it was beyond my
power and that of my camera. But there was at least the

comfort to know that these fine remains of pictorial art

were protected by continued worship and local superstition

against wanton vandalism, and any attempt at ‘ museum
expioiution.'

As already stated, the best-preserved and manifestly

oldest frescoes were to be found within the large celias,

and just there the conditions of lighting were such as to

render photographing particularly difficult. Only during
certain hours of the morning could adequate light be
obtained for {larticular portions of the painted wall surfaces.

Even then work was often seriously interfered with or
stopped by the dust-haze left behind by the violent gales

which after some days’ interval used to blow up the desert

valley from the north or north-east. Thus it cost no small

amount of time and effort to secure the dozens of photo-
graphic negatives by which, in combination with detailed

notes, I endeavoured to bring away some record of the

most characteristic schemes of mural decoration to be found
in these grottoes.

I shall not attempt to describe now the frescoes in

each of the temple caves with which I thus made myself
familiar. Instead of this, 1 propose to explain the typical

features in a few decorative schemes which were of special

frequency or interest, and for the partial illustration of
which the reproductions here available will suffice. In the
smaller shrines, where the image groups occupy a large

niche or alcove, both walls and ceiling show a general
dia[>er decoration with rows of small stencilled Buddha
figure.s, all alike in outline and pose, and varied only in the

VOL. It Q
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colours of dress, halo. etc. (Fig. 200). My excavations

at sites of the Khotan region had familiarized me with this

style ofdecoration, which must have been common through-

out Buddhist Central Asia during T’ang limes, and which

allowed even a v'ery modest temple cella to boast of its

• Thousand Buddhas.’ Elaborate and often very beautiful

floral ornament forms the borders of these great stencilled

wall surfaces and of the image aKoves. Within the latter

the walls are covered either with large figures of Bodhi-

sattvas and other saintly personages (l*ig. 191 ), or else with

fine floral tracery, cloud scrolls and the like, as seen in I’igs.

200. 201. The rich halos with flame bundles painted at

the back of the principal figures are here often a sjx'cially

striking decoration. The ceilings of the alcoves usually

show a divine group, such as the Buddha enthroned among
Arhats, cleverly painted in }H;rspective (Fig. ibi).

The centre of the side walls in these smaller shrines

is ordinarily occupied by a large fresco panel representing

a crowded scene from some Buddhist heaven. 1 have

already had occasion to refer to such scenes when discussing

the larger paintings on s'ik which often l<x>k lik<- reduceil

copies of such panels (Chap, i.xvtii.). In the one repri>-

duced in Fig. 202 we see a Buddha .v-ated on his lotus

throne between somewhat smaller figures of Bodhi.sattvas

and saintly attendants Pavilions cont.iming other divine

figures and shaded by rich foliage are dn.j oseil at the sides

and behind as an architectural setting In front of the

terrace occupied by the main group are shown three

platforms rising from a lotus tank and connected by
bridges.

On the middle one, curiously recalling the centra!

marble terrace always found in the artifu ia! lakes of the old

Moghul gfardens so familiar to me frons kashmir and the

Punjab, there is seen a dancing girl performing a spirited

dance on a tesselated pavement. Rows of divine musicians,

probably representing Kirnnaris, play on either side on
various instruments. On the side platforms two Buddhas,
with bowls and plates of fruit set before them, seem to

take their share in enjoying the divine ballet. In a few
panels of this class I found also figures of Nagas and
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Naginis, haif-human half-snake, represented as disporting

themselves in the water.

No photwraphs could convey an impression of the

charm which these compositions, and those to be described

presently in the larger temples, derive from their rich and
harmoniously blended colouring. In the design and
grouping of the figures, in their drapery and general

iconography, most of what is presented to us by these

panels is a direct inheritance from Graeco- Buddhist art as

develo{«;d in Central Asia. But when we come to examine
the t«;chnique, even of these hieratic representations where
regard for the traditional models was strongest, the
difference in treatment is striking Everywhere the free

sweep of the brush so characteristic of Chinese pictorial

art endeavours to assert itself over the delicate outline

drawing which the same figures di.splay in the frescoes and

p.

inels of ancient Khotan. With this change goes naturally

a far greater attention to colour effect. The deep purples,

browns, and blues which prevail, are set off very strikingly

by the usual ground colour, a jxile greenish blue most
restful to the eye and prol>abiy first suggested by the lotus

tanks amidst which these scenes of Buddhist paradise are

so often placed.

Chinese style, which after ail could only modify but not

radically change the treatment of these hieratic scenes
fixed by convention going back to Indian ground, found
frc'* scop«’ in the .smaller side panels and dados decorated
with quasi - secular scenes of monastic life, husbandry,
and travel. It is true that these little scenes, usually

accompanied by cartouches filled in with Chinese inscri{>-

lions, or more often left blank, are in all probability meant
to illustrate ' jatakas,' or stories from Buddha's former

births. But whether from the absence of Graeco- Buddhist

models to guide, or on account of some other reason, the

whole treatment here .seems frankly Chinese. The result

is work less effective from a decorative point of view, in

fact often a little prosaic and confused, but full of quaint

life and vivid movement.
The frescoes of some larger shrines show in places big

panels of this type side by side with the conventional
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heavenly scenes, and their juxtaposition, as seen in Fig.

203, helps to bring out the contrast. As an interesting

departure from the usual styles of wall decoration practised

at the ' Thousand Buddhas,’ I may mention the paintings

found in a small cella to the north of the Tao-shih's cave.

Here the work seemed to be real fresco, not the usual

tempera on a plain stuccoed surface. 'I'he large hgure

in the middle is that of Avalokitesvara represtmteu as

‘the most compassionate Kuan-yin’ with many hands.

On either side haloed figures are shown in the act of

worship, while above floats on a cloud a beautifully designed

Gandharvi.
The photc^raphs reproduced in Figs. i6o, 203 may

convey some idea of the wealth of mural paintings in one

of the largest cave-temples (Ch. vnt. as 1 numbered it).

Its cella has retained most of its original wall decoration

and. judging from certain indications, appears to have

served as a model for several other grottoes. I he screen

at the back of the chief image, which has completely dis-

appeared and been replaced by a coarse modern Siu[>a in

plaster, is covered below with rows of colossal Bodhi.sattvas.

Above is painted a canopy with garlands of big flowers

resembling chrysanthemums. Behind the screen is seen

the rich decoration of the roof rising in the shajie of a

truncated pyramid. The spandrels in the corners below,

where it springs from the side walls, are filled with four

grotesque figures of warriors painted in unmistakably
Chinese style and representing the Guardian-kings of the

Regions.

The cella walls are covered throughout with paintings,

all about twelve feel high, those on the north and south

sides being divided into five panels,, each over nine feet

wide, while the rest show continuous compositions. The
panels contain scenes from Buddhist heavens cleverly

varied in their composition. The wall facing the entrance is

covered with crowded representations of stories, probably
taken from the ‘jatakas,’ shrines, monastic dwellings,

and scenes of travel being distinguishable even in the
photograph (Fig. 204). The shorter walls on either side

of the entrance show above a royal procession, and below.
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in a dado which unfortunately has suffered in parts, rows
of female figures richly clad and carrying offerings. The
head-dress of ail of them is extremely elaborate, with huge
pendants and bulb-shaped coiffures. Richer jewelry and
somewhat greater stature evidently indicate distinctions in

rank. A Chinese inscription on one of these dados, as

interpreted on the s{>ot by Chiang-ssQ-yeh, and since

confirmed by M. Chavanncs, conveys the important in-

formation that this temple cave had been dedicated by a

jiriricess of Yil-t’ien, or Khotan. Full light on her date, as

on so many details of these frescoes, may confidently be
« x{>ected from M. Pelliot, who was able to study them
carefully.

The fine fr(;scoes on the walls of the broad ]>assage or

[Kirch leading into this cella were ex|>osed to far greater

injury. But on the southern wall a large and very spirited

[»iecir of work has survived, curiously recalling some old

V enetian [licture by its rich colours and the stately [ximp

and free movement depicted (Fig. 205). It shows a

colossal s<!ated Buddha riding through the air on a richly

decorated air which dying genii keej) in rapid motion.

His right hand is raised in the symbolic act of making
' the wheel of supreme sovereignty ' revolve. A rolie of

[>a!e [link covers his shoulders, while an under-garment of

i'rilliant arurc envelops the body from the waist down-
wards. I wo gorgeous banners showing dnigons on white

ground strewn with green and blue tleurs-dc-lys float

behind, and mark the quick movement by their fluttering

ends. A host of saints and armed attendants are shown
(lying by the side of and lichind the oir. .Above float

cleverly painted clouds on which small groups of saints

stand or kneel.

1 may conriutle this rapid survey of the pictorial decora-

tion of the shrines by a reference to a fairly large cave

fCh. XVI.) situated at the southern extremity of the site.

I he general scheme here corresfxmds closely to that of

the Khotan [irincess s temple, and certain details of execu

tion make it clear that the latter had serv<*d as the direct

morlel. But what gave to this shrine a particular interest

was the curious fresco composition which covers the whole
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of the back wall, some twenty-seven feet long. The legend

represented appears to have been a favourite subject in

this region ;
for I found it repeated both here and at the

‘ Caves of the Myriad Buddhas ' subsequently visited ; but

I have not been able to trace its traditional interpretation.

The right-hand portion of the composition, .seen in

the photograph of Fig. 206, is remarkable for the vivid

realistic way in which the effect of a {>owerful wind is

depicted. In the centre we see a canopied tent -like

structure in danger of being l)lown away. The curtains or

tent-flies, along with the massive arrangement of ta.ssels,

are tossed up into the air in violent movement, while the

richly dressed figure under the canopy, without a halo, and,

{perhaps, meant for a royal personage, bends forward as il

to balance the threatened overthrow of the structure,

Some bearded attendants, with their hair and clothes twisted

by the wind, endeavour from a ladder to secure the canopy

and its whirling curtains. Other groups of human figures

seem to watch the scene in amazement, while in the

corners, above and below, incidents are depicted which

evidently form no part of the main story.

If we now turn to the opposite or left-hand (;nd of the

compjosition (Fig. 207), we find that wind-raised tumult

balanced as it were by the calm, dignified presence of a

Buddha or Bodhisattva, wearing apparently the patch-work

robe of a monk and gently fanning himself with his right

hand. An elaborately adorned canopy is steadily supfxirted

above his head by cloud-scrolls. In front and below the

divine figure there are shown in detached groups jKjrsons

undergoing painful operations ; one has his head pressed

down, another his arms tied behind, while a lamenting

female turns her hands towards the ButWha as if to implore

redress. Above a priestly figure seems about to strike a

bell which is carried through the air, and some other figure

close by holds out his arm as if pointing towards the effect

produced at a distance. The middle portion of the fresco,

which extended behind the screen of the central platform of

the cella, and which in this confined position could not be
photographed, likewise showed figures and objects violently

tossed ateut by the wind.
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Finding this scene pictured in much the same fashion

elsewhere, 1 could not resist the conclusion that the theme
which the artist in each case aimed at emphasizing was the

contrast between the Holy One’s gentle gesture of fanning

and the violent storm shaking the royal tent far away in the

distance. Was it a divine warning miraculously conveyed
to an erring prince, or some similar legend, and had the

wind-swept condition of this Tun-huang region perhaps

something to do with the local popularity of the story ?

Whatever its true interpretation may prove to be, it

is c<‘rtain that the original designer of this composition

toinmanded no small degree of artistic imagination and
skill.

During these weeks of unintcrruptwl strenuous labour

it was no small ndief from the strain and anxieties which
attended my tasks with Wang I'ao-shih that there were
such works of true art to claim my attention. My sole

relaxation hctweeji the day's struggle with materials only
tcx> al>un<lant and th<! note-w'riting which had to follow at

night time, were strolls in the dusk up the wild gorge of

rock into which the v.dley of the ‘Thousand Buddhas’
r.ipidly narrowc<l higher up. On my return from there one
dust laden evi-ning a ilelightfui surprise awaited me at my*
lent. I'urdi. my faithful Dak-man, had arrived with two
huge l>ags of mails. From /XMal quaint old Mullah had
guided him ali»ng the high barren plateaus of the Altin-tagh,

where water was almost scarcer than by the desert route,

but. of course, no such trouble from heat. By a succession

of forced rides on }X)ni<-s hired from each little oasis Turdi
had managed to cover the distance from Khotan within a

month and a half.

It was a remarkably quick jK'rformance, considering

that over most of the ground the ponies had to carry food

supplies for ihemscdves and their rider
;

I could well imagine

what Furdi's hardships had been from heat, sand-storms,

and the frequent want of water. But stolid and closc-

tongued as usual, my trusty postman allowed little to be

extracted from him }>esides bare dates and ‘Salams’ from

all the Begs who knew me between Khotan and Charklik.

Since the lieginning of February’ 1 had sadly missed all
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written news from India and Europe, and now after four

months’ waiting the shower of letters which unexpectedly

descended upon me was refreshing like summer rain in the

desert. That most of those from Europe went hack as far

as the last month of the previous year .scarcely ahected my
joy at resumed touch with dear friends. Notions of time

proved singularly elastic under changed conditions. 1 sat

up till long after midnight opening and rapidly reading this

big budget of letters, close upon two hundred
;
and when

it was finished at last, the violent gale blowing up the

valley prevented sleep— until it was daylight and time to

start for fresh work.

Soon afterwards another small diversion was brought

by a visit from Wang, the learned district magistrate. It

came too late to affect my transaction with the Tao-shih,

nor did I doubt that secretly 1 might count on my Mandarin

friend's scholarly sympathy. But I could not help feeling

uneasy when I learned confidentially through Chiang that

Wang Ta-lao-ye’s visit had been caused mainly by instruc-

tions just arrived from the Lang-chou Viceroy, enjoining

him to dissuade me with all diplomatic politeness from any

attempt at excavation. The idea apparently was that my
• archaeological activity would necessarily turn towards

tombs, the only find-places of ancient remains known to

Chinese collectors of antiques, and that popular prejudice

thus aroused might expose me to personal risks—and the

provincial government to inconvenient trouble.

A report received from the Ya-m6n of the Brigadier-

General commanding at Su-chou, and responsible for the

peace of this outlying portion of Kan-su, was said to have
started this official perturbation. My. prolonged stay in

the Tun-huang district had evidently given alarm. But
since Wang knew better, and could in all honesty point out
the harmless nature of my work, which lay all ‘ in the Gobi,'

I could hope to avert that polite official obstruction which
might otherwise prove a far more serious obstacle to my
tasks than any chance of my exciting popular resentment.
Nevertheless 1 took care to send Chiang to town for a
couple of days, and to assure myself through him that the
report despatched to the Viceroy put my case in the right
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light. For all such gentle guidance of bureaucratic wheels
Chiang’s help was invaluable.

While hindrance was safely averted on this score, I

U arned through Chiang that there was reason for uneasi-

ness at the local Ya-m6ns from a far more serious cause.

I'or some years past there had been contention over a

matter of revenue assessment between the magistrate's

office and a section of the headstrong Tun-huang colonists.

The case had been finally decided against the latter

at provincial headquarters; but there was well-founded

apprehension in the official dove-cots that enforcement of

tlir judgment might provoke resistance among these soi-

dtsant protectors of the Empire’s marches. So Wang’s
head rested uneasy on his cushions ; and when breezy old

Lin '1 a jell, his militar>' colleague, came out towards the
end of my stay to [lay me a snort visit, he confiderd that

they both deemed it prudent to put off any action until I

was safrly out of the district. I thought the hint ver)’

considerate, and finally decided to move all my imjK-dimenta
with m»t to An-hsi. instead of dcjxisiting them at the

friendly Tun-huang Ya-m6n. as 1 had first intended, until

my return from the mountains.

By dint of great exertions my work at the caves was
completed on the 13th of June. The camels had been
brought back from the mountains where they had found
(irc arious grazing, hut well-deserved rest and coolness.

I'he heat of the plains precluded all idea of using them
for burdens or even of keeping them long there. So I

was doubly glad when the five; big three-horsed carts

ne<'<b-d for our transj>ort arrived overnight from Tun-
huang. It only struck me afterwards that the desire

to .see us with all our liclongings safely off before the

administrative tension had developed too far, might have

had something to do with this unusual promptness. Next
morning I started the whole train off by the direct route

towards An-hsi. and after a hearty farewell to the Tao-shih

at his shrine, and a final visit to those caves which had

fascinated nu; most by their paintings, galloped off with

Chiang for Tun-huang.
The departure cost me a wrench

;
but the oasis looked
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delightfully green and refreshing, and 1 greeted it like an

anchorite set free from another Thebais. There 1 was

kept busy all day with the last settling of accounts and

farewell visits to my Amban friends. A pleasant hour was

passed at Wang's cool and shady Ya-m6n. where 1 had my
last chat about local antiquities with that refined scholar

friend. His grey-haired old mother, a dignified matron,

had just joined him from Shan-hsi. and with her son and

daughter-in-law sat for a peaceful family group (Fig. 209).

How could 1 have foreseen the scenes of bloodsh«-d arul

pillage which were .soon to be witnessed here ! Then a

small but rechercht‘ meal united us at Lin T'a-jCMi s table.

The heat of the dav had worn off when I finally rmh-
4 4

away from the garden which had served as my Fun-huang
camp. At the large temple outside the east gate of the

town I found my Nlandarin frienils assembled with a large

array of their ofncials, all in gala dress, to bid me a h«-arty

farewell. It was a true scene from the ancient F^ast, and
the polychrome woodwork of the high tem[»le portico made
a striking frame for my last im()ression of Fun-huang. It

was dark before 1 reached the edge of the oasis, and

midnight by the time I rejoined my cam{) at a solitary

road-side station in the desert. So there was plenty of

time for thought of all that I un-huang hail yielded iq> to

me. But the strain of th» se lal>ours had bci n great,

and my relief was equally great at being now free to

exchange archaeological work in the torrid de.sert plains

for geographical exploration in the mountains.











CHAPTER LXXI

AT AN-HSI, THK ‘ WHST-TROTECTING
’

As-nsi, the headquarters of the ‘ Independent Department’
tf) which 'l un-huang belonged, had seemed a convenient
place for a de{K>t and new base ; for it lies at the point

where the great road coming from Su-chou and China
within the Wall’ turns off towards Hami and Eastern
Turkestan. Whatever shaj)e my plans for the next winter's

work in the Tarim Basin might take. I should have to pass

through An-hsi, and there was the immediate advantage
of my being able to strike due south to the snowy range
of the westernmost Nan shan by a route which promised
to Ih: of varied interest. Thrc«’ hot and fairly long marches
along the barren foot of a completely denuded outer hill

range brought us by June i6th to the humble road-side

station ol Kua-chou-kou. which derives its designation

from the ancient name of the whole oasis. Next day a

fifteen miles' ride across the wide scrub-covered plain took

me to the town of An-hsi. All the way strips of poor
fields alternated with extensive waste lands, and the ruins

of walltrd villages and towns, most of them said to have
l>cen destroyed during the great Tungan rebellion, were
far more conspicuous than the scattered homesteads of

present occupation.

So I was not altogether surprised by the air of neglect

and stagnation which everything about An-hsi bore. The
town boasted of the name, ‘ the West-protecting [garrison],’

which once in the great times of the T’ang had been borne

by the .seat of the Chinese Governor-General controlling

the whole of Turkestan. But it was now scarcely more

than a straggling street within a big, desolate - looking

»35
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oblong formed by the crumbling town walls. Compared
with it Tun-huang seemed quite a thriving city. The
town lies not far from the Su-Io Ho river, and at the

eastern end of a compact stretch of cultivation, about a

couple of miles wide, which forms the main oasis.

Luckily I was not obliged to seek shelter within its

insalubrious,.,precincts. Forewarned by W’ang Ta-lao-ye of

my tastes, En T'ai-tsin, the magistrate, had arranged for

my quarters at a modest temple about half a mile outside

the western gate. In its single hall 1 could store my crises

in safety and seek protection from the fierce heat of the

daytime, while a tiny orchard behind allowed my tent to

be pitched in something like privacy to serve as my alxxle

for the night. Close by was a tumble-down structure,

which the good-natured priestly guardian of the temple

kept usually under lock and key. It was full of coffins, big

and small, with bodies awaiting transfX)rt to their ancestral

homes in far-away provinces. Luckily I did not make the

discovery until quite the end of my st.'iy.

This, in spite of my eagerness to set out for the moun-
tains, stretched out longer than 1 had first thought. The
magistrate, a well-meaning though by no means brilliant

person, quite exhausted him.self in p>oliteness, and in

spite of a certain nervous air expressed himself ready to

become responsible for the safe storage of my cases in his

Ya-m^n. But the provision of the transjwrt needed
for my move southward seemed a formidable affair, and
I had not been long at An-hsi before I realised how very

limited were the resources of the place in spite of its

magistrate’s high-sounding title. Apart from the strug-

gling hamlets in the wide, scrub-covered plain, which was
very slowly recovering from the terrible ravages of the

Tungan inroads, the district in his immediate charge
comprised but a few scattered villages far away in the

foot-hills, where his orders had scant chance of being
obeyed with promptness. I had also reason to believe

that the Viceregal apprehension about the risks which 1

might cause by my excavations had, in spite of Wang’s
sensible representation of the true facts, left its impress on
his timorous mind. I had avowed my intention of visiting
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on my way the ruins near the outlying village of Ch’iaO'

tzQ, about which a Turki Muhammadan trader of An-hsi

had given me information
;
and this became an additional

reason for delay in effecting the needful arrangements.

Fortunately I was able to use the six days which it

cost to surmount these obstacles not only for many tasks

of writing, but also for interesting archaeological observa-

tions in the neighbourhood. 1 had every reason to believe

that the line of the ancient Linus which I had traced in

April from Tun-huang to within thirty miles or so of
An-hsi continued f>ast the latter place eastwards. The
large towers, which on approaching An-hsi we had sighted

due west, proved of more recent origin. But when 1

subsequently inspected two smaller towers which the Sur-

veyor had come across in the course of a reconnaissance

tour, about four miles to the south-west of the new town,

I soon convinced myself that in dimensions and method
of construction they corresponded exactly to the watch-
towers so familiar from the I'un-huang desert.

The remains of an agger connecting them and still

rising in places to four or five feet furnished conclusive

evidence of this being indeed the line followed here by
that ancient Limes. The mound on being cut through
showed the usual layers of Toghrak branches embedded in

earth and gravel. The preservation of these traces of the

Han wall was manifestly due to the bare gravel of which
the ground just at this point consisted, while elsewhere, to

the east and west of that stretch, it was scrub-covered loess.

The moisture reaching the latter from the overflow of

canals had sufficed to efface all traces of the wall, and
when revisiting this neighbourhood in October 1 found,

in fact, much of the broad belt of waste flooded. The
extant towers of stamped clav stood at about one mile's

distance from each other, and near them low mounds of

clay seemed to indicate the position of quarters. But I

vainly had the soil searched for any datable relics apart

from ancient potsherds.

Curiously enough, where the line of the old wall still

traceable in places strikes the present main road from

Tun-huang to An-hsi, I found a much-restored tower with
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a small modern reception-hall built near it. It seemed
very probable that the core of the tower was ancient, and

that continuity of local tradition had something to do with

selecting the spot where the road passed through the

Limes for what Chinese custom treats as the conventional

mark of a district headquarters boundary.

The ruined town, situated about two miles south-east

of the present An-hsi on a barren waste of fine gravel,

was also an interesting place to examine. According to

local information it had been deserted towards the close of

the eighteenth century, after repeated destruction by fire,

and its interior was absolutely clear of buildings. The
enclosing wails, solidly built in stamped clay of about fifteen

feet thickness, formed a square of about 600 yards ; but that

they could not be of any great age was certain from many
indications. .A.11 the more striking was the extraordinary

effect which wind erosion had produced u[K>n them. I he

east face, and to a somewhat lesser extent also the west

face, had been breached at short intervals by deep fissures

resulting from the scouring with driven sand. Many
breaches thus effected reached down to within five or .six

feet of the ground, and at the north-cast corner, as seen

in Fig. 208, they had been carried down so low that the

wall there has been ra2ed off altogether.

The cuttings which had not yet advanced so far were
always broader on the east than on the west face of the

wall, and the scouring which produced these trumjxrt-

shaped troughs could be studied with clearness at their

bottom. One measured cutting of average size was thirteen

feet deep and eight broad on the cast side. The sand
carried by the prevalent east and north-east wind through
these troughs had accumulated under the shelter of the west
or inner side of the eastern wall face in dune.s up to eighteen
or twenty feet. Outside this face but little drift sand re-

mained. Whatever sand is carried through the breached
cast wall is subsequently driven across the open interior

to repeat its work of destruction on the west wall.

While the east and west faces are thus gradually
undergoing erosion which will ultimately efface them
altogether, the town walls facing north and south (Mrallel
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to the prevailing wind direaion have escaped with rela-

tively little damage. What better illustration than this

could I have desired to show why the east and west

wails of the ancient Chinese station north of Lop-nor had
completely disappeared while 1 could still trace those to

the north and south ? Curiously enough the semicircular

bastion in front of the east gate of old An hsi has nowhere
been breached, though its foot has been under-cut by driven

sand in a few places. Evidently the sand not meeting
here with absolute obstruction is diverted sidewise.

When I subsequently examined the walls of the present

An hsi town I found that the eastern face was in danger
of failing from exactly the same cause, the onset of that

relentless foe. the famous 'wind of An-hsi.’ In order to

prevent breaching on the top, this particular wall face had
been protected, apparently since the rcconquest after the
Tungan rising, with a solid stone parapet. This hatl to

some extent averted the attack above, though even thus
1 found that a dune fifteen to twenty feet high had formed
on the inside. But the drift sjtnd baffled in its usual line

of a.ssauh was now scouring the clay rampart below, and
in many places the under-cut wall looked as if destined
to tumble iK'fore long. Yet at the same time 1 found
scarcely any traces around An-hsi that wind erosion, w’ith

.w much of its ready instrument, driven sand, close at

hand, had produced those characteristic Yardang trenches
of the Loj> - nor desert, or lowered the ground level

generally as at sites along the southern edge of the

Taklamakan. No doubt the cover of vegetation, scanty

as it looked in places, was sudicient to afford protection

to the soil. That all trees and shrubs about An-hsi had

a marked wesicni Ixrnd in their growth is a point that

scarcely needs emphasizing.

Our stay there was cnTivcncd by a succession of dust-

storms. Yet in spite of them the heat continued oppressive.

So it was a great relief when during the night of June 22nd

brisk showers descended, followed by drizzling rain at

intervals during great juri of the next day. It was the first

real rain I had seen since those trying days of last August

high up in the Karanghu-iagh mountains, and it seemed
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quite a delightful experience. But it was also a reminder

mat the conditions of practically unbroken dryness which had

favoured my search for antiquities as far as the Tun-huang

desert could not be expected to extend much farther east.

The carts by which the baggage was to move to Ch’iao-

tzfi had been promised for that day. But when 1 saw the

water-logged condition of the fields and lanes under a sky

of true Europe hue. I was less inclined to chafe at the

inevitable Cathayan delay.

At last, on June 24th, 1 was able to leave An-hsi. The
transfer to the Ya-m^n of all cases with manuscripts and

antiques, as well as of all stores and equipment which

could be spared till the autumn, had greatly reduced our

impedimenta. Three light carts sufficed for their transport,

and by 9 \.m. 1 saw them safely move off with the majority

of my party. 1 myself with Chiang-ssu-yeh had to pay

farewell visits at the Ya-men, a welcome opportunity to

convince myself personally that the place of sttwagc in the

magistrate's official quarters was as «uif<: as human lore-

thought could provide in this region. The obliging if

somewhat timorous Mandarin had allotted to them a room
airy and easily watched within his private courtyard.

Large beams had been laid over pillars of bricks to raise

the precious cases well above the ground, and Ibrahim

Beg was to see to it that once every week they were
carried out into the sun to prevent all j*ossibiliiy of damp
attacking the contents.

In spite of the exceptional rain which had fallen the

day before, there was in truth little fear on this score in

wind-swept and sun-parched An-hsi. But it was a con-

venient means to assure a frequent check by faithful

Ibrahim Beg of my precious deposit. The Amban had
accepted full responsibility for its safe keeping as far as

numbers and seals could show it, and Ibrahim s weekly
inspections would help to keep alive this sense of official

responsibility. Elaborate fastenings on each cast:, secured
by seals within wooden seal -cases o^ied from ancient
spedmens, would effectively prevent ‘ unauthorised inspec-
tion ’ of the contents, if such an excess of antiquarian
curiosity—or grei^—could be apprehended on the part of
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the somnolent dwellers of An-hsi. The formal receipt

drawn up in due style by Chiang on a sheet of brilliant

scarlet looked imposing, and when it had been signed by
En T'ai-tsin and stamped with his large official seal, my
conscience could rest satisfied with the precautions taken

against human risks.

My visit to the Telegraph Office was a less formal

affair. Like the telegraph poles 1 first came upon here,

'Mr. Li. the Telegraph Commissioner' who looked after

the single wire all the way from Su-chou to Hami, had
been a novel feature in my stay at An-hsi. His letters

received while near Tun-huang had been written in such
excellent English that I was much surprised on arrival to

find him quite unable to speak it. But his first visit had
shown him as a very gentlemanly and scholarly person,

and both Chiang and myself had greatly taken to him.

especially as he show^ keen antiquarian taste and
knowledge. So I was eager to thank him once more for

the unfailing care and accuracy with which he had managed
my intercourse with Kashgar and Peking.

His neatly kept Ya-mC*n, with flower-beds in its court-

yard and young trees in front of the gate, was a pleasing

contrast to unkempt and desolate An-hsi. The delightfully

clear atmosphere, due to the preceding rain, had exposed
still more the utter decay of the place with its wind-

breached wall and wide expanse of waste grounds now partly

covered by pools. Within Mr. Li s quarters everything

breathed an air of well-ordered activity. His modest
reception room lined with neat rows of books, painted

scrolls, and specimens of Chinese palaeography, as well as

some ancient brasses brought from Kan - chou, plainly

reflected the studious and artistic habits of this learned and
yet business-like official.

His English training under the Lan-chou Mission and
in the Telegraph Department’s course had been gone
through in less than a year. Yet fudged by his ability to

write a letter in plain English, and stul more by the taste

acquired for English reading and solid facts of Western
knowledge, this very brief training had been attended by
results which are rare in the case of Indian students who

VOL. II a
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have painfully dragged themselves through a course six

to ten times as long. This is not the place to discuss the

causes which may explain the difference. For me at the

time it was enough to have personal evidence how well the

linguistic training needed for access to Western knowledge
could find its place in a mind still fully imbued with the

tastes and ideas of traditional Chinese culture.

Mr. Li’s son, an intelligent, sturdy boy of ten, was
summoned from the master who was introducing him and
a few other boys from the local officials' families to the

rudiments of Chinese classics. In neatness of dress and
quiet, courteous manners he seemed the very replica of his

father. I had nothing quite suitable to offer in return for

the exquisitely written fan which Mr. Li presented to me
as a parting gift. But I hoped that my .An-hsi friend’s

taste would appreciate Dr. Bushcll s Ifami^ook of C'/ttm-st

Ari, with its cleverly chosen i!lu.strations, when the copy I

ordered from London should after a year or so have found

its way to these cross-roads of .Asia.

What with the officials’ return visits, the di.stribution of

doiueurs to their myrmidons detaile<l for my camp, etc., it

was 2 P.M. before I could set out for Ch'iao-tzu. 1 had not

been able to gather any definite information al>out the
* position of the place ; but from the v;igue indications of the

Ya-men attendant who was to serve as guide, it ap(x:ared

that it lay somewhere beyond the low hills to the south-

east and a long way off. So we hurried over the bare
steppe which extends east of An-hsi town, though much
hampered by the numerous shallow channels, in which the
rain water from that weather-worn range had for once
spread itself.

After some six miles we struck the canal which brings
the water of the Su-lo Ho to the An-hsi oasis. There
wc left the bumpy track that figures as the imjicrial

high road into Kan-su, and turned to the south towards
the hill range which, though low and entirely barren,

promised wdcome coolness; for in the absolutely clear

atmosphere the sun’s rays burned fiercely. While cross-

ing the desolate steppe some three miles broad to the
foot of the hills, 1 noticed on a stretch of bare gravel
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two mounds of clay rising before us separated by a

distance of about two miles. I was at once struck with

the idea that they might mark ruined watch-towers of the

ancient frontier line, such as we had previously failed to

trace east of An-hsi, and as we passed between them this

was strikingly confirmed. When near, it was easy to notice

the low but continuous mound, the» old agger, which con-

nected the towers. Its line ran parallel to the river, as

elsewhere. There was no time then to visit the badly

decayed towers ; but of their character there could be no
doubt, and I was ^hd to have ocular proof of remains

of the old wall surviving so far eastward.

Close to a large deserted road-side station, ruined

apparently as so many others during the havoc of the

1 ungan rebellion, we crossed a narrow belt of grass and
jungle watered by a channel coming from the river, but

now swollen to unusual size by surface drainage. The
vivid green formed a pleasing contrast to the dark grey
gravel of the glacis and the red and brown tinted hills in

the background. The grey-haired old ‘ Ya-i ’ who was
supjiosed to guide us knew no name for either stream or

station. The ground now rose quickly, and within a mile

or so the well-marke<l cart track brought us among the

denuded cliffs and detritus slopes of a regular Wadi. The
fantastically eroded hill sides were so steep, and the winding
gorge between them so narrow, that I was constantly

wondering how the lumbering carts of this region could

ever find a passage through them. But the gorge, in

spite of the rock cou/isses, never closed completely, and, if

it did, a conveniently low ridge at the end of a side branch
gave access to another passage.

As is so often observed among desert hills, which
wind erosion even more than that of water has scoured
and fissured, the eye could not always make out whether
the particular bit of gorge was rising or falling. It was
getting quite cool when we crossed a somewhat wider

depression which I thought might be the watershed, at an

approximate elevation of about 5700 feet, to plunge once

more into a maze of small serrated ridges and gorges.

Their cliffs, apparently coarse sandstone and shale, were
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lit up brilliantly by the evening sun in red, yellow, and

brown. Chiang, my lively companion, had not prepared

himself for this coolness of the hills, and I could see him

draw close around his breast the dainty silk robe and jacket

he had donned for our state visits. There was some
anxiety, too, about the inner man, when I heard him

enquire again and again about the distance before us.

Dismayed at the vague statement that it might still be

fifty Li, about ten miles—or a gocxl deal more—^e confided

that he had that day omitted the precaution of a substantial

morning meal. .Accustomed, however, to such incidents

in travel, he would not accept my orter of the few rusks

left over in my ‘ tiffin-basket.* Perhaps he remembered the

hardness and plainness of this />ihe de r/sislante of my
travelling cupboard.

The next five miles were ascent and descent in rocky

gorges, which as the first bit of hill travel after ten

months on fiat desert ground pleased me greatly ; but

at length we emerged on the broad valley beyond.

This great basin was an impressive sight, fully fifteen

miles wide, with three distinct ranges rising above it. the

last snow-capped. But clouds were gathering quickly

over the higher ones and hid them long before dusk.

The whole valley looked strangely green to eyes accustomed
so long to the grey and yellow of the desert. Lai^e dark
green plots far away marked tree girt oases, while all the

rest of the wide expanse was thickly covered with reeds,

grass, and scrub. Much of it seemed marshy, and wherever
the porous clods of the soil lay bare, it betrayed saline

efflorescence.

Soon the narrow cart track which was to lake ut to
Ch*iao-tzu became more tike a ditch or continuous strip

of bog. It was close on 7 p.m.. and with the clouds now
descending and threatening fresh rain we all began to look
out eagerly for the oasis. Of the carts which had preceded
us long before through the pass there was no trace to be
seen,and 1 wondered now they could ever have been dragged
over so boggy a road. In the dusk, hastened by drizzling

rain, every &ge bush of umarisk loomed big like a clump
d* trees, rousing deceptive hope of at last nearing Ch’iao
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tzd. Our age-bent guide, trotting ahead on a diminutive
donkey, had no explanations to oHer. So to the pleasure

of groping in growing darkness along a slippery, half-sub-

merged rut, there was added uncertainty as to when and
where we might again meet with our baggage.

At last about 10 p.m. loud barking tmd us that we were
near some inhabited spot which proved to be an outlying

farm of Ch'iao-tzQ. Half-a-mile farther east our hapless
' Ya-i,‘ already half-overcome by fatigue, conducted us to a
small group of homesteads which he declared to be the

chief place of the oasis. It took time before we had aroused
some men from their slumber, while a dozen or more of
ferocious curs were yelping around us. The peasants had
not seen or heard any carts pass, and with that persistent

display of ignorance which seems to characterize these

honest but wary folk on the Kan-su borders, refused to

offer the .slightest suggestion as to any other route the

carts might possibly nave followed under their far more
intelligent guide supplied by the military commandant.
Chiang would have gladly taken shelter then and there,

in spite of the s(}ualid look of the dwellings and his

well-jusiitied anger at the incompetence of the helpless

representative of the civil powers.

But ! was not prepared to give in so readily, and when
Chiang had refreshed himself with my ultra-dry rusks

—

with .satisfaction I watched him empty the little tin before

he could realize in the darkness that there was nothing
left for me— we set out for a fresh search. The rain

had now siop{)ed, but none of the drowsy villagers would
act as guide. The ‘Ya-i,’ however, ransacking the dim
corners of his memory, thought he had once in his younger
days been to a part of the oasis known as ‘South
Ch'iao-tzQ' which might be worth searching. Alas! we
had not got far in me darkness before the old man's
flickering sense of locality gave out completely. Stumbling
at a lonely farm which he pretended was * Nan-Ch’iao-tzQ,

we received the not wholly unexpected information that

nothing was known of our carts and people. So 1 resigned

myself to spending the hours till daylight at what our
* Ya-i ' had hailed as the best quarters of Ch’iao-tzu.
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It was midnight when we regained them. Round
three sides of a small quadrangular court, which to touch
and smell suggested a pig-sty, there were three single-
roomed dwellings detached in the orthodox fa.shion. All
three proved to be held in strength by cultivators, their
women-folk and children sleeping the sleep of the just.

But the head of the farm was still awake and politely now
offered hospitality. It took time, how'ever, before the
centre room could be cleared of closely - huddled - up
humanity. When I first peeped into it by the light of a
small flickering oil lamp it seemed quite a Rembrandtesijue
picture—but the setting not exactly inviting. Luckily my
camp chair had come with me from An-hsi to save me a
night on the murky mud floor, or on the still dirtier rugs
left behind on the sleeping platform, probably not without
the usual live stock. Tea w’as soon ready in kettle and
cup from my little basket, and when I had got a couple of
eggs boiled for this midnight ‘ dinner ’

I felt grateful for
a rest in my not over-luxurious camp chair and under a
dry roof.



CHAPTER LXXII

THK Kt’JNS OF CH’lAO-TzC

Next morning we were up long before the sun rose,

and were just preparing to start on a fresh search for the

missing baggage when reassuring proof came of its presence

at no great distance. It was brought by a pony belonging
to the cart which had been requisitioned to An-hsi from
this very farm. The men at once rightly concluded that

the animal had escaped from the place where our main
party had put up for the night. It was a delightfully cool

and fresh morning, with the luxuriant grass and reeds

along the clear spring -fed stream still moist with the

rain of the night. The sky above had cleared, but a light

veil of mist and vapour clung to the bare hills north and
south. It was long since 1 had felt so completely carried

back to the soft colours and outlines of rural England.
1 was almost sorry that the groups of tine shady elms

scattered among fields only some two miles off to the south
proved to mark ' South Ch'iao-tzQ,’ the goal we had vainly

searched for the previous night. Great was my surprise

when the screen of tall elms and willows unmasked a small
walled town, the true centre of the oasis. Through a big
half-ruined gate we reached the enclosed area, about a

quarter of a mile square, but of irregular shape. Passing
the high clay walls of an inner fort and the silent ruins

of dismantled dwellings, we soon came upon a village of
some thirty or forty houses hidden among the remains of
a place once far more populous. Leisurely householders
and numbers of lively boys were already ateut in spite of
the early hour, and quickly we were guided to where a

M7
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group of picturesque temple halls, shaded by beautiful old
elms, had given shelter to my belated caravan (Fig. an).

It was soothing to find all our belongings safely arrived
and quite dry. Like sensible men, Kao Ta-lao*ye, the
petty officer attached to my camp, and the cart drivers
had not attempted the straight route, which was hopelessly
bogged, but had skirted the marshes by a slightly circuitous

track through the outlying hamlet of P'ing-i'ou-shih. To
leave the choice of my own quarters even to circumspect
Tila Bai would ordinarily spell disappointment. But here
with plenty of room for all to spread themselves, he had
proved a wise quarter-master. I found my camp kit laid

out in the airy verandah of the temple which lay farthest

off the entrance, and near the south-west corner of the town
wall. So I was quite safe from the sonorous ncighlxjur-
hood of followers, ponies, camels, et hot genus omnt.

There was peace in the grass-grown court in front of

I

my’ temple, with its big-caved loggia facing north, and
in order to secure ease and comfort it only remained
to remove two huge coffins which graced the premises.
Fortunately these monumental receptacles owned by men
of substance at Ch'iao-tzu proved as yet untcnanted, and

> their transfer to another shrine was quickly effected
without risk of pious objections. Mats from the temple
school and felts from my baggage were soon fastcnrd to
the paling in front of the o{>en hall to give privacy.
Refreshed by a ‘ tub ' and a meal that combined dinner
and breakfast, I almost enjoyed the remembrance of the
night's cheerless experiences.

The peaceful retreat I had found under the walls of half-
decayed. somnolent Ch'iao-tzu was made doubly welcome
by the plentiful tasks which helped to make my stay busy.
There was still much writing to \m‘ done for the long-
delayed mail bag which faithful Turdi was to lake l>ack to
Khotan, and then there was the old site which claimed
my attention with equal urgency. Fortunately the days
were so long that by riding out to the ruins at sunrise and
galloping back to my writing table when heat and glarl;
became strongest in the early afternoon, I managed to find
lime far both.
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The ‘ old town,’ of which I had heard the vj^ucst of

accounts at An-hsi, proved a large site and one highly

instructive. It lay at a distance of about five miles due
south of Nan-Ch’iao-tzCi. It was separated from the extant

oasis first by a belt of scrub-covered steppe, and then by a

narrower strip of ground partly undergoing wind erosion

and partly overrun by low dunes which reeds and tamarisks

were binding. Here I found the conspicuous remains of a

walled town of the usual Chinese type forming an irr^ular

quadrangle. Outside it. and scattered over an area which

covers at least haif-a-dozen square miles, there rose ruins

of clay-built towers, walled enclosures, and thick pottery

dd'bris marking the position of dwellings now completely

eroded.

I soon saw that within the walled area there was little

scope left for systematic excavation ; for the slow but sure

destruction dealt by wind erosion and the depredations of

villagers had sptared nothing but massive wails of stamped
clay, and here and there big mounds composed of potsherds,

brick fragments, charcoal, and similar hard debris. At the

same time the abundant tamarisk growth and the presence
even of trees in depressions not covered by deep sand
were indications of subsoil water with its destructive

moisture relatively near. But the study of the physical

changes which had come over the ruins and the adjoining

ground since they had been deserted proved very instruc-

tive. Copper coins, of which plenty were picked up on soil

swept clear by the winds, showed that the site must have
been inhabited during the whole of the T’ang period and
down to at least the tw’elfth century a.d. Yet, relatively

short as the time passed since its abandonment may appear,

it had sufficed to produce effects on the ruins as well as on
the soil which vividly recalled to my mind the most striking

features observed at the far more ancient sites in the

desert north of Lop- nor.

The town and the once cultivated area near it occupy

a flat stretch of fertile loess soil extending along the edge

of the bare gravel glacis which slopes down from the hill

range south. Left unprotected now by vegetation owing

to want of surface water, this belt, stretching away to west
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and east for at least sixteen miles, has been scooped out and
sculptured, by the same powerful east wind which we had
seen at work in the Su-lo Ho basin, into innumerable
small ridges and trenches invariably showing the direction

east to west (Fig. 2 10). It was the desolate scene so familiar

from the Lop-nor sites that I found reproduced here with

surprising fidelity. Only the scourings of the ground were
less deep, generally varying from two to five feet. 'I his

was obviously due to the fact that the time which had
elapsed since the disappearance of the protecting vegetation

was here fully a thousand years less. The corrosive action of

the coarse sand carried down from the detritus-coveretl hill

range must have powerfully aided defiation, t.r. wind erosion

pure and simple. Vet none of this .sand was left on the

broad belt of eroded loess stretching away eastward.s a.s far

as the eye could reach.

But within the massive town walls, enclosing a quadri-

lateral of about 530 yards on the east and w est facr-s, 620
yards on the north, and about 500 yards on the south, the
sand lay heaped up in almost continuous dunes covering
the original ground in places up to twenty feet. The cast
wall, just as in the old town of .An-hsi, had l.>een cut through
in a succession of huge breaches. But the dunes which
had thus accumulated within the enclosed area had so
far succeeded in protecting the west wall from similar
breaching, though its top already showed incipient cuttings.
When once these are carried to a .sufficient depth, the wind
will regain full play over the sand now filling the interior
and quickly drive it out westwards. Then erosion will do
its work within the walls as thoroughly as it already has
outside, and of the enclosure now half-smothered under
dunes nothing will be left but an eroded Tati with remains
of the clay rarnparts facing north and .south. It wa.s curious
to note how little these two wall-faces, protected by their
direction parallel to the destructive wind, had suffered so
far, another striking illustration of the conditions observed
at the ancient walled station of * Lou-lan

'

Of the bastions, and other protective structures of So-
yang*ch£ng, m the deserted town is still known to the
people of Ch'tao-tzQ, 1 need not give details here. They
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showed plainly that the art of fortihcation, as seen in the

extant towns of this region, had practically remained
unchanged since T'ang times or probably even an earlier

period. But, as a peculiar feature possibly accounted for by
local conditions, it deserves to be mentioned that the town
possessed two walls facing east, the inner built at a distance

of about 300 yards from the outer. The latter had to

bear the full force of erosion and was traceable only as a
line of badly decayed segments. The inner had suffered

many breaches, but its massive foundations were still con-

tinuous and the bastions and gate recognizable, is it

possible that the inner east wall was raised for protec-

tion when the outer had been reduced by the relentless

wind to a condition beyond hope of repair or defence.^

The shrinkage in ]x>pulation which must have long pre-

ceded abandonment might also have recommended this

exjjcdient.

However this may be. there was evidence that deso-

lation had come over this little town, not at once, but
as a slow, lingering death. On the top of the debris

mounds emerging above the drift sand 1 found remains of

{KMjrly built dwellings manifestly of later date, and state-

m* ins of villagers, whom curiosity drew out from the

hamlets of Ch'iao-tzd to watch my proceedings, indicated

that some of these had been temporarily tenanted even
within memory of man. Herdsmen grazing their ponies

on the marshy steppe northward used to seek shelter there

against the icy blasts of the winter. Even at the present

day the ruined town saw temporary residents in the shape

of people coming to collect saltpetre from the soil once

occupied by buildings. In more than one place at the foot

of the west wall I saw the little smoke-begrimed caves

which these humble folk had dug out for quarters.

In front of the largest there rose, on what was plainly

a worked-out rubbish heap, a tiny mud shrine such as I

had often seen near detached farms or even by the side of

fields in the oases. Sticks of pine wood, commonly burned

for incense, lay on the miniature altar, evidence that this

modest sanctuary still saw worship. But, luckily, no reli-

gious scruples had prevented Kao Ta-lao-yc, our active
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military factotum, from carrying away from it a very

interesting small antique, which he rightly thought I

should value. It was the fragmentary arm of a statue

carved in wood, covered with elaborate relief ornaments

showing close resemblance in style to the Gandhara

designs which 1 had admired in the wood-carv’ings of

the Lop- nor sites. Remains of bright colouring still

adhered. There could be no doubt that the statue to

which this relic had once belonged was a work of early

date. But there was no clue to guide us to its original

place of discovery.

Excavations, carried out experimentally under the

supervision of Chiang-ssCi-yeh at several debris mounds,

revealed neither written records nor other objects of sp<*cial

antiquarian interest. But the fragments ot |X)ttcry and

porcelain which came to light confirmed my conclusion as

to the date down to which the town was inhabited. An
elaborately decorated Stupa, which rose on a solid l>ase of

clay about a quarter of a mile to the east of the town

(Fig. 217 ), still retained portions of its original coiiting

with hard yellow stucco. The mouldings and general

design suggested that it had been constructed during later

,
Sung times (eleventh to thirteenth centuries a.d.) when
the Hsi-hsia tribe ruled this part of Kan-su. Of the

temple which had once adjoined it on the south nothing

remained but small fragments of hard bricks, some l>earing,

in beautiful green glaze, scroll ornaments in low relief.

These might have served as roofing tiles.

A big cutting in the brickwork of the .Stupa showed
that treasure-seekers had followed the procedure so familiar

to me from Turkestan ruins. Their burrowing had not
spared the small Stupas, about ten to twelve feet in

diameter, which rose in a row nonn and north-east along
the edge of the terrace. Some had completely collapsed

in cons^uence of this operation. Those still upright
showed invariably a small interior chamber, only one or two
feet square, and in one case this was found filled with
hundreds of miniature Stupas modelled in clay and exactly
resembliim those I bad discovered at Khadalik. Evidently
these little clay Stupas, all produced from two or three
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moulds, were intended by the pious donor to take the

place of those sacred relics which every tower of this sort

is by traditional theory supposed to cover.

On the opposite side of the walled town, about 400
yards from its north-west corner, and just outside what
appears to have been an outer enclosure, two massive

clay structures close together attracted my attention.

I'hcy looked like small forts, forming squares with sides

alx>ut sixty feel long. The walls, fully twenty feet

thick, rose to a considerable height, but curiously enough
showed neither a proper entrance nor any stairs or other

arrangement for reaching their top. Making my way to the

interior through a gap which had formed where the massive
rampart had parted at one of the corners, I searched in vain

for any remains to explain the purpose of these strange

structures, until 1 noticed, lying loose on the sand which
half-filled the enclosure, some fissured planks. Their length
was just that needed for the boards of a cofhn, and I had
scarcely communicated my conjecture to the two Ch’iao-tzCi

men who were with me, when by scraping away the sand
in one corner they laid bare similar planks still in situ en-
closing a skeleton. It was clear that these extraordinarily

massive walls had served to protect, not living people, but an
,

abode oi the dead ; and an inspection of the ground out-

side. where left bare by drift sand and consequently eroded,
soon showed that it had all once been used as a cemetery.

Small fragments of human bones were all that erosion had
spared of the graves.

The question as to the water-supply which the town
and the cultivated area near it must have once com-
manded, presented, of course, a special interest It could

not jjossibly have come from the spring-fed marshes, the

drainage of which now irrigates the Ch'iao-uQ oasis ; for

a look at the ground showed that these springs lay con-

siderably below the level of the 'Tati* ground southward.

The barren gravel glacis, as seen from So-yang-chdng

sloping up for miles to the foot of the hill range, showed

no clear trace of any stream. But as 1 rode over the

strangely scoured ground east of the town, with its steep

little clay terraces and intervening depressions recalling
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the kachure of an etching, my eye was caught by a low

gravel-covered ridge running south-eastwards.

It proved, as expected, to be the line of a canal, with

the banks still clearly marked on the top of the pebble-

strewn ridee. The heavy' gravel and coarse sand which

the water of the canal carried down in its course had helped

not only gradually to raise the canal bed, as noticed in

almost every oasis from Khotan to An-hsi, but also to

protect it from the force of the winds which have been

continually cutting up and scooping the loess ground on
either side ever since irrigation ceased. Thus it is easily

explained why the level of the canal banks now lies ten

feet or so on the average level above that of the ground
traversed by it. For fully three miles 1 followed the canal

to where a massive but shapeless mound of stamped clay,

evidently the relic of some watch-tower or .small fort, ri.scs

close by its side.

From here onwards the traces of the canal were lost on

ground completely furrowed by Vardangs ( Fig. 210 ). But
in the distance to the south-east a line of white clay cliffs

seemed to indicate a river course now dry and sunk into

the gravel glacis. A gap seen south of this in the ouier-

, most hill range suggested that this course had served also

for the drainage of the next higher range which, though
without permanent snow, was likely to receive at times
a little more moisture. That it was this same drainage
which, finding its way underground, now came to light in

the marshes east and south-east of Ch iao-tzu appeared to

me very probable. But in any case the total im(x>ssibiliiy

of bringing surface water at present for the irrigation of
the old site was plain evidence of desiccation, whether
general or restrict^ to this region. .



CHAPTER LXXIII

THE ‘VALLEV OF THE MVRJAD BUDDHAS

'

Fhe heat of the season and the consequent impracucabiiity

of employing our camels for transport precluded more
extended surveys on this interesting but terribly arid

ground along the foot of the outer ranges. So, after

dcsfiatching honest l urdi under old Mullah's guidance with

my heavy mail-bag to Tun-huang, whence they were to

make their way across the mountains to Abdal, I started

on the morning of the 29th of June for our expedition

into the Westernmost Nan-shan. It seemed almost too
soon to leave my cool and peaceful temple quarters at

Ch’iao-izO
;
but 1 thought of the huge mountain area which

it was my intetaion to survey, and for which the next two
months were all 1 could spare.

Our first march was very pleasant, taking us westwards
through a delightfully green grassy plain to the oasis of

T'a-shih. Like Ch'iao-tzQ, it seemed to count about two
hundred homesteads ; but they were much scattered, and
the numerous uncultivated strips of land within the oasis

suggested want of water—or of people. I had by now
learned enough of Chinese notions of life not to wonder at

the total absence of cattle on the magnificent grazing we
passed through. For had not all the people I had met
since first reaching Tun-huang shown in many significant

ways that the nation's traditional abhorrence of anything

akin to the herdsman's semi- nomadic existence was as strong

among these settlers of the border as it might be among
the most town-bred folk farther east.^ So by sad ex-

perience I had learned that milk was never to be hoped for,

however splendid the grazing, unless there were Chinese
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Muhammadans or Tungans about
;
and in these parts none

of these quondam rebels had been allowed to survive or to

effect a fresh footing.

Yet T’a-shih had not escaped their fury during the times
of the last great rebellion, as was shown by the quaint, only
half restored temple in which 1 found airy quarters outside

the walled central village. Scarcely twelve years had passed
since, as Lin, my warrior friend of Tun-huang, related, a

large body of Tungan rebels, retreating from Hsi-ning,

threatened T’a*shih w’ith fresh destruction. The outer
enclosure of the temple still displayed the loopholes and
other defences then hastily improvised by the local troops

sent up from Tun huang to intercept them. We had .struck

now, in fact, the main route which connects An-hsi and the

great road from northern Turkestan and Mongolia with
Tibet and the Koko-nor region across the high plateaus of

Tsaidam.
I knew that the Dalai-Lama in 1904. on his flight from

Lhassa to Urga, had {lassed by this route, and that I mi^ht
any day while along it meet pious Mongols or Buriats

returning from their Tibetan pilgrimage. ^’ct with all

these geographical facts before me. I never sus{>ectcd that

T’a-shih on the ver)' night of my stay had given shelter

also to the late Lieutenant Brooke, the plucky young
English traveller, who some eighteen months later was to

fall a victim of cxplm-ing zeal among the treacherous Lotos.
Starting from the Hsi-ning side he had vainly attempted to
make his wray through to Lhassa. and, foiled by Tibetan
obstruction, was forced to retreat by the very route which 1

was now about to survey up to the watershed of the Tun-
huang river sources. I heard first towards the end of July
of his passage at Su-chou, but d(d not learn until nearly four
vears later, when Mr. Fergusson published an account from
his papers, that without knowing of each other s presence
we had passed in such close proximity.

The fresh transpewt promised completely failed us at

T’a-shih. However, on hearing that the route was just
practicable for carts over a march which would take us to
tfw cave-temples of Wang-fo-hsia, 1 managed, with much
difikuity, to induce the men from Ch'tao-tzd to take us up
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so far ; for I was now anxious to get into the mountains,

where the greater coolness wouM make it possible to

rely for a snort time on our own camels without risk of

a breakdown, e\'en though their summer holiday was long

due. We had followed the bed of the T'a-shih river, deeply

cut into its own alluvial fan of Piedmont gravel, upwards for

over ten miles, when, close to the point where the river

debouches through the outermost hill range, we came face to

face with a group of about ten small cave-temples cut into

the conglomerate cliffs above the right bank. The place

lx)re appropriately enough the name of the ‘ Little Ch’ien-

fo-tung ' : for the frescoes, though far less varied and
extensive, showed exactly the same style in design and
composition as those of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas.' In most
of the little grottoes the paintings were badly effaced and
in all of them the stucco sculptures recent.

So after a short halt 1 pushed up the picturesque river

gorge to find there to my pleasant surprise a narrow but

l^autifully green expanse, with luxuriant shrubs and trees

embedded ^tween the most barren of hillsides. After
a couple of miles this fertile strip, watered by the river,

again gave way to uncompromising bareness of rock and
detritus

;
and at a point where this contracted to a narrow

winding defile, some fifteen miles above T’a-shih, 1 found
the route defended by a massive stone wall extending
across the valley bottom and for some distance up the

steep slopes. It was a regular ‘ Klause' of unmistakably
old appearance, and clearly suggested that the Chinese
settlements on the ancient line of communication along the
Su-lo Ho Valley had been exposed to attacks from the
side of the Tibetan plateaus quite as much, perhaps, as to
raids across the desert north and west.

A couple of miles ahead the valley expanded into a
little basin filled with plentiful shrubs and trees, known as

Mo-ku-t’ai-tzQ, which promised excellent grazing for our
brave camels if only we could spare them to take their

badly needed ‘ long vacation.' Accordingly they were left

behind, at least for the night, while we moved on w'ith the

carts over a steadily rising Sai on the right bank, until after

another four miles we found ourselves above that point of the

VOL. M s
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river gorge, now turned into a caAon, which is known as
Wang-fo-hsia, or the * Valley of [the caves of] the Myriad
Buddhas.' I knew well that, in spite of its grandiloquent
name, this sacred site could not compare in importance
with the ‘Thousand Buddhas' of Tun-huang; but the

singular wildness of the scene rendered the first impression
most striking. Along both sides of the deep rift, only
about 200 yards wide at its Ijottom, which the river

coming from the snowy range above Shih-pao-chC‘ng has cut
through the hard conglomerate, the almost vertical cliffs

showed the openings of temple grottoes extending for a
distance of over a quarter of a mile (Fig. 2 13). A narrow-

strip of orchard and cultivation raised along a tiny canal
at the bottom only heightened by contrast the effect of
those frowning rock walls, more than a hundred feet high,

and of the dark cavities piercing them.

On descending the precipitous footpath I was welcomed
by three cheerful and well-fed Taoist priests, and soon
found excellent quarters in the verandah of a patio-like

court in front of the grotto containing a colossal seated
Buddha, which is seen on the extreme right in the photo-
graph of Fig. 214. It took hours to get our baggage
carried down, and I used the time in the dusk for a rapid
look round. The numerous small shrines and Stupas
scattered along a raised terrace at the foot of the cliffs of
the right bank seemed kept in fair repair, and everything
bore the air of a religious establishment quite ' in being

'

and relatively well off in the matter of pious supfx>rt. 'Fhc
place had evidently escajxid the usual havoc from Tungan
rebel bands, and the vicinity of well-to-do Mongols
grazing in the mountains south proliably helped the priests
towards ptiing comfortable .susw-nance. What with the
delightful coolne.ss of the evening -we had now risen to
about 6200 feet above the sea— and the music of the
stream tossing in its rocky bed, it was {Peasant enough to
wait for dinner till midnight.

The next two days were busily used for the examina-
tion and photographing of the shrines. Though executed
on a distinctly smaller scale, and probably commenced at a
somewhat later date, they resembled the cave-temples of
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Ch’ien-fo-tung so closely in all essential points of archi-

tectural disposition and artistic decoration that a summary
description will suffice. The principal caves are found on

the right bank, ranged in two stories as seen in Fig. 214,

one on a terrace aibout twenty feet above the river bed,

the other between fifty and sixty feet higher. The five

main caves below arc rcnder«l very dark by the verandahs

built in front of them, and comprise, besides the colossal

seated Buddha already referred to. an image of Buddha
recuml»ent in Nirvana, fully thirty feet bng.

Owing to abundant restoration, all stucco images in

these caves bear a modern apjjcarance, while the large

fresco panels in some of them show a style suggesting that

TilKiian influence had asserted itself upon the traditional

local art. These caves, and some five or six smaller

grottiKis in the same lower stor)', seem to receive most
attention from the priests in residence and to attract most
gifts from jiious visitors. The former all claimed to have
resided henr for over thirty years, and one of them, a white-

haired old man, who had installed himself in the picturesque
little grotto on the extreme left of Fig. 214, was approached
with specal reverence by our people f^rom An-hsi and
Chiao-tza. Even Chian^, usually so sceptical in regard
to saintly claim.s. was inclined to let him pass for a ‘ sage.'

The upjHrr row of caves is approached near this holy
m.an s grotto by a rough staircase cut from the rock. Then,
crossing a deep fissure of the rock wall by a rickety bridge,

and jmsing by a cave of which the front part had fallen in.

we arrived at the northernmost of a flight of thirteen cave-
temples, commumcatmg with each other. All of them con-
sist of a cell* s<juare or nearly so, varying from twenty to

thirty-eight feet on each side ; of a high porch or passage,

SHiimctimes twenty or thirty feet deep, admitting light and
air . of an antechapd in front of the latlcr, as broad as the

cell.!, hut narrow and opening towards the cliff face by a

big outer {lorch as sceti in the photewraph. Communica-
tion lietwccn the shrines was originally effected by narrow
passages leading frtim one outer {lorch to the other through

the facing j»art of the nxk wall. But in places this had
crtimbleu away or become unsafe, and a rough tunnel
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connecting the antechapels had been cut, evidently at u

later date, as shown by the broken wall paintings.

All the walls of these cave-temples are decorated with

frescoes, or, to use a more exact term, mural paintings

in tempera. The walls of the porches ordinarily show
processions of red - robed monks with broad - brimmed
black hats, and facing them rows of nuns with elaborate

head-dresses made up of flower pendants around a bulb-

shaped cap. Exactly the same types had been seen by me
at the ‘ Thousand Buddhas.' The w-alls of the cellas and
antechapels display either processions of large Bodhisativas,

gracefully draped and adorned, or else a variety of panels

with a Buddha enthroned among Bodhisattvas on lotus

seats ;
scenes from a Buddhist heaven, with the spirited

representation of a ‘ divine ballet and concert ' in the

foregfround, as seen in so many frescoes of Ch’ien-fo-tung,

and others. The photograph in Fig. 215 illustrates both

themes of decoration. Even the curious ‘ wind scene ’ of

the legend already discussed in Chapter i.xx.is reproduced

on the back wall of two cellas.

The frescoes generally showed great uniformity of style,

and were evidently more or less coeval reproductions of

the same prototypes. That these were to be looked for

among the mural paintings of the ‘ Thou.sand Buddhas

'

appeared to me at the time to be bt;yond doubt, fresh as

my recollection of the latter then was. 'I'he technique of

the execution seemed generally inferior, and suggested
either a somewhat later date or else employment of less

skilful hands. In some cases the coarse w'ashes replacing

the carefully drawn outlines of the older work suggested
extensive use of stencils.

I could not find inscriptional record of the date of con-

struction for any of the shrines of the ' Myriad Buddhas.’

But a large number of dated Chinese sgraffiti left behind
by pilgrims on the walls of the caves helped to fix the

lower date limit. Most of these seemed to belong to

the close of the Mongol dynasty’s rule, showing dates

corresponding to 1331-67 a.i». By their side, but far less

numerous, were to be found short sgraffiti in Uigur .script,

or its later Mongol form, and in Tibetan. There were one
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or two lines in Central-Asian Brahmi script, a badly effaced

short entry in Arabic writing, and also some characters

which 1 thought might belong to the peculiar script used

by the Hsi-hsia in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries.

How long after the painting of the frescoes these

mementos of visitors had been left behind, it was impossible

to determine. In any case the Chinese sgraffiti proved
that the temples must have been much visited by pilgrims

about the middle of the fourteenth century, and that their

appearance must have been then much the same as now.
Destructive invasions had probably affected this out-of-the-

way site in the hilb far less than the sacred caves near

Tun-huang which had served as a model. The caves on
the left bank number about ten, disposed in three irre^lar
groups, all at a considerable height above the river. Their
frescoes seemed distinctly coarser in design and execution

than those on the right bank, and their irregular arrangement
may also Ijc taken as an indication of relatively later origin.

Yet, here too. dated Chinese sgraffiti showed that the time
of construction lay before the fourteenth centur)'



CHAPTER LXXIV

IN THE MOUNTAINS OF THE WESTERNMOST NAN-SHAN

The picturesque seclusion and the cool air of the alxKle

of the * Myriad Buddhas ’ had been so delightful that I

felt quite sorry to leave w’hen after two days' busy work
my tasks there were ended. Alas! there was no hidden

library to explore—or, if ever there had been such a deposit,

the rock walls of the caves had kept their st;cret. A few

camels had been brought down from the Mongol grating-

grounds at the foot of the snowy range, and with their

help and that of our own camels we resumed our journey

to the latter by the morning of July 3. For two days we
marched up by the river which flows }>ast the ' Myriad
Buddhas ’ and T'a-shih. First we ascended a steadily

rising ^avel plateau, and then passed through the narrow
gorge m which the river has cut its way through the second
barren hill range sighted from Ch iao-tzfi.

With its absolutely bare slojKts fissured by a maze of

ravines and its serrated crest-line frowning down from a

height of over 10,000 feet, this range was sufficiently for-

bidding. But once we had {passed through what looked like

the apex of this outer hill chain, a great change occurred

in the scene. A grand semicircle, of mountains, earth ing

snow -beds and small glaciers on their most prominent
peaks, rose suddenly before us in the distance, some thirty

miles away to the south. A huge fan-like glacis, dcsct.nd-

ing with unbroken slope from its foot, seemed to aKsorb all

the drainage from the numerous valleys of the range and
to discharge whatever was left of it into the gorge we had
ascended.

A little above this {X)int we reached the ruins of Shih-
^2
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pao-ch^ng, which Kozloffs map had led me to expect here.

They proved to be those of a small but relatively well

built fort, evidently recent in its extant construction. It

overlooked brcmd riverine meadows and occupied an
excellent strategic position ; for the various routes

which crossed the high range before us from the south

naturally debouched towards the plains by the gorge the

fort guarded. A massive clay tower about mirty feet

hi^h, which occupied its north-west comer, formed a con-

spicuous landmark. So we chose it as the station for our
astronomical latitude observation, while we camped some
distance below where there was grass and fresh running
water in a channel about ten yards wide and one and a half

to two feet deep. Our camp here was about 7450 feet

above the sea, and all thought of heat now lay behind us.

The ground was singularly well adapted for starting

extensive and necessarily rapid survey work such as we
were l>ent upon in the Nan-shan. Across the uniform
expanse of the great alluvial triangle we could at once
sight the whole amphitheatre of mountains bending round
an arc close on fifty miles long, and shape our movements
accordingly. The landscape, barren in the extreme,
singularly combined the attraction of grand mountain,
vistas with that feeling of freedom whi^ wide Alpine
{>lateaus always seem to convey. But the very uniformity

of its features, which enabled us in the course of six days
to survey an area of over 1200 sc^uare miles, will also

expbin why 1 may endeavour to shorten my account by
avoiding a description of our work day by day.

The first two marches which took us south-westwards
to the vicinity of the Kashkar Pass sufficed to show me
the remarkable dryness which characterizes the western

extremity of the Nan-shan even along its most elevated

range. Ascending the great alluvial slope to an elevation

of about 10,000 feet, we nowhere met with surface

water, and aJl the dry beds we found crossing it from the

mountains were quite shallow. I soon convinced myself

that even at this season of melting snows the water

brought down by the valleys the main range become
com^ciely lost in the vast beds of rubble almost at their
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veiy debouchure. The difficulty of finding water by
which to camp was great, and only the help of some
Chinese whom we discovered grazing their camels near
the route to the Kashkar Pass saved us from serious

trouble. The vast deposits of Piedmont gravel which form
the glacis to the very foot of the range were, it is true,

covered mostly with a thin layer of clay or loess. But the
scrub and grass which grew on it was both scanty and
coarse, clear evidence of the extreme aridity in soil and
atmosphere. What water we had seen leaving the glacis

by the gorge below Shih-pao-ch6ng was, no doubt, all

derived from spring in which the drainage absorbed
higher up by the beds of gravel came to light again.

Skirting the foot of the main range we then m.ide our
way eastwards into the large valley known as Ta-kung-ch’a.
which receives its drainage from a big snowy massif rising

to close on 20,000 feet. Leaving our camp on a small
grassy plateau above the river bed, which, though deep-cut
and over a quarter-mile wide, held only tiny courses of
water, we rode on July 8th up to the watershed. For alx)u:

six miles our route lay in the broad stony bed of the river,

flanked first by conglomerate dills, and higher up by sand-
< stone rocks in a variety of striking colours—pur})lc, bright
red, and dark green. A sturdy Mongol, whom we found
encamped with his flock on a grassy plot (Fig, 216). served
as guide. He told me curious details about the Dalai- Lama
who had travelled down to An-hsi over the Kashkar Pass
on his flight in 1904, and whose cortege he had again
accompanied more recently when he journeyed back from
Urga to Hsi-ning,

We left the main valley at a }»oint alx)ut 1 a.ooo feet
above the sea where it turns eastwards, and continued our
ascent to the south-east by a steeper side valley which, by
slopes of shingle overlying greenish slate and gneiss rock,
brought us to the top of the pass after a total march of
some ten miles. It proved over 13,400 feel in height,
and o>mmanded a wide view to the south, but it was one
distinctly desolate. A bleak basin-like valley lay before
us, fuUv six to eight miles brcKid, and bounded southward
by a long range of str^gling hills, apparently none
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higher than 14,000 or 15.000 feet. Large glittering ex-

panses of salt in the centre marked dry lake beds. Our
guide pointed to a pass leading over this low range to the

head-waters of the Tun-huang river and called it P'in-ta-

fan (Dawan).
The whole view before us looked thoroughly Tibeun

in type, and 1 was by no means surprised when a wild ass

approached us to within 300 yards or so. A bitterly cold

north wind was blowing, suggestive of what the summer
breezes of these bleak uplands of northernmost Tibet are

like. The position of the Ta-kung-ch'a Pass gave us a

chance of sighting the southern slopes of the main range
for some distance. So I was able to convince myself that

the }>ermanent snow-line here lay at an elevation of fully

18.000 or 19,000 feet, and thus even higher than on the
north side. It all helped to confirm the impression of the
scanty moisture received by this westernmost part of the
Nan-shan.

.’\ll the more gratified did I feel when, on the day after

moving from Ta-kung-ch’a eastward, while cncamjxxi at a
small luring called Su-chi-ch'Uan, we experienced the first

rain which, according to Mongol testimony, these mountains
had received that summer. It was gentle, but sufficiently*

steady to give one the feeling of being somewhere in the

Alps, and a little snow melting; as it neared the ground
was thrown in as an extra. When the sky cleared in the

afternoon of July loth and 1 could take a stroll round, the
eifect on the vegetation seemed like magic Where the
grass hati hcfoir looked stunted and drivelled, blades

were now sfirouting rapidly. For the first lime I noticed

hardy edelweiss showing in large clumps, and a few white
flowers resembling Podophyllum. It was sudt ocxasional

rain which accounted for the very thin but sufficiently

cohe.%ive coat of vegetation clothing the lower sk^>es of

the range up to an elevation of about ii.ooo feet, while

the alnence of heavy rain or snow explained the fact that

it escaped denudation.

At this same camp wc were joined at last by hired

camels sent up from the hill oasis of Ch'ang-ma. I was
thus able to let our own hardy beasts depart under Hassan
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Akhun’s care (Fig. 217) for the fine grazing below Wang-
fo>hsia, where they were to enjoy an unbr<^en and much-
needed holiday until my return to An-hsi in the autumn.
The presence of Ibrahim Beg at An-hsi and the neighbour-

hood of the friendly priests at the ‘ Myriad Buddhas’ had
recommended that vacation-retreat for my camels, and I

may say at once that 1 had no reason to regret it.

On July iith we marched over easy but barren slopes

to the north-east, and, just after crossing the almost imper-

ceptible watershed between the great basins of Shih-pao-

ch’eng and Ch’ang-ma. found a spring of slightly sulphurous

water at the foot of the absolutely bare outer range known
as V’ing-tsui-shan. There we camped. The sky had
become delightfully clear, and next morning a magnificent

view revealed the glacier-girt main range rising to peaks
over 20,000 feet high and draining towards Ch'ang-ma.
The distance and relatively high elevation from which we
saw these bold peaks, with the extraordinary contrast of

the fiat fore-ground formed by another huge gravel glacis

sloping down towards Ch'ang-ma, made the panorama
most impressive. Ever^^ihing seemed on such a big scale,

and there were no distracting details. .A broad gap alx>vc
• the aliuv'ial fan to the south-east marked the (K>int where
the Su-lo Ho on its way down to Ch’ang-ma breaks through
the snowy range fianking it from th« north.

For over fourteen miles we marched down over 4
stony steppe, showing but very scanty scrub and, m .spite

of numerous shallow flood beds, not .» drop of water. .\or
did we come upon any spring in the broad dry nver l>ed

we were at last following, until within half a mile of Sha-
ho, the westernmost hamlet of the c^asis. But from here
onwards water abounded

; it seemed as if all the under-
ground drainage from the snowy range was here eager to

^et to the surface. Our surroundings seemed changed as
if by in^'c, and the eleven miles’ ride down the gradually
broadening oasis of Ch'ang-ma was delightful.

There were nwrshy meadows full of springs along the
left tank of the river, and in spite of canals taking off on
the right, a short distance below Sha-ho the main channel
was about fifteen yards broad with a depth of over two feet
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of deliciously limpid water. Here at an elevation of over

7000 feet it was still spring, and the bright green of the

foliage and young crops had an exquisite offset in the brick-

red and purple tints of the low and barren ridges encircling

the oasis on all sides. Above those to the south-west and
south, which 1 took for offshoots of the high To-lai-shan

range farther east, the whole of the snowy main chain

showed in overpowering grandeur (Fig. 218). It was,

no doubt, the contrast between the fertile open vdley and
the towering array of white peaks in the background which
helped to recall so vividly my beloved Kashmir.

In the largest of the several walled villages or * P'u-t2u
’

(Fig. 221), as we got to know them, a big temple offered

comforuhle, if dim, quarters (Fig. 219). The magistrate

of Yu-m^n-hsien.on which Ch‘ang-ma dcjiended, had been
duly advised of our passage, and had sent up a petty official

with some soldiers to receive us. There was no want of

attention ; but when 1 insisted on arrangements for guides

and transport to take us through the mountains, to the

Chia-yti-kuan gate of the ‘ Great Wall ‘ all knowledge of

such a route was stoutly denied. That the Chinese of

these parts have no love for the mountains 1 had learned

long before
; and when 1 offered to act as guide myself, the*

want of ponies or mules which would be needed for any
r».-.dly rough track presented a formidable obstacle. It cost

great exertions to secure even camels ; and in order not

to allow the op{x>siiion to the route 1 had planned to

gather strength. 1 thought it advisable to set out with

them at once on the afternoon of July ijih. however
unwilling my caravan seemed to leave the flesh-pots of

Ch'ang-ma.
I managed to move it that evening to the right bank of

the Su-lo Ho. which flowed here as a vehement mountain

river in a steeply cut bed some twenty yards wide. The
quantity of water carried down was great, as we could sec

when looking down upon the tumultuous turbid rush from

the solid cantilever bridge which spanned the river. But

how much greater the river mutt have been during earlier

periods, I could judge from the old bed still well defined

across which we moved for fully a mile before reaching the
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baak of the present one. Its level lay about forty feet

above the actual hood level, and its own banks were sharply

cut to a depth of some fifty feet below the great alluvial

plain occupied by Ch’ang-ma.
During the evening, while a cheerless camp was being

pitched on the rubble bed by the river. 1 had the satis-

faction to find a well-marked track leading off to the south-

east where the Ch'ang-ma people had before professed

the utmost ignorance of any route. So next morning we
induced our camel-men after a good deal of trouble to

follow it, instead of their beloved high road to the plain.

It was a steady but easy ascent in a side valley coming

from the western end of the To-lai-shan range (sec

Map III.). There was low scrub in plenty, but no trace

of water, and I was heartily glad when, after seventeen

miles, some of the Chang-ma men with the transport

reluctantly disclosed their local knowledge by turning off

into a well -screened side gully where we found a tiny

stream issuing below sandstone cliffs. Here at an eleva-

tion of close on lo.ooo feet we camped, and in the course

of the evening the local men baref^acediy owned up to a

knowledge of the route which was to take us to Chia-

• yti-kuan. All their previous protestations of ignorance
had been lies intended to save them from a troublesome
track.

After this frank avowal and t!ie experience gained
about finding water in this barren hill tract hitherto un-

explored, I thought it best to let our unwilling ' guides

'

guide us. The route which they showed took us in two
days across the Shui-ch'U-k'ou Pass, and through a very
narrow and picturesque valley where we came again upon
water, down to the outermost hill *chain. At two points,

known as Yen-m^n-tzu and Ku-lung-shan, where the valley

contracts to a tortuous defile between very high and
precipitous cliffs, we found ruins of walls and watch-posts

built to close the route. But there was no water-supply

to be traced near them now, and there were other signs of

desiccation having affected this region.

From the little shrine of Ch’ing-t’sao-an-tzd. where we
camped on July i6th, I looked down upon the wide valley.
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half barren gravel Sai and half scrubby waste, with its

scattered small oases, through which the great route leads

from Su-chou to YU-m6n-hsicn. But I had determined,

before proceeding to Su-chou, to visit the watershed of the

northernmost chain of the Nan-shan at the Tu-ta-fan Pass

where Obrucheff, the distinguished Russian geolc^ist

and traveller, had crossed it. Baffled by the difficulty

about guidance and suitable transport in reaching the

Pass from the south, I now made my way to it from the

north.

One forced march along the stony glacis of the range
and across the Po-yang Ho river carried us to the tiny

hamlet of Po-lo-hu-tung at the opening of the valley

coming from the Tu-ta-fan. While waiting till late at

night for the arrival of the baggage, I learned a good deal

of curious local information from the centenarian head of

the family owning the central walled farm. Cultivation

dirpcnded on a single spring at the mouth of the valley,

and the extent of old abandoned fields seemed to suggest
increasing scantine.ss of water. Yet the old man was
lc»ih to admit this, and dwelt more on the losses in men
and labouring cattle which the raids of 1 ungan rebels

had caused. He seemed not a liiile proud of the fine-

substantial coffin which filial piety was keeping ready in

the best room of the house for his occu[>ation. Owing to

the elevation, well over 8000 feet, oats were the main crop,

and the lateness of .spring here was pleasantly attested

by the little blue irises and other wild flowers recalling

Tun-huang in May.
Next morning, on July iSth. I sent off the baggage

to the neighbouring hamlet of Ta-han-chuang and set out

with the Surveyor towards the pass. VV^e found the narrow

mouth of the valley, known as Ch’ing-tao-shan, defended

by a small post of Mongol levies and a large empty

entrenchment thrown up some twelve years before against

Tungan rebels expected from the Hsi-ning side. Above

this jjoint the valley oj>cncd out rapidly, and as we rode

up became greener and greener. There was luxuriant

grass such as I had nowhere yet seen in these mountains,

and flowers, too, suggestive of in Alpine vegetation. It
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was a strangely refreshing sight for eyes which had almost

forgotten to associate with mountains aught but rock,

detritus, and snow.

My delight was still greater when 1 reached the broad

grass-covered ridge which at an elevation of about 12,380

feet forms the watershed. A grand panorama spread out

before us, comprising to the south and south-east a long

line of snow -clad peaks which belong to the western

To-lai-shan range, and with their drainage give rise to the

Po-yang Ho (Fig. 220). The wide gravel lx;d of the latter

spread itself in the valley below us. Some particularly

striking massifs to the .south-east, bearing big beds of

snow on their iilopes, proved subsequently to attain herights

over 19,000 feet, as ascertained by clinometrical observa-

tion. Westwards we were particularly glad to be able to

recognize a number of peaks ol the I'o-lai shan and ol

the northernmost range, which had been sighted Iroin our

plane-table stations above Ch'ang-ma. So it was possible

for the Surveyor to complete the mapping of a goexj ileal

of interesting ground which so far had been entirely a

cartographical blank.

Tu-ta-fan proved, in fact, quite an ideal ‘hill station.’

•Amongst other orographical points, it permitted us to

make certain that the Richthofen range of the Nan shan,

which with its snow -clad peaks dominates the plains

between Su-chou and Kan-chou, has us direct continuation

in the bold, but considerably lower, chain which runs north

and east of Ch'an^-ma, and through which we had passed

in the gorge of Yen-mcn-tzii. But it was, as sul>sequcnt

observations convinced me, not merely the lesser height

of the western part of the range which would account for

its utter barrenne.ss as centred wit!, the part we were
now beginning to survey. The change in vegetation, first

noticed in such striking fashion on my visit to the Tu-ta-
fan, was but an indication of the altered climatic conditions

of the whole region into which we were now about to

pass near the plateau occupied by the ' Great Wall. We
were here leaving behind the extreme eastern limits of

the ^reat and t»sin of innermost Asia, and were
entenng that portion of Kan-su which is a^ected in its
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climate by the increased moisture passing up from the

Pacific drainage.

It was 6 p.M. when I regained the two lonely farms at

the debouchure of the Ch'ing-tao>shan valley. The air was
delightfully clear, and the setting sun brought out in bold

relief the rugged ravines furrowing the slopes of a curious

outer fringe of low hills which stretched along outside the

big mountain rampart. The deep red and purple clays,

which cropped out in layers alternating with white chalk

rock and what looked like gneiss, made up quite a fantastic

effect, and the two fortified farms in the foreground fitted

in with it. It co.st quite an effort to remember that these

massive piles of day were the home of harmless cultivators,

not robbers' keeps.

Ta-han<huang, where 1 had sent our camp ahead,

seemed near enough as I looked down on the little spur
behind which the hamlet was said to duster. But to

take a straight cut over the interv'ening five miles was
imj>ossible: deep ravines cut up the fertile loess slope

and necessitated great detours. 1 did not feel sorr)-,

since the track took me over two picturesque little plateaus

each bearing terraced fields and a half-ruined fort-like

farm. The air of decay was upon fields and buildings

;

the springs which bring verdure to the tiny oases of Ma-
mi-t'u were saunier even than those of Po-lo-hu-tung, and
most of the cultivable ground looked abandoned.

But more striking still than the ride dose to that

strange counterscarj) of the mountains, so barren and yet

so glowing in colours, was the view across the vast valley

stretching aw’ay eastwards to Chia-yii-kuan. A lifeless

steppe 01 brownish-green tints, fully twelve to fifteen miles

broad, separated the fringe of the snowy Nan-shan from a

terribly bare reddish range northward. Looking down
from a height of close on Jiooo feet I could see distinctly

the low gravel ridges closing the valley at its eastern end.

and alxjve them a faint white line lit up b^* the setting

sun—the long - cxj>cctcd ‘ Great VV’all.' The distance

.separating me from it was still over twenty miles. Yet

I thought that 1 could make out towers reflecting the

slanting rays and beyond them a great expanse of dark
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ground, the fertile district of Su-chou. Thus at last I

was within sight of the westernmost end of the true

Middle Kingdom, China ‘within the Wall.’

It was getting dark when I approached the little oasis

of Ta-han-chuang. Outside its square fort -hamlet two
petty officers with half-a-dozen red-cloaked soldiers were
drawn up in line to receive me. It was an outpost

of the garrison of Chia-yii-kuan, supposed to watch the

mountain flank of the ’Great WaJl.“ Among the ‘men’
was a nice-looking child of some five years, bravely

wearing the red jacket left him by his father, with sleeves

almost sweeping the ground. 1 found my tent pitched

by the side of a lively brook, amidst grassy terraced fields

where the scent of flowers rose in the cool air of the

evening. Many fine trees could l>c seen in the motinlight

lining the bed of the little stream, and I almost felt as if

I were pitching camp once more in some quiet nook of

Kashmir.



CHAPTER LXXV

BV THE CATE OF TIIK ‘GREAT WALL*

The next morning, July 19th. did not change my pleasant

impression of Ta-han-chuang. The meadows were bright

with rich grass and Howcrs
;

for here, some 7700 feet above
the sea, spring had not yet lost its freshness. Strolling up
a little plateau while the baggage was being loaded, 1 found
it occupied by the fort from which yesterday’s military re-

ception had come. 'I here was at its north-west comer a
big and ruinous watch-tower (Fig. 222), which when seen
from afar looked as if carried away bodily from that

desolate desert Linus. Crenellated walls adjoined it in a
square enclosing the ramshackle quarters of the garrison.

They turned out again promptly in their scarlet cloaks,

the child soldier included, as seen in the photograph.
Small plots of vegetable gardens bordered the half-

decayed post, and below to the east I found the springs

which feed the life-giving stream, issuing on grassy patches

within a broad and dry nver bed.

The march to the great ‘ Gate ’ was long and weary ;

for on the bare stony Sai, supporting only the scantiest

tufts of scrub, the sun beat down fiercely, and, with the

ground sloping down eastwards and no wind, for once,

stirring, the heat and jglare increased steadily. The
distant vista of the Chia-yii-kuan towers had vanished.

Fau Morgana instead raised up on the eastern horizon

long dark patches su^esting groves of trees, with the

heated atmosphere below shining like a sheet of water.

To the south rose chain above chain with glittering snowry

peaks, more imposing even than those we had seen from

Tu-ta-fan. The long barren range which flanks the high

VOL. II »73
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road to An-hsi and Turkestan from the north drew nearer
and nearer as we moved transversely over the valley, and
eagerly I scanned it for traces of the ancient wall which
might have followed its foot on the way to YU-m6n-hsicn
and the Su-lo Ho. When after sixteen miles’ straight

march I struck at last the great route near the point where
the gorge of Hao-shan-k’ou cuts through the south-eastern

end of the range, three large towers perched on low spurs

of the range came clearly into view. In spite of their white
plaster facing they might be of early date, remnants of the

fortified line for which I was looking. But they were too

far off to be examined in the course of the day's march.
It did not need mins to make me feel the historical

importance of the narrow cart track by which we continued
our march due east. I knew that I was now treading the
very ground over which ail Chinese enterprise towards the
‘ Western Regions ’ had moved during more than two
thousand years. These terribly barren ridges, furrowed
by a maze of narrow ravines, must have frowned down on
the very first Chinese missions and expeditions which went
forth to conquer Turkestan. How many of those thousands
and thousands of soldiers and administrators who pasiaed

by here to the lands of exile in Central Asia, had lived to
sec the day of their fondly-hoped-for return ‘ within the
Wall ?

In the annals of the Han and later dynasties the
militarv and official story of Chinese expansion westwards
is amply chronicled. But where arc we to to(^ ft»r all that
was of human interest and worthy of record in the lives

1<^ during long centuries of struggle with Huns and Turks.
Ti^tans and Arabs ? As I thought of the dreary deserts
which then as now must have made up nine-tenths of these
much -disputed regions from the Oxus to the Kan-su
bender, the sacrifices in men and treasure which this policy
of Central-Asian expansion had cost to the Middle King-
dom seemed great beyond all proportion. But what would
have been our knowledge of the jxist of those vast regions,
of the migrations which with their last waves shaped
the destinies of Europe as well as of India, without the
light transmitted through the records of those who during
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long centuries kept open for China the routes to the
distant West ?

I was thus in the riffht mood to appreciate what
Chiang was relating of the feelings which the gate of

Chta-yU'kuan arouses in modern Chinese exiles. What
sighs it must have heard from those whom duty, ambition,

or more frequently saeva ptatperias sends forth annually

to the ‘ New Dominions ’ f Like many others, my good
SsQ-yeh had here said good-bye to true China with tears

in his eyes when he passed through seventeen years before.

He was sharing now my elation at approaching the famous
Gate again. But bravely as he carried himself, 1 could

not help noticing an undercurrent of wistful regret ; for he
felt that this return in/ra murum, or ' kuan-Ii-t’ou,’ ‘ within

the Barrier,' as the Chinese phrase puts it, was not the final

one. Fully three months’ journey still separated Chiang
from his Hu-nan home, where he had then left behind
his wife and newly-born son ; and with years still needed
to raise his savings to the standard fixed for retirement,

he had resolutely put aside ail idea of returning to them
until the period of exile had come to its appointed end.

Four milea of stony waste, slightly but steadily rising,

brought us at last to the top of a broad plateau-like ridge
which bears at its eastern edge the closing wall of Chia-
yu-kuan. From a distance oi about two miles the many-
storied gate tower built in wood first became visible

I Fig. 224); then, as we got nearer, the clay wall which
stretches away on either side of the square fort guarding
the great gate. On the south it was visible for a distance of

some seven miles to the foot of a projecting buttress of the

Nan-shan. Northward for over four miles the wall was
hidden by the scarp of the ridge on which we stood. But

on the slope of a rugged spur close to the eastern end of

the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge 1 could again pick up its line lit

up by the setting sun.

There could be no doubt that the position for a barrier,

intended to close approach from the barbarian West to the

oases along the north foot of the Nan-shan, had been chosen

with true topographical sense. The broad glacis between the

snowy mountmns and the desert hills of the Pei-shan could
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nowhere be guarded with greater ease than here. But
while the eye took in easily the purpose of the barrier here
erected and the natural advantages of the position, 1 felt

puzzled by an archaeolc^ical problem of obvious historical

interest. What was the relation between this wall, so
well preserved and manifestly of later date, and another
surviving only in detached segments which I could see
stretching away across the plain north-eastwards ?

I knew well that all books and maps, whether Chinese
or European, made the ancient ‘ Great Wall ' which protects
the northern l>order of Kan-su terminate in an imptjsing

line of wall which bent round the westernmost part of the
Su-chou oasis to the very foot of the N’an-shan. But the
wall 1 could now see running in the.- direction from south-
west to north-east w’as lu.i a continuation of the barrier

rising before me. It manifestly adjoined the latter at right

angles, yet was so distant from its northern end that .i dif-

ferent period of construction and a different puqx>s<* at once
suggested themselves. It was useless to ply my j>os.se of
local people with .juestions. With that jM-rsistent pretence
of utter ignorance which seems t.heir favourite line of defence
in the face of ail strangers, they even refused to recognize

’ any wall at all besides the one just in front of us.

There was enough to look at and enjoy that evening
without antiquarian preoccupations Outside the massively
built gate with its imposing tower there awaited me a
picturesque band of soldiers and officers whom the com-
mandant of the Chia-yU'kuan garrison, Shuang Ta-j^n,
had sent out to greet me. A still more formal recemiori
by this ‘ lord of the Gate ’ himself, as he would have heen
called in old Kashmir, had only Ix en (Aviated by « polite
remonstrance on my pan sent ahead in the morning.
As soon as we had done with this ceremony and had
approached the ' Wall." a pleasant surprise awaited me.
Instead of the cluster of mud-hovels and rest-houses which
I expected to find behind it. the view from the gravel ridge
overlooking the wrall showed a delightfully green expanse
of tw-bordered meadows close to the south of the little

fortified town guarding the great gate, A series of
springs, which here issue at the eastern foot of the gravel
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ridge, accounts for this refreshing verdure as well as for

the name of Chia-yti-kuan, ‘ the Barrier of the Pleasant
Valley.'

To this inviting camping -ground ! at once led my
caravan through a gap in the wall offering a convenient
short cut. I had scarcely selected a shady clump of trees

under which to pitch my tent, when Shuang Ta-jfin emerged
in great style from his stronghold. He proved an ex-

tremely pleasant old gentleman, full of genuine kindness.

Though the constant flow of officials and others whom
he must have seen passing through his Gate since taking
charge some twelve years before, ought to have somewhat
cooled his ho.spitable ardour, he would brook no excuse
of mine meant to save him the trouble of a collation at his

Ya-mt*n. S<»on we were so absorbed in talk about the
ancient frontier he was guarding that I forgot my longing
for a * tub ' and change, and allowed myself to be carried off

without further ado to the Ya-m6n of the cheer)- old major.

The short walk through the gates and streets of Chia-
yU'kuan wa* a treat for the eyes (Fig. 225). The high
walls of reddish clay kept in fair repair, with their loop-

holed battlements .»nd numerous towers, took one back
straight to the middle ages, or the East such as old

travellers' sketches show it. Not less than three big

vaulted gates had wc to pass through before we reached
the little (osirutH that hides behind these circumv'allations.

That the gates were all as wide open as the bars of certain

London streets, and the armament of the place made up
only of stones disposed in little heaps on the parapet, did

not detract from the illusion. Within the second gate I

passed a fine temple, said to date from Ming times, with

a profusion of excellent wood - carving, and a roof of

beautifully glazed grtren tiles (Fig. 227). The little town

within the Innermost wall looked sadly decayed, half the

houses of its single broad street being roofless ruins. But

the Ya-m6n of the commandant was still a comfortable

abode, and neat flower-beds in the inner courtyard relieved

the faded colours of the woodwork.*

How grateful I felt for the forethought of our kindly

host who before treating us to a simple but neatly served
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repast had washing basins produced, with hot water , towels,

and soap all complete ! He had evidentlv made it his

business to study the needs of the guests whorn the great

road made j>ass through his gates. The time passed

quickly in talk about the histor)’ of these Marches and the

vicissitudes to which the last great Tungan rebellion had

reduced their people. Shuang Ta-jfin bad first come here

with the forces which Liu Chin-t'ang led to the rcconqucsi

of Turkestan, and vividly he descritn'd the grt^at efforts it

had cost to provide for their passage through the desolate

desert region bt'tween Chia-yil-kuan and Hand. When
after an hour or so I walked back with Chiang to camp in

the light of the young moon, 1 felt that 1 could not have

found a more cheering welcome at the Western Gate of

the Middle Kingdom.
My halt on July 20th was to be utilized for a close

examination of the old walls. The start was delayed by a

very early visit of Shuang Ta-jen, who came himscU to

bring the requested local guide. The sun had already

risen high before 1 was free to a.scend the great tower built

over the west Gate, whence a distant view could Ixt gained.

From the height of the second story it was easy to follow

the line of the much-decayed rampart and adjoining clay

towers which stretched away across the vast plain east-

wards. Most of the ground it traverses was now seen to

be a bare stony Sai, with little patches of cultivation ftmning
a thin chain. Soon 1 rode off north to surv'ey the actual

Chia-yii-kuan defences. That the massive clay wall which
now closes the valley from south to north is built on low
ground within a furlong or two of the high gravel ri<^e

^ming the natural barrier, seemed strange, until 1 realized

to what extent the level of this ridge is broken by sleep

ravines. Overlooked though the wall is from the plateau

crest, it was safe from being commanded in the days of

arrows or matchlocks, and there was the supreme advantage
of an ample supply of water from springs close at hand.

But the advantage of holding the ridge, too. had not

been neglected by those who drew the line of the present

wall; for the detached towers of clay surrounded by trenches

and earth-walls, ofwhich three rise between the gate strong-
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hold and the end of the Hao-shan-k’ou spur northward, were
manifestly built for this purpose. J ud^mg from the shape
and arrangement of their sun-dried bricks, these advanced
towers did not look of a very remote age. Yet their sute
of decay and the signs of successive repairs plainly indi-

cated that they were older than the wall extending Mhind
them. For the latter it seemed difficult to assume a greater
antiquity than that of Ming times, as local tradition asserts

;

so well preserved were the main wall itself and the enclos-

ures of the towers which served as quarters and raJIying-

points for the men guarding it.

The dis|X>Httion of the loopholes in the crenellated clay

parapet suggested defence by firearms. Otherwise these

towers built inside the wall and adjoining it showed but
little dep^trture from the principles of fortification illustrated

by the ancient IJmes in the desert. There was the same
.solid cone of sumped clay, some thirty- four feet square at

the base, with a lightly built watch-room on the top. A
double line of foot-holes ascending one of the sides was
intended to help the watchmen who had to climb up by a
rope. Within the enclosure, some sixty feet square, which
guarded the tower, were small quarters for soldiers, now
ruined. The main wall showed at its fool a thickness of
eleven feet, and with its parapet rose to sixteen feet.

It was at the very first of these towers of the wall,

situated only some two miles beyond the great Gate, that

I struck the remains of the far more decayed wall, previously

referred to. running south-west to north-east. Closer in-

spection at once proved that my assumption of a dififerent,

and probably far earlier, date of construction was correcL

This wall, which had only a thickness of eight or nine feet

on the ground and reached a height 01 ten or eleven

feet, was also built of stamped clay. But whereas the clay

layers in the wall closing the Chia-yti-kuan valley were four

or five inches in height, those in the older wall touching it

here at right angles were fully ten to twelve inches thick.

These measurements at once recalled the almost identical

ones observed in the rampart north and west of Tun-huang,
which my explorations of the spring had proved to be of

early Han times. The conclusion thus suggested received
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support also from the height of the wall and from the

dimensions of the towers lining it at distances varying

apparently from one and a half to two miles. The tower

of this old wall which 1 subsequently examined showed clay

layers of identical thickness and the dimension o( twenty-

five to twenty-six feet square so familiar from the Ltmrs

ofTun-huang.
I had gathered enough evidence to convince me that

the wall stretching away from here to north of Su-chou

and Kan-chou was in reality but the continuation of the

frontier defence line which I had traced through the 1 un-

huang desert and then again near An-hsi. But the hope of

exactly testing its date here by excavations had quickly to

be abandoned. Cultivation extended to the very foot of

the old wall and even in places beyond it. and, what with

the moisture of the soil and man's destructive vicinity, the

chance of any datable records surviving along its line

was scanty indeed. In another direction, ltK>, I had to

resign myself. The old wall stopped completely where it

strikes the Chia-yU-kuan barrier, and of the stretch of

about a mile which would be needed to take it on to the

precipitous slopes of the Hao-shan-k'ou ridge, 1 was unable
to trace any distinct remains.

Along that ridge itself, which forms a formidable
flanking defence for the great route west of Chia-yti-kuan,

a wall was certainly needless. There was not sufficient

time to try and fill the gap by a minute search of the
barren stony glacis sloping up to the rugged spurs; for

the continued survey of the other line of wall running
northward was of importance. I followed it for another
three miles or so to the small village of Huang-tsao-ying.
which with its luxuriant fields nestles costly at the
debouchure of the Hao-shan-k’oCi gorge. Beyond the
stream which issues from the latter, the wall runs on for

half a mile more and finally climbs up the slope of a rugged
rocky spur for some 200 feet to where this becomes wholly
unscalable.

It was interesting to examine how much care had been
taken to defend alsome triangular area formed by the mouth
of the little valley outside the main wall. On the south a
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short branch wall had been built from the latter to the
side of the steep spur which flanks the debouchure on the

right. And when 1 followed the goige upward for about
a mile I found it closed at its narrowest point, about 180
yards across, by a battlemented wall of similar construction

and manifestly of the same age as the main wall of Chta-

yU'kuan (Fig. 226). The dark rock faces, apparently

schist, rise on either side very precipitously to heights of

300 or 400 feet, and the ri^ed nature of the hill range
cflfeciively protected this ' Klause ’ from being turned.

With the gorge closed in front and the main wall behind,

the dwellers of Huang-tsao-ying might, indeed, feel safe

from raiders. But it seemed very strange when, only

some hundred yards higher up in the goi^e, I discovered

remains of a second wjul. with its parapet facing east, just

opfKisite to the side on which it would l)e needed for the

defence of the village. This second wall was massively

built of stamped clay over rough stones bearing a signifi-

cant layer ot rushes ; with its parapet it still reached a

height of about eleven feet.

If the gorge had been situated somewhere on the

.Afghan border, the fact of two fortified positions facing

each other at such close range would have had nothing

surprising
; for where neighbours always see each other in

the light of enemies, actual or prospective, the maintenance
of defences in near m-ii-rfi is a matter of common
prudence. But here on the North-West Frontier of

China, where not internal feuds but common defence

against an ever- restless foe outside the Wall was the

settlers' constant preoccupation, the close proximity of

such inverse lines of defence was bound to have a different

significance. It did not need prolonged thought to reveal

it. 'I'he clay rampart facing eastwards was beyond all

doubt older, as proved by its far-advanced decay in spite

of massive construction. What it was meant to protect

was not the gorge, which farther up offers no room for

cultivation of any value, but the safety of the great route

which passes south of the Hao-shan k'ou ridge.

In this rugged hill chain nature had. as already noted,

provided an impassable barrier to attack from the north.
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But this natural barrier was pierced in one place, the goi^e

debouching at H uang-tsao^ying, and for the safe keeping

of the ancient border line held during Han times it became
essential to bar this opening. When the Limes protect-

ing the route to Tun-huang and hence to the ‘Western
R^ions ’ was abandoned during the T’ang period, the

closing of the Hao-shan-k’ou defile ceased to have any

purpose. The old wall built across must have been a

complete ruin by the time when the new ‘Klause* was
erected for the sake of purely local defence. Thus the

existence of the two walls facing each other finds its

simple chronological explanation.

In the Hao-shan-k’ou gorge 1 had in fact touched the

p>oint where the wholly distinct purposoks of the line

belonging to the old Han Limes and of the defensive line

of Chia-yii-kuan reveal themselves in full clearness. The
crumbling wall of stamped clay which 1 had seen starting

from the latter at right angles, and which I subsequently

traced along the whole northern border of the Su-chou
and Kan-chou districts, proved to have been originally

connected with the Limes oi Tun-huang and An-hsi, and
to date like that from the second centurx' B.c. Its purpose

• was to protect the narrow belt of oases along the north

foot of the Nan - shan which, since Chinese exf>anskMi

westwards had commenced under the Han dynasty, was
indispensably needed as a passage for commerci^ and
political advance into Central Asia. The second line

through which one now passes by the Chia-yu-kuan (tale,

—the first western mention of it is to l)c found in the

account of the embassy sent to the Ming Hmperor's court

in 1420 A.D. by Shah Rukh, the son of the great Timur
—is of far more recent construction, and was built for

the opposite purpose, that of closing the great Ccntral-
Asian trade route at a time when China had resumed
its traditional attitude of seclusion from the l)arl>aruin

West,
Of the border policy which Chia-yU-kuan served from

the very beginning down almost to our own days, Shah
Rukh’s envoy has left us a characteristic glimpse. In his

narrative, as excerpted by Sir Henry Yule, he records how
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“ on their arrival at a strong castle called Karaul (or * guard
station

')
in a mountain defile through which the road

passed, the whole party was counted and their names
registered before they were allowed to proceed. They
then went on to ' Sult-cheu ’ or Su-chou." An exaaly
similar account was given about 1560 by a Turkish Dervish
to Gislen de Busbeck, Charles V.‘s envoy at Constantinople.

Starting from the Persian frontier, his caravan, after a

fatiguing journey of many months, “ came to a dehle which
forms, as it were, the barrier gate of Cathay. Here there

was an inclosing chain of rugged and precipitous mountains,
affording no passage except through a narrow strait in

which a garrison was stationed on the king's part. There
the (|uesiion is put to the merchants. ‘ What they bring ?

whence they come ? etc'

"

On my way back to the Gate I took occasion to

visit a portion of the old wall some two miles away from
its terminating point. Everywhere cultivation actually

touched the much-decayed cby wall and in places extended
even lje)*ond it. In a soil kept moist by irrigation for

centuries it would have been useless to look for relics of

the early days when this border was first garrisoned. Nor
could they have survived on the towers themselves ; for the

manjf repairs which these had undergone during the last

thousand years were only too evident in the masses of

recent brickwork filling rifts in the old clay and covering

the lop.

For excavations there was plainly no scope here. But
with the question as to the date and character of this part

of the Great Wall solved. I did not feel much r^^t at

this. Nor could I feel sorry that my ride back to camp
took me through fenile village lands instead of that usu^

setting of my archaeologies work, a parched-up desert

The man^ c^ium fields, with their huge pink and purple

poppies in full bloom, were a glorious sight. How I

longed for colour phmography or better still a clever

impressionist brush to retain the gorgeous colour effects

of these fields of iniquity! Everywhere throughout the

oases of Su-chou c^ium is the favourite produce. Sad

were the stories 1 heard of how its cultivation first brought
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prosperity to the peasants and then invariably ruined them.

For none of those who grow opium in these parts can long

resist the temptation of personal use. Laziness, gantbling,

and other evil habits soon get firm hold of the cultivator,

and in the end the mortgaged property passes out of his

hands into the clutches of the town usurer.



CHAPTER LXXVI

AT SU<HOU AND ITS ‘ SPRINC. OF WINE
’

My rapid survey of Cbia-yU kuan completed, 1 was free on
the morning of July aand to set forth for Su-chou. The
first large town we were to see within true Cathay was
exercising a magnetic attraction on my people, and b^^;age
and men were ready far earlier than usual. Yet even this

early start did not prevent the kindly * guardian of the
Gate' from seeing me oflf in fierson. With an escort of
ten mounted men, who had arrived the evening before
as a special compliment from the Brigadier-General com-
manding at Su-rhou. my cavalcade looked imposing. Two
banners of large sire and gay colours were being carried

along by the little troop, and the huge straw hats with

fluttering bands which the men wore added to the general
quaintness. A carbine or two among their equipment
looked sirarwely out of place in this mediaeval stage-

moiiikting. But for the snowy peaks of the Richthofen

range looking down upon us from the south there was
little to distract the eye on the nineteen miles' march to

Su-chou. By far the greatest part of it lay over a stony

waste, which sorely iri^ our ponies' feet, dready unshod

from the last days' marches. Numerous canals from the

left bank of the Pci-ia Ho were crossed en rvmU ; but the

fertile loess belt which they irrigate lies miles away to the

north.

The heat and glare were great, and we all felt relieved

when by 3 p.m. the high wafis of Su-chou came in view

from the edge of unbrwcn cultivation near the west bank

of the river. The many brandies we forded held little

water at the time, but the deeply cut loess banks on either

sis
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side and the width of the rubble-hlled bed itself, fully a mile

across, attested the great volume of water carried down at

times by the Pei-ta Ho. Past rich fields of wheat and the

omnipresent opium we rode to a little suburb outside the

north gate of the city, where the former Ya-m6n of Lin

Ta-j6n, the late Belgian Mandarin Springaert, had been

pref>ared for my quarters. It was a rambling structure

of imposing dimensions, with several big courtyards and
halls. Although but few years bad passed since the first

occupant had left Su-chou and his office of Collector of

Customs on the Turkestan high road, the whole place

looked so shaky and tattered that the prospect of several

days’ stay in it was far from inviting. Not even the

sensible disr^ard of orthodo.x Chinese fashion which

allowed the courts and main quarters to face northward

could make up for the total absence of trees and needful

shade. So 1 quickly turned my back on this pretentious

jerry-built mansion, with its wall-fjapers all in rags and
its roofs swarming with bats, and rt^e round the north

wall of the city to the only temple that was mentioned as

a possible camping-place.

A delightful surprise awaited me at the end of the
• dusty ride. On terraced ground, above a brge reed-filled

basin filled by the limpid water of a bubbling spring. I found
a fine arbour and garden lined by temple halls and airy

colonnades connecting them (Fig. laS). For a moment 1 fell

in doubt whether I had been suddenly carried back to the

shore of a Kashmir lake or to an old Moghul country-seat

in the Lahore Campagna. Features of both these surround-
ings, which happy times of the past had endeared to me.
seemed to mingle in the pleasantest fashion at Chiu-ch'uan,
the 'Spring of Wine,’ as this charming spot has been
known since ancient times. Once nt gave its name to the

city itself.

There was the cool clear spring in its stone-lined tank
overgrown with mosses and maidenhair, a worthy brother

of the N^as, which lend charm and life to every fiivoured

nook of Kashmir beloved by gods and men. But the
temple halls with their gaily painted stucco, the tumble-
down galleries and belvederes built in timber, and the
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jungle-like thickets of the garden seemed rather to belong
to one of those half-ruined villas once tenanted by Moghul
or Sikh grandees which during years gone by had furnished

me with cherished haunts in the country around Lahore.

In the end I decided that a kindly fairy nad chosen for my
delectation to reproduce, in distant Cathay and in a climate

recalling Kashmir, that delightful old garden of Shah
Balawal, with its shady terraces and gaily stuccoed little

shrines, which was my favourite refuge during Lahore
times. Maharaja Sher Singh, with more than one of his

courtiers, had been murdered there, and old friends who
cheered me with their visits used to call it my ‘ tomb.’

Would that I could have greeted them also at this its

Cathayan replica

!

On an airy terrace overlooking spring and lake as well

as much of the fertile land across the river, I had my tent

pitched. The roof of a small belvedere which had long
ago lost doors, windows, and other encumbrances of a
sedentary civilization, furnished welcome shade. A walled
garden behind, with thick clumps of fruit-trees, on which
the apricots were just rip ning, s<*cured desirable privacy.

Outside it to the west, under nunestic old elms which
seemed to rival the plane-trees of Kashmir (Fig. 229),
was my reception hail, a large and elegant temple all in

wood, with a fine carved roof and gracefully curved eaves
over its verandahs. Its architect had evidently thought
more of providing a convenient place for social gatherings

than a home for divinities
;

for whereas the im^es,
grotesque figures in stucco and of recent make, occupied

a modest alcove to the north, the main body of the

structure was given up to a laigc hall without any
religious use.

The whole was as airy as one could wish, the open-

work screens forming the sides having long lost their paper

covering and all doors their pinels. The little garden

parterre, full of marigolds, sunflowers, and peonies, through

which the hall was approached, had suHered less from

neglect than the buildings and supplied a gay patch of

cobura. A small dwelling by its side, half rum half wood-

shed, accommodated Chiang-sstt-yeh. ever content with his
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quarters as long ;« they offered a sleeping platform, while

the Surveyor, who had refused the several temples put at

his disposal as being too ' theatrical.' had his camp pitched

in a shady arbour fronting the main temple court.

I had reason to feel specially grateful for the pleasant

miluu in which my days at Su-chou were spent ;
for various

difficulties caused my stay to drag out longer than 1 had
intended. The six days which passed before I could set

out for the mountains were both busy and pleasant. But

space suffices only for the briefest account of them.

Exchange of state visits with the chief dignitaries of Su-

chou absorbed most of the first day. The Tao-t’ai who,

under the arrangements made by the Peking Legation and
the Wei-wu-pu or Foreign Office, was to act as my l>anker

while in Kan-su, I found to be a quiet old gentleman,

much bent by illness and the burden of years. Conversa-

tion with him was bound to lag a little
;

for his faint lisping

talk was often difficult to catch even for Chiang’s quick

ear. The main point was that everything about my credit

of 6000 Taels, or roughly ;{^iooo. was in due order.

Ch'ai, the Brigadier-General, proved a very different

and far more imposing person. A fine presence, coupled
with most cordial and wholly unaffected manners, drew
one qiuckly to the old soldier. His (lowing white beard,

an object of pride not only to the General but to aUl

his numerous erUouragt, quite rapttvated Chiang. He
had long served in the northern garrisons of Chinese
Turkestan ; had travelled in Russia and apparently
elsewhere in Europe, for he spoke of a visit to Fo-kiio
(or France), described as a neighbouring country ; and
had broi^ht back from these distant wanderings an
evident liking for foreign ways. I could see that hit

apprehmsive report about my intended excavations, which
in April had stiired up uneasiness in official circlet at

Lan-chou, had originated only from good-natured caution,
and not from any obstructive intentions. He was full

of genuine interest for my antiquarian relics from the
anaent Han frontier, and manifestiv glad that the con*
ffdential objections from I.an-chou had in no way hampered
my work in the desert—and elsewhere.
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But, perhaps, the most interesting figure among the

Su-chou dienitaries was Chin T’ai > tsin, the magistrate

of the ' Independent Department ’ of Su-chou, a lively

and witty man between fifty and sixty, full of culture and
practical common-sense. His very dress and the furniture

of his Ya-m6n betokened taste and refinement. Clothed
in dainty pale silks befitting the season, showing me with

a connoisseur's joy his fine porcelain cups, flower-pots, and
other ‘things of merit,’ he looked the ve^ embodiment
of a well-bred and cultured administrator. Of his scholarly

attainments he made no show, though they had earncxl him
a rank superior to that of his Tao-t'ai, out of tactful regard

for whom he never wore his proper hierarchical button.

But from his questions and quick grasp of points of

historical interest I could see how wide were his reading

and his mental horizon.

The light collation to which he treated me when re-

turning his visit, was far more entertaining than the great

dinnerJointly given by the three official ' chiefs ' of Su-chou.

Out of an excess of polite attention, they had fixed upon
my ‘ own ’.temple hall as the scene of the symposium. The
very morning after I had pitched my camp at the ‘ Spring
of Wine,' I nad noticed with surprise the rapid, though,

of course, very superficial, process of patching-up which the

neglected old hail was undergoing. When my hosts had
gathered with all their following, filling the temple court

with a gnily dressed crowd, huge umbrellas and other trap-

pings of ofhee, and 1 was duly invited to my own reception

halh 1 could scarcely rect^nize it in its refurbished elegance.

It was an imposing banquet, lasting to my dismay from

4 p.M. until nightfall. 1 soon gave up counting the dishes

with all their expensive and far-fetched dainties. Chin
T'ai-tsin, who, as the junior in the offlcial trio, had charged

himself with all arrangements—and, I fear, also with their

expense—could be trusted to do things in style. He
and the genial General rivalled each other in enlivening

the Petronian feast with amusing stories drawn for my
benefit chiefly from their Turkestan experiences. Even
the meek old Tao-t'ai, who was allows to sip his tea

instead of the superior arrack presented to the rest of

VOL. II U
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us, chimed in from time to time with a word of cheerful

interest.

Yet this pleasant gathering did not end without
leaving awkward doubts about the immediate tasks i had
set my mind upon. In accordance with Chinese custom
and guided by Chiang’s advice, 1 utilized the last courses
for ‘ talking business ' with regard to my proposed expedi-
tion into the Nan-shan. I needed transport and guides,

and local assistance towards securing them. 1 knew well

that Kan-su people, ofhcials and others, did not share my
love for the mountains, and that apprehension of my con-
templating a move into territor)' where Chinese authority
was not respected, might raise difficulties. But I was
not prepared to hear the assembled authorities, civil and
military, declare, in unison and with the gravest air, that

there were absolutely no routes to the head-waters of the
rivers of Su-chou and Kan-chou which I wished to explore ;

that the mountains and valleys were all inaccessible owing
to ‘ wild Tibetan robbers ’ and dangers of all sorts ; and,
finally, that not even the combined {x)wcr of my intlucntial

hosts could ever induce Kan-su people to venture into
that terra incoptiia.

It was useless to point out that the high valleys from
which the rivers of the Su-chou and Kan<hou oases
descend were well known to be within the Chinese adminis-
trative border ; that Russian travellers had visited them in
parts ; and that peaceful Chinese were from time to time
washing gold in several places. Nor woukl my honest
asseition that Kan<hou and not Tibet was my goal, make
any impression. If I had possessed my own pony trans-
port I could have afforded to treat the objections ^ my
officsal patrons with some equanimity, and rtrltcd on making
my into the mountains without local assistance. But
I could afford neither the time nor the money to purchase
the sixteen ponies needed for a trip of only about four
weeks, and, consequently, the Su-chou d^niuries would
only have to maintain their new possmmmt attitude in order
to frustrate my long-pdanned explorations in these moun-
tains.

No doubt tbetr attitude was due solely to the widb of
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escaping all responsibility for my safety. But this fact

could not relieve my disappointment. It would have been
out of place to press the matter further that evening. But
next day 1 lost no time in sending Chiang to Chin T’ai-

tsin's Ya-m6n, armed with maps and the strongest repre-

sentations 1 could make about the absurdity of the state-

ments which had been brought up to confront my requests.

The reply with which he returned was by no means
reassuring ; but at least the order for the supply of ponies

on hire was issued. Whether 1 should get their owners to

go where I wanted, seemed most doubtful, and bitterly 1

regretted my dependence on aid which in this case was
solittle in keeping with local interest. In order to provide
for all eventualities 1 made it widely known that 1 was
ready to buy ponies. But the animals brought for in-

spection were so few and tll-conditioned that the hc^
of gaining my end independently of the Ya-mfin locdced

poor indeed.

It was a great comfort in those days of depressing
uncertainty that I could again, after more than a year,

enjoy pleasant European society. Father Essems, of the

Belgian Missionary Congregation established in Kan-su,
had come to Su-chou only a few months before; and
as my enquiries at Tun-huang had revealed nothing

of this new mission station, the receipt of his Chinese
visiting-card came as a pleasant surprise. 1 lost no time

in making my call at the neat little house which was being

converted rapidly into a hospitable new ‘residence* of

the order, and found in Father Essems a very amiable

young priest full of knowledge about things Chinese, mid
full of sympathy, too, with the people. The hours we
spent toother proved most instructive, and it was no
small advantage to me to submit my impressions of what

little I had seen of Kan-su to a keen Chinese scholar

with years of experience in this region.

Much of our talk turned to Marco Polo, whose account

trf 'Sukchu* and 'Campichu,' Su-chou and Kan-chou,

reveals so mt;^ accurate observation of local detail.

Nor did 1 fail to give vent to my pious remembrance of

brave Benedict Goat, ‘ who had sought Cathay and found
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heaven.’ Here at Su-chou, where he might well think

himself near to his goal, and where, nevertheless, he came
to be detained for sixteen weary months, the devoted

Jesuit traveller succumbed in 1607 to disease and priva-

tions. I had thought of him and his plucky perseverance

at all the points—Lahore, Peshawar, the Pamirs, Sarikol,

Yarkand, and Khoian—where I had touched the line of

his wanderings. And grateful I felt now to Fate which

had allowed me to reach the site of his tragic end. There
is nothing to suggest even approximately the spot where
his wearied limbs were laid to rest by the young Chinese

convert whom the Jesuit fathers had despatched from

Peking to his relief, and who arrived just a few days before

all earthly trouble was ended. But 1 hope that when the

Catholic Mission at Su-chou shall have built its permanent
chapel, means may be found to recall to those who worship

in it the memory' of Benedict Gotz.

The city of Su-chou, rebuilt on a new site after the

destruaion caused by the last great Muhammadan risin^^,

seemed a busy and nourishing place, but sadly deficient in

those quaint old temples which aliound at 7'un-huang.

Evidently the new settlers brought here from different

parts of China were less ready for pious sacrifices than the

pet^le who had held out at that ancient outpost. The
number of shops with goods brought from the sea^ports

was large, and articles of Japanese manufacture wcare

plentiful. But the attempt 1 made in them to pick tm
articles which might help to replenish my exhausted
of official presents, proved a failure. Only the sboddieiR
productions of the West seemed to {xmetrate to what was
once an emporium for China's Ccntral-Astan trade.

Far more refreshing than this futile attempt at * shop-
ping' was a day s excursion to the andent border wall

which 1 made in Father Essems' company. We struck

the remains of a wail at a point some aght miles tn a
direct line northward ; but the mandiy nature di the ground
interveniM in p^ obliged us to make a oonsiderabk
ddtotir. Cultivation still extends to the Lime$, but only
in detached belu. In the areas sqNurattng them 1 aune
repeatedly on traces of old helds now abandmed to coarse
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grass and scrub. Some perfea spedmens of rudimentary
dunes whidi we met on the swampy meadow land just

south of the wall served to demonstrate how dose is the
vicinity of the Mongolian Gobi. The wall itself, extant

only in broken segments (Fig. 323), showed exactly the

same construction as where 1 had examined it north of

Chia>yU-kuan. But it was interesting to note that the

clay wall rested here not on the natural ground, but on a

low earth mound, evidently needed for a foundation on soil

which two thousand years ago was already liable to become
water-loggcxi.

Throughout the cultivated tract the appearance of the

crops indicated a rich soil and abundance of water. The
wavy expanse of green helds. with the many large patches
of dowering red poppies and the frequent avenues of tall

poplars and elms, made up a bright rural landscape. The
mighty snow-crested range of the Nan-shan supplied an
Alpine background. The day before clouds had gathered
over it, and the discharge of rain caused a flood in the

river by the time we returned. All over the broad bed
there raced courses of muddy water. The force of the

i^eurrent was great, and the depth well over three feet, even
where the channels were broadest.

The persistence with which 1 urged the necessity of

my work in the mountains and my determination to obtain

the needful trans{x>rt, did not fail in the end to produce
its effect on the Ya-mt‘ns. The formidable objections

on account of dangers were abandoned one by one, and
by the fifth day Chiang could report that he had seen with

his own eyes fourteen animals collected fw me at the

Magistrate’s Ya-mdn. 1 hastened to offer a promise of

liberal payment greatly beyond the official rates of hire, as

well as assurance of all possible care for the animals and

their owners. But there remained grave miwivings how
far transport raised under such pressure could be got to

move into the mountains. All the Chinese eff Kan-su

seemed to be swayed by a perfm dr^d of the mountains,

which to them remain a ttrra imeegniia beyond the outer-

most range. So there was widespr^d grumbling at this

extension of the obligation of supplying transit which is
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otherwise accepted for official joumcyings in the plains as
a realised corvde.

During those last days the tel^raph had brought
grave news from Tun-huang, which made Tao-i'ai, General,
and Magistrate inclined to show additional caution.

Already at the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ' I had heard of the
decision in a long-standing case about certain revenue
arreare due from Tun-huang cultivators. Trouble was
anticipated on its enforcement ; and in order to avoid the
risk of its breaking out while 1 was still within the district.

Wang, my considerate Amban friend, and his military

coadjutor, Lin Ta-j6n, were temporizing. Now news had
come that the attempt to enforce the fiscal claims had
resulted in a serious riot. After the chief agitator, a
literatus, had forcibly resisted arrest and been killed,

Wang's Ya-mfin was attacked by the fX)pulace and partly
destroyed, over a dozen people being killed on both sides.

There was much doubt in official circles as to how far the
Tun-huang levies had upheld the cause of order. Rumour
asserted that they had opened the city gate to the rioters.

But there could be no doubt that Wang had faced serious
danger, and was asking for armed support from Su-chou.
From what Chiang could learn, then* was far more dis-

position at the Ya-m6ns to sacrifice him to the inevitable
vicere^l censure than to vindicate impaired offictal

authority. The General was reported to deprecate the
despatch of military aid. on the ground that if he mov^
out himself the troublesome people of Tun-huang might
be driven into desperate courses by fear of the terrible
consequences ! The old Tao-t’ai, no doulH, could be
tru^ed to shelter himself from any responsibility. Chin
T’ai-tsin, the shrewd Magistrau^ might well fear tlui, as a
result of his own reputation for administrative perspicacity,
he would himself eventually be ordered to undertake the
unenviable task of putting things straight at Tun-huang.
Was it then to be wondered at if the distant chance of
trouble arising from my tour in the mountains weighed
heavier on my Mandarin friends’ minds than it would
otherwise have done ?

So my relief was great when on July ayth the longed*
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for transport was brought to my quarters. The men
looked decidedly sulky, and showed little disposition to

take the ten days’ hire 1 paid out to them, when it was
explained that this was meant as an advance for the pur*

chase of rations for themselves and their animab. In fact,

they broadly hinted that they would take our b^gage only

to the foot of the mountains and no farther.

However, much was to be gained by the mere start

from headquarters. So I purposely refused to pay attention

to warnings of this sort. The same day 1 paid my (arewell

visits at the Ya*m<*ns. Here. too. it seemed the right policy

to treat the complete execution of my programme in the

mountains as a matter of course. How could Tao-t’ai,

General, or Magistrate fail to respond to such unhesitating

reliance on their willingness and power to help.^ But
inwardly 1 confessed to misgivings when I heard that

Chin T'ai-tsin, under the Tao-t’ai's orders, was to move out
with me to Chin fo-ssii. the last village at the foot of the

mountains, and personally to su{>crintend my start.

The return visits of these dignitaries in the evening
coiiKided with a modest return, picnic • fashion, which 1

wa.« paying on my terrace to Father Essems’ hospitality.

As my missionary guest was accompanied by his native

coadjutor, and as Chiang. too, was of the party as a
matter of course, regard for Chinese notions demanded
a reasonable multiplication of dishes. My strictly limited

camp service was thus put to no small strain. But the

difUcuity in ser\'ing up properly the various little 'con-

fections ’ which my Kashmirian cook had contrived, grew
more embarrassing when General and Magistrate also

turned up and had to be invited. The confusion of Axtz,

my Ladaki servant, was amusing, h had taken him years

to learn how the simple camp dinner of a far from fastidious

Sahib was to be put on the table. Now he was caught by
the sudden ambition to do these things in true Chinese
fashion, which he had never had a chance of observing
closely. The result was a very funny muddle, in which we
were expected to drink custard with chopsticks. Luckily

none of my guests, expected or otherwise, was likely to be

put out by such little /aux /as. Level-headed Tila Bai
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was at hand, and soon grasped that visitors to a Sahib's

camp, whether they were true Chinese or Europeans
living in Chinese dress and fashion like Father Ess^s,
a>uld only be served after the Sahib’s ways. So things

righted themselves in the end, and, whatever the short-

comings, all my ^ests enjoyed the view over the reed-filled

lake and the cool refreshing air of the evening.



CHAPTER LXXVII

TIIKOUOH TMK RICHTHOFEN RANGE OF THE NAN-SMAN

On the morning of July 38th the sixteen hired ponies and
mutes turned up late in spite of their having been kept
under watch. By depositing at the Ya-m£n whatever
could be spared of stores and kit, I had greatly reduced our
baggage. Yet it was not until 11 a.m. that the whole of
the caravan was got under way. Fortunately the journey
to the foot of the mountains south-eastwards could easily

be divided into two marches. .After only three miles
throt^h rich fields and along shady avenues lining the
roads, near the large and already half ruined cantonment
which had been established after the last great Tungan
rising, we reached the bare gravel steppe which sloped
gently down from the mountains.

The heat of the sun was fierce while wc crossed this

waste for upwards of six miles. But the sight of the

t
reat i^ain of snowry peaks, and of the feitik tract of
an-chi-p’o which lincti the horizon northwards, adbrded

relief. Numerous canab carrying water from the river

which debouches from the Richthofen range east of the

Pci-ta Ho. were cnwised by the track. Then wc entered a
fandike belt of rich red clayey soil ; cultivation was here

unbroken, yet the number of the fields evidently left long
unsown suggested deficiency in cither water-supply or

population. Near Shih*hui>yao>miao. a large temple in

course of construction, we pitched camp, a violent gale

blowing down from the mountains all the evening. With-
out bringing a drop of rain to the plains, it cleared away
all the muds that had been hovenng for days along the

great snowy range.
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The brilliantly clear atmosphere and the coolness

which set in made the next day's march to Chin-fo-ssQ,

only some sixteen miles away to the south-east, quite

delightful With the exception of two strips of rubble-

strewn Sai, the whole of it led through fertile village land,

called Hung-shan, 'the Red Hills,' from a low chain of red
foot-hills. The abundance of fine old trees, mostly elms,

gathered in groves near the hamlets or scattered between
the fields, was striking, and the harmonious blending of
the colours, the l^ht green in the fields, and the bright red
of the bare soil, a constant joy to the eye. In one of the
hamlets of Hung-shan I found the walled enclosure of a
small and ruinous temple occupied by a perfect bee-hive
of students, tucked away in a number of half-decayed
temple quarters. Droning sounds of recitation in unison
issued from the hovels of the different classes, and made it

e^y for the simple ' Hsien-shfing ’ to control their progress
without leaving his own little burrow, where a few more
advanced students were receiving instructjpn in Confucian
classics. Once again I was struck by the order and
neatness which prevailed in this village school. Our
intrusion, in spite of all the curiosity it exciieil, failed to
draw the little ones from their writing-desks. The droning,
by no means displeasing to the ear, proceeded peacefully
to the accompaniment of the small bells on the gate-tower
tinkling in the breeze.

The picturesque little fort-town of Kuei-yin-ssO, which
we passed some four miles farther on, now completely de-
serted, will also keep fresh in my memory. The massive
clay walls, some 250 yards square, still rose thirty feet
high; but onjy a desolate temple and some old trees
were left within. A few acres of ground along the walls
were still irrigated

; but elsewhere there spread terraced
fields abandoned to waste. That cultivation here had
comuden^ly receded was certain. But was this the result
of diminishing water-supply, or of the devaittation which
had followed the last great rebellion ? Local enquiries,
as so often among these secretive people of the border,
proved useless.

Across a broad belt of sterile ground Mrewn with
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ftnd bouMen, we reached the long^atretched

of Chm>fo*MCL They occuw the central part of the

large alluvial (an at the mouth m the valley by which we
were to enter the mountains. The small town which gives

its name, meaning the ‘ Shrine of the Golden Buddha,' to

this fertile tract mowed high and well-kept walls bearing

towers and battlements (Fig. 230). Outside its eastern

gate I found a posse of petty ofiKials with a handful of

red-cloaked soldiers drawn up to receive me. But the

squalid temple close by intended for our accommodation
looked far from attraaive, and still less so the prospect of

getting our water from a slimy tank just in front.

Moving up the steadily rising ground towards the

debouchure of the valley I soon ^nd a shady camping
place in a terraced fruit garden overgrown with luxuriant

scrub. A high watch-tower behind, surrounded by a moat,

and some farm dwellings adjoining, showed tne same
picturesque neglect. The canal which {massed by the side

of this orchard was dry ; but assured that water was to

be let into it * presently,’ 1 decided to rentain. Here, so

close to the mountains, and about 6300 feet above the

sea, the air was already much cooler. But the pleasant

sensittion grew fainter as hour after hour passed without

the desired water arriving. When at last a few bucket-

fuls were brought, smelt and colour showed plainly that the

water came from a tank and not a running canal.

During this weary wait, which was enlivened only by a

good-natured crowd of curious villa||;ers (Fig. 231). I had

to receive Chin T'ai-tsin, who had just arrived from town

to arrange fw my safe start. His mi^ivings about the

pony-men brought from Su<hou were but too well founded.

After depositing our baggage they and their animals

vanished completely. Next day was to show whether

they could be caught again or replaced by transput locally

raiwMl. A days halt was the least allowance 1 a>uld

make to my Mandarin friend for trying his diplomacy

and suave pressure on the recalcitrant people from Su-

chou. Late at night I heard that they had crowded into

his quarters and declared that they were prepared to take

the severest beating rather than move into those drejul
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mountains. So the prospects were decidedly gloomy when
I retired to rest atout midnight. No water h^ come
down our little stream, and 1 could not indulge in illusions

about the liquor serving for my late tea and diriner.

Next day 1 lost no time in sending Chiang to the

Ma^^istrate's quarters. Long hours passed without cither

pomes or news turning up to relieve the strain. 1 used

the time busily for a home mail which this time was to

go eastwards, to the newly opened Imperial Post Oflficc

at Lan-chou. and thence via Tien-tsin and the Trans-

Siberian railway. That those letters arrived in England

by the first week of October speaks well for the working

of the modern postal service established by the Chinese

Customs Department. While my thoughts were travelling

far away, things on the spot had taken a more promising

turn. By mid-day Chiang arrived with the news that the

Magistrate had managed to retain half of the Su-chou

animals, and that great efforts were l>cing made to raise

the rest of the transport around Chin-fo-ssO.

But concessions were asked for on mv part. It was

easy to agree to double the rate of hire we nad {jaid about

Tun-huang and elsewhere. But more difhcult was it to

comply with the demand that each load was to be reduced

by one-half. I had already at Su chou deposited all equip

ment not likely to be needed for a month or two, and hsid

now little to spare, except the bulk of the silver 1 had
taken from the Su-chou Ya-m^n. Fortunately two people

of our party could safely be left b<.‘hind. For Naik Ram
Singh's services there was little use in the mountains, and
with him 1 could send to Kan-chou also Ahmad, the inter-

preter, Assured of the help of a Chinese-speaking com-
panion. the Naik greeted the tem^Kwary separation with

equanimity if not satisfaaion. A few weeks' stay in Kan-
chou town would give him a good rest. There was also

the attraction of cooking his meals after his own Jat tastes,

which different caste rules had nm always allowed to be
followed in the common mufnag’t with the Surveyor. In

regard to sugar and claritk-d butter be had great arrears

to make up. and 1 hoped that the resources of Kan-chou
would allow him fully to use his (arU bkmehi.
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When at last after much sifting of bag^;a^e I could

return Chin's visit in the evening 1 found him i^uite pleased

with the success of his diplomatic efforts. The Mxteen
ponies and mules had now been secured without further

lamentations or protests. Even the provision of twenty-

four days' supplies for men and beasts had been futhfully

promised by the village head-men. of cotnve from the

further advances of hire 1 was to provide. So with my
mind relieved of the most pressing cares, 1 could indulge

in a l<mg chat about interesting local topics, the ^parent
decrease in cultivated land, the irrigation system, and
much else. From the villagers it would have been futile to

ask information. But in Cnin T’ai>tsio 1 had an observant

administrator to question, and from bis statements based
on ofhcial records 1 gathered that the amount of irrigation

water, the basis for land revenue assessment in these parts,

had even since the <}ueliing of the last Tungan rebellion

undergone a certain reduction.

I was interested, too. to see for once how a Chinese
District Offiarr installs himself when ’on tour.’ My
Mandarin friend was a mam of taste, and this was reflected

even tn his dainty camp tea-service and in the neat little

baldacdiin of coloured silk which enclosed his travelling

bedstead. When we returned to camp in the evening
Chiang confided that the trouble taken by Chin T'ai-tsin

personally to assure my safe start had its advantage for

nimselC. The move to Chin-fo-ssa had greatly reduced the

risk of his being sent off t>y telegraphic orders from Lan-
chou to take cluuge of the troumed affairs at Tun-huang.
It greatly amused me to think that Chinese officials, too.

had found out the d.inger of being near a telegraph. But
how different were their motives from those which might
at times tempt administrators on the Indian Frontier to

cut that troublesome wire from headouarters

!

The morning of July 31st saw at last our Mart into the
mounuins. The animals did not arrive till 8 A.M.. and it

took two hours before they were laden. But in the }oy of
seeifg the move made in earnest I did not much mind the
delay nor the trouUc which the irei|^ing out of dllver for

advances to pony-men gave me. The loads oontatnitg
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supplies for men and animals had also to be inspected.

Four donkeys were provided, in addition, to carry the
pony-men's rations. In the midst of ail this bustle 1 almost
missed the farewell visit of the attentive Magistrate. The
morning was delightfully cool, and as soon as the two
miles of bare alluvial slope, with many traces of terraced

fields now abandoned, had been cross^ to the mouth of
the valley, I found myself in refreshing verdure.

A picturesque tower guarded the entrance, and by its

side a richly decorated temple, half in ruins, and a hamlet
lay ensconced under big trees. A shop newly built by
the roadside, and a gaily painted little shrine behind it,

were evidently intended for the patronage of the miners
who travel by this route to the gold-fields high up in the
mountains. The luxuriant growth of grass and dowers
which 1 noticed from the very debouchure was a striking

contrast to the barrenness of the mountain gorges about
Tun-huang and An-hsi. The far moister climate of this

central part of the Nan-shan became evident at the first

glance, and 1 greeted it with delight even though its

welcome soon took the form of a steady and plentiful rain,

it was so refreshing to see the steep slopes betwtMin
which the gorge winds upwards clothed with true Alpine
verdure, and even our many crossings of the clear stream
gave pleasure.

After about six miles we passtrd the first of the coal-
seams so abundant in the-se mountains. At present only
scrap^ tm the surface, they may yet prove for Kan-su the
promise of a great industrial future. Two miles higher
up the rough track led through a massively built wall,

closing the goige at a point where its precipitous rock
sides af^roach within about 150 yards A profusion of
herbs and mosses ^cred the wall facing southwards;
nowhere since leaving Kashmir had I seen the ferule
powers of nature so busy at work in biding and efiactng
the labours of man. Yet these remnants of a {Clause looked
decidedly <dd. A couple of miles farther on a charming
little stretch of meadows, known as Ying-kao-ko. offered
an excellent camping-place. The rain had stop^ oppor-
tunely, and. while the tent was being pitched, I could
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indulge in the Iong<missed pleasure of gathering Alpine
(lowers by the handful, among them deep blue gentians

which 1 could greet as old friends. In the rocky ravines

descending on Doth sides grew luxuriant brushwood, and
the men were soon drying themselves by huge (ires such
as these poor folk of Su-chou could scarcely ever have
afforded to light.

I was just gleefully reflecting how our ponies would
revel in their Alpine pasture when Sahid Bai, my wild-

looking but quaintly tame pony -man from Yarkand
(Fig. 346), came up with alarmed mien to report that five

of tne animals were standing about benumbed and refusing

to touch grass or fodder. I at once suspected that they had
eaten of the poisonous grass which infests certain parts of
the Nan-shan, and about which old Marco has much to tell

in his chapter on * Sukchur ’ or Su-chou. The Venetian’s

account h^ proved quite tnie ; for while my own ponies
showed all the effects of this inebriating plant, the local

animab had evidently been wary of it. A little bleeding
by the nose, to which Tila Bai, with the veterinary skill of

an old Ladak ' Kirakash,' promptly proceeded, seemed to

afiiwd some relief. But it took two or three days before

the poor brutes were again in full possession of their

sens«*s and appetites. 1 he evening brought more rain,

and to my tent plentiful company. Under the sides of its

outer fly there collected rapidly a dense crowd of humanity,
thep >ny-i»en fleeing thither from the elements. How glad

1 often felt thereafter for being able to offer this much-
appreciated hospitality ! The five soldiers from Chin-fo-ssfl,

whom the Magistrate had insisted on sending along as

escort, had wisely brought their two liny tenies dabri.

N ext morning I woke to a delightfully clear day ; but

at first a heavy mist clinging to the higher slopes hid its

glory. We had to wait until the br^ht sunshine had made
Its way into the narrow valley and partially at least dried

men and tents. The preceding day's ascent had been

steep and had brought us to a level of about 10,400 feet

above the sea. Yet 1 scarcely suspected our first pass to

be so near as it actually proved. As soon as we had

turned a rocky spur above the camp the valley widened to
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a small amphitheatre, and an ascent of looo feet over steep

Alpine meadows brought us to a grassy plateau known
as Pan-t’o-pa. On its edge rose a watch-tower, built of

stamped clay with a wooden framework and similar in size

and construction to the watch-towers familiar to me from

the desert Limes. But what a change in the surround-

ings ! Clay and woodwork both looked much decayed
;

but with climatic conditions so different from those oi the

plains no estimate of date could be hazarded.

Only one thing seemed clear. This tower and an

exactly similar one on the pass itself, together with the

little fort of which I found traces on the Chio-{K>-chia Pass

beyond, plainly proved that inroads had been feared from

these mountains. Who were the people who once threatened

the low lands froni the now uninhabited valleys of the Nan-
shan } I thought of the ‘ Little YUeh-chih,' remnants of an

ancient nomad race, who are mentioned in these mountains
by later Chinese records down to the tenth century a.Ii.

They are said to have been left In-hind here when their

kindred, the ‘Great YUch-chih,' who under the name of

Indo-Scythians were destined to become the rulers of the

Oxus r«^ion and the Indian North- We,st. were forced by
Hun aggression in the second century ii.u. to start on
their great migration westwards. If only the snowv {leaks

which have ever looked down on these valleys and plains

could tell us the story

!

The distance across the plateau to the liou-tzh Pass
southward was only three-quarters of a mile

;
yet. small as

it was, it brought a surprise. A stream which came down
from a snow-capped peak on the right disappeared before

my eyes in a boulder-filled basin enclosed by grassy slc^s
on all sides. Its water, no doubt, finds an underground
passage into the Chin-fo-ssu valley below. As soon as 1

had reached the pass itself, about 11,350 feet high by the

aneroid, the same curious typographical feature presented
itself on a larger scale. Below a beautiful semiciKdc of

snowy peaks nsing in the centre to close on 9000 feet

there extended a l^c level basin to the south foot of the

pass (Fw. aja).

At mst glance it might have been taken ftM- a lake;
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for the moisture brought down by last night's rain was just

rising in dense vapour as seen in the photc^raph. There
was no visible outflow for the streams descending into this

basin from the surrounding peaks and ridges ; and when
after a steep descent of some 300 feet I arrived at its edge.

1 found that the level bottom, fully two miles lone from
north to south, was completely clear of water. Tn^e fine

sand covering the bottom showed plainly that the basin

must at times still be under water, and a track leading well

alxivc the flat ground along the steep slope westwards
confirmed this assumption. At the time of the snow's first

(netting a shallow sheet of water was said to extend where
now we crossed drj'-shod.

Just where the bottom of the basin began to show a

gentle sloptt rising towards the main range, our track turned
south-east to the first of the lateral passes by which we
v^ere to cross the high side spurs projecting from the main
Richthofen range. The ascent to the Chio-po-chia Pass,

alxnst i 3,600 feet above sea, led over rich mountain meadows
and was easy enough. But from its narrow ridge, defended
by a stnall ruined fort with a double rampart of rough stones

and clay, wc looked down into a deep-cut valley which with
its many precipitous rock coulisses vividly recalled the
trying Kaninghu-iagh gorges south of Khotan. I was
giad that the rough serpentine track which led down most
abrui>t!y had not to be negotiated by our baggage animals

in the reverse direction. But even here, where erosion

had cxjxjsed so much of the rock frame of the mountains,
abundance of flowers delighted the eye. Edelweiss, gen-
tians, and a host of Alpine flowers which, alas! I had never
learned to name, covered the slof>es of detritus. Wild
rhubarb, for which the Nan-shan was famous in Marco Polo’s

days, spread its huge fleshy leaves everywhere.

The formation of the gorge, side ravines, and spurs was
curiously alike to that seen so often in the poor desiccated

Kun-Iun ranges. Yet what a contrast there was in vege-

tation, colours, and true Alpine sensations! After three

miles of a much -twisted course, the gorge suddenly

delx>uched into a valley running parallel to wat of Chin-

fo-ssQ, but quite impracticable in its lower part, A rapid

VOL. II X
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stream fed by the snows of the main range had to be forded

before we could reach our camping-ground, known as Lung-

kuo-ho, in the broad scrub-covered bottom of the valley.

Its height was only about 9900 feet, and with the valley

open to the day’s bright sunshine the air felt distinctly

warmer.
The march of August and was rather a trying one for

the animals. With the route skirting closer and closer the

north face of the great snowy range, no less than three

lateral spurs had to be crossed in succession. The ascent

to the first pass, called Chin-tou-an-shen. about 13.000 feet

above sea, was steep though leading over grassy ridges.

A small herd of cattle met here was the first and last sign

that the value of these valleys for grazing is not altogether

unknown to the Kan-su people.

How often thereafter had I occasion to wonder at the

absolute neglect of these splendid grazing-grounds in the

mountains ! 1 need not dilate on the causes, probably

racial as well as cultural, which seem to make the Chinese,

where undiluted by other elements, so averse to life as

herdsmen. The fact remains that mountain tracts, which

could maintain tens of thousands of cattle during the

summer months, and to a sufficiently hardy race would

afford attractions for nomadic existence far su^rior to

those of the Pamirs or T'ien-shan, arc at present absolutely

uninhabited, even during the warmest part of the year.

Again and again I thought of the fine herds of cattle,

horses, and sheep which Kirghiz or Mongols could raise

here. But perhaps the Chinese, unwilling themselves to

turn to account these opportuntities for nomadic prmiperity,

are wise in keeping others out of them. If the nation has

suffered for many centuries (hmi its neighbours in the

great plains northward, it a>uld scarcely m expected to

cherish the presence of similar troublesome nomads to the

south of the long-drawn Kan*su border.

From a knoll rising to the south some two hundred feet

above the pass a grand panoramic view sras obtained

towards the main range. From south-east to toucb>west

there rose above us a succession of bold snowy peaks

which, as the subsequent compuutioa d the clioometrical
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observations showed, reached heights up to close on
19,000 feet. Here on their north slope the snow* line

descended to about 1 5,000 feet. As soon as survey and
photc^raphic work was completed we hurried on to the

next pass, the Li-yUan-ta-fan, only about one mile off.

From it a steep descent of over a thousand feet brought

us to the junction of two streams draining the main range.

The track thence turned up the valley to the south-

east, which, in strange contrast to the luxuriant scrub and
grass met before, showed nothing but bare slopes of

detritus. On the higher parts of ^e spur which we had
to surmount the snow still lay in latg;e beds to within a

thousand feet or so of the pass. The latter, a narrow rocky

saddle, over 14.000 feet atove sea, bore not without reason

the designation of Hsi-ta-fan, ‘the Snow Pass.’ After

the steep pull up its west slope, there was compensation
in an easy descent on the other side, over delightful

mountain meadows and then through a picturesque gorge
of gneiss rock. Less than three miles from the pass we
emerged in the valley of the Ma-so Ho, which was to

optm a passage for us through the main range.

f rom Ch ing-shui-k'a-tzQ, where we had camped on
a small plateau carpeted with Alpine flowers and over-

looking some abandoned gold-pits by the river (Fig. 233),
w«- st!i out on August 3rd on a glorious morning. A
short thunderstorm the evening before had cleared the

atmosphere
; but with a minimum temperature falling to

two degrees Fahrenheit below freezing-point and a heavy
hoar-frost, it took time before the tents were sufficiently

dried for a start. The track up the river led for ten

miles almost throughout over gently sloping meadows

;

but in order to keep to such easy ground we had to cross

the stream half-a-dozen times.

As its depth was nowhere more than two feet, * Dash
’

alone felt the trouble, having each time to be caught and

carried across on horseback. My little companion quite

^rrasped that frequent swims of twenty or thirty yards in

tcy-cold water were not the right thing for him ,
but after

the long months of desert making he had forgotten the

art acquired in the mountains south of Khotan of jumping
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up to the stirrup, and thence to the j>ommel of whoever

was offering him a lift. Fortunately there were plenty of

marmots, big red-haired fellows just as I knew them from

Kashmir and the Pamirs, to afford him pleasant distraction.

Sitting boldly upright over their burrows to sun them^dves

and shrilly whistling as we passed, they were distinctly

provoking for so indefatigable a hunter as ‘ Dash.’ But.

of course, he never caught one napping.

Where the valley approached the south slopes of a

broad snowy peak already surveyed from the opposite side,

a bold spur from the watershed westwards made it bifurcate.

The Sleep grassy end of this spur, over 13.000 feet high,

furnished an e.xcelleni surx’ey station. Our track led into

the narrower valley south-westwards, and .st>on pleasing

views of Alpine verdure gave way to bare sloj>es ot detritus,

and higher up to bleak cliffs of slate or schist rock. V\ hen

a mile from the watershed the narrow defile u{>cned out

again, another striking change came over the .scenery.

After passing a gloomy rock gate I found myself among
gently rounded downs of l>are clay, a brilliant red-brick

in colour. The snow a[>f>eared to have left them quite

recently, and some pretty crocuses were just emerging.

On gaining the broad flat ridge, about 14.600 feet

above the sea, which forms the Ch‘iang-Uil-k ou Pass, a

grand and impressivf! panorama lay lK.*k>re me. To the

north and north-east there streicbeti in a vast chain of

snowy peaks the Richthofen range, with a crest -line falling

nowhere, it seemed, below 16.00O feet. The only gaps
visible for a distance of upwanis of fifty miles were the

valley far away to the north-west through which the Pci-ta

Ho forces its w'ay to the plains, and the Ma-*o Ho Valley

up which the day’s march had Iain. The whole view to

the north was dominated by a j^nuid peak, of aljout i K,6oo
feet, with a broad ice sheet descending to about the same
level as where we had our * hxtiig ’ abt^e the pass.

But what gave true relief to this mountain panorama
was the vast plateau stretching from north-west to south-
east and si^parating the Richthofen from the next inner

range, the To-iai-shan. Like a Ing mountain-girt basin it

tooiced ; but the trend of the many shallow valleys furrownig
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it showed that it belonged to two diffemit drainage
systems. Looking westwards I could see how all the
streams draining these undulating red-clay slopes gathered
in a big depression which the eye could follow Tor some
twenty miles. There a transverse ridge made it turn off to

the north as a gorge disappearing between rugged snowy
peaks. The ‘ River of the Red water/ Hung-snui-pa Ho,
was the expressive name which I here heard applied to

the stream which, after breaking through the Richthofen
range, fertilizes a great part of the Su-chou oasis.

\s my eyes wandered south towards the less serried

To-lai-shan range, they soon caught a broad ridge of red
clay forming the low watershed between the ' Red River'
l>asin and a still greater one to the south-east. It was the
head-waters area of the Kan-chou River. Some twenty
milrs broad at its head, the valley stretched away unbroken
so far to the south-east that the snowy flanking ranges
seemed almost to meet in the distance. Seen across such
big Ixtsins and lying farther away from the pass, the To-lai-

shan did not present the same ap|>earance of a towering
mountain rampart as did the range of Richthofen. But its

individual snow-peaks stood out more boldly, and where
they gathered far away to the south in a great massif of
glittering ice and snow, the effect was sublime. What,
however, I then rejoiced most to see was the well-defined

character of the Nan-shan ranges and the of>en nature of
the interv ening valleys, of which this wide view first gave
promise.. It was bound to prove a great advantage for

extending systematic survey work.

t hough the rays of the setting sun were still passing

freely <iown the great l>asins and along the ranges, heavy
clouds had gathered above our heads. An icy wind played

around us, and .1 shower of sleet .soon followed. So we
were glad when the surveying work was done and w'e

could follow the baggage. We had now reached the area

of gold-mining, up to which one or two men in our escort

had confessed their ability to guide us. The network of

shallow depressions into which we descended looked

terribly bleak, with bare slopes of red clay or slaty

detritus. Everywhere we passed abandoned pits of gold-
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washers and small channels dug to carry the needful water,

Of the gold-washers’ hovels nothing remained but small

shapeless lines of rubble
; there was nothing to determine

how long they had been deserted.

As we moved south towards the watershed between
the Hong-shui-pa Ho and the Kan-chou River, the ground
became more and more bogg^. The snow had melted

here but recently, and evidently the soil was unable to

absorb all this moisture. At last, as it was getting dark,

we arrived at the miners' camp known as Ta-f)en-ko, at an
elevation of over 13.400 feet. The pits, no longer worked,
had been cut into the edge of the watershed. In their

midst stood two hovels built of boulders and cut turf, giving

shelter to some twenty men working pits lower down to the

south. They were hardy Tungans from the H.si-ning side,

whom a more venturesome disposiiion made brave the

rigours of this terribly exfxjscd upland (Fig. J.vl). C>ur

twenty odd Chinese quickly huddled up with them. The
ground along the ridge was so spongy and j:)e3t-like that it

took time before a spot sufficiently firm and dr)' could lx;

found for my tent. A bitterly cold south-west wind had
followed the shower of sleet, and my Turkestan followers

were not without reason venting their feelings against the

perversity of those ‘ heathen Khiiais ' who had brought us

out of our way to this bleak spot.



CHAPTER LXXVin

ACROSS THE TO-LAI-SHAN RANGE

N EXT morning, August 5th, a heavy white fog hid the whole
of plateau and mountains until 7 a.m. But when the sun
broke through, the vistas were inspiring. Near by the eye
was refresh^ by the sight of young nowers, among them
many edelweiss, just appearing amongst the scanty tufts of
grass and moss. The men needed the forenoon to dry
their clothes in the sun and to cook their food for which
fuel had Ixrcn lacking in the evening, and I used these

hours of brilliantly clear sky to ascend to a dominating
point of the watershed, about i4,ocx} feet high. From
there 1 secured a complete panorama of this strange
amalgam of high ranges, bright red downs, and bog^
uplands (Fig. 235).

When I returned to camp 1 found everybody, Surveyor
and Chiang included, eager to turn their back upon this

bleak spot. The miners' little stock of dry dung and
otner substitutes for fuel had given out completely. Of
course. 1 had to pay for it handsomely. The Surveyor
took the chance of investing a loan of twenty Taels, a little

over three pounds, which he had asked from me, in gold
dust purchased from the miners. The rate of exchange.

25 ounces of silver to one ounce of gold, seemed to him to

f

romise a fair margin of proht on taking the gold to

ndia. The question as to the purity of the gold was
the speculative element in the transaction.

I had determined that for survey purposes we should

follow the plateau separating the Richthofen and To-lai-

shan ranges as far to the north-west as possible, and then

make our way over the latter. Accordingly we marched
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down the Hung-shui-pa Ho to the debouchure of a side

valley which drains the small glaciers of some To-lai-shan

peaks. Here at an elevation of close on 1 2,900 feet scanty

scrub could be collected for fuel, and a few wooden poles

discovered in a deserted miner's hut made a very welcome
addition. 7'he spot, known as Hsiao- lung - k’ou, was
apparently the lowest in the basin where gold had been
washed from the detritus.

The evening brought drizzling rain, and during the

night it poured so heavily that next morning, the clouds

still han|:ing low and rain continuing at intervals, a start

became impossible. 1 used the enforced halt for writing

work and Chinese study. That day our little e.scort

departed, having been relieved by a fresh batch of men
sent from another jiost at the foot of the mountains. I

could see no purpose in this relief by men who had
practically started at the same time as ourselves, and
who apparently had not even been warned of the length

of time likely to be taken by my journey. Hut. a.s I had
not asked for their scrv'ices, the adequacy or otherwise of

their food-supply would be their own look-out.

Next morning the heavy rain-clouds had drifted cast-

, wards, and, the sun breaking through at last, we resumed
our march westwards to the watershed of the Tei ia Ho
drainage. For about four miles we followed the Hung
shui-pa River, with its brick-red waters now considerably

swollen, dow*n to the {wint w.Hcrc, turning north, it

disappears in a gorge quite impassable at this M'mon.
All along its course on Hat ground deserted gold-pits

abounded. Then we ascended for some six miTcs over
g^ss-covered alluvial fans of streams draining large snow-
bedsofthe To-Iai-shan, and over undulating ridges, until we
reached the Chu-iung-kuan pass. .11 an elevation of about
13,600 feet (Fig. 236). It commanded a very extensive
view westwards, as far as a fine ma.ssif of snowy peaks we
had seen weeks before from the Tu ta fan. Its highest

point rose to over 19.000 feet.

On our left the To-lai-shan range showed little snow
for some ten or twelve miles, but beyond rose again to

a beautiful ice-clad ridge ck»c to where the Pei- la Ho
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breaks through. The river had cut its bed too deep to

be visible ; but the valleys of all its tributaries on this,

its middle course, lav before us in perfect clearness. The
march down the valley was delightfully easy. Its almost
Hat bottom, about three miles broad, was covered with
plentiful coarse grass, and its sl<^ was so gentle that,

when after eight miles or so we pitched camp in a
little amphitheatre of rich meadow-land at the foot of the
range northward, the aneroid still showed an elevation
of over 12,100 feet. Ever since crossing the watershed
we had seen nuny wild yaks grazing in the ravines just
below the snow - beds. Now we had good reason to
feel grateful for the relics left lower down of their presence
at other season.s ; for the only fuel to be found was their
dung which alx>undcd aliout our camping-ground.

The following day, August 7th. we crossed the To-lai-

shan range. 1 was an.xious to make the passs^e as far

west as |x>ssibie, and consequently felt much pleased
when the only man of our escort who had ever been
so far in the mountains confess<xi to knowing a pass
appro.achcd frewn a point farther down. He called it

1 iuo-ning-to. Gratcml as I felt for the chance it eventu-
ally gave of completing the sur\'ey towards the Pei*ta Ho
without descending the valley farther, yet I should have
hesitated in t^ing this track had I guessed its difficulties.

We had scarcely left the down-like slopes of the main
valley and ascended for about a mile over steep grassy

meadows, when there came a succession of scrambles, most

trying for the laden animals along rugged cliffs where
the ravine debouched from the pass. It would have been

a good day's work for a sapper company to turn this

mile of rock bdders into a safe bridle-path. In the

stream bed itself huge boulders blocked the way A
scries of terraces, high above the stream on the left bank

and covered with luxuriant Alpine pasture, afforded a brief

respite to the animals. Then the ravine contracted again,

and we had to ascend by a breakneck track at its bottom.

At last after a mile and a halfs ascent in the boulder-filled

bed, and then over precipitous shingle, we reached the

bare detritus slope at the head of the uttle valley.
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Here at last the ground became safe for the animals.

It was a terribly bleak nook of the mountains, clc^d in

by rueged rock ridges. But the wild yalw evidently

landed it for its height and seclusion ;
for their droppings

thickly covered the ground up to the narrow crest at

which the gorge ended south-eastwards. From here a

view opened eastwards into a maze of bare gorges, with

rock slopes of deep red and yellow. The watershed was
only reached after half a mile more of steady ascent along

the narrow arSte just mentioned. The pass prove^ a

much-conhned saddle, close on 15.000 feet high, cut into

a line of serrated ridges remarkably steep. The crest-

line of the range was nere visibly lower than to the east,

where it was formed by a chain of broad peaks clad with

small glaciers. The ridges on either side of the pass

showed but little permanent snow, and that only in shaded

ravines northward. Yet. owing to the {>eculiar ruggedness

of the rock faces produced by the withering forces of

Alpine nature, the ground was far more difficult than we
should have found it near one or other of the passes

eastwards.

For the sake of getting a more commanding survey
station, Ram Singh and myself climbed the crest of the

watershed to the north-west over a staircase of huge
fissured rocks (Fig. 237). On reaching the nearest

pinnacle at a height of close on 15,500 feet a glorious

p^orama rewarded us (Plate x.). The whole of the
Richthofen range lay before us from the high needle-like

peaks beyond the Pei-ta Ho to the great snowy domes
6rst seen east of the Chiang-tzQ-k'ou Pass. Due ncath
there revealed itself a big massif girt with imposing
glaciers, a buttress as it were of the range on its south
side. Of the To-Iai-shan Ran^^e, on which we stood, the
ne^bouring rocky ridges hid ^ but cme snowy peak.
^ut of the next parallel mountain rampart southward,

which its first Russian visitors, Obrucheff and KoxlofT,

have named the range of Alexander HI., we enjoyed a
vista extending probably over nsewre than forty miles.

Mott of its pe^ bore urge snow-beds. To the south-
east rose a grand array of glacier-clad mountains, more
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like a lange by itself, yet in the fine of the same chain

:

dearly the Uge*shan ff^p indicated in ObrucheCs sketch

map. A depression due west d[ these peaks marked the

approximate position of the pass by which ObruchefT first

crossed the rai^e. But for our own passage 1 preferred

to seek a route due south of our point of survey, where a

wide boulder>strewn river bed suggested a relatively easy

access to the watershed.

I was anxious to strike the Su-lo Ho Valley, behind the

Alexander 111. Range, as low down as the obstacle now in

full view would permit. So the sight of this promising

route was specially welcome. Yet there was one feature

which might have caused misgivings. Behind the snowy
peaks just before us there rose others in the distance,

evidently far higher and glittering under a mantle of ice.

Should we have to make our way auso past these, or did they

belong to the fourth range which 1 knew to line the Su-lo

Ho head-waters on the south, and which had been named
by ObruchefT after the great Austrian geolt^ist Suess.^

Nothing in the published cartographical sketches suggested
that this last range, which I was anxious to survey, was
higher than the Alexander HI. Range. If the great ice-

clad heights now sighted on the horizon really formed part

of it. it meant an important modification in our omception
of Nan-shan orography.

The atmosphere was delightfully clear, and with the

pleasure of getting this chance for a photographic panorama
1 scarcely noticed the icy wind which played over our

narrow a^te. So wild was the confusion of its fissured

rocks that to keep the camera secure and take exposures

all round cost much trouble. So when the work was
accomplished 1 was glad to hurry down to the which

our baggage train had just crossed in safety. That only

one animm had broken down en route—we never saw it

again nor its owner, who promptly seized the chance of

returning as soon as the donkeys sent back had relieved

his beast of its burden—showed that our transport pos-

sessed unsuspected powers of endurance.

A steep descent of half a mile over shingle slt^s

brought us to Alpine verdure. The limit of vegetation
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lay here fully 700 feet higher than on the north side, and
at 13,500 feet or so its growth was richer than at the

lowest point touched by us in the Chu-lung-kuan Valley.

The striking difference was manifestly due to greater

abundance of moisture. For the same reason denudation

and erosion of the slopes was far less advanced here than

at corresponding heights north of the watershed. The
same observation was repeated on our subsequent crossings

of these Nan-shan ranges. It formed a complete contrast

to the surface conditions with which 1 was familiar from

the Hindukush and the Kashmir Himalaya. There invari-

ably the northern slope is clothed in richer vegetation, the

southern one being left relatively bare and consequently

more exposed to erosion. Two hours' brisk walking

brought us down close to where the narrow valley de-

bouches into the down-like expanse of the up[>er Fei-ta

Ho basin. The track was so faint that its use must have

been rare for many years past.

There was luxuriant pasture and plentiful scnib where
we halted near the debouchure of the little valley, about

12,000 feet above sea. Beasts and men, too, deserved a

good rest after the trying pass. But soon after midnight

a violent gale blew, and in the morning I found about an
inch of snow on the ground. The minimum temperature
had fallen to six degrees Fahrenheit btdow freezing-point.

But the sun shone out brightly, and my eyes wandered
with pleasure over the gently sloping basin ten to twelve

miles broad, drained by the Pei-ta Ho (Fig. 238), which we
were to o’oss that day from north to south. It promised an
easy march, just such as our comfort-loving Chinese would
appreciate ; but human factors had decreed it otherwise.

We had just emerged from our little valley into the

great Pamir-like plain beyond, when I noticed that our
baggage train, instead of following us to where we
intended to cross the Pei-ta Ho, was moving away at an
unwontedly brisk pace by a track to the south-east. This
was rot^hly the direction of the Kan-chou river's head-
waters, and it was easy to guess that our pony-men would
have liked us to turn there straight away. But my own
plan was first to cross the range of Alexander III. and
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then to explore the head-waters of the Su-lo Ho and of

the river Bowing to Ta-t’ung, the northernmost large

tributary of the Huang Ho. The pony-men were soon

overtaken, but proved more recalcitrant and sulky than

usual. They protested that there was no route across

the big range facing us on the south ; that another pass

like the one behind us would finish their animals; and
that anyhow there was no one now to guide us farther.

The latter assertion was true enough
;

for the only

man of the escort who had ever been in these mountains
knew nothing beyond the Pci-ta Ho Valley, and professed

a holy fear about crossing into the mountain desert behind

it. haunted by ‘ wild Tibetans.' That a move was pos-

sible over ground unknown to their cherished 'guide 'or
ta-lu-ti,’ ‘ the man of the high road,' as the Chinese
term characteristically signifies, or in fact even over
ground where there was no ‘ road ' at all, was a lesson

still to Ik: learned by our Chinese. With a good deal of

trouble we mans^ed to head off the convoy in the right

direction to the river. While the Surveyor kept in front

to show the way and search for a likely ford, I myself
with C hiang and trusty Tila Bai brought up the rear.

For nearly a mile wc marched along the top of a low and
narrow ridge cle.irly marked as the remnant of an ancient

side moraine of the ice stream which once descended from
the Huo-ning-to Pass. A mile and a half more of alluvial

soil covered with rich pasture brought us to the right

bank of the river. Its bed of gravel and mud was fully

half a mile broad, and the two main channels filled by a

rapid current of water, and each about forty yards wide,

looked at first an awkward obstacle for the baggage.
So our obstructive transport men seized the opportunity

of making a stand here. With a great deal of vociferation

and gestures manifestly intended to express the ferocity of

desfiair, they refused to advance a step farther. Leaving
the Surveyw and Chiang by the bank to prevent a

stampede, 1 went ahead with Tila Bai and a^er some
searching up and down found a ford. The water was up
to four feet deqj in pbces and Uic current strong ; but

luckily the bottom was firm. In order to encourage the
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Chinese, I sent Sahid Bai and his young acolyte Turdi

ahead under Tila’s guidance with our own lightly laden

spare ponies, and having seen them safely across returned

to fetch our main train.

Seeing us now in earnest the pony-men tried to drag

the animals back from the river. They had been sullenly

holding counsel while I was away and now attempted

op>en resistance. By some pushing and beating three of

them were induced to move ahead with their animals.

Tila Bai, with many a Turki oath, was inconsiderate

enough to secure a pig-tail, and its unfortunate owner

could not help getting into the water. But the rest broke

away and began to run back as if for life. But they had

not thought of taking beasts and loads along in their

dight, and thus their disappearance seerntrd almost a

g(^ turn. Batch by batch I got the animals taken

across the first channel by my own men, and then returned

to where Chiang was.

All this time the escort had lagged behind as if the

whole affray in no way concerned them. 1 now called

for the petty officer in command of the matchlock-men, a

weak-kneed person whose looks had from the first given
’ little promise of help, and told him that unless he brought
back the fugitives and made them march where 1 wanted
them, he and his men had better return to their post, but

that I should take care that his conduct was duly reported.

He and his myrmidons now realized that there was
nothing to prevent our onward move, and that I was
quite ready to dispense with their and the pony-men’s
services. When he saw that his plot had failed—^for he
himself, as we found out afterwards, dismayed at the

prospect of further rough tours^tn the mountains, had
fomented the little revolt—he promptly changed face and
galloped with his soldiers after the runaway men.

I was too busy with getting our baggage animals
safely guided across the second and deeper channel to pay
much attention to the chase. But ! was still by the left

bank distributing the animals among the three men whom
we had manned to keep by us, when our armed htMK

turned up driving the deserters before them like a flock
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of captured sheep. Ching Ta-lao-yc, the worthy com-
mander, now evinced a violent desire of making an
example, and as the culprits themselves prayed through
the indignant Chiang for instant punishment rather than
arraignment at the Ya-m6n, I let the chief mischief-maker
play the avenging angel, it was a comical scene to see
the fat little man jump furiously up and down with his stick

behind the line of kotowing rebels. He was evidently
accustomed to the function, and as his dupes and victims
were all well equipped with thick wadded dothing, I could
watch the performance without feeling too acute a pity.

That i rewarded the three men who had kept with us.

whether willingly or otherwise, with pieces of silver,

seemed to impress the deserters.

It was a relief to sec the whole caravan meekly move
off again, but there was fresh reason now for feeling

uneasy. The attempted rebellion had cost a delay of
hours. From above the Huo-ning-to Pass 1 had clearly

seen that the broad river bed leading, as 1 hoped, to a
depression in the range was absolutely dr)\ Possibly we
might have to approach the actual snow-beds befewe finding
water on the surface, and those I knew lay far beyond
a reasonable day's march. The Surveyor was urging a '

halt by the river. But this would certainly have been
interpreted by our Chinese as a sign of indecision and
brought on fresh trouble for the morrow. So the risk of
not reaching water before nightfall had to be faced.

I'he gently rising steppe over which we were moving
was absolutely dry. Yet short grass covered it in plenty,

and the Kirghiz of the Pamirs would have found such
grazing luxurianL Had the Yueh-chih, the later Indo-

Scythians. once driven their flocks over these wide pastures ?

Now the only sign of life was supplied by the abundant
droppings of kulans or wild asses. The difficulty about

water was brought home to us when after about six miles we
struck the right bank of the h^e, but absolutely dry, river

bed descending from the pass. The v^ciation on the gra^y
slope above it, however, grew richer, and a couple of miles

higher up we discovered at the foot of a barren hill-spur a

small stream descending in a ravine. We pitched camp
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on a strip of green sward below it, and all troubles of

the day were ended.

On August 9ih, a brilliantly clear day, I allowed men
and animals a good rest while I reconnoitred the head of

the valley for a route across the range. I had followed the

broad winding bed of shingle for some five miles when I

noticed a track taking oflF to what looked like a gap in the

range. But its approach was so steep that I doubted its

being the right route until I had convinced myself that

the head of the main valley to the st)uth-easi was com-

pletely closed by big snow'-fields, feeding two small glaciers

which came down to a level of about i4,::co feet
(
b ig. 2,59).

So next day 1 led my convoy along the track 1 had

discovered and found my confidence rewarded
;

for. alter

ascending a very steep rocky spur which at first frightened

our Chinese greatly and almost ciused a fresh attempt at

mutiny, we came within sight of the pass.

It proved a broad saddle close on 15,200 feet above .sea

and relatively easy (Fig. 240). The view of the Sucss

Range was confined to the south and south-west, yet grand

beyond expectation. There was an unbroken chain of big

snowy peaks, girt with conspicuous glaciers, rising far

back from the wide Su-lo Ho Valley, it im[)rcssed me at

once as a range far more massive and elevated than either the

To-lai-shan or the one which we were then crossing. The
general crest-line in this portion of the Suess Range seemed
nowhere to fall much below 19,000 feet, and the computation
of the clinometrical heights taken subset]uently revealed a

number of peaks rising well aliove 20.000 feet.

The northern slopes passed on the ascent had l>een

quite bare of vegetation from about 13,800 feet upward.s;

but on the south coar.se grassland some hanly dowering
plants were met with about 14,400 feel alx)vc sea level.

On the other hand, the neighbouring peaks, which north-

ward had displayed such large snow-beds, were almost

entirely clear of snow on the south. This gave to the

mountain scenery a bleak, monotonous look ; it was
distinctly enhanced by the dirty streaks of coal-carrying

strata which ert^ped out on t)oth sides of the valley

between about 12,900 and 14,200 feet. Our descent led
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down into a remarkably steep valley, the rock faces of
which, mostly slate or chalk, looked as if cut by stMne

former glacier. The track kept to the narrow boulder-filled

bed of a stream, and was in many places very difficult for

laden animals.

But at last, after some seven miles, this trying valley

debouched on a broad, undulating expanse above the right

bank of the Su-lo Ho. There at an elevation of about

13.400 feet we pitched camp, this time in a more compact
formation. Our Chinese, in addition to all their other fears,

were now getting apprehensive of ‘ wild Tibetans ’
; and as

Kozloff appears to nave met with Tangut encampments at

the head of the Su-lo Ho valley, it seemed wise to keep a
look-out for these pilfering nomads. No humans came to

disturb our peace, nor did we see traces of any until eight

days after. But as Chiang reported later, all the Chinese
were disturbed that night by tne sound of—dragons!

VOL, 11



CHAPTER LXXIX

FROM THE SU-LO HO SOUKCES TO KAN-CHOf

It was a great boon for us all that our farther progress

now lay for a time up the magnifjcently wide valley of the

Su-lo Ho, recalling a true Pamir and affording excellent

grazing. The next three marches, though relatively long,

were thus made easy for the animals. I'hc expanse of the

valley, fully fourteen or fifteen miles across from the top lines

of the grassy slopes, was so witle that, by keeping nerar its

middle and utilizing the broad ends of the spurs which

descend from the Alexander III. Range, we could secure

splendid stations both for the survey work ami for photo-

graphic panoramas (Fig. 241). In order to get a good
view also of the valley farther down to the north-west,

where it contracts just like that of the Pei-ta Ho, we
crossed and recrossed the river on the first day. It flowed

in numerous branches, none over thirty yarrls wide and
three feet in depth. Higher up, from the point where the

great valley changes its direction from south-east to cast,

the river seemed to split up into a perfect network of

shallow channels.

Here at the end of the second day's march the rise in

level became so slight that the general aspect was more
that of a great upland basin than of a valley. 5k>me miles
before reaching our camp of August 1 2th at an elevation

of close on 13,200 feet. I first sighted the group of great

glacier-capped peaks which Hanks the head waters basin

of the Su-w Ho from the south. A long-stretched low ridge

separates it from the serried snowy jieaks of the Suess
range, of which it otherwise forms the natural continuation.

The detached position of this ea.stem group of peaks.
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the wide marshy expanse at its foot, and the size of its

glaciers, made the view truly imposing. Behind this

great semicircle of snows, for which the Russian travellers

Roborowsky and Kozloff heard the Mongol name of

Shagolin-Namjil, lie the drainage of Lake Kokonor and

the confines of north-eastern Tibet. But I knew well

that my plans could not extend to those regions.

.\11 day on August 1 3th we skirted the great basin in

which the Su-lo Ho gathers its main sources, having

mostly to keep close by the foot of low side spurs to avoid

its spreading marshes. But scattered over this boggy
expanse there showed, near and far, glittering ridges of

drift sand, in the shape of big semi-luncs so familiar to

me from the desert. It was strange to meet this combina-
tion of dunes and marshes on a scene set with ice-crowned

mountains. But was it not the most fitting binhplace for

the river which was to end its course amidst those dreary

wastes of sand, gravel, and salt marsh which I had

surveyed beyond the westernmost end of the Tun-huang
I.tmes'i .'Xt one point 1 managed to approach the nearest

chain of dunes, and found there a succession of big semi-

lunes or Barkhans, to use the technical designation.^

running roughly from south - east to north - west with

intervals of 400 to 600 yards between them (Fig. 242),

The one I examined closely measured fully 330 yards

between the extreme ends of its receding horns, and
showed forty feet as its maximum height in the centre,

which with its convex side was {loinied to the north-west

The ground within the concavity of these Barkhans was
generally quite clear of sand and in places occupied by

small spring-fed marshes.

From the point where we baited for the night of

August i3ih. close on 13.500 feet above the sea. we had a

majestic view of the Shagolin-Namjil group (sec Fig. 155)

But clouds were now gathering above it. and a distinct

change in the weather on the following day prevented

the determination of the highest peaks rising above the

large glaciers. The next march took us over easy de-

tritus slopes, boggy in many places, to the top of a long-

stretched flat ridge forming the lowest point of the
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watershed towards the Pei-ta Ho head-waters. There, at

an elevation of about 14,600 feet, we saw the whole basin

of the rising Su-lo Ho spread out before us, dotted with

chains of small lakes which the head -streams connect

and drain (Figs. 243, 244).

Mossy vegetation with a few flowers covered the saddle,

and three wild yaks of huge size w-ere seen browsing on
it when we approached. We were all eager to bag one
of them

;
for the supplies of our Chinese had begun to run

very short by the time of our reaching the Su-lo Ho, and

the risk of their starving was imminent. I he few wild asses

we had encountered since this state of things revealed itself,

were too wary to give much chance for our carbines. And
now, Tila Bai's and my own first shots having failed to hit,

we had the chagrin of seeing the.se fine yaks disappear

at a spieed which, considering their bulk and the diflficulty

of breathing at such an elevation, seemed truly amazing.

With the crossing of that nameless pass and the change
in the weather there began for us an altogether trying

time. Steady rain set in as we descended to the Pei-ta

Ho, and when the river was reached in the evening we
were obliged to halt at a point where there was .scarcely

any grass or scrub. The difficulty about fuel was now
brought home to us by the yak dung, on which we had so

far relied, becoming soaked and useless. But the dis-

comfort ensuing from this cause was slight compared with

the risks now caused by the want of supplies among our
pony-men and escort.

Though we had been on the march now for not more
than fifteen days, and the pony-men had been told to

bring flour for twenty - four, they now reported their

stock exhausted, and an inspection of their belongings
proved this true. It was the same with the escort.

To meet this serious difficulty caused by their own
improvidence, I had already collected whatever could
be safely spared from our own supplies. But this would
have been soon exhausted had 1 not been able to supple-

ment this improvised commissariat store with the barley
brought for our own ponies. Luckily the excellent grazing
so far found had allowed us to husband this fodder, and
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what remained of it prtnred most helpful in warding oflT

starvation and the immediate return to the miners' camp
for which all the Chinese were now clamouring.

At first, however, they persisted in refusing to touch

the barley, declaring that it was imixissible food for humans.
The argument that I ate it myseit daily as porridge made
little or no impression until Chiang-ssil-ych's diplomacy
came to the rescue. He had done his best all ^ong to

look after and cheer the refractory pony - men, and had
slowly acquired some mild influence over them. He now
explained to them gravely that I, whom they curiously

enough readily credited with a good deal of Chinese
learning —though I could not give adequate expression to

it in their colloquial dialect—had found a classical parage
declaring barley a permissible substitute for one of the six

orthodox food-stuffs. This made due impression on their

minds, {>ermcaicd by time-honoured prejudices and con-

ventions . but Chiang had bravely to .set an example by
eating it himself before they reconciled themselves to a

diet of roasted barley.

Altogether the natural difficulties unavoidable in such

inhospitable ssilitudcs were considerably increased by the

helplessness of our Chinese pony-men, and what 1 may
politely call their deep-rooted ‘aversion to taking risks.’

Now these dreaded mountains were to them full of risks,

imaginary as well as real ; and instead of using such

intelligence as plentiful opium-smoking had left them to

guard against these, they tried their best to run away from

them altogether. Chiang and myself used to talk of them
as our ' senile l>abics' (hig. 247). Like ^ed men taught

to suffer by much hard experience they saw risks every-

where. from avalanches, quicksands, sudden floods, robbers,

even dragons
;
yet they were like babes in a wood when it

came to obviating any of them.

Their helpUrssness in meeting the ordinary difficulties

of camp-life away from civilization often put me in mind

of the attitude which the average East End slum-dweller

might a-ssume if suddenly forced by some irr^istible chance

to lake his share in the marchings and campings of a rough

campaign on the Afghan border. Their oig^anized attempts
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at desertion threatened again and again to leave us without

transport, but luckily could be suppressed without frustrat-

ing our plans. Hence I need not record them in detail.

The heavy rain, which during the night changed into

snow, did not allow us to resume the march until the

afternoon of August 15th. But before this I had walked

down the valley for a couple of miles and ins|>ccicd a

curious low transverse spur through which the river had

cut its way in a rift. The precipitous cliffs showed

mighty seams of coal betwe«rn strata of sandstone. *I hen,

the clouds still hanging low on the mountain slopes,

we made our way up the Pei-ta Ho along gently rising

and very' soppy ground until nightiall.

Next day' we set out for the watershed to the south-

east, where I knew we .should strike the head-waters of

the Ta-t’ung River, the northernmost large tributary of the

Huang Ho. For nine miles we had to struggle across the

plateau-like head of the Pei-ta Ho V'alley, which proved an

almost continuous bog and was most trying to th«- animals.

Everywhere the ground showed small fjools of clear water

between more or less peaty strips of gras.sy soil. Had it

not been for the hard layer of detritas underlying at a depth

of about two feet, this ground would scarcely have l)een

traversable. The water-loggcrd upland plain ended with

an abrupt edge alx>ve a deep-cut valley which sends its

water eastwards to the V'ellow River.

Here, at an elevation of about ij,hoo feet. I had the

satisfaction of knowing that 1 had touched at last the

drainage area of the Pacific Ocean. There was something
inspiriting in the thought that c]uite close to this point, only

hidden behind the rounded spur in which the Alexander
III. Range dies away, by the head-waters of the Su-lo Ho
which once had made its way right down into the great

Lop-nor depression. Thus on the easternmost slopes of

the Shagolin-Namjii group, as the map shows, the draiaaf^e

areas m the Pacific and the great Central- Asian basm
practically touch.

Apart from thi.s thought the outlook was far from
encouraging. 1 could see that, in striking oxitrast to all

the ground so lar met south of the Richthofen Range, the
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head-waters of the Ta-t’ung River formed a maze of steep

and deep-cut gotves. Even if we could make our way
down while the Hooded condition of the streams lasted,

there was every reason to fear increased difhculties about
getting back again across the To-lai-shan range to the

Kan-chou River the farther we descended. So 1 decided

to keep to a broad ridge which we saw jutting out to the

south from the To-lai-shan into the midst of those deep
gorges, 1

1
promised an excellent survey station ; but we

had scarcely ascended it and set up the plane-table when
the clouds gathering since the forenoon b^an to descend
in a steady downpour of icy rain which changed before

long into sleet.

In addition, the lop of the ridge turned out to be a

flat, lx>g-covercd plateau, quite as bad as the uppermost
basin of the Pei-ia Ho. of which it had once perhaps

iormed part. During the four miles’ painful progress

over this trying ground we all got drenched to the skin.

Over ba<l shaly slopt!S we scrambled down at last into a

sodden little valley, where our despairing Chinese would
fain have settled down for the night though there was
ncuher grass nor fuel. However. I managed to drive

them on into a somewhat brger valley to the cast, which

promised a better approach to some gap in the To-lai-shan

range. On the way we came upon a stretch of rich

grazing which had evidently been visited in recent years

by I'angut herdsmen with sheep and cattle. So the fear

of * wild Tibetans ' was added to the other sufferings of our

hapless Chinese on this miserable evening. We pitched

our camp in continuous heat')- rain, and I was gbd that I

could at least offer shelter to the men under the outer

fly of my tent into which to huddle. Fuel there was

practically none.

It provctl a wet and dismal night, and though by 8 a.m.

the rain ceased and the men could begin to dry their

clothes, the outlook was far from reassuring. Our Chinese

had l>ccomc so demoralized that, unless we managed to

get them, as promised, across the snowy range above

us and on to the open Kan-chou V'alley. there was

every reason to apprehend their getting out of hand and
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eventually attempting something desperate. With the

food-supply running short there was time neither for rest

nor for a needful reconnaissance.

So by noon we set out to ascend the valley at the

head of which I hoped to find a practicable pass. Hut

what if my professed assurance failed to be realizetl ?

Well, serious trouble would follow, and 1 prepared the

Surveyor and Chiang for it. For a mile or so there

was a well-marked track along the stream. But this

disappeared where the grassy slopes ceased on the left

bank. We continut^d in the broad .stony river bed for

three miles more, but found ourselves stopped where
this contracted to a narrow rock chasm only alx>ut four

or five feet broad, in which it was quite imf>ossible to

advance with the ponies. With great trouble we managed
to drag them up a precipitous rock spur on the west, and
to ascend in the detritus-filled gorge. The barren slof>es

above and the low-hanging clouds made up a very sombre
picture.

At last we gained a saddle whence we view’ed an easier

slope with a small glacier at its back. The gorge still

continued very narrow, and my relief was intense when on
reaching the*actual watershed, some 14,600 feet above sea-

level. 1 found that the glacier kept just clear of the pass ;

though descending some 500 feet lower, it left us a

steep but relatively easy slo{>e to descend by on its side.

Near its snout we caught sight of a wide green valley

northward which could only be that of the Kan-chou River.

Then the gorge widened, luxuriant grass appeared on it.s

lower slopes, and at last, at an elevation of about 13.500
feet, we could pitch camp on a dclig|)tful Alpine meadow
with abundant scrub to yield fuel. The sky, too, cleared

in the evening, and even our Chinese |jony-mcn showed
signs of reviving hope.

Our march on August i8ih down the Kan-chou River
valley justified this good augury, and men and animals,

now refreshed, found the ground doubly easy. Where the
alluvial fan from our side valley merged in the broad
riverine flat a Uurge herd of wild asses was skilfully stalked

by three men ol the escort, who managed to bag one of
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them. Its meat provided a much-needed feast for all our
Chinese party. So, in spite of drizzling rain which con-

tinued all the afternoon and evening, there was cheerful-

ness at>out the camp which we pitched on a thyme-scented
Hat by the left river bank.

VV'e were now on a well-marked track which people from
the Hsi-ning side used in going to the gold-pits which we
had seen about Ta-pcn-ko. But I knew that we could not

jKJssibly expect to find a passage right down the valley to

Kan-chou, owing to the confine nature of the river gorge
low»rr down. So 1 was eagerly scanning the crest of the
Richthofen Range rising alx>ve us for the pass over which
the route, first followed from Kan<hou by the Brothers
Grishinailo, and marked on the small scale Russian Trans-
frontier map, was likely to cross the range. A low ridge
we had sight«:d from our camp suggested its approximate
jxjsition on the watershed, and when after proceeding four

miles down the river we found a narrow track branching
off towards it, 1 did not hesitate to ascend it.

We found that the pass, for which subsequent enquiry
among Mongols elicited the name of Shen-ling-tzfl, led at

a height of close on 14,000 feet over the bog-covered
shtnikler of a broad {x*ak still partly covered with snow.
In spite of the low hanging clouds, there was a magnificent

view to the south and west extending over some fifty miles

of the Kan-chou River valley and the long snowy rampart
of the l o lai shan Ixryond (Fig 245). With a violent wind
sweeping the |)ass I just managed to bring away a photo-

graphic panorama lx; fore, the rain came down. Over bare

detritus slope's we followed the incipient stream down for

some five miles, and then, seeing it disappear in a gorge
amidst very Ixiid rocky peaks to the north, were warned to

lm>k out for the track which turned off eastwards.

There we crossed a broad bog-covered saddle of the

type with which we had grown familiar, and enjoyed from

it a glorious vista over a succession of lofty side spurs of

the Richthofen Range, one rising above the other. The
sky had completely cleared when we descended into a

verdant flower-carpeted valley which recalled scenery of

the true .'\lps more than any 1 had seen since Kashmir
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(Fig. 246). The Chinese seemed now assured that they
were near their eagerly-prayed -for * ta-lu,’ or * big road,’
and had still morsels of their wild ass to fall back upon.
We had no fodder left for the ponies, but on such splendid
pasture they could well make shift without it.

The promise of thi.s refreshing cimp was more than
fulfilled by the next day’s march. There was serious
trouble at first with our half-mutinous pony-men when, at a
parting of the now well marked track. I insisted ujxm taking
the route leading up a precipitous ridge which heltl out
hope for. and actually gave us, a commanding • station ’ for

survey work. But there was reward in the impressive pano-
rama w'e secured over the succession of rugged side s[»urs

projecting northward from the main range, now Iwhind us,

and the deep-cut green valleys Ix-tween them. I hen. as
we descended the valley leading s<T»uth e.;ist over alluvial
terraces clothed in rich .-Xlpinc vegetation. Tila Bai s sharp
eyes w'ere the first to discern p^inies gracing lower down
in the valley. Some miles farther on. to our Chinamen's
intense relict, we lighted ujxin a small camp of Mongols
grazing yaks, cattle, and ponies on a delightful .Alp
(Fig. 24S).

The agetf .Mongol couple wi: met there were the first

human beings seen since wr had left the gold-miners' camp
nearly three weeks earlier. It wa.s pleasant now to l>c

assured of guidance, and to know that the worst of their
fears and tribulations were lifted from our ' senile Itabies.'
But what I greeted with even gr«*ater joy was the sight of
the luxuriant forest of firs which clothed the slopes of the
valley facing north. .Not since leaving the Lowarai Bass
had I seen real tree growth in the mountains, and now I

could fancy my.s*!lf ag.iin in Kashmir. That day wc
marched down the Khazan goi Valley few a gtxxl distance
amidst equally lovely scenery, and hatted near other Mongol
encampments which supplied sheep and that long-missed
luxury, milk (Fig. 249).

Wc had by no means yet finished with the mountains.
Md the sutxeeding marches gave plentiful opportunities
for interesting observation.s as well as for trials of endur-
ance for men and beasts. But considerations of space
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forbid tnjr attempting any detailed description. AU the

rivers draining this part of the Nan-shan make their

way lower down to the plains through tortuous and deep-

cut gorges quite impracticable at the time of the summer
Hoods. So the only possible route, along which our Mongol
guides took us, led in succession over high transverse

spurs (Fig. 250). The first of these was crossed, at an
elevation of over 13.000 feet, and led to a delightful series

of Alpine uplands broken by a crest of red sandstone
ridges (Fig. 251). Our Mongols who knew some Chinese
called it F6ng-ta-fan.

From there we dropjxrd down into the confined and
picturesque defile of the Ch’iang-kan Ho, where the route

throughout lay practically in the Hooded river bed, causing
serious trouble and risk. The luxuriant tree growth, now
brgcly com{x>sed of non-conifers, was a strange treat for

eyes so long accustomed to Ccntral-.Asian barrenness.

Ascending the next spur we passed through a ruined
' Klause* designed to guard the route, and then from the

broad ridge overlooking the I.a-ke-ta-*an obtained a
magnificent panorama trf the Richthofen Range extending
from the bend of Kan-chou River vaJlcy^for a great

distance west.

Northward the ri<lge, still over 12,000 feet high, fell

away to the plains in gently sloping plateaus covered with

rich {)asture. which were curiously reminiscent in their

structure of the loess - covered outermost slopes of the

Kun lun south of Khoian. But what a difference of surface

conditions the far moistcr climate of the central Nan-shan

had created ! It wa.s impossible not to feel that this r^ion

was already under the fertilizing influence of the Pacific

Ocean.
We found the upper slope of this outer spur furrowed

by broad valleys full of splendid fir forest, recalling scenery

familiar to me from the Eastern Alps. Here Mongol

camps abounded, and I was welcomed in state by a jolly-

looking young Slongol chief who had received warning

from Kan-chou of our possible advent (Fig. 253). Gladly

would I have remained for a short rest among these

cheerful nomads whom Chinese civilization has in the
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course of centuries so thoroughly tamed and divested of

those formidable qualities which once made them the

rulers of all Asia and the terror of Europe, But supplies

fit for our Chinese were scarcely obtainable, and our much-
tried 'senile babies’ were ever clamouring for a speedy

escape to their beloved slum nursery in the plains.

Late at night on August a 3rd we entered the broad

Li-yiian Valley, after having in our descent passed rapidly

from Alpine verdure into the familiar stony wastes of

the foot-hills. Next forenoon we reached the small and

pretty oasis of Li-yiian, where even our Chinese fell

assured that all troubles and privations were ended.

From my tent pitched in a picturesque ruined garden

I w’atched with real relief men and beasts enjoying the

great treat 1 had ordered fur them. Not a single animal

had been lost in spile of all the hard marching at great

elevations, and as the photograph taken of our ’ balK.*s

'

(Fig. 247) shows, they too had not sufferetl any lasting

hurt.

A day's well-merited hall was passed in fjouring rain,

but was made pleas^mt by the hospitable attention of the

local commajidant, a hearty old warrior, who had been

expecting us for weeks past. 'I'hen on .August abih we
started for Kan-chou through a tract studded with oases

containing walled villages (Fig. 253)- The Hooded state

of the rivers, which after the hcav y rains spread thcmsi'lves

like big torrents across the plains, obliged us to move to

the high road, and. causing much trouble there also,

delayed our arrivai until the next »-vcning. Outside the

walls of the large and populous city (Ftg. *54) a grand
array of Mandarins received me. i Kc honour was some-
what embarrassing, considering the tattered condition of

what clothing I had been able to take with me to the

mountains.

Naik Ram Singh, who rejoined me before Kan-chou.
had prepared quarters for us in a large temple-Uke structure

outside the south city wall, and there 1 was welcxmied by a

huge bag of mails which a messenger from Mr. Macartney
had brought after a sixty days* ride from Kashgar. A
three months’ thirst for news kept me awake for most of
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the night, and when sleep would not come after ail the
letters were read, I had the consoling thought of much
work safely accomplished. The total of the mountain area
covered by our plane-ubie survey between An-hsi and
Kan-chou, with the additions subsequently eflfcaed on our
return journey, amounted to close on 34.000 square miles.



CHAPTER LXXX

FROM KAN-CHOr TO THK TTEN-SIIAN

My six days' stay at Kan-chou, though made busy by a

number of practical tasks, afforded welcomti rest, and I

was able to get many interesting glimpses of the conditions

of life in a typical large Chinese city (Figs. 255. 256),

Owing to the successful resistance which this important

administrative scat and trade emporium had offered to the

Tungan rebels, many quaint old buildings sur\-ive here

uninjured. But I cannot pause to descrilK* them nor to

mention more than one of my p^-rsonal ex{K:ricnccs.

When on the morning after my arrival 1 set about to

ajlot quarters to my various followers, who complained of

want of space. I was not a little suq>rised to find that the

large rambling structure which .\aik Ram Singh had made
us occupy at nightfall was crammed in almost ever)- f>art with

coffins duly tenanted. The sight of them here and there

when we hastily settled down at night had not attracted

special attention. But now it was soon re^'ealcd that what
my hone.st Indian helpmate, eager to please me with a

quiet camping -place outside the town, had taken for a

temple was in reality a sort of residential coffin club. It

was the building set apart by a gfuiki of traders from
distant provinces where dccca,sed members might find

quarters for periods more or less prolonged, until their

families could arrange for transport to their ancestral

homes.
Naturally enough my Muhammadans did not much

relish sharing such quarters with their rightful occqpants

;

and 1 myself, after attempting to camp in the shady
garden, and finding next morning that my tent had Been

m
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pitched with a time-worn coffin tucked under its outer

dy, felt obliged to seek another place of shelter, this time

in a real temple not far offi Subsequently 1 learned with

some amusement that the local official responsible had
pointed out to Naik Ram Singh this little objection to his

choice, but had politely given way when the innocent Indian

assured him, through Ahmad the interpreter, that this was
just the kind of quarters most acceptable to his ' Sahib '

!

Kan-chou was from the first intended to be the eastern-

most goal of my journey, and when on September 3rd I

again set out from it westwards, it was with the distinct

feeling that my return to India and Europe had begun.
But the imm^iate purpose of the long journey then
liegun was to take me back to the Tarim Basin for my
second winter campaign. Several considerations, archaeo-

logical as well as practical, obliged me in the main to

follow the great trade route which leads by way of
Su - chou and An - hsi across the Pei-shan desert to

Hami and thence to I'urfan. The fact that this high
road between China and Turkestan has been repeatedly

followed by recent European travellers docs not detract

from its hi-vtorical or geographical interest, since the

greater pari of it leads along a line to which Chinese
expansion westwards has clung since ancient times. But
many considerations oblige me to shorten my narrative

from this point, and the fact that my return journey
Irorn Kan-chou to Kara-shahr in the north-eastern comer
of the Tarim Basin lay over relatively well known ground
is a special reason for succinctness.

.After startiitg from Kan-chou 1 devoted a day to the

examination of the ruined site of Hei-shui-kou, which the

great route {>asses some ten miles to the north-west. 1

found it to consi.st of an extensive debris area of the

regular Tati ty|»c. coveretl with small fragments of pottery,

and showing, where clear of dunes, abundant signs of wind

erosion. But this had lowered the ground level only by

two or three feet at the most, and the plentiful debris of

porcelain and the coin finds showed that the date of

abandonment of this site was late, certainly subsequent

to Sung times. For systematic excavation there was no
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as all buildings had long ago been destroyed by

people from the neighbouring oases in search of building

materials, while the eroded ground was constantly being

searched for small objects. Three small circumvullations

of manifestly late date still raised their clay wails to a fair

height, evidence that the winds exercised much less erosive

force here than in the An-hsi region.

From Sha-ho I let Rai Ram Singh proceed by the

route of the southern oases in order to complete the survev

along the foot of the Richthofen Range, while 1 myself

followed the main road to Su-chou. 1 was thus able to

keep near the line of the ‘ Great Wall ’ which flanks it, and,

by reconnaissances pushed northward to examine in several

places the much -decayed clay rampart which marks this

portion of the ancient Kan-su Limes. In constructive

character it shows closest resemblance to the ‘ Great Wall

'

seen north of Su-chou and Chia-yil-kuan.

After a short excursion to the outlying oasis of Chin-t'a

and the desert beyond, I reached Su-chou by September
13th. Another brief but pleasant halt at the Spring of

Wine ' allowed me to bid farewell to my kind Mandarin
friends and to thank them for all the help afforded. It

was a little pathetic to meet also Wang Ta-lao-ye, the

learned magistrate of l un-huang, whom administrative

weakness—and {olicy—had sacrificed to (xipular resent-

ment after the outbreak already related. He had been
suspended from office and was now awaiting a formal court

of enquiry'. I did my best to show at Su-chou what i

thought of the attemjn to make my old friend and helper

the .scape-goat for official irresolution. But I learned

behind the scenes that the whole trial was merely a sham
intended to conciliate (x>{)ular feeding.

When, subsequently. 00 our way to Yu-mfn-hsicn we
met the witnesses against Wang who were being broiwht
up under escort, Chiang-ssd-yeTi shrewdly guessed tMt
probably none of them would ever be allowed to see their

homes in Tun-huang again. Thus the sacrifice of Wang’s
tenure of office would Ik; appropriately com{)ensatcd by the

non -official punishment of the popular witnesses (nrr/#

rioters). In my farewell letter to the Viceroy sent later on
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from Hami, Chiang made me put in a good word for Wang.
I do not know what attention, if any, was paid to it

; but
before I left Turkestan Chiang heard the cheerful news
that Wang had been finally exonerated and given a fresh

magisteri^ charge elsewhere.

W^e left Su-chou on S^tember i6th, and after passing

again through the gate of Chia-yli-kuan lost all trace of the

'Great Wall' until we reached the small district town of

Yu-mfin-hsien five days later. There was good reason to

believe that the road we had followed was already in

ancient times the main line of communication. But the

Limes intended to safeguard it had evidently been con-

structed farther north, where the rugged desert range first

touched at Chia-yU-kuan offered the advantage of a strong

natural rampart. 1 had subsequently the satisfaction of
finding this assumption verified. On a reconnaissance
made Irom Vu-mtin-hsien to the north, 1 discovered a line

of ancient towers just beyond the hamlets appropriately
named Shih-iun ('Tower x.') and Shih-erh-tun (‘Tower
xiT), and on closer search. I was able to trace unmistakable
remains of the wall once connecting them.

Far-advanced decay h.id been caused by the proximity
of mnr'.hy gr<*und liable to inundation from a branch of the

Ho, whose great w’estward bend lies close by. Yet
n’.y rirrhacological conscience as to the connection of these

seamy remains with the ancient Limes of Han times was
.is.siir*-d when, on scraping the .somewhat higher ground near
one o( the towers, I came ujkmi those significant fascines,

here comjjosed of half-j>et rifled twigs, so familiar from the

Tun-huang liorder. The very name of Yu-m6n-hsien.
* the. town of the Jade Gate.' was manifestly borrowed from
that Limes, though its transfer to a point so far east could

certainly not have taken place until long after T ang times.

On the second day after leaving Yii-mdn-hsien for An-
hsi I again sighted the old wall with its line of towers

stretching along the north bank of the Su-lo Ho. It here

afforded protection to the string of small oases which

extend south of the river on both sides of the large walled

town of Bulunjir
;
this is now but for a tiny garrison almost

deserted. Some twelve miles west of Bulunjir I was able

VOL. II z
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to fix the point where the old engineers of Han times,

with their unfailing eye for the military advantages of the

ground, had utilized the passage of the river between two
low hill spurs for bringing their border line from the right

to the left bank. Thence I traced it to the remains of the

wall which 1 had already discovered in the summer south

of An-hsi.

On my arrival at An-hsi I had the great satisfaction of

finding my precious deposit of antiques quite sale. It

was a pleasure also to be greeted by my old surveying

companion Rai Lai Singh, whom the Surveyor-General

of India, in response to an appeal despatched nine months
before from Lop-nor, had kindly deputed to relieve Rai

Ram Singh. The latter, in spite of hi.s rheumatic troubles

of the preceding winter and spring, had been able to

render very valuable services in the Nan-shan. But his

health was manifestly unequal to facing the hardships of a

second winter campaign in the desert, and it was wise that

he should now leave me to regain India zna Khotan. I was
particularly glad to have Rai Lai Sing once more by my
side ; for I had learned to appreciate the worth of his

training and character on my trans-border expedition to

Mount Mahaban, in 1904. He was soon to give me
again splendid proofs of exceptional zeal and fitness

for surveying work under trying conditions, as tested

before by many an expedition from the Yemen to Eastern

China.

Advantage was taken of Rai Ram Singh’s journey to

get an accurate survey of the more circuitous mountain
route leading from Tun-huang to Charklik along the Altin-

tagh. But before his departure tracings had to be made
for safety’s sake of all the plane-table sheets which
he was to carry back to India, and this sufficed to keep
both Surveyors busy for over a week. I myself was kept
hard at work during my twelve days’ stay at An-hsi with

preparing the full report to Government on my previous
operations, and with detailing the proposals which were
to secure the time and means to record their results after

my return.

In addition, my hands were kept full with manifold
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preparations for our respective journeys. On October 3rd

1 was at last able to let Rai Rarn Singh start on his return

to India, which he reached safely three months later after

rapid and almost continuous travel via Khotan, Sarikol,

and Gilgit. A little earlier Rai Lai Singh bad been
sent out to survey the remains of the Wall north of the

Su-!o Ho.
He had scarcely returned when there arrived also

Chiang-ssa-yeh, whom I had de^tched on a secret

mission to Wang Tao-shih, bringing with him in the

stealth of night four camels heavily laden with more
manuscripts from the * treasure cave.’ A written proposal

for further ‘selections’ sent through a trusty messenger
had met with a cautious response ; but in order to avoid

ail suspicions 1 was obliged to remain away from the scene

and to entrust the execution to my ever-iealous secretar)'.

How he had managed to secure the timorous Taoist monk,
and to induce him for a very reasonable recompense to

hand out at night over two hundred additional bundles of

Chinese texts, was quite a dramatic sior)'. The whole
was managed most discreetly. Ibrahim Beg with Hassan
Akhun and his camels, now refreshed by a long holiday in

the mountains, furnished the transport. They had care-

fully kept clear of the high road on their way to the

rendezvous at the caves, and marching only at night on

their return escaped all inquisitive eyes.

Having secured this addition to my archaeological

im[>cdimcnta. I was glad to leave behind me by October Sth

that dreary tarrefour of Asia. An-hsi, and to be quit for a

lime of wearisome report-writing and accounts. Eleven

long marches carried us and our big caravan north-

westwards to Hami through the barren hills of the

Pci-shon. It was a wilderness of gravel and crumbling

rcKk which we crossed here, a true stony * Gobi ’ with a

width of over two hundred miles. With none of the

successive ranges through which the route leads rising

much alxive 6000 feet, there is little to observe here for

the traveller who is not a geologist. But I knew that,

ever since Chinese power first asserted itself at Hami.

about 60 B.C.. this ‘ Northern road,’ with the few alternative
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tracks practicable on the east and west of it, had formed

an important line of communication to the oases on both

sides of the T'ien-shan and to the Tarim Basin. In fact,

since the more direct route from Tun-huang to the region

north of Lop-nor had to be abandoned after the fourth

century a.d., this Northern road became practically the

main channel for trade and militar>' operations alike.

So as we passed from one wretched little road -side

station to the other, with its mud-built ho\'els, scanty

well, tiny post of soldiers, and occasional road-side temple

(Fig. 257), it was of interest to obser\'c conditions of traffic

which could have changed but little since old times. The
difficulties of getting a sufficiency of reed straw, and in

places even of water, for a large number of animals must
always have hampered military movements along this line.

I could therefore appreciate the efforts it must have cost

the Chinese, after the crushing of the last great Tungati

rebellion, to assemble at Hami the large force which

overawed and quickly extinguished Y.-ikub Ifeg’s rebel

dominion in Turkestan. Without the retention of Hami
as a paini dappui the task might have proved impossible

even for such an organizer jus Tso Tsung-t ang. .*\i the

same time my journey through a desert which still pos-

sessed occasional wells and some scatterctl grazing allowed

me to realize belter how in ancient days (xiriies of raiding

Huns could push their way south for attacks on the

Tun-huang Lima before the des<Tt of the western Pei-shan

became wholly impassable through desiccation.

To Chiang-ssCi-ych this weary desert journey recalled

associations of a more personal nature. At the wretched
station, appropriately named • K u-shui after its more than
usually brackish water, he related quite humorously how
he had l^ecn returning to his native Hu-nan some nineteen
years before, and how his travelling companion had here
fallen ill and died. He packed up the corjisc in what felts

he could raise at these hovels and took it along in his cart

to An-hsi. He had previously performed the funeral rites

and taken the precaution to burn a well-penned prayer to

the dead man's spirit, asking him to preserve the corpse in

fair conditiem for a week and to prevent a breakdown of
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their cart. The prayer proved efficacious. The corpse

travelled safely to An>hsi, where Chiang secured a sound
coffin. Then he carried his late companion's body faith-

fully all the four or five months' journey to Hu-nan and
delivered it to his relatives. With no word did Chiang
allude to the inconvenience he had suffered himself by his

pious action.



CHAPTER LXXXl

AT THE HAMI OASI-^

In the desert, which only knows extremes, the weather had
already been getting wintr>', with occasional icy blasts. Hut

after reaching, on October 19th. the oasis of Hami. or Kuinul

as the Muhammadans call it. I was glad to hnd that its

sheltered pnasition at the foot of the easternmost T’icn-shan

still promised a few bright days of autumn, in spite of the

high latitude of forty-three degrees. So I could not but

prefer the fre.sh air of my tent to the quarters oftcrcd in

one of the dingy Bazars of the tt)wn, and after a long

search found a pleasant camping -place in Zahid Beg's
garden beyond the spring-fed stream which flows j>ast the

w'est side of the Chinese town. Recommendations from
Mr. Macartney and my old friend Pan Ta-jd‘n had pre-

ceded my arrival, as was soon shown by the greetings and
presents of welcome which poured in from the different

Ya-m^ns.

Next morning it was a novel experience to commence
the round of my official visits with a call on a local Muham-
madan chief. Mahsud Shah, the ruling * VV’ang ' or prince of
Kumul, still retained a good deal of power over the Turki
Muhammadans of the district, h seemed a genuine
survival of the system by which Chinese rule contented
itself with leaving the administration of Turkestan in the
hands of hereditary chiefs ; some recent disturbances, which
had caus«i bloodshed among the Wang’s subjfxts. and of
which I had heard through tne wire at An-hsi, were directly

attributed to his oppression. As I rode umier the big
vaulted gates of the Wang's stronghdd, the presence of a
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crowd of armed retainers within a wide, shady ^ce in

front of the palace marked an appropriate change from the

stereotyped Ya-m4n setting.

The reception 1 was given by the chief on entering the

large outer hall was Chinese in ceremonial ; but it was a

relief to be able to talk homely Turki, and to look into a

face that was almost European in features and expression.

1 noticed all round the inner hall, where we sat during the

interview, evidence of a care for comfon and appearance
which befitted the residence of a ruler. The Wang pleased

me greatly by his gentlemanly ease, combined with a certain

quiet dignity. A recent visit to Peking, where he had
proceeded to pa^ homage to the sovereign, had manifestly

enlarged his honzon. But 1 wondered whether the ideas of
progress, t.r. comfort, which he had brought back, together

with a few score of Mauser rides, would not put the fiscal

resources of Kumul to a severe strain.

From the Wang's fort I rode to the walled Chinese
town eastwards which contains the several Ya-m6ns and
quarters for the garrison now much reduced. The well-

kept walls and the clean and regular streets of this castrum
were, a refreshing sight after all the half-ruined ’Ch’&igs,’

with their refuse-choked thoroughfares and waste areas, with

which I had become familiar in Kan-su. At the Ya-m6n of

Colijnel Yang, commanding the garrison, Chiang-ssO-yeh
found an old acquaintance. The jovial commandant had
much to relate of his experiences in the recent imeuie,

producing the red-iassellcd hat which a * rebel ’ bullet was
supposed to have grazed But what interested me more
was the unmistakable <amaradtrut which seems to link all

Chinese dignitaries in the * New Dominions,’ whether big or

small. Hearing my SsQ-yeh talk about common friends in
‘ the service,’ 1 realized how the whole provincial administra-

tion is looked upon as a family affair by these official exiles

from Hu-nan. The civilian Amban of Hami, a sort of

Resident attached to the Wang for his guidance, and like-

wise acting as local magistrate for the Chinese part of the

population, proved a man of unmistakable learning. It was
pleasant to find my references to the old foes of China in

these parts promptly met by accurate mention of all the
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tribes from the Huns and 'Great YUeh«chih, or Indo-

Scythians, downwards.
,

I was busy in the afternoon with the closing of a iMg'

deferred mail, when my men announced with gr^t
*J*‘'[”**

tion the visit of a European. During the morning I had

heard rumours of the arrival of a Cossack officer. But to

my pleasant surprise my visitor now proved Mr. Cecil

Clementi, Assistant Colonial Secretar)’ of Hongkong. He
had passed through Russia to Kashgar, and when he told

me of the pleasant days he had spent at Chinl-bagh as

recently as August, all sense of distance seemed effaced.

Mr. Clementi had travelled extensively through different

parts of the Chinese Empire, and the various illuminat-

ing observations which he could relate brought home
to me most forcibly the advantages possessed by those

who can study things and men in this strange world of

Cathay with a full knowledge of language and traditional

ways. There was much to learn and tell, and the hours

sped quickly. Of course, it did not take us long to dis-

cover that we had common friend.s both in Oxford and

India.

After another long confabulation Mr. Clement! continued

his journey to Hongkong, and I let my exceptionally heavy

mail bag depart for Kashgar, little foreseeing the risks to

which it was exposed through the wiles of its Kashgari
carrier, an unworthy namesake of Turdi.

Two more days fxossed in a whirl of practical occupa-

tions. The winter equipment of all my people had to be
attended to ; and as the resources of half-Chtneae Hami in

the matter of fur coats, motxasins, etc. such as honest
Muhammadans would need, were dtxidcdly scanty, the

trouble of meeting all reasonabb; demands—and of resisting

others—was great. What a relief it was to be aWe to

effect payments without constant resort to that archaic

instrument of torture, scales for weighing out silver!

T^ adjustment of the longest pay rdk seemed positively

child's play conuxured with what I had gone through when
grapphW with Chinese accounts and those ever-rccakttraat

(Meces of backed silver. This docs not imply that every-
thing was |:dain sailing in matters of currency*. ' Ak-cai^{as,'
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or coined (neow of nhner* wer% tf^k«d, freely ctrculad^
and readily taken at Hami; bat the real medium of
exchange was still the small Chinese cqjper *casb,’ and
the discount betw^m a Tael in this copj^ coin and in

silver was considerable enou^ to require attention. I

soon found out that fully twenty per cent could be saved

by making all payments by means of local bankers' notes.

Of course privileged people like my own followers could

claim their dues in coined silver.

By the morning of October 34th 1 could at last com-
mence my short tour in the district. Enquiries about old

remains had elicited that certain ruins to be found west of

Hami had already been panially explored byGerman archae-

ologists. Dr. A. von Lckxk) and Professor A Grtinwedel.

working from the side of Turfan. So. as survey work was
to be done in the mountains, I decided first to visit the

remains of some old ‘ Karauls ' and shrines at the foot

of the Karlik-tagh. that easternmost rampart of the T’ien-

shan. Guided by a pleasant old Beg whom the Wang had
attached to my camp. I started off with a light equipment
I he day's march led almost due north, and for the whole
length, close on twenty miles, over the bare gravel of a

great alluvial fan.

Almost as soon as we emerged from the dirty Bazar of
the Chinese town this dreary waste was entered. The
green marshy Nullahs, in which the water of the snow-fed
streams comes to light again in the form of limpid springs,

Were soon left behind, r ar away to the west the ruins of
some abandoned forts showed clearly above the flat horizon.

There was nothing in this dead plain to distract the eye
from the long snow-csqiped range northward. Its last

massive offshoot to the east had locked quite imposing from
Hami. Though its height dt>es not much exceed 13,000
feet, perpetual snow-beds and even small glaciers strccdced

the slopes of the main peaks, and were lit up in rosy

tints by a blazing sunset The length of the twilight

reminded me how far northward I had moved since the

previous autumn.
Some fourteen miles from Hami we reached the big

lonely tower known as Akchik Karaul, which was guiding us
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on the way to Tdruk. It is reputed to be of great

and the massiveness of the central pile, some fortv fwt

square and probably quite as high, seems to lend that

ti^ition support A roughly built enclosing wall was

manifestly of later date, though far more decayed. Against

what marauding bands from the north was this forlorn post

meant to offer shelter ?

After a long and weary march by moonlight, which lay

partly up the wide stony bed of a dr)' river cour^, we
caught a glimpse of water, and after descending into a

deeply cut bed to the right, found ourselves by the long-

stretched fields of Toruk. The little village of some fifteen

households was wide-awake to receive us in spile of the

late hour. The rubble-built quarters of the village head-man

where I was to put up proved to contain quite a comfortable

guest-room, little suspected behind the exterior of this

novel. To be able to pass the long wait for the baggage

in a room which had a real fireplace, fell rugs on the door,

and a display of simple household treasures on shelves and

cupboarcb around the walls, was cheering. After all the

bare, monotonous rooms I had seen in Chinese Ya-m^s
and inns, this evening in a Turki homestead struck me tike

the first step back to Europe.

The Un-bashi was away in the mountains ; but his

wife, a homely matron of about forty, took care that

hospitality should be full. It seemed as if old nomad
habits still lingered among these honest peasants at the

foot of the mountains. Scarcely had 1 been seated before

the quickly kindled fire when a large bowl with milk was
produced and a tray with delicious white wheat loaves.

My hostess, passing in and out with that quiet unconcern
of the true mistress of her home which I had often noted
among Kirghiz women, assured me that it was customary
for pet^le in their position to keep a good store of tempting
food ready for guests. Once more 7 noted with pleasure

bow little adaptation to Chinese ways, so common amot^
the Muhamnuulans of Hami, has as yet affected thw
women 'folk. Whereas the men had taken to vartoos

arttefos of Chinese dress, and in some cases even to {%'
tails, the women's apparel was, but the prevalenoe
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of bright red colours, practically the same as I had seen it

far away in the west oi Turkestan.

1 was eager to reach Ara-um, the object of my trip, in

f
ood time on the next day. So we were all astir early.

'he animation of the little village street was great, and
in front of every hovel there was gathered a cluster of

brightly clad children and women. Their merriment was a

pleasant contrast to the stolid curiosity of a Chinese crowd.

The route led us close to the foot of the mountains

eastwards. We passed one alluvial fan after another

spreading its rubole- strewn cone down to the endless

gravel ^acis southwards. But of all the narrow rocky

defiles which had poured out these streams of bouldei^

and detritus, only one still sees a permanent flow of water.

The small village of Kara-kapchin which is irrigated from

it looked delightfully green against the rugged cTifis of red

sandstone. Where we cross^, the water still rushed with

a limpid ilow in a narrow bed lined by bushes. But only

a mile or two farther down it disappeared in the rubble

beds, to feed after a long subterranean course the eastern*

most springs of the Hami oasis.

After some fifteen miles' march a narrow streak of

vegetation with some pencil-like poplars showed far away on
the eastern horizon. The Wang's Beg pointed out these

first signs of his m.aster's famous orchards of Ara-tam. As
we drew nearer bright streaks of yellow and red could be

diftinguished gainst the bleak grey of the Sai. They
were the fruit trees of the Ara-tam gardens in the full glow
of their autumnal foliage. Not since I had made my w^y
a year before through the terminal jungles of the Niya
River, had my eyes been treated to such a feasL The tree

belt descended for nearly two miles along a lively stream

cascading in numerous small channels. A road lined by
low walls of boulders led upwards through rows of fruit

trees, blazing in every tint from bright yellow to pink

and purple. In the background rose the steep pirated

ridg^ of reddbh sandstone illuminated by the setting sun.

Through it the snow-fed stream of Bardash bre^s in

a narrow tortuous gorge to create all this luxuriance at

its debouchure. The sky above us was still of a deep
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biw*, and the eflect of all these gorgeous colours was
aazzUi^.

Nowhere in Turkestan had I seen a wood of such size

and fruit trees in such delightful luxuriance. For nearly a

mile the road turned and twisted among thick clumps of

apple, apricot, and peach trees, and stately yellow-leaved

walnuts. No landscape gardener in far-away h^ngland

could have laid out his drive with more cunning, nor could

any gardener s art produce such strangely varied fantastic

shapes of trees. The handiwork of man seemed completely
effaced here Growing up among the rocks and boulders

which some huge flood seemed to have scattered broadcast

over the slope, every tree l<K)ked as if it had fought its

own way down to the fertile bed of earth. Over the whole
enticing wilderness of trees lay the {)cace of the evening,

that great beautificr of the shelter awaiting the wanderer.
But the Wang's old country seat, to which this road of

glowing colours led. did not need such embellishment.
From a wide outer court, lined by a row of majestic elms
still retaining their thick foliage, 1 passed into a smaller
one fronted by a large open hall with an abundiince of quaint
massive wood-carving on roof, pillars, and bc.ims. On
either side of this half there ojx.*ned terraces with painted
screens, and behind them w hole suites of apartments which
looked airy and inviting. In those to the right the chief
was said usually to take up his quarters, and here felts and
gay Khotan carpets had been spread out for me. But
their northern aspect and shaded position, qualities which
doubtless formed their special attraction during the beat of
the fruit season, were not exactly suited for a chilly aitttimn
evening. So I set out to search further far an abode in

the main block of the building. *

Crossing a grand hall, light and airy behind its movable
screens of fretwork and paper. I discovered two sets of
apartments cqxning direct on the Wang's private orchard
and gardea Their arrangement sug^ted that they were
meant for the ladies of the Zenana. Time and neglect had
kdt their mark here too ; the gaily painted panels of the
roof, showing roses and flowery twigs m a style half-Cbiiu»e.
half-Persian, were broken in more than one place, and
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rough boarding had replac«l missing folds of the neatly

carved window screens. But I soon found a cosy little

room looking out on the garden. How Western all its

shelves and cupboards appeared to me, unaccustomed to

such luxuries ever since leaving Chini-bagh !

Then while a carpet and some small felts were being
spread, I hurried out into the garden to look for the ruins

tncre promised- After traversing a few hundred yards of

terraced orchards 1 found myself suddenly before a series

of cellas, carved from the live rock of a bold little ri^e,
which had once contained colossal im;^Jfes (Fig. 259). The
stucco masses in which the latter were sculptured had
almost completely collapsed ; but in one of the shrines

which still retained part of its roof vault, at a height of
nearly fifty feet, the outlines of a colossal seated Buddha
had survived. Fhe remains of fresco decoration in the

corners of the stuccoed wails showed close resemblance
to the designs familiar to me from the Ch'ien-fo-tung

shrines. It was clear that the ruined shrines dated from
the lime of Uigur dominion (9th-i2th century a. n.), when
Buddhism ha<l flourishe<l here.

Eagerly I explored the less imjxjsing remains of brick*

!>uik cellas an j dwellings which covered the north face and
the top of the little ridge. But when 1 was proceeding to

oitend this first hurried insf>eciion to the ruins rising

Uridly on the crest of a higher ridge to the west of the

orchartl, the Beg now playing the cicerone raised so meek
and plaintive a protest that 1 fell ashamed for having in my
anti(]uarian eagerness quite forgotten the bodily cravings of

a pious Muhammadan pining for ftxxl after the daily fast of

the Ramazan. So reluctantly I left the ruins as dusk was
setting over the preiiicsi bit of scenery that has ever

offered me a chance of archaeological work. The impres-

sions of that evening, so rich in glowing colours, haunted

me as 1 wrote by the cheerful fire of my princely quarters

till a late hour.

.'\las ! the ruins did not prove as fruitful for the excavator

as their picturesque setting would to the artist Even in

the ruins of two large cellas which 1 found occupying the

top of the ridge westwards, the clearing effected in the
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course of the next two days brought to light only scanty

fragments of a Buddhist image in stucco and badly perished

wo^-carving. Destruction by fire, digging for timber,

and the effects of moisture, which had evidently been

more abundant until a period not very' distant, had worked
sad havoc all around. Apart from remains of fresco

decoration showing diapers of small Buddha figures, on

the topmost wall portion, nothing survived in the five cellas

which had been cut into the lower conglomerate ridge,

and which now lay fully exposed owing to the collapse of

the front walls. But the close agreement in drawing and

colouring with the munil decoration of the ‘ Thousand
Buddhas' ’ caves was striking. The same ob8<!r%'ation

applied to the architecturiil arrangements l)oth here and in

some smaller much-ruined shrines still traceable on the

north side of the same ridge.

That we found not a scraj) of writing wa.s scarcely a

surprise. Evidence of occasional rain was to l)c seen on
all sides, and local information asserted that it was still

plentiful in the valleys north, and had in * old iime.s ' been

so too at the foot of these mountains. On the other side

of the range, in the Bar-kul district, cultivation was s;iid to

be possible in many places without irrigation, and grazing

even in the plains abundant. .All this agreed with what I

knew of the totally different climatic conditions prevailing

north of the T'ien-shan. Those were the regions which
had served for the migration westwards of one nomad race

after the other. But interesting as they are for the student
of Centnil-Asian history, there was little to tempt the
archaeologist as long as there were sites to explore within

and around the parened-up Tarim Basin.

My eagerness was great to reach the latter in lime
for a fresh winter campaign in*the desert. So when the

Ara-tam and my anthropomeirical work among
the people of the neighbouring village were completed, T
left ‘my’ delightful country seat and returned to Haml.
There the peat loads of manuscripts brought away from
the Tao>shm’s cave just before my start from An-hsi could
at last be safely packed in twelve solid wooden cases.

This task was scarcely completed when Rai Lai Singh
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rejoined me from a successful survey in the mountains.

In spite of deep snow already covering the passes towards

Bar-kul, he had managed to make his way to the watershed.

An icy dust-storm raging through Hami had served to

remind me, too, that winter was now quite near.

On the following day, November and, we started from

Hami on the journey which was to take us to Turfan.

Various considerations obliged me to keep to the rather

circuitous hij^h road which for the sake of wells hugs the

foot of the T'len-shan. We managed, however, to cover the

195 miles to Pichan, the easternmost of the Turfan oases,

l»y seven marches. Up to To^cha, our first stage, there

e.xtendcd patchiai of cultivatetf ground with ruined forts,

.iiiesting ine prolonged stru(^le which the Chinese holding

Hami had here fought against Yakub Beg's troops.

From Togucha, where I halted for two days, 1 was able

to visit the ruins of some Buddhist temples near the little

stream of lli-kuL There the German expedition under

}'rf>fcs.sor Gnlnwedel one year Ixifore had brought to light

interesting remains, apparently dating from the period of

rilK'ian occupation. In a bn>ad. gravel-strewn depression

descending from Togucha south towards the oasis of

Lapehuk. I surveyed a number of small ruined shrines.

These evidently l>elonged to the latest Buddhist times,

which, as attested by a record of Prince Shah Rukh's envoy

to the ( hinesrr Emperor, extended at Hami as well as

at 'rurfan down to the very end of the fourteenth century’.

Neither these ruins nor the remains of a small ruined town

.u the northern end of the Lapehuk oasis seemed promising

enough to justify the sacrifice of time needed for their

clc.irmg.

But on a long ride down the open fertile valley, where

the cultivation of Kara-ddbe continues that of Lapehuk

down to a jwint about fifteen miles from Tt^^cha, I could

gather a good deal of geographically interesting observ'a-

lions regarding the curious and pmly subterranean system

of drainage coming from the T'ien-shan, which accounts

for these pleasant oases in the midst of a stony wilderness.

Fresh as 1 was from my wanderings on Chinese soil

where the innate suspicion and reticence of the people
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had hampered any kind of enquiry. 1 could also appreciate

the hospitable and open-hearted reception we met with

everywhere among the Turki settlers after leaving Hami.
Yet I wondered how long these pleasant features among
the rural gentry would hold out against the influence of
‘ civilized ’ Chinese ways which is manifestly spreading in

these parts—if that influence is destineti to last.



CHAPTER LXXXII

GLIMPSES OF TURFAN RUINS

Six rapid inarches across a wearisome succession low

and absolutely barren spurs with almost equally dreary

depressions intervening brought me by lotb November to

the fertile oasis of Pichan. During the short halt there

necessitated by topographical work. I was able to settle

a provisional programme for my visit to the ruined sites

of Turfan and for our surveys around them.

Exceptional conditions made it specially important to

turn my available time to t>est use. Since 1 897 an archaeo*

lexical reconnaissance effected by Dr. Klementz on be-

half of the Russian Academy of Sciences, and itself first

suggested by Captain Koborowsky’s observations, had
drawn attention to the abundance of ancient ruins in the

small but fertile Turfan tract This, the ChU-shih of early

Chinese records, is known to have been one of the chief

seats of Uigur power after the downfall of Tang supremacy.

The facts reported by Dr. Klemenu, and indireedy also

the results attending my explorations in the far-off Kbotan
region during 1900-1, led to the despatch of a German
expedition under Professor A. Grtlnwedel, Director of the

Royal Ethnogtaphic Museum of Berlin, and a high

authority on Buddhist art. which in 1902 visited Turfan

from the side of the Siberian railway for the purpose of

serious excavations.

Its discoveries of art and literary remains of all sorts

E
roved so important that provision was promptly made

y the Prussian Ministry of Education, under the specif

patronage of the German Emperor, for die systi^atic

oontinuadon of the work by means of scientific expeditions,
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first under Dr. A. von Lccoq. a distinguished Orientalist,

and then again under Professor GrUnwcdel. Their excava-
tions which had been carried on with the help of abundant
State means almost uninterruptedly from 1904 until about
half-a-year before my arrival, had, as I knew, been attended
with well-merited success.

It could not be my object, during the few weeks I could
spare for Turfan, to attempt supplementing these protracted

labours by digging at sites upon which the German savants
had already teen able to bestow ample time, unbounded
scholarly zeal, and a thorough local exjjcriencc. Hut 1 w’as

anxious to familiarize myself as well as 1 could with the

constructive peculiarities of the ruins, the art remains left

in jiV«, and what else might help me to understand tetter

the significance of the Turfan finds, and to use their

evidence for the interpretation of my own. Even more,
perhaps, was I attracted by the wish to study on the
spot those peculiar topographical .md archaeological facts

which might throw light on the ever-fascinating subject of
desiccation.

On this account 1 had already, on the last march to
Pichan, greeted with sp^ial interest that characteristic

feature of Turfan cultivation, the 'Karez’or underground
irrigation channel. I knew it to be mainly rcsponsiolc for

the present fiourishing condition of the oases in Turfan

;

for ^ey are situated in a draression which is watered by
no rivers of any size, and suffers from terrific heat during
the greater part of the year. The cause of this heat, as
Roborowsky first established, is to be sot^ht in the ftet

that the lowest portion of this drainageless basin sinks
well bdow the level of the sea.

This geographical interest induced me to start my tour
at the south-eastern end of the basin. There Roborowsky 's

map maiked the ruins of * Chong-Hassar,' * the Big Casti^'
not far from the terminal marshes of the whole depression,
and on ground which I was told was now desert. My
aiicha«}logical predilection for the tatter naturally infiuencod
the choice, and I had no reason to regret it. Chreettng
the heavy baggage train to proceed to Turfan town, 1

moved vmdi the Surveyor on November 13th down the
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valley from Picban to Lukchun. The twenty miles’ ride

down the broad bed in which the stream of Pichan soon
completely lost itself acquainted me with two striking

features of the Turfan depression. On the right we had
the barren hill chain of red sandstone which divides the

lower portion of the basin from the great gravel glacis

sloping down from the snow-capped mountains northward.

On the left there extended hi^e ridges of dunes, recalling

the sand-covered foot-hills of Tun-huang, and evidently like

the latter heaped up by the desert win^ from the alluvium

which the high ran^e sent down.
The contrast with these barren surroundings presented

by the rich fields and orchards of Lukchun farther on was
most noticeable. The substantial dwellings and the crowds
seen along mere village lanes at once gave an idea of the

prosperity brought here by intensive cultivation. As else-

where throughout the district, cotton is the most paying
crop, and where adequate water is available, this is followed

by cereals like maize, which was then just being gathered.

Fniiis of all sorts abound, and in the big country hcxjse

of the Beg, which offered me shelter for the night, I

found a year’s provision of vegetables drying on the flat

roofs.

.\s far as this point irrigation was derived from the

stream of Lamjin, which, itself fed by springs at the foot of
the great gravel glacis, breaks through the outer chain in

a x.aKon-like gorge at the head of the Lukchun oasis. But
proceeding next morning over the steadily sinking plain to

the south-west, we left behind this area of old cultivation

after a couple of miles and entered ground where the Karez
was now the chief feature. On right and left we could

see the lines of these unders^und channels marked on the

bare clay surface by the little circular heaps of earth which
the diggers had thrown up mole-like at the mouth of each
successive well. Starting at ground level from the area to

be irrigated, a low, narrow channel is tunnelled from well to

well up the natural slope of the basin, but at a gradient less

inclined than its surface, until a sufficient supply of water

is tapped. The wells were said to range here to depths of

over fifty feet ; but the diggers are so expert that, working
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in parties of four or five men, they could complete an
average Karez within half-a-year at a cost rarely exceeding

twenty pounds.

The land which a single Karez could irrigate might be

purchased originally for about fifty pounds ; but so rich is

the return for this outlay, the cost of the annual cleaning of

the Karez notwithstanding, that such newly cultivated land

would within a few years sell for three times the money
originally invested. I was told that since the re-establish-

ment of Chinese rule not less than seventy new Karez

had been dug by the people of Lukchun. But, character-

istically enough, the lands thus irrigated were all situated

within an area which had before? been under cultivation,

but where, owing to the deficiency of the canal water then

used, the fields were sown only every third year in rotation.

Whereas cultivation here under the older system had l)cen

precarious, and often failetl through inadctjuacy of canal

water in years of diminished snow-fall in the mountains, the

Karez-served fields could be kept under intensive cultiva-

tion year after year.

The change taking place was connected by my infor-

mants with the great Increase in the }x>puiation of furian.

following the re-establishment of {xracc and prosperity

after the Chinese reconquest. At the same time it was
generally acknowledged that the Karez construction

was an innovauon dating back only a century or so, and
introduced from Iran. In agit?ement with this was the
fact that none of the old Chinese accmtnts of Turfan. which
are numerous and often detailed, ever alludes to the Karez
system, though nowadays it is famous throughout F-aatem
Turkestan as the most characteristic feature of the dierrkt

All these observations cabined strongly impreCMsd
OM? as signs that the difficulties about irrigaiioa must
have increased in thb region, and I may add that what
1 subsequently saw of the ruined towns of Turfan
strengthened my belief that the district mutt have been
able to mainuin in ancient times a far faurm population
than now. I had not to wait tong for dennite evidence
that defecation had played a great share in this chaii^
A seven miles’ ride from our Lukchun quarters brought
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us to the farm of Besh<tam. with the last jpatches of

Karez - cultivation. Beyond we came upon telds long
abandoned, and then upon a shallow bed in which the

water of the Lukchun canals, when left unused in the

winter, endeavours to make its way down to the terminal

lake bed. During the spring and summer, what with

evaporation and a^orption in the soil, not a drop of water
would reach this point Across this temporarv overflow-bed
there extended a wide sandy plain, with plentiful thorny
scrub growing amidst rudimentary dunes ; where the

gfround was left clear of drift sand the erosive action

of the winds, here chiefly from west to east had com-
menced to furrow small trenches and Yardangs.

To me it seemed but a petty desert and I was rather

surprised when less than four miles of it sufficed to bring

us to the ruins of ‘ Chong- Hassar,’ which the Lukchun
i^ple had declared to be a place very trying to stay at
The remains of the fortified townlet or village I found

there exhibited several typical features of Turfan sites.

Within an irregular oblong, about J40 yards from east to

west, and about too yards at its widest, there was a perfect

rabbit warren of small vaulted chambers and casemates
crowded against the enclosing rampart (Fig. 260). Massive
ma^<l^r>’ abounded, and the d<§bris of sun-dried bricks

choked the rooms often to their vaulting. In places the

chambers had been built in iir^ular tiers one above the

other. It was not difficult to rt^ize from what I saw in

the extant towns and villages, that this peculiar construc-

tion was needed for protection from the excessive heat of

the summer and the violence of the dreaded winds of the

spring. Extremely massive construction with walls up
to seven feet thick characterized also a large vaulted pile

rising like a keep in one corner of what looked an
inner fort.

To clear the whole of these vaults and cellars would

have cost many weeks of labour. So 1 was not surprised

to find that the digging done during the flying visit raid

to the site by one of the German expeditions was confined

to a partial clearing of the cella of a small Buddhist shrine

which could readily be distinguished near the west wall of
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the inner fort From the debris left undisturbed in the
outer passages, and stilJ more from the refuse layers

covering the floor of a room on the top of the rampart
not far off, 1 recovered a number of manusci^t fragments
and documents all written in Uigur script. They sufficed

to prove that the site had continued to be occupied until

towards the close of the Buddhist period. From many
indications it seemed safe to conclude that the area of
scrub-covered desert around, now showing incipient wind
erosion, was then under cultivation.

From the height of the ruined fort I could clearly sec
southwards the glittering end of the salt-encrusted lake
bed which receives whatever of Turfan drainage escapes
evaporation. Above it rose the gravel glacis of the low
ChdI-tagh range towards Singer. During my three days'
stay at Chong- Hassar I sent Rai Lai Singh on reconnais-
sances to south and east to survey this end of the basin,

while careful observations made at Chong- Hassar with
the mercurial barometer showed its level to be depressed
fully 360 feet below the sea. The salt-encrusted bed of the
lake was boggy and impassable on horseback, whereas the
ground north of it was cov'ered with ‘ Shor ’ in hard cakes
and lumps of salt, clear evidence that the extent of the
lake had been shrinking within recent periods.

1 myself examined the ruins known as Kichik-Hassar
or the ‘ Little Castle,' two miles off to the north-east, and
finding that the group of small Buddhist shrines and Stupas
(Fig. 261) had never been touched by the archaeologist,
took occasion to have them thoroughly cleared with the
help of a band of labourers easily obtained from Besh-tam.
Besides fragments of well - executed fresco work, we
recovered remains of delicate paintings on linen, and a
small but well-preserved sutue of a Buddha in carved
wood. Manuscript pieces and fragments of prints in
Uigur, Chinese, and Tibetan proved Hiat worship at these
shnnes continued at least as long as the occupation of
Chong - Hassar. The fact that a route to Singer passes
clo^ by may account for the deuched position of these
shrines, which, as the photograph shows, are now being
invaded by dunes.
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On November i8th 1 divided my party, sending oiT Lai

Singh for survey work along the foot of the main range,

and Chiang with Ibrahim Beg to Turfan to secure for

us quarters and fresh transport. 1 myself commenced a

series of rapid excursions which was to acquaint me with

the well-known sites of the Turfan district. The area into

which they are crowded, mainly along the outer hill chain

separating the gravel glacis of the mountauns from the de-

pressed basin, scarcely covers more than thirty-five miles

from cast to west, with a greatest width of about ten miles.

Yet so numerous and extensive are the ruins that their

rapid survey kept me busy till the close of the month,
h'or the same reason 1 cannot find space here for more
than a few general observations.

Starting from the east, 1 first visited the cafton-like

gorge above the picturesque little township of Toyuk,
where the steejj cliffs of reddish sandstone on either side

are honeycombed by numerous small caves, or show ruined

temples built on their ledges (Fig. 263). Much in the situa-

tion and general aspects recalled the ‘ Caves of the Thousand
Buddhas,’ though on a reduced scale. There was unmis-
takable resemblance, too. in what survived of the fresco

decoration m sitm. But its condition attested only too

plainly the destructive effects produced by the immediate
vicinity of a large community of good Muhammadans, wh(^
icon^Kla-siic zeal could find ready vent here, especially after

the first conversion. A different religious spirit had pre-

vailed in Uigur times; for among the numerous finds of

manuscripts which rewarded the German archaeolc^ists,

there were fragments of Manichaean and even Nestorian

texts in early Turki and Sogdian. Other finds, too, in the

I'urfan region show that Christians and followers of Mani
then lived iieacefully among a population that was pre-

ponderatingly Buddhist

The close association of the ruined past with the thriving

life of the present, to me a novel exj^rience, was even more

striking when I visited the remarkaole ruins of the Turfan

capital of Uigur times at Kar»-khoja, some seven miles to

the west of Tovuk. Here a cluster of populous vill^es

surrounds, and Is fwirtly built into, the massive clay walls
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which enclose nearly a square mile full of imposing ruined

structures now scattered amidst cultivation. 1 he areas

once occupied by private dwellings have gradually been

levelled into fields—a work in which irri^tion deposits

have doubtless aided. The massive ruins of bi^ temples and

monasteries, and of a fortified palace, are steadily being dug
down by the villagers for the debris accumulated between

their wails, which is much prized as manure. Old ‘ Khats,'

i.e. manuscript fragments, are constantly luniing up in the

course of these operations, which are usually carried on

during the winter months, and these used to l>c thrown

away or utilized for papering window screens, until Russian

travellers commenced to purchase such ' refust;.’

With so much destruction proceeding, and amid.st such

an emdarras des riefusses of remains, the archaeological

exploitation of these ruins must be confronted by its

own particular difficulties. 1 was not surprised at the

number of the structure.s where it wa-s im}H)ssiblc to

distinguish the results of systematic e.vcavation from the

burrowings of manure • digging }x,Msants. Nor was it

easy to ignore the doubts of a chronological nature

necessarily arising at a site which v%.-»s never completely

•deserted, and where many of the buildings prot>abiy

continued to be tenanted in one way or other long after

their original use had ceased.

But in spite of these drawb.n ks the ruinrtl town had
proved a very rich mine, and I only wondered how the

means might be found to as.surc the complete clearing of it

before it was too late. To me pers4mally, as I remcmljercd
the conditions of la.si winter s cam|iaign in the dejKTt. there

was something both alluring and strange in the thought
that everywhere alxrut Turfan one s ialiourcrs could always
return to their homes for a nij^ht's meal and shelter. Was
it not like excavating in ones own garden or f^ark to be
able to carry out the tasks without constant care about
food, water, and transport The same was true of the

interesting ruins of Buddhist shrines and cave -temples
dotting the sides of the narrow picturesque valleys close

above Kara-khoja. There in the recently cleared grottoes

of Bezeklik I was still able to study a style of mural
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painting closely resembling that of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas,’

though big gaps on the plastered wall showed where the

best panels had been cut out to become treasures of the

Berlin Ethnographic Museum. How much greater would

be the chance for the survival of these art remains in situ if

only Turfan still held such a pious image-loving population

as I'un-huang ?

When I subsequently transferred my headquarters to

Turfan, the chief modem town of the district, I could see

en route plentiful evidence of the severe struggle for water

which now proceeds on this ground. Most of the barren

steppe we crossed below the gravel Sai of the outer range

was being overrun by big dunes. Yet the Karez, in

spite of the fact that their pit mouths are exposed to the

smothering drift sand, are pushed right across this broad

zone over a stretch of eight miles to the head wells in order

to secure water for part of the Turfan oasis. Ever>’where

we saw abandoned Karez which had run dry or collapsed

and iKxin replaced by others. The total number of pits on
a single Karez was said to reach 200 in some cases, while

the cost might rise to over £yoo. The level of subsoil

water was declared to have sunk within recent times,

and consequently the cultivation dependent on Karez
had shifted farther south. The result was visible in the

numerous abandoned farms we passed when approaching

the old canal-irrigated part of the oasis.

Only exceptional fertility assured by climate and soil

could account for so expensive a system of cultivation, and
of that there was ample proof in the brisk trade which kept

the Turfan Bazars ever filled with produce and throne.

Cotton, which is eagerly bought up and exported to the

Siberian railway ina Urumchi and Tarbagatai, is, no doubt,

the chief factor of Turfan commercial prosperity. But also

for all surplus produce in food-stuffs and fruit there is a

convenient market in Urumchi, the provincial capital, and
the other large settlements north of the T’ien-shan. The
resulting return trade in imports from the Russian side

is most striking. Nowhere in the Tarim Basin or in

Kan-su had I seen ‘ Europe
'
goods so widely brought into

use. What with kerosene lamps, chintz-covered ceilings.
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occasional glass windows, and the like, which I found in

the houses of the hospiuble Begs, I might almost ims^ine

myself on the very edge of what 1 cdl * Demi-Europc.’
It all helped to explain that close connection in early

times with what is now Russian Turkestan which the

antiquities from Turfan ruins attest.

During the week spent at the oasis of Turfan proj>er

most of my time was claimed by the remarkable ruined

site usually known as Yar-khoto, which marks the capital

of Turfan down to T’ang times. Just beyond the western

edge of the present cultivation there rises between two

deep-cut broad ravines, drained by spring-fed streams, a

long and narrow clay terrace which nature itself hits

designed for a strong position. From the f)oint of junction

of the two ‘ Yars,’ which have given the [)lacc its nuxlem
Turki name as well as its old Chinese designation 'Chiao-

ho.’ ‘between the streams,’ to where a broad cross ravine

cuts off the north end of the terrace, the length of the

terrace is a little over a mile. Its width is cver)’whcr«?

under a quarter of a mile.

The island-like area thus formed rises with precipitous

cliffs of clay more than a hundred feet above the bt>ttom of

the flanking ravines, and is covered for about three* fourths

of its length with closely packet! ruins. Of the strange

appearance of the whole the photographs (Figs. 263. 264)
will help to convey some impression. The plateau is

ascended by a steep ramp from the south. Thercup«»n
caves and walls cut out from the live clay strike the eye
on all sides in what at first seems utter confusion. Only
gradually can narrow {jossages between them l>c made out,

^1 alike leading towards two open spaces which traverse

most of the ruined area, and which had lerved
as its chief streets.

It was. indeed, a dead town that lay spread out before
me. But, alas! in spite of all the desolation it was only
too evident how sadly its ruins lacked that protection whicn
only a great natural catastrophe, as at Pompeii, w the
isobtion o( the desert can assure to the relics of a life that

has long been extinct There was no drift sand here to

cover up what objects might have escaped removal idler
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occupation had ceased, and the constant digging for soil

to be used as manure had laid bare the natural hard clay

floor in most of the smaller dwellings. The ruins of

shrines usually rose on high bases spared from the original

soil (Fig. 363}, and still retained a good deal of debris

between their walls : among these partial excavations for

antinuities had manifestly been effected.

Without systematic clearing it was impossible to make
sure how much these ruins still contained, and still less to

form any idea as to the chances of interesting finds in

the numerous cellars and other underground places which

implied centuries of construction on the part of the half-

troglodyte dwellers of this town. Nothing but a sacrifice

of long months of labour and corresponding expenditure

would avail here, and, since even then results would largely

dejjcnd upon luck, 1 wondered who would be fortunate

enough to command the leisure and means for attacking

Yar khtito on the right scale. But there were plentiful

observations of interest to reward the several visits 1 paid

to this fascinating site and to the small rock-cut grottoes in

the adjoining ravines. Most of these had evidently served

as t</mlj8 ; and, since the finds of the German expeditions

have proved the presence of Nestorian settlements at

Turfan. im.igination was free to recognize a resemblance

between these resting -phtces and pictures of early Christian

tombs in desert valleys of Egy'pt or Palestine.



CHAPTER LXXXm
KARA-SHAUK AND ITS OUl SITtS

In Spite of all the interest of its ruins I was glad by

December ist to set out again from Turfan ; for now the

increasing cold warned me that it was high time to regain

the basin of the Tarim for the winter’s work in the tlesen.

Rai Lai Singh was sent due south to Singt;r in the heart

of the Kuruk-tagh in order to explore some desert jilateaus

and hill ranges hitherto unsurveyed westwards, while 1

myself covered in eight rapid marches the iHo odd miles

to Kara-shahr.
As soon as we had descended from the gorges of the

barren hills (Fig. 258), connecting Kuruk-ugh and T'icn-

shan. into the great scrub- covered plain which encircles

the northern shores of Lake Baghrash. ancient sites of

some size could be traced near several points of the route.

But the vicinity of subsoil water, generally impregnated
with salts, and the effects of a climate evidently less dry
than in other parts of the great Turkestan basin, had
completely destroyed all structural remains, and reduced
even the clay-built town walls to mere shafieless mounds of

earth. This difference in climate had, as I soon found,

left its mark als^i ethnically updn the Kara-shahr region,

the Yen-ch't of early Chinese records; for. attractea. no
doubt, by the more abundant grazing, not only were there

Mongols in the higher valleys, but smalt settlements of

them had taken to semi-nomadic life involving temporary
cultiv'ation in the great plain watered by the Kara-shahr
River. This, together with the numerous colonies of

Tungans brought here since the rebellion, gave quite a

peculiar aspect to the population of the district headquarters.

164
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Kara-shahr looked a small and poor town
;
yet in recog-

nition, no doubt, of the manifest strategic and administra-

tive importance of the district as the gec^^raphicai link

between the Tarim Basin and the Turkestan territory north

and east, it boasted of a full-blown prefect. Being a sub-

ordinate of my old friend, the Tao-t'ai P’an Ta-j6n, and
forewarned of my coming, he gave me the kindest welcome.
His help proved particularly useful when, after a rapid

examination, I decided upon systematic excavations at the

extensive collection of Buddhist shrines situated near
Shikehin, some fifteen miles to the south-west of Kara-
shahr, and known to the Turki-speaking Muhammadans as
• Ming-oi,’ ’the Thousand Houses.* The ruins lie only
about four miles away from the little station of Chorchuk
on the high road, and have been repeatedly visited by
F.uropcan travellers. Yet there had been no digging
except by Professor GrUnwedel s party, which, as I had
learned at Turfan, had been able to stay but a few
days and had confined its attention mainly to some
small cave-temples a short distance to the north of the

main site.

The ruins of the latter dot a series of low rock terraces

jutting out from the last spur of the hill range which flanks

the valley of the Kara-shahr River on the south. A
desolate waste of sand and scrub stretches around without

a trace of ancient occupation, and the recent settlement of

half-nomad Mongols a few miles to the north-east was too

small to involve any risk to the ruins. Fortunately a little

spring of fairly drinkable water rises at the foot of one of

the rocky ledges. So by the evening of December i ith I

was able to pitch camp at once in the midst of the ruins

(Fig. 265).

It was easy to realize that the disposition of the ruins

in long rows of detached cellas, var)'ing in size but similar

in plan and construction, and all in close proximity, would
facilitate the employment of a large number of labourers,

and thus help me in making the most of my time.

Fortunately, too, there was the populous village tract of

Korla only some twenty miles off to supply willing con-

tingents of Turki Muhammadans who knew how to use
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their Ketmans. The efficient staff of village head-men

which the prefect’s care had provided made it easy to keep

my tends at work from the bitterly cold hours of dawn
until nightfall, and to have relays of men readv to relieve

them as soon as the effect of long days of such strenuous

work under conditions necessarily involving exposure began

to tell upon them.

The photographs reproduced in Figs. 267. 268 will

f
ive some idea of the general aspect and irregular distri-

udon of the shrines. Their total number at the main

site amounted to close upt>n a hundred. The dimensions

varied greatly, from miniature cellas of four to six feet

square to massive rectangular piles of brickwork measuring

up to eighty-five feet on one side. Hut. whatever the sire,

much uniformity’ prevailed in tyj>es of construction. Hcsidcs

the simple cellas provided with a jx,)rch outside, there were

many which had either passages ail round or a vaulted

room behind the wall facing the entrance, thus permitting

the traditional circumambul.ition of the main image-group

within (Fig. 266). Domes built on the principle oJ the

true arch appear to have originally rtxifcd most of the

cellas, and in a few cases still survival over the smaller

ones. A peculiar and probably late development of the

Stupa was represented by circular structure’s, resting on
polygonal bases and covered by fiat domes, which in their

inner chamber seemed to have afforded shelter to funeral

deposits. Many such deposits in the form of urns and
little wooden boxes full of calcined lx>nes were also dug up
along the foot of square towers, recalling Huddhist funeral

monuments in Ladak.

That all the exposed portions of the structures had
suffered from the destructive effects of rain and snow was
easy to observe at the first glance But the excavations
had not proceeded far before it became certain that most of
the shrines had been subjected also to a ^reat confiagnuton.
Sin<» none of the numerous finds of Chinese copfirr coins,

or^naliy deposited as votive gifts, were later than the

close of the eighth centuiy a.d., it seemed reasonable to

connect this ^rning with the earliest Muhammadan
tnyasfons. But in spite of all the destruction due to
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iconoclastic zeal and atmospheric influences, plentiful spoil

rewarded our systematic clearing.

The deep debris layers flTling the interior of the
larger shrines yielded a great quantity of fine relievo

sciHpture in stucco, much of it fragmentary and small in

size, yet of great artistic merit. In all cases of good

f

ireservation the stucco (rtcU, mud plaster) was quite

lard, a result evidently due to the effective firing which
these pieces had undergone when the shrines were burnt
down. In the same shrines some larger relievo figures,

as seen in Fig. 269, had escaped more or less from the
effect of the confl^raiion through their position low down
in sheltered corners. But these nad owing to damp become
so soft and rotten that any attempt to remove them would
have caused complete collapse. So 1 learned to feel grate-

ful for the catastrophe which had helped to preserve the
rest for us.

The remarkable abundance of delicately carved heads,
busts, or torsos, as seen in Figs. 270. 271. which came to light

from the debris of certain cellas—
1
gathered them by the

hundreds—was due to the fact that the decoration there
had largely consisted of relievo friezes running round the
walls at some height. The rows of holes for the wooden
sufiporis of these friezes could still be discerned in places.

.18 seen at the top of Fig. 269. The burning of the timber
and other inflammable materials within the shrines had
quickly calcined these friable relievos where they stood ; and
by the time the projecting stucco ma.sses fell away, the debris

on the flcMM* had accumulated sufficiently to mitigate the

fall and protect the fragments. To attempt any reconstruc-

tion of the scenes which might have been represented in

lht>se friezes would be hazardous at the present stag^ But
the pieces reproduced in Figs. 270, 271 from the spoil of one

or two of tf»e cellas. will give some idea of the striking

variety of types and the strongly marked classical influence

displayed in their style.

Some of the heads, indeed, are as classical in modelling

and expression as any to be found among the Graeco-

Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara (Fic^ 272). Thus,

the bearded heads are unmistakably derived from the
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representations of Satyrs in Roman and Hellenistic art.

The head-dress and ornamentation in most of these relievos

point to the extreme North-West ol India or the Kal)ui

Valley as the region where this adaptation of Hellenistic

models to subjects of Buddhist imager)- originally took place.

But apart from the types common also to the Buddhist art

of Gandhara, there are others which distinctly presupfxjse

a local development of that art. There is. for instance,

a curious naturalistic feeling, strangely recalling phases of

Gothic an, in almost all the heads reprotluced in the top

rows of the two plates, and in the shrouded head irj

the middle of Fig. 270, 4. emotion being expressed with

a freedom that is rare in Graeco- Buddhist an.

These reminiscences of post-classical Furojjcan art will

have nothing very startling for those who have foll<»wcd

the result of recent research. Professor Strzygowski has

drawn attention to the pregn.int intluencc which the

Orientalized Hellenistic art of the Near Fast exercised

through Byzantine mediation upon the early mediaeval art

of Europe. As an instance of the v< ry close connectiofj

existing between these relievos of Kara-.shahr and the art

of Buddhist Khotan, I may mention that the grotes«ju*r

head .so frequent as a plaque on the terra cotta vases front

the site of the ancient Khotan capital tjccurs in exact repro

duction on several miniature shields in stucco from the
* Ming-oi site (sec Fig. 274). and is thus proved to be
directly derived, as I long ago conjectured, from the model
of the classiad Gorgo's head.

The comparatively late occupation of the site would l>e

difficult to reconcile with the survivals of early Graeco-
Buddhist art. especially when these were executed in such
friable material, were it not cyrtain from manifold ifvtdencc

that much of the plaster work was reproduced, and if

necessary restored, from moulds which might be far older

than the shrine itself. 1 1 was ctirtous to find direct proof

of this also In the case of some Keli-modelled architectural

tiles (Fig. *74 ), which were hardened at the outset by
burning, and of which numerous ‘cast ‘ specimens were dis-

covered in an oven built close to one of the smaller shrines.

But a number of delicately carved relievos in wood dis-
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covered in the debris of different temples (Figs. 273, 275),
which from the very nature of their material could not have
been mechanically reproduced, show that art work of older

date and decided merit was also represented among the

votive deposits of this site.

Most remarkable among these specimens is. perhaps,

the little detached panel in wood, a kind of miniature stele

(Fig. 275, 3) about one fool high, which in the two upper
stories shows a story from Buddha's l^end, while on a
projecting base worshipping figures are represented. The
style of the modelling and the general disposition are so
closely akin to those prevailing in the Graeco- Buddhist
relievos of Gandhara that the idea of actual importation

from the confines of India strongly suggests itself. In the

same way the curved panel, perhaps originally forming part

of a large halo carved in wood and richly gilt, which is

decorated with five seated Buddha hgures, could easily be
matched in the stone-cut relievos of Buddhist Viharas in

the Peshawar valley. Yet there can be no doubt that this

piecf, like other decorative wood-carvings of which a few
sp'ximens are given in Figs. 273, 275, must have been
jirtxluccd locally.

An interesting contrast to all this evidence of pre-

doinmani Graeco- Buddhist influence is supplied by the

t xcellcntly modelled little statuette in wood (Fig. 275, 4),

which represents a ‘Guardian-king of the World,' probably
Vaisravana, in the best Chinese style of T'ang times.

It helps to remind us that here, as at Khotan. local art

during the last centuries of the Buddhist period must have
bt^en exposed to a reverse current of influence from the

Far East.

This Chinese influence makes itself felt also in the

mural paintings of the site. Those on exposed wall surfaces

had suffered almost complete effacement ; but in the vaulted

passages behind the cellas timely burial had occasionally

saved them from both fire and moisture. A large series of

fresco panels illustrating scenes in the life of Buddha have

survived almost complete. The panels were just big

enough to be cut out and safely removed. It was a hara

task, for the plaster adhered so closely to the wall that Naik
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Ram Singh bad to chisel off the brickwork behind before

the panels could be secured. The specimen reproduced in

Plate XI. A shows Buddha in the unusual act of writing,

with disciples holding Pothi leaves and what is evidently

intended for a brush such as used in Chinese script. I'he

rich and harmonious colouring used throughout these

frescoes is distinctly superior to the drawing, and the same
observation applies to the painted votive panels of wood
which had escaped the effects of fire and damp. The
damp had dealt badly with manuscript remains ;

but enough
of fragmentary leaves in Indian and Central-Asian Brahmi
and in Uigur script survived to help in confirming my
approximate dating of the site.

The frequency with which cinerar)' urns and boxes

were found around some of the shrines was a curious feature

of the site ;
but of traces of the abodes of the living there

were none. Was the great plain stretching casiwards

already in old days the same desolate scrub-covered waste

which it is now, notwithstanding the relative case with

which it could be brought under irrigation by canals from

the large Kara-shahr River Everywhere in this north-

eastern corner of the Tarim Basin I wms struck by the

thinness of the population in relation to the abundance
of cultivable land and of water to irrigate it, and many
indications suggest that the conditions were not essen-

tially different in ancient times. Had the peculiar position

of Kara-shahr, which exposes it to attacks from all sides,

something to do with this ?

As if to remind me of this local feature, there rose on
the height of a barren ridge, and just above the caves
already mentioned, half a mile to the north, a solid watch-

tower built of bricks with thin* layers of reeds between.

In construction it was closely akin to those towers of the

Han border with which 1 had become so familiar. Since
corresponding watch-towers have been traced by Hedin
and others along the west foot of the Kuruk-tagh on a line

which the ancient route from Lop-nor must have followed,

this similarity mav have its significance. As a matter of

fact. 1 subsequently came across another tower of this type

at the foot of the range skirted by the direct route to
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Korla, but had no opportunity to trace the connection

farther.

During the fortnight i^nt at the Shikehin ruins

we worked under quite Sarmatian conditions. Mini-

mum temperatures down to 43 decrees Fahrenheit below

freezing'point 1 should not have minded so much, had we
been saved those chillii^ vapours sent forth by the great

Boghrash Lake south. Day after day an icy mist enveloped

ruins and camp. The nightly hoar - frost practically

amounted to a light snowfall, and continued to cover the

(

jround even when the sun fitfully struggled through at

asi. For some days I almost despaired of getting adequate

light for the needful photographs, and the hoar-frost is

conspicuous in most of them. Fortunately there was
shelter of some kind for the men among the small cellas

still retaining part of their vaulting.

Such climatic conditions made it easier to understand

the relative frequency of grazing and water which Rai Lai

Singh reported having found in the westernmost valleys of

the Kuruk -tagh. After moving from Tuifan south to

Singer over a succession of Ijarrcn plateaus, he had made
his way by seven long marches across previously unmapped >

ground to Korla, whence he hastened to rejoin me, bringing

welctMne help for the digging.



CHAPTER LXXXIV

FROM KHOKA TO KUCHAR

The conditions of work at ‘ Ming-oi,' under what stremed

to me Cimmerian gloom, had been so tr)'ing. that it was
a great relief for all when the completion of the tasks ! h.id

set myself at the site allowed us just before Christmas to

move up to the cold but sunny mountains of Khora. There,

some twenty miles up the broad Kara-shahr Valley, infor-

mation elicited with much trouble from reticent Mongol
shepherds led to the discover)- of Buddhist remains hitherto

unnoticed. it was a collection of much - decayeii little

temples and Stupas perched boldly on low but stee{> rock

• spurs (Fig. 276). Below them u spring, now spreading itself

under a glittering ice sheet, allowed of a few fields being
occasionally cultivated by Mongols.

The picturesque seclusion of the site vividly brought
back to my mind old Buddhist ruins once explored in the

hills of far-off Swat and Buncr. it had not saved the

shrines from the fury of iconoclastic invaders, and moisture
too had caused damage. Yet the clearing of them revealed

interesting remains of their once rich decoration, including
well-carved relievos in wood (Fig. ayj, a), and a larce

panel with an encaustic painting* on gilt ground, alas ! baclly

scorched. While I myself, refreshed by the delightfully

clear atmosphere, spent busy Christinas days over these

excavations. Rai Lai Singh profiled by the ooportuniiy
for useful surveys on the range dividing the Kara-shahr
Valley from the great Turkestan plains.

Then we moved down through the grim defile by which
the green waters of the river which drains i.ake Baghrash
have burst their way into the Tarim Basin. How delightful
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it seemed from its debouchure to look down upon the oasis
of Korla and, sighting the unlimited horizon of the yellow
‘sand-ocean’ beyond, to feel that there was but a single

watershed far away left between me and the Indus! The
.short hall which detained me at Korla until New Year’s Day
of 1908 was pleasant though full of work. It was cheer-

ful to And myself again among homely Turki folk of the
true type, and to enjoy the comfort of such a clean and
sfKicious room as the local Beg was able to offer me,
lx)asiing even of a papered window. It was a pleasant
experience, too. to behold an oasis which enjoyed the
rare boon of having an unfailing suf)[>ly of water for

irrigation, far in excess of the actual needs of its people.
But foremost in my feelings was the satisfaction of having
here, close to the north-east end of the great sandy desert,

returned once more to my own ground.
This old fascination of the Taklamakan induced me to

test the {jcrsistent reports about an ‘ old town ’ half-

buried amidst the dunes, which Korla people declared
they Had seen in the des»*rt .south-westwards. The in-

formation which r<'ached me while at ‘ Ming-oi ’ had sounded
rather vague an i rtmiantic when gathered from the fear^

bound longues of labourers. But it took a more substantial

form when at last fat and jovial Tahir Beg (Fig. 277),
whom the Amban had deputed to act as my local factotum,

acknowledged that he, too, knew of the ‘old town.' His
own cousin Musa, the ' Haji,’ he told me, had some Ave
years before come upon the ruins while hunting in the

desert west of the Konche Dar>'a. as the river from the

Baghrash I..ikc is called below Korla.

The detailed account of the place which was described

as a small ruined fort with a conspicuous gate, was con-

Armcd in essential particulars by the discoverer himself,

a gaunt, weatherbeaten Agure, when he was brought into

Korla (Fig. 280). He declared that he had not the

ruins again, a dust-storm immediately after the discovery

having prevented return, but was prepared to guide me.

.'\i the existence of some ruined * Gumbaz,' or domed

structures, was attested independently by a number of per-

sons in the jungle belt of the Inchike Darya which lay in
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the same direction, 1 decided to give Musa Haji his chance,

and started on New Year’s Day south>westwards with light

baggage and a small band of labourers. All Korla took it

to be a real ‘ treasure quest.’ and in spite of the winter cold

recruits offered themsdves in numbers.

After two short marches across excellent gra/ing-lands

and then luxuriant riverine jungle, we crossed the hard-

frozen Konche Darya and moved up along the Hood-bed

which occasionally receives water from the west, and is

known as the Charchak Darya. The short ex|x?dition thus

effected into the unsurveyed desert belt between the Inchike

and Charchak river beds proved interesting geographically,

showing in typical form the changes brought about by

shifting river courses and general desiccation (Fig. Z79).

But after several days' close search in the desert, Mu.s^i

Haji, whom ! had taken care to keep accomfianieil by

level-headed Daroghas, had to confess his inability to locate

the ‘ old town ’ which he still swore he had seen and
approached.

On the strength of equally positive assertions made
by two other hunters, we subsequently pushr*d a net of

systematic reconnaissances into the desert north of the

Charchak river bed, but in vain. In the end 1 was able to

establish with certainly that those elaborate rejiorts had no
more substantial foundation than the existence of early

Muhammadan tombs and of rude shepherd huts amidst the

dead jungle belts of earlier river Ixpcls. We succeeded in

accurately tracing these remains after much trouble caused
by the very deceptive ground. At the same time, the close

study of the phy.sical conditions convinced me that no per-

manent cultivation on any scale xould have cxistetl on this

ground within historical times.

For some time I was (luzzled bow to account for the

condua and psychol^cal motives of my several m-diumi
gpiides (Fig. 280). They all seemed quite genuine in their

own way, and stuck stoutly to their story of what they

beltev«i they bad seen, though diflering as to the kKation
eff their reiqxsctive 'old towns.’ Most puzzling thing of all.

I could not discern any reason for conscious impositiem,

cofisidertfig that no reward for their guidance had been
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asked or offered in advance. At last, after much careful

soundine. I fathomed the folklore belief which furnished the

clue to the mystery. All the Korla people had grown up
under the influence of the old tradition, which elsewhere also

haunts the outskirts of the great desert, about ‘old towns'
buried by the sands, and full of hidden treasure. This
tradition was firmly coupled with a belief that such ruins

were guarded by demons, which prevented them ever
being seen a second time by those who were lucky enough
to discover them.

It was but a survival of the popular legend of which
MsUan -tsang. the great pilgrim, had already heard a
irxralized form between Khotan and Keriya. and which 1

l>ail occasion to relate in the narrative of my former
journey. Musa Haji and his fellow < hunters had tried

their luck in searching for the ruins of their local ' Kbtek-
shahri,' on different occasions and in different desert

areas. They had dona Jidt offered their guidance in the
fond hofje that my supposed magic would be powerful
enough to overcome the evil genii hiding the walled
town of which their own imagination had before let

them only catch a glimpse—apijarently in a dust-storm k
1 hey now felt sarrv' for the failure of my ‘ Wilayet arts

’

to secure them a chance of discovering all those hidden
treasures.

After marching up the inchike Darya, Lai Singh and
myself tefurated on January lath, 190^. While he was
to follow the hitherto unmapped river course right through
to Shahyar, I myself struck by forced marches through

the broad bell of unsurveyed desert north-westwards, and

after reaching the great northern caravan route at Bugur,

made my way to Kuchar. At this great and ancient

oasis I utiiixed a week's halt for visits to the interesting

ruins close by, which had during the preceding five years

been searched successively by Japanese, German, and

Russian archaeological parties, and had finally been cleared

with a thoroughness and method deserving of all praise

by the French mission under Professor Pelliot. Kuchar,

situatctl at the foot of the T'ien-shan. and watered by two

large rivers which debouch here, may by reason of its
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geographical p<»jtion and historical im{X)riance claim to

be a worthy pendant of Khotan in the south. So the

rapid survey i was able to make of the ruins, and cs{*eci-

alfy of the old Buddhist temples and grotuxjs which survive

in a much-decayed condition at the mouth of the two river

gorges, proved very instructive.

Apart from these archaeological visits there was much
to keep me busy during my halt at Kuchar. It was there

that I finally had to settle all plans and arrangements for

the journey which was to take me through the desert to

the southern edge of the Taklamakan. Already while

near Korla I had learned from a letter of Kai Ram .Singh,

received znia Kashgar, that the enquiries .set on fool under

my instructions from the side of Khotan had result»'d in

the tracing of several unexplored sites in the desert Ik Iow

Keriya and Khotan. This was confirmed in detail by a

letter from Badruddin Khan, my old Afghan friend and
factotum at Khotan, which a trader delivered to me at

Kuchar.

I was anxious to visit these sites lieforc the heat ami
sand-storms of the spring made work on that ground
impracticable, and to reach them if {K>ssible by the mmi
direct route. The heavy amvoy of antiquities which
had followed after me from Korla by the caravan roarl

could safely be dcs[KUched by the well-known route which
leads along the dry' bed of the Khotan River right through
the desert to the Khotan oasi.s, the prosjxictive base for

my labours of the spring and summer. Once freed from
the care of these precious but embarra.ssing imf^edimenta,

I myself could strike due south frrim Kuchar to where the

Koiya River dies aw^ in thtf sands. It was a march
beset with serious dimcultics and risks. But Hetlin's

pioneer journey of 1896 showed that it was practicable

under certain conditions, and seeing that there were ruins

to be visited near the Kenya River course. I dfxided to

try this ‘short cut' and save time. Yet I must omfess
th^. even without this specific reason, I might have found
the chance of once more crossing the very heart of the
desert too great an attraction to resist

A sky neavy with snow clouds made the dark a«d
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confined quarters in Kuchar city which the hospitality of
Sabat AH Khan, the kindly old Ak*sakal of the local

Afghan traders, had pressed upon me look doubly
gl(x)my. So 1 was ^lad when by the morning trf January
25ih the great division of my caravan was completed.

After blocking traffic in the narrow street for hours, the

heavy goods train of antiques on twenty-four camels was
started on its long journey to Khotan in charge of Chiang-
ssfi-ych and Tila Bai, the most reliable of my Muham-
madans. My own caravan, including the party of Rai
l.al Singh who had rejoined me at Kuchar. seemed quite

handv and light in comparison. Our own seven brave
camels would have amply sufficed for our much-reduced
b.iggagc. But I knew what heavy loads of supplies,

fodder, and water (rccie, ice) would have to be added
l>cfore the desert march was begun, and wondered whether
by adding only eight hired animals I w'a.s not cutting the

margin too fine.

Through a grey misty afternoon, with slush on the road

and past snow-cfnrreil avenues of trees, we made the short

m.irch to Char-.sh.amlja. ne-ar the edge of the Kuchar oasis.

On the next day a long ride over scrub-covered ground
which bor»* ijuiie .1 homely Furojx*an look, thanks to a

light fall of ^now. brought us to Shahyar. The surroundings

of this sm.iill town, recently made the headquarters of a

sep^traic little district, looked bleak, nor did its crowded but

dingy streets disfK.*! this impression. But the attentive

magistrate. Chang Ta-jfrn. the same whom in 1906 I had

missed at Tash-kurghan, had provided a very hospitable

welrome. Begs and other hxral dignitaries rode out to

meet me. and everything for our onward journey was

refiortcd in readiness.

But after I had settled down for the night under the

mcKlcst shelter of a trader's house at a safe distance from

the noisy Bazar, it did not take me long to ascertain that

the rcjKirt about available guides was wrong,
^

of the Shahyar hunters brouf^t to me while 1 waited for

the arrival of the camels floundering in the soft snow,

ever seen the route 1 was anxious to follow across the

desert. What these alleged 'guides’ knew only was the
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well'known track leading along the Tarim and then up
the Khotan river bed.

That I should have to abandon all hope of getting local

experience for the journey became certain when next

morning the fountain-head of all Shahyar topographical

knowledge was produced in the person of an age-bowed

hunter named Khalil He was a quaint, withered little

man, well over eighty, credited with many ex|)cditions after

wild camels, and a great deal of jungle experience. But he

had never been across the real desert, and stoutly denied

even hearing of a route to the Keriya River. Khalil, still

glib of tongue and quick-witted for a {icrson of his age,

nobbled along with difficulty, but once lifted into the saddle

could do his day’s march with ease. So he agreed to

f
jide us at least to the point in the forest bell of the

arim where Hedin had first touched a shepherd cncamjv

ment. This. I thought, would now serve as the salcsi

starting-point in the reverse direction.







CHAPTER LXXXV

IN THE ‘SEA or SAND*

Had I known in Kuchar that guides were not to be
secured from Shahyar 1 mi^ht, perhaps, have hesitated

before attempting to strike right across the desert to the

Kcriya River

;

for without such guides I could not for

a moment hide from myself the serious difficulty of the

task and its inherent risks. Hedin, coming from the

south, had left the end of the Kenya River with the

certainty of striking the broad goal of the Tarim right

across his route at some point or other, if only he kept

long enough to an approximately northern course. For us

coming from the north the case was essentially differenu,

Our lK>pe of reaching water within reasonable time de-

pended solely on our ability to steer correctly across some
150 miles of high dunes towards a particular point—the

termination of the Keriya River which flowed, not right

across our route, but practically in the same direction ; it

involved also the assumption that the river still actually

sent its water to where Hedin had seen it

Now I knew well by experience the difficulty of steer-

ing a correct course by the compass alone in a real sea

of sand devoid of all directing features. Nor could I

overiook the fact that however justified my relian^ in

Hedin's careful mapping was, aiflerences in longitude

deduced from mere route traverses were bound to be

consideratda on such ground, and in our case all depended

on the assumed longitude being right If we failed to

strike the river end in the confused delta of dry b^s
which the river has formed since early periods in ite

death-struggles with the sands, our position was certain

sn
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to be dangerous. There would be nothing to indicate

whether the actual bed, in which we might hope to find at

least subsoil water by digging wells, lay to the east or west.

If we continued our course to the south there would l>e

great risk of our water-supply g^etting completely exhausted,

and of animals— if not of men. too—succumbing through

thirst long before the line of wells and oases at the foot of

the Kun-lun could be reached.

Against these objections there were to be reckoned the

loss of time and other drawbacks which any change «if

plans would involve, .•\lier careful consideration I dcciiled

to stick to my programme and to guard, within the limits

of human prevision, against the risks lying before us. An
adequate supply of food and water was essential to a,ssure

safety. So I took special care to verify that all my people

had actually provided themselves with supplies for one and
a half months as ordered. The small contingent of

labourers I wished to take along from Shahyar was to be

equally provisioned, and also cnuipfK'd against the rigours

of the^desert winter. 1 decided to limit this contingent to

eight men. Just sufficient for help with well-digging and
goading en route, and as a nucleus for prosj>ectivc excava-

tion work at the other end.

The selection and equipping of the men during the one
day’s halt at Shahyar proved no e-tsy affair : for the rumours
ab^t our expedition had been sufficiently deterrent to

make it hard tor the village head-men who had to furnish

their quota to find acceptable men. At first they tried

to pass off helpless persons, physically unfit for such
a journey or else without adequate clothing and fiKxl

supplies. The men picked out at last were sturdy cnottg^
in body ; but, in spite of ample advances and the assurance

di very liberal wages, they were so dismayed at the posfMCCt
that, when their district officer came to pay me nis cere*

montal visit, they all feU to praying on their knees for

relense from dreaded sufferings and certain disaster.

Luckily the energetic young Mandarin was a man of

the right stuff*. He reassured them by emphasLeing my
proved knowledge of desert travel and my determination
to lo(A after their comfort and safety, and hi addition
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promised to exempt their families from all corv6es for the

I

rear. Chang Ta>jto spoke Russian quite well—he had
earned the ^guage during a long stay at Mukden—and
could make out with ease my intended route from the

Russian map of Turkestan I showed him. Perhaps it was
as well that M could form no adequ^ idea of its difficulties.

In spite of ail my efforts and those of my energetic

factotum Ibrahim Beg. the multifarious preparations were
not completed until late at nighu But the morning after

that busy day's halt saw the fully equipped caravan started.

The fifteen camels we took wiffi us were by no means too

many, considering that six weeks' food supplies had to be
carried for a party counting altogether twenty men. and
that at least eight animals would be needed for the carriage

of ice to provide a reserve of drinking water. Once in the

desert everybody had to walk, though 1 had rather rashly

agreed to take four ponies along in order to assure greater

mobility for my Indian assbtants and myself after we should

have reached the Keriya River.

Our route lay first in the tract of Chimen, where for

iH'ariy thirteen miles we passed through patches of cultiva-

tion alternating with scrubby steppe of equally fertile sod,

but left untilled owing to want of water. Abandoned fields

and canals corroborated the local statements that irrigation

had become increasingly difficult over this area during the

l.'‘st ten or fifteen years. The people of Chimen assured

me that the increase of ‘ new land ' in the south-western

part of the Kuchar oasis, with the consequent greater

demand for canal water, was the chief cause why the

river (lowing from that side towards Shahyar now failed

to fill their old irrigation cuts. It was curious to learn how
the Chimen farmers had fought these adverse conditions,

partly by shifting their fields to areas which the canals can

feed even at a lower level, and partly by converting arable

ground into pasture. As we approach^ the riverine belt

of the Tarim, fenced sheep-runs, which I had seen nowhere

else in Turkestan, became frequent.

Then behind a narrow line of dunes we struck the big

bed of the Tarim. The river, hard frozen, now filM two

channels *qq and 1 90 yards across ; but the total width of
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the bed vras nearly three miles, attesting the enormous
volume of the summer floods. After a few miles along the

right bank lined with fine Toghrak jungle, we halted for

the night at the few scattered houses of reres where some
graziers live in comparative comfort. These homesteads,

the last 1 was to see before Keriya. seemed a good illus-

tration of the difference in economic conditions prevailing

north and south of the Taklamakan. The sheep-farmers

here had adopted an almost settled mode of life, while the

nomadic herdsmen in the south had scarcely as yet learned

to seek shelter in reed-huts. I did not grudge my servants

their warm quarters in the head-man s b^t room, fitted with

plentiful felts and quilts, and boasting even of a tasteful

cotton-print dado. But for my own part I found pleasure in

the thought that it would be more than 300 miles to the

nearest house south.

From there we marched on January 29th under old

Khalil's guidance south-westwards, and after moving all

day through a belt of luxuriant Toghrak Jungle and reed-

beds reached after nightfall the shepherds' camp known as

Samsak-daryasi, which was to serve as our starting-poinL

^ild as the place looked in the light of our bonfires, it

offered a welcome supply of dried green reeds for the

camels and ponies, the last treat of any sort they were to

enjoy for a long time. The purchase of four sheep, by no
means as fat as one might have expected in such hnc
juiwle grazing, completed our commissariat arrangements.

Next morning we began the journey southwards ; but

the time had not yet come when we should have to steer by
the compass only. A broad belt of jungle watered at times
by floods from the Tarim still separated us frcmi the desert,

and here we had to take the sttpfdy of tee which was an
essential safeguard for the crossing b^ore us. After cover-

ing about ten miles throi^b forest and strips of tamarisk-

covered sand, Tokbia. KhmU’s thick-beaded son, who was at

this point actii^ as our guide, turned to the south-west,
and by nightfalJ brot^ht us to the promised poohi in a net-

worit of deep-cut dry river beds. The i^toi was called Luk-
chikte by^ the sbejdims who, as broad diera tracks showed,
resort to it rqpilanywhile gnunng flocks in tmsse aridjun^kt.
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The pools, fully twenty-five feet or so below the level of the

surrounding ground, did not look very inviting, with shores

of black hard-trodden mud and a ungled mass of decayed
reeds. But the water in a rough well constructed by
their side proved quite fresh, and the suf^y of ice was
abundant Flood-water did not appear to have reached

this point for long years
;
yet the water left behind in this

deep^t part of the ravine had not dried up or turned salt.

The explanation, no doubt lay in the pools being led

periodically by underground drainage.

The cutting of ice went on all throt^h the night and
early morning, and it was not till io A.U. that we could set

out with eight huge bags duly filled and loaded on as many
camels. Ail the camels received here their last watering,

six to eight bucketfuls making up the regulation ‘drink’

in winter before a long journey through waterless ground.

Tokhta's rdie as guide had come to an end ;
for we now

shaped our course by the compass due south until we
should strike the Keriya River delta After about six

miles we emerged from the last strip of forest upon an
okl river bed. narrow and winding, known as Achchik
Darya h held no ice where we passed it, only luxurtan|^

bed<; of Kumush. From old Khalil, who caught us up in

the morning, and who insisted upon accompanying us so

tar. 1 learned that until about ten years before the &d had
b.:en filled by flood-water from the Tarim. Now it no
longer reached it. and the flourishing lines of wild poplars

were likely to turn before many years into dead forest or
• kdtek,’

A short halt enabled Khalil to give us his last farewell

and blessing. He gave it with more ceremony than I

should have expected for the occasion, turning towards

Mecca in a long prayer, and the men all joining loudly

in the ' Aman.’ From Khoun to Lop-nor I had made more
than one start into desert quite as forbidding, without ever

witnessing such a display of ^notion. But mong the Tarim
even reputed hunters are rather tame people, unaccustomed

to the wilds, and the Shahyar men showed plmnl^ how
afraid they wme of the venture. 1 could not instil into

their timid souls that adventurous curiosity which had so
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often secured me willing followers from the southern ed^e

of the Taklamakan. But I felt grateful for the fatalistic

submission which made them accept the situation without

further remonstrance, in spite of all misgivings.

Once across the dry river the dunes were not slow to

appear, but scattered Toghraks and plentiful scrub grew
between them. I was surprised to note the numerous fresh

tracks of wild camels. Evidently they were not much
afraid of the prowess of the Shahyar hunters. Where
the zone of occasional reed growth seemed to end we
decided to halt for the night, so as to give the camels their

last chance of some grazing. There was not a man in the

party with professional desert e.xperiencc. So it fell upon

me to look out for a likely spot where water might V>c

reached by* digging. Below a tamarisk cone the soil felt

damp, and a well sunk here through unfrozen clay reached

subsoil water at only five feet It tasted salt, a.s was to be

expected so close to the riverine belt, but was just drinkable

for the ponies.

I had warned our camel-men against the risk of the

animals straying where wild camels and more tempting

grazing were so near, but in vain. The baggage was

ready for lading before 8 a.m.. but the hired camels had

absconded about daw‘n, and their ow ner was late in pursuing

them. I had to send out wily H^tssan Akhun to help in

the tracking, and even with his help the fi^itivea were not

brought back for three hours. The day's march was thus

short, but proved tiring. The dunes rose rapidly to ovtr

twenty feet, and we had not yet got accustomed to long

tramps in soft sand. After we had surmounted a great

ftdj^e of sand stretching from east to west, the height of

individual dunes sank, and on bore patches of ground be*

tween them the hardy Samtag plant showed itself irequeniiy.

Then came a fresh ^It of closely packed dunes now
for^ to fifty feet high, which would have been still harder

to cross had not their crest*iine been also the d&wction cd*

<ntr advance. The convex side of the dunes geneiiBy faced

to the west, a proof of the prevailing east winds. The
camels under tl^ heavy bads could ncA on such ground

cover more than a mile and a half per hour. So after a
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short march of only a little over ten miles we were obliged

to pitch camp in the midst of towering dunes. Luckily

here, too, depressions showing damp soil were frequent, and
the well we dug in one of them yielded water at hve and a
half feet, somewhat less brackish than at the previous camp,
but too scanty to save much of our ice.

Next day, February and, we had a desolate march
under a grey sky heavy with clouds, amidst high bare

dunes rolling on all sides like the waves of a ‘choppy’

sea. The first five miles lay over a regular Dawan of

closely packed ridges rising to fifty and eighty feet above
the rare depressions. 1 1 was well that I could encourage my
men by pointing to signs of moisture in the latter. With
some relief, too, we sighted towards the evening two big

Dawans to the south-west and south-east, perhaps marking
the last ofiflhoots of the high ridges of sand which Banked
the course of the Kcriya River, The dunes grew perfectly

bare after about ten miles, and the apprehension about fuel

obliged us to stop at the first dead tamarisk cone we
encountered. In a crater-like depression a well was dug
which at a depth of only five feet gave us water sufficient

li*r the men and ponies with only a slight taste of saltness.^

.Next morning, after three miles’ weary tramp along the

crtstis of huge dunes (Fig. 281), we emerged upon a broad
hell of living [xiplars and tamarisks. It was a strange

sight, this strip of vegetation stretching away to the nortn-

north-east for at least six miles, and for two more to south-

south west It look us nearly a mile to cross it The
tree.s were all growing on small sand-cones, as I had seen
them often in the desert beyond the Niya and Endere
Rivers. The dunes between were like dwarfs by the side

of the mighty swellings of bare drift sand we had just

crossed. The direction of this jungle belt was clearly the

same as that of the lowest Keriya River.

After we had crossed it a thin line of living trees still

remained in view both on our right and left, though at a
distance. They helped to keep up the spirits of our napless

Shahyar men, who no longer believed that they were being

led to their doom, but fondly fancied the Keriya River to be

quite near. It cost me some effort to undeceive them.

VOL. II 2 c
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After we had crossed a small area of Toji^hraks here all

dead, the dunes rose once more to over thirty feet, but

tamarisks grew plentifully between them. So when we
halted in the evening by the side of a big tamarisk-covered

cone we had fuel in plenty.

The well I had dug led through hard-frozen damp sand

to water at a depth of only three and a half feet, and the

water was now perfectly sweet So there was contentment

throughout the camp. There was nothing to eat for the

camels, e.xcept bits from some huge cake.s of bread I got

baked for them. This emergency treat was repeated

subsequently whenever we got water enough for the

purpose. It was amusing to watch how fond my burly

camels grew of their bread. By giving them the j>ieccs

with my own hand 1 made a rapid advance in their (riend-

ship. Willingly they would now let me stroke them instead

of meeting my friendly attentions, as s<j often before, w'ith

surly grunts and unmannerly spitting.

Our march on February 4th schemed easy ; for the dunes

soon sank to a inoiiest height, eight to ten feet, and only

two Dawans were encountered on the fourteen miles march
to the south. Even over them there was gotxl going.

*\jp to the middle of the march moist depressions showed
here and there amidst the dunes, and wells could have
been dug with ease. Dead Kumush showing on bare

patches of ground close to living tamarisks also seemed a

hopeful sign. But as we marched on, the number of dead
trees and bushes increasc»i. while living Toghraks werr: now
rarely within view. The ground, where clear of dunes, had
changed to hard clay, and 1 was not surfirtsed when at the

place where the dusk obliged us to halt, our attempt to

reach water by digging proved fruitless. The well was
sunk at the most likely spot, in a hollow below a big

Toghrak still living ; but after a shaft had been sunk to a
depth of fully fifteen feet the sand still felt so dr)' that the

work had to be abandoned. Evidently the subtil water

frtnn which the roots of this veteran drew their nourishment
was still far below this level, .So the Shahyar men once
more grew despondent.

Next morning by daybreak I marched off ahead of the
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caravan with a few men in order to dig a well en r<mte as
soon as favourable ground should offer. But the eagerly
desired chance failed completely. The dunes kept high
and closely packed all day long. PIven dead poplars were
rarely met with ; but in the few groups we |>assed, they
stood in a clear line from north to south just as they would
grow along a water-course having that bearing. Eroded
banks of clay which cropped up here and there on
ground not smothered by dunes invariably showed the
same direction. There could be no doubt that the waters
of the Kenya River had at an early age reached this point
and determined their bearing.

But vainly did 1 look out for any sign of our nearing the
actual river delta. From a Dawan some fifty feet high 1

made out a line of scattered Toghraks still alive, far away
tr» the south. When we reached them after a total tramp
ol fourteen miles, the sand around proved so high that
well -digging was hopeless. Droppings of wild camels
near the trees were plentiful ; but they kerned old. as were
also the few tracks of camels w-e had come across since
the previous da>. The grazing-places of these animals
were manifestly stiil distant.

It was sad to watch the depressed look in the men’s
fates as they came up twt) hours later and found that my
advance guard’s halt meant no water. Only sturdy and
ex|KTienced Lai Singh kept up reliance in our route and
rcIr.mKTti from any sign of anxiety. Of course, when we
were moving ahead and far from the others we did not hide

fr<.)m each other that things were beginning to look serious

for our poor {xinies. A mile and a half more was covered

ih.u evening, and then we had to halt for the night amidst

dismiil dunes rising to thirty feet and mort The last

night's icmjxirature had dropj>ed to twenty-eight degrees

of frost. So we were glad to have at least plentiful fuel

in the debris of ancient poplars, fallen who could say how

many centuries ago. Our water-supply had now been

reduced to three large bags and two galvanized iron tanks

full of ICC. Still, with all care for economy. I thought it

right to let each of the ponies have a pint of water.
^

It was a poor night's rest for me, for the anxiety to
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wake the men in good time for an early start kept me from

sleep after 2 a .m . The packing and loading was done in

darkness. After going for a couple of miles over heavy

dunes we were just approaching a broad Dawan some sixty

feet high when the frequency of living tamarisks attracted

my attention. One bush was growing almost on the surface

of a bare patch of clayey soil, without the usual cone, and

close to it was a hollow to a depth of ten feet below the

ground level.

More with a wish to divert the gloomy thoughts of the

Shahyar men than from any real hope I set them to work

here. .A.fter clearing away some two feet of drift sand, blue

clay was struck which felt heavy, with the faintest suggestion

of damp. The sand btdow this layer, of about one f<:x>l.

felt cool and another stratum of clay Ix.-neath it distinctly

clammy. So nine Ketmans worked away for all their

wielders were worth. With the last two days’ scanty water

rations w'e all felt thirsty. At a depth of five feet the sand

grew distinctly damp. How eagerly the ckxls thrown out

from the bottom were weighed by us who watched the

work I .At last the strokes of .Muhammad, the best of the

Shahyar men. who was digging away at the liottom. gave a

clicking sound suggestive of incrcas«.*d moisture, and at ten

feet depth the damp sand changed into mud. Two feet

more, and water began slowly to gather under the man's
feet. It was deliciously fresh, but gathenrd quite slowly.

I had sent all the camels except one ahead under I-al

Singh's steering. The ponies were kept back by the well.

They seemed to realize for what purpose, and eagerly

pricked their cars at every click of the Ketmans in the mud.
At last we could let them have their first sorely needed
drink, a kettlcful of muddy witcr for each animal Then
the hiltng of four skins or ‘ Mussucks ' Ix-gan. intended to

replenish our store of water. It was terribly slow work,
as the sides of the well at the bottom where the sand had
been drained of its moisture, kept falling in and necessi-

tated fresh clearing again and again. But how elated we
all fell by the sight of this precious water

!

This relief from immediate anxiety was doubly welcome,
since the distant view which opened from the Dawan just
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l^eyond the well was more desolate than any previously

encountered. A j>erfect sea of high and absolutely barren
sand stretched southwards, bordered only by huge Dawans
to the south-east and south-west. Leaving Ibrahim Beg
behind with a few men to complete the filling of the Mus-
sucks and to bring them into camp later, I hurried ahead
to catch up the caravan. In the midst of high dunes I

passed a broad hollow where Kumush white and brittle

with age covered the banks of clay in profusion. It was
manifestly an ancient terminal lagoon. But how many
centuries might have passed since it last held water ?

Three or four days’ marching would certainly be needed
before we could ho(>e to reach the actual death-bed of the

river. Yet as a greeting from the belt of vegetation which
lines it. the winds had carried towards us the delicate hair-

like spores of living reeds. I remembered how on the

march through the Lop-nor Desert this floating * Pakawash
’

had been the first sign of * nearing land,' and took it as

a good omen that little flakes of it had gathered under-

neath almost every dead reed stalk now encountered.

The track which Lai Singh had followed under my
instructions to S. 190 W., kept steadily rising over broad
rolling dunes, and after about ten miles ascended the

shoulder of a mighty ridge of sand culminating at a height

of alx>ut three hundred feet. I caught up the camels just

as they were rounding the ridge only a hundred feet or so

below the bold line of its summit, and almost at the same
lime saw to my delight a broad valley-like belt of dead
forest and living tamarisks stretching away below to south-

south-west, The high sands we had just crossed and this

continuous stretch of dead jungle agreed well with the

description Hedin had recorded of the ground where on
his march from the south he had finally lost touch with

the dry river bed marking the former extension of the

river. I felt, indeed, almost assured of having hit the very

point which his map shows as Camp xxiv.

It seemed like a triumphant vindication of the accuracy

of Hedin in mapping and of our own steering
;

yet as I

look back to it now, it was too accurate to be true. The
mere sight of the dark belt of v^;etation put fresh heart
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into the men. Our hapless ' Yol-begi ’ (* road-master '). as

the Shahyar f>cople euphemistically styled him, Khalil's

weak-kneed son, who ever since the previous vain search
for water had kept bewailing * Aiam, atam ’ (‘ Father,

father ’), as if he wxre a mere boy instead of a man of forty-

five. now revived like a half-withered sprig put into water.

When we had descended from the Dawan there was,

indeed, good cause for rejoicing. Amidst low dunes and
tamarisk cones we came upon a regular grove of fine old

Toghraks, some living,,somc dead. Here camp was pitched ;

and before dusk had settled, Hass;)n .'\khun, whom I had
told off to search what unmistakably was an old river l>«:d

marked by eroded clay banks, came back with hysterical

shouts of elation. At a jx>int some eleven feet l>elow the

level of the nearest b.ink, the surface of the sand w.is in

truth hard frozen, and when this ha<l Iwen hewn through
with some trouble it needed only digging to a cb-pth of
scarcely more than four feet to give us water. It t.istcd

delightfully fresh, but once again it gathertrd Init slowly.

However, we had a whole night to fill kettles and
buckets. Contentment was grc,it th.a evening throughout

, the camp. It seemed .xs if our main troubles were now
ended. I had a huge dead tree turned into a lx>nfire to

f
iide Ibrahim Beg, and warrnctl myself by its bla/r until
could retire to my little tent. The night promised to bo

cold, under a sky at last {)erfectly clear of cloud*, ail^ in

fact, I registered ne.xt morning a minimum of thirty-seven
degrees of frost. My chief treat that cheerful evening was
a ‘ wash, such as I had Ixten .sadly oMigcti to forgo for
days, b rom the men s camp fire came sounds of a * Kabab

*

they had brought along from .Shahyar to console them-
selves with In the wilderness (Fig. Under the stress
of the last week's marches its merry strings had remained
silent
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IN A DEAD DELTA

Our journey was resumed in good spirits on the morning
of February yih. If we were right in the position assigned

to our camping -ground we ought to reach the grazing-

ground of Koshlash, where Hedin found the river ending,

in three days. Shaping our course upon this assumption
we steered west*by -south, and after passing for some five

miles through regular thickets of dead trees between high
I>.ire ridges, emerged on more open ground, where dunes
were quite low and live tamarisks plentiful.

Here we picked up a dry river bed. well defined in

some
[
laces, but elsewhere again completely smothered by

cirift sand (Fig. 282). After a few miles it became con-

ti iuou.s. its width varying from sixty to a hundred yards,

and its depth from twenty to thirty feet For a distance of
eleven miles we steadily followed this winding river course,

and then tried to cut off a great bend by going due south.

The result was that, after some three miles’ progress

through dead forest, we found ourselves between two huge
accumulated ridges of drift sand, with no trace of the river

bed that was to guide us, and not a single living tree in

sight.

We were, by the showing of our plane-table, still a long

way north of latitude 39*, where the waters of the river

lose themselves in the sand, and our chance of getting

water by wells depended entirely on following some dry

bed receiving the drainage from the terminal river course.

The safest plan was to regain the old river bed we had

left, before it was too late. So with beasts and men much
fatigued—even the hard-marching Lai Singh had dropped

391
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behind this day—the high Dawan to our right was climbed.

The view from the top in the evening light w.is depressing.

To east, west, and south alike there extended with bewilder-

ing uniformity vast stretches of dead forest, tamarisk cones,

and intervening ridges of sterile Siind.

It was cleiir that we were now in the ancient dried-up

delta, which had once seen the death-struggle of the

Keriya River. But which of the many ilry IhhIs that lay

hidden in this strangely oppressive wilderness of dead

jungle was the one leading to the actual river end ? My
secret apprehension that our real trouble would Ix-gin on

reaching this dt;ad delta was alx>ut to lie fully vcrifiexl.

It was its if. after navigating an o|K:n stra. we hiid reached

the treacherous marsh - coast of a tropical tlelta without

any lighthouses or landmarks to gui<le us into thf right

channel. With these doubts weighing heavily on my mind
I descended south-westwards in the hojx; of .again striking

the bed we had followed during the ntorning. Hut growing
darkness obligeil us to halt before we coukl lf>cale it.

The following morning o{j>encd more hojK-fully after

a night of worrying doubts. When day broke it was
^found that the depression where we had cam{jed formed
part of the old river lied we had tried to regain, and which
we decided to follow southward. For about three miles

we succeeded, as its course, though buried in places under
heavy sand, could gcmrrally be made out by the rows of
dead Toghraks lining the banks (Fig But farther on
ail trace of it vanished in a ma.^e of dunes anti dead forest.

The landscape wa.s singularly flat .and oj>en. Bui as far as

the eye would carr)- there extendctl the siime tlesobtc grey
screen of dead Jungic. To the south it seemed thicker

than behind us; but this different e soon proved an optical

illusion, due to the shadows cast north waro by the shrivelled

trees and bushes. Only to the west far away there
showed ridges of bare sand ; their bright yellow was almost
a relief to the eye wearied by the dismal greyish brown of
the dead scrub.

With nothing to guide us in this never-ending delta

I was particularly anxicnis to make sure at least of our
btitude. A mid-day observation was the simplest prooea»
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to ascertain this, and luckily ail clouds had now disappeared
for some days past. So 1^1 Singh was left behind with
the theodolite near a row of tamarisk>covered hillocks we
passed at 11 a-M., while I pushed on to the south. The
Shahyar men had again become very downcast, and the

incrciising frequency of wild camels' droppings failed to

rouse confidence. I^uckily the going was easy, the dunes
being quite low. After nine miles from our last camp I

found myself suddenly on the left bank of a wide river bed,
cut to a depth of twenty or thirty feet and only partially

filled by dunes. Its breadth was more than 150 yards.

Deep hollows showed here and there at its bottom
liclow banks of hard mud, and one of these tempted me
to try digging a well. The camels were far liehmd, and
thus no lime would be lost if we failed. To my delighted
surprise the men after a few feel struck what felt like

ilamp sand, and as the digging continued with vigour in

spite of the threatening vicinity of a big dune, water was
at last reached at a depth of fourteen feet But it oozed
out ver) slowly, and the sand of the sides for several feet

from the bottom kept falling in. The whole of the well

led through fine river sand, and I kept wondering how
,

long ihi,s would hold under the pressure of the dune
which tuwrred above the mouth at the distance of only

a few feel. The subsoil water thus reached was some
forty fe<*t Udow the level of the nearest bank.

The caravan was, of course, halted in spile of the short-

ness of the day's march, for such a chance was not lightly

to be missed. Not till late in the evening had water

gathered sufficiently for the immediate need of all ; and,

in spite of men being kept at work in batches all through

the night, only four half-filled Mussucks were ready by

daybreak, and the {ionics got but a few glassfuls.

Our march on Februar)' qih c^ned hopefully. The

discovery of water .seemed to justify confidence in our dry

river l«d as the right guide ; and the imposing width wi^

which it stretched ahead, two to three hundred yards broad,

and for some miles almost straight, gave a sense of space

and freedom (Fig, 284)- The tracks of camels

frequently crossed the flat sands filling the bed. But more
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curious was the finding of a worked flint on a piitch of bare

clay. It was a clear proof that ihi.s desolate region had

known human beings at least in the Stone Age. The
river vanished after some four miles under smothering

dunes : but passing through dead forest and low tamarisk

cones due south we found ourselves suddenly Uick again

on its bank. As we followed it farther living [K)plars

increased in such numlicr by its banks that even the low-

spirited Shahyar men l)egan to believe in our nearing the

real river end. The ap{)earance of dead reeds in thick

beds was greeted with elation, and one of the .Shahyar men
triumphantly picked up a piece of charred wood, the first

proof, we thought, of man s near presence.

Vet this glimmer ot confidence did not last long.

When after cros.sing a great liend of the river through

dead forest we touched it again on the east bank, the Itnik

of the bed was more desolate than ever. We had now
closely approached the latitude wh'-re. according to lledin's

map. the actual river with its jungle Ix-lt ernied. Vet vainly

did we look out for the live reetls .iml cc rub which our

camels were needing so badly. Huge dunes roHed across

the deep bed of the river, fully four hundred yards .icrtm

w'here we halt'-d. and the p.itches of clay emerging Ix-tween

them w'cre {>erfectly dr)‘.

The attempt to dig a well p''oved fruitless The hired

camels were showing signs of exhaustion. ( )ur own were
far bigger and better adapte<l for des*n work,-—were they

not bred in the Keriya jungle, anti probabH' distant kindml
of the wild camels with the tracks of which we were now
so familiar ? Vet even they felt the pinch, and used to

approach me with }>.ithetic apixais for bread. How glad

should I have l>een to afford them a really gtjod irciit of this

cherished luxury! Hut a ten-pound loaf tlisapjieared only
too quickly among these seven hungrily gaping mouths,
and our supply of flour and water for baking with was
getting too lowr for such additional customem.

February loth was a day full of anxious uncertainty.

After little more than a mile on our march southward the

river bed. so imposing Ijcfore. tiecame completely buried

under big dunes. As we moved on all trace of living
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vegetation vanished Even the tamarisks on their sand-
cones were ail dead. The approach of sterile and forbidding
ridges of sand from the east decided me, after some four
miles, to steer to the south-west. This brought us, after a
time, back again to living tamarisk .scrub in a depression.
But this w;is so closely hemmed in by big sand-cones that

it looked like a veritable trap in this treacherous dead
delta. The thought struck me in this sombre maze how
much Ijcttcr it would be to face a sea of dunes, barren
but open, if our supplies and the animals' strength should
give out l>cfore water was reached.

In a gloomy hollow Ijeiwecn two high tamari.sk cones
the men thought they could discover traces of moisture in

the sand. So a jjany was left l>chind under Ibrahim Beg’s
direction t(} try and dig a well. I myself had my hopes
rnuiMHi far more by the wide view which from the top of a
htgh ridge suddenly o|>cncd over sandy jungle to the south.

We had <»nly covered eleven miles, when the sight of
many fine Tr^'hraks still alive made the camel-mcn eagerly
plead for a halt. The hea|)s of dry' le;ives beneath the
trees would offer some grazing for the poor beasts. There
could be no doi:bt that the s{)Ot w.as a regular feeding-

ground for wihl camels. Their tracks were exceedingly

frecpicnt among the trees, and some looked perfectly fresh.

Most were pointing southward.s. and there, w'e concluded,

must Ite the water whence the animals had come from.

But how far might it l>c yet ?

i »»r our jKinies and camels the need of water was now
pressing. So .\‘aik Kam Singh and myself set out in

different directions to .seek for likely places to dig a well.

The rows of big Toghraks all aligned from north to south

gave a fMirk-like k>ok to the sandy jungle ; but though I

struck another brcwul river bed before I nad gone a mile or

so southward, no damp s|>iit could be found anywhere at

its bottom. From a high tamarisk cone on the bank I was

scanning the horizon dark with scrub and Toghraks, and

yet without any encouraging siw. when 1 heard the Naik

shouting from a distance. He had an exciting tale to

tell when he came up panting. His search for moist sand

had l>ecn as futile as mine ;
but, going to the south-east.
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he had come across what seemed almost better- -the foot-

prints of two men.

I hastened, of course, back with the Naik, and soon

verified his discovery. There could be no doubt that we
had before us the track of two men, faint or effaced in some

places, but clear enough where scrub or low dunes had

afforded shelter. The footprints led to a high cone com-

manding a wide view of the jungle. The hunters—for

clearly such the men must have been—had a.scended it for

a look-out. since their footsteps turned thence sharply to the

south-east They now followed closely the track of some
camels, no doubt the game they had been looking out for.

It was getting dark before we could trace their tracks

much farther. But 1 had seen enough to convince me
that we could not do better on the morrow than try and

follow the footprints back to where the hunters must have

camp>ed. The only question was ; had they cotne from a

well or the river, or had they brought ice to their hist

camping-place. There were no questions of this sort to

damp the joy of our people in camp, Ibrahim Beg had

just brought in the men who had vainly lalx)ured at a

well down to a depth of sixteen feet. I'he great news we
could give was the best antidote for the resulting dejection.

Some had, evidently, made up their mind that they would
never reach the abode of men—or water—again in life!

Only the poor ponies, for which we could spare no drink

from the half- filled Mussucks of our last well, remained
without cheer that evening.

Unusual alacrity prevailed on the morning of February
nth throughout the camp, and by rousing Ibrahim Beg
at 4 A.M. I managed to get the camels to move off before

sunrise. The hillock which the two hunters had ascended
was soon reached, and taking the cleverest of the party

ahead we set out to track the footprints along the route

they had come. It proved an exciting and by no means
easy task. Wherever they led along the crest of dunes
or on the lee slope, the traces had become faint and often

completely effaced. Some two miles to the south they
disappeared in a tangle of dead brushwood. The tracks

of wild camels were here exceedingly numerous, and as
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most of these seemed to come from the south or south-

south-west, parallel to the river bed, we thought it best

to continue in that direction. We had not gone more
than a mile when shouts from some of the men who had
spread out in line for a wider search told us that the track

had been picked up again. This time the footprints led

c](»e along the traces of two cameb, and as the camels’

feet had left depressions in the sand less easily effaced,

the tracking once more became easier. So the chase went

on quite merrily for miles. The camels and their pursuers

had followed no straight line, but crossed the old river bed
again and again. The dunes which had in most places

smothered this made heavy going ;
and what with the

many climbs up steep slopes of sand and the hard marching
of so many days with scant rations of water, our human
pack became sadly straggling. Only Ibrahim Beg kept

steadily up with me.

A curious change in the colour of the dunes in and
along the river bed, now more greyish than yellow, at

first rou.sed hopes that the real river was near. Just thus

the high sand had looked near Kara-dong and along the

Khotan Darya near Rawak. But this illusion vanished as^

the number of live Toghraks steadily decreased on the banks.

Amidst the dead forest extending on the east bank we
came at last upon a sign of life, but of life which might
have passed away long centuries ago. Three Toghrak
stems roughly cut as if for supporting a roof probably

marked an old shepherd’s shelter. But the posts were
quite white and fissured with age and exposure. Close

by the men discovered on a patch of ground, left bare of

sand, what seemed to be cow dung. But there was no
antiquarian test to gauge the age of such relics and the

period when herdsmen had lived here.

After about nine miles we again came upon a group of

fine old Toghraks still alive. Here we lost the hunters’

footprints, and when my breathless human pack had

spotted them again, the track to our dismay took a decided

turn to the south-east amidst barren dunes. There was

no ' Kdtek ’ here to shelter the footprints, and the search

for them became so difficult, and the look of the sandy
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waste so discouraging, that after a couple of miles we
decided to resume our southward course as the safest.

Over high ridges of sand we regained the bed followed

during the morning. But shortly afterwards all traces of

it disappeared under heavy dunes.

The Shahyar men. now that the hopeful excitement of

the morning had worn out, trudged on more heavily than

ever. 1, too, felt the depressing effect of the death-bound

waste through which we now steered by the compass.

High sand-cones, with dead tamarisk clumps on the top.

closed in around us. .Nowhere a living bush or tree.

Vainly I climbed up the sand cones and ridges to catch

a glimpse of the river bed which we had been following.

Yet suddenly, when the sun was setting and 1 had almost

abandoned all hope of securing a few living l oghraks for

our poor camels to feed u{X)n, the scrceti of dead tamarisk

cones opened, and we emerged once more on a short reach

of open river bed. Was it the same we had followed in

the morning or another channel of this confusing desert

delta? Little enough it mattered as things now stood.

A look at the few patches of hard clayey soil c.xjK>sed in

,

the bed showed that there was no hojK? of reaching water

here. Yet the men. driven by thirst, settled down in sullen

despair to digging a well. After eight feet or so no trace

of moisture apjjcared. and the work was stopped.



CHAPTER LXXXVII

SALT MARSH OK ICE?

It was a dismal camp. There was nothing for the camels
to eat but the branches of a few old Toghraks still alive by
the banks. Glad 1 was that the patient, hardy animals,

upon the strength of which our safety depended, took
kindly to the twigs 1 had cut for them ! No doubt the

sap in the latter was refreshing. Even our hard- tried

ponies, which had tasted no water for three days, munched
this strange fodder greedily.

The time had now come when a final effort became
imjjeraiive to locate the actual river and reach water.

The only safe course open w'as to reconnoitre straight

through to the cutst and west, and with a view to this 1

made our arrangements for the next day. We should
inarch due south for another eight miles or so, and after

a sun-observation for latitude Lai Singh and myself would
set out in opposite directions with food for three days and
practically no kit. By hard marching wc could hope to

extend our reconnaissances some twenty-five miles to east

and west, and return within forty-eight hours to the camp
where the men and animals were to rest Then the whole
party would move to wherever we might have found water
in river or well.

Three much-reduced bags and two iron tanks of ice

represented our available water-supply, sufficient to see

us humans through six more days if rations, as for some
days back, were kept limited to about one pint per diem for

each man. 1 1 was a small enough allowance, considering

that food. too. had to be prepared with it With some
self-restraint it just allayed the worst of thirst But how

399
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was one to preach restraint to weary anti improvident

people like our Shahyar men ? Some of them quaffed off

their water ration almost as soon as it had been poured

into their gourds. 1 felt more pity for the poor dumb
ponies which now showed signs of real distress, and was

f
lad when we managed to squeeze out of the frozen

fussucks a glassful of muddy liquid for each of them

—

all that was left of the water brought aw*ay from the last

well. For ‘Dash,’ alert and unconcerned as ever, a saucerful

spared from my cup of tea was fortunately quite suftlcient,

and this faithful companion caused me no s|K*cial anxiety.

But the ponies would soon succumb if water was not

reached, and I counted the cartridges in the holster of

my revolver to make sure of the means for putting them
out of pain if the time came.

It was an an.vious night for me. The dis{>osition of

the Shahyar men had grown so disquieting that sfwcial

precautions seemeii advis;jblc to prevent a rush ufxjn our

ice-supply. The ice-bags hatl been carefully sewn up and
stacked with the iron unks close to Lai Singh’s tent. Twice
before midnight I approached to m.ake .sure that the precious

store was sa^ and had the satisfaction of being challenged

by the ever watchful and resolute .Surveyor. That I had
an assistant so energetic anti cheerful by my side was a
comfort for W’hich I never fell so grateful as during this

trying time.

I was awake soon after 3 a.m. ; and long before day-
break we might have started, had not despair and unreason*
ing fear driven the .Shahyar men into an attempt at

ilMisguised mutiny. When the camels ought to have
been loaded, they crowded beftire me mkI in menacing
tones declared their refusal to* march with us any farther.

Thought of flight northward had been tempting them for

days past into what was bound to prove their destruction.

This 1 knew only too well, and explained that they could

not possiUy find their way back to the Tarim in safety,

and threatened to use force against any one attemiMing
such foolish desertion. Amongst other arguments 1 tdid

them that it was only in their own interest that I refused

to discharge them ; for otherwise we should profit by their
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dqpstfUWe, as our fce*aup{dy would km much k»mer irithout

th^ Vhutihtr 11 was tome comprehenticm of the jindce
of my arguments, or merely the fear of force, the men fell

to their tadcs again, but with sullen looks betraving some-
thing akin to desperation. Tokhta, old Khalils son, cut

the most miserable figure of all

I had decided to again steer due south, and a conspicuous

ridge of high sand sighted the previous evening in that

direction served as a useful landmark. Leaving Naik
Ram Singh and Jasvant Singh, both armed, in charge

of the bj^gage and of all the men except two nenled
for the plane-table and cyclometer, I pushed ahead with

Lai Sinj^. After two miles or so the dry bed dropped
away to our right Tracks of hares had been frequent

among the Tcghraks, all coming from the south. Was it

thither that the animals went for water ? But our hopes
had been disappointed too often for us to put faith in sudt
signa

Then we emciged on a wide depression covered with

low bare dunes. Here in long rows stood small Toghraks
which had died while still young, just as 1 had seen them
seven vears before near the site of Kara-dong, along side

channels which the Keriya River had deserted at no distant

period. The sight of some trees still living, not on the

usual sand-cones, but growing on almost level ground,
instilled in me for a moment something like hope. But
soon the outlook became more depressing than ever. Bg
barren dunes rose before us in a chain running approxinr»tely

south-west, and only at rare intervals there emerged between
them the dreary cones with a tangle of dead tamarisk.

1 had hoped against hope that the ridge once ascended
would show us ground where I could leave our camp with

some chance of subsbtence for the camels which had
practically fasted for a fortnight But the view which
opened More me ynm of oppressive desolation. Wide,
indeed, it was, extending to a broken chain of Dawans iar

awav on the eastern horizon with a vast valley-like depression

in front But in it the eye caught nothing but rcdliiw

dun^ of yelbw sand and grt^ patches dT eroded day S(^
A light haze hung over tl^ forbidding landscape and
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Strangely fused its colours into death-like paleness. It

look^ as if we had now neared the extreme edlge of this

awful sand delta which had held us fast so long. Was it

to any purpose to reconnoitre the absolute cfesert east-

wards ?

But the hi^h ridge of sand which had guided us so far

now rose quite close on our right, and was too good
a survey station to be missed. Fully 300 feet high
it seemed, and the expanse of bare clayey ground at

its foot, overrun only by low dunes, made it look still more
imposing. The crests of the big dunes forming its base
rose up steeply, with curves of beautiful sharpness. We
clambered up in haste to the first shoulder ; but the view
obtained here at about 150 feet above the plain was so
unpromising that Lai .Singh, who needed time to prepare
for his latitude observation at mid-day, descended in dismay.
I ordered him to move the caravan back for camping to
where we had left the last living Toghraks, and then amne
with ‘ Dash ’ hurried up to the summit of the steep slope
for the sake of assuring my conscience.

From the top the panorama was grand, but also
desperate at first sight. I was searching the ground wid)
my prismatic glasses for indications of living jungle, when
suddenly to the south-south-east some narrow bands of
white caught my eye. Looking more closely throt^h the
binocular 1 could scarcely bdieve my eyes when
showed me in four distinct places glittering streaks of what
could only be ice—or else salt efflorescence. The distance
was fully four miles.

What joy rose in my mind at the chance of finding water
thus suddenly revealed ! It might be that these were the
four small salt lakes which JHedin had heard of from
shepherds as situated at the very end of the eastern branch
of the river. But however undrinkable their water, they
would, if frozen, give us fresh ice. And even if they had
since dried up completely, they would at least enable us to
ascertain our position and guide us in the right direction.
So in haste I shouted the order to Ibrahim B^ below
to let the caravan move on. When after fking careful
bearings of those saving streaks of white I ran own the
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•usep sand slopes and joined the men, all were in high-
strung excitement. I could not restrsun myself from
announcing the hope of finding ice, but 1 also let them
know at once that it might prove but a thin sheet over
salt water. With the terribly barren desert before us it

seemed almost a mockery to call up visions of pure water,

and 1 did my best to prepare myself and uie rest for

disappointment.

Tne wh(de caravan was now moving ahead at a pace

such as it had never attained since we entered the

desert. Even the slowest of the men mounted to the top

of every hi^ dune which might ofier a glimpse. But tt

was only alter two miles or so that their impatient rush

was rewarded by the sight of a streak of what now
looked decidedly like ice, and could not be a Fata Morgana.
Yet the sand was as barren as ever, and no trace of vegeta-

tion showed ahead except a few scattered Toehraks of great

age. Why should a lakelet, however sdt, be wiuiout

the fringe of reeds and scrub which we had invariably

found about the salt springs and marshes of the Lop-nor
region f And then we noticed in the sand plentiful foot*

prints a small bird which the men knew as living near
fresh water.

A mile farther ahead a halt had to be made to unload
the theodolite needed by Lai Singh for bis mid-day observa-

tion. So restless and eager were the men now that I had
to exert my authority to assure a sufficient number remaining
to help the Surveyor with the reloading. VVe had scarcely

moved ahead more than a few hundred yards when a figure

was seen running frantically towards us. It was young
Turdi, my second camel-man. who had previously broken
ahead in his eagerness to make sure of the water. What
he waved in his hands was soon rect^ized as a big cake
of ice, and joyful shouts rose at once all along the hurrying
line of men.

It was ice, a big sheet of ke, Turdi reported as soon as

he had recovered breath for articulate speech, and flowing

through it a current of fresh water! It was the real river,

then, we had struck, changed to a new bed in diis desolate

desert. Half a mile farther ahead we should reach it.
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Quickly all the men were munching the bits of the ice cake
which Turdi distributed with no small satisfaction. There
was relief now from all doubts, and shining contentment on
the faces of the mutineers of the morning.

The dunes in front of us were so high that we did not

realize the full width of the river until we almost dropped
down over the last steep sand slope on to its ice. In

a glittering sheet of clear ice from one hundred and
sixty to two hundred yards broad it stretched away to

the north. For the greatest part the ice formed only a

thin sheet resting directly on the mud of the bottom. But

where the current had cut into our bank the water, a couple

of feet deep. Bowed in an open channel about twelve feet

broad at the rate of about half a yard per second. The
men rushed down to the brink, and bending down on
hands and knees took time over their drinks as probably

never before (Fig. 286).

Moving down the river I soon found a little bay where
the dunes bad left patches of ground bare, with dead scrub

and trees, attesting that here, too. the river had once Bowed
long before its latest migration. Here my tent was pitched

in what I called my dead arbour (Fig. 287). Ponies
and camels all seemed full of life in sight of the glorious

water, and after having been given a good rest to cool

down were allowed to drink ak /iAitum. What a joy it

was to watch them as they t(K)k their long, long draughts
until they swelled visibly! Then the poor hard-tried

ponies, which had been thirsting for three days, fell greedily

to the dry leaves collected for them from die (few live

Toghraks around.

For the camels, which had tnarcbed so bravely without
once tasting water during thel-ist thirteen days and under
heavy lo^ (Fig. 285k there was. alas! but the scantiest

fore within reach. The Toghraks were too few to satkdy

their httnger with dry folt^e, and even of that hardiest of
scrubs, the yellow ‘ Kamghak,' whtdb made its appear-

ance at a sheltered inlet. n<H enough could be found for

even a pretence of grazti^. Camels, otherwise so little

discriminating, do not ordinarily touch this terriUy dry
and tiKMny plant, growii^ in curious bsJMike masses.
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But now, Hassan Akhun assured me. they greedily fell

upon it.

As to my own treat, it came when after six days of miss-

ing ablutions I could indulge in a tub. At first it seemed
an unholy procedure to use precious water in so lavish a

manner. But when I could at last sit down to my modest
‘ Tiffin * and breakfast combined, the big cups of tea tasted

doubly refreshing for the liberal wash bestowed upon the

outer man.



CHAPTER LXXXVIII

BV THE NEW KERIVA RIVER BEH

After the sixteen days’ continuous tramp across dunes a

short halt was imperative for both man and beast. So
the 13th of February was spent in enjoyable rest at our
river camp (Fig. 287). There was plenty for us all to do,

writing up notes for me, and for the men much mending,
from the camels’ * Shotas ’ to worn-out boots, my own
included Delightful peace prevailed, and now that we
were not ourselves on the move the total absence of life

was more than ever impressive. Since we left the 'I'arim

I had seen no living creature and had grown accustomed
to a quasi-dead world Here, too, by the side of life-giving

water flowing past us in abundance, the banks were silent

and dead, ft was quite clear that the ever errant river had
formed a new bed, and that the sands through which it

flowed had not vet had time to lose their sterility.

Now that the river had been found, the best course
seemed to follow it upwards. It was sure to bring us
sooner or later to the belt of living forest whfve grazing
would be available for camels and ponies. TTie Surveyor’s
astronomical observation had shown that we were stiil some
way to the north of the latitude of the Kara-dong ruins.

But there was nothing to indicate whether the old river bed
lay to the ^t or west of our position. By making recon-
naissances in both directions we could, rjo doubt, soon clear

this up ; but this would have immobiltxed the caravan and
entailM further fasting for the poor camels. So by day-
break of Febniary 14th we set out for the south by the left

bank tlw river. Its bed made many bends, and the high
dunes which lined it almost all the way made heavy going.
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Vegetation, one might have thought, would quickly follow

the presence of water. Yet not a trace of it could be seen
until, after some six miles, behind a transverse rii^ ofdunes
we came upon a Iake4ike widening of the bed (Fig. iSS).

It was evident from its formation that when the river

had 6rst taken this new course, probably with only a part

of its volume, its waters had got dammed up here for

some time. Then when the level of the small lake thus

formed, about half a mile long and a quarter wide, had
risen sufficiently, the opposing ridge of dunes was quickly
worn through and an outlet found to the north. The cut-

ting led through dunes fifty to sixty feel high, and the slopes
were still very steep. In the bke bed wiui its soft curving
shores some small islands of sand had been left, protected
by old umarisk ^wih. And here we came upon the first

few stalks of living Kumush. 1 had promised for days
past a reward to whoever should sight it first, and was glad
enough to pay it to Mulbh. our carpenter and scribe com-
bined. who always kept well ahead.

* But the h<m of jungle near at hand was disappointed.

For the rest ofthe mar^ the banks grew, if possible, even
more sterile. Not a single live Toghrak came in view, and
barren ridget of sand limited the horizon. Towards the •

end of tbt days march small winding inlets or wholly

detached poob became more frequent Judging from the

plentiful tracks, they seemed the favourite drinking-plac^

of hares, foxes, boiu^ and other dwellers in the riverine

jungle. Here a few birds flew past us, the first living

creatures we had seen for more than a fortnight, and

just as we halted for camp a flight of wild duck came
into view keeping northward. W^re these hardy w'inter

sojourners, or the ad%'ance-guard of flocks migrating from

Sub- Himalayan marshes?

Around our camping - place large dead Toghraks

abounded But for the camels there was still nothing to

feed upon but thick tufts of Kamghak. It was time to

imsh on to more nourishing pasture. The hired camels

were getting terribly thin, and one of them, though carrytng

only a nominal load, was not brought in till a late hour.

Next morning, on climbing a high ridge of sand a couple
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of miles farther on, where the river was turning to the
south'West, we saw at last thick groves of living poplars

eastwards across the river, amongst ice -covered lagoons
and river-branches. There was no trace of reeds to tempt
a crossing.

On descending we found that the Toghrak jungle
extended for a snort distance to our side of the river.

Here we saw signs, too. of the visits of shepherds, lopped
branches of pojdars, and old sheep droppings. But alter

we had passed for less than a mile through the edge of
a sandy jungle area, the river once more entered a zone of
absolutely barren dunes. The many lake-tike inlets of the
river here began to be troublesome. The ice was now
fast thawing, and though we could with care just pick our
way across the lagoons, the camels were forced to great
detours. From another high sand ridge we ascended I

made out what looked like a continuous belt of Toghraks
running south at some distance from the right bank of the
river. It seemed worth while to abandon our course for

this, if only reeds and scrub could be found there for the
camels. So in order to prospect w'e pushed across to the
right bank.

The bed here was fully ^00 yards broad, and the ice

had mostly melted along the banks where the water could
be seen flowing in channels ten to twelve feet broad and
about three feet deep. Before attempting to cross with
the camels I was anxious to make sure of the ground
ahead So I hurried eastwards with Ibrahim Beg and a
few men. After covering scarcely a mile between dunes
and cones with live tamarisks we came upon a second bed.
some 150 yards wide and with an open channel of water.
We crossed this by wading. But^hen after a few hundred
yards more we emerged on a third river bed nearly half a
mile broad and with the nearest channel of running water
at least four and a half feet deep, I realized that to trust
our camels and baggage to this tangle of newly formed
courses with possible quicksands would mean too great a
risk. So after wistfully longing for water we now began
to feel annoyed by its over-amundance.

As we resumed our march south the view of the river
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grew quite impostnp;. Soon we came to a point where,

from the top of a ndge covered with living tamarisks, we
could overlook the parting of no less dian three distinct

branches. The main bed above their junction seemed fully

three*fourtbs of a mile broad, and its ice>sbeet shone rosy

in the setting sun. What a glorious spot for skating this

would have made a week or so earlior, if 1 had given in to

my secret wish and burdened my baggage with a pair of

skates! The ground on our side now seemed to grow
more open. Amidst the low dunes tamarisk bushes were
seen growing without the usual cones, and live poplars

became more and more frequent- Where they first gathord
into a grove we decided to halt for the night and to give

our poor iMums the benefit of the dry leaves.

The morning of February 16th was close and cloudy,

the minimum temperature of seventeen d^rees of frost

ap^Karing ouitc warm. We now saw the river some miles

ahead bend to the south-east and disappear between two
high ridges of sand. After skirting big lagoons for about
twf> miles we came at last upon the first beds of living reeds.

How the ponies relished the high waving stalks in spite of

their dryness ! A short distance beyond we crossed an old

dry bed joining in from the south-west, and among the*

Toghriks on its sides the tracks of sheep became numerous.

SutUlcnly on ascending the sandy bank a sound struck

me of bleating at a distance. None of the men with

me had heard it Yet in their frantic eagerness to come
into toudi with man again they rushed ahead. Soon the

Mullah was shouting that he had seen sheep. But no

other pair of eyes could discern them. The men were

wavering bctw’cen hope and despondency when on a

distant sand hillock I sighted a little black figure. The
sharfj eyes of Ibrahim Beg, whose attention I called to it,

at once recognized that it was a man.
,'\ shout of joy went up from the men, and now began

a wild chase wnich threatened to frighten our ^[ame away.

How should a lonely shepherd of the Kcriya River jungle,

shy folk as I knew them, not be frightened by the ^dden
rush of such a crowd of people as was never seen in this

region ? The black figure descended the hillock as if to
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run away, then halted again as we shouted, ducked, and re-

appeared ; but no command or friendly appeal would induce

the man to advance and meet us. At last the men were

upon him like dogs upon their prey, and approaching with

my pack 1 found a lusty-looking young herdsman, in the

quaint semi-savage get-up I remembered so well, goat-skins

for shoes and leggings, a rough sheep-skin thrown over the

body, and the head surmounted by a huge fur cap. The
tame men from Shahyar might have been frightened if

they had met such a hgure alone. But under the uncouth

appearance a good Muhammadan greeted them. To me.

too, no ‘ Salam alaikum ’ had ever sounded more welcome.

My first question, of course, was as to where we
were. When the man gave the name of Yoghan-kum for

his grazing - ground our position at once became clear.

Already the day before I had told the Surv'eyor and
Ibrahim Beg that, judging from our plane-uble work as

checked by the last mid-day obser\ation. we must be close

to the latitude of Tonguz-baste. There, as I had ob5cr> ed
in 1901, the river which had so far flowed in a well-defined

bed first showed a tendency to strike off into branches.

I remembered Yoghan-kum well as the name of a high

*ridge of sand lining its west bank just above the point

where various old b^s spread out like fingers.

Thus, after all, the old river course which Hedin had
followed, and which I myself had seen in 1901 still full of

water, lay to the east of the route we had moved bv. At
first look this was rather disconcerting, since according to

our plane - table we were stilt a go^ deal east of the

longitude previously assumed for Tongui • baste. But
luckily no such discrepancy, whatever its explanation, could

affect our position. 1 knew that we had now reacb<!d the
luxuriant jungle lining the Keriya River along its old bed.

and that all troubles and doubts of this desert crossing

were ended.

Guided by the young shepherd, whom a liberal present

made forget his fright, we crossed the river a few miles

h^er up where it flowed still under a sound cover of i<%.

M^hii^ down to the shepherd camp of Tonguz-baste, 1

was able to ascertain the exact point where the river, some
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four years earlier, had broken through the high sand

ridges of Yoghan>kum to the north and formed the head

of Its new bed The diversion had caused much trouble

to the shepherds; for the vegetation lower down on the

old bed was steadily drying up, and water along the former

grazing-grounds was ol^inable only from deep wells.

The river bed I had seen in i^i was completely dry,

but no dunes had yet gathered over iL This and the fact

that no vegetation whatever had sprung up as yet by the

new bed were significant proofs of the time needed to

mature the full results of these riverine changes. That
these changes were produced by the gradual silting up
of the beds, which forces the river after a period to seek
a new channel or to turn back into one long abandoned,
could be seen here quite clearly. No less than four

large river courses, all dry, diverged above Tonguz-baste,
and, no doubt, all in succession had taken generations to

develop their belts of jungle, whether now dead or still

struggling with the withering dryness. It all helped in

forming some estimate as to the length of the ages which
had seen the growth of the terrible desiccated delta now
hiqipiiy left behind us. 4



CHAPTER LXXXIX

MORE TAKI.AMAKAN KCINS

The g^und we had passed through had its own fascination,

and survey work on it offered considerable geographical

interest. Yet I was glad when, after a day's much-nec«lcd

rest, I could by February* 19th, 190S, resume archaeological

labour at the Kara*dong site, which the river by its latest

change has again approached after long centuries.

On my first visit in March 1901. a succession of sand-

storms prevented a complete examination of the site. The
shifting of dunes had since laid bare a numlicr of small

ruined dwellings (Figs. 290. 291). then deeply buried lx:-

•nealh the sand, half-a-mile or so to the south of the large

quadrangle previously explored (Fig. 289). The excavation

of them, now effected with the help of my Shahyar men
and a small contingent raistrd frr'm among the shepherds,

furnished definite evidence that a small agricultural settle*

ment,and not merely a frontier guartl-post, had existed here

far away in the desert at some pcnotl during the early

centuries of our era.

Since none of the shepherds and hunters we got hold

of knew anything of old remaios farther down. 1 decided

to move up the river in order to meet as early as possible

the party of my old •treasure-seeking “guides from Kh(»tan

whom, by an arrangement effected with Mr. Macartneys
kind help trtd Kashgar, I had ordered up before starting

from Kuchar. By Februaiy 25th ! had the satisfaction

of seeing this concentration across a vast space of desert

duly achieved ; for on this day a doren familiar Khotan
' Taklamakanchis.' under the direction of Rozc, old Turdi's

quondam acolyte, joined me near my old camping-ground at
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Kochkar^^ighiL My joy at agmn greeting these experienced

searchers of *<^d things' (Fig* 292) was much increased by
the exact local information ^|ey brought, in addition to my
mail bag from Khotan. The men from Shahyar were now
discharged, well pleased with thdr liberal wages and an
ample viaticum in silver with which to make their way to

Khotan. and thence by the trade route homewards, Alas

!

by the time 1 revisited Keriva a month later 1 heard how
most of these shifty fellows nad used the first opportunity

to gamble away with the dice what they had earned by
their trying tramp through the sands.

After a hearty welcome from my old friends, the i^ed
Sheikhs of Burhanuddin's desert shrine, and a quaint
mendicant pilgrim they sheltered (Fig. 293), I marched
with my band of * treasure-seekers * by a new route to the

desert bell north of the oasis of Domoko, There, in the

deceptive zone of tamarisk -covered sand-cones, they had suc-

ceeded in tracking an extensive but scattered series of ruined

dwellings with several Buddhist shrines, which had escaped
our search when in 1906 we worked at Khadalik, some
eight miles farther south. The ruins of this site, which
from an adjoining jungle grazing-ground we called Farhad-^

Beg-yailakt, had sudered much through the vicinity of
* Ora i>omoko.' a villt^c which, as described in my former

narrative, was occupied until sixty or seventy years ago.

Yet the excavations which I was able to etfect rapi^y

during the first half of March, with a relatively large

number of labourers easily recruited from Domoko, were

rewarded by valuable finds of well-preseix'ed manuscripts

in Sanskrit, painted panels, and tablets inscribed in the

language of old Khotan. The time of abandonment here,

as at Klwwlalik, proved to have been the second half of

the eighth century a,d.

Some of our best finds at this site were made within

a small Buddhist shrine which occupied a quite unusual

position, emerging from the side of a tamansk-covcred sand-

cone about forty feet high (Fig. 294)- The relatively

well preserved cella with its massive walls of day must have

been built when this cone was much lower ; for the sand

of the latter now rose fully eighteen feet above the floor.
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Among the frescoes covering the walls inside was the

fine panel reproduced in Plate xi. b, the subject of which

M. Foucher has identified with Hariti, the Indian god-

dess of smallpox. In full accord with the euphemistic

conce{Xion exemplified by a well-known Graeco-Buddhist

statue from Gandhara, the dread goddess, the destroyer of

children, is represented as a kindly, richly dressed matron
with young boys playing around her arms and shoulders.

Her worship was probat^y quite as popular in the Tarim
Basin as in ancient India, and shows features which have
earned for her from M. Foucher the designation of a
‘ Buddhist Madonna.' The resemblance is close enough in

the case of a picture of Hariti, excavated by the German
expedition of Dr. von Lecoq at Turfan, to have at first

caused some thought of a Christian Madonna being

intended.

The fact of this cella having been originally built on the

top of a tamarisk cone supplies us with two indications of

geographical interest It gives an exact gauge for the rate

of growth here of these curious sand formations. It also

proves that the ground upon which the village site of
*rarhad-Beg was established within or before the eighth

century a.d.. then already showed physied features cl«Mdy
akin to those now observed here and at other points near
the border line between the cultivated area and the scrub-

covered edge of the Taklamakan.
As if to illustrate the change which might be broi^ht

about along this line by human activity, without any very
marked change in the climatic conditions. I found that

irrigation was now being rapidly extended from the new
colony of Maiak-alagan, first visited by me in 1901. towards
the deserted village of * Old Donioka' At Khadalik the
site of the ruins 1 had excavated bad since 1906 been
actually broi^ht under cultivation for spring cro^ and
villagers were already prosueaing abemt Farhad-Beg for

suitaoly level spms to which surmus water could be con-

ducted off from the lower reach 01 the Domoko Yar. My
work at both places had thus been aooompiished just in

time
1 bad occasion subsequently, at the two oases of
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Domoko and Guliakhma, to note ocular proofs expand-
ing cultivation and increasing prosperity. Since my visit

of 1906 a lam Baxar had sprung up at Omnoko, entirely

through locaT enterprise, ana the bdt of scrubby desert

with tamarisk cones separating the two village tracts was
being rapidly reduced oy newly levelled fieMs ready for

irrigation. And yet there were complaints of the summer
flo<^ having bem generally below the mark during the
last ten years. I have little doubt that increased pressure

of population and other economic factors play an important
part in these changes affecting what otherwise would be
ideal ground for watching ‘ pulsatory desiccation ’ at work.

The remainder of March was spent in supplementary
archaeolt^ical labours at a number of old sites, like Kara-
yantak (rig. 395), Ulugh- Mazar, and others along the

desert whiw fringes the interesting area shown in the

inset map of 'Oases of Chira. Gulakhma Domoko,’ and
thence westwards to Khotan. The photograph reproduced
in Pig. 296 shows my helpmates and myself, as united

at the end of this winter campaign in the desert My
short halt at Khotan during the first days of April was
made most pleasant by the welcome my old friends gave
me, and by the satisfaction 1 felt at seeing all my antiques

sent from Kuchar now safely stored in Akhun Beg's

house.

Hut perhaps, the greatest pleasure of all was that my dear

old host was there to receive me in person (Fig. 52), safely

home from that distant pilgrimage to Mecca for which he

had so pluckilv started a year and a half before. The
{>ortly old genaeman looked more cheerful than ever after

all he had gone through during long days by rail across

Russia and on the tossing seas. \Vhat a much-travelled

man Akhun B^ had become in this short span of time,

with his quaintly told experiences ranging from Samarkand
to Stambul and Mecca tne Holy, and from the Red Sea to

Bombay. Kashmir, and the Kara-koram passes ! And yet, as

I camp^ in his garden, flushed with the short-lived glory

of Turkestan spnng-time, 1 could appreciate how proud

and glad he was to be back again at his bright home in

this thriving oasis. The plum and apricot trees, just in
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full bloom, were strewing my tent and die garden around
with their blossoms as with fresh snow.

During my brief stay at Khotan I had to occupy myself,

besides other immediate tasks, with arrangements for my
return journey to I ndia. But there was still a considerable

programme of work to be finished northward, and I knew
how soon the rapidly increasing heat would put a stop to

all operations in the desert. So by .^pril 5th 1 said good-
bye again to old friends and familiar surroundings at

Khotan, and started on the journey which in the end was
to take me to Ak-su and the foot of the T'icn-shan. My
first goal was supplied by certain ruins which my ’ treasure-
seeking ' guides had succeeded in tracing near the northern-
most outskirts of the Khotan oasis. I had taken care to
have their exact position fixed beforehand by Rai Lai
Singh while he was completing our surveys around Khotan.
Thus near Kara-sai. a new outlying colony to the north-
west. i recovered from a much-er<xled site a number of
small Buddhist relievos finely worked in true plaster
of Paris, and remarkably well prcserveii in spite of the total

decay of the building (Fig. 76. »).

> On my move there I could let Islam Beg. my old
factotum of igoo, have the eagerly claimed satisfaction of
afifording me hospitality for a night in his newly tniilt

country house at Aliunchc. My recommendation, in return
for zealous and effective services, had earned him six years
before from Fan Ta-j(&n an appointment to the office of
‘ Mirab,' or <^nal charge, of his native canton of Kayosh.
By good administration he bad mana^ to retain his oi^ai
employment, and since my second visit in 1906 be had gained
promotion to the office of B«g. It was a pleasure to sec
bow well my old prot^c had pra^fMsred. and to have local
proof, too, with what wise nMxkration he had used his
c^portunities.

The sight of expanding cultivation which greeted me
evcry'where was most cheering. A big new canal, dug
along the left ^nk of the Kara-kasb River when my old
friend Fan Ta-j^n was Amban, bad bfoi^t verdinti over
what was before a belt of sandy waste, and now formed
the canton of Bc^gar*ming, for nearly a day's march north-
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ward. My visit to Ak-su was larg^ely prompted by the wt^
to see asain the scholarly Mandarin who h^ helped me so

effectivmy as Tao-t'ai. So it was doubly gratifying to hear

his praises sung by all the cultivators who had come here

as hopelessly poor folk, and were now bqg^inning to feel

themselves veritable * Bais ’ or men of substance.

Then ! crossed eastwards the strip of absolutely sterile

desert which separates the Kara-kash and Yurung-kash
Rivers. At a most unpromismg-iooktng spot near Mayak-
iik I came upon the remains of a large Buddhist temple

completely buried under high dunes. After a day’s hard

digging there emerged walls decorated with colossd fresco

figures and inscribed stucco relievos of large size. Every*
thing clearly indicated that this temple, like the great

Rawak Stupa on the opposite bank of the Yurung-kash,
i)elongcd to the early centuries of our era Unfortunately

here, too. as at Rawak. subsoil moisture due to the vicinity

of the river had caused ail the woodwork to perish. It also

had softened the clay of the walls and relievos to such an
extent that the frescoes on the former collapsed one after

the other soon after exposure. As continued excavation
would have resulted in complete destruction, 1 had to be
content with photographs and the removal of some smaller

frc«k.<KJS.

We then set out northward for Ak-su by the desert

route which leads down the Khotan River bed, at that

se.iSon practically dry. From Tawakkel onwards 1 had
the benefit of having my caravan guided by Kasim Akhun,
the expterienced hunter, who with his father Merghen
Ahmad had accompanied me seven years before on my
ex(>edition to Dandan-oilik. The hardy old man, alas ! had
passed away some months earlier. I had already heard
vague reports about the existence of old remains on the

curious desert hill of Mazar-tagh. which, as the last off-

shoot of a low and almost completely eroded range from
the north-west, juts out to the left bank of the Khotan
River.

On April i6th I reached the hill, which rises with its

gaunt and barren cliffs of reddish sandstone some two

hundred feet above the wide river bed and the sandy
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wastes by its side. My satisfaction was great when I

found its top occupied by the ruins of a small and relatively

well preserved fort (Fig. 297)- This had clearly been built

to guard the route leading by the river. Half-way up on
the steep scarp overlooking the river a collection of staffs

with votive rags marked the supposed resting-place of

a saint, from which the hill ukcs its present name. The

whole made up a striking picture of desert scenery, the

death-like torpor of the red rocks and yellow sands being

heightened by the heat and glare which brotaled over all.

The little fort, looking down from its precipitous height

like a true robbers’ stronghold, had been burnt out long

ago
;
yet its siege, or rather that of its rubbish heaps, kept

us busy for three long and hot days. Tibetan records on

wood and paper cropjjed u{) w’ith miscellaneous relics when
we cleared out the lew still traceable halls and (juarters

inside. But their yield was trilling compaml with tlut of

the masses of refuse thrown down by the occujxinis m the

course of long years on to the steep rtK'k slo}>es below the

east face (Fig. 298). The conditions had Ijcen cxce(Xion-

ally favourable for their preservation. Not a ^tarticlc of

moisture could rise from the river below to the height of

this barren sandstone ridge which was clear of any trace of

the humblest vegetation. .-Xn outlying and somewhat lower

ridge kept off dunes and prevented erosion by driving

sand.

It seemed like another Miran, with all the unspeakable
dirt which these old Tibetans t^em to have accumulated
wherever they held [x»ts. and with ail its peculiar con-

comitant odours still fresh in my rccolhxikm. Buried in

the thick refuse layers lav Tibetan tablcu and pa^iers by
the hundreds, along with documenu in Chinese and Bmhmi
cript, and rarer pieces in Uigur and tome unkm^wn writing.

Tile Tibetan records greatly predominated, pcxnting. as in

the case of Miran, to the period of Tibetan invationa during

the c^th and ninth centuries a.I). As far as yet examined
by my learned collaborator. Dr. A. H. Francke, they seem
to omitain military reports, requistiions, and the like.

The dating huu been fully confirmed by finds di coins

and the Chinese documents Amofi^ the latter some large
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and well-preserved sheets have, under M. Chavannes’ ex-
amination, proved to contain an exact daily record of

expenses, very interesting in its details, kept by the monks
of a Buddhist establishment. The constant references

made to outlays on creature comforts and luxuries un-
thinkable in such a desert locality, indicate that this

curious monastic account must have found its way here
from a distance. Whatever the origin of this particular

piece may have been, it is certain that this lonely frontier

post in the desert, just like the ruined fort of Miran, serves

to mark the wide extent of Tibetan predominance after

Chinese control of the Tarim Basin was lost in T’ang times.

While I was busy with the digging 1 let the Surveyor
make a reconnaissance along the geologically interesting

hill range stretching away north-westwm'^ He was able

to follow it for over twelve mites, and saw it continuing

beyond for at least as great a distance. Considering the

bearing of this curious low range and the similarity of its

gei»logkal structure with that of tne chain of rugged, isolated

hills subsequently visited near Maral-bashi and Tumshuk
Iwyond the Yarkand River, it appears very probable that it

forms the last remnant of an ancient mountain system
which jutted out south-eastwards into the Tarim Basin from
ih<; outermost chain of the T'ien-shan. The never-ceasing
w ind erosion of countless ages has reduced this remnant to

its present insigniheant dimensions, and has so completely
broken its connection with those apparently isolated rock-

islands that Hedin. when crossing in 1896 the great area
of drift s;ind from the side of the Yarkand River, saw no
trace of its line.



CHAPTER XC

FROXI AK-SU to YARKAND

On April 20th I suncd from Mazar-tagh down ihc dry-

bed of the Khotan River for Ak-su. During the eight rapid

marches which carried us north to the river's junction with

the Tarim we suffered a good deal from the increasing heat

of the desert and a succession of sand-storms. Such condi-

tions made me realize with full intensity the cxtJcrienccs of

Hedin on his first disastrous crossing of the Taklamakan
in May of 1896. Kasim, who had met him afterwards

during his enforced rest at the shepherd camp of lidksam,

was able to show me the pool of fresh water, some twenty

miles lower down on the right bank, which had proved th'-

great traveller's saving when he strutted through from the
* sea of sand ’ exhausted by thirst The constancy of these

pools, found at considerable inter%*als alurtg that side of

the river bed where the current sets, and the delicious

freshness of their water, furnish proof that there must be

a steady fiow- of subsoil water making its way down the

bed of the river, often over a mile witfc. even at the dricsi

season.

Lower down we passed for days through a network
of old and new river beds •where kainms guidance was
welcome. Yet. when my thoughts went Wk to that

terrible dried-up delta of the Kenya River, our route here,

with plentiful water and grazing at the end of each hot

day's march, seemed quite a luxurious line of progress. The
only incident of the journey was provided by a tiger which

prowled round our camp the nignt before we reached the

Tarim, evidently on the look-out for a pony or donkey.
' Dash,' otherwise the soundest of sleepers, awakened me
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by some furious bafks ; but nobody gave heed to his

warning until next morning we came upon the huge foot*

prints of the beast, which could be traced for over six miles

along the caravan track from the Tarim,
We crossed the latter by a shepherds’ ferry on the

evening of April 27th, and after a heavy thunderstomv
during the night were regaled next morning by afglorious

vision of the big snowy range far away to the north of

Ak-su. A huge ice-^lad massif towering above the rest was,

on the strength of the Russian map, identified by us as

Khan-tengri, the highest knonvn peak of the T’ien-shan,

some hundred and thirty miles away in a straight line. It

was a most refreshing welcome from the great ‘ Mountains
of Heaven '

; but within a few hours it vanished for good in

the dust base.

During the three long marches which carried us to the
‘ .New Town ' of Ak-su, I had ample opportunities for

studying the striking contrast between the abundance of
water available for irrigation in the big snow-fed river of

Ak-su and the scanty and careless cultivation carried on
in the narrow village belt along it. Here the undeveloped
condition of what might become a series of flourishing oases <

had manifestly nothing to do with inadequate water. The
difference between Khotan and Ak-su was brought home
to me also by the strong ‘Tartar’ look and the churlish

wavs of the people {Fig. 300). A strong infusion of Kirghiz
blood was subsequently proved by my anthropometrical

observations.

At the di.strict headquarters of Ak-su 1 found an excellent

camping- place in the shady garden attached to a Beg’s

suburban mansion (Fig. 299), and next day had the great

joy of greeting again my old Mandarin friend, P'an Ta-J6n,
the Tao-t’ai (Fig, 301). He looked as hale and was as

kindly and simple in manners as when I last saw him at

Khotan seven years before, and his scholarly interest in ail

my explorations remained unabated. The dimified but

peaceful post at Ak-su just suited his learned nabits and
serenely oisinterested ways. For him there was no chance

of l>ecoming a Nabob in any administrative charge, and I

often wondered inwardly how a man of his honesty and
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single-mindedness could have made his way up the official

la^er.

It was a satisfaction to me to thank my dear old friend

in person for all the help he had extended to me from afar,

and my stay, which I prolonged for his sake to five days,

passed most pleasantly. During our daily forgathcrings

there was so much to tell him about the results of my two

years' explorations, and so many cheerful reminiscences of

old Khotan days to revive. 1 had brought a few sp<rcimens

of my finds from the Tun-huang Limts and elsew here for

Pan Ta-j^n’s benefit, and to see him reverently handle

and study those Han relics was a treat. It was the same
with the advance copy of my A»ctrni KAotan volumes

which I was able to show him.

The practical objects of my Ak-su visit were obtained

at the same time. Through the kind help of Pan I a jen

I secured the local assistance which Kai Lai .Singh needctl

for the continuous survey he was to carr)' through the

outer T'ien-shan range as far as the {>asses north of Kashgar.

My Surveyor was most keen on this chance of independent

work before our return to India : for twenty-four years

of hard service ail over .Asia from Arabian deserts to

Mongolia had in no way blunted his energy and ardotir.

Honest Chiang-ssO*yeh. too. well deserved a specia.1

effort on my part. P an Ta jen’s friendship was to be

utilized in order to obtain for Chiang the chance of official

employment he had vainly striven for ever since he fiirst

came to the New Dominion some twenty-five years before.

So a detailed report on his former services and ail he had
done for me wa.s drawn up for submission to the Fu-l’ai or

Governor-General at Urumchi, nominally in my name and
ending with a recommendation (or the grant of offkiai rank.

1 myself did not expect succeiB from such a document from
a mere 'outsider,' and a foreigner in addition. Hut Fan
Ta-j6n thought well of Chiang s plan, and even took the

trouUe of revising the letter with his own hand. He also

agreed to send it up to the fountain-head of official favours

under his own seal and cover. So Chiang. ever sanguine,

was buoyed up by hopes of thus gaining his way into the

official hierarchy, even though he could not raise enot^h
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money to buy rank forthwith at Peking. For weeks
after his anecdotes and little indiscretions about that quaint
‘Civil Service’ of the New Dominion which he knew so
well, with all its glitter and foibles, were more lively

than ever.

It was very hard to say good-bye to Fan Ta-j€n for

good. So 1 , too. indulged in a sort of sanguine self-

deception by promising to return once more when my
Mandarin friend will himself be Fu-t’ai at Urumchi! It is

not for me to foresee what official wisdom may yet hold in

store for P’an Ta-j^n. But can I hope for the freedom to
fulfil my part of the promise ?

After sending off Lai Singh to the mountains due
north I moved up the valley of the Taushkan Darya, the
main feeder of the Ak-su River, and after three pleasant
marches through almost continuous cultivation (Fig. 31 1)
reached by May 8th the picturesquely situated small town
of Uch-Turfan. 1 found it full of interesting Kirghiz
folk from the valley higher up, and from the grazing-
grounds on the high T’ien-shan range overlooking it (Fig.

303). The latter forms the boundary towards Russian
territory around the Issik-ku) I.ake. and is crossed here by
the Bedel Pass, over which since ancient limes an im-
{Kiruint route has connected the Tarim Basin and Western
'Furkestan. I had here the satisfaction of visiting the last

bit of ground in Chinese Turkestan trodden by HsUan-
isang. my patron saint, which I had not previously seen.

I n addition I was able to use a brief stay here for interest-

ing anthropometrical work among the Kii^hiz, who have
supplied so important an element to the racial composition

of the present population in the Tarim Ba.sin, especially in

its north-western portion.

From Uch-Turfan I made my way south across barren

anil yet remarkably picturesKjue hill rang^, practically

unsurveyed before, to the little-known oasis of Kelpin.

In the Uch-Turfan V^alley I had heard vague stories about

ruins of some mysterious town which was said to be

sighted on clear days far away in the mountains, but to

disappear whenes’er search for it was made. When on

May iilh a thirty-five miles' march in a broad and arid
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valley took me up to the encampment of the Kirghiz Beg
Mangush (Fig. 302) and into Alpine coolness, it was easy
for me to ascertain that these legends had their origin in

the remarkable appearance presented by a high and
fantastically serrated portion of the range towering above
the valley from the south. Its peaks, curiously recalling

the Dolomites of the Tyrol, though lacking the charm of
ice and snow, rose above the Kara-shiiwe side valleys to

heights over 13,000 feet, and with their extremely bold
pinnacles and precipitous rock walls bore a striking

resemblance to ruined castles and towers.

I found that the Kirghiz knew the line of these j>caks

by the name of Kaka-jade, and regarded them with suj>er-

stitious awe. The stories they told me of dntgons
supposed to dwell among them and to issue forth at times
in the shape of clouds raining hail and tire, corresjxmd
curiously to the legends, heard by the early Chinese
pilgrims, of the Nagas dwelling on the heights of the
Pamirs and above the Hindukush j>asscs. But I was
still more interested when information reached me, elicited

with some difficulty through my keen-witted camel-man.
Hassan Akhun. about the existence of a stone image to Ixe

found high up on the southern slop.- of that range.
We cross^ the range over the Saghi/-kan Pass, some

90CK> high, and felt glad to have our baggage on
hardy Kirghiz ponies fit for such stony tracks. Leaving
camp at Shait-kak .south of the pass, where water was
available in a natural rock cistern, 1 proccreded on May
13th in search of the image, guided by Mancpjsh Beg.
It was a delightful excursion, though of try'ing length and
over ground which none but Kirghiz pontes could have
covered in a day. Passing *over high plateaus close
below those towenng peaks, I realized their strange
fascination, and understo^ why old legends had placed in

them the enchanted strongholds of wicked kings, full of
wonderful treasures.

At last, aAer a seventeen miles' ride, we reached the
Kifghiz grazing - ground of Chal-kotde, right under the
frowning crags of the eastern end of * Kaka-jade's town,'
or che 'town of the Tang prince,’ as the Chinese at Uch-
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Turfan called it. There, to my sui^rise, I found the

rough stone enclosure of a regular ‘ Ztarat ‘ crowning the

top of a small rocky knoll, and within it the stone image
reported. It proved to be a st6le>shaped slab about three

feet high, rudely carved in flat relievo with the representa-

tion o? a male figure holding a curved sword. The
carving, though too rude for anv safe dating, was mani-
festly old. That the image, whatever it was meant to

represent, went back to Buddhist times was made clear by
the discovery' by its side of a small block of granite roughly
carved into the miniature representation of a Stupa.

But the most curious feature to me was to see the
enclosure around filled with all the usual votive offerings

of orthodox Muhammadan shrines-—horse-skulls, horns of
wild goats, rags fastened on staffs, and the rest. It was
manifest that worship was here very much a thing of the

present, however sorely the ‘ idol ’ image must have
scandalized the Uch-Turfan Mullahs of whose protests

Mangush Beg told me. Never had I seen so unalmhed a
survival of an earlier Ifxal cult among good Muhammadans,
such as all these Kirghiz herdsmen have been for many
generations. The carved figure was supposed to represent

'

the wife of some ancient hero called Kaz-ata, whose image
(>ious eyes recognize in an inaccessible rock pinnacle high

up on the crest of the range. This connection clearly

indicates that the curious shnne here surviving must owe
its origin to the worship of some striking natural feature

such as is common in the folklore of India, ancient and

modern, and for which Buddhist local cult has always been

ready to find room.

(Sn our return ride in the evening we had a great treat

of milk at a Kirghiz ‘Aul* below the Sar-bel Pass, and saw

the joyful home-coming of a thousand sheep and lambs.

It was difficult to understand where they found adequate

grazing ; for the peaks above these narrow plateaus carry

very liitlc snow-, and throughout these mountains the

consequent want of water is a serious trouble for the few

Kirghiz hcrtlsmcn who still clinp: to them. Here, and in

the equally barren outer ranges. I could gather many useful

observations about obvious desiccation.
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The study of the extant conditions in these hills, where
springs are now extremely rare, and all travel depends on
an exact knowledge of the water-supply obtainable from

natural cisterns or * Kaks,’ was to me of special interest

:

for very similar conditions may be supposed to have

prevailed in the now absolutely waterless hills of the Pci-

shan south of Hami during the (>criod when bands of Hun
raiders could still make their way through them towards

Tun-huang and the great Chinese route to the west. In

fact, Kirghiz raids of a corresponding character, effected

from the T’ien-shan valleys Ujwn the Ak-su-Ka.shgar high

road in the plains, are still a matter of living recollection,

and might yet be revived in practice if the hold of the

Chinese administration were relaxed.

The route down to Kelpin led through narrow gorges

and wild caftons (Fig. 304) cut into rock-walls of glorious

hues by rivers which have long ceased to (low except after

rare rain. How I longed for geological knowledge to

interpret correctly the wonderfully twisting strata, of sand-

stone and gneiss it seemed, which these deep cuttings had
laid bare! In the broad open valley of Kelpin, edged on

' the south by the lowest of the outer T'ien-shan range.s. I

found a cluster of some dozen hamlets subsisting on the

water of springs which issue at the debouchure of several

barren stony valleys draining the range to the north. The
oasis lies so far off the main roads that the whole population

had turned out to see the ‘ Firang.’

During my short halt at this pleasant oasis I could

convince mys^f how inadequate was the water available

for irrigation to meet the needs of a rapidly increasing

population, in spite of the iptensive cultivation here-

practised. Yet f>ermanent emigration was unknown, and
even Ak-su with its abundance of water and arable land

could not tempt the men of Kelpin to more than sea.sonal

visits as labourers. Their eyes were ever wistfully looking
out for an additional water-supply, and 1 heard the old IJeg

guiding me lament that they had no rulers like the ‘ Firangs
’

capable of brining water right through the mountains from
the Taushkan Darya. Was this a reflex of stories, told

perfiaps by Mecca pilgrims, of the great Swat Canal tunnelled
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below the MaJakand. which is soon to bring fertility to parts

of the Peshawar Valley that have lain more or less waste for

lonj^ centuries ?

The remains of old settlements which ! traced close to

the edge of extant cultivation were too uncertain in date

and character to give definite indications of the former
extent of Kelfxn. But information opportunely secured

through ‘ treasure-seekers ' subsequently enabled me to

trace extensive debris areas marking ancient settlements

in the wide belt of absolute desert between the arid outer

hill chain of Kelpin and the lower course of the Kashgar
River. The intense heat and the difficulty of carrying water
at this season—our camels had to be spared all work after

Ak-su and could no longer help us—made exploration very
difficult on this ground. So it was. perhaps, as well to find

that far-advanc^ wind erosion had left little or no remains
for excavation at the central site to which our guides

brought us after a total march of some forty miles from
Kelpin.

It proved to be that of a fonitied station surrounded by
a large ‘ Tati ‘ w*ith plentiful small debris of hard materials,

coins, and the like. The ample archaeological evidence

gathered here showed that this tract, now wholly abandoned
to drift sand and erosion, had been occupied from Han times

down to the eighth centurj- a.i>. by populous settlements.

Cauals, still traceable in parts, once carried water to them
from the Kashgar River, now dying away miKh farther

sonth. 1 was mso able to ascertain the line of the ancient

Chinese high road to Kashgar, which could still be traced

by a succession of ruined watch-towers.

A curious illustration of the pitfalls which beset the

archaeologists field-work may find passing mention. The
time of abandonment for this ruined station was so

clearly indicated that I felt greatly puzzled when several

copper and silver pieces of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries were picked up in my presence from the same

ground. The riddle was sdvea only after my arrival

at the village of Tumshuk on the present high road, when

the aged I^raul-bashi, or commandant of the local police

post, related how about 1876 a rebel force had been roufted
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by Yakub Beg’s son Hakaullah at Yaide some two marches

by the road north-east. Many of the fugitives had sought

escape by turning into the desert, and miserably perished

there through heat and thirst under an August sun. People

from Kelpin subsequently searched the desert for the money
and valuables of the victims and buried the corpses. How
could an antiquary, say of 3000 a.d., be expected to divine

the true origin of those modern coins I picked up at the

old site ?

Quite apart from the much-decayed ruins of Buddhist

shrines near Tumshuk, which former travellers had seen

and M. Pelliot had systematically cleared, the whole of

the ground to the north of the present high road was
full of interest to me. Cultivation from the Kashgar
River had extended in ancient times much farther than

now, and canals as well as terminal beds, with the familiar

dead forest, could be traced far away into the desert

How I longed for a few weeks of winter to follow up
the whole of the old route to Kashgar ! But the excursions

1 made northward from the present line of small oases near

the Kashgar River end, between Tumshuk and Mciral-

bashi, showed that prolonged surveys were impossible at

this season.

As it was. I spent a terribly hot time on these long rid<»,

between thirty and forty miles daily, through barren stej:^
or tamarisk jungle. There was room also for interesting

topographical work ; for I discovered in this previously
unsurveyed desert belt a scries of low parallel ranges
which were clearly connected geolt^icaliy with the curious
rugged hills cropping out like rock islands about Tumshuk
and Marai-bashi, and which once, as indicated above,
had their continuation to the south-east right into the
Taklamakan.

In spite of the heat, glare, and thirst which attended
work at this season, I found it hard to turn my hack upon
it. But the thought of the many heavy tasks still before
me imperativelv called me back to Khotan. From Marai-
bashi the road lay open to both Kashgar and Yarkand, and,
considering how little a five days' journey is reckoned in

TiSrkestan, it cost me some effort to turn my face from the
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former, i longed to see the Macartneys s^tn after nearly

two years' absence, and to tell mv old friend in person of

the deep gratitude I felt for all the unceasing help and

support he had given me from afar. But I knew that he

and Mrs. Macartney were soon to start for an amply earned

furlough to England, and could realize what preparations

and cares such a journey with small children implied.

!, too, could ill spare the time which the detour via

Kashgar would have cost. So I took the direct route to

Yarkand. The hundred and thirty odd miles were covered

in five rapid marches, not without some physical trouble

;

for my plane>table work obliged me to travel in the full heat

of the day. There was profit to reap here too from exact

survey work : for it tai^nt me a good deal of the physical

conditions which affect irrigation along the Yarkand River,

and which account for curious fluctuations in the cultivated

area of these straggling oases. The impression I gained

was that a stream of gold could be caught here, as in

some other parts of the Tarim Basin, if only there were a
.1 regime jjermitting of systematic irrigation schemes after

Punjab or Egy'piian models.

At Yarkand, where I had the great pleasure of again

teeing Mr. and Mrs. Raquetie of the Swedish Medical

Mission, I was obliged to halt for a few days, mainly in

order to dispose of my brave camels from Keriya. It

seemed hard to part with these sturdy companions which

had served me so well during nearly two years’ desen travel.

But they could not be u^ for the journey across the

mountains to India, and Yarkand, where the currents of

trade from the north and south meet, seemed the right place

to get a good price for them. Since our Taklamakan cross-

ing of the winter, the fame of my beasts had spread far

along the caravan routes, and, of course, nothing was lost

in the telling of the terrible deserts they had faced and

their long weeks of toil without food or water.

So when my intention of selling was made known ^ere

were traders on the look-out to secure them. The animab

were in excellent condition, though the spring clipping to

which Hassan Akhun had subjected them before leaving

Ak-su had left them rather naked and gaunt and withbut
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their stately good looks (Fig. 305). The heavy season of

traffic to the Indian and Russian sides was approaching,
and when the owners of camel caravans had convinced
themselves that I was in no hurry to sell, the oflers,

ridiculously low at first, began to rise steadily.

At last they topped my own estimate, and then with a

secret pang I had to let my faithful beasts pass into the

possession of an Afghan trader. The price he paid down
in hard rolb of silver amounted to 51 Tacb, or roughly

1 30 rupees per animal, and yielded a net profit of 70 per
cent on the original cost— for the benefit of the Indian

Government. For the last few days my camels had been
feasting on bundles of fragrant dry lucerne and on young
foliage around ‘my’ garden palace of Chini-bagh. Now
for a farewell treat they had a huge loaf of bread from my
own hands, and took it almost as eagerly as w'hcn 1 fed

them in the heart of the desert. Have they ever since

wished to be back with their master—as 1 have often
wished to travel again with them ?







CHAPTER XCI

1‘KRI‘ARATIONS AT KHOTAN

From Yarkand a rapid journey brought me back to Khotan
by the 9th of June. It was done mainly by night marches
to avoid the worst heat, and made specially delectable by a
succession of sand-storms. On the way at Pialma 1 fell

in with Satip-aldi Beg, the hardy old head-man of the
Kirghii on the upper Kara-kash River, and was able to

arrange with him all deuils about the transport I should
need in September for the journey across the Kara-koram
to Ladak.

At Khotan I settled down in the shelter of Nar-bagh.
my favourite old garden palace, not without some trouble

this time ; for the chief Mullah who owned it had died
since my slay in 1906. and the large suburban residence
with its garden and annexes had been divided among a
number of inheritors. The airy central pavilion which
made such desirable summer quaners had fallen to the

l^t of the head widow, a formidable old lady ; and poor
Badruddin Khan, the Afghan Ak-sakal. and my devoted local

factotum, had to suffer grievous hurt from her sharp tongue
before he was allowed to dislodge the silkworm nursery the

dowager had thought ht to set up where once Niaz Hakim
Beg, Yakub Beg's famous governor, used to sit in state.

Old Akhun Beg was only too eager to offer hospitality

again ; but hb house, even if 1 had allowed him to vacate

it entirely, would not have afforded room for all the work
before me.

The many cases deposited in the spring were soon joined

from Kashgar by the cart-loads of antiques which Mr.

Macartney nad taken care of since 1906-7. With them

431
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came a big consignment of tin plates for packing which he
had secured for me, thereby draining the whole Turkestan

market of that much -prized commodity. Then followed

six weeks of constant toil for me, absorbed entirely by the

sorting and packing of my archaeological collections.

Never, perhaps, has the oasis seen such making of

cases and tinning, as went on in the courtyard of my old

palace during those long hot weeks (Fig. 306). There were,

indeed, some leisurely ' Usiads ’ to direct in a more or less

casual fashion the labours of the dozens of men who were

sawing up seasoned tree trunks and olaning l>oards for

cases. But the actual repacking of tne antiques in the

tinned cases had to be done entirely by my own hands.

The strengthening of the frescoes from Miran and else-

where by a backing with glued strips of cotton and then

the tight repacking between layers of reeds, a.s already

described, cost weeks. The results of my minute care

and manual pains then taken have been gratifying indeed .

for those ancient relics, even when composed of the most
brittle and friable materials, have safely survived all the

risks to which they were exposed on a total journey of

• some 8000 miles, while being carried across high mountain
ranges on camels, yaks, and jxjnics. and subsei:}uentl^

travelling by cart, rail, and steamer. But it was a weari-

some time while I toiled thus during the hottest season

day after day without any interruption from daybresak

.

only at dusk seeking a little refreshment in walks or ride^

along the dusty roads through the village tracts northward
At the dose of March I nad deputed Naik Ram Singh

from Chira for a sujpplementary tai^. mainly photographic,

at Miran. Before I had beep bng at Kho^ he relumed
from bis distant journey eastwards sufiering from complete
loss of eyesight. No news whatever had reached me from
him since we parted, and the shock was great when I saw
my poor ‘ handy-man/ once so stalwart and strong, brought
to me helfdessiv blind. He had left me in what seemed

f
ood health. While travelling rapidly to Charkitk with

brahim the most efficient and experienced of my
Ttirki followers, he was attacked by severe paint in the

head. Nothing before had suggested the of that
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fell disease, glaucoma. But during his stay at Charklik the

pains in the head increased, and he was suddenly struck

with blindness in one eye.

With heroic doggedness, a characteristic feature of his

race. Naik Ram Singh clung to his task, and left the oasis

for that trying desert site of Miran. There, while he was

f
etting the larger temple cleared again under Ibrahim
leg’s supervision preparatory to fresh photographic work,

blindness descended on his second eye also. Undismayed
by this terrible calamity, he persisted in waiting for some
days by the side of the Miran stream hoping for an
improvement and a chance of doing his work. Blindness
did not loosen its grip, and after another week at Charklik
he at last consented to rejoin me. Ibrahim B^ conducted
him back with all possible care and expedition, travelling

by the cooler hill route from Charchan to Keriya 1 may
mention as a significant trait in Ram Singh’s dt^ed Sikh
character, that though blind he would insist on cooking his

food himself to avoid any infraction of caste rules, in spite

of all trouble from burns and other accidents.

it was a pitiful story, and my heart ached at the thought
of the poor flow’s sufferings. He was bearing himself most
hrav' ly. full of hope for ultimate recovery, and expressed
trmching gratitude for whatever little I could do to secure
him comfort. 1 was quite unable to recognize the disease,

but was all the more anxious to obtain professional exam>
i nation and help as early as possible. So after engaging
the first Hindu who had settled at Khotan. a Shikarpuri
usurer, to act as cook, 1 hastened to send Ram Singh
on to Yarkand by Chinese cart with all possible care
for his comfort. There the Rev. Mr. Raquette of the
Swedish Medical Mission diagnosed the incurable disease,

but was able to relieve the pains in the head which had
aggravated the Naik's misery. Deeply distressed as I felt

at Mr. Raquette’s report received three weeks later, which
left no hope of recovery for Ram Singh, there was at least

some comfort in the assurance he gave me about the

character and origin of the disease. It might have come
on just as well if Ram Singh had never volunteered for

this journey, and nothing but a timely operation could hafe
VOL. 11 2 F
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saved his eyesight,—if ever there had been a chance of

recognizing premonitory symptoms which often escape

even the practised medical man.

The remainder of this sad story may be briefly told here.

By the advice of Mr. Raquette, who all through showed

the kindest interest in Ram Singh, I arranged to have the

poor sufferer conveyed to Ladak, as soon as the K.ya-

koram route opened, and thence to India. All possible

provision was made for his comfort and safety, Daud Beg,

a particularly reliable Khotan petty official whom the Naik

knew and liked well, being sent off to accompany him.

besides two Hindu traders to whose care he was entrusted

from Yarkand. Thanks to these arrangements the un-

fortunate Naik travelled without any mishap or discomfort

to Ladak. Thence after a good rest Captain D. G.

Oliver, the British Joint Commissioner, saw him safely

through to Kashmir.

My old friend Dr. A. Neve, of the Srinagar Mission

Hospital, whose fame as a surgeon has spread all through

the North-West Himalayas, could only confirm the sad

Yarkand verdict So poor Ram Singh was taken by his

brother to his native village near Firozpur in the Punjab.

Thence he came to meet me in December when 1 passed

through Lahore. The signs of far-advanced mental decay

which 1 then noticed in the poor fellow made the meeting

doubly distressing. The sutetantial accumulations of the

Naik— his emoluments while on duty with me were

calculated at a rate amounting to about five times his

ordinary pay—were entrusted by me to the safe keeping

of his regimental authorities. During my visit to Calcutta

1 did my utmost to urge in*the proper quarters the claims

of this faithful companion to special consideration, and

some months afterwards I had the relief to know that the

Government of India had generously provided for his and

his family's needs by the grant of a special pension. He
did not live long to benefit bv it ; for before the end of

1909 gentle death had relieved him from all further pain,

physi^ and mental But as a well-deserved act of grace

the greater part of the pension was continued by Govern-
iftent as a compassionate allowance to the widow and son.
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It may well be imagined how much these anxieties and
efforts added to the strain thrown upon me by my exact*

ing tasks at Khotan. There was no one to lighten the

burden ; but it was a great comfort to have Chiang-ssQ-yeh
near me and to feel the genuine sympathy with which he
shiircd my cares and sorrow about poor Ram Singh. He
himself was busy from early morning until late at night

over learned labours (Fig. 308), the preparation of a rough
slip catalogue for at least a portion of the Chinese manu-
scripts from the * Thousand Buddhas,’ and the decipher-

ment and transcription of the ancient Chinese records from
the • Wall.'

In addition to all labours of packing I had to bestow
much care and trouble on the preparations for my long-

planned exfKxlition to the sources of the Yurung-kash River.

My previous explorations in the Karanghu-tagh mountains
had convinced me that the Yurung-kash head-waters were
quite inaccessible through the narrow and deep gorges by
» hich the river cuts its way westwards. So the fresh effort

ujion which 1 had decided long before was now to be made
from the east, where that wholly unexplored mountain
region adjoins the extreme north-west of the high Tibetan
table iand. Thence I proposed to make my way to the

upjKfrmost Kara-kash Valley along the unsurveyed southern

slojies of that portion of the main Kun-lun l^nge which
fcctis the Yurung-kash with its chief glacier sources.

Climate and uttcri>' barren ground were sure to offer great

ob^aclcs in that inhospiuble region. So the arrangements

about transport and supplies for this concluding expedition

claimed the utmost care.

The difficulties presented by the transport problem

icxikcd formidable enough. It was certain that the explora-

tions contemplated could not possibly be effected in less

than forty days, counting the j^riod from leaving Polur,

the last inhabited place at the loot of the Kun-lun, to the

highest point in the Kara-kash Valley where the Kirghiz of

.Satip-aldi Beg could keep a depot of supplies ready against

our arrivaL Now during the whole of this period the

maintenance of ourselves and our animals could be pro-

vided for only by the supplies we carried with us. Tnete
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would be no dependence on grazing for the ponies and
donkeys, the only available beasts of burden. Yet none of

these would on such high ground be able to carry more
than their own fodder-supply for forty days. Thus our
seven saddle ponies and the ten need^ for our indis{>ens-

able baggage and food supplies would require to be
supplement^ by an equal number of animus to carry

fodder. These fodder-carrying beasts would again have
to be fed with fodder brought by other beasts, and so on
and so on. Thus the trans{X)ri calculations would go on
swelling ad infinitum until the thought of them oppressed
me like a nightmare.

The only escape seemed to lie in the plan to send back
the animals in detachments as their laids of supplies

became exhausted, and to trust to their making their way
back without fodder, h'or facing great privations on suen
tracks as we should have to follow in those forbidding

mountains, hardy donkeys would prove more suitable,

besides requiring a smaller number of men to look after

them. So 1 decided to use donkey transport for the
main stores. There were plenty of ‘ Kirakash ' about
Khotan accustomed to serve traders with ponies and
donkeys on hire. But they drciided work in the unknown
mountains

; and in spite of the pressure exercised from the
Ya-men and the lavish rates of hire I felt comjJcUtd to

offer, the collection of sound and sufficiently strong animals
proved a long and difficult business. 1 had every interest

to secure beasts which would last us to the very end of the
exp^ition, wberea.s the owners of the transport, hewj }>aid

a hire which practically covered the cost of good animals,
would be indiherent to losses ‘if they could but manage to
palm off inferior beasts upon us.

In these troublesome transport tasks, which generally
filled my weary evenings, I appreciated m«rc than ever the
devoted help which my old friend Badruddin Khan, the
Afghan Ak-sakal, gave me from his tife-bi^ experience as a
trader. For weeks be took up his abode in one of the outer
courts of Nar-bagh, together with his sons and servants, in

order to be near at hand. How he found time to look after

hts own trade affairs was a mystery to me, just as much as the
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way he manned to get all his accounts and correspondence
done by his young son of thirteen or so (Fig. 309), who alone

in the (amily was able to read and write. It is true that the

long letters he used to send me through thb youthful scribe

had sorely tried learned Mullahs all along my route from
Tun-huang to Yarkand, and that the disentanglement of his

accounts of expenses incurred on my behalf was a business

which 1 had learned to dread from sad experience
In the midst of all these distracting concerns it was a

real relief when on July 20th my energetic Surveyor, Lai
Singh, rejoined me alter a separation of nearly three
months. Injury to a level of the theodolite which at the
time could not be repaired, had prevented the hoped-for
trianguiation from Ak-su to Kashgv ; but he had succeeded
in efiwting very useful surveys with the plane-ubie along
the r*ien-shan rai^e up to the watershed north of Kasl^r.
Then he had travelled to Guma by a route different from
the high roads already surveyed, and had thence succeeded
in mapping, as directed, the liii portion of !trm incognita on
the northern slopes of the Kun-iun between the Kilian and
Middle Kara-kash valleys. Our routes since Ak-su had
crossed only at one point, the oasis of .Abad north of*

Yarkand ; and it was no small satisfaction to me to find

that, though the distance covered by me from our common
starting-point, Ak-su, amounted to over 350 miles, the

position shown for Abad by my own plane-table survey
differed from that of Lai Singh by only one mile in longitude

ana about two in latitude. Just about that time there

arrived also Muhammadju, my old Yarkandi follower,

invalided home from Abcfal, but now ready to serve me
again with his knowledge of the Polur route and the Kara-

kash Valiev.

.\ week later the final completion of packing allowed

me to take my first day of relative quiet by paying a fare-

well visit to Ymkan. the site of the ancient IChotan capital

The annual washing for gold in the ‘culture deeply

buried beneath the layers of fertile alluvial soil had already

begun, and while staying during the heat of the day with

my old host, the YUz-^hi, I was able to acquire from

the villagers a fair collection of terra-cotta grotesques, and
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other small antiques brought to light since 1906. Besides

I could take typical Khotan •heads' (P'ig. 310). Here on

historic soil, where cultivation has effacea all traces of past

greatness, I said good-bye to the charms of rural Khotan
with its homesteads nestling in orchards and its quaint

mosques shaded by huge old trees (Fig. 312).

On August ist I was at last able to despatch my heavy

convoy of antiques, making up over fifty camcl-laids, to

Sanju. There, under the care of Tila liai and one of

Badruddin Khan’s trusted caravan men. it was to wait

until the subsiding of the summer Hood in the river would

allow it to proceea in safety to Suget on the upjxrr Kara-

kash, where I hoped to rejoin it towards the close of

September for the crossing of the Kara-koram.
After two more days sjjent in busy work, the time came

for myself to set out for the foot of the m»>uniains south-

eastward. Chiang-ssQ-yeh, whose labours for me were now
ended, and also Badruddin Khan insisted u}X>n accom|jany-

ing me for the first march. Other Khotan friends saw me
on by the bank of the Vurung-kash, which now rolled its

huge summer flood in numerous betls, the two widest

passable only in boats. The crossing with baggage was
not without its risks, in spile of the large number and skill

of the ‘ Suchis ' or water-men detailed to guide men and
animals. Dear old Akhun Bt^, who bade me a touching

farewell, remained behind to pray for our safe jiassage. and
1 still saw bis venerable figure standii^ upright by the

river bank when the whirling ferr)'-boai had carried me
across the main bed. It took long hours l>cforc our three

boat-loads of animals and baggage had been safely brought
to the right bank (Fig. 313)'

Then through the smiling fertile lands of the cantons
of Yurung-kash and Sampu» wc rode to Kotaa l^mgar.
where the night was passed the edge of the bare gravel

Sai. Next morning the baggage amf the train of tmladen
animals intended for the mountains were tent ahead, while

I remained behind to struggle with Badruddin Khan s last

accounts and bid farewell to my devoted secretary and
helpmate. It was a sad parting, and poor Chian|', at

other times ever bright and cheenul. felt its pang quite as
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deeply as I did. I had, indeed, the comfort of having

through Mr. Macartney's kindness obtained for him the

richly deserved appointment as Chinese Munshi of the

British Consulate at Kashgar. But would this justify hope

that I might ever sec again the kindly face of the most

devoted and capable helper Asia had ever given me ? Even
little ‘ Dash ’ seemed to feel the emotion of the moment, and

cuddled up to his Chinese friend with an exceptional dis-

play of affection. Honest Badruddin Khan, too, had tears

tn his eyes when we parted. Then, as 1 rode on, the

quivering glare and heat of the desert seemed to descend

like a luminous curtain and to hide from me the most
cherished aspects of my Turkestan life.



CHAPTER XCn

IN THE GORGES OK ROLUk AND /-All IK

Five long marches brought me from the edge of the Khotan
oasis to the mountain vilbige of Polur, where the western-

most route from Tibet debouches. W'c were now steadil)-

ascending in a diagonal line the great gravel glacis which
slopes down from the northern main range of the Kun-Iun
(see Map ii.), and I fell with delight how each night's halt

gave increasi^i coolness.

On August 5ih we struck at Hasha the first of those
submontane oases, narrow but long-stretched, which line

the beds of a succession of glacier-fed rivers where they
•debouch from the foot-hills. At ILosha, as well as at

Chakar and Nura, cultivation had evidently not yet reached
the limits of the available water. Yet attentive Muhammad
Yusuf Beg, who since 1906 had been transferred to this
‘ Hill ' district from Niya, told me that the official reckoning
of households in the whole of this wide tract had multiplied
about nine-fold since the re-establishment of Chinese rule in

1878. Earlier changes of this kind in the extent of cultiva-
tion were indicated by remains of a small rot^hly built
town of uncertain date which I found near Hasha. between
two steep-scarped river beds in a position recalling Yar-
khoio, and by a debris area, manifestly of Buddhist times,
Ixlow Nura. It was at the latter place that the magnificent
line of snowy peaks to the south first showed itself in full

glory.

At the pretty duster of little oases known as Imamlar 1

visited the well-shaded shrine, famous as a pilgrimage-place
throughout the Tarim Basin, where pious belief has located
the•resting-place of four of those legendary Imams, or early

440
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warrior prophets of Isbtn. who are such popular figures in

Khotan tradition. I wondered whether we should ever

learn to which Buddhist shrine this local worship traces its

origin. We were here some 7300 feet above sea, and a

minimum temperature of thirty-seven d^rees Fahrenheit

under a perfectlv clear sky felt delightfully refreshii^. On
the same day, August 8th, after marching along the crest

of the high Pomaz spur, which gave a grand view of the

mountains, we reached Polur, nestling low in the valley.

This taiw village proved an excellent base of supplies,

thanks to the amjne arrangements made by Muhammad
Yusuf Beg under the orders of the new Keriya Amban,
whose help 1 had uken care to enlist in March. Stores of
flour, ftxldcr, etc. were ready to be taken over, as well as

a dozen sheep which were to supply us with meat during
the long wanderings in the mountains. Extra transport,

too. had been collected to help in moving these stores

up to the nearest Tibetan plateau ; for I knew well the

difhculties to be expected on the route immediately above
Polur. and was anxious to lighten the task of our Khotan
transport as long as possible. My only regret was that

the yaks I had ho{>ed to obtain for this auxiliary transport*

column proved quite unaccustomed to loads, and after

careering wildly through the one long village lane had
to be cxchang^ for more donkeys. I found later that,

owing to the absence of grazing, yaks would have been

of little use.

All these arrangements cost time and labour ; and what

with abundant accounts, the despatch of a last big mail-bag

C'ltf Khotan. and anthropological measurements among
these ' Taghliks,' who interested me by their type so dif-

ferent from the people in the plains, the start could not be

effected until the morning of August i ath. The whole of

Polur was ass<»nbled to sec us on ; for though this ^te to

Western Tibet had been used about half-a-dozen limes by

European travellers since the * Pandits ’ of the Forsyth

Mission first traversed it in 1873, the novelt)* of such an

event had not worn off But I confess that 1 was menre

impressed by the farewell to honest Turdi, the Dak-man,

who was to take my mail-bag for the last time back* to
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Khotan (Fig. 307). 1 thought of how he had managed to

find me that Christmas Eve in the heart of the Lop-nor

Desert, and how another time I had sent him off from the

foot of the Nan-shan for a wear)’ ride of months. Hut

whatever the occasion, there was nothing to read in his

face but calm unconcern and a sort of canine devotion.

The difficulties began early as we made our way through

the confined goi^es above Polur towards the high plateaus

beyond the northern main Kun-lun Range (Fig. 314)- it

took us three trying days of toil before we reached easier

ground at the point known as Khan Langar, over 13,000

feet above sea, where the Polur strctim in its de.scent enters

the cutting it has effected through the ice-clad summit
portion of the range (P ig. 3J5)- the track twisted and

turned so much that the total distance covered from Polur

village to this point amounted only to about twenty-one

miles. Most of it w;is done by scrambling over boulders

and rocky ledges in narrow gorges half-filled by glacicr-

fed torrents. Bad as the going was for us men, the trouble

of getting our baggage and supplies safely through was a

far more serious business. There were continuous crossings
* and recrossings of the greyish-white tossing water w hich

our little donkeys had much trouble to negotiate at all times,

and, of course, could not ford at all when the daily flood

from the melting ghiciers at the head of the gorges had
once commenced in the early afternoon to come down.

The track was impressively bad, whether winding
amidst slippery boulders below, or scaling precipitous slopes

of rock or detritus above when the bottom of the gorge
became quite impassable foreman or beast (Fig. 316).

Through the Amin’s care some attempt had been made
by the Polur head-men to improve the worst places, and
we had, fortunately, the help of some twenty bill-men for

the laden animals. At a number of points where rocky
ribs projected from steep slopes of unstable shale, all loads

had to be taken off and carried round the dangerous comers
by the men. It all involved a great deal of care and stiain,

and when we had safely passed the particular precipices

where so careful and experienced an exfi^orer as Captain

Dfiasy bad lost ponies in 1898,—according to Polur tradition
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also mule-trunks ‘ full of silver,’—and one of his men too, I

knew I had reason for relief.

On August 1 5th we marched up a broad barren valley

amidst mountain formations of slate and sandstone, strik-

ingly diBerent from those passed through in the gorges
below, and then crossed the watershed by an easy pass

some 16,500 feet high to a wonderfully wide and barren

plateau. From a steep ridge above the pass which 1

clirnljed with Lai Singh, 1 enjoyed a glorious view both of

the towering range behind us and the great wall of snowy
mountains which flanks the Yurung-kash River sources.

1 1 was a grand panorama, but it was hard to photograph
it with an icy gale from the north benumbing one's fingers.

It was, no doubt, the continuation of a big Buran which
was scouring the desert plains ; but the accompanying dust-

clouds could not pass over the great mountain wall rising

to peaks well over 21.000 feet, and the view kept delight-

fully clear.

A ten miles' descent over gentle slopes of absolutely

barren gravel brought us to a group of small lakelets with

fresh water, where we camped, the icy gale pursuing us all

the way. All round them the ground bore plain indica-*

lions of being the dried-up bed of a lake once much larger

than the present Seghiz-kul basin to the east It was
curious to obacrvc here the same wind-eroded clay ridges

and banks which are so characteristic of the Su-lo Ho's

terminal basin ; but their height rarely rose above ten feet

the direction of the eroded banks running ^nerally east to

west The elevation was close on 1 5.000 feet

Very few of the donkeys had managed to come in that

night, and as the minimum temperature fell to twenty

ilegrees below* freezing - point 1 felt doubly glad when

the fallowing morning broke deliciously still and sunny.

Fringing the lake shore in patches there was a very coarse

sort of grass, yellowish in colour, and appropriately known

as * Sarigh-ot ’ to the Keriya hunters who alone visit these

{uru. So when the poor hard - tried donkeys had

straggled in during the forenoon, I could enjoy the sight

of them peacefully browsing on these hardy tufts, or else

lying lazily stretched out in the sun. which at mid-tlay
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showed a temperature of fully 130 degrees Fahrenheit.
It was a good place to give the animals a short rest, and
to form a base from which we might effect our expedition

into the unexplored valleys of the uppermost Yurung-kash.

From the very careful trigonometrical survey which
Captain Deasy effected in 1897 along this part of the

Polur-Ladak route, 1 knew that the easternmost point of

the Yurung-kash head-waters lay due south of Seghiz-kol.

So Lai Singh, active as ever, set out on August i6th to

reconnoitre the ground in that direction, and to start a fresh

net of triangles with the help of Captain Deasy ‘s points.

Yet, I confess, I felt oppressed by doubts how we should
be able to penetrate into that region of difficult deep-cut
valleys for which my Karanghu-tagh experiences of 1900
and 1906 had prepared me. Considering the limitation of
our supplies and means of transport, a false move at the
start and consequent loss of time might prove fatal to ail

my plans.

Fortune for once played me a good turn by bringing
into my hands a guide such as 1 had vainly searched for

among all those reticent and wily hill-men of Polur. Lai
*Singh on his reconnaissance had fallen in with one of a
small party of Keriya people hunting for wild yaks, and 1

promptly despatched Niaa Akhun, the energetic Darogha
who had accompanied us from Khotan, to fetch them from
their camp near S^hiz-kol. Half- frozen he turned up
next morning bringing the whole party of hunters—Pasa,
an experienced if sbifty-Iooking fellow (Fig 317), with three
equally ragged companions half -Tibetan in appearance.
Pasa, after some cross-examination, confessed that there
were gold -pits still worked by small parties of Keriya
people in a side valley of the Yurung-kash known as Zailik,
to be reached by a couple of marches. When I explained
why I w^ted to get to the river’s easternmost sources by
a route different from that leading south of Si^hiz-kbl, he
acknowledged that he knew tracks by which we might
make an almost complete circuit of the uppermost Yurung-
kash head-waters.

Of course Pasa very soon caught the infection of
preVended ignorance from our unwilling and contumacious
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Folur people, who previously, when 1 noticed abandoned
gold-pits in the upper Polur gorge, had stoutly denied all

knowledge of any actual gold-digging in this region. But
it was too bte then, especially as Pasa was not particularly

clever at lyin^, and evidently too hard-up not to be tempted
by the promised rewards. So after much trouble we pre-

vailed upon him to act as guide and to show us a track to

the uppermost Yurung-kash gorge from the north-west
I >ischarging most of the Polur men and donkeys, 1 arranged
to leave behind a depot of all supplies for men and beasts

not immediately ne^ed, as well as the majority of our
hired donkeys. Ibrahim Beg, with the less active of the

transport men, was to move his depot to the Ulugh-kOl
lake, one march to the south-west, on the route to Ladak,
where some grazing was to be found, and to await our
return there.

Then on August iSth we set out west with much-
reduced baggage under Pasa’s guidance, and after ascending
the wide bairen basin to the north-west, and crossing a

relatively easy pau at some 16,200 feet above sea, reached
by the evening of the following day the deep-cut valley

of Zatlik (Pig. 325). All knowledge of it had previously

been denievl by the secretive hill-men of Polur. There we
fouad extensive gold-pits dug into the precipitous cliffs of

conglomerate just above the gneiss of the stream-bed and

evidently worked for long ages. Our irruption into this

terribly tortuous and gloomy gorge of Zaiiik was quite a

romantic event for the four dozen or so of gold-seekers who
try to exploit what is left of auriferous layers. To us, too,

it seemed a wonderful place—this long, rock-bound valley,

where from an elevation of about 14.500 feet downwards

all the steeply cut faces of conglomerate deposits are honev-

combed wth galleries and pits often in almost inaccessible

places (Fig. 318).

It was difficult to guess how far back in the ages poor

wretches had toiled here under all the hardships of a serai-

arctic climate and practical ^avery. Graves spread ow
every little bit of level ground which the gorge

^

aifonis

in its twelve to thirteen miles’ course down to the junction

with the Yurung-kash Valley, and on all sides the rot^hly
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walled-up mouths of abandoned pits showed where many
more of the victims had found their last rest. In the

days of the ‘old Khiui rule’ and of Yakub Beg, that

soi-disani liberator, when the dig^in^ was carried on by

forced labour, this rugged gorge, with its inclement climate,

must have seen more human misery than one cares to

think of. Among all the desolate places of the earth to

which oitri stura fames has led men, this forbidding ravine,

cut between the most barren of mountains, with its atmo-

sphere of Rider Haggard sensations, might well complete

for the front rank.

To us the discover)' of this gloomy gorge proved of

great value. Leaving our camp at a small grassy plot near

the central point of the present mining activity, some
13,600 feet above the sea. I managed with LaJ Singh first

to descend by breakneck paths to the cafton-like valley of

the Yurung-kash (Fi^. 320), and on subsequent days to

climb commanding points on a series of high spurs coming
straight down from the main Kun-lun Range northward.

By esublishing our survey stations in full view of its Crest-

line, here showing an average height of over 20,000 feet,

wve managed to map with theodolite, plane - table, and
photographic panoramas, the greater portion of the in-

expressibly grand and wild mountain system conuining the

unexplored eastern head-waters of the Yurung-kash. On
the south, for a distance of over sixty miles, we could sec

them flanked by a magnificent range of snowy peaks, rising

to over 23,000 feet, and all clad with glaciers more extensive
than any I had so far seen in the Kun-lun.

Among the peaks to the soutl^-west we could, fortunately,

recognize several of a small group which bad been triangu-

lated over forty years earlier from high stations on the
Tibetan uplands to the north of l.adak. and thus exactly

determine oik position. 1 was all the more grateful for

this as, in spite of the clear weather which had set in after

light snow showers, clouds enveloped the glacier - gin
peak of the gr»t Muz-tagh peak westwards which had
formed so dominating a landmark for our surveys about
Karanghu'tagh.

f^rom the ridges we thus climbed above Zaiitk there
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opened out panoramas more impressive and grand than

any I had so far seen. As my eyes ranged over that

amazing maze of ice-crowned spurs and deep-cut valleys

enclosed between the two great Kun-lun ranges and drained

by the Yurung-kash, it was an inspiriting thought that the

whole of this grim mountain wcwla was unexplored ground,

and that in all probability human gaze had never rested so

long on it. Who among hunters or miners would climb such
high points always exposed to icy winds and beyond the

scantiest vegetation which this arid region affords ? Ever)'-

thing seemed on such a vast scale, and! wondered how many
months or summers it would take to explore all this wonder-
ful and forbidding Alpine world in detail The long hours
we spent at our stations over work with theodolite, plane-

table. and camera were made most tr)nng by the icy blasts

sweeping the crests of the ridges, and our fingers were
benumbed while handling the instruments.

The poor miners, too. whom we engaged to carr)- our in-

struments (Fig. 319) felt the exposure badly even while the

.sun shone brightly, and the man whom 1 had to keep crouch-

ing between the Urgs of the camera stand, to steady it, while

the panoramic work slowly proceeded, had to be changed
every ten minutes or so to afford relief to his half-frozen

hands. But our reward was ample, and to the miners, too,

their well-paid exertions afforded a welcome change from
their wretched burrowing in dark pits. In the end Igained
their confidence sufficiently to obtain information about

certain gold-pits which were once worked at points lower

down by the precipitous banks of the Yurung-kash, and
also about a difficult route, long suspected by me, which led

to the latter right across the main range from the head-

waters of the Grenju River. But we had neither time nor

supplies to waste over a descent down the valley, where the

river still in full flood would make any crossing impossible.

The Zailik mines, accessible only during a few summer
months, are now almost deserted, the total annual produc-

tion of ^old raised with difficulty by the Amban’s contractor

amounting to about 300 ounces. The small groups of

miners toiling in this gloomy gorge are practically all bond-

slaves of the contractor, who advances their supplies, clothiffg?^
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and other necessaries. Fortunately we were able to secure

among them eight or nine porters, without whom it would

have been quite impossible to transport our indispensable

baggage and instruments over the very' difficult ground

before us. Our queer guide Pasa, the yak-hunter, had told

me that the tracks by which we were to make our way to

the glacier sources of the Yurung-kash would be practicable

only for men and possibly donkeys. So I had the b^gage
cut down to the barest minimum, leaving everything the

ten donkeys with us could not carry to be taken back by

the ponies to our Ulugh-kol depot.







CHAPTER XCIII

TO THE YURUKG-KASH GLACIER-SOURCES

On August 35ih we set out by a very steep side valley to the
south, and crossed the rugged spur between the Zailik and
main V'urung-kash Valleys by a pass over 17,700 feet high,

leading over what ntanifestly had once been old n6v^ beds.

From a ridge just above the Shalgan Dawan, as Pasa
called it, wc could obtain once again a glorious panorama
(Fig. 321). Here, and in the narrow valley beyond, the
<iccay of all rocks was most striking. We camped about a
thousand feet below the pass, and next day had a most
trying descent in a steep gorge choked with big boulders
and manifestly scooped out by glacier action. Lower
down, where the gorge widened somewhat. 1 noticed old

moraines, though the range above now showed only scanty
snow-beds. Before the gorge joined the Yurung-kash
defile we were surprised by coming upon a patch of ground
aivercd with brushwood. There were indications that the

Zailik miners used once to repair here for the sake of

burning charcoal.

The view presented by the Yurung-kash Valley, where
wc reached it at an elevation of a litue over 13,000 feet,

was singularly impressive in its desolation (Fig. 323). On
both banks of the river, which here rolled its grreyish-white

glacier water in a bed some hundred yards wide, there was
nothing to be seen but absolutely bare cliffs of red or

yellow sandstone and detritus slof>es below them. For over

two miles our faint track wound along these dead slopes of

rubble. Then it had to drop into the actual river bed

turn a hi^e projecting rock-a^l, and behind it we suddenly
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found ourselves at the debouchure of a small stream which

Pasa called Mandar-kol.

We camped there for the night, and the main valley

farther up making a great bend and becoming quite

impassable, we had to ascend next day to the top of a

high spur eastwards. The pass was alK)ut i~,ooo feet in

height, and once again fortune was kind ;
for Pasii's track

proved to pass quite close to a well-isolated (leak making

an ideal survey station. So. on August iSth. leaving camp
in a small moss-covered ravine at the (oot of an old gl.icier

(Fig. 323). we climbed the peak and were rewarded by a

magnificent panorama on the toj) t)f the highest rock

pinnacle. Triangulation subsequently showed its c.xact

height as 18,612 feet. For an hour or two heavy clouds

were drifting over the snowy range south ;
but they lifted

about mid-day and a truly grand view was then revealed

of the latter.

A huge massif, covered with a continuous mantle of ice

and snow, feeding the easternmost sources of the Yurung-
kash, came now fully in view to the south-east. Hut the

aspect of the range with its many fine glaciers to the

south and south-west of us was almost as imposing, and
the distance less (Fig. 324). 1 did my lM*st to record by
camera and copious notes the many interesting orographical

features which presented themselves from this glorious

station above Tar-kol ; but this is not the place to discuss

them. Only one striking ol>servation may be mentioned.
Whereas on the north slopes of the main range before us

the snow-line descended to approximately 17,500 feel, on
the slopes of the great spur l^hind us which faced south

it lay certainly as high as 19,500 feet.

Our inarch of August 29th took us over a successioirtSf

somewhat lower side spurs, on the slopes of which traces

of wild yaks were abundant, and brought us by nightfiiU

into the little valley of TUge-tash. There, at an elevation

of about 15,000 feet, we spent a miserable night in snow
and rain, but next morning had the satisfaction of descend-
ing at last to the main Yurung-kash Valley where Pasa
'declared it to become practicable for further progress.
Fantastically eroded rock -faces, composed of shiny slate.
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rose wall-like to 2000 feet or more on either side of the

Ttlge-tash stream, and also lined the right bank of the

Yurung-kash where we reached it at last (Fig. 329).

Wc were now quite close to the huge array of glaciers

which cover the north face of the big watershed range
towards the Tibetan uplands; but at our elevation of

aix)ut 14.000 feet wc were too low down to get more than
g]im{>sesof their snouts protruding between the steep rocky

buttresses of the range, 1500 feet higher. For about two
miles above the Ttige-tash debouchure the wide rubble-

strewn river bed offered easy progress, such as our poor
donkeys badly ne«;ded after all their hard climbs and
scrambles. Then a rugged promontory forced us to ford

the river to the right bank. Fortunately it flowed now in

two branches, about forty and twenty yards wide, and
owing to the cloudy weather and the increasing cold which
.iffected the glacier melting, its depth was nowhere over
two feet. Once across we could follow our upward march
by the river for a couple of miles over broad alluvial slopes

dcjjosited by the streams which came down from the

gliciers above. In one place 1 observed the perfectly

kjrmed fan of an ancient terminal* moraine, half a mile

•tcross. which the Yaghclik-sai glacier must have once

pushed right down to the river.

That day's relative ease was a great boon for our

patient donkeys; for the most trying day's work on this

trip was still teforc us. Setting out after another miser-

able night with rain and snow at interv’als, w'e had scarcely

moved for a mile and a half up the river when we were

brought up by a big glacier stream at a point where the

main river makes a sudden bend to the north-east. The
stream carried the drain^e from at least three huge

glaciers we had clearly sighted from the Tar-kol peak,

and its volume seemed but little inferior to that 01 the

main river from the cast. The vehemence of the tossing

greyish mass of water was great as it rushed past between

big boulders, and for over an hour we vainly searched for

a safe crossing amidst the whirls and cataracts. Yet the

day’s ice melung had scarcely b<^n. At last, by posting^

groups of men near convenient boulders and by the use of
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ropes, we got the donkeys safely across the thirty yards of

seething icy water, three to four feet in depth. Most of

the loads, though carried by the men, got thoroughly

drenched, the instruments luckily escaping.

A short break in the gusts of driving snow had scarcely

allowed the half-benumbed men and animals to warm
themselves a little, when we had to start scaling a narrow

and extremely steep rock promontory which raised its

fantastic crags in the angle between the two valleys. I

never quite understood how the donkeys with their loads,

light as they were, managed to scramble up here some

500 feet. Then we found ourselves at the top of a narrow

rock couloir leading down to the main river branch at

an angle of some forty-five degrees (Kig. 326). The step-

like ledges of the slaty rock, which in spile of the slipper)*

condition facilitated descent for us men, were too narrow

and the turns too sharp for the animals. So they had

to be dragged down in the d<^bris- filled centre of the

couloir, where the rock fragments, ever giving way under
their feet, cime down in small avalanches. Several of

I the poor donkeys lost their balance and tumbled down
in somersaults ; it seemed a miracle that none of them
was seriously injured.

After this descent w'e had still most difficult ground to

face. The river from here upwards rolled its tossing

waters, now of a light greenish tint, through a tortuous

bed rarely wider than sixty to eighty yards at the bottom
(Pig- 327). On the right bank the rock-walls were quite

impassable . on the left f»rectpitous cliffs and dangerous
slopes of unstable shingle had to be crossed altemaicly.

W^t track could be made out here and there was that

(Honecred by wild yaks, which, in fiurt, with occasional

visits from half-tame hunters like Pasa, were alone re-

nponsible for the ‘ route ’ we had followed since Manthur-kol.

The track, less than a foot wide, needed careful clearing

where it wound along difficult rock-fiKes, before the

mudi-thaken donkeys could pass. The precipitous slopes

covered with big rock fragments, which kx^ed as if shaken
wbwn from the watl-Uke spur above by some earthquake

or bnddip. were almost as risky. It took us fully >i^
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hours to dear the first two miles in this wonderful gm^e
above our crossing.

Then after jpassing a small water&U the track, though
very steep and rocky, presented less danger. On our
left across the ^orge there was a succession of perfectly
wall-like spurs with deep chasms between ; but tn front of
us there showed at last long rounded ridges of detritus.

As we ascended towards these the frowning spur above us
assumed fantastic shapes of towers and huge battlemented
walls. Decomposition had areated here a striking pendant
to the * T'ang prince’s town' above Uch-Turf^. The
Zailik men at once recognized the ‘ Kone-shahr ’

1 pointed
out to them, and the sight at once set their ‘ treasure-
seeking' imagination in motion. How could they doubt
that I nad really come to this forbidding mountain r^ion
in order to search for hidden riches }

At last we emerged on broad detritus slqies, the four

and a half miles from camp having taken us some nine
hours of toil Very soon it became evident that we were
moving across the huge terminal moraines, now buried
undor detritus, of what must once have bwn a perfect

mantle of ice descending from a big spur of over 31,000*
feet. Then we passed within less uian a mile the end of
a still extant glacier Hanked by huge moraines. How
grateful we felt for the easy going which the bare sodden
ground of this fan provided ! \Ve had now reached an
elevation of about 15,500 feet, and the rarity of the air

was more noticeable.

Under the heavy grey clouds which all day had treated

us to showers of snow and sleet, it was soon getting

dusk
; but this made the mighty panorama in black and

white still more impressive. Fresh snow streaked all the

less steep sl<^s, wnile to the south the peaks and glaciers

rose in unblemished white splendour. But the precipitous

rodc-walb of the great gorge through which the Yurung-

kash has carved its passage loomed in blackness. It

seemed as if we had left bimind us the dark Mte of that

wild maze of deep-cut inaccessible valleys, and entered a

land barren downs set amidst ice-clad ranges, the

fringe of true Tibet. At last we found shelter for tliB^
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niffht in a narrow gorge cutting through the glacier-ground

talus slope, and were glad to rest our weary and cola limbs

by a camp fire.

Next morning, on September ist, we marched under a

clear sunny sky to the north-east, and after less than four

miles had the relief to hnd the ponies with my tent and
much-needed supplies arrived from the Utugh-kbl depot,

as previously arranged, under the guidance of one of

Pasa’s companions, and grazing at a grassy spot near the

river's left bank. There we halted at an elevation of

15,600 feet, and let men and donkeys enjoy a day's much-
needed repose in the sunshine. We had now reached

the great elevated basin where the ntain feeders of the

Yurungikash meet, coming down from a perfect amphi-
theatre of glacier-girt peaks. It was vcr>’^ interesting

ground geographically and geologically, with abundant

evidence that the glaciers had in a relatively recent period

extended over many square miles of what is now a huge
rolling plateau covered with glacier mud and icc-carrietl

boulders. 1 thought of my ancient sites in the desert, and
how the recession of all these glacier feeders must have
affected their fate.

On September and I climbed with 1^1 Singh an easy
but well-isolated ridge to the north-west, which at its U^,
about 1 7,400 feet above the sea, revealed the panorama re-

produced in Plate xii. The view was gloriously clear and^
wide, and showed to the south and south-west an unbrokai
line of ior.‘-ciad peaks extending in direct distaooe to
upwards of sixty miles, flow delighted 1 was M greet
emee again all our newly won friends, fiuniltar from our
earlier ‘stations,* bold snowf peaks with triafij^ulaMid

heights reaching up to over 23,000 (eet, and glaciars no
less imposing b^use they had no names ! The s%iit of

the great mantle to: enveloping the muar just in

front d* us to the south was truly glorious. Its glacicHrs

seen at a near distance formed a broad gfiuerij^{ rim to

the 1% barin stretching away southward to the uppermost
sources of the river. These could be locatM at an

^lormous glader which was viriMe up to its head at

some twenty miks’ distance But the mowy maaaif Irom
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which this ice-stream descends in the innermost angle of
the range was clear of clouds only at intervals.

It is impossible to describe here all the features which
gave overwhelming grandeur to this panorama, and which
no photog^ph can adequately render. But 1 may aUude
to the sharp, needle-lilce peaks 1 saw rising in groups to

the north-east above the long bare ridges separating us
from the Ulugh-kdl depression. They formed part of the

northern main Kun-lun where it is broken tnrough by
the Keriya and Niya rivers : in the g^>s between them
my gaze wandered down to those parched plains beyond
hidden under yellowish haze.

It seemed hard to forsake this immense mountain
h<»izon, and harder still to forgo all endeavour at mm’e
detailed exploration of the Yurung-kash sources. But 1

had now succeeded in tracing the nver’s course to its very
head, and been able to form a true idea of the un&dling
stores of ice which supply the Khotan River with its

enormous summer flood, and enable it for a few months to

carry its waters victoriously right through the thirsty

desert. The report received from 1 brahim Beg about the
fodder supplies still available at our depot showed that*

there was not a day to be lost in the start ftM* the Kara-
kash head-waters.

So on September 3rd we set out for Ulugh-kdl, and
alter marching over flat detritus plateaus bearing abundant
traces of former glaciation, crossed the stripling Yurung-
kash just where its bed turns sharply south (Fig. 328).

'i'hen an easy ascent over rubble beds past the snout of

the much-tom GUgrilge glacier took us up to a grass-

covered saddle, less than 1 6,000 feet above the sea, where
the Yurung-kash drains^e was left behind almost before we
became aware of it. That evening we found our depot
not far from the southern end of the Ulugh-kdI. and camped
once more on ground typically Tibetan, looking flat and
tame after the rugged world of ice and rock we had passed

through.



CHAPTER XCIV

ACROSS TIBKTAN RI-ATEAt'S

A BUSY evening and morning at Ulugh>kdl were sf>cnt over
seJecting the fittest of the spare donkeys, and making up
reserve toads of supplies and baggage. It was encouraging
to note how well the brave donkeys, which struggled
through with us. had stood all their trials. The less fit-

looking animals were sent back to Polur, as twenty donkeys
would now suffice for the reduced stores; for these and
the hired ponies we retainerd the five sturdiest of the
‘ Kirakash ' men. The little band of gold-miners who
had proved so helpful were discharged to icailik with ample

‘reward and adequate food for the journey. Of all the
motley company there were to remain with us only Pasa
and one of his fellow-hunters, the former newly equipped
with a good fur-coat which I bought for him as a present
off the back of a returning pony-man.

Then we staned, on b<q9tcmbcr 4th, tinder the liurewell

bluings of those who were glad to escape the harddfitps
still before us. My object was to follow the great snowy
rai^c, which flanks the Yurung-kash head-waters on the
south-east and south along its soutbeni slopes westwards,
until we reached the uppcimost valley of the Kara-kuh
River, and thus to complete our uirvey of what had now
proved to be the true mam chain of the Kun-lun. For this
|Hirp^ we had first io march by the Ptdur-Ladak route to
tliw elevated basin, more than 17.000 feet above the sea.
where the Keriya River rises.

The five marches we made along this route took us
wer ground already surveyed by Captain Deasy, and my
Account of them may, thereibre. be brief. On the first

4i*
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CM. TO THE EERIYA RIVER SOURCES
day we itnick the acttnl route by a short cut over a

?
ur weM oT It. ami there obtaiiUMi a parting view of the
urung-Wh h^.wmrs (Fig. t^o). That night we had

a fairly heavy fall of snow, ana its cover was promptly
used by the wily Paaa to decamp with his comrade. He
had shown so much experience of these mountains and
such resourcefulness that I had been eager to enlist his
help as a hunter and ‘guide.* even though he protested
never to have been beyond the uppermost Kenya River.
His taking French leave in this fashion without watting
for his wages was a proof both of his half-savage slimness
and of the dread which he. too. hardened as he was by his

roving life in the mountains, entertained for the wastes
before us. Yet I fell so grateful for his previous guid-
ance that in the end, disregarding this desertion, 1 sent a
wcll-eam^ reward through Badruddin Khan to his home
near Kenya.

Both Lai Singh and jasvant Singh had followed the
route before. So we had not much difficulty, in spite of
repeated snow -showers, about finding the track to the

Baba Hatiro Pass, which at an elevation of about i 7 ,6ocv
feet gives access to the Kenya River. But the descent
from it proved unexpectedly trying. The last few days’

rain and snow had sufficed to turn the steep but otherwise

easy gorge into a perfect couloir of loose boulders inter-

mi xeu with sliding mud. It took iong hours to get the

|K>nics down, and our poor donkeys could not be brought

in till late at night. Even then half their loads were left

l>chind in the gorge to be recovered next day.

From that bleak and wind-swept spot we made our

way south in two marches lo the head of the great elevated

basin, at an altitude of about 1 7,300 feet, where the

Kcriya River rises at the foot of a line of great glaciere.

The range from which they descend proved identi^ with

the easternmost part of the ice-dad range confining the

Yurung-kash sources. Our passage up to the Keriya River

head-waters, and for days after, was greatly impeded by

trying weather. Frequent snow-storms swept across^ the

high plateaus and vaHeys, and the slush they deposited,
^

slight as it was each time, soon converted the gentle
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slopes of detritus into veritable bogs, very difficult to cross

for animals already suffering from the effects of great

altitude, exposure, and an almost total absence of grazing.

Such conditions made the march, on Septem^r 7^*
along the broad basin of the Kcriya River sources extremely

tiring, even though most of the ground was a level plain

(Fig. 331). Whenever the sun broke through between

the snow-storms my eyes could revel in the glorious glacier

array to the west, with wonderful bluish tints in its

shadows. There were plenty of interesting geographi&d

features to obser\'e here, alxjut the wholly impassable

gorge by which the infant Kcriya River, like the Yurung-
kash, escapes from the cradle of its birth. Hut however
stimulating these impressions, they could not let me forget

the misery of that night's camp. The exhaustion of the

animals obliged us to halt by the side of a long lagoon.

The ground was so sodden that men and animats alike

felr glad to huddle on a narrow ridge of san<l fringing the

shore. .An icy gale, driving snow at inicn’als, {>assed

over us all the night. Af>an from their rations of oats

•there was absolutely nothing for the animats to cat. No
wonder that next morning the first victim remained behind

at this dismal camp. It was a pcxir pony, unable to move,
which a carbine bullet put out of f^in.

That day. too. most of our efforts had to be siMrnt in

extricating tired animals from foundering in the detritus

mud, and in finding tracks round im|»as&able boi^ It

was almost a relief to have to climb up a spur cja«e on
18.000 feet high, which crossed our route, as it meant
lem^rary escape from these miseries. Curiously cnotigb

we nad already crossed below it the almost imperceptible

watershed which divides the Keriya River dratnage from

that of Lake Lighten. The wide valley beyond me spur

had so level a bottom that even Lai Stii||h's exportenceci

eye at first mistook the directiem in which it was trending.

It was a great relief for us all when at last the flood

beds meandering over the sodden plain united in a

defined channel and a sandy plateau came to s^ht.

There were wiki asses graziog on the scanty tufts of

'yellow grass/ and when by nighlfall we pitched CMBp
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there, it must have seemed like paradise to our weary
animals. Unfortunately the severe cold of the night, with

a minimum temperature of seventeen dt^rees Fwrenheit
below freezing-point, kept them from much enjoyment of

the grazing, such as it was. We humans luckily now had
the roots of the hardy scrub known to Tibetans as Burtze
to fall back upon for fuel.

Here on the morning of September 9th we left the

Ladak route in order to turn south-west to Lake Lighten.
From there we should have to start our exploration of the

ground westwards, which in atlases generally figures as

a high plain with the name of * Ak-sai-chin desert,’ but
which the latest Trans-frontier map of the Survey of India

rightly showed as an unsurveyed blank. The valley we
continued to follow was itself unknown ground ; but after

a long day s march it proved to drain into the lake, as I had
assumt-d from the first.

The sky had now cleared, and the going was easy,

but the ground was very barren. For four days the animals
had had hanlly any grass

; so that the outlook began to be
serious. Fortunately after twenty miles w'e came upon^
sparsely growing ‘ yellow grass,’ just where the glittering

sheet of water was first sighted. There was no fuel of any
sort to cook with. But it was inspiriting to look northward
to the high snowy peaks crowning the watershed towards
the Yurung kash head-waters, with a still higher ice-sheeted

cone to the north-west. So I at least found it easier to

forget the I0.SS of a dinner. The whole scene, with the far-

stretching lake and the rampart of snowy mountains above
it, looked strangely majestic and lonely.

As the lake had before been sighted only from one
corner in the south, I decided to follow a route by its

north shore. It took us at first across a wide delta of

detritus deposited by streams coming from the snowy
peaks, but now completely dr^. and then over low plateaus

forming the foot of spurs which descend with easy slc^s
from the main range. Old shore lines and l^oons almost

cut off by sandy peninsulas from the main lake showed
that the expanse of the latter was shrinking. Yet with a

length of over twenty miles and an average width of four
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or five, it was an imposinjj and beautiful sight (Fig. 33a).

Its hues ranged from light green to purple, and the

relatively low but very bmd range which stretched along

its south shore, being entirely covered by fresh snow, pro-

vided a mc«t effective setting. Hypsometrical readings

gave a height of close on 16.100 feet for the lake.

Towards the middle of the day’s march we pas^d
clearly recognizable old moraines In a valley stretching

down from a side spur which was now quite clear even o(

snow. A line of big ice-worn boulders showed that the

longest of the peninsulas projecting into the lake was

but a continuation of those moraines. So at some pcritxl

glaciers from the north must have pushed their longues

right into the lake. The latter, with its glorious colours

and numerous bays and inlets, looked most inviting for a

cruise. But the solitude of its waters and shores was

complete.

From a broad plateau crossed after thirteen miles’ march

a splendid view spread Ixffore us to the north and north-east.

The line of great snowy peaks alx»vc the Yurung-kash and
^Keriya River sources rose in a grand amphitheatre, distant

but none the less impressive. The spurs descending from

it. for twelve to fifteen miles from the lake showed slcfies

singularly easy. Broad valleys stretched up between, in

striking contrast to the tortuous deep-cut gorges which
separate the spurs descending from the same range north*

ward to the Yurung-kash. The higher slopes were all

under snow, but no glaciers were to seen. Akogether
it was evident that the natural obttacles to the detailed

exploration of the watershed* range would be far less from

this side. But. alas ! our supplies and the strength eff our

animais were limited, and we could not linger.

A speedy passage to the Kara-kosh dmtm^ was now
urgent. So it was reassuriiw when from uiat plateau

we s^hted the western end of the lake, and ocmld room-
nize ^ond it the commencement of a depresaton whi^
seemed likely to open to us the hoped-for route westwards.

In the wide valley to which we thim descended there were

extensive patches of coarse grass, and herds of wild y^aks

and asses could be seen grazing h%h«r Briuiant
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sunshine still intensified all the colours of the scene when
we pitched camp here, and it was refreshing to see our

hard-tried animals revel in the pasture, such as it was.

while the warmth of the setting sun lasted. But their

treat did not last long, for by nightfall a snow-storm
was again sweeping down from the mountains.

On September 1 1 th we started under a sky grey with

snow-laden clouds for the western extremity of the lake.

A bluff rocky promontory soon stopped progress by the

shore, and forced us to ascend a valley ^hind it in the

hope of finding a passage practicable for the animals

higher up. The western bearing of this valley tempted
us to follow it right up to its nead. which promised a
• short cut ’ towards the great depression expected beyond
the lake. We reached the previously sighted saddle,

about 1 7,700 feet above sea, without serious trouble early

in the afternoon
;
and in spite of the driving sleet and the

snow which covered the ground, could have made good
our object if only our baggage train had followed us. But
the faint-hearted drivers, afraid of the pass, had preferred

to lag behind, deceiving Ibrahim Beg with a forged

message. By the time we had gone back to fetch them it

was too late to cross the pass, and we had to descend
again into the valley for the night's camp, it meant
practically the loss of a day, and the icy gale which howled
all night did not help to raise our spirits.

N^t morning we discovered a passage practicable for

laden animals over the low but precipitous ridge fringing

the lake shore. The descent was made, and after six miles

we reached a low spur which overlooked the westernmost
inlet of the lake. Wild asses were grazing here in small

groups, but with their usual shyness effectively evaded
our rifles. As soon as we turned the spur a great change
took place in the landscape. We found ourselves in a wide
depression edged on the south by a low range of red hills,

apparently sandstone, stretching far away westwards and
on the north by the foot of the great snowy range behind
which lay the Yurung-kash VaUey. Here at wist I felt

assured about our hoped-for route. Undismayed by
repeated snow-showers and an icy gale, our column movea
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on steadily over this easy ground until we stnick a huge
alluvial fan of bare gravel streaked by small channels

mostly dry.

It was the debouchure of a big side valley, at the head

of which a number of glaciers showed, evidently fed by the

eternal snows of the Yuriing-kash watershed. After a

twenty miles’ march wc halted by the side of a sn^all

hillock rising island-like alx)vc this va.st delta of detritus.

A gloriously clear evening revealed once more all the

splendours of the great chain to the north. Above the big

valley there rose a maje.stic ice -girl |)eak, 23,.t90 feet

high, which by the kxjk of its double cone and its

position we could clearly id<*ntify as one already sighterl

by us from our 'hill station' above Tar-kol. Cilaciers of

great size filled the heads of all the valleys here descending

from the main range. The vista from our hillock was one
of quasi-arctic grandeur, and the silent solitude ail round
heightened the impression of vastness. That wc could

not afford even a day’s halt for triangulation caused a pang
to both Lai Singh and myself.

On the morning of September i^th, when the minimum
'thermometer showed seventeen degrees Fahrenheit below
freezing-point, a cloudy sky had effaced the more distant

vision. Pursued by a succession of icy gales and showers
of snow' we crossed an almost imperceptible watershed
towards a second large flood- bed draining the range north.

Fitfully the sun broke through for short interv'abi. allowing

us to sight again some fine snowy peaks already

lated by us from the other side. W'c were moving over
bare gravel wastes ; and it waf curious how soon a a^l of

sunshine would produce in the rarefied air Fata Mtvrgaiia

visions of blue lakes and hillocks raised into the air. But
the grouml seemed to grow if anything more dismal
At last, after a march of over twenty miles, we came
upon a small stream, and finding some hardy paiehes of
grass could camp by its bank. The bi^age animals
straggled in with ominous slowness. The Imterly cold

night added to their suffering, and next morning two
donkeys being found quite unable to move had to be shot

wbea we started.
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Our march that day led mainly westwards above the

wide depression in which the of the stream, now
practically dry, seemed to descend. We skirted the foot

of some low barren spurs trending from the north ; but
since the snowy main range now took a decided turn to

the north-west we soon lost sight of its peaks. The
increased distance from its life - giving snow and ice

expressed itself in the absolute barrenness of the ground,
even near flood -channeb. in the diminbhing moisture
there, and the absence of all animal life. The view to

the west was still encouragingly open ; but I looked out
in vain for any distinct sign of the great salt lake which
early in the 'sixties pioneers of the Indian Trigonometrical
Survey had roughly located in this region, and which by
our liearings I thought we ought now to be nearing.

Under a burning afternoon sun we crossed a wide
alluvial fan and found the flood • channels over its ex-

panse absohitcly dr)'. I his was a new difficulty. There
was no chance of getting water here, though dead Burtze
roots showed that running water must have been near
once. So 1 turned off to the north-west towards the foot

of a low spur. The shallow Nullah we there met held no
str<‘am. liut there were some grass-covered patches in

the dry bed. Just as if we were in the Takiamakan, we
uxtk to digging a well at a spot which felt moist, and
at a depth of three feet came upon fresh water. So
men and beasts got a drink at least after the twenty miles'

linng march over ground still about 15,500 feet above
the sea. But the violent east wind made the bitterly

cold night very trying for the men who had difficulty

in collecting enough fuel, and for our poor animals which
vainly searched for shelter. Next morning another pony
succumbed after having stood motionless whind my little

tent all night.

Some relief came on the morning of September 15th,

when in crossing a low saddle some four miles from camp,

I sighted a glittering sheet of salt efflorescence stretch-

ing far away in the distance. It marked the bed of the

large salt lake which was now for the most part dry. Its

total length proved upwards of sixteen miles, and only
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when approaching its western portion did we notice that

a long stretch along the south shore still held water. The
ground over which we had to move skirting this much-
shrunken lake bed to the north - west was more de-

pressing than any before. The detritus of the slopes

we descended was so soft that one's feet sank in deep.

Along the shore of the dried-up marsh this soil was broken
up by large holes full of 'Shor.' There was no sign of

life, plant, or animal to be seen anywhere except a big

vulture which kept sailing above us for a long time,

evidently in expectation of another victim 1 wondered
which of our poor mute comf>anions it would l>e.

At last in the evening, after crossing a low barren

spur, we found ourselves on the east edge of a broad
desolate valley coming straight down from the main .snowy

range. For a short time the clouds lifted and allowe<l

me to sight again a few of the bold ice-cap|>cd pyramids
last seen from above Karanghu-tagh. But even more
keenly did we scan the wide gravel bed of the valley

for any trace of running water by which to camp. There
was none, and the outlook was gloomy indeed. With Lai
Singh I hurried ahead of the lagging caravan acrmui the
detritus waste, and at last came upon a strip of ground
supporting scanty tufts of * yellow grass.' On arrival I

set the despondent pony-men to work at a well, which,
luckily at a depth of some four feet, yielded very muddy
but drinkable water. How strange it teemed to have to

re-enact familiar desert scenes on these Tibetan uplands!
The pontes I had sent to a large lagoon visible near the
lake shore in the hope of their getting an adequate drink
earlier ; but at night they were brought back wii^t having
touched a dre^ of its brackish water.







CHAPTER XCV

ON AN OLD MOUNTAIN TRACK

The salt lake skirted on our march of September 15th

was manifestly the same which is shown, though with very
different outlines, in the sketch map illustrating the route
Johnson followed in 1865 on his plucky journey from
Ladak to Karanghu-tagh and Khotan. This observation
confirmed me in my original intention to try and make my
way to the upper Kara*kash V’^alley by keeping a north-
westerly course until we struck Johnson's route. I did
not di^uise to myself nor to trusty Lai Singh that as we
were now situated, with our animals more or less on their

last l<^s and the fodder supplies nearing exhaustion, this

plan involved considerable risks. I knew from previous
exj^rience that Johnson's route sketch done under special

dimculties could not be trusted for details ; and even if we
could discover his track, probably still two marches off, it

was doubtful whether the ground he had passed with yaks
would be practicable for our worn-out animals. However,
1 felt that the die was cast.

There was little encouragement when, on September
1 6th. after a weary ascent of eight miles we gained the
saddle of a low barren range to the north-west, at an
elevation of about 16,800 feet. Before us lay a huge
basin at^olutely sterile and idiowing a series of dry
salt-encrusted kroons disposed somewhat in the shape of

a horseshoe. 'The total area of the dismal depression

over which our eyes ranged could scarcely be less than

four hundred square miles. Where should we find here

vegetation, such as it is on these Tibetan plains, or even
drinkable water Death-like tcsrpor lay over the whole
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rc^OD ; no living creature could be sighted nor even the

track of one. I'ne thought then struck me vividly whether

this was not a foretaste of what the surface of our globe

might become in a distant future, after all moisture had

departed and the rocks of the great ranges crumbled away
under climatic extremes. It all seemed as lifeless and
hopeless as a landscape in the moon.

Along gentle slopes of detritus and crossing an absol-

utely dry river bed fully four miles wide at its debouchure,

we descended towards the centre of the basin. The
salt-impregnated soil we struck in the evening while facing

a snowy gale caused serious misgivings about water
; for

on such soil well-digging would be useless. But when I

set out in the twilight to reconnoitre the ground to the

west, I came upon a well-marked dry lake b«I and to my
surprise and relief upon a small stream with water just

drinkable meandering in the midst of this salt waste. Glad
enough was 1 to bring my camp there, though there was no
trace of vegetation dead or living to be found anywhere.

At this miserable spot I had the great grief to lose

* my hardy Badakhshi fx>ny which had carried me ever since

I entered Turkestan, except when I worked in the desert,

and had never shown any sign of distress, even when
crossing the Takiamakan on the scantiest allowance of

water. He was always equal to the hardest of fares, and
would cheerfully chew even andent dead wood if nothing
more nourishing was in reach. He had been ailing only

since the morning, exactly from what, the united wisdom
of my men, familiar as they all were with horsefleih, had
failed to make out. But when be was Iwoi^jlit into camp
his case already looked most senoiflL

1 did all I could in that wilderness to procure comfort

to my faithful comrade of twenty<seven months' travel,

wrajpping him in whatever felt and blankets could be spared

duni^ t^ bitterly cold n^ht and giving him almost the

whole of the bottle of Port 1 had kc{M for emergencies,

mixed with hot water. We had brought akwig some
Burue roots from the last camp )ust suflksent to cook our

tea and meal. But all endeavours to save * Badakhshi

'

proved tn vain. When 1 got up before daybreak lo look
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after him—men had in ttiin Wjati^ed over him durit^ the
n^ht—^my poor''C(»alpanioh lay in convulikma. Yet Im
recognized' me when I atrpked hiai| mid on .my hoMif^
some oaCi dkwe to his momh he sttt^led to get on his

Then (he end came suddenly and broimht relief

from all pain.

I felt ' Badakhdbi’s * loss most keenly ; fmr in the
course of such long travels and hardihips in common I

had ffrown very fond of my brave and sf^ted mount, with
his shapely hcM like an Arab’s and his love of the wiUbL
Often I hmi pictured to mvself our joint de%ht when I

miffht let him taste on a l6i^mir Marg what real grass
and Alpine flowers were like. But the Gods had wilM it

otbersnse and let him succumb, when the goal seemed so
near, in the dreariest waste 1 seen.

Our start that morning, September 17th, was made
under the gloomiest aspects. So far careful rationing had
allowed us to give each pony four to five pounds of oats

daily and rndhclcmkey about hmfthat amount. Grazing there
had been practically none ftir the animals since September
1 3 th, ami now the remaining fodder store would just suflice

for a day's feed at half ratmns. Yet no v^etation could
be hoped for until we had descended to the Kara-kash
Valley, juid as we were unable to locate our position with

reference to Johnson's roi^h route sketch, the distance

thither remained very uncertain. The spirits of the men
were very low, and the strength of the animals evidently

giving out I, too, felt it difficult to bear up against the

depressing influence of nature.

We first trudged across sodden ground with occasional

dry lagoons to the north-west until increasing marshiness

obligra us to turn due north. There we struck a curious

ebngated dry lake bed undergoing wind erewion, and with

its isolated clay terraces exaedy reproducing on a small

scale the characteristic features of the terminal Su-lo Ho
basin (F^. 313! The terraces, only six to ten feet high,

displayed pl^ lacustrine stratification and clearly Indicated

that erosion was prooeedii^ by winds mriking west to

east Some large pools of brackish water lay quite close

to the west ofdm * Yardai^s.'
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As wc skirted these swamps <mj their north ^e we
Mwtjn struck the winding bed of the stream by which we
had camped, but found that its water, now extremely

sluggish in flow, had turned too salt for drinkihg. Our
onward route lay along the (oot of bare spurs covets with

reddish detritus. Up to a level of eighty to one hundred

feet above the present marsh bed they all showed well-

marked old shore lines ; in places e^ht or ten of them
could be clearly distinguished. When the water of the

lake had stood so much higher, it probably communicated

with a big extension of the basin which was visible west-

wards beyond a line of broken ridges (ringing the extant

salt marsh. The march along the detritus terraces was
most depressing. Not a sign of life showed, and my
thoughts turned back to the description of a big subter-

ranean lake which had much impressed me in one of juics

Verne’s stories read when 1 was a child. The valley

which the day before 1 had sighted in the north-wew
corner of the basin, and which 1 fondly hoped would give

us access to the Kara-kash drainage, seemed ever to retire

farther.

At last after rounding a beautifully regufaur aUuvml bin.

some ten miles from camp, below an amphitheatre of amall

barren Nullahs, there suddenly opened a big valky due
north. From its debouchure, fully one and a half miles wide,

some snowy pes^s showed, fxrrhaps of a spur near the main
range. The sight encouraged roe to nope that at last

we might be nearing the valley from wnich IdbwRm’s
sketch showed the '* Kitat diwan Pass " leading nordb^west
across to a feeder of the Kara-ka^ But certain features,

due as it proved afterwards to erroneous skeldiiBg. still

efimlyely interfered with any dear identtficatioft. Con*
firmation appeared unexpectedly in the shape of two Mnall
stofie>heaps 1 noticed cl^ to the debouchure, half*binried

under coarse sand and gravel Those were manifestly
meant to mark a route oomirqg from the south, aini the
fine trace left by human ha^ we had seen sboe the

Baba Hatim Pass.

Half a mile farther up my eye cat^bt straight Unea of

maacM laid on a level expanse oi tand at the foot of mme
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dills. They proved to tMslong to a smah obkaw platform

for Muhammiulaii {Mayer and to iriiat may nave been
intended ro wmbolize a rest-house. There could no
longer bft any aoufat ; we had struck dm old route, foigotten

for more than forty years. By it Haji HabibuUah, diief

of Khotan at the commencement of the last Muhammadan
rebellion, tried to open up direct communication with

Ladak and India, while tne Kara-koram route was in

Yakub Beg's hold. Over this route that ill-fated ruler’s

envoy took Johnson in 1865 on his adventurous vi«t to

Khotan as already related in Cha(>ter xvii. Haji Habi-
bullah had probably ordered the construction of shelters

abng this difficult route, stmh as I had seen at Khudblash
Langar near Karanghu-u^h, and his subordinates naturally

contented themselves with laying down roi^h slabs for the

ground plan

!

Desolate as was the place they had chosen for this

symbolic * Langar,' water would have to be near it. So
we were not sur{wised after another half-mile to come
upon a small shallow stream lost farther down in the wide

gravel bed. The soil near it was so Sfx>ngy that we might
^

have fmind the crossing difficult had not a line of white

horse-skulls guided us across the bog. All the men
rejoiced at having been rightly led to a route which human
feet had trodden before. Yet the valley was as barren

and salt-encrusted as the basin behind us, and apprehen-

sions about the night's camp had become serious when at

last, four miles above the first cairn, we saw the first

stum{)s of dead Burtze cropping out. A coupb of rniles

higher up living specimens of that hardy pbmt survived

in scattered clumps, and as this wouki help our half-

starving transport, we gladly pitched c^p there at an

elevatbn of over 1 5,700 feet. Reconnoitrii^ farther up,

1 discovered that we were within one mile of the mouth of

a side valley marked by stone-heaps and evidently leading

up to the ' Khitai Dawan ’ meant by Johnson.

All through the evening ami night a violent west wind

howled, chilling one 10 the bone in the <^n and threaten-

ing |to bring down the tenta; Luckily we h^ fuel in

plenty. But the^^pocMr animahi must have felt it badly tn
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apitt of their felts, and two more donkeys had to be shtM

in the morning. Then we moved on into the side valley

to the north-west, and near a cairn at its mouth found a

stcNPe of Burtze roots white with age but still serviutable.

The pass in front proved nearer and lower than John-

son)» sketch map had led me to expect. A well-marked track

led up to it, and the animals crossed without much additional

exertion. The elevation was just about 16,500 feet At
the top was a large and well-built cairn in perfect preser-

vation, and the sight cheered my Khotan men greatly

;

they now felt convinced that we were on a * Padshah's

h^h road,* and had only to stick to it to get back to human
beings. It was a characteristic proof of the drynesa of

the climate even on this high elevation that the cairns,

the stacks of Buitze roots stored for fuel, and other small

relics, such as a horseshoe, left behind here by those who
followed this route during the few years it was bst in use

about 1864-66. had surt'ivcd almost intact.

The descent was delightfully easy over broad detritus

sk^>es, where the old track, not trodden man for over
forty years, was perfectly well defined. Omcious—or could

it be timorous?—hands had taken the trouble to mark it

with small stone-heaps at intervals of only a few hundred
yards. After six miles or so from the fiass we halted twNtr

rows of big sbte blocks bid out as if to mark Tibenui
* Obos.' ^me small birds which bad taken shelio' among
them by dead. Had the frost stopped them in their

to the warm South ?

Some three miles lower down, our valley jmned a still

wider one, showiiw a good deal c^ coarse grasa and gemly
trending sooth, ft probaMy.driuied into the uneurveyed
basin teen westwards on the preluding day's nuu^
Bttt what interested us far more was to And than the gim
which we had noticed from above by the lude of a i%li
rai^e factiw us. and by which we fat^ped to eflfoct ottr

passage to Uie Kara-kasb drain^e. was not a paw but a
wide and almost Bat saddle, idicHit 16.000 feet dknre the

tea. As we marched over it to the north, pstsatng^ a smspstdy

perceptible watershed, there appeared before us two nar>

alel vafli^ separated by a rocky ri«%o and dcammdfag
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westwaitlt. B<Hh were ov«rlodced by a towering snow-
ca^>ped raiiffe. It was clearly a part of the m»n Kun-lun
waterriied Mthind which lay KaranghU'ta^, and the valleys

before 6s could only drain to the ICara<kash. So no
further eBbrt need exacted from our weary animals,

and the relief this gave me was great.

As we descended in the nearer valley, which for a mile

or so had more the appearance of a narrow flat-bottomed

basin, we found its bed of soft detritus traversed by
numerous tracks of wild yaks and aMes. Suddenly my
eyes caught recent-looking footprints of two men. Were
tl^se Kirghiz who had come to hunt or—to look out for

us? Lower down, the valley narrowed and a deep^rut

ravine in its centre disclosed on its right side the remains

of a huge moraine. The masses of ice-wom granite

boulders lay bare to a height of over one hundred feet.

A hiirty good track wound along them, marked with

well-preserved cairns, and brought us down to the junction

with the second valley, which contained a swift snow-fed

stream. Thi**, spreading out amidst a flat boulder-strewn

space at the junction, gave life to a modest amount of

vegetation, and just below the confluents we found a

roughly built belter formed by walls of unhewn stcmes

around some big overhanging rocks. It could not be
anything else but the ‘ Haji Langar’ which old Satijvaldi,

the Ktrghix Beg, had mentioned as having been built by

Haji HabibuUah's order where his route crossed the Kara-

kash valley.

So after all harddliips the goal of our expedition was

safely reached, just when we had no more fodder to offer

to the much-tned animals. But it was bitter to think of

brave * Badakhshi ’ lying stiff and cold in that forbidding

dead waste of salt, as 1 watch^ the wher ponies raven-

ously enjoying the grazing, limited as it was. Of course,

we stof^ed hare for the night, and the men, comfoitaUy

sheltered from the icy wind blowing up the valley, blessed

the memory of* Haji Padshah* who had built this Langar

to succour weary wayferers.

I, too, fek grateful to the rebel ruler who, duriiw his

brief spell of power, had taken such trouble to mark the
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appnnch to that forgotten route across the main Kun-lun
Range which 1 had tried hard to trace from the Karanghu-
taa^ side. No doubt it was the same by which the tyrant.

Aba Bakr, early in the sixteenth century, had maUe good
his escape to Ladak For long centuries it was prombly
known to the wily hillmen as a track to be used in emerg-
encies, a difficult loophole to safety for desperate men. But
before Haji Habibullah, no Khotan ruler had attempted

to turn it into a trade route of his own to India. The
effort had been as short-lived as Khotan s last independence.

Yet for me there was a sort of pathetic interest in finding

myself linked even beyond the ice-covered Kun-lun with

the historical past of Khotan.

On the morning of September 19th we started early

down the valley in order to reach, if possible, AMul-
Ghafur- tarn, the highest point in the main Kara - kash
Valley, where there was adequate grazing, and where I

expected Satip-aldi Beg’s men to be awaiting us with

yaks and fresh supplies. For over a mile the old route,

carefully lined with cairns, led along the edge a txuren

.alluvial plateau, and 1 noticed marks of improvement at

places where it crossed broad torrent beds draining nnall
side valleys. Then the line of cairns was seen running
straight across a hi^e adluvial fan to the north-west
towi^s the mouth of a valley coming down from the main
range, it thus became certain that Johnson’s ‘Ya^gl
Dawan.’ which led across the high range above Kaumndhw-
tagh, and for which 1 had looked out so long, woidd Elive

to be searched for somewhere at the head that viBsf

.

We continued to march down bv the side of our
steadily widening river bed iirwbich all water had newdb-
appeaied amidst rubble. At last, alter nine milea. we came
opposite to the f^t Junction with the main hrandb of
the Kara-kash River where it breakt thfoog^ the danldiig

rai^ from the south, and I was relieved to fimi that

its vast bed of rutdde, fully a mile brand, hdd at leant a
few small and shalbw cKanneb of raoniag watar. Of
vi^etatfon there had b<Mm no trara atnoe we lc& Ha^i
Lamgar, and the animals were now again ihowh^i pfaun

i%iis of exbatMiion. At last aome five inilet lowesymm
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narrow banks of grass be^ to Ibe the foot of the cliffs

on either side of the flooo-bed, and there we were obliged

to halt, the baggage not coming in till mudi later.

In (he evening 1 despatmed Muhammadju on the

strongest of the ponies down the vatlev to carry news of

our arrival to the Kirghiz at Abdul-Ghafur-tam, which I

knew could not be far off, and thence to Tila Bai whom
I hoped he would find safely arrived with our convoy of

antiques at Suget Karaul, some eighty miles farther down.
It was a delightful surprise when three hmirs later a
commotion in camp announced the arrival of Satip-aldi

Beg in person. The faithful old Kirghiz, with his yalra and
men, had been waiting for us a fortnight, and the arrange-

ments, too, 1 had ordered months before for our onward
journey across the Kara-k<wam had all been effeaed in good
time, I received also welcome assurance of the safe

arrival of Tila Bai’s convoy at Suget Karaul. and felt quite

in touch again with the world when Satip-aldi handed
tne a letter from Captain Oliver dated early in August
which held out full promise of help from the Ladak side.

The old Beg rode off the same night with a letter to be ,

sent on ahead to Captain Oliver, specifying the approxi-

mate date when we snould need yaks for the route beyond

the Kara-koram. Then for the first time after what

seemed like long months, 1 could take my rest without

anxious cares.
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THE SEARCH FOR THE VANGI PAWAN

Ok the morning of September aoih there arrived five

sturdy Kirghiz with yaks and a few camels bringing the

badly needed supplies of fodder for our animals, and oX

flour, butler, and sheep for us men. The day passed

peacefully, giving rest for my men and a chance of quiet

work on notes and plane>table for myself and Lai Singh.

It also allowed me to make arrangements for the ooljr

explorator)' task still remaining. This was to trace Ha)i

Habibullah's route up to the point where it crossed the

main Kun-iun range above Karanghu-tagh, and at the

same time to determine the position of the * Yangi Dawan ‘

with reference to our surveys of ipco and 1906 which
had been effected from the other side. Lwht snow fell

overnight ; but on the following morning the sun shone
out bnghtly, and leaving all our own animals and sfMne
baggage behind, we set out with vidcs and two %htly laiien

camels to return to Haji Habibulbh's route, Tim yaks
marched splendidly, and by noon we had gahied tlm
debouchure of the valley we had previout^ a^ted
leading to the pass. The aneroid showed here the same
approximate elevation as for Hs^i Lai^far, 14,700 feet

above the sea.

For about five miles the route up the valley fed ow
brood detritus jpiateaus along the r%ht bank of a wide
drains^ bed, abstdutely dry. Small cairns, lookiiw ao if

built yesterday, marfc^ tne track aU along. Then it

crossed a de<ro goive comti^ from the weM, wbdw
regular walls <a rmtm stones 1m been built to 'fcciBwwt

droooic in sigsi^ mong the steqr boiflw. I ooiddl eM
m
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no ttaoe of ero^m lundfi|( dunaged the indmes thus

•tff^^ed. It was snrai^e to come upon this bit d* road-

Riakiji^ on a k>fW-fo(gotten route. How Umg would it

last? ^Bt^ond, uie track as^nded at the bottom of a
boulder-hlled gorge coming from the range north. After
a mile we pa^ed a smaU stone enclosure under a shelter-

ing rock awl, and in front of it found a large hes^ of

mouldering Buitze roots, just as the last travellers must
have left it over forty years before. On all sides was
evidence of the extraoidtnary dryness of this region.

At about six and a half miles from the debouchure we
passed what proved the last cairn, and higher up the bottom
of the gorge considerably narrowed, being hemmed in by
hi^ cliffs of what looked like gneiss. A shmt distance

farther on the gradient became steep, and just there two
ravines met, one coming from a glacier snout vbible about

a mile and a half off to the north, and the other from a
snow-filled side valley opening towards the east The
ridges above the latter showed no marked depression and
seemed to rise to fully 30,000 feet Proceeding up the

northern ravine we soon came to a spot where it widened^
slightly, receiving branches from the north-west and north-

east. and there we pitched camp in a grim wilderness of

rocit detritus, and snow, at an elevation of close on 16,700

feet

Two of the Kiighiz told us that about sixteen days

before, when sent by Satip-aidi to look out for us,

they had of their own accord reconnoitred the glacier

above in search of the ‘ Yangi Dawan ’ they knew of by

traditkm. After a steep ascent along the rocks flanking

the glacier from the west, they had found the surface of

the ICC practicable and, with its gentle snow-covered slope,

apparently affording a possible approach to the watersh^

;

but mowy weather had prevent^ them from asomdti^

to this.

The description of the Khghiz, plain and matter-of-

fact Uike their persons, lent support to the belief that the

depression Uiey had seen in the range was r«^ly Ae
looked-for pass. Apart from Ae necessity of settling this

pointy several cottklerations made me anxmiis to readi the
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watershed. It was my onty chance to clear up a number
interesting questions which the orcgraphy of the ice-

clad ^urs south and south-west of lOnranghu-taKh still

presented, and which were made particularly puzfltng

certain features of Johnson’s route sketch. Nor did there

seem any other hope of Unking up our recent survws
with our previous mapping from the north side, and ior

fixity our position accurately with reference to triangulated

peaks, two of which I knew ought to be looked for quite

near our valley.

So I determined to make the ascent on the morrow if

the weather would permit. Besides Musa, the Surveyor's

hardy follower, four of the Kirghiz were to accompany Lai

Singh and myself, and they ail readily agreed. Accustomed
as these Kirghiz are to hunting yaks in glactcr-hlled

valleys, they fully appreciated the use of the roping I

indicated as a necessary precaution against crevasses. An
icy wind from the west had brought snow showers in the

evening. But the sky was perlmly clear when I rose

before 4 A.M.. and though a restless night, due to an attack

^of colic, made me feel somewhat below par. I decided not

to miss this rare chance for survey work. There was, in

fact, only the choice between making the ascent that ^by
or abandonir^ the attempt at the watershed akogether ; for

there was abrolutely nothing for the yaks to eat, and after

a second or third day's ftun they would not have been
equal to giving that help on the high snow-beds which
Koghiz insisted upon if they themselves were to carry tq>

our instruments. So we started soon after 5 a.M^ idlm ns
mounted on yaks.

After less than a mile's scramble over pUed-tq} boulders,

we reached the narrow snout of the glacier and then CooIk

to a huge moraine on the west from whidi the foe had
receded. The odd was so bitter, and a IMt hqfor of

fracen snow had made the moraine ddbrts so dqipery, that

I soon preferred to dtmb ahead on foot. On omr r^glit

was an loe wall fontasttcallr hsmred, mmI rhapig la pwpaa
to an aliiMst perpendicular hei^hl of over 150m .* on 4kir

left die massea of rock were cdten impraetkadde. 8ut
dodging between them we reached by^ a4I. the fdnt
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previously attained by the Ktf||;hia at an devatkm of about
iS,ooo fei^ There the glaaer widened to about half a
mile* and a solid rock terrace protruding into its side

allowed^ us to get on to the ice. After leaving behind a
load of fuel for em^encies, and mom of the yaks under
the care of a Kirghiz* we now continued the ascent rni the

glacier. Its suda(« seemed deeply covered with fresh

snow* and as long as this k^ futn enough for a few yaks
to be driSen be&e us dieir track saved us the need of

r* ig. But the power of the sun (irom a speckless sky
throi^h the rarefied air soon made itself intensively

felt* and the yaks, unable to push on in the softening snow,
bad to be abandoned.

Roped together now to guard against crevasses, of the

pretMsnce of which we were made aware again and gain
by the leading man sinking in almost to his arm-pits, we
toiled on. From a disunce the far-reaching snow-covered
sitge had seemed uniform and relatively gentle. But now
when we anwe painfully struggling up it, distina shoulders

a^ppeared which it took hours to conquer. Each time we
foMly hemed that the snow-ridge before us would give us

a view 01 the watershed, and each time our hope proveef

false. The snow was now so soft that the leading man at

each slq> sank in thgh-deep, and those behind him had to

struB^fe from one snow-hole to another. Our ascent on
the Dirkm in May 1906 seemed easy by comparison; f<w

the snow bad then kept hard all the way up, and we
had not to contend with such trouble in breathing as the

much higher elevation now caused. But the Kirshiz, verv

different frwn their Pamir brethren,' stuck to their tas%

manfully, and diecrfully regonded to my e^ortation to

let us reach the crest-Une, for which 1 promised a liberal

revrard.

1 had kwg realized that a gl^er cUn^ like this rould

not possibly lead to a pass practtadile within modem timds.

But last a far longer and easier slope, reached after 1 p.k.*

diowed that we were now oa ndvii beds, and probably

nearing the watershed. So I resolved to push up to it and

seoure this chance for the plme-tat^, thoigh the ' Yaim
Dawan * lay elatsdiere. Lal 'iSingh aeemm to feel the
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great elevation badly, but ^ut in spirit would not give in

as long as his Sahib continued. As, however, his need

of haldng after every ten to fifteen steps ^caused delay, 1

decided, now that the risk of crevasses had oi^imly
ceased, to let the three Kirghiz pass on ahead while I put

myself with Musa on the rope before the Surveyor and
helped him by pulling. Fortunately there was no dis>

cemible danger from avalanches, owing to the width the

topmost nivi beds and the distance of the great snowy
ridge we saw towering above us on the right. The
advance of the hardv Kirghiz in front of us continued

steadily, and at last there came an encouraging shout tbaU

they had reached the crest. After what now seemed €
dtort time we were by their side. But it was 3 P.M., and
it had taken over seven hours to cover the approximate

distance of four miles from where we first got on to the

glacier.

The Kirghiz had stopped close to the brink of a snowy
precipice falling away many hundreds of feet to the nhni

beds of a big valley north. Having reason to apprelumd
^snow cornices, I moved up to a slightly higher knoll of snow
which stood farther back from the edge. The pancMrama

before me was overwhelmingly grand (Plate xiu.^

Straight to the north stretch^ a glacier - filled valley

hemmed in by bold snow-coveted spurs. Above the i^xur

to the right 1 could see rising a fantastically serrated manK
which at once recalled to my mind fiproups of peaks I had
seen two years before above the Ntssa Vall^. Beyond
in the distant^ the view ranged over a maze of rug||ed

snowless ranges, no doubt tte barren eroded moiioiiufw

ovtu’lookiiig the bwer Kara-Hkaah Valley. Sven thit

brilliant wmte of the eternal snows all round us and dbt
deq> blue of the sky above could not efiaoe the atr&iflg

ydbwish hue of the hr-oif hornon nordteraid. It wat
dearfy the dust-haze ever hoveru^ over the fiunflbr desert

of Khocan. and it was the Taklamakan whidi ihtta sent ne
ita neettKg.

X>ur Survey aneroid, which lud kept temaiiadil^ leM#
ae loaf as
indiciOT fiar our posttkw s Im^i of dkmon eOj^xMl PMk
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. and the hyi^metrical reading aubaequently confimM^d tkis.

But it would have sufficed to tocdc at the snowy grandeur

of^ peaiks and«rkiges close to us on the west and ncMth-

west to anake me realize how high was the col on whidt
we stood. Though many of the exposed dopes faced

south, huge masses of j^rmanent snow covered them
everywhere. It was a pictiare of Alpine majesty sudb

as 1 had nowhere beheld so dose in the Kun-lun. Some
miles on our leff the crest-lme of the main ratgfe took

a duiip bend to the north, and thus much incresued the

array of gr<mt snowy heights visible fiiom our position.

Witnin a mile to the west rose a beautiful snow dome to

a height manifestly over 31,000 feet. But it was over-

topped by the huge crest flanking our col and glacier from

the east. The highest visible part of this could <mly be
got within the panorama by raising the lens considerably,

though it seemed distinctly huther off than the more
shapely dome west.

We could not see the northern slope of this culminating

massif of the range, nor make sure whether the top of the

ri<%e as we saw it was really its highest point. Subsequent
conaideraaion of topographical points has convinced me that

we stood here below the western shoulder of the great peak
which ri^ m the head of the Nissa valley’s larg^ glacier,

and for the highest point of which our triangulation of 1900
indkatod an elevation of 23.071 feet.

To the south-east and just by the slope of the great

ri<%e referred to, there showed a well - defined snowy
pyramid, in which, by the indication of the plane-table,

we diought we could recognize the peak Ki triangulated

kmg ago from the Ladak side with an accepted he^ht

of at.yto feet. It was clear now that the route to the

Yaimi Dawan lay in one of the narrow valleys of which

the mwest parts were just visible from our col. leading

up to a part of the watershed situated north of Ki and

hmden from us by the great ridge. This would agree

with the relative bearing indicated by Johnson's sketch

map between die pass and Ki. white the considerable

correction ia distance which , our survey demmuuiated

would hdp to sq)pe the main fpszle as to the Hike fqUbwed
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by Johnson’s route north of the watershed. A reference

to Map 11. will explain details.

But the view which most impressed ^e by its vastness

extended to the south. There the eye ranged across the

valley of Haji Langar to the great dead upland basins we
had skirted, and to a seemingly endless vista of barren

mountains beyond. On this succession of ranges the

crest -lines seemed only at rare points to exceed our

altitude, and thus it was likely that those farthest away
to the south send their drainage to the Indus. The world

appeared to shrink strangely Imm a |x>int where my eyes

could, as it were, link the Taklamakan with the Indian

Ocean. It was a ht place for closing the exploratory work
of this long journey : and the difiicuUies we liad overcome,

almost against ho{*e. on this final climb only heightened

my elation.

Even now. when looking back from a distance of time

and sad ex{>erience, 1 can understand why the mind's

feeling of triumph at the successful comfiletion of our task

let me forget what I owed to the b<xJy. This ctiimcd rest

and refreshment after the exhausting fatigues we had ^ne
through ; but there was too much wi>rk to be done. The
plane-table w.is set up first, and it tcxik time before, by a

careful identification of previously sighted peaks south and
of triangulated points supplied in 1 ndian Survey tables, we
could definitely fix and check our position. Then the Spurs

and valleys revealed northward had to be examined closely

m order that we might correctly deicrmine their relatkio to

the previously explored orography of this region.

It is only thus that 1 obtained the data wbidi hnally

convinced me that the glacier below us bebogtsd to the

feeders of the Panax l>^a. an important afRuent of the

Kara-kash. which Ram Singh had crossed in 1906. The
necessity of specially guiding the plaiie>table work di Lftl

Singh, to whom ti^ northern slo^ of this part of the

Kuo-lun were quite new, delayed the start on my own

{4iotO|pa{diic work. Thta, again, took much time, owing to

the Intter cold and the deep snow, in which it was very
difficult to secure the stalnlity and cxMrrea levelling of the

camera requisite for a {MUioramk series.
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It was half-past four before this trying task was
concluded, in a temfMrature of 16 deuces Fahrenheit
below freezing-point with the sun still shining. I scarcely

had time to eat a few mouthfuls of food before the Kirghiz
insisted upon starting downwards. No doubt, thev had

f
ood reason to fear our getting benighted on the glacier.

lut their precipitate departure deprived me of the chance
for a change in my foot-gear which 1 had wished to effect.

My mountain Iwots in the course of the ascent had got
wet through and through, and during the long stay on the
col with a rapidly sinking temperature they must have
become frozen. But 1 felt no pain then in my feet, and
attributed the trouble 1 had in descending with Lai Singh
and Musa to the preceding fatigue and the dera holes of
the track through the snow to which we kept for safety’s

sake.

I'hus the descent, too, was painfully slow, and it

was dark by the time we had struggled down to the
rocky terrace by the side of the glacier where the Kirghiz
awaited us with the yaks. No halt w'as now possible

from fear of getting altogether benighted, and knowing^
that on the treacherous moraine slopes below, with their

pilcii up boulders and thin ice-coating, progress on yaks
would be far safer than on foot, 1 follow-ed the example of
the Kirghiz and mounted. .Alas, 1 forgot that my feet

had no such protection as their felt moccasins would offer

while drying. •

'fhe yaks were as sure-footed as ever but terribly

slow, and this part of the descent in the dark seemed
endless. I tried to keep my feet in motion but felt too

weary to realize their condition. Where even the yaks

could not negotiate the jumbled rocks without our dis-

mounting, I struggled along with difficulty. I felt painfully

the want of sure grip in my feet, but attributed it wrongly

to the slippery surface instead of their benumbed state.

At last, when we came to easier ground above camp and the

difficulty of walking continued, I began to realize the full

risk of defective circulation in my feet. I hurried down as

quickly as the yak would carry me to where the camp fire

promised warmtj^uid comfort, hobbled into my little tent,

VOL. n * »
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and at once removed boots and double socks. My toes

felt icy cold to the touch, and a rapid examination showed
that they had been severely injured by frost-bite

I immediately set about to restore circulation .by hard

friction with snow, Musa and Aziz, my Ladaki servant,

doing their best to help. A rapid reference to my
medical manuals showed that this was the safest course to

persist in. On my left foot the toes under this vigorous

treatment gradually recovered some warmth, though I

could see that the skin and the (lesh below was radly

affected in places. But on the right foot the end joints of

all toes remained quite insensible, .^t last I had to seek

warmth and rest in bed. applying to the injured feet what

dressing I could get from my invaluable little medicine

chest of ‘Tabloid’ make which had so often served to

relieve the pains of others.

Thus a day of hard-achieved success closed in suffering.

It was bad luck, indeed .* but I was glad all the same that

our exploratory tasks had liecn carried through to their

end, and that ail my companions were safe.



CHAPTER XCVII

FROM THE KUN-LUN TO LONDON

Next morning, September 23rd, I found myself suffering

from severe pains in my feet, and quite unable to move.
The serious results of my accident and the urgency of
surgical help were only too evident. I could not disguise
from myself the symptoms which made it probable that

the frost-bite had affected not merely the flesh but the
bones, too, in some of the toes, at least on the right foot.

My mountaineering manual, in which the subject was dis-

cussed at some length, plainly indicated that in such cases

gangrene would set in, and recommended that “the aid of

an experienced surgeon should be sought at once."
^

I'he advice was excellent but scarcely reassuring. For
how could 1 secure such aid in these inhospitable

mountains — and meanwhile might not gangrene spread
further ? So all my thought and energy had now to be
concentrated on a rapid journey to Ladak. For only ope
day could I halt in that bleak camp under the frowning

rock-walls to gather a little strength. I used it for sending

Lai Singh to reconnoitre the gorge eastwards where we
now located the approach to the Yangi Dawan. But he

found it after a very short distance completely cht^ed by
snow and ice, and had to return. Evidently the advance

of a glacier had here obliterated all trace of the did route.

The pains in my feet had increased, and next day

when the start was made back to our main camp, I found

that riding on a yak, owing to the low position of the

feet, caused cruel suffering. The Kirghiz, whom many

f
enerations of life under conditions of constant hardship

ave made rat^ callous, absolutely refused to lend a
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hand in carrj'ing me on an improvised litter. They were
not accustomed to burdens, and the great elevation, no
dcHibt, made it a trying business. So all } could do was

to get myself strapped on the padded saddle of a camel, as

soon as the going in the gorge became sufficiently safe for

the animal under such a load. The constant jerks and
swayings were most painful, and I shall not easily forget

the sufferings of that day.

At AWul-Ghafur-tam I found Ibrahim Beg with our

ponies, and there I managed to have my camp-chair of

Major Elliot’s pattern made up into a .sort of litter resting

between two poles which were fastened to a pony in front

and another behind. It cost no small effort to improvise

sufficiently long poles out of the short pieces of bamboo
which jointed scned as our tent poles. Every mile or so

the pieces lashed together would get loose or slide from
the ponies’ saddles, threatening to deposit me on the ground.
But at least I could keep my feet high up on the f»ts and
rugs made up into a foot-rest, and luckily the going in the

broad Kara-kash V'aliey was easy.

^
There is no need to describe in detail thi.s dolorous

progress. Whatever the number of daily breakdowns i

always felt grateful for my improvised litter, and even mcMre

fateful when at the end of the march I could be laid on
firm ground. Half-way down to Ponash, where I had

Sisly ordered Tila Bai to join me with the heavy
e, I was met by Muhammadjtt returning with heavy
igs brought across the Kara-kmram menn l^adak.

The many letters from friends, now eagerly expeatng me
back in India and Europe, were cheering in spite cn my
crippled condition, and so also the presence of my trusted

old follower who knew the Ladak route well and had
scmiething like genuine sympathy to offer. Lai Sir^h.

jasvant Singh, and he did all they could to alleviate my
(^)rstcal troubles. Portash was reached by September 37th,

and there I had the satislictxm to see anin my heavy
caravan of antiques safely arrived across the Sanju PiM.
Not a single case bad suffered, in i^te of the difficult
of the track and the exceptionally late flood in the gofgcs.

For two days I was kept hard at wsck on mjr
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bed settling the accoj^ts of Satip-aldi Beg and our
Khotan * iGrakash.' The latter, in spite of the losses in

ponies and donkeys, found themselves under the original

terms dhiply rewarded for all the hardships they had shared

with us. Their animals, too, had recovered their strength

on the ample fodder rations I had given them as a
present since we met the Kiighiz depot. I also made
all needful arrapgements for the further transport of my
precious convoy of antiques, which was to move on camels
across the Kara-koram and to be transferred beyond to

yaks hired from Ladak for the difficult marches near and
across the Sasser Glacier. The responsible task of seeing

the whole of those fifty camel loads carried safely over the

highest trade route of the world 1 entrusted to Rai Lai
Singh, whose scrupulous care and untiring devotion 1 knew
1 could absolutely trust. One of Satip-aldi Beg’s hardy
Kirghiz had already a week before set out to carry news
of my coming to Panimikh, the first Ladak village, and to

summon yaks as well as the men who would be needed to

assure safety to the loads in crossing the Sasser Glacier.

Another of those indefatigable despatch-riders had since*

followed him with a letter reporting my mishap, and asking
for medical help to be obtained, if possible, from the

Moravian Mission at Leh.

On September 30th I myself set out from the Kara-kash
Valley with the lightest possible baggsge on ponies and
only my few personal serv'ants, in order to reach Leh^
rapidiy as the conditions of the difficult Kara-koram route,

leading over passes of more than 18,000 feet and the

troublesome Sasser glacier, would permit Ibrahim B^,
my honest and energetic factotum from Keriya, to whom 1

said farewell here, had managed to hunt up from Kirghiz

felt tents some staffs which somewhat improved the arraige-

ment of poles required for the carriage of my improvised

litter between ponies. By two forced marches I got myself

carried to Sarigh-ot-darwaza, a point on the terribly bleak

glands where we struck the Kara-koram trade route.

Then we followed the latter with its unending line (rf*

skeletons, sad witnesses of the constat succession of

victims which •tfie inclement physical conditions claim
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amon? the transport animals, and by October 3rd crossed

the Kara-koram Pass. 18,687 feet above sea, and with it

the frontier between China and India.

So far the marches, though long and very fatiguing to

me in my helpless condition, had been practically free from

natural obstacles except such as the high elevation and the

total want of grazing for the animals offered. But after the

camping-place of Burtze, which was reached on the following

day, the track among the rocks of the Murghe defile became
so difficult that it would have been quite impossible to get

my gimcrack litter carried through on ponies. It was hence

a great relief when, at the foot of the very first impasse,

my soiT)' little caravan was met by a band of Tibetan

coolies with which Lala Udho Das, the energetic and
attentive Naib Tahsildar of Leh, had pushed across the

Sasser. Without this timely help which Captain D. G.
Oliver, of the Indian Political Department and British

Joint Commissioner in Ladak, had provided, I could never
have got myself carried in my litter over the ground before

us—and I do not care to think now w hat sitting in a saddle

'Would then have meant for me.

On October 7th I was taken over the glacier slopes and
moraines of the Sasser Pass, the patient and good-natured
Ladaki coolies doing their best to spare me painful tumbles
on the ice and snow. But it was sad to think how a fewweeks
earlier I should have enjoyed such grand mountain scenery
and such a glacier climb. Now the best I could do was to

divert my thoughts, by reading, from the little miseries of

the present and from woriying anxiety about what would
become of my feet. I derived much pleasure in rarticular

from the handy little volume of ' Selections from Erasmus,'
which my dear friend Mr, P. S, Allen, of Merton College,

Oxford, the editor of the great humanist’s correspondence,
had sent me as a forerunner of his magnum ofius.

At last by the evening of October 8th, when descending
towards Panimikh, the highest Ladak village on the Nubra
River, I had the great relief of being met by the Rev. S.

Schmitt, in chaige of the hospital of the Moravian Mission
at Leh. Though himself then still suffering from the after-

effects of a serious illness, he had with kinmst self-Si^fice
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hurried up by forced marches across the high Khardong
Pass in order to iM’ing me help. Having been trained as

a medical misfiionary at that excellent institution, the

Livingstone Collie in London, and provided with abun-

dant suigical experience by his exacting but beneficent

labours at Leh, he recog^iz^ at the first examination that

the toes of my right foot had commenced to mortify and

were more or less doomed. This was sad news, yet a

relief from more serious j^^prehenston. If only I could

have obtained before the assurance that gangrene of this

sort was not likely to spread ! The injuries received by

the toes of the left foot were far less serious and would

cause no permanent loss.

Owing to my exhausted condition, due largely to the

exertions and hardships which had preceded the accident

and, no doubt, predisposed me for the latter by weakening

my powers of resistance, my kindly Samaritan decided to

postpone the operation necessary on my right foot until we
reached Leh. But the fatigue of the four marches which
brot^ht us there was much relieved by his friendly ministra-

tions and cheering company. I reached Leh on October
lath, having travelled nearly three hundred miles since*

my wwk closed at the foot of the V'angi Dawan.
Two days later Mr. Schmitt successfully effected the

operation on my right foot, all the toes of which had to be
amputated cither completely or in their upper joints. His
great kindness and that of his devoted helpmate and his

fellow-missionaries provided me with much-needed com-
forts, while in the Agency building I found an elegantly

furnished sick-room. From its veranda 1 caught glimpses
of the picturesque castle and little town of Leh, lit up by
autumnal sunshine in the midst of high barren ranges. It

was a new and fascinating world to me, this comer of

Western Tibet, and I much r^retted that my glimpses of

it were so exceedingly limited.

The wounds left after the amputation were very

painful and healed with extreme slowness. The risk of

finding the Zoji-la Pass on the route to Kashmir closed by
snow urged an early departure from Leh if 1 were to reach

India before nt>ft spring. But nearly three weeks passed
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l^efore I was considered strong enough to face the fatigues

of the fortnights continuous travel down to Srinagar. It

was some satisfaction that I could at leasf use this time

for urgent writing tasks, including the arrangements for

the sale onward progress of my archaeologicaTcollections.

These were being carried down to Kashmir under Lai

Singh's care, and were thence to do the long journey to

London by cart, rail, and mail steamer under special safe-

guards.

.^t last, by .November ist. 1 was able to say good-bye

to Mr. Schmitt and the other members of that excellent

Mission Station where so much gcxxl work is done to

alleviate suffering and spread light among a race struggling

with climatic and other hardships, and where 1 had received

so much help and kindness. 1 had to be carried in my
litter, being still unable to s>i up or ride : and the Itmg

marches, mostly in desolate valleys swept by wintry winds,

were very tiring to me. So it was a great comfort when
on November loth I had s;ifcly crossed the Zoji-la. This
pass, though only i i.ooo feet or so above the sea. is yet very

awkward to cross when once snow has descended on its

avalanche-swept defiles. Beyond I rejoiced again in sunny
views of beloved Ka.shmir, though, alas! 1 bad to rest

content with being carried past the foot of my ‘own ’ high
Alpine Marg, the favourite scene for my labours during
long happy summers.

• .At last, by November 15th. I reached Srim^ar. where
another long halt was im|x>sed by the medical advice of
my old mounuinccring friend. Dr. Arthur Neve. He was
able to confirm the assurance that my powers of walking

and climbing would prove praaically unimpaired, in spite

of the loss of my toes, as soon as the wounds left by the

partial amputation of them had Healed. The kMg iKay

which I had to make at Srinagar under his orders in order

to facilitate the process of healing was made pleasant and
refreshing by the kind hospitality and attention I enjoyed

on the part of my friends Captain Oliver ami Capulii

Maqfdierson, the other Assistant Resident. In the goiial

surroundif^s provided by their comfortable house wd
the glories d* a Kashmir autumn cIk muktlarioui b^otMn
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of demobilizing my camping establishment and preparing
final accounts could be pushed on with ease.

But my w^nds, in spite of the most expert treatment,

healed* with tiresome slowness. What cheered me most
during the seventeen days spent under that hospitable

roof was a message from H«s Excellency the Viceroy.

Kept informed from time to time of my doings by his

Private Secretary, my old friend Colonel (now Sir James)
Dunlop Smith, *Lord Minto had followed my explorations

and their results with kind and to me very encouraging
interest. He was now pleased to convey to me. through
Colonel Dunlop Smith, the anxiously awaited information

that, in response to the proposals in the letter I had
addressed to the Indian Government just a year before

from Tun-huang concerning the elalxjration of my scientific

results, H.M. Secretary of Slate for India had agreed by
cable to allow me to proceed on special duty to England
along with my collections.

At last, towards the close of November, 1 could

begin my first attempts at walking with crutches, and by
December ist start down on my way to India. My wounds
had not yet completely healed. So the rest and care f
could enjoy at Lahore under the hospitable roof of my old

Punjab friend, Mr. E. D. Maclagan, was a great boon.

I'hcre I was busily occupied with the final settlement of

accounts for the Comptroller of India Treasuries and many
other tasks. On my way to Calcutta, whither the nee<i of

various oificiai interviews and a kind invitation to Govern-

ment House called me, 1 was able to pay a dying visit to

Dehra Dun, where the friendly help of Colonel S. Burrard,

F.K.S.. Superintendent of Trigonometrical Surveys, and

now Surveyor -General of India, enabled me to settle

details for the preparation and reproduction of the many
map sheets which were to embody the results of our

surveys.

Muhammadju and Musa, the last of my Turki followers,

had left me at Lahore to return next spring to their

Yarkand home, with ample reward for their honest

services. At Dehra Dun I had the great pleasure of

being greeted «again by my two highly efficient Indian
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helpmates. Rai Sahtbs Lai Singh and Ram Siiwh. and by
that honest gentlemanly Rajput. Mian jasvant singh, who
had looked so well aifter their bodily needs/ It was a real

comfort to make sure that they were all to receivt? richly

merited promotion in their Department.
Durir^ my few days' stay at Calcutta Lord Miiuo

g
ave fresh proof of the personal interest with which he
ad followed my travels throujprhout, and, of his benevo*

lent thought for my Indian assistants. 1 could leave the

Indian capital with the comforting assurance that, thanks

to Lord Minto's personal interposition, poor Naik Ram
Singh. whcMe helpless blind state had deeply moved me
when I saw him again at Lahore, was soon to be granted
a special pension far above the ordinary rates applicable to

his rank and service.

To Rai Lai Singh, who had all through displayed seal,

energy, and utter indifference to hardships such as 1 had
never seen equalled by any Indian, the Honours list of

the New Year brought due official recognition by the

award of the title of Kai Bahadur. Rai Ram Singh, the

purveyor, had before been awarded by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society a valuable prize in acknowledgment of
the important topographical services he had rendered on
successive expeditions. Nor was my excellent Chinese
secretary forgotten, since the Indian Foreign Office, srfaose

distii^uisbed head, the Hon. Mr. H. Butler, had bma
made aware by me of Chiang-ssO-yeh’s impmrtaat services,

arranged to present him with a valuable gold watch as a
qxxtsu mark of the 1 ndian Government's graiuude

On the day after Christmas. 190S, 1 was at last

able to embark at Bombay for Europe. That vary

momiiK 1 had been obliged fb port from ' Dash.' the huK
of my &thful travel compankMis. but. perhaffs, the nearSM
to my heart, since the P, and O. Mail bmt would not
ret^ve him amongst its passet^ers. However, he tiivetted

quite safely, though alone, by another Meamer. and in the

end. after payif^ his penalty to 'ctvilitatkm * by a four

nioaths' quarantine on the foee shores d* Britain, ivas

joyfully restored to his master under Mr. P. S. Alkm's
Ix^itaUe roof at Oxford. The voyage hb«e gave a ifoort
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and much-needed rest. Under its influence and that of die
sea air the last of the wounds on my right foot, which had
still given me tsouble at Calcutta, finally healed jum before

1 set fdbt for a Iwief halt in the city of Marco Polo. Thus
by the time I reached London, after the middle of January,
1 was able to nmtlc without pain and to feel quite sure of

the day when I might climb again on the moimtains. But
it was to me an.equaliy great satisfaction that all my cases

with antiques, close on a hundred in number, had just then

safely arrived there.

The return from a long journey like mine could not, 1

well knew, mean rest, but only the prelude to labours in

some resp^ts more important, and to me certainly more
arduous, than the work in the field. The scientific results

achieved by my expedition would for the greatest and
most valuable pmt have been thrown away if ail the exact

observations baring on the physical conditions, past and
present, of the wide regions traversed ; on the ruins un-

earthed and surveyed ; on the antiquities and manuscript

remains which had been brought to light by thousands,

were not to be carefully record^ by myself and thus made^
available for further researches.

It may give some idea of the tasks awaiting me if 1

mention that our toptgraphical surveys, now in course of

detailed publication by the Indian Trigonometrical Survey,

on the scale of four miles to the inch, fill ninety-four map-

sheets of dte standard size, every one needing my repeat^

careful revision in proof, and that the mere unp^king and

first arrangement of the thousands of archaeological objects

in basement rooms of the British Museum, which were

made available for what seemed like a temporary immure-

ment, took dose on six months. The decipherment and

publication of the manuscripts and documents, probably

over 14.000 in number and m about a dozen scripts and

languages, are bound for a long number of years to claim

the learned labours of quite a staff of Orientalist savants.

To select them and to organize their efforts, and tho% of

the many expert collaborators needed in trther directions,

was by itself a heavy and responsible task. Nor could

their labours be*started in earnest until all facts bearing
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op the origin, date, etc, of the finds, as observed by me on

the spot, had been thoroi^bly sifted and placed at their

disposal #

So with all these tasks and responsibilities before me, 1

had reason to feel grateful when the Government of India's

generous proposal to allow me a period of two years and
three months' ‘deputation* in England for this purpose

received the Secretary of State's sanction.^ Thanks to this

onsideration, my labours could proceed steadily both at

the British Museum and at Oxford, where the kind hospi-

tality of the Warden and Fellows of Merton Collt^e

offered to me as peaceful a retreat for work as I could

wish for in this ancient home of learning. 1 was thus

assured of the chance of accomplishing what the results of

this journey had im|x>sed upon me as a duly to science.

But when may 1 hope that the gate will open for work in

those fields to which cherished plans have been calling me
ever since my youth, and which still remain unexplored ?
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fiildiK, fWL^ |aiiiw i4 Jntl'

•ilf« ti t^S
Bata,ft. Of ««ftd>«i«iniK, i. fti; ft. t5« 4i4«

fa fa 105, lit, I4 I. Ifa 441
Mm 4MiMf .SIftftnMi.1

4*1
Bttmtil, Cftloiodi S., ol

Tfi|iftniMi»f«iik^ Bsmtj, 4%$
c4 i

Itaftxfiw t«:i',4A td t€mh Imt INftd m, Tdm^m
Ttofftsu. 1̂ 4^ 4t|. 4fa 4M 473

llftMit %**llc7, Ift 4iH|iclk
'

i ifti. md
74mkm'»> Mmdtmi *f Ckimm dm, m

fwiwrit, li ftft
k. .^.. ,.i .-..J- ilL

—

v.....it-.i. - MWmmm Pisi, wmlKmiSm XmmK*^ rwsistffmfm wwmimWw

« Vwlu^ i fjOk t)f
llftift«ltlMMiik «! * Mui iiffinMM'-

*

Of fiimwl Iftit'

, Mm «Mmpw i tfC tm «T’t

WMlfAiL MKttllt^ 1^ om
4MKiHMtl|iMi4tt

, i. 4MI-4^ 474.

«•. apfpir

Cftmdi akfidb «< on filfttiiff ftf Mnekni
wmleli^tftirfffy ti ftt

Cft«iri4t Tmthmmd at Kiialifftf* i Iftti

mofUitiif i JJ% ftlb t |ftiitl»iift«d

lit K«rf|fa^ i H
^ 1^ 1^ 5 «ft|pf«<w*d Of • oMmirt

^ 1S7 * ^ t tMdliif

,

i
meith Sikkim, L J$7 ; M «r^ IftffMl mi

(lAtiity iit dciieft, aiid «Ml |Miftift|L H. lit»

< 4JP ; *>M 41 VikfliAiidl mm 70 fftv

f cft« ii* 4*^*41 » 1 .

: Cjiiiic'li, wi24 , hn dnefa' i |4I« lA
? 50% 1*1. 117; it »14* I4*» Jfa

. 1
*7 . WJ. WSi p*

Cfl%HPfA«, I 3a ; H. ft, 447, 430

I
Cfttnp it fftt* 4!^
CiAwi]^ tfidf. i ft I
C4ft4} CMtiftiMft, XKCft

t|7i 4t t ifii *f i

I"
i.mmVrn m fummi. t 44%
i'fOfiar, c4 Ivfifd left;, Clli.iif4c

|y»;iW)btiiiftBi, ill immiftift Umt» tmm t4
itMMMiftl |lfticMlk% It ftcaft

CsmsJknm in ICftHft}. 1. 44 1 Mtoiii
> k> llo), in Kfft ' «b4ft li

JftJ
'

OiiTf»f»im, t KU*. utA, JMT. 40. 4*J
4#ft'ir«. i |lk»N. |il» PI

i mtf^A Klftftyt*. i p. 111. t|l. *i4 t ii

iP
Cftit ifttA. ift dftftFft,. it 5, 4j* p»
CWtK Ipf S' Clitaif rft«(iii%

•t 31% 4*

rf.ftfv, ^ ffftllftfftift «# 4#
tlftftftln »« Tftft'-lftiftftf, ft t|| # ^

*

ft„ If. 7«t PS ^
ftiift fftftwrd % ftMMti i $m,

tfa P* l»l i ft- .ftfa 411
C.44lNi-r, ^fart'll- |vj4m4 twiftt lit 4 AI

1ft itiftlftlAi

jm..Tz.^.M
f4MNMftM% %lilMftft Mm Wi8. A ISI

C'^ihirjr. Htmw <»•»& Iw, 4 SI

< ««n dl thmmmd i^Miifts Ma
tfii vftMft fa 4 ift‘ |l I utiiift fa

tl4'<*||i ftiiif««fi fa fa

ftinc^AiiaiMft «lfa lif Tftta’ftlAi li iw
ffa tftfti p:ii4Nil Mftftftf fa Wii'
4#ftl llhiIMfap, ^ ifJL f7|»fllt fift-

tfti ^ 4«4CirifiM ill ifill^« fa lii'^ilfa

«!• tifti faiiniftfafaM^^ ifl^

Ami 4iiiifiipft^ ifa
cmft E imifttti f iftliiiftp^ Iriplli fa

Cftiiftftii'

Cfaitt '<41' fa pi4$^ i fif
idmmmm^ ftTiJli Sl^t

iiftftfiMfai ilii i. ^ ^
Ck ri. Iwsio tfWeift,, i. ift

f^lfttiiiiliifi in IfairiL IL lui

CIsAmIhw. MwM mi4s 4 fAt 9*
OMk, is flM A f« t a

»pfim As iifla A fit :
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Khdttn,

I tfo
Cli*i«ii, fovoir of Emptrcu' Wa*ti

<moq<m1 mmuf i«cK i Sij
in Nftn^^wn iiii^* il

ChAiif T#*liO'ye« mifiitlfatcof Shabyar,
ii* 377

* Ctuutti ' liabit« t ii4« IS4»

Diaichiiv cMsti and tiw« I lat'jji;
river i 4^431 t 4^ 435

Giark»l7 >hoftod, iii Miraa fresco, I

4«7
Ciiajrkltlc oaiia in !j»p«ttc}r, L J36 346,

43$ 437
Chavamiei, Stoologlst collaboraior, his

hetp« i XX, xxt

;

his traoslation of

Chmrae Annals, i 514, 513 ; E 114,

lU, 153, 1S5 ; ms mterpreuUon of

Ciufune dtjatnuriits, t. a7S« 3^> 39$* 40s

;

u. SS,6f, tit, tMh iJit 114. J36,

Ijo, l^i 47 t *49. »$5. **9* 4*9
(Jliavash Ikg, owner of bonoe 0(xn{ac<l at

Kok yai, I 143, f|6
elite Tsitfig, cmjicfor (99S a.TX), E tSy

ChenieSy at lypi^af, L 109
Ctimliim, 00 Minin freacoea, I 457
Ch'^ Tft kn, Atnban of Khotan, L 172*

173.215219
dvarm'hnskn, gjuidc at Nan'ha, E S6, 90,

9;
ssC )Th. «f \ m MaQiiaag, Chinese

^ccicfftfT in Kashgar, on Mr.
Maj:aiuuy\ iccommciklalioii, L xvii,

n 5-m travel anangrmcnit at Yark*

• in L a 1:^2 i ksaoiii in Chinese horn,
* 142 143 ; hi* drew and dignity, L 143*

}44 ; hiV'*'^P***y *** walks, L 147 ; Ite

at Kk^tan, I 176 ( takes to excavation

work, t. ^34, 247 ; his intcrpretatioii of

Chinese d^tfnenU, I 273, 542: E $l,

S» 53- SS. *•. 95. 97* “6« w>»
ty>, 146. M9i ni* pennuuMbip,

i. JU; iL 9, iS: hi* knowledge of

locM u&ci>|| ua of official acawdah, i.

O'. 33*. m. S3*! 4*3!
U* at Abdiu, i. JSS > >*.* wekome on

fctnrn, i. 4^8 1 Ui aatirtanrr in excava-

tiooa, i. 314. j$a, 44*! ii- •<»«. »«3.

116, 144. 144. *S*« W* weigWag of

. iBvef ‘ beinc'^lioca.’ L 301 : hU iniereit

in old atoriaa of Lop-noc, i. 51^ S*7.

(31 ; Id* iatncit in Mrre]ring, t. 531

;

MB ratndnt Ui ffidog date*, i. $44; hia

potiwhotiaB on 6m. leoepiioa at Ton-

braag. U. 9{ Ut tariwaace in coneerw-

tkia witlii Chinoae official u. i4> >*.

*«, *9. JO. 3« t W* •m‘«7 <»«*

latwmef* in 3«^t ii t9> 9*. **9 J h|*

puhmm and cart for tbodahoamt, ii.

VOU II
•

I57t 1601 hk deh^ hi tlif

saml-liittf E idi I nia story of tie god*
$eat dtiil-itorin, E fte ; hk acteimnoda*
tkm at Cavea of Thouaasid ftiddliaat

E 165; hk negoikllcMi iiM Taoist
priest for hsddeir MSS., E idEite;
DC Ijringa and taterfwtta the lust roliLIjringa and tnterfwtta the first rotiig

t. tyit 17s; carries away MSS. dnri^
•even oignta, E iSi ; affaes with piieit•even nighta, E loi ; arwiea with piseet

for iran&r of entire colketion to Eng-
land, E 191 ; hk aasiatance in seenfiAg
secular ChinM MSS., E ltd; sttfkes

from cold and htmgor, IL 242 ; bk^
elation at retwrn to * true CMna/
tt. 275 ; hk accoounodatioii at Su>
cIkiu, E aSy^jSd; hk aaaktanoe with
unruly pony-mefi, E 317*319; hk aigu*

men! for barley ai ordi^ox food, E
325 ; hk pleadi^ for dkmktcd o6icixl,

It. 137 ; fetches iour more camel loadx of

MSS. horn Caves of Thousand Buddhas,
E 339 ; hk piety to dead comoanioii in

deai^ E 34^34* i sent from Knchar to

Kbotan m cha^ of antsquitiet, E 377 ;

petition for offioal cmplo^ent through
Fan Ta'jte, E 42a ; hk sympa^y for

blind Him Stn^ ii. 435; hk slip

catalogue of Chmere MSS. and trmnS'

latiin of Chinese documents, ii. 435

;

krewell to, ti. 438-439 ; appointment as
Chinese Munshi to Ikitisn Consulate at

Kashgar, E 439; presented with gold
watch by Indi^ Government, E 490 %

Ch'iai>t2u, ruins of, near An-hst, E 247-253
Chiaroscuro, in frescoes at Miran, i. 472,

475
Chk ytl'kuxci s * Barrier of the Pleasant

VaBey,* West gate of Great Wall, E
267, 268. 27*9 a7»4 a7S-a839 337

Chichiklik, in Sarikol, i 98, 9^
* Chi'Chiu-chang/ Chineie kxicoa of first

century ii.c., E *M a
Ch*ien>fo-tttng. Sst Caves of Thounmd

Buddhas
Chlendung (eighteenth century), coins cit

ti. 87
Chien Wu, first regnal title of founder of

Eastern Han dvnasty, E 53
Chilap Jilga, on Utile Pamir, i* 78, 79
tliinar. Plane-tree

Chinese Annak, k 35, $0, 52, 6^ 70^

3*3. 345. 395-39*. 40». S*»-5»5J ^ «*.

&. 106
etdoete banaucU, u iif, 13^ 173, ai*.

319.335: li ^334. *89^ ^
CUMMe BoddhS text*. CavM nf

Thaosand Buddbaa, S. 39.3^ 17$.

318 ; slip cataloKiM dL S 48$
CteiM coin*, anaent, i 334. 33$,

^ *45. 3»% 3*5. 333. ^
|b, 404. 4W 4a*» i % 3** ^ 77.

• i^Mt, 349. 33S.3*8» 41X4*7
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CMmm diftficl dHtDor lout/ li jot

twiC 'iwtiMU ttMMtJjiift wcmm!*

Im ass. ajfr. ars. ay*,m iSa-^
jStl’^vot, 5«st & 19. 5« S«. •«» W-9*.
IIJ, SI<^ lij tJ<6, IJ99 Ij0»

14|*ISS* 35^ 4**
Cmim tihiciMtMiii OMkre^ i |to;
I C»ir«| nl TlwMiSiiitl II

I74« 4»9 $ oo h jmA^
OiK&Bir vAlkf ol HyiM
WMhm, ii

«» *^tmm ai tht OMm ^

Wrnm^* mm Stit<hm. ii i
|

*Cyn|U* ^ <lMa!MM INKUIkiit caMUXtfeiJ !

ttsx« E ijii tfi« i

Clttatl>Ei[|Cli« Mf. MmuttmefS ttotiltiMWf m
t. io4't04^ i»; i. 144
»f VoilMimKt, i itt i ti 4J0

ClEn Tm^ukt^ iM^Clitrhit m a
j^ 19$, *44. jot

Clir» citm L

€li|lnil«, poiiiift tlkftMtfE. k jo $0. i

imtiBiiofk* €il Oiitf«3 vmf^ k ji« J4,

3?» 4 Ja ^ i i ji i ty|«, t 4t JOi

Coctkiiie itovt, i 1S4
Cofvck 3«i%iit9 fttmliiftiiot to^ m hmd ol

mckm I 411 » on nHlt fiiMoi
ftoni Ciifv of xlitftttMiiifl Ihitffffitititii E*

aoi^aio
Gifcnn |vfi«tiii« Ilk ciiMHiM oC i

5S. JEm okr l&JMi Ifikii>31111 r

C«MMieE«. In f$ > ** iUili|nt, I
tJo» lai iJf

I

Cotnm^ Ml. 51 , tmkummt of* i xxiit
Cofitio, |Mi|i^ Cfof In Tnfli^ k 1$$.

j4 t
^

Coolty, Ik., imlEkniion of Soi^ten 4oc«*
mcntt liy, L mitt i n. II4

f Cmfcf rAinsv <m I l|

I

^Ctcnrcni oinii k 16%
lOt

CfrriMi, ftodm, i k
I

4?k 471
I Vfimmm. icnfifi in
} wfiXtiM, k 17,^ 14
i C lr«t ol QMntnt mmmtK H. tl.

0/ Clwtinlk, t JWi ^ 4<k MS.
tii(lnici|Kk^^

|
tSn H4

w 14 *
3$ I Mdbnw 4, i. JSJl* f

Ttmik nnlL imi Oy Wilki- llf-lfi

fwlo ml I jp$t lUkt k, I is.
I

i mmmrnk v 4i|» 404 $ tm4m%,
m i SmiEni! In, i 4X, 44 . Twfki knuir, 4. jm
Oouml SciontJi, i 4$ Cnrtrm. f4it«>S, Iwi in 4K|npi#llnii, I

m dl pu4m tut^ t : In* font i# fkmli m4 mmgm
m A tp tmm r4 mrnmt ol Miww* i If*

kflAf -Hnwifi, omt TmmM, €%g,wfmkmm ’ $»m rmd rnrnmmmm^k 4 JJ?

^ ^ 3$?‘J$* i
^ mm

m i Smmkm mmcMtpkmm In, i 4t« 44 .

CkkimI SciMit, i 4}
Okt-cE'mi, 01 I41bnit/ pm%im
m A tp

tmmt TmmM, €%g,wfmkmm

^ ^ 3$1 3$*
Oraikn aak cntls. in4git«^4il hf Umat

knciMBn. i 417, 4$Sl 47^
CltokinniAi, in mm % mM- 404

;

In KliofnMK m jjx ; ns llcMntwf , A 0fo
CkimK Sk A , tMrl|» oC, 1 xx
Cloifiari mm M n. p&^ 170
Oramnii «ff% Bmggmfmd bf hmmm im

Itimn Irvucoon i
CMMk, kwfo on mamut
L 40$

C3«in«n4i. Mi. OmU mmtAtg mmM% «l

Itnnnt, A m§
CMmmmrkm l pt^t, %p i

kfo^ioy, jaw
Cmhmmm m Ukkmmkm Ennfin 4 fo|«
jja |44

CklKiMii ptm/mstmiA In €Mmmm iMMin, 4
«]4 Jtai. a«« I

J

4
Cnln^ i^pinn o/]kM4Mil4n^ ii Unniiw i

4i}*4Sf 1 41 Qim$klTkmmiM
m mil* i»l»stj I Kf ^
MpAkS 4 t)i* 4ft & kfypm
liBiy i, trt

OnMk lAr Mf mi, i xit 1 4 iff

Skilo, In ii4ninn»ii itiyl Hipn
m HmtMK i mp-k0i mmm mM4
Mmfm mi hikmm^ i 4^^4ii «

fMo* ki imtmk tgmm In

Tfnwml ntf «

f>ni<iiMi* In Cknnn #1 TmiMmil iMIlinn.

a*lt 4nf
finiiiiwi tm
rnk^mm Top** i ifk 0Sfmm 4#i
4 tjt, n#, M$, #4ti Jrfiik I jP^fi

IMnInwi MiOit k jn
mmm mumm mi finiiik if*

tkMlmmA Mm i||li ik«i TiM wmI

It tfl. Hit
t>l— lifc. <ilk. WH*^ ftwMMiMI* iMWra^

41#
Cliiwiiiii, i 1*1 If Xiiiaat

^ - m-w -A
IWw f ^ ,,

,

liMlliL iilf iMiiiii^ ft Jk
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INDEX
DiikM (WM in Mnittij, ueeat of, L

Mudi,' or K#r-<i«di Rw < Sir Snow-
fcwttnrkB, L ^ 87. 144, 197,

*$7. m, B. 47* 5J. 8o4l*. 307-
jrt,^ 40*. 4M. 4» 490

Dun, ari^rel itcun, i 1013, 119. 137,
4(4

Dutarlcluin, or oflering of fhtit, etc., to
glMSM, L 64, 153, IS6. 165, 177. 313,

tiy oIRdd fti KhoUfi, li. 434
Ditwftiki, dr fwfi^ df in desert^

4««*4**. 53^1 ii 385 *

Dfswf fornit, L a70-97t, J95, joj. 362*372
gi /mtiim, Sm gdm K<kck

Dam, Sir HaroMt tlie Ute, Chief Cofn>
miftiioiiar of N,W. Frontkf Provmce,
hi» brijp «hd hifidiietift, \, xitt. 4, 7, 13

Capielf), hk ciK|»Watkitift, u 346

;

ti 44l*«444«4S^
I)c!tf . K 367, 3*9, 360, 423* S2i 5 ii. 90

;

tn Boddhist imtottfig, ti 208
* IMBmtkm ^

of dciert wmiMcc by wiiwt, i

32s* 349. 3^5) ^ 25a Sgi aisg

Erdahm
Dehrt IKin, vktt 10, for preparatkm of
mA^ iL 489

OdtAr nf Ketif ft Kivo', ii 391*405
* Dcfffsutixm/ m Kogki.i, li. 493
De*Kf:AlM«f\ of cUUiMCt L 130, 164, 230,

250 25 * 257. 297. 3JO, 365, 391, 396,

Sib ; ii i. y 50, 78 , 88. ^^54. |74. 4ii

;

juatr ^piaiiAtton for nothdrawd
* d I 2SS, 2$4« 257 258, 45®?

Ji 78* 421
lK-veio}*ii\jf of )diolo|pRapli«, 1. 35 ; li 37.

<64
* l>ha mtaiHda.’ the, Stttakftt teit of

N^^trlhcrvi Btuidlikitt, ti 2tf
Uhi/t3ia^Ata»« or * I*rot«cfofi of Relifi^n,*

tn from Caves ol ThoStsiKl

Biiik!hs«r ll 20}
DhfitAmhtf»,4vilb bow or atrow, Demon*

King of the KsHcm Hegion, ii 203

DhfmmwUm^ Boddha's pose of medita*

Udo, i 454
Dkhk, ColcMivi, secures services of Kalk

Kam i 8
* Dkt, aiJcknt, of bone, i 352 5 Ojf ivory, i

4ti
Diodocoi, gold coin of, as seal, i 283

Dif, Iial3 at, I tS-io

Ddmbd, or eaith-cone, Idt in centre of

i 2x4

'

Damn, on BnMdM liiitou n Minn, L

i *45 1 «t Ste, I 174^ Wf 2«5t

205 1 at Enderst i 1141
L |8oi at Mitan, •

DcmhoIco, eapfanatfoii of ancient il|ni tiese,

i 247*ga I ii 413*415
Donk^ in Lof>^ d«aert| i jgy, 363,

499, |dl t ii 161 to Knu^tott tSu^ li

41^ 441# U3b 452, 456, 462, 4^, 470
Double wooden tableta, i 274, 281, 282,

287
* Dragon, Town of the,’ to Lof>*iior desert,

of terror to mocintiins
to Qitoeae, ii. 321, 325 1 to Kiighix, ii

424
Droop. Mr. J. P., aanstsnt at British

Mttseom, i xtx, 470
Drmh, Fort, in Chitral, i 38*29
Dock, «0d, ii 407
Dttgaka (7), name of Maharaja to Kha*
roehthi tablet, i^

Dog*otiu of Lojuik hshertnen, i 355,
423

Defies. Sii Dawans
Dnnlop-Smith, Sk Jamei, bis frieiid^d|Si

and assistance, i xiv, 5, 8; ii489
Dost hase to Tenheaton, l 105, lit, 127,

153, 156, 191, 192, 301, 322, 549; li

10, 12, 64, 6s, 83*85, 421. 4J9i» 478
Dast itonns, i 127, 137, 156,

294, 301, 3*9; »• 14. 83, 99^ 16, 239.

373* 42a See alto Httimo

Dowa, at toot of Kiiii*ltiii Range, i 159*
160

Dvarapalas, or * Gnardiam of ^
(^miters, ’ in BoddhiA scuiptn^ ti. 26

Dyke of gravel and stones, to desert,

near Tun-boang, ti 74, 79

East wtodt, ti 9, 10, 13, 49. 91. 141* 238,
250

Easter Sunday, to descst, ii 63
Eastern Telegraph CompanVs code, ii 3^
Eating-ftkks, andent, l 381 ; modem, i.

118; ii. 483 a
Eclipse of the nm, total, i 433
Edelwetss, i 180; ti 265, 31

1

Egypt, comparison with art objects from,

T 458 ; ii. 208 1 with dryness of, i ix

Eleagniia. See ligda trees

Elr;maot, in Miran fresco, i 487*488,

490
Elephant, of Hsttan-tsang. 1. 100

Elms, i 130, 160, 2j6 ; ii 8, 23, 60, 76,

158, 163. 247. 248, 287, 293,^ 348
Bmbrotderiet firom Caves of Tbonsaod
Bnddhas, ii 191, 193, 206*^

I

Encaustic painiii^^ on panel, ti 172

I

Endere, cacavatioos and explorations near,

I
til lnl^pstlate of An*hsi, K 2|6,

I
Bimip« dlk 6t>m OM Wall, U. t.6

i Envd^^ of wooden (kconMoti, i. .74.
> aSi, CUnMe. it. 97*9*
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* of tilt llim
dutmptlcici in Oiinn (tliM oenttuy A4nK

Eikl^cnittte^ nt Kna2if»f» L toB

ErOi» toil mftmkm^ «t Ni|fn, 1 174,

a&l ; m Itticoai, L 47^477* 4m
£mioci« mbiiMMitAiie, I loi. toj, 119,

i«o^ 5*0^ SM SMh $i3s w* a»* 4S* H$i H
mod* in dtonift* L aJO^ ijt, 113, 147«

24% X74L ii% J2JU ts*. pi
377* 444* 5JS; ii. i 9h
140, 3jS>2|9* 3S7. 4t9» 4^7*

467 ( tniMl, I 127* 249,

JI14* 444 1 ii* $t ; W i* Sa?.

53i SiS* S3»; ^ 4> 13^140. *43,

307* 441 ; oboence of mod ctotkm*

evidence cd lecent dote, t 305
EticflMi. FmtJber, Be^inn mkiKxemry of Sa«

dim. It. 291*992, 99$*a96

E*tim liMe»* oocteot ond modern ChincMr
j

oomc few Lop^fjHiw, i JJ9
Evelffi'Wliiit* Mr.* onSnsm at Brltmb ;

Mmettin* I. XtX, 313
|

Excoiifooen ot Vo-in4no« i 167, ai6»
’

3J«5 u. joo
I

Ea voco fofi, ti. 176, iS3, 196* loll Sr#
,

Voetw oflnniigi \

Fo'hiiro, Odacte Boifellu»t 1.
|

516, 3tS; II. fat: co|de« olW Tmmtit ^

a» |«e3Mtoi%, u atj* 963
^otricsiv 2£ Clttifmi* L 36

« Fan mocnled bf Mi. L4 942
FafgnaJU4 anetcni rdaiim with, 1 396,

51a. $13; It 111

Fiiliad*Bef* emcavatluni at* tt. 414 t

Faacincft* icaclai of, mbrng Old \^ail« y.

109' 111. S4§ Bmmwoiml
Fain Mo«|p«oa. or a»ir«fc* tt 273. 4^*2

Fatme ilttiiea of ftmiciici Ofi Clki VITall, it.

Milan fertaeoca* i 40
Fdi tiooi!i* i I
Feh loaiMiibcittre at K^dt-iatf t. 1^47* 146

Fell fMMadh, ancient Tthmno* 1. 442
Fcng^ltifiiif# or ^vrM-wall*' ai Kan«lM,

,

’H 79
Fcffiea, i 101 ait |$$; 49 i»40
rtfane, m * 219, |49 : i. 4^
Flfe^yodii* aadciii* k$ maitinii itt» i \

Ml* PI _ I

Fite^tent nodmif* i i4St *77» 1*4# 1*$ I

Fl»t*i%lin]iii aloof Old Wali Ii iti,

III, t47| 10*10
|%i^kl 4v oMOte if«, Ii ^
jriv MXNMHI vO NiCiNaMfan iMiafe, ta jwi

IP* II*
Wlmmui II.M« lie Aak, t« ciw Alktap
Waite, i 4 41

Fte te te4 i Ite 0f

Fiabctmeii, nomad Lofdik, i. 341, 319,

49$« 496
Flift, votive, I al; ti. lai. do# a/m
Banaen

Flint imnletncnti, tn t^ifMior deveit* i.

0S* 3*^ * ^ TIklamakiii dcaett, ii 394
Fteeva, artilida), of wtaallen ^aleka* at

Miran, 1 459*4^
Fo>ktto s< France, tt. aiiS

Foot*hoMa, in watch toweri cm Old V%"ail,

i S44 ; ti 4«i 57* 91 f «« Graal^Wall, it

979
Footmeasare, anctent Chtncac, t 39a ; it.

p 126
Foot prtnu, of btr«U in dcveit, it 403 ; of

men m dotcti, u. J96J97 ; m TiFwian

|4at«au, u 471; preMtfvation of, m
dram, il 65, 9>. »09

FtwtJk aricMrtit Chaaciic, tn Wakhasi, t 70
72 . id Nirtkoi, u 90-93 : twined, *1

l.An|»hra. 1. 17S; Tiietan. near

I. 3^353, 439451 i flniwwc, W Mmkk
thlhf, i 420-427 ; near i lil Wall, ii. 2

L 1 13, 115117; ttxi»tetn. near Twn
Ifuacif, II 40 i m*4Kkrfn, at hhih jaM*

chen^, m Naii-ilian Ka«fa* u. mn
M \ , im t»f»c<K» l$i>i:.k!w*4 "t

I art. i 41119, 4I9, 491 ; ti. 10
JO|, 414 ; he)| t \a

3'oiafifaif) jmcti, t p5, 4I5
1 267 , n. 407

3rmnckc, R^. Ik. A Ii, M*.wanaa mla
MMmarv at Ixh, cvdlalwwaiof on Tlliel-a^

4*MruriMms«, t. tit, 154* 447 $ d, 41!
I'fimch archarndfifleal i* J7I
Freacoiia, «w mitial fwiatllf^ at Inay|iai|k7

t. 2^ : at Mmm, t. d$7^5 ; ka C!«w«
«d HaawJianri Itedite E M*2|, 165,

224 231 , af Liltif u
257 ; in VaUeir al Ii7fta4 U.

m Ii |H|70s
niftel*ll^ E 414 1 at Majraldik, Ii 417

Ftevk In teldte ftewi at

Karaoiialiir, it 367
Ffoot^liia on gj^mka of lte*te Eaafc,
E 0f 03

Futewlfn-nan, i I4|
FW Imofa of Gtte tape, i JJf i E 1$
Fat tetaf . i 04 4i|
r ti'*V Wa dl tt'il'VWIIIill ^ BIIMSSHI4

011 E 03

ftehn tfilwii^ aofili of llliidiite^ i II
CNtmlteL i I *4 i E ite 4*|

V^Kimfii^ rl^nfiirwt llte^nJMMmlwHUIII^ « WWIBBIwllP VmNFT4 wcpWiiWmWi*

•Mu Ml t4, twKtilha b* 4lic«nii«l ^
CMma iMw. L «»««%* Mb I

17*, ilA !#• I M MiHHt, i 4<>S*Oie*.
4771 toniiatepImOMildn^
«! antSlwi, iT if9 1 Ii ViMiAa Wi***

im ciiWiii, a tfii ft Mimc
Mr. jW *
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Gftfiflli«mf Slid CftndluMnrit^ genii at
KtiMMklik* L u Miimn, i 477 $ In
pAiniingi Inoii) Cam of IliottiiJid IBM*
dlum, k J07, aaS

Imlkn water j«g«
I 4S8. |9i

OfumciH^Iw of, from firoAt*hite« ii 4|B||

Gftr4nar, I*rof, Percy, help from, I, xx
GarliwiU Ki0«t, jotk ftatlooeii at Droeh

in Cbiirat, i xS
Gantda, hairmati lialMM, in pdnlifig

from Caeoi ^f Thoiiiuiiiiyiiidfihax, It. JQ4
Gate, andetiU near Kodcre, 1 ^
Gautama, Pnncc. in Mtran freacoet, i.

47G 473 i ill miniir^ from (Zaecn of
Bttdaha*, k 199-aoo: com-

parmthrely rare, it. aot
Gauthioi, M. IC, hb analjriii of Sogdian

document*, i. xxii ; U. 115
(iattfe, pamfin^i cm, fmm Cam of

Tbou«4ltcI Buddhai, iL 177, 19^ 196
Gareilcer of Tuyvhoaiig dlitiict, it. 33
C.tcer*e in Buddlibt fialnUnga, it. aoS
Ontiam, k J03, 305
(•etJgrmphical K<xiety, Royal, help from, L

vii*. XV
Orman arckmlogical ttdfuuocia, i. IJO;

345* 35^ 353*354, 357» 359* 3^3,

575
Ghfijah ik*^. VVakhi fC»raul Beg, i. 6a, 69

Mr L , help of, i, XX
Gbl^fn (ie ButlMCfck, Charles V.*t envoy at

( ‘onsLiininopIc, li. 2^3
^ dacKfv to M4stuj, I 50, $3-60; ia upper
tadey* of Vurut^-kaiih, 1. 183-1^7, iw-

|

191 ac^j03; ti. 454-455* 4S^. 46a,

47 5 '4*^1 I in Nan*shan Ranges, k 314,

3^3i 3^ • ^ Sasser in l^^Uk,
11. 4.86

(da^t», andent fragments of, I 237, 234,

33i. 38a
(Bauc«>ma, Nalk Ram Singh ttrude hlind,

»*• 413 _

Glared green %rkks and Ultss, it. 3SX« 257
Gl^ l*otter>', i, 133, 334
(ifieisi rocks, k 264, 271, 307, 426, 445
ikMtt-skins for water, and for rid!, L 10,

193, 268, 294. S§i a/xe Mttssucks

Hk>i«i,* O^eie destgnaiioo of desert, L
*•3. «««, JSS. 49S. S19; iL S5.90. «4a.

cM. in tile Gobi, I 519
C3od6ey» Major, at Malakand, i 13
C3odc, Benedkl, old Jesuit trmvdkr,

memories of* C 89, 99 ; E. 291*292
C3oicre ai Varkand, i. 133
Gold coini, Httiaiaii, Lift, 14$
G<dd dust txdiaaged lor aihrer, E 311

Gold dakca on aackiit ttnoco, i 229, 232
G«4d foil cm wooden lot% mt Mlinn, L ^

479 #

Gold waaliittg* or mitiiiim in upP^r fnlieyt

of Vmunflnudi* L 177, 210; E 437*
444*447 ; la Rlebtliofeii Range, E 290,

li^el for jaoCaK|oe beads
mm Kbotan, elc., ii 3A

Golbk sttffgettioii in beads born Ming-ot,
Kaia.£ihr, E 368

Gneco-Buddhtst art S*e (bmdhara
Gfamopbone of Chinese Amban in Sari*

kol, L 96
Gran^, ardent, near Old VVaU, E 127*

130
Granite lioutdert* L 42 ; E 471
Grapes, t ija, 165, 177
Gravel glaas, i 102 passim. Sm.alsa

I>asht
* Great WaU,’ ii. 270, 271* 276, 336, 337.

.SW aisa Old Wall
Great Ylleb'Chth, or lodo* Scythians, L

400, 512 ; E 304* 344
Grkihrmlrata, or * Vulnire Grotto*’ in paint-

ing from Caves of Thcmtand Buadhas,
E 207

Grishmatio Brothers, Kusaimn travellers, E

Grotesque antmaia, in wood and plaster, L
406. 410, 41 1. 47«; E 437 .

Grottoes, or cave-temples, at Och-merwan
near Kashgar, L 120 ; at Caves of

Thotuand Buddhas, iL 23-27, 220-223

;

at Ta-shih, E 257 ; in Valley of Myri^
Buddhas, ii 250; near Hattis, E 349;*^

near Turfon, E 359, 360, 363
Gillnwedel, f^f.,htsexpeditions to Tuifon,

k *1?* 345* 3S»* 353:354, ^5
‘Gaardians of the Rcgtofis, statues and

pictures of, in Caves of Thousand
Buddhas, ii 168, 223, 238; mexiem
frescoes of, it. 8 ; ancient statuette of, ti

369
Gumbat, in Surat, old Hindu Unnphe, i

16-17

*Gung-luk,' or hereditary Muhammadaii
chkfibip, L 167

Giuxa chameters, in Sanskrit inscription in

t^itral, i 42 ; in Brmhmi documents at

Khadaiik, i. 239 ; at Miimn, i 455
Gypsum, in desert, i. 369* 490

tiabdaE glp*y tribe in Turkestan, their

Ei^piaf^ and mnthropologioal measure-

mentf, I- 502
Habibullah, H.lf., King of A%liajita|an,

help from, i xv, xvi ; Firman from,

for croasiag Wakhan, i 4, 6 ; letter of

thanks to,1. 8a
HabibntEh, rebel nalor of Kbotan, i. 164,

167* 201 1 E 469* 471* 474 ^ ^
IKUji Langar, ahelter in upper Kaia-kaih

Valley,^ 47** 4̂
BajE p^n» to Mecca from Turkeman,
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Hi Valmb iL

H»km» in ButcNiliist fhMom^ t M$$, 144*

ii j6|i iaBkiddlittt fttliitk^
ii M9$, pa

HmK^p m moM mltr UnUmm^
nittflftai cliki IL Ji**J$i ; vlftlt to Amh-
tmm, it* ci«dMf<l* Mid ntitic«{

Boddyn ilifliw** ii S47*|^
oi* i 1

1

. JtjS

Ite %i»«y of Cynft, i ^»3, J915* $ti ;

Hah cxulmi 04 i Jpu jij« jpo,
|;i, HA. iit, 404. 4 tbv 4^; ii. 4* $t«

liMVf, i Jb;, 4JJ s ii 401 , 407
Ifaiicl* liMmn goddoiA of ir««CK>

al, «l ii 4U
HiiiiMi Aldbtto, tifioc»t csaod'wa» i t ti«

aaa. a&i. JS7. JS*. jrj. »J.
4}«. SUi *i 4. ^ IS*. J<^S. X».
J*4> 390^ 40Jh 4J>«. 4>9

IlMOhrxn, m li«p>X!» Mad ittlat'

114^ btMi Omi of TlMBMuod lloddlMA»

ii t9i, J05. jsb, aaS
Hcdinw l>i. S««n, l»» mmI
lofi^ SnerntMim imm i jtU.

J4I. 3»ph j7t jjs.
#** 411 ; ii jjo ; fMKwtty of m

MCiM tAfic mciiMfc, i 401 : in tAoiClim

cftMiiKif of TMMmmkm mmn^ ti 174,
* jgC 17% J% j»f. AW 41% 41% 4J«>
liff&»iiCk aii« iaintiac4 of, t 471, 475:

ii jUi
iicii9K iiMiy«i. toMii of |idcy*t, ift

ooMimf fioiii Gi«t» m TltnmMMid

tIcMilfkIai Fatlaty, bn dcMti Mid ImcviI
a: ICiifcfiti^ i m"itS

ficficlc!l» Ml iMMMM of« M 7k i

* lijfli %I4.k'' In Misrm lr«ncac», 1 471,

CMlllif i 4, 404|
HiiKffk tiiwkfi^ iM kk iia«^ i

*3% 15^
Hm SjiI, Sliki#|iiii ixMiiY'liHilof it

Ymig^Umm^ i 104
Hon ‘flw * M Odnii^ fmim
lloiMt, Hi. E. JU, iib MMlfiAi' of glnawd
imtMir, i Hi $ ii i i«

HiMmIk coflilMmote oi i xji } H*
of ilNilMil icili ii

Imm* Ii lijL Xlt
II# AintiMi #f Ciftfii* i i4l«

it tS4t Jt$ i ii
{

llcHtef^it IMdbiti tmcmlit E 17* 19
Hoifikit mlm i>i in SAiUt^alt

Mgt ii 4ftS ll0#*chiii|ft Of w«ftli4#Mft i. 147
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407 Hu. m Imrlnfiui# CbnaM i |4
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tl«i'dbi«ng, m Miftctfii, ii

i tt 4« ti#Mkf lliu, H.tf VolW Kim, k. |f7t |»«>

|47 . FI* Hmic Tiim. fldiiM ffiieiim* ii 174

34. X4$. 11% . f# Hniwiftf on. 1 4f3#. $111 $l|; 4.
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to gxurmon on Old

timeeioff^kfMaral of Eduouloo on Nofdi-
wtit i%ciiitier» L i

Ififiiia initteiico In fretcoetf i 4831 ,

IHtitt to, 4d» too; IL 138, 160, t6z,

|f<^ nnlli nnd watwm btoogfil from Indtn«

Iron fftto of outk St Oiitisl^ L

Inl^ton: from amsK i il7 »

*Slt 1S4*
“56^ ass. a* asf; tt. 40'4^

‘ 4I44 I 5. 4»4, 4a9» 440; from
or sfitiiigt, I 104* t44t 157,

fS«. as^ ts^ 108; il 27 }. a76, 4a6 ;

from *Kju«i* m Turfati, 11, 354* 354*

; in old tltnak I 399 ; tl au
limkislL% mtm <4 prince in Knsrothlhi

ituicnfkkm 00 Mirsn frrsco, I 493
kitm Akhim, Niys villager^ I 37a, 278,

a79
Ittkm Ikg, Ibrmor Oarogfas, i 168, 199,

003, jio6» ai8, 22a, 365; bolt St

Alutncbe, ii 416
|

hlAfti, t»tsclcsmkh^ I.

Itkrn* !Kti« msn from Kfrotsn, i. $05
|

Uffu4 , i>f ('hAftban, hunter and g^c, i. !

pt>, py. .3^-^, 329 i

!vt4 y die. Ancieoi, i. 148

j

ade Alt htiuK aiident» i. 416
sdc^divcctu from Kttinmt« L 223

^ |a k f isic/ ancient Cbincie frontier

• f*ri8n. i. 51J. s«4. S‘5. S*7 S «»• 97 ,

106, m. 118* ijo, iia, 137, 147

Isfifrt b#nket, i 384
Ufin ew, did^ bjf. il

japisne«c*wsr, ecooea ol« t. 95* tttt, llS;

It 18

J

Aimnme warn at Sn-cbou, ti 29a

sfvant Mtan Kajput« cook to

Samyor, 1. 9, %!$, 365* 407; u. la,

4^t» 4$7» 4|^* 49a
name of oflkiat in Tibetan docn-

mem SI Milan* L 44^
|ewe^, frmily* in bouse at Mitagimin,

in MaslnL 1. a8

lewelty, m. Iwbui male 6{nfe» in Minn
6«*oi»ai, i e&a-aTjt ^

ot Eknemu ti«ei» I loj, a37> >!<>>

aj8, as9, aA, 315.

,

. ,

Jotmaon, Mr. J, «Ie KU, aaartanca of, i.

xxiii
. , i

aomt Kan. Ion Ranee to KhoUn to

tWs. L iti, iW, m >98, «M. «H.

«»$ 1 U. 463, dftHTO. 45^ 4» i

|o»ce,Mr.T. A.,^rf,L 3W „ . ,

J«ai|iaa wood, or Aiekk to Sarikol,

I*.#*

K., moeniain peak kt Kmi'lwi Ran^e,
to 479 .Km mounlam peak above upper Vnnmg-
kaab Valley^ i 207, 206, 2Si

Kabnl tmuC 3
Ksifrip in Cbitral, L 27, |8>40; antbro*

pol9|ical measaimneiili of. I 38*39 s

oanang by* t 39-40
Kigban. in Haaa^ Alpine camp m. L

a. 85
* Kaka-jade*a town*' or ‘Town of Tai^

prince/ seriated range near Ucb^Tnrfru).

&. 424
Kaks, or natural rock dstems. tn Kelpin

bills. IL 424, 4^
Kalandaiit or re%ioai tnendioaots. L 26^
Kamarbaz* or proScsiional gmnbleift. in

Turkestan, L 114
Kamgbak. or tbomy sonib plant In desert,

ii. 405* 407
Kan'Clm, halt at* il ^*335
Kan-cbou River, it tS, 329, 331
Kaniir, old fort in Wakban, L 70-71

Kao linen-cbih* Chinese general ^ mgbtb
century, in Mastnj and Wakban* i 52,

57.J^, 6s, 69* 70, 7a
Kao Ta*lao-ye, petty o8kier from An-hst,

il 248, 251
Kara-doim. excavations at, il 41a
Kara>kash Town, near Kbotan, i 166*168

Kara-ka&h River, crossing of, near Khotan,

I 169; new canal afong left bank* il

416; exploration of sources of, il 41^
456, 460, 46J. 471, 47a.

484-48J5
Kara^khoja, Uigur capital of Turfon, mins

nt, il 3S9>36 i

Karm-koram Pass on route to Ij^k, I

10. 141, I4S. > 55t 158. 159; ii* 431.

434. 438. 471. 45-480
Kara-koshun, Loplik name for extant

Lop nor, I 34a. 350. 370. 44a
Karanghu-Ugb, valfoy and mountmns m
Kun-lun Kaxige, I i8l, 197*212

*

Kara • ois » * black huts,' felt tents of

TagbUks, I ipp, aoi

Kara-tsi, excavmUons at, il 41O

bmra*shiibr» district and towt^ I 434, 43^
500; excavation of old sites near; il

305*371
Kara*sa »* black water,’ from springs,

I 104, 2$3, 308
Karaul ‘chief of frontier guards,’

in Wakban, I 62, 69, 70
Kar-dasb Beg»‘Sir Siiow*Fiieiid«’ Sa
•Dash’

Karec, or underground irrigation channeb
in Turfan* ^ 354-3$0* jOt

Kargbalik* oasis, I 139-141

Karim Akbun, Surveyors attendant, i

xSi l^oa. himter and guide, 1. 4I7>

4*>
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ftfiivil L lo6 1 itay witli

Macaitfkcyi at Clilai^bafliy i 107- tc#

;

pmtkim €>i vmeM and
tki«fii« i. ioS»i 14 ; Cmiir-

L 115*117; mncimt ol FaflMr
|{«fiRlftck% i

Kasikintft mmt ol Wtmiy weak and pt«‘

i 1*5 ; tvfum «i\

ti 4l!S-4%; tcicfim ainf 9dmyci»^nm
». i6as ti *67, 5*1^.

KMUniifit^ at \*arkaiici« 1. 154; at KWan,
L l«9

lCaf|iipa> tHict^sIc cilf fki^kilia* m |iatcitia|:

Iwtm Caw tVauaml BwaMkaa. it K17

Kai»aia. mvtikkal hmK tvwwl by ICtr|^ltia,

4^5
ICrliHa, oaab aweaf Uck*T«iiaa* nnh <^4*1

trmams u, 4X3, 4J6'4JS
Kcliitf, Ihn j Sc«>ft* heif 1. iv
K«i*yof}, f>f. F. (i , I)itvvtoit Btuuh

Msycttm* hcl|» oC i. xtx
Kcfi|a Tc»atk lutlc at, t *60-464

Kftifa Rtircf, dead tielta o4, u.

uca channel kill««d t« dncit. u. 400
41 1 ; Mjafom ^4 .

tia Tibetan (>iatvati, it.

^
4S^4S^

Of Ttsfki hn'»t% ». Jt4l* 376, 3$f ;

^
»i ;t, ^ too, 105. |66. vis

Khadaiik, ncavstirai al abftnica ai» t j|)^
146; rctmin U\ ti. 413. 4(4

IClMkaii4-OttaaB ‘tirrat Kkui at Casba|/

•> J$
Kitala, df SlkiltTai, f44 liaMcf and |^k,
k |7i, 3»|

kbatt >fiiJiajEifixa«l Kali Khaja« nautre

fMolftkml aiiMscaat CbiUaJ^ %. aj« J4»
16

lvlaaa-«cii)|nk badwaf peak ol Ticfi-iikaii

Ra<^, n. 4^1
Lake* aw Tao-lmafii^, k I,

KimiU, €m *caf|Mrfitar/ t 43$
ICliaf«*ili«hi dciic»f*ifrfit.t, at Kiya Site, I. ityi*

arj, #77. m m* >995 »«m
Eodeta, L 110-314 : at to$vgior Sltc^ I

J79» 1^ |i$. m J94 5 at Mkaa,
£ 45^-451^; cufi im WalC k 114;
if|tof|»r«tjitKxKi hjr Ra|iairjCii« i #16,
#S9

IClMifoiibilii iiiiciipcloaa, 00 Mjiaiii 6«w»i«%
i 486, 488; ifil«#|)raatl«Mi Iff Abbd
Bofn, i 491*493

IClMta, mM tfoemaati, i ijf ar fmssim
Klitaiv Tarki aafiie fm CMiim, I #l4fmW 5 9U tm, %m 446
Khmm^ cacanmtkMia at kit aiic. aw Kata-

jikalHt, k 194
iCkoiaii, al« i 169*1731 iHiif at,

i #14^7195 fvtaai lo, ii 415
Klwii rnipm, I Ik 64, Iji. IJS, ft# i

I
Khs^m lot packkig, i 437, 463,

I

4#7
Khataa Rieii. cmravaii icMtit Irom ICiMia

aloaf, It { towfili Ak*mk k 417.
*>

^ Kk^aaf. lanifUi^ %4 Cbittal, i #7

I

* KhttA«iJiiitll/ ilMr. a MmmdbaJL» Con*
[ llrafcf, in Iwjwjk-fCfll ttw Catw*
I «3l TVwiiand BokM

Khii>tU4ietdt« ai Votaaii, i 1 77
Kichik - Haayif ^ l^ttk CaatkJr (Mat

Tarlan* at. il. 30
Kilma, halt at. i I54*i55
lufi« i^kmak, ixnin at, t 14 ^>jj6
K.ifin«n«« <n divim wiii4ciafia» tn Itiaciteif

la Cavea *.41 TkiWMnd Raddibaiii. il tJ6
Kwakatb. m caravan tra«l«r«« t tli; 49^

436. 40
^ Kii'^bJtK kit «c«iia nl Kiffkia. t 77« 79,

hu, ij
KirgHu, i 77 • #4 5 »* Cch
Tuflaa And lull fueat, tt. 4J|>446;

423 ; m niyari Kari'kaali VaSkrf, it

47 1 0$; ** drapaun-ttidrfii., i. lo ; it

; a* ttvwntaifleets li

lo carry Hi1rf» li, 034I4
I
Kifchmcf, Ijofti. hii tmii 10 CTtilifal, 1

f
54

j

Kjj k»ri;lwin *•'
* T^>«Tf of tke IVliicaiaw'

;
tn s»$\k t 9093

Kml lat nw Varkata). itii^t'«pol of V^gm
> Hiis., i 134, 137, t j|

[

* KUaac. m <kma^ viol ai dvtikk & f|7i

I

jok pt
,

Klcta^tj. |jw,, Rajuian Mdsmmik^^t ft

^
Tatlak b 3JJ

ICidlr^hlh, ajurteal. t 314
*

; Kmrdtff » Cataala, AiaiaKaii fttitkal Afaai
#«f Oiitral. I. ai, fJL Ik 14

^

Krdt-biftik /ilgi, on Tafk
dambail rkaati^ i f#W

KiA-faf, hall ab i l4$*iS>
Ujakm€M, M., Uitmkm OmmA^hmmik m

ICajk%ar. i llO| lt| #
fComr-ilialM m *M toam,* m taia, 7liiaM|^

Itorlk iMMMa, ti 170371

J
iClallU^kMl|pKk wiW'fw

Ijo Taa^fimfif, i 5^ |i I

ICmtk^ m 4m4 imm i» im 4mmiu i. 0h
I

w, S0t 44m Uaad hmi
Cnfanal, Rmiiilta ttimllar# i SJk

Ikii||iii4lf«, la CMm# *d

In ifcRMi Oiaai ol

I wiawMMKi pwiiinai, m nwi

I

tCnaa^ylct CMaMr *iUsMm of
A ral* nil itiinii'afiiii la laiMbyaiiiaid iHiiatiii

a( Oviasa of TtiMHaiaif thMi

XaSm, ImJi m. U. uri mr
mmmmf <lt JIH
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Kttfiitt«b»^ dcittft rcsedft, L 1*0, 137 a
foitim

lUngv^ mnreycd by Ram Singh,
M7* «73* |oo, 140 ; mArehaloi^ foot

«»if I ip*iS9l cEpkwiiiooi in, I 179.
Sill il 44C>‘4iSs

fCtiim;«hiiin, or Chincte r«!!it4iotiie, i. 127,

114
Kisn^ tIttfiW, in Chiir«J, L 43
KwIiao, QiHnOi, L 16, 27, 5». 54. 59.

Kutmui Nwu, Dnk'mnn, u* 3a
dcacrt hiUi iwmh of Loivnor,

36^* 17V4I7. S». 5^9.

5^ 514 j 101, 104, 13a
Kuihaim, m Iodo>ScyUuan etupororiL, ii.

4S6
K*S Shch pffM (hm century iJocu*

mcnt» of, ii 95

IjiO(|uer work, indent, frAgmcnis of, I

^
^7St Jit. 411.443; ii- isi. 145

IjidAk, through, on return, it- 486-
4SS

LaHijuc, iktAy tti, t>ef<ee <lepurtttre, 15;
return to, ii. 489, 490 ; remimaccnces of,

ii. 2H7

I^l Sitigh, K.ii, Surveyor, formercompanion
lit

'4 i^)uKan, summ-meii to take place
oj Kam I ;iv, 436; arrival

:4: An hw, n. 338 ; detached to

vjTviy < n<i Wall, ii. 319, 350-151 ;

tr «^un'cy Chol'tfigh Range nrom
Tuitai . u, 359; to survey Knruk-

^
ta^;t4. ii. 371, 372 ; usistance in crosnng
«T ikllfoakan desert, ii. 387, 1

^9. 19^ 191*

400, 4CH. ^3; rcoonoaissance near

Mam Agh, it, 419; detached at Ak-su
hi :rUnguUcioii afoag Kuodun Kangc
to Ka^fl^r, ii 423, 4^7 ; aittslance on

\ uriifkg-ka^, ti. 444, 446, 457.

455, 462, 465, 474 ; cm glacier in search

for V'angi Ibiwan, ii 476-481, 483 ; tn

diarge m anciquitica to Kashmir, ii. 4^5,

488 ; meeting at Dehia Dun, ii 490

;

litk of Hai Bahadur, h. 490
iJaa Ud2n» Daa, Naih Tahsiidar of Leh, ii.

Lama from Tibet at Caves of Thousand
Huddhas, ii 164. Ss>f aim Dalai-Ijtma

l4ir^;ar» or rest-house, in Wakhan. i. 74

;

in Turkestan, L 15$. s6i, 164, ao^.

ao6, aia, a6oi cm Tibetan plateau, it.

4^ 47 * , . ,

Langaichi, oi keeper of rest-house, 1. 144

Las^age records, of Pakhpus, i 150; of

Habciak, i SOS
Lapehuk, oasb, with ruins, ii. 351
Leather, Kharoshthi documents on, i Jti,

114
LaalJte^workers, I a66, ^ N
Laecxi, am Von Lioq|t 3m*

Leli, In sick^foocii at, after ftuet*bite, ii

4«7-4««
Levantine Me, suggeated by Milan fres-

coes, L 483
Levies, at ]>ii, i 1$, f6, t8, la 201 at

ChitraS, i 3a ; at Tun-husng, ti. 17, 30,

2^ ; Mong!^ in Nan-ahan Range, ii.

Lextcographical teats, from Old Wall, ti.

155 ; from Caves of Thousand Buddhas,
it. 218

Li, Mr., telegraph oflScial at An-hsi, ti.

241*242
Li, Chinese measure of distanoea:sbout

onc-hflih mile, i 130
Li Ta-lao ye, Chinese ofticial at Kbk-yar,

1. 148, 152
Liao Ta-l^ye, Amhan of CharkUk, i.

338-340, 346, 436, 437. 499
LilKrrty brocades, as presenu for Chinese

odicials, i. 172; ii. 14
Ligaiures, in Brahmi script, ii. aia
lighten, Lake, on Til>etan plateau, ii. 458-

460
Umet, ancient Chinese border • wall.

Su Old Wall
Lin Ta-j^ mUitaiv commandant of

Tun-huang, iL 17. 18, 33. 69. 233, 234,

256, 294
Linen, paintings on, from Caves of

Thousand Buddhaa, tl 176, 178, 195;
from Turian, ii 358

Ling-hu, or * bartianan-soppressing * com-
(amy, in garrison on Old WaB, ti. 147 ;i

155
Lions, winged, 00 silk damask, from Cave

of Thousand Buddhas, ii. aoQ
Litter, improvised after fiost-mte, tL 484-

488
Litlk Ch*ien-fo-tttng, with Buddhist cave-

temples, iL 257
Little Pamir, excursion to, L 78-79
Little YUeb-chih, iL 8c\ 304 n
Uu Chin-t’ang, conqueror of Turkestan, L

319 ; ii- 18 .
278

Liu-duTAj-^ former Amban of Yarkand,
i 33»9 339

, .

li-yllan valley and oasis, near Kan-chou,
it. 33a

Locks and keys, wooden, t. 245, 296
L6c2)% Prof. L de, help cd, L XX
Loess, formed by aerial dq^^ts of dust, i

100, 121, 147 «r/unrm
Ldtapolas, or * Guardians ctf the Worlds,*

in pointings from Caves of Thousand
Buudhas, li lot, 203

Loime, Colonel F. B., Surveyor- General

of India, assistance from, L xiv, 9
Lopt town in Khotan oials, L 222, 234

Lop, hamlet near Ijop-nor, I 42^430
Lop, older forms of Kxat name, 1 449
Lbp^li^ dialect of Turki, I 342
U^Uks, ncMnadk and fishing inhahitants
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hcm-wm^ i 336^ miilmffa-

Inipkiii mmmmimmi L 301
Utfmm I. HI, 31^131, 34i» «*«

aiir«tkiii !«, i MMS3» 3?7'4I4. 41^
4#| otM^ «C i 4t3^|.
UMUllM di tAMlOfft i 3$6»3l&t

Lorsintft Mhm r.t imriiiiikiii at Biitiiili

Mmmm, k xm
hmm ikmm% m mndmd wmAm catvle^,

Lm£a, c* hof-mm^ m Cdmm Amm^ i

Jf3
“3«S- 44^ $t* S»^i KAtW

m Ltm-lMu* i 51

1

t» MifiMi i

4T4. #«* 4«T
IjowAtmt F««m« §cMn l>ir it? Cbttni i #t‘t$

Ijuaemt^ L tJ4 14^ |JI ; «i. 4f>
iJiliciMsa, mm kt Tmim, wkk Kam

mr^g9iwKi^ «L |$S |}7
Lmmat d brnkikm « mi^y» m

|miiiii<if Irom Cavvii d IM
n.

Hiicittorv. M«, • itfiti*ftt CriMuml ikvurf«l

«i Kji%tf> L XTU« 97, lOsa, }€«»; liit

lkri«|«italky m Cytiil*liii^ u tay* 1199

;

tfoiaem Chmaii^'W^ yirli, t 1 1 1 u ; ;

hamtX a( Fatlmar lf«»lrk:Jbs i tJ| txi

;

Vigm MSS. IwtMifijbf V\ i 134. tjl;
wmmiMnn^ IbaKlbi in^K i<

Mali m kirn > l«i||^ t 00$ i ttehqmm
hfsmK Mhem mhm^ k 4 |4 ;

t cft} Siid4 icn4 Uh, L 407 » Ii0tiiiitf4» WKAti*

to ICiAcbM. Ou jj^s mdb Utrmtm
mgkm$ * Iim ICbo4«A. iK 4 $ » ;M trviMMcvl SI Kmkg^r, u 4X9 ;

iifcbic«)4QC^ ***4 Nacl ti

4li ; M§mm4% CbwMbf «ii4 < frb to lar

Okmum Ii«tt4bx ’d Bm^h Ommkm m
Kmkpif, Bl 4J9

Mu Clw^i^ (litoiiiii* fvmvil

llfAcS{|«B, Mt 11 IXf SMS ftf k % I

i. 4I9 ; Mp ds t tilt

Mjic|4f!f«ii^ CM0Mim^ AimmMM lyNAksn
4f n 4I9

lliwy^ d l^nncir Vmrnmtmx^ m
MtflA fifiWMv i 401\ 4fI

MiilAv MMM!4mkmK wm iffittt

t«»

I

mwI ad tim Sictiww «. 0#. 49|l b jH
MifiaiiM,. mm dk, mm iM W«ll« n

tsi^fji
Malitett. IfiMMW, mm IimImw mmm dm
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i. at^ «M
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<to wdMwIi M tot-WM, a uf tm

MdBBmImk §mki it jiiMf

xaiAimM dUff

4091 tL »$t^t mm «<. i %

iia, ais. jft>. 413. SO«'fBf < ^ S>. A-

3
k 9^to(k ito |ock 344. 441

1
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km.kM

> MiiitffTtW m4l»ltfnvii« III fAMbgpi itoHiii
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» M*iir* 0;fmnt% cf«^ i fjS t I km

J
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» i tjE, tSi, lil, I|4
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I. ij

I Mitfitml Aravf, aittck* dL lit IdUf^mm
4mmm^ i. 4ii

d» i xrt
’ MAUxIaliiit. ill Mttaii 9nm0k i 4it

j

MAf!i|ps«ili ikf, ti. 414
^

0

, M4J(iiic.liiiimji «toic»fii«fitAk biSHii d
I TWmmaci&I IbwkftMM^ t itfy, it|*tt^s

TailiA, n 159
MaAimt Klaut, lltluMit f<Mhfrv}r)«

[
d i. Hi., i|

} Snf Ibiteiki, IClM
i rmbilWk THwiAA, SmdkK Tutii
I M»|iiKk k lit ; ii 491
! m t«|il<ff«iil I.

‘ uj. i4», j»k jaj. ijy. I4J, 4*«.

I'O’i. $»r *«% 4»4! t7 . Ibl.

I
|RiL PH

I
Mwt^mXk t«Mir, M Abbia*lAliMi4. i 14

M4#I7» d fmdhd,
^ 497

k aby

a iai-

* Mtnk <4 «4 4tf Mi*

•j. lii.

I

* Mtnk <4 «* 4tf Mi* M d
^

pmrn^ i tty • *
Hmxrn. M immi a 0
Ummm idM, liy tlw MlMk k ti *

d A%Mi* i f|
m l%*» pmm0 iliRiafi,

^ 41 5»

f

, iNiai

I
liiiiNi'i

< ***» Mf IlMwiii^ tMifcili^ i. Iff ^
^

mmmrnmm 4i, It fIf
I li»fff*w* OMm* JMMlt a JJ

I
Miiiiiiik Mwiaiwiiiiiiiiiii liiiMHk t

t|*, ifk tat.Mkjb mm, 00tm
I iit<!*yiifa> in Mi
. i itlfif ^

1 Mmm ton^iJk *1, i jKI-ify*-

« «|f

MNiii
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INDEX
***^*«^*iw»i M o( aadcM CUnne,
H 9$

MadkbedMM, oTTabtoMt, ii 48s
i3f ciilef, Cytfml« I 14, 3f-37

i$3. ,6; .
Mi«airlu motmuuii btroonetisr, I 10, ct.

59. ii JS«
MtHakihalar, andcat tort neai Tarim, L

413, 4J|*4J7
Mtrfots Colkft, OtM, lioipiuibk vcucmt

for L xxiii ; H 49a
Mtce« ntiiiniitilied, I »f6

Miliiiuiii*khaiia» or gticut qtmrterr, L 13$
Bfthtt*,* ii. 97

MlUtiry cokii|k», in cnriy Chioett tiocn-

mem*, Lm $t3: U9
MUiUiy in CliiiM»ie docnmenu,

i' S99 i *5*

MiliiAry omoiiatioct^ of ancient ChtiMsc
iMiniei, tL 146-1$^ Sat a/ie Old Wall

Mt}k« diSetth to ohuiii amocig; Chinese,

*5> JJO
Mini; dpxMty, bnildingt at Chia-jrd.

Jinan, il a?;, t79
«

* th'/miafi^i houses,* near Shik*

i.hm, excavation tif Buddhist shrines at,

i<»5'37*
Mmimum k ?n|Kfra!urc3i, L 63, 7$, 83, *66,m 376t 3^» 419. 43»a 45a. 5”*

515, 532 ; il. 49, 60. 61. 73. Wa 307.

316. 37* . 3^7 » 390. 409* 441» 443. 459.
462, 4M

Minfo* Viceroy, lux inlefcst in expedi-

f twn %i l''adiawar, i xiv, 57 ; bia wel-

come at Calcutta on return, iL 4S9-490

Mtnih, d irrigation overseer, L *36, 430;
u. 416

Miran, itlar Lop-nor, preliintnaiy excaea-

ikm of Tilietan fort and Buddhist temple,

i 34K*3$3; return to mined fort, L

417 444 I
Ulietan records, t

445'4S< • itndmt temples. I 452*460 ; a

dado of a%di, I. 461*466 ; the frescoes,

I 469*477 i a cycle of fiestiee f^res, i.

478-^5; mural paintiii| of Buddhist

kge^ 4. 466*4951 Singh

struck with Idindneaa on return to, i.

496$ H 433
Mirta Hakbr, author of the 7WiW*i*

I 207

Moecashiti woni cm mow by Mtslujts,

I $9; pmided lor Muhammadans at

liami, il 344 5 by Klighia, ti. 481

Moneiafy •ymem* compimtiet of; I 501

;

Mcm^ in Central Alia, L 333.

Mongolitn type of Lopiks, L 336, 34s,

,^347
Monkeys, grotesque figurines of, L 232
Mora, game of, reauled by attitude In
Milan fiesoom, i. 481, 483

Moraines, andent, covert by loess de*

podts,i 182, 199; E w
Mofawian mission at Ldh, i 1^ 447;

medical help at, E 485, 486*485
Mattes, at Qiitral, L p ; near KarghaUk,
I 139, 142 ; at Bcsb<tereE i. 144 ; at

Dowm, i. 160; of Imam Ja*far Talnui, i*

238 ; at Yotk^ E 438
Mosquitoes near Lop-nor, i. 318, $12;

nesi Sn>lo Ho, E 113, 134, 157, 1^
Moulds for casting relievos, i 244
Mountain * skknm on Dsrkot Pass, I

57. ^ ; on Otrughul Glscier, L 191 ; on
glacier in search for Yangi Dawan, ii.

477
Mountaineering manual, consultedfor fmt-

bite, ii. 483
Mouse-traps, ancient, i. 274, 296
Mubarak hlmh, Wakhi h^-man, L 64
Muhammad, b^ of Shal^r men, E 3»
Muhammad Isa, Kirghu head-man on

Pamirs, i. 77. 79
Mohammadju, Yarkandi, faithful old cara-

van man, i. 10, 22, 84, 98. 128, 358, 4P7,

415. 434. 437. 498 ; ii* 437. 473. 4«49 4»9
Muhammad Yusuf, Wakht Beg, i. 88, 89
Muhammad Yusuf, Beg of Niya, i 265

;

transferred to Polur, ti. 440, 441 a
Mulberries, i. 103, 109, 121, 127, 139,

148 ; dead trees, L 270, 277, 294, 315
Mule tranks, i. 7, 8, 200, 250 ; E 1$
* Mulki Sahib,* or political offim, t. 14

Mullah, old Lopliic hunter and guide, i.

340*342, 390^ 415. 4^8. 50», 504. 539 *.

IL 231, 25s
Mullah, carpmiter and scribe, E 407, 409
Mullah Khwaja, guide at KhadaUk,|. 237,

250, 25s, 256, 263
Muilai sect, under Aga Khan, in Sinkol,

*• H
Muller, Prof, F. W. K.. his mterpretaUon

of Sogdian MSS., L xxii ; E an
Murghao, or Ak-su, one source of Oxus, i.

I|ttsa,^itrali, pony-man and good climber,

i- l$6, 158, 188, 194. 19s. 4^8; E 476,

481, ^2, 489
Musa Haji, imaginuriae guide, at Korla,

E 373-375
Music, at KjU^ dance, at Chitral, L 39

;

at Khotan, i. atS
Musical instnunent m Mirmn fresco^ L 4S1

^ Mussocki,* or goat-tktnt for water and

for rat L 10, 157, 193, 368 ; E 89, 383.

387.388.m 394 399.406 ^
lluitagh-ata Kiu^ eastm buttresses

' I 131
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li^luaa, «rkli l«i»|4c cmtrK itoocc^ intigvi^

ffmmmp mid s0*«6f

M CMmm mmm oC Lcifv t

44f
^ikgm cimI liAtlwkQfiwiii luilf'Mbt,

in irteico at Cmm id TIaMiitiuul Hwldikaji,

ii } wBftswiicc ti\ in KjLiliitiia«

ii : tc|E«!a<li oC In mmsadm^ ii 4^
Hmm -!«»• SnmJi' *»«i» m«Mt Tu&

intli fitet ii Ji-tt
Xar»bafK pmdm fMkJbcv at KJbtitafi. i 171,1

717 : fit.

4|*t
XajaiillaSi.. tTbct» t4<ha«l«t of Kinf *4

i $1
Xaatmrfki'»ik i 14 *

Koolr.lstic fvmMimk io dlcurtt. i

jPH. 4 t<^ 4ao> 4>*
«*•«&» T»r?U.n* u.

;

JS% I

Xm. ASKljrm^ i 441 !

t>f- A., of iL 4}4i hu
'

m«Kl»C4l kdl|» dktt koa*4*ir„ it 4SS
|

• X« lloB»n[ii4s»,’ ClfiWEWRWP IsstiiTitao,
1

i 115* III;, «p. iiSiJi i|ll* W, |o|; u.
*

3^, f, >13, 4*1, 4t|
I

Htw \ m/ . 1410(7;^ 'iciicft* 1. 41^ ;
'

fl40»‘', as Kofki *fi iri
^ j

Urns Aktea* lla,rtj^av of n 444
|

Xiat Hakim immei jpomrrmiit m4
immt id CkiiW'ioc^ 4* Vaflwwsifi «, l|Dv

• f jt ; amiol Xa4*^m|:ka£ ICta',4aa, 9. 171. i

717 : Ui. 4 |l

Xmi* Ttti!i|phii* l^nffiwv Okmac i!a«r«|ars<i,
!

i 8 14
'

<'W iffusaf liik ILif finCK*t4i«iu

^
«ia««n^ i 347 ; u. >

Xirramv ccm^jumaI i.«t«|pc of tv .

c«e»b«« k«v « -4 Mfflml iNni

ta t>4
iraBrji^ AiaJ {fiKCMra, L 174^

Xifa raipi«4tMaa> ai mma ^4, i
;;

Mi; -'•hmmwrf id a a«c|4«*t
^

lUbaTOiliilKi AocwaaMi* i ^

Molv miff Ibfm i4 mmmi Ijiifh, L
|

447* 449
uMA, m dmrd. i §4$, ‘

lifb M) s IMmkMt aitMMit .

tm-kmat, II*. IS*. S*'. IH- !*•. j

|t9b Hi. S*. J?7. jt*. !•*• «M. 41% <

44<. $Mk $Mt & ttA. 14*. *•% sji i

XMMlfft iMAiif ClMI*^ Ii til. A| t
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iTi* a«i4 3i** I4A* 35 I 4 ISS. 37J. 4il.
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i%lii»«iaiirifliSS. if) Siiiftkril* finom
i 4$Si firom Caviss ofTbousand Boddhai,
il fS|, 31)

l^foiin, Of • Roof of Ums World,* croidnig

off from Wakhan to Siiurtkol, i. Td-So
RinlMfii).

Faa Tao^t'ai of Ak-ia, hit In-

flttimiM helo, I XVI, 111, i6Sj 33#. 336

;

St 34»» 4*^1 n3t to, tu 4x1 4x3
Raneli, ^ted. 1. #40; IL 169, 4i|t 414
f%fiifn|k)i, tim viUatfr fancied in La<lak,

ii 495, 4S6
hmjk^tra va||i^, in IHratid Swat, L 15*19
l*aiioraiii)jm. aJmr IlnxiM^Apliio pnnoramaA
*Rao i M ; mlle-atonc pilim, t. 130 ; memanre

of dittance, L 157, 337 s bramdary jatUur.

X 13$; wirvey mark, I 179; ruined

u)w»cr. pmiim
l aper cant of Sanskrit intcri^ion in

Chilral. k 43
l*aper docnmcnli, Ibe earliest known, iL

VS I TiMai), near l^f>>nor, 1. 353,
St Mkan. h 439, 441 ; Chinese, at Lem-nor
Sue. i. J79. i»J- 3M-394 ; oo OW W,1I,

It. 131 1 tn Sogdian ncrtpf, L 394 ; h- 1 13‘

m‘*n<y\ ii. 70
w„mUtw\ fit Chjnesc hoiwcji, iL ti :

i furki sr, i). 37 i

yak'hunirf !»nci gokie, in Kim-hin
»5 444^457

radu!! h' <r ferlaiitd. i. )3'35

r’ashtit <hrx**, at Chitral, 1, 36
in Ttirkesian, u 134, 168,

in, tl 3K, 6S
l'ay*t*tVi(» MiWicrs on Old WaU, iL 15)
IVAoho. i i6ji, 177; ii 348
IVarik, i %% ; li 158
iV) «hin ckMMit Ifom Af)<hd to Kami. it.

115* JS9‘34t
I!<i, riw* at Sit*€hou. ii. iSj,

397 ; in Kkhtholoii Range, ii. 31^ 311,

lih, 334
Veil)* 4, kt. rstti hii oatalogve of Chtnefte

tcau frt>ii%Case« of ThouUnd Buddhas,

ii 317 >318, **9 5 cxeavaiions at

• Kuchar. li 375, 4x8

Pen Ts-j^. Amlwn of Yarkand, i i|#,

133
PfleMoes. ii #89

IVmjwliUB vK wood • aunrSiijg;, L

410! of pteftee enfaunm at Miran, u 4SJ
Peniaii rora faneifplioa in CSiiual, L

Podtawai, rectjnioil Loid Minto at, I.

1-7

niiWaiEraphiG glaa, platen, t ip

PbMoilTanhk pancMUMt, L »i, 180, 190,

no*! S. *7*^ 3^3»7. 3^ 309. 3«t.

3in-3‘$. 3«^ ^ W a‘. 443.

diOoiltina, L 46»^**|^

493*494 i **• as. 4*»

Pbiygian capa in Miiaa btteom, i. 473,
4la.4«4

Fichan oasia, iL 353
I^keting poM utd tope, ancient, £98-99
Piedmofit mvei, i lo^ 250, 318, 315,

148 ; ii i57. 364
• Shone of the,* I 161, 163

at Ttm-baan^, ti 38
Pigtaii anedrm Tibetan, i 44#
me carpets, ancient, L 375, 380, 381 ; ii

>59
Ptlgtims to ikciiie of Imam Ja'far Sadtk,

). 266 ; to Caves of Thomsand Buddhas,
ii 159; to Mecca ; jwr Hmjis

FiUm, wooden, with turned mouldings, i

314. 4>o
Pink paper for Chinese correspondence, i

1^ ; £ 38
Fir Hakbfdi, Khan Sahib, Hospital Assist-

ant at Mastoj. i 44, 47, 49
Ftsha. valley in Kun-Lun Range, i #05*

311
Plane- ubk, mappt^ with, i 153, 17^

185. 186, 191, 136, 375, 504, 5>9? £
37. 333* 390. 4*0. 4374 446, 4474 4749

479, 480
Plane trees, or Chinars, L 17, 38, 33, 37.

45
flatter of Paris, Buddhist rdievos in, ii

416
Plaifctfms in ancient houses, i #77. 385,

393
Plums, i 4^t 48, 177 ; ii 415 w
Poetry, Chincac, from Old Wall, ii 153
Poisonous grass, on outer Kun-lun, i 230

;

on mountains near Su-chou, ii 303
Polo at Chitral, i. 35-36
Polo ground at Keshun, in Chitiml. i 43
Polar, village and gorge, in Kun-luo K^e,

ii 440*445
Pomes. lx>nght at Kashgar, i 109 ; bought

at Yarkand, i 131 .

iViots in the desert, ti 420
^

Poplars, white, i 97, 121, taa 130, 13^
147, 148, 160, 230, 238, 25^ 267 { ii

i63,*a93.f»7
Poplars, wild. Si^Toghffdcs

Poppies in I>fr, i 18. S» aim Opium
Porcelain, its absence evtdence for dating,

ii 77
Fort wine for Badakhiht pony, li 466
Portash, halting-placton up|^ Kaia-kash,

* j^sil^qgistcred * telegrams, ms Bombay,

i 47
Brthb, or MS* books, Biabmi, in * un-

known ' languages, i 2401 ii I79i >8^
«u ; Sanskrit, l 237, #40, 248,^3 S »•

I79» >83; Sogdkn, ii 213; TtbetUn,

i 35% 44* ; £ **9

Fliktery, band-made, i 365, 438
Mtery fragments. Sm Tati
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Fdossiiif M. L« de la Vall^» on Si^krit tagh, i. 212 ; in vain BewtCKfot ruins

MSS., i. XXI ; ii an
^

near Niya, i. 272, 278 j for survey along

Po-yang Ho, river in Nan*shan Range, iL Kun-lun Range towards Lop-nor, L 300,

269, 270 346 ; rheumatism, i. 346, 413, 4i5»

Pradakshina, or dfcumambulation, i. 120 434, 436, 446, 497 ; ii. 165 ; obseiya-

Prajnaparamita, Buddhist text repeated tioru in Lop-nol desert, L 529 ; tracing

in Tibetan MSS., ii. 219 plane-table work, ii. 37, 33^3 recon-

Prakrit dialect in Kharoshthi documents, naissance along Old WaU, ii. 92, 131-133,

i. 286, 291, 491*493 140* 157 ; site plan of Caves of Thousand
Prakrit inscrijUKias on Miran frescoes, i. Buddh^ ii. 220; in Nan-Shan Range,

491*493 ii. 269, 270 ; invests silver in gold dust,

Printed Chinese roll, dated 860 A.D., from ii- 31 1 ; return to India along Altfn-tagh,

Cavesof Thousand Buddhas, il 189 ii. 338 ' 339i 37^; meeti^ at Debra
Prismatic glasses, I 371, 377 ; ii. 48* 402 Dun, iL 49o;cawarded pK«e by Royal
Proofs of Ancient A"Man, i 109, 127, 184 Geographical Sodetv, ii. 490
Ptolemy’s * Geography, * 1. 493 Ramazan, Muhammadan frist, i. 322; ii.

'

Pulsatory desiccation, ii. 415 349
Punjabi Muhammadan, near Keriva, i. 259 Ramzan, worthless Kashmiri cook, i. 1 13,
* Pusa,’ Chinese for Bodhiaattva, li. 30 415, 446 ; iL 4, 33, 62, 71, 295
Pasha, valley in Kun-lun Range, i. 174, Rape-seed oil as ‘earners tea,’ i. 357, 4^

175 Kapson, Prof., his decipherment of Kha-
Puski, purvey of ruined Stupa near, i. 157 loshthi documents, i. xxi, 286, ^88
Putti In Miran frescoes, i. 494 Raquette, Mr.

,
Swedish medical missionary

at Yarkand, i. 133, 134 ; ii. 4^9* 433 * 434
Quatrocento art, suggested by Miran Rations of grain for garrison on Old Wall,

frescoes, i. 458, 481 i. 3^ ; ii. 151
Rats, legend of sacred, i. 161

Rahab, stringed instrument, in Taklamakan Rawak, ruins of, revisited, i. 222-225

desert, ii 390 Kawling, Captain, in Tib^, i. 9
Raft of goat-skins and wire-rope, t. 10, Read, Mr. Cf. H., help of, i XIX

X 57 i ^T5> 193* ^95 Rectangular wooden tablets, i 274, 281,

Rajputs, 7th, in garrison at Chakdara, L 14 282, 289, 385, 386
$am Singh, Nauk, Jat Sikh sappp, with Red cloaks of Chinese soldiers and exe-

hereditary skill as carpenter, i 8-10; cutioners, i 167, 216, 338; ti. 272, 273,
help in surveying ruined temple, i. 16-17 ; 299
developing photographs, i 35 ; ii. 37, Reed layers in Old Wall, i. 541. S^e alsg *

164 ; sketching wood - carving, i. ^ ; Brushwood and Fasemes
refosal to eat Muhammadan dishes, i. Reeds. See Knmusb «

65 ; keen eye for tree growth, i i^ ; Relievos. See Stucco relievos

planning bouse, i 13^ ; anthropologic^ Resbun, in Cbitral, i. 43 «

measuring, i. 150; with steel-wire raft, ‘Re*toling’ of camels, i. 3^, 367, 52^
i- 193*1^; in full uniform, i. 216; Rhubarb^ wild, in Richthofra Range, k. 305
sawfng 01 ancient panels and frescoes, L Richthofen Range, ii 270, 285, 29*^ 297-

^2, i03 ; ii. 370 ; crossing of ice-sheet, 310
L ^-425 ; fever, i. 446, 463 ; ever Ridding, Miss C. M., coll||borat)or on
scrup^usly dean and tidv, ii sent Tibetan MSS., i xxii ; ti. 218
to iGin-chou, ii 300 ; his dsoice of house Roborowsky and Kozlofif, MM., KuiiUlli

with coffins, ii. 334*33$ ; sent to Miran, travellers, i 4^7, 431, 5|0, $34 • ^ 6,

where struck blind with glaucoma, ii. 47, 323, 353, 3^
432-433; return to India, and death, ii Rolls,ofCmnese, Tibetan, BrahmiSogdtan
434 ;

pension and compassionate allow- MiB. from Caves of Buddhas,
ance to widow, ii 434, 490 ii. 29, 171 . 175-176, 183, |86

fUm Singh, Rai Sahib, Surveyor, Gurkha, Rolls, ^ C^lMse edns, i. 245
former o^mpanion and subsequently in Roman attitude in MhM frescoes» i 472
Tibet, i xiv, 9, 10; amhroptolUgicai Roman iaocis in Miran frescoes, i 4S0,

measuring, i 35 ; on Darkot Psis^ i 55- 483
60; refusal to eat Muhammadan dishes, i Roman Umas, suggested by Old Wall, ii.

65 ; detached for survey of Tasb-kurghan toy
valley, i 97 ; for survev along Kitn-lun Roman saddlery tn Miran frescoes, i 487
Range, i 147; accomplished with diffi- •Roof of the World * a Pamir, i 76, 77,
cttlty, but successfully, i J73'*7S > dc- ^9
tached for survey of slopes of llkelik* ^pe for {^keting horses, andent, ti 99

•
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' Roping ^'^ociers, I 56, 59, 174 ; ii. 47^f

477
Roses, i. 10, 13
Ross, Dr. £. Denison, his inteipreUtion of

Ui^ documenUi i xicn ; h. 186, 2x6
Routes, gold, fate of exchange for rupees,

Royal Geographical Society, help of, L
VIII, XV, 180, 403 ; iu 490

Roze Akhun, Ureasure-seeker,' L 176,

219 , 222, 227 ; ii. 4 x2

Rose Big, of Kbotan, L X64, 165
^mns ^ Khoi4m^ i. 238
Runio Turkic4ocuments, 5! Miran, L 449-

in Caves of Thousand Buddhas, ii.

XOO, 2 I 5
-2 I6

Rupees, rate of exchange for gold rouM^*
k III

Russia : Cossack outpost at Sarikol, i. 95-

^;«.posUl service to Europe, i. xio;
Consul-General at Kashm, i. xto;
Russo-Chioese bank at Kaiuigar, L ixi

;

iunerad of Father Hendricks,! 123-12$
Russian archaeologica] mission, ii. 353,

37?
Russian manufactures, ii. 14, 361
Russian maps, i. 427, $30, 534; ii 6, 47*

7i» 263, 329. 354, 421
Rusfuan, spoken by Chang Ta-jen, ii. 381
Rustam, digger, from Ni^, L 281, 285
Ryder, Major, in Tibet, u 9

Sabat AU Khan, A%han trader at Kuchar,
ii 111

Sadak, guide at Exxdere, i 300*302, 310-

• ^BMk Akhmi, former Turld cook, i. 113-

114 a
Saddlery, of Roman type, in Miran fresco,

i* 487 .
Sagsag, scrub in Taklatnakan desert, ii.

lid Bai, Yarkandi pony-man, ii. 303,
118

Sal, or gravel desert, L 139, i$3, 158, 160,

178, 222, 136, 318, 324* 334f 347 » 463.

•505. Sc«» 5«>» 541 ; u. a, 6, 8, 50,

65» 74. 99. 104. 109. 136. 257. 369. 273.

2781 347
Salt etBorescence. 5k# Shor
Salt lake, on Tibetan i^eau, u. 4^3*465
Saltpetre, cfigxdng for, i. 250, 256 ; ii. 2$i

Salt Range, runjaht from, in Turkestan,

i 259
Samantabhadra on hb elephant, Bodhi-

sattva, iL aox, 206
Samarkand, ii 186

San -chieh - ss5» * Tenses of the Three
Regions,' old name for Caves of Thou-
sand Buddhas, ii. 189

Sofut-^urigd /tuins #/ A/Wom, i vn,

290 • ^

Sand'hill, rumbling, near Tiixi4m«ikg, Ii.

i6x

Sandstone rocks, i. 159 ; ii 243, 264, 268,

336, 347. 3S5t 359. 4I7. 4*5, 44J, 449.
461

Sanju, oatb of, starting-point for Kara-
koram routCf i 156, i$8 1 ii 438

Saoogbar, in Mastuj, training-ground for

Chitral Scouts, L 45-46
Sanskrit MSS., at Kbadalik, L 237, 240,

244, 246 ; at Miran, i 45$ ; at Caves of

Thousand Buddhas, ii 179, 183, ;tttt

at Farhad-Beg, ii 4x3
Sanskrit rock inscriptions, in Upper

Chitral, i 42, 44
Saremanai ^ * red houses,’ ancient rums

in Swat, i 1$
Sarhad, in Wakhan, i. 65-69
Sarikol, on the Pamirs, i 89-99
Sassanian (?) patterns on silk tapestry from
Caves of Thousand Buddhas, li. 20^210

Sasser Pi^ in Ladak, ii 4S5, 486
Satip-aldi Beg, Kirghk he^-man, iL 431,

435. 471-473. 475, 485
Sztm^ model fat beankd beads in Gan-

dhara sculpture, ii 368
Sawyer, Captain, ounmandanl of Qiitral

Scoots, i 45
Scales for weighing silver, i 501 ; ii 70
Scales of anaent leather armour, i. 293,

352, 443, 444
Scarlet or crimson paper, Chinese inscrip-

tions on, ii. 27, 8^ 241
Schist rocks in Richthofen Range, IL

ilagintweh, in upper Kara-kash Valley,

L 74
Schmitt, Rev. S., Moravian medical mb-

sionary at Leh, hb help and services, ii.

486-4^
Schools at Chitral, L ^ ; at Tun-httang,

ii. 67-68 ; at Hung-shan, ii. 298
Scouts, Chitral, i. 174 ^

Seal-cases, andenC, i 4x0; Chinese, ii 56

;

modern copies, ii 240
Seal-scekets, Kharoshthi, i 274, 284, 379 \

Chinese, ii. ^
Seals, cbmical, on Kharoshthi tablets at

Ni]fa Site, i 274, 284 ; Tibetan, i 352

;

Clime&e, ii. 61

Seed-spores floating in the air, in desert,

I 421 ; ii. 389 ^

Semitic featuree in Miran frescoes, il 458,

471, 47fr .

Senart, M. hb d^pherment of Kha-

roi^thi documents, i. xxi, 286
* Senile babies,* Chinese pony-tnen in

mountains, ii 325, 3^ 332
Sgraffiti in Vall^ of Myriad Buddhas, ii

260-261

Sha * chou as * City of the Sands.’ Sa
Tttfr^uang
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ShagoHn-Niunjil, mountain group in Nan>
shan Range, ii. 523, 326

Shah Rukh, Prince, envoy of, to China
(fifteenth century), ii. 2S2, 351

Shahvar, starting - place for crossing of

Takiamakan desert, ii. 377-381
Shale ii. 243
Shaigun, cross* wed, of Kashmiri and

Tibetan, i. 10
Shamal, or dust-storm, I 105, 106. Ste

also Buran
Sheikhs, at Mazars, i. 153, 161, 163, 267,

26s
Sher Ali Khan, Afghan trader at Tun-

huang, ii. 38, 68, 99
Sher Muhammad, Political Munshi at

Sarikol, i. 78, 80, 86, 87, 95, 96
Sherwood, Major, provider of steel wire*

rope for raft, i. 193
Shields, for garrison on Old Wall, ii. 151
* Shih,* Chinese weight for estimating

strength of cross-bow, ii. 151

Shikarpuri Hindu money-lenders, at Vangi-

hissar, i. 104 ; at Kashgar, L 1 1 1 ; at

Karghalik, L 140, 141 ; at Ushak-bashi,

153; at Khotan, i. 170; iL 433
Shikehin, excavations at ‘ Ming-oi ’ near, ii.

365-37

»

Shirin-dil Khan, A%han colonel, his escort

through Wakhan, genial company, and
tales of Badakhshan, I 65-83

Shoes, ancient, i. 138, 395, 442 ; ii. 123,

- 127, 145
^Shor/ salt efflorescence in desert, L 362,

368, 430. 506, 509 ; ii. 137, 358 ; on
Tibetan plateau, ii. 464

‘Shotas,’ pair of ladders for loading

camels, i. 357, 420; ii. 406
Shuang Ta-j^ commandant of Chia-yii-

kuan garrison, iL 276-278, 285
Shuja-ul-mulk, Mehtar of Chitral, L 35-37
Shuyist, last village in Upper Mastuj, i.

49^0
Siberian Railway, ii. 35^ 361
Sidfk Beg of Charchan, L 319, 322
Sikhs in Chitral campaign, i. 43 •

ISign-posts erected in the desert, L 367
Silk, inscribed with Kharoshthi, L 3^ 458-

459 ; ii. 114; inscribed with Bmmi, ii.

126
Silk bale, ancient, L 381 ; width of, ti.

125-126

Silk brocad^bag, Tibetan, L 443
Silk brocades, from Caves of noosand
Buddhas, ii. 20S

Silk damask, from Caves of Thousand
Buddhas, ii 208-209

Silk documents at Lop-nor Site, L 394 ; at

Milan, i 458-459; on Old Wall, ti.

144, 125-126,

Silk embroidery, ti. 906*207
Silk industry, early bistofy of, ii 209-210

Silk paintings, from Caves housand
Buodhas, li. 176-178, 191, 195-210

Silk streamers, at Miran, i 458-459 i ftom
Caves of Thousand Buddhas, ii 177

Silk tapestry, from Caves of Thousand
Buddnas, ii 208-209

Silk trade, ancient, i. 381, 396^ ii 209-

210 ^

Silk uniform of soldiers on Old Wall,
ii. 152

Silver, exchange value of, i 262, 501

;

ii 70, 311, 430; bullion usedcas cur-

rency, i. 501 ; ii 70
Siyelik, cxcavatjpns at, i. 233 I

Slating, opportunities for, i 4^ ; ii^ 409
Slate rocks, in mountains, ii 264, 3(^,

321. 443 * 450
Slave, sale of, in Tibetan document^ 1.

448
Sling, ancient, i 44J
Slip catalogue of Chinese MSS. from Caves

of Thousand Buddhas, ti. 435
Slippers, ancient, i 138, 411

*

Slips of wood, with ancient Chinese writ-

ing, near Domoko, i. 255-256 ; at Niya
Site, i 275-277 ; at Lop-nor Site, i, 379,

383, 394; on Old Wall, i 542; ii 51,

52, 54-56» 61, 95, 97* n3, 116. 120. 123.

12?, 129, 143144
Smith, Mr. K. A., help of, i. xx
Smoke, signalling by, along Old Wall,

ii. 152
Snail-shells, in Lop-nor desert, i. 362,

418, 420, 422
Snow-line, in Non-Shan Range, ii 265 ;

in upper Vurung-kash Valiev, iii^4S'^ •

Snow passes, i 22-24, 63, 82-85 *

Snow wall, on Lowarai Pass, i. 33-^
Sogdian documents (Aramaic script) to

Lop-nor desert, i 394 ; on Ol^ Wall, ii

113-115,156; (Uigur script), in Gives of

Thousand Buddhas, ti t86, 213, 216;
to Turfan, ii 359

Sojaka, Ccjhbo, name on Kharoshthi
ublets, i 283-285

* Special duty * to £n|^and, 8. 488
Spninx, carving of a face fcsembltog,*!.

411
Spoons of wood, ancient, i. 381 ; ii. 61

.Springaert, late Bel^n Mandarin, ii. 286
Sratena, or Buddhist t|uritual guide, ii

29
Srinagar, in KaMunir, start from, i 3-4 i

convalescence at, ii 488
Ssii-yeh, or Chinese secretary, i 115, 217,

429
StaclU of fasdnes along Old Wall, ii. 109-

III
Staircases on towers along Old Wall, ii

104
Spituettes, wooden, of Buddha, ii 35^ ; of

Chinese wo^l, ii. 369
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StBi, Chinole, i. 504
Stencilled figures of Buddha, ii. 225
Stone age, relics of, in Lop-nor desert, i.

365, 366, 369, 416, 4*9
Strawberries, at Malakand, i. 13
Strsvgowski, Prof., hclpt)f, i. xx ; on silk

fabricyiddi Sasaanian patterns, ii. 208 ;

on Orilntalized Hellemstic art, ii. 368
Stucco relievos, i. 223, 228, 230, 232-234,

240, 242-244, 247. 249, 353, 406, 453-

455,479; «• 5*’59, 367,4*7
Stupas,w relic towers, ruined, i. 1 19, 157,

222^22^ 227, 234, 313. 344, 34«, 349.

4031456. 4f» ; ii- 74, 2fi
Stup4 models of, L 244, 406 ; ii. 252, 425
Stupas, on rock inscriptions in Chitral, i.

42, 44
St^es for writing, ancient, i. 410
.i^bis, or ‘ watermen,’ for ferries, i. 169 ;

ii. 438
SU'Chou, halt at, ii. 285-296 ; return to, ii.

Suess Range, 11. 315, 320, 322
Suwt Karaui, halting-place on upper Kara-

kaslu ii. 4381 473
Su-lo Ho, river, in the plain, i, 530, 534-

53^; ii' 45, 64. 132-133. *38, 236, 337 ;

in the mountains, ii. 266, 267, 31$, 317,

320-324, 326, 339
Sulphurous sprinjp, i. 78 ; ii. 266
Sunllowers, ii. 287
Sung dynasty of China, coins of, i. 132,

333 ;
glaieti ware of, i 334 ; ii. 369

Sung yiln, Chinese Buddhist jiilj^rim, i, 95,

323
•J^rvey ^ India I>epartment, i. xiv, 3, 9.

a/w TVi^nomctrical Survey
SuspensidH bridge, in Chitral, i. 32
Sutras of Buddhist canonical texts, ii.

17*, 175
Svastika emblems on ceiling of Turki

house, i. 153
Swallows’ nests at Chinese banquet, i.

I18
Swat Valley 4, 13-15
Swedish missionaries, i. 113, 125, 133-

•kj4; ii. 4*9. 433 ..

Syriac character, origin of Uigur script, 11.

186, 213; also of Manichaean script,

ii. 187, 214
•

Tabloid medicine chest, ii. ^2
Taels, rate of exchange with rupees, ii.

39, 288, 430
Tagbdumbash, valley on Pamir, i. 88*91

Taghliks, Turki hill-men, i. 180, 185, 188,

• 189, 194, 105, 197, 201, 21 1 ;
dialect of,

i. 150; anthropological measurements of,

ii. 441
Ta-han-chuang, oasis in Nan-shan Range,

ii. 271-274 VJ
Tahir Beg, of Korla,^ii. 373* ^

VOL. II

Ta-j^=: ‘ Excetkney/ i 141
Taklamakan desert, crossing of, it. 376-

411 ; excavafion of ruins in, ii 412-415
Ta-kung-ch’a, valW and pw in Nan-

shan Range, it 204.-265

Ta-li period, coins of, t 245
Tally sticks, ancient, u. 56
Talmish, Walchi, t 70
Ta-lu-ti = ‘man of the high road,’ or

guide, in Chinese, ti. 317
Tamarbk -covered sand-cones, in desert, i.

138, 238, 239, 248, 251, 273. 277, 293,

^5. 3*0. 3*6, 333. 348. 356, 370, 389,
506 ; ii. 50, 66, 87, 3^, 395. 398. 4*3.
415

T’ang Annals, i. 52
Tang dynasty, t 257, 258, 323 ; it 24, 27,

28
Tang Ho, river, at Tun-buang, ii. 10, 42,

72. 73
Tang period, coins of, i. 245, 333 ; it 77
Tang-scng=r‘ monk of the T’ang period,’

or Hsilan-tsang, it 269, 170, l«>
Tangut herdsmen, ii. 321, 327
Tanjur and Kanjur, Til^tan canonical

collections, ii. 176, 184, 219
Taoist priests, ii. 28, 164, 258
Taoist temple, it 67
Tao-t’ai, high o65cial at Su-chou, it 288,

289, 294, 295. See also P*axi Ta-jen
* Tarikh • i • ll^idi,’ of Mirza Haidar, t

207
Tarim River, drains into Lop-nor, t ^

356, 359, 428-429 : near Shahyar, ii.

381-383; near Ak-su, it 420-421
Tartar physiognomy, of Kirghiz on Pamirs,

i. 77 ; of L^pliks, i. 502 ; of people of
Ak-su, ii. 421

T’a-shih, oasis and river, ii. 255-257
Tasb-kurghan, traditional capital of Sari-

koi, giving name to river and valley, t
93. 94. 97 *

Tathagala, or Buddha, ii. 25
Tati, or debris-strewn old site, i, 158, 476,

225, 126, 228, 231. 233, 247. 260, 320,

324. 325. 333 ; h. 77 78. 253. 335, 427 •

Ta-fung River, tributary of Huang Ho, it

3*7. 326, 327
Ta-Ying-kuo= England, it 191
Ta-YUen-chih, or Indo-Scythians, i. 400
Taxila, or Takshasila, in the Punjab, i. 290
Telegrams, t 434, 436; it J9, 6^ 241,

294. 30*
Telegraph officer, Chinese, ii. 241
Temple cellas, excavated : near Rawak, i,

224; at Kine-tokmak, t 226; at Ak-
tcrek, i. 228 ; at Ak-kul, t 23^^233 ; at

Khadalik, t 241-247 ; at Lop-nor rite,

i* 353. 453-460. 478-4^ ; on Old Wall,
ii. 121 ; ID Turfiui, it! ^8; at Ming-oi,

^ 365*370; at Farhad-Beg, it 413 414;
near Mayaklik, ii. .417

2 L
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Tent tndenti ii. 14s
Ttrtk, or white poplar, 1. loi, 296. See

also Po|dar

Teira-cottaa, ancient, 1 176, 177, aaS, 230-

23*
Th^olite, sun observations for latitude

with, in desert, i. 529 ; ii. 393, 399, 403,

437 ; for triai^Ution, ii. 437, 446
Thomas, Dr. F. W., collaborator on
Tibetan doconients, I xxn, 447; ii.

218
Thomsen, Prof. V., his translation of Runic

Turki MSS,, i. xxtl, 450; ii. 186, 216

Tibetan documents, at Khadalik, i. 244,

246; at Miran, 1 343, 351. 352, 439.

441, 445*449 ; »» Turfan, ii 358; at

Mazar<tag^ ii. 418
Tibetan dominion in Central Asia, ii. 185,

419
Tibetan plateaus in Kun-lun Range, ii.

453-47*
Tibetan texts, in Caves of Thousand Bud-

dhas, ii. 175*176, 184-185, 218-219

Tibetans, in Wakhan, i 65, 70-72 ; in

Ladak, ii 4^
Ticn-han period (first century B.C.), ii.

106

Tien-shan Range, ii. 375, 421, 422, 423
Tiger, near camp on Tarim River, ii. 420
TigharmaiHsu, on Pamir, i. 89
Tih Bat, Yarl^di, trustworthy pony-man,

»• 130* 355i 497 » 541 ; ii* 46, 47 . 84. 103,

• 123, 193. *48. 29s. 303. 3 * 7 . 3*8, 377 ,

438, 473. 484
Tim, or ruined mound, i 157, 124, 227,

326, 327. 426
Tin sheets, for packing, i 463 ; it 432
Tirich-mir, highest in Chitral, i 31,

33. 4*. 47
,

Tita or Titus {?), frescoes at Miran by, i. 492
Tiznaf River, near Yarkand, i 136, 137,

ly. 142, 145
TogSraks, or wild poplars, i 226, 260,

270, 271, 295, 301. 30t, 305, 308,

3*7 . 3*8. 3*9, 33 *. 334. 348. ^2, 425,

. 428, 4P. 43 *. 5*7 . 545; ii- 3. 5 . 47 .

64, 89, 104, 13*, * 39. 38** 38S. 395.

397,404,408
Toghrmk'bnlak, haltin^-place on desert

route to Tun-huang, 1. $39, 540
Togucha, ruined Buddhist temples near,

**• 35 *

Tokhta, of ^habyar, inefficient guide, ii.

383* 384. 390, 401

TokhU Akhun, intelligent Loplik guide,

L 340-343. 350. 35*. 376. 401. 402, 415.

4*4, 502, 504, 505
Tokhta Muhammad, of Endere. L 307
To-lat-ibaa, mountain range, il 2^, 268,

rpt, 308,m 311-314, 3*7. 3*9
Tongas, in Kashmir, Hasara, and Mala*

kiid, I 5, 12, 13

Towers, on Old Wall. Su 'l^tch-towers
‘Town of the Dragon,* site of, identified.

^i-5*3*5*S ^ ^
Toyuk, near Turfan, cave-temples at, ii.

^359
Track of patrols along Old Wall, ii. 109
‘Treasure-seekers,’ I 175, 176,1219,224,

311 ; ii. 413, 427
^

Tnangulation, i. .264 ; ii. 450
Trigonometrical Survey i

•450
of India, ii. 463,

491. Su also Survey of India

Trimurti, or three-headed Bu(}dhis(4.}ivinity

^ 59 .
Ts’ao Ta-lao-^e, officer of Tunihuang

levies, ii. 92, 119 (
.

Tsao-p’i, insects, in marshes of Tun-huang
desert, ii. 115

Tsin dynasty, Western, i. 391, 397
*

Tugh, or dam, i. 2ja, 3^
Tukhara. or Indo- Scythians, i, 312

I
Tiimen River, at Kaxgar, i. 121

I

Tumuli, circular, in desert near T^n-huang,

1
»• 75 .

79-8o
‘ Tungan gold-miners, ii. 310
Tungan nomad herdsmen, ii. 47-49, 365

I Tungan rebellion, I 345. 349 ; ii. 34, 40,

42, 86, 235, 236, 239, 243. 269, 340
Tun-huang, or Sa chou, first halt at, ii. 9-

19 ; start from, into desert, il 32 38 ;

return to, ii. 67-7 1 ; second return to, il

1 58- 160; final return to, from Caves of

Thousand Buddhas, ii. 234
Turdi, camel-man, i. 415; ii. 318, 344,
403

Turdi, faithful Dak-man, i. 299, 407-409,

498; il 231, 248, 255; farewell to, ii.*

44 *

Turdi, former guide, hts unfortunate fate,

I 164, 175176
Turfan, German archaeological mission to,

*»- 353*354. 357 . 359 . J6i ; Kaiex. or

underground irrigation m, il 354*3J7;
excavations in, ii. 358 ; archaeolo^cal
observations in. il 357, 358-361, 362-

363 *
Turki accounts, ii. 16

Turk! dictionary, compiled by Mi. Raou^e
at Yarkand, I 134

• \ n -Turki hotpitaUty, il 346, 3C2

r, of Ktrghit, 77; ofTu^ii language,

I. 342 •

Turki traden, at Tun-huang, il io» la,

13, 18 1 at An-hsi, ii. 237
Tunwm Bui, of Charchin, i. 320, 335
Tursun Bai, Loplik, of Cbarklik, I 336
Ttt*ta-fiuk Pass, in llan-ihan Raiif^, il

369-270
• Twelve Years* Cycle,* to Tibetan docu-
ment at Miran, L 448

Twigg, Cokmel, commandant at Chitial,

I^i 38,42
TxQ,’ or ChU^ characters, Il 55
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Uch-TurfftilP Kirghiz settlemenU near, ii.

423
Udyana, or Swat Valley, Buddhiat remains

In, L 15
Uigur documents, at Kiziljai near Yarkand,

*34» I37i 138; Mis. from Caves of

Thott^nd Buddhas, ii. 186, 216; at

Turfan, ii. 358, 370; at Mazar-tagh,
ii. 418

Ui^r dominion, no traces of, at Miran, I.

^0|^remain$ of, at Hamt, ii. 349; at

Turfln, ii 55^
s^^aB^ in Valley of Myriad Bud-

Ulugl-kol, lake in Kun-lun Range, ii.

448, 455. 456 . ^ .

Ultigh Mihman, or * great guest, 1. 144,

iSS, 191

»Mnbrellas, ofilicial, ii. 289
* Unknown 'language of ancient Khotan,
Brahmi MSS. in, at Khadalik, i. 240,

242 ; wear Domoko, i 255, 256 ; on Old
Wall, ii I2d ; in Caves of Thousand
Buddhas, ii. 179, 183, 211-212; at

Taklamakan sites, ii 413, 418 ; Dr.

Hocrnlc’s interpretation of, ii 183,

212
Urns, cinerary, at Ming-oi, ii 366, 370
Ustad= ‘ master ’

: Turkestan artisan, L

123. 347# ii- 432 ; spiritual guide,

i- 259

Vaisravana, Demon- king of the Northern
Region, ii. 203, 2C^ 369

^ Vajracchedika, the, Sanskrit Buddhist text,

^ tranAtion of, in Brahmi * unknown

'

langu^, ii. 212
Va|rapam, with thunderbolt, Boonisattva,

ii 201. 203
Vash-ihabri, oasis near Lop-nor, i. 332-335
Vedinkot, in Mastui, i 53, 60
Vcj^etation, limit of, in Richthofen Range,

n. 3*5 3*6
Vessantara, story of Prince, in Miran

fresco, i. 490
Victoria Heading - room, at Drosh, in

Chitral, i. 30
Vines in Swat, i 17 ; in Turkestan, i.

* 53 . 217
Virudhaka, Demon -king of the Southern

Region, li. 203
Virupaksha, Demon-king of the Western

Region, ii, 2^
Visiting>card, Chinese, on red paper, ii.

9, 291
Von Lecoq, Dr. A., his interpretation of

Manicha!^ documents, i xxii.; ii 215 ;

his expedition to Tur^, ii 345 . 354.

4*4 ^
Votive offeriim, ancient, of MS. leaves, i.

240, 242 ; u. 121 ; of silk streamer

IGiaro^thi insctifitioii at Miran, i. 458 ;

of artifidal flowers at Miran, i. 459;
modern, L 22, 267 ; ii 7. 22, 4*8

Vulture, on Tibetan plateau, ii 464

Waddell, Colonel L. A., help of, i xx
Wakhan, passage across, with A%lian

escort, L 63-85
Wakhjir Pass, from Afghan to Chinese

Pamirs, i 81, 82-87
Walnuts, in Swat, i 17 ; in Chitral, i 32,

38; in Turkestan, i. 152, 159, 236; ii

348
Wang, title of hereditary Muhammadan

chiefs in Chinese Turkestan, i 167 ; ii.

Wang - fo • hsia, or Valley of Myriad
Buddhas, ii 255-262

Wang Mang, Chinese usurper of first

century A.D., ii. 114, U7, Ii8, 119
Wang Ta-lao-ye, sub-magistrate of Char-
ch^, i. 322

Wang Ta-lao-ye, civil magistrate of Tun-
huang, ii. 14, 15.. 33. 34. 36. 69, 232-234;
his misfortunes, ii. 294, 336-337

Wang Tao-shih, Taoist monk, custodian

of MSS. at Caves of Thousand Buddhn^
ii 29, 164, 165 ; first interview with, ii.

167-170; slowly yields up MSS. and
paintings, ii. 271-194, 231 ; farewell to,

li. 233 ; sends more MSS., iL 339
Watch-dogs on Old Wall, iL 151
Watch-towers, on Old Wall, i. 539-545

;

ii. 2, 5, 44, 48, 50'52. 54 . 57» 60, 62, 99,
103.104, 113. * 3 *. *36, * 37 . i43'*45. *56;
ground-plan of, i. 145, 237, 243; on
Great Wall, near Su-chou, ii 273-274,

278, 279, 283, 337
. ^

Water-tanks, of iron, for the desert, 1. 156,

268, 294, 498 ; ii. 387. 598
Weaving instruments, ancient, i 274, 277
Wedge-shaped tablets, Kharoshthi, near

Niya, i 274, 281, 287-2^; at I^p-nor
Site, i. 379, 3^; Chinese, on Old
Wall, ii. 98

Wei dynasty of China, third century B.C.,

5*4
. .4

Weighing of silver, for currency, l 501 ; ii.

70. 30*
‘ Wei - lio,* the, fragmentary Chinese

history, i. 514-5*5. 5*5
.. , .

Welb, used for dungeon, ii. 120 ; sunk m
the desert, a. 384-398; in t^e mountains,

ii 463, 4^
* Western Regions,* in Chinese Annals, i.

5 **. S*a. 5*4. 5*6; >*• *74. ***:
Memoirs of,^ HsUan-tsang, i 516^

* West • protecting Garrison ’sAn-hsi, ii

235
Wheat crops, i. 147, 159, 348 ; ii. 286
Wheat loaves, Turki, li. 346
Wiesner, Prof.

J[.
von, his analysts of

ancient papers, i. XX, 441 ; ii X15
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•Wild Tibetans,’ dreaded by Chinese in

Nan-shan Range, ii. 290, 317, 321, 327
Willow, inscribed ^ps of, i. 158, 252
Willows, in Sarikol, i. 97 ; in Turkestan,

u 129, 139, 147. 230, 238 ; ii. 247
Wilson, Sir James, help of, u xiii

•Wind of An-hsi,* dreaded in Tun-huang
desert, ii. 141, 239

Wind scene, in Buddhist cave frescoes, ii.

229 23 1, 260
Winter, Miss E. A., of Royal School of Art

Needlework, secures ancient embroidery,

ii. 207
Wire-rope, for raft ferry, i. 193*195, I9i
‘ Witness,* or clay terrace, marking extent

of wind erosion in desert, i. 247, 248,

249, 294, 325, 349. 362, 374, 418, 432,

522, 533 ; ii. 45
Wolves, on terminal Su-lo Ho, 11. 100
Women, of Kashgar, their costume, i. 12 1 ;

of Khotan, theur bad reputation, i. 170;
Kirghiz, their frankness and costume, i.

79; ii- 34^347
Wood-carving, ancient : at Khadalik, i.246;

at Niya Site, i. 2S0, 292 ; at Endere, i.

314; Loi>nor Site, i. 404-406, 409-411,

414 ; at Milan, i. 459, 479 ; at Ming-oi,

ii* 369 ; at Khora, ii. 372
Wood-carving, modern : in Chitral, i. 34,

37i 38, 48; in Turkestan, i. 159,
ii. 348; Chinese, ii. 8, 10, 15, 71, 277

Woodcuts, in Chinese rolls from Caves of

4 Thousand Buddhas, ii. 189
Wooden documents, ancient, at Khadalik,

i. 240, 245 ; at Domoko, i. 255, 256

;

at Niya Site, i. 271, 273-277, 280-290,

293, 294, 295; at Endere, i. 300, 31 1,

312, 313; at Lop-nor Site, i. 351-352,

379*380,383, 385-386, 392*3951 410, 41 1

;

at Miran, L 439-440; on Old Wall, i.

542 ; ii. 51. 52, 54-56, 61, 65, 69, 95-98,
106. 1 13, 1 16, 120, 123-124, 129, 143-

I4ST 156, 157
Wooden foot-measure, ancient, i. 392 ;

ii.

9^,126
yoolley, Mr. L. C., assistant at British

Museum, i. xix
Wordell, Captain, at Drosh, i. 29
Wti-sun tribe, chief of, ii. 121

Wtt-ti, Chinese emperor (second century

B.a), builder of Old Wall, i. 397, 512,*

S13 ; n. J06, 135, 149

‘ Va-i/or Ya-men attendant, of Tun-huang,
iL 21 ; of An-hsi, as guide, ii. 242,

^43. 245
Yaks, for burden and riding, on Pamirs,

L 77, 81-84, 86-S9, 100 ; in Nissa valleys,

L 180, 181, 187, 180, 19X, 192, 1^, 200,

205, ;
in Richthofen Range, ii. 330

;

in Tibet, h. 474, 476, 481, 483
Yaks, wild, in Nan-shan, ii. 313, 314, 324 ;

in Yunii^-kash Yalley, ii. 452, 460,

471
Yakub Beg, Muhammadan rebel ruler of

Turkestan, i. 102, 161, 250, 331, 339,

429 ; ii. 340, 351, 428, 446, 469
Yalghuz-dong, rums at, i. 329
Yambus, Chinese horse-shoes of |dlvcr, ii.

192. also Horse-shoes
Ya-mcn, or Chinese public office, at Kash-

gar, i. ixZ et passim
Vang, Colonel, commanding garrison at

Hami, ii. 343
*

Yang! - Dawan = ‘ new pass,* traversj^ by

Johnson aero* Kun-lun Hl*nge ; Sought

for, i. 186, 198 ; ii. 472, 474, 475* 477*

479, 4S3
Vangi-hissar, near Kashgar, i. 104, 127

Yangi-kent= ‘ new land,”in oasis, i. 251
Vangi-k6l=r « new lake,* in Lop-nor,f •

361
Yang - kuan = * Vang barrier,* frontier

station in Han Annals, identified with

Nan-hu, ii. 80
\'ajx:han, fn^stal station near Kashgar, i.

Yar, or fltKxl-cut ravine, i. 160, 238, 251,

297 ; ii- 75» 78, 79, 362
1' Vardangs, or wind - crexJed terraces, in

j

desert, i. 361, 364, 369, 370 ;
ii. 239,

I
254, 357 ; on TilK'ian plateau, ii. 467

I
Yarkand, visit to, i. 130-134; return to,

ii. 429

I

Var-khoto, former capital of Turfan, ruins

at, ii. 362-363
Yarkhun, name of upper Chitral River, i.

41, 44, 50 f
* Yellow grass,’ on Tilxrtan plateau, ii.

443» 458, 459, 464 •

Ying .Ma Chiang. See Chiang-ssu-ych.
* N'i-tsou company,* in garr&n* on Old

Wall, ii. 125
Yol-hegi = ‘ road-master,* or guide, ii. 390
Yotkan, site of ancient cafjital of Khotan,

i. 177 ; ii. 437
Ytian djrnasty, inscription of,4^t Caves of

Thousand Buddhas, ii. 28 ^
Yueh-chih, or Indo-Scythians, i. 4t^ 02

;

ii. 80, 304, 319. 6^ Itodo-Scythtan

Yu Huan, author of the •Wei-Uo* (third

century A.D.), i. 514
Yule, Sir Hen^, referred to op quoted, i.

449. S*7-5*9; ii* 28a
YU-m^, ‘the Jade Gale,’ identified on
Old Wall, ii. 97, 117*125

YU-m^n-hsien, modem town, n, 337
Yung P’ing, Chinese regnid period, ii.

53
Vurung-kash River, in the plam, i. 312*

2x3; ii. 416, 417; exploration of its

sources in the Kttn-lun Ri^e, i, 172,

.^79. >95. *», 3o6, 307 ; ii- 435. 438.

445-447. 449l'45S ,
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Ytl-ticn, or Khotan,' temple cave at

Thousand Buddhas dedicated by Princess

oft ii. 229
Yils-bashis *head of hundred,’ of Tagh-

liks, I 181, 199, 202,^203, 210, 212; of

labourers, i. 415

Zahid Be^, Muhammadan trader at Tun*
huanir, li. 18, 28, 42, 71

Zahid Beg, of liami, il 342
Zailik, goTjg^e in Kun-lun Range, with gold

mines, ii. 445^449* 45^
Zeus, on clay seal impression, i. 284
Ziarats, or Muhammadan shrines, in Swat,

L 16; in Chitral, i. 24, 25, 28; in

Turkestan, i. 153, 267 ; iL 425. Su
also Mazars

Zoji'la Pass, from Leh to Kashmir, crossing

of, in litter, ii. 487, 488

THE END

Pr'mttd by K. & R. Clark, Limitro, Eiii$tbur£k,
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—“ It is hardly possible to overpraise the vivid representation by Prof.

Jackson of what he actually saw. . . . The matter contained in Prof. Jackson’s work is

sufficiently original and attractive to dispense with any additional embellishment ^11 the

same, we could ill spare the remarkable series of illustrations, many of which bear witless to

he author’s#kill in handling the camera. We have igjver seen a collection of equal variety

41nd excellence in a book of this size."
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